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Executive Summary
S1 Objective and Development
According to the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan
(revised in 2014), the period between 2005 to 2017 is considered
the Potential Host Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage. The
objectives of the stage include 1) completion of the potential host
rock characterization and evaluation, and 2) creation of the
potential host rock function/safety assessmen t technologies. The
Preliminary Feasibility Assessment Report for the Spent Nuclear
Fuel Final Disposal Technology in Taiwan (also known as the
SNFD2009 Report) was completed in 2009 as an important
milestone. The Report contains the following conclusions and
recommendations as below:
(1) Development of the research in the geo -environment
The study of the potential host rock characterization reveals
that the potential host rock options include three types of
rocks:

crystalline

Assessments

of

rock,

mudstone

geological

and Mesozoic

characterization

and

bedrock.
resource

exploitation conclude that, as of now, granites shall be given
priority as the more feasible potential host rock. In the
meantime, studies also show that Taiwan, despite situated in a
geologically unstable zone, has active structures, earthquakes,
volcanic activities and geological hazards distributed in limited
areas. The rock formations in the offshore islands offer
long-term geological stability. Furthermore, the crystalline
rock test area located on Taiwan Island along the border of the
tectonic plates may have developed stability as landmass over
the past nearly one million years. The preliminary conclusion
of the studies is that potential host rocks on Taiwan Island may
exist but the suit ability of such to deliver the function of a host
rock

remains

a

question

requiring

verification.
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further

research

and

(2) Technological research and development
The research team for this project continues the intellectual
pursuits

based

on

the

existing

good

geological

survey

technologies, and forms an appropriate model of exchange with
the academia. Its international collaboration and exchange
programs have led to the completion of many in -situ surveys
and data analysis technologies required for perform ance of
deep geological host rock characterization, covering four
categories:

geophysics,

hydrogeology,

geochemistry

and

tectonic stress.
As for the engineering design based on the “multi -barrier”
concept, the research team decides to adopt the KBS -3 concept,
a Swedish disposal concept, as the reference design for the
engineered barrier system in Taiwan. Sweden’s experience in
the construction of engineered barrier systems as well as the
research and demonstration of the in -situ disposal studies
performed in its underground laboratory proves that the
engineering technologies for the geological disposal of spent
nuclear fuel do exist; therefore, Taiwan may import the
hardware facilities and conduct subsequent localized studies
involving the geological condit ions of Taiwan.
The initial function/safety analysis technology assessment
concludes that the integrated survey procedure, developed in
this project, enables the generation of the geological concept
model required for the function/safety assessment for th e
purpose of this study. The assessor may also avail the said
geological concept model to develop the near -field, far-field
and biosphere assessment models as integral components of
the full-system assessment, and perform an initial systemwide
case

analysi s

based

on

a

model

chain

to

acquire

technologies required to complete the assessments.
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the

The Technical Feasibility Assessment Report on Spent Nuclear
Fuel Final Disposal (abbreviated as the” SNFD2017 Report”) is the
second milestone planned for the pro gram period from 2005 to
2017, Potential Host Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage.
According to the AEC requirement, the SNFD2017 Report marks the
completion of, amongst others, three milestones of the domestic
spent nuclear fuel disposal program:
(1) Confirming whether a suitable granite rock to host a geological
repository can be located;
(2) Confirming whether Taiwan has the technical competence to
work with the engineering technologies associated with a
geological disposal program;
(3) Performing the long-term safety assessment of a geological
disposal facility.
To better utilize the international developmental experience
and to efficiently focus the domestic R&D resources, the SNFD2017
Report is structured to evolve around three core chapters , namely
the Geological Environment, Repository Design and Engineering
Technology, and Safety Assessment. The three core subjects as the
substances of this program are introduced as follows:
(1) Confirming whether a granite rock as a suitable host of a dee p
geological repository can be located
Granite, mudstone and Mesozoic bedrock are three potential
host rock options subject to consideration for the deep
geological disposal program in Taiwan. The Report studies the
distribution, characterization and comp arison of each option
and concludes with an order of priority for next stage of
research: (1) Granite; (2) Mesozoic bedrock; and (3) mudstone.
According to the studies on granite as the first priority option,
relying on the geological conditions as the sol e factor of
consideration
involving,

for

and

excluding

example,

the

politics,
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non -scientific
public

factors

perception,

transportation and the cost of construction, Taiwan has granite
formations of the appropriate size and geological properties to
be considered as a “scientifically hopeful” candidate for the
deep geological repository. The areas of good prospects
include:
(a) Western offshore islands such as the rock formations in
Kinmen, Wuchiu and Matzu; amongst these places, Kinmen
Island is excluded fro m consideration as a potential deep
geological repository site due to the current regulatory
restrictions on the use of the area.
(b) Eastern part of the Taiwan Island, e.g. rock formations in
Yuantou

Mountain,

Fanbaojian

Mountain,

Heping,

Kainangang and Xipan.
In the meantime, this Report also elaborates on the feasibility
of the deep geological characterization, survey and assessment
technologies as currently available to the domestic research
team. The technologies that enable a survey of a large area,
amongst

others,

magnetotellurics,

the

airborne

geoelectrical

magnetic

resistivity,

survey,

microquake

monitoring and analysis, as well as the GPS monitoring and
analysis have been developed and utilized to map and appraise
the distribution of the undergro und rock formations and
structures.
A reference case is built and included in the SNFD2017 Report
to further elaborate on the feasibility of the deep geological
characterization, survey and assessment technologies. The
reference case takes its geological survey data from the drilling
experiment involving six wells in Kinmen area, a district
excluded from the list of potential repository sites due to the
current regulatory restrictions. However, the small area survey
and model-building technologies develope d through the use of
the reference case, such as the building of the conceptual
model, drilling and exploration of the geological features,
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borehole experiment and analysis, and the building of the
discrete fracture network, are utilized in combination wit h the
in-situ tests to verify and effectively analyze the primary
water-conducting structures in the rocks. These technologies
are crucial in ensuring the integrity of the engineered barrier
systems

and

integral

to

the

study

of

the

migration

of

radionuclides in the geosphere.
(2) Confirming whether Taiwan has the technical competence to
work with the engineering technologies associated with a
geological disposal program
The disposal engineering technologies are consisted of the
planning of the system design specifications, analysis and
testing of the safety verification results, and the methods of
construction and management. For the purpose of planning the
design specifications, the Report adopts the KBS -3 engineered
barrier design data, domestic spent nuclear fuel properties and
the geological survey data of the SNFD2017 reference case to
formulate the design criteria. In combination of the related
technologies, the Repo rt seeks to present an argument in
support of the long-term stability of the engineered barriers
and disposal facilities. On the management of the construction
of deep geological repository tunnels, as well as the operation,
closure and management of the d isposal facility, the Report
presents the actual survey data from the international and
domestic construction projects in the same category of the
repository construction project to evidence the feasibility of
the construction technologies.
In addition, the determination of the availability of the
technical competence in the repository construction is further
discussed from the perspective of the 5M of the construction
management:

manpower,

material,

money.
(a) Manpower:
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machine,

method

and

Taiwan

has

ac cumulated

much

experience

in

the

construction of long tunnels in the mountainous regions
over the years. The disposal facility construction project
may tap on the wealth of professional human resources to
complete the myriads of underground construction ta sks.
(b) Material:
The material required for the construction of the disposal
facility are available in ready -made products, and may be
either produced domestically or imported from foreign
sources depending on which provides a more financially
viable op tion.
(c) Machinery:
The KBS-3 system design has been successfully developed,
tested and validated in Sweden or Finland. In Taiwan, the
research team is on to the development of a prototype for
certain parts of the system, proving that the issues
involving the machineries can be resolved. When domestic
production

of

certain

machineries

does

not

provide

economic efficacy, the said machineries may be imported
from foreign sources.
(d) Method:
The domestic research team has reviewed the international
technical requirements for a deep geological repository
and engaged in the localized research and development of
the construction in a geological environment where the
potential host rock is located. The team continues to
pursue exchange of information with the international
geological repository R&D teams and to participate in the
peer reviews of the research achievements of each stage by
the international disposal facility experts to ensure the
Report meets the common technical standards.
(e) Money:
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In supp ort of the spent nuclear final disposal program, a
Nuclear Backend Fund has been established to finance the
research and development effort, acquisition of the land,
as well as the design, construction and operation of the
facility.
(3) Long-term safety a ssessment of the geological disposal facility
To learn

from the collective

effort

of the

international

development of the safety assessment technologies, Taiwan
currently works in collaboration with Sweden by importing the
SR-Site safety assessment method ology (SKB, 2011, ch2). The
research team applies the geological conceptual model and
characterization data of the SNFD2017 reference case to the
argument in support of the long -term stability of the KSB -3
engineered barrier systems and disposal facilities , combining
the “geological environment” and the “repository design and
construction

technologies”

to

demonstrate

the

domestic

research team’s competence in performing the assessment of
the

long-term

safety

of

a

geological

repository.

The

achievements of t he development of the safety assessment
technologies lead to the following conclusions:
(a) Development of safety assessment methodology
A

systematic

and

logical

11 -step

safety

assessment

methodology is developed. A FEP screening is performed
on initial conditions of the geological environment and the
engineering design. The research team draws on a large
amount

of

scientific

research

to

study

the

thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical coupled processes in a
geological repository, and constructs an analysis of the
reference evolution of a geological repository based on the
glacial cycle theory, thereby creating the scenarios and
performing quantitative analyses. The methodology also
covers the post-closure safety assessment and management
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of uncertainties, provi ding the core arguments of the
safety case.
(b) Demonstration of competence in performing the long -term
safety assessment of a geological repository by actual
applications with the SNFD2017 reference case
The research team combines the geological survey data of
the SNFD2017 reference case and the engineering design
under the KBS-3 disposal concept to analyze the reference
evolution of the disposal facility over a period of one
million years. The scenarios r epresenting the course of the
evolution of the safety functions are developed as the basic
case and the deviant cases of the main scenario are
selected

with

uncertainties,
development

the

consideration

model

of

uncertainties

uncertainties.

The

the

statistical

and

scenario

scenarios

and

cases

strengthen the research team’s understanding of the range
of changes to the long -term stability of the disposal
facility. In the meantime, the process demonstrates the
research team’s competence in handling the FEPs wit h
minimal probabilities as the team
independent
including the

cases

under

ones that

the

involve

develops

protrusion
the climate

multiple
scenario,
change,

earthquakes and future human activities.
S2 Repository safety and regulatory requirements
The

international

community

generally

recognizes

deep

geological disposal as the best spent nuclear fuel disposal method
currently available. Deep rock formations insulate things buried
deep within from exposure. A deep geological repository adopts the
multi-barrier design by burying the radioactive waste deep in the
underground rock formations at the depth of 300 m to 1000 m in
conjunction with the simultaneous use of engineered facilities
including the sealed containers, buffer and backfill. The natural and
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engineered barriers that, as a whole, constitute a multi -barrier
system, effectively contain or retard the release and migration of
radionuclides to buy time for attenuation of radiation intensity in
radionuclides to a negligible level before they reach the biosphere
in which humans inhabit.
The spent nuclear fuel final disposal in Taiwan is subject to the
regulations provided in the Regulations on the Final Disposal of
High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of the
Facilities (AEC, 2013). The Re gulations specifies that the disposal
facilities shall be designed to ensure that the personal annual risk
caused by the radiation to a person in the key groups outside the
facilities is not more than 1/1,000,000. The so -called “personal
annual risk” is de fined as the product of the annual probability of
accidents incurring to the disposal facilities multiplied by the
probability of death due to exposure to the radiation caused by the
accident. For the radiation risks, the research adopts the assumed
radiation risks for fatal cancer proposed in the ICRP -60 system of
dose limitation with the dose limit being 0.073 Sv - 1 .
The international standard for the safety assessment of the
spent nuclear fuel final disposal, according to the ICRP Publication
122 issued by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP), individuals and populations in the future should
be afforded at least the same level of protection as the current
generation. An analysis of the radiological hazard of the spent
nuclear fuel reveals that the residual radioactivity of transuranium
elements with a long half -lives and activating elements in one ton of
spent

nuclear

fuel

is

approximately

the

same

amount

of

radioactivity of 8 tons of uranium ore used to produce the spent
nuclear fuel. In terms of the health impact of the radionuclides, the
radiotoxicity is converted and calculated based solely on the
exposure from pathways of ingestions; it will take approximately
one

million

years

to

accumulate

the

same

amount

of

the

radiotoxicity of 8 tons of natural uranium ore. Therefore, the Report
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adopts one million years as the indicator period based on which an
argument for the long-term stability of the geological environment
and engineered barrier system is studied as the engineering desig n
and safety assessment technologies are developed.
S3 Site survey and description
A spent nuclear fuel final disposal facility is required to have
the following environmental conditions (OECD, 2003, p189): (1)
long-term geological stability, (2) suitab le physical, chemical and
structural properties, (3) minimal unfavorable or disturbance
conditions, (4) feasibility for a survey, and (5) predictability.
The first objective of the SNFD2017 Report is to identify a
suitable granite host rock as a geologica l disposal site. An analysis
of the geological characterization and plate tectonics of Taiwan
provides the understanding of Taiwan ’ s position in terms of the
geological timeline involving the plate tectonics.
It can be reasonably expected that the plate t ectonics of Taiwan
in the following one million years will continue to be subject to the
constant northwestern movement of the Ryukyu Island Arc lying
northeast to Taiwan, Luzon Island Arc and Philippine Sea Plate to
the south, as well as the arc -continent clashes and the resulting
orogenic movement whilst the movement continues. Therefore, to
the south of Taiwan, the orogenic movement caused by the
arc-continent clashes will persist. The mountains will continue to
rise as the coastal mountains, Green Islan d(Lyudao), Orchid Island
(Lanyu) scattered around the outer sea lying south -south-east of
Taiwan will continue to approach the island (Chen W .S. et al., 2016,
p175). The orogenic movement in the central part of Taiwan is close
to reach the point of equilib rium because orogenic movement as a
result of the arch -continent clashes to the south of Taiwan and the
subduction of the Philippines Sea Plate to the Ryukyu Island Arc to
the north of Taiwan balances out (Suppe, 1984, p30). In the
northern part of Taiwan, the mountains will gradually collapse and
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sink as the Philippines Sea Plate continues to subduct to the
northwest part of the area ( Teng, L.S. 2007, p1; Chen, W.S. et al.,
2016, p143). The west side of the subduction zone of the
Philippines

Sea

Plate

nort h

to

Taiwan

will

slowly

move

southwestwardly, meaning that the high mountains in the northern
part of Taiwan may potentially turn into hills and eventually sink to
the bottom of the ocean underneath the Ryukyu Island Arc. The
theory still requires further observation, monitoring, study and
verification.
As for the studies of the appropriateness of the geological
disposal, given the geological conditions of Taiwan, the important
natural factors that affect the deep geological disposal facility
include: (1) volcanic processes, (2) faults and seismic activities, (3)
diapirism, (4) uplift and sinking, and (5) climate and sea -level
changes. Amongst the factors listed in the preceding sentence, the
volcanic processes, faults and seismic activities and diapirism a re
spontaneous and natural factors that affect the disposal facility. The
natural

factors

are

limited

in

terms

of

their

geographical

distribution. The spatial distribution and activities of these factors
as documented in the past records allow one to map t he range of
areas subject to the effect of these factors over the following one
million years. On the other hand, the uplift and sinking as well as
climate and sea -level changes are considered the natural factors of
gradual effect. The short -term, mid-term and long-term topographic
and geological records and documentations can be studied in
conjunction with a safety assessment case to evaluate how these
factors can potentially affect the geological disposal facility. In
addition, natural resources are the p rimary reason that attracts
human intrusion to the deep geological disposal facility. Human
intrusion, when happens, leads to negative impact on the geological
disposal facility. Therefore, the selection of a deep geological
repository site must be far awa y from the mines of natural
resources known to men or with potential to be exploited.
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According to the study of the host rock for a deep geological
repository site, granite, mudstone and Mesozoic bedrock are three
potential host rock options in Taiwan. Fo r the Potential Host Rock
Characterization and Evaluation Stage, the technologies that enable
a survey of a large area, amongst others, the airborne magnetic
survey,

magnetotellurics,

geoelectrical

resistivity,

microquake

monitoring and analysis, as well a s the GPS monitoring and analysis
have been developed and utilized to map the distribution of rock
formations and comparison of the characterizations.
(1) Granite
On the distribution of granite rocks, the Central Mountain
Range in the eastern part of Tai wan has the most emerged
granite formations as the western offshore islands, including
Kinmen, Matzu and Wuchiu are emerged granite islands. A
discussion of the potential granite host rocks in Taiwan from
the

perspectives

characterization,

of

geotectonic

climate

and

structure,

sea -level

geospher e

changes

and

groundwater flow characterization is provided as below:
(a) Geotectonic structure:
The granite formations in the offshore islands west of
Taiwan are geotectonic structures that have been stable
for tens of millions of years. The geological environment is
generally similar to that of Korea on the west of the Sea of
Japan. The granite formations on the eastern side of the
Taiwan Island are situated on the border of the Ryukyu
Island Arc and Luzon Island Arc, two arc -trench systems.
The geological environment is generally similar to that of
Japan, also situated on the eastern side of the Eurasian
Continent.
(b) Geosphere characterization:
In contrast to the eastern part of the Taiwan Island, the
volcanic activities, fault activities and seismic activities
have all ceased in the offshore island granite formations.
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No visible uplifting and sinking processes are in place.
However, the area is clearly subject to the effect of climate
and sea -level changes. Du ring the glacial period in the
offshore island region, the sea level will be lowered by as
much as 120m from its current level ( Rohling et al., 1998,
p162) as the coastal line moves about 200km to the south.
The groundwater flow field and chemical environment may
undergo more significant changes. The geosphere of the
granite formations on the eastern part of the Taiwan Island
is situated on the border of the mountainous region and a
deep sea. The degree of change in the groundwater flow
field is less likely to be affected by the lowered sea level
during the glacial period (by as much as 120m). In
addition,

according

to

the

scientific

and

scholarly

literature on the surface water and groundwater quality in
the granite formations on the eastern part of the Taiwan
Island (CGS, 2013a, c3p44 – p48), the pH value of the
water in the areas that are large in sizes is close to 8 and
does not show much deviation. Th e absence of change may
reflect the fact that the granite formations are surrounded
by

a

tremendous

amount

of

marble,

a

factor

that

contributes significant impact to the chemical composition
of the groundwater.
(2) Mudstone
In

Taiwan,

the

mudstones,

distr ibuted

primarily

in

the

southwestern plain region, foothill region and coastal mountain
region,

are

pre -metamorphosed

mudstone

formations.

In

addition, mudstone formations are also found in the Snow
Mountain Range (Xueshan) and the Central Mountain Range a s
these

are

slightly

metamorphosed

mudstone

formations

(including argillites and slates).
Although the mudstone formations are distributed over a wide
geographic area, the formations in the southwestern part of the
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island was, for some time, considered as a potential host rock
for the deep geological disposal because of the more superior
quality of the rock. But a detailed exam reveals that the
southwestern part of the island has more active structures with
faster

strata

uplifts

yet

higher

denudation

rates.

The

mountainous region often turns into mudstone badlands. In
addition, the seismic activities in this region often take place
close to the surface with high frequency of destructive
earthquakes. One of the strata that constitute the mudstone
formation ma y be a gas-bearing layer that contains methane
and carbon dioxide. Mud volcanoes along the main geotectonic
structure are subject to eruption from time to time. The natural
events described above are the conditions that must be taken
into

consideration

in

performing

an

assessment

of

the

suitability of mudstone as a potential host rock of a geological
repository. The argillaceous rock formations in the Central
Mountain Range spread across steep topographic areas. Many
shear zones and fracture zones are forme d along the foliation
of slate and argillite due to complicated geotectonic processes.
The heavy rainfall and the weathering process lead to higher
denudation
functionality

rates
of

that
the

may

spent

potentially
nuclear

fuel

compromise
disposal

the

facili ty.

Moreover, the aftershocks of the 921 Earthquake took place in
the area where the argillaceous rock formations of the
neighboring

Central

Mountain

Range

were

concentrated,

causing the loosening of the strata in the mountainous regions
of

Taoyuan,

Hsinch u,

Miaoli,

Taichung

and

Nantou

and

therefore, landslides, avalanches and debris flows every time a
typhoon or heavy rain hits. Given these conditions, the
mudstone strata of the Central Mountain Range are not suitable
to be considered as the candidate site s for potential host rock
survey and characterization. On the other hand, the mudstone
strata of the coastal region, stretching over very limited
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geographic areas, are badlands situated on the arc -continent
collision zones where major earthquakes and fault ing take
place, and therefore not recommended as a candidate site for
the potential host rock survey.
(3) Mesozoic bedrock
Other rock formations with the potential of hosting a geological
disposal facility are the Mesozoic bedrocks distributed across
the western sea and underneath the Cenozoic sedimentary
deposit of the western plain. The Mesozoic bedrocks are the
extension of the South China Mesozoic formations found in the
offshore granite rock area (Kinmen, Matzu and Wuchiu),
Penghu Platform (also known as Penghu Islands), Beigang
topographic high zone (southwestern plain and sea of Taiwan),
Guangyin topographic high zone (sea lying northwest to
Taiwan) and the Dananao schist zone on the eastern side of the
Central Mountain Range (eastern Taiwan from Ila n to Hualien).
Results of the analyses show that the Mesozoic bedrocks
distributed

across

the

western

sea

and

underneath

the

Cenozoic sedimentary deposit of the western plain are stable
formations. However, with the exception of Huayu, all are
located at a depth of more than 1000m below the sea level; the
depth continues to increase as the formations extend to the
Island of Taiwan (more than 2000m deep under the western
plain). Therefore, the location of these formations goes beyond
the depth allowed by the current dispos al concept (300m to
1000m in depth). Although the oceanic Mesozoic bedrocks may
be closer to the surface in comparison, a geological survey
under the sea is expensive to conduct. Furthermore, Taiwan has
neither the experience nor the equipment available to acquire
deep

geological

characterization

variables

describing

the

underground geology, structure, hydrogeology, geochemistry
and gas of the oceanic Mesozoic bedrocks located across a wide
geographic sea area. The CPC Corporation did commit huge
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financial resources to oil exploration expeditions in specific
areas of hydrocarbon potential, but that was the sole attempt.
For the recent future, with the exception of the airborne
magnetic survey, it is expected that no social and economic
conditions will be ava ilable to support the deep borehole
explorations,

subsurface

experiments,

marine

seismic

prospecting and other geological survey projects. The data
analysis involving the distribution of rock formations and
structures will be based on the airborne magnetic survey
material.
Table S-1 is a comparison of the long -term stability of
individual potential host rocks in Taiwan. The granite rocks in the
western offshore islands and the eastern part of t he Taiwan Island,
have the potential to retain long -term stability for periods of tens of
millions or at least millions of years, providing options with survey
feasibility and predictability. In contrast, the mudstones are of
more recent formulations and w ith most conditions contributing to
geological instability. The Mesozoic bedrocks as reasonably stable
formations are all, with the exception of Huayu, located at a dept h
of more than 1,000 m below the sea level. The depth continues to
increase as the formations extend to the Island of Taiwan (more
than 2,000m deep under the western plain). The location of these
formations goes beyond the depth allowed by the current disposal
concept (300 m to 1,000 m in depth). However, the latest deep
borehole disposal co ncept proposed by an international source
boasts a disposal depth for as deep as 5,000m. The development of
such concept will be monitored with great interest. Summing up the
discussion provided above, the research team recommends an order
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of priority for the host rock research and survey: (1) Granite; (2)
Mesozoic bedrock; and (3) Mudstone.
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Table S-1: Long-term stability comparison of potential host rocks for geological disposal of radioactive waste in Taiwan
Granites
Mudstones
Mesozoic basement
Potential repository host rocks
Western offshore
Eastern Taiwan
Southwestern Taiwan
Taiwan Strait to
islands
Western Taiwan
Granite/Granitic
Gneiss
Granite/Granitic
Gneiss
Siltstone/Mudstone
Volcanic/Meta-sedimentary
rocks
Lithology
100 MaBP to 140 MaBP
80 MaBP to 90 MaBP
1 MaBP to 2 MaBP
60 MaBP
Age
Tens of millions of
years scale

Stability based on
geo-history
(The past is the key
to the future)

Millions of years
scale

Tens of thousands of
years scale
Location

Tectonic setting
(The trend of
change)

13 MaBP
(Coastal environment)

Small crustal movement

3.5 MaBP to 1.5 MaBP
(uplifting and erosion)

3.5 MaBP to 0.5 MaBP
(Subsidence)

1.5 MaBP
(Extensional subsidence)

0.5 MaBP
(Rapid uplifting)
Rapid uplifting or
subsidence
Within Plate

Extensional subsidence

Within Plate

Continental margin
Compressional transition
to extensional setting

Extensional setting

Status

Far away from
deformation front

Seismicity
Sea-level/climate changes
(-120 m to +10 m related to the
current sea level)

Shallow sea or coastal
environment

Small crustal movement

Environment

Active faults

10 MaBP
(Deep sea)
6.5 MaBP to 3.5 MaBP
(Rapid uplifting and
mountain building)

Deformation Zone

Aseismic zone

(Need further
investigation)
Seismic to aseismic zone

Sea-level rise  island
Sea-level drop  land

Sea-level rise  land
Sea-level drop  land

None
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6.5 MaBP to 3.5 MaBP
(Rapid subsidence)

10 MaBP
(Coastal environment)
Small crustal movement (Penghu Islands
in Taiwan Strait);
Rapid subsidence (Mesozoic basement
beneath Western Taiwan at depths >
2000m)
No movement since 5 ka (Penghu Islands)
Within Plate

Compressional setting

Extensional setting

Deformation front

Far away from deformation front

Active Thrust Faults

None

Seismic zone

Aseismic zone

Sea-level rise  beach
Sea-level drop  land

Sea-level rise  island
Sea-level drop  land

According to the studies on granite as the first priority option,
relying

on

the

geological

conditions

as

the

sole

factor

of

consideration and excluding the non -scientific factors involving, for
example, politics, public perception, transportation, and the cost of
construction,

Taiwan

has

the

e merged

granite

formations

appropriate for the purpose of this program located in Ilan, Hualien
and Taitung. The granite formations in the western offshore islands
concentrate on the islands of Matzu, Wuchiu and Kinmen. Dalun
granite formations in Tatung is situated in a geothermal zone and
therefore precluded from being considered as a potential geological
repository

site.

Kinmen,

given

its

dense

population

and

groundwater resources protected by regulatory restrictions, is also
precluded

from

being

consider ed

as

a

potential

geological

repository site. Even as Dalun and Kinmen granite formations are
eliminated, there is more than 150 km 2 of emerged granite
formations in Taiwan in terms of the total surface area that can be
subject

to

assessment

performed

to

d etermine

whether

the

geological conditions of the individual sites are suitable for hosting
a deep geological disposal facility. It is possible to conclude from
the studies completed up to the current stage of the program that
Taiwan

has

granite

formations

of

the

appropriate

size

and

geological properties to be considered as a “scientifically hopeful”
candidate for the deep geological repository.
The research team examined the granite formations on the
western offshore islands in the past few years, and id entified the
geological evolution environment and common basic dyke swarms
shared by Matzu, Wuchiu and Kinmen. Kinmen has been eliminated
as a candidate deep geological repository site. But the existing six
boreholes in Kinmen also provide an opportunity e nabling the
technical development of the potential host rock survey and
characterization. The geological evolution of the offshore island
granite formations can be predicted based on the description of the
regional environmental and geological evolutions, as well as the
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dating of the surface and rock core samples collected from the
eastern part of Kinmen Island (K -area). Detailed geological survey
technologies have been well developed as of this stage of the
research program as much geological information a bout the area
required to build the reference case is collected. The survey data
contributing to the building of the reference case in this Report are
primarily
geological

consisted
units,

of

variables

hydrological

including

properties,

basic

conditions,

f racture

network

variables, mechanical properties, thermal properties, chemical
properties, mineral composition, pH values and Eh range, chemical
reaction formula as well as the groundwater composition and
condition. Chapter 3 of this Report introduces each variable, the
existing reference standard and supplementary information thereof,
allowing the readers to gain a better understanding of these
variables.
S4 Repository design and engineering technology
The deep geological disposal concept as a whole inco rporates
the engineered barrier systems and disposal facilities. Taiwan has
adopted the Swedish KBS -3 disposal concept as early as the release
of the SNFD2009 Report. The KBS -3 disposal concept, a direct final
disposal approach, entails emplacement of spen t nuclear fuel in
crystalline rocks and meets the regulatory requirements currently
in effect in Taiwan. Central to the KBS -3 disposal concept is a
multi-barrier system that includes the waste, canisters (consisted
of a copper shell and cast iron linings), buffer (pure bentonite) and
backfill (formerly a mixture of bentonite and lithic fragments but
currently change to pure bentonite), as well as the natural barrier
system provided by the crystalline host rock. In addition, there are
surface

facilities,

transportation

con necting

systems

that

facilities,
enable

and
the

marine
operation

and

land

of

the

multi-barrier system, ensuring an effective implementation of the
disposal

process.

The

Swedish
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KBS -3

disposal

concept

was

developed by the SKB more than three decades ago. Posiva, a
Finnish company, has collaborated with the SKB to jointly develop
the KBS-3 disposal concept. Therefore, it suffices to say that
technical development in this subject is considerably mature with a
wealth of information available, tra nsparent and open to access.
Considering the course of the development of nuclear energy
infrastructures in Taiwan, the research team believes the reference
to and adoption of a well -developed precedent helps to reduce
issues with the construction work and strengthen the general
public’s confidence in the project. The KBS -3, given its current
progress, is consistent with the customary practice that Taiwan
adopts the peer-reviewed and approved international technologies
to be the reference model for the deve lopment of such technology in
Taiwan.
The second objective of the SNFD2017 Report is to evaluate the
domestic competence and understanding of the engineering design
of a KBS -3 disposal facility so the construction of the disposal
facility can be gradually completed in the future. The competence
verification also covers the development of design procedures to
optimize the KBS -3 system localization. The research team needs to
formulate the design requirements and, through the process, the
internal (engineere d barriers) and external (geological features and
earthquakes) factors of the disposal concept; the information will
contribute to the future research and verification of the detailed
design parameters. The team also engages in the production,
analysis and testing of the disposal system prototype to prove that
Taiwan has the ability to perform the safety verification of a KBS -03
system. The demonstration allows the citizens of Taiwan to gain an
understanding of the safety margin built in the engineering des ign
of a KBS-3 system project whilst the essence and purpose of the
issues are confirmed through the verification process. The work
contributes to the effective implementation of the design of a
localized disposal facility. The research team proceeds to ve rify the
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feasibility of building and managing a geological disposal facility in
Taiwan.

The

method

of

knowledge

and

technology

transfer

involving the current domestic experience in the construction and
operation of the existing facilities is examined in th e context of the
disposal facility construction and operation procedures to enable
more effective implementation of the disposal program in the
future.
At the current stage as the site remains yet to be determined,
the research team demonstrates the testing of the technologies by
analyzing the KBS -3 system in the context of the SNFD2017
reference case. The process demonstrates that Taiwan has the
ability to characterize the spent nuclear fuel, including acquiring
information such as the fuel inventory and source term. The design
requirements and parameters for the disposal facility are also
provided, including: (1) the “Basic Design Criteria for a Canister”
explains the basic design requirements covering the confining
pressure resistance requirements, shear resistance requirements,
mechanical acceptance criteria, radiation dose, surface radiation
dose and nuclear criticality; (2) the “Canister Design Parameter”
sets out the design parameters for the canister, including the
geometry and material specific ations of the copper shell and the
cast iron lining; (3) the “Buffer Design Parameter” sets out the
design parameters for the buffer, including the geometrical and
material specification of the disposal hole; (4) the “ Backfill Design
Parameter” sets out th e design parameters for the

backfill,

including the material specification; and (5) the “Repository Layout
Design Parameter” sets out the design parameters of the disposal
facility built according to the geological and seismic parameters
from the test area as adopted for the reference case, including the
geometrical layout as well as the schematic drawings of the
repository location and layout.
Figure S-1 shows the size of the disposal hole from the disposal
concept adopted for the current stage of the pr ogram. The size is
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subject

to

further

adjustments

to

better

accommodate

the

construction machineries, canisters, and the space for buffer
installation. The technologies associated with the disposal hole
layout design are also under development at this poin t. The
research team evaluates how various factors affect the disposal
facility given the geological features and geotectonic structures of
the hypothetical reference case. The factors to be considered for
this purpose include the rock properties,

groundwa ter flow,

borehole quality and fractures. Furthermore, an assessment of the
space interval between the disposal holes in relation to the thermal
and seismic conditions of the area is performed as the location of
the reference disposal facility site is deci ded. The research team
determines the design parameters according to this site location,
with more details available in Figure S -2. In addition, the design
requirements for the surface facilities, connecting facilities, as well
as the sealing of the dispos al tunnels are further explained, and all
kinds of viable options are proposed and considered.
The

verification

of

the

long -term

safety

margin

of

the

repository design entails the work set out below: (1) the “Canister
Erosion Resistance Assessment” evalua tes a canister’s ability to
maintain a reasonable thickness over an extended period of time in
an

underground environment; (2)

the “Canister

Compression

Resistance Analysis” evaluates a canister’s ability to maintain its
integrity over an extended period o f time subject to compression
and stress in the underground environment; (3) the “Canister
Surface Dose Rate Analysis” evaluates whether the dose rate on the
surface of a canister meets the regulatory limit value; (4) the
“Disposal Tunnel Seismic Analysis” evaluates whether the disposal
tunnels subject to seismic activities can maintain the stability of the
structures

during

the

operation

of

the

facility;

(5)

the

“Seismic-induced Canister Shear Displacement Analysis” evaluates a
canister’s resistance to the seismic-induced displacement of rock
fractures and proves its ability to sustain seismic actions to a
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certain degree; (6) the “Engineered Barrier Seismic -Induced Quake
Test”

proves

that

the

canisters

and

buffer

subject

to

seismic-induced quakes do not end up in failure or instability; (7)
the “Canister Sinking Assessment” concludes that the long -term
processes involving the canister do not contribute significantly to
the buffer sinking; (8) the “Tunnel Rock Creep Assessment”
concludes that the degree of ro ck creep in the disposal tunnels
situated in the crystalline formation is negligible; (9) the “Impact
Assessment of Corrosion on the Stability of the Buffer Volume”
concludes that the corrosive products do not affect the stability of
the buffer volume; and (10) the “Bentonite Volume Stability
Assessment” concludes that the erosion by groundwater has
minimal effect on the volume of the bentonite as the backfill for the
disposal tunnels.
The acquisition of the disposal facility production technologies
is crucial to the implementation of the engineering design for this
project and the assurance of the future construction quality.
Furthermore, the acquisition facilitates the involvement of the
domestic industries in the project and thereby brings about
industry upgrades. The production technologies acquired this way
include the following: (1) the copper shell of the canisters is
produced with oxygen -free copper using the extrusion method; (2)
the cast iron linings will be made of ductile iron; (3) The canister
copper shell and the copper lid will be welded together using the
automated friction stir welding method; (4) the drilling or blasting
method, mechanized excavation method or wire -cutting method are
construction techniques that may be applied in building th e tunnels.
During the construction, measures should be taken to minimize the
disturbance of rock formations as other supporting methods may be
deployed to reduce the risks of construction hazards.
The

planning

of

operation

procedures

and

management

measures allows the research team to verify the feasibility of the
objectives and timeline of the final disposal program. The design
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requirements can be further strengthened in the process. The
planning for the operation period and closure period incorporates
the following: (1) disposal facility operating procedure; (2) fuel
transportation procedure: (3) retrieving procedure and (4) closure
procedure. The management measures incorporate the following:
(1)

Design,

production,

installation

and

construction

of

the

engineered barrier system and the disposal facility quality control;
(2)

pre-construction

and

post -construction

surveillance,

and

surveillance during the operation period and the post -closure
period; (3) environmental control surveillance; (4) personnel
protection; (5) the radiological protection and prevention durin g
the operation.
During the course of the research and development for this
project at the current stage, the research team develops calculation
tools,

numerical

methods.

The

models,
research

testing
team

techniques
puts

and

together

assessment

the

research

achievements and analytical parameters released by the domestic or
international sources, applies the information to a case and submits
the exercise to be peer -reviewed by domestic and intern ational
experts to verify the domestic technical competence in carrying out
a final disposal program. The research lays down the foundation for
future localization of the design and construction of the disposal
facility with the repository design and engin eering information
further described in Chapter 4. The milestones for this stage of the
program have been completed. Moreover, it’s verified that the
process of localization will be under further examination in the
subsequent program progresses, which incl udes: (1) repository
design requirements and safety verification in the context of the
long-term evolution of the natural environment, as well as a
comparison

and

contrast

of

the

different

host

rock

design

approaches; (2) consolidation of the repository de sign parameters
to be deployed in Taiwan to increase the credibility of the same: as
done in many countries to increase the general confidence in the
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final disposal program, a demo facility will be planned and
constructed to allow the research team to obta in empirical statistics
in an effort to clarify issues; (3) A final disposal facility is a major
infrastructure project on the national level. Measures shall be taken
to provide

guidance and create incentives for the domestic

manufacturers to participate i n the field of industry that supports
the development of the final disposal program on the condition that
such measures do not overturn the balance of economic efficacy.

Figure S-1: Sectional View of Disposal Tunnel and Disposal Hole of the Reference
Case
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Figure S-2: Disposal Facility Location and Underground Disposal Facility
Layout of the Reference Case
S5 Safety Assessment Technologies
The

safety

assessment

aims

to

ana lyze

and

assess

the

individual system functions to identify the possible courses of
development and the effect thereof. The site features and the
long-term evolution of the engineering design of the disposal
facility will be analyzed from a systematic and logical approach to
determine the uncertainties associated with the health hazards
caused by the potential exposure to low -level radiation emanated
from the disposal facility. The overall process of evaluating the
facility’ s compliance to the safety requir ements and determining
the reliability thereof will afford to the individuals and populations
in the future the same level of protection as the current generation.
The third objective of the SNFD2017 Report is to develop the
technical

competence

of

perfor ming

the

long-term

safety

assessment of a deep geological repository. Crucial to the building
of a safety case in support of the disposal facility is the
development of a
Towards

this

aim,

systematic safety assessment methodology.
during

the
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current

stage

of

technical

development and feasibility assessment for this program, the
research team works in collaboration with the SKB, the Swedish
agency responsible for the development of the final disposa l
program, by engaging in exchange of technological knowledg e,
learning the SR-Site methodology and using the knowledge to pave
the way for local application of the methodology. The methodology
will be maintained, applied and cultivated to ensure the compliance
to the international requirements for a safety case of a final
disposal facility.
A safety case is a collection of scientific evidence to present the
evolution of a final disposal facility, an effort to lead to the
optimization of the disposal system safety function design. The case
is expected to provide a reasonable and proper analysis of scenarios
and to meet the requirements concerning the management of
quality and uncertainties. The quantitative safety assessment
results are used to support the risk -based description of the final
disposal facility. Final ly, an open information approach facilitates
the

decision-making,

communication

and

planning

for

the

realization of the milestones set for each stage of the program.
The safety assessment method begins by examining/identifying
the FEPs that may affect the function and safety of the final disposal
facility. The research team draws on a great number of studies to
analyze the interaction of a wide array of FEPs with the final
disposal facility in order to determine the safety function indicators
for the subsystems of the disposal facility given the initial
engineering design and geological conditions. A reference evolution
of the disposal facility over the safety assessment time -scale of one
million years is developed based on the glacial cycles. The
combination of potential scenarios and cases are put together as the
numerical model chain which is used to analyze to quantify the
radiological

hazards

created

by

the

disposal

facility

in

the

individual scenarios and cases. The research team will review the
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potential

effects

of

each

scenario

and

conclude

the

safety

assessment with the risk analysis and reliability assessment.
The

11-step

assessment

procedure

based

on

the

safety

assessment methodology developed in the current stage of the
program mainly entails the identification of the FEPs of the initial
external

conditions

that

reflect

the

features

of

the

local

environment as well as the development of the FEPs of the internal
processes through study of the international scientific research
achievements

and

appli cation

of

the

domestic

technological

development accomplishments to aid in the research of the
potential consequences caused by the internal processes at work
within the disposal facility, thereby building the basic framework of
the reference evolution of the disposal facility for the following one
million years.
In the meantime, in acknowledgement of the disposal safety
criteria issued by the domestic regulatory agencies and the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the
research team develops the main scenario involving the canister
failure as well as studies the release of radionuclides and the
transportation, retardation and migration thereof in the geosphere
and biosphere. The information allows the research team to
perform a quantitative assessment of the risk of radiological
exposure to the key groups in the proximity of the disposal facility.
For the current stage, the research team integrates the
research

findings

repository

design

assessment

in

feasibility

on

the

and

order

assessment.

subjects

of

eng ineering

to

support

Given

the

the

geo -environment,

technology,

the

technical

current

and

safety

development

unavailability

of

a

potential repository site, the team builds the geological conceptual
model

and

characterization

data

base d

on

the

hypothetical

SNFD2017 reference case, and uses the engineered barrier system
of the KBS-3 disposal concept to support the case for the long -term
stability of the disposal facility. The work demonstrates that
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Taiwan has the technical competence to perform the assessment of
the long-term safety of a geological disposal facility. Summing up
these technical developments, the research team concludes as
follows:
S5.1Technical feasibility assessment of the study of FEPS, interaction
processes, and the safety function indicators
The FEPs database includes the features, events and processes
(collectively referred to as the “FEPs”) that affect the functions of
the disposal system. The FEPs database has a classification system
that combines various FEPs to formulate scenarios based on
correlations. The Taiwan FEPs are founded on the NEA FEP database
(v. 2.1). In the current stage, the research team has developed 430
FEPs according to the geological features and social customs of
Taiwan and based on the assumption that the repository is a
KBS-3-based facility hosted in a granite formation. The FEP datasets
are divided into five categories, including (1) initial state: a
category used to examine the tolerance of the engineered barrier
system as well as the general deviations in relation t o the
construction and production of the facilities; (2) internal processes
and (3) internal process variables: categories used to examine the
evolution of the fuel, canisters, buffer, backfill, geosphere, base
plates, packers, central area, top sealing an d borehole sealing
subject to the long-term thermal, hydrological, mechanical and
chemical processes and the variables thereof; (4) biosphere: a
category modelled after the H12 Report and used to examine the
processes of thermal, hydrological, physical, ch emical, radiological,
migration and disturbance (5) external conditions: the category
used to build the climate and meteorological issues, large -scale
geological processes, future human actions and others based on the
regional features of Taiwan, local sur vey data and NEA experience.
The research team also screens and produces the key list of the
suitable FEPs from the Taiwan FEPs database in the context of the
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SNFD2017

reference

case

and

the

geological

environment

characterization. The local deep geologic al survey data are then fed
to an analysis of the interaction processes so that the research team
may develop the technologies necessary to perform the THMC
coupled process simulation or experiment, thus laying down the
foundation for future research in th e matter.
S5.2 Feasibility assessment of the reference evolution
The reference evolution of the disposal facility over the period
of the following one million years is developed based on the
theoretical framework that the one glacial cycle is 120,000 ye ars
and will continue to recur. The climate changes brought about by
the global warming are independently discussed in the context of
individual scenarios and cases.
For the current stage, the research team reviews the scientific
literature on the global paleoclimate and determines, as the initial
condition, the timeline of the one -million-year reference evolution
is divided into the following stages: (1) excavation and operation
period, (2) the

post -closure

period when the environmental

conditions still resemble the current stage, (3) the remaining
glacial period and (4) the subsequent glacial -interglacial cycle.
Different

periods

are

studied

from

the

perspectives

of

biosphere, near-field thermal distribution, hydrogeology,

the
rock

mechanics, chemical con ditions, the evolution of buffer and backfill,
and the evolution of a canister. The research team also examines the
internal interaction processes during the initial periods in the
context of the hypothetical SNFD2017 reference case, and arrives in
the following conclusions in support of the continuing development
for the subsequent stage of the program:
(1) Biosphere:

The

biosphere

conceptual

models

for

the

post-closure period when the environmental conditions still
resemble the current stage and the remai ning glacial period are
individually developed according to IAEA -BIOMASS -6 Report ;
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to address global warming, a topic of recent research interest,
the research team also develops a biosphere conceptual model
based on a global warming scenario.
(2) Near-field thermal distribution: The spent nuclear fuel in the
disposal facility emanates decay heat. An ORIGEN -S model was
built to analyze the spent nuclear fuel burnup and decay heat
and a FLAC3D numerical model to analyze the spacing between
disposal holes in relation to the surrounding rock temperature
change. With these models, the research team is able to map
the distribution of near -field temperature of the disposal holes
within 100 years after the closure of the facility in the
reference case. Given the result of the analysis, it is possible to
preliminary conclude that the KBS -3 disposal concept ensures
the maximum temperature of the bentonite does not exceed
100 ℃ , a safety function indicator.
(3) Hydrogeology: The research team studies how the processe s of
various periods under the reference evolution affect the
hydrogeological conditions, such as the downward movement
of the surface water, upward movement of the saline wate r
from

the

deep

underground,

as

well

as

the

hydro-and-geochemical conditions. Fo r the current stage, the
research team works in collaboration with the Swedish SKB,
utilizing the DarcyTools to simulate the fracture medium and
fracture medium and to analyze the flow field thereof. The
team also focuses on the rock fractures and hydrolog ical
parameters of the reference SNFD2017 reference case as the
subject of research interest, and determines the parameters
relating to the location of the disposal holes necessary for the
performance of the quantitative assessments as part of the
safety assessment. The parameters include the initial flux,
advection velocity, equivalent flow rate, as well as the particle
tracking analysis for particles that travel from a disposal hole
to the geosphere and from a disposal hole to the biosphere.
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(4) Rock mechanics: The research team studies how the rock
mechanics affect the processes at work during the reference
evolution, an example of which being how the interactions of
the heat, water and stress affect the mechanical stability and
the in-fracture hydraulic conductivity. In studying the effect of
plate tectonics on stress, the research team acquires the
technical competence to perform the seismic simulation,
fracture shear displacement analysis and the canister shear
failure analysis.
(5) Chemical condition s: The hydro-and-geochemical conditions of
a potential site are crucial to determine whether the site is a
suitable candidate to host a deep geological disposal facility.
The groundwater acidity and redox conditions are decisive
factors that affect whether the engineered barrier systems and
natural

barriers

can

deliver

the

expected

functions

of

containment and retardation. For the current stage, the
research team focuses on how the groundwater composition
affects the safety function indicators of the engine ered barrier
system.
(6) Buffer and backfill: The buffer and backfill are important
components

of

the

engineered

barrier.

Therefore,

the

maintenance of the long -term material stability in the course of
the evolution is a topic of crucial interest. For the current
stage, the research team completes the studies of the pipe
flow/erosion

process,

heat

expansion,

saturation

period,

groundwater processes and colloid release, and applies the
results of the study to the SNFD2017 reference case in order to
discuss the interaction of the groundwater flow field and the
MX-80 buffer material.
(7) Canister evolution: The research team has acquired the
knowledge in mechanics to perform the canister shear failure
analysis.

In

addition, the corrosion -induced failure

of a

canister buried in deep underground is also an indispensable
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topic of research. For topics involving post -closure processes
facilitated by the residual oxygen, the oxidant products created
by the interaction of radiation and water, as well as the
corrosion of the copper shell caused by the sulfides, the
research

team

has

com mitted

resources

to

analyze

the

international study findings and apply the results to the
SNFD2017 reference case to discuss the long -term stability of a
canister with copper casing in a deep geological disposal
environment.
S5.3 Scenario building and sa fety assessment of a case
The scenario building technology developed in this stage of the
disposal program primarily involves the analysis of the changes of
the safety function indicators over the course of the reference
evolution to discuss the potential containment safety function
failures and the effects of the FEPs interactions. The purpose of the
scenario building is to cover all bases involving the uncertainties
associated with the model, data and scenario. The scenarios are
divided into a main scenar io and disturbance scenarios, each with
the following features:
(1) Main scenario: The research team offers a reasonable case that
encompasses the possible situations over the course of the
evolution based on the reference site features and field survey
data in order to discuss and develop a canister failure model.
Furthermore, variant scenarios that reflect the uncertainties
associated with the data, model and scientific arguments are
developed as a quantitative study of which may allude to the
range of e ffects concerning the long -term safety of the disposal
facility under such situations.
(2) Disturbance scenarios: These scenarios aim to encompass
independent scenarios derived from the external conditions
that have low probabilities but a drastic impact on the disposal
facility. As the course of the development of these scenarios
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relates to a considerable number of hypothetical conditions,
the

international

community

of

technical

research

and

development often see these scenarios as the “what -ifs”.
In building a scenario, the research team applies the safety
assessment methodology to the SNFD2017 reference case and
identifies the correlation between the main scenario and the safety
function indicators, as shown in Figure S -3. Section 5.7.2 of the
Report elaborates on the corrosion scenario, shear scenario and
selection of cases. On the other hand, Section 5.7.3 provides a
discussion

of

the

development

of

disturbance

scenarios and

selection of cases, including the extreme global warming scenario,
extreme scenario of multiple earthquakes, and future human
activities.
As for the progress of the quantification of the safety
assessment, the research team has developed the corrosion scenario
safety assessment model chain and the shear scenario safety
assessment model chan. Amongst these model chains, the corrosion
scenario incorporates the rock fracture model, hydrogeological
model, buffer erosion analysis and copper -shell canister shell
corrosion analysis built or performed based on the field survey
data. With t he shear scenario safety assessment model chain, the
seismic hazard analysis, a technique that has a long -standing
history of development in Taiwan, is applied to the field of the deep
geological

disposal,

including

the

earthquake -induced

failure

simulation as well as the canister failure probability estimation. On
the transport of radionuclides and the biosphere dose analysis, the
research team reviews the IAEA -BIOMASS-6 Report and develops a
biosphere conceptual model accordingly. It further builds the
integrated safety assessment model, with the assistance of GoldSim,
to simulate the release of radionuclides, near -field and far -field
migration thereof and the final transportation to the biosphere,
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allowing the researchers to quantify the radiation exposur e brought
about by the disposal facility to the populations in the biosphere.
An assessment of the corrosion scenario as part of the canister
containment failure allows the researchers to understand that the
factors of paramount importance to the integrit y of the canisters
include the groundwater flow field and composition. By applying
the knowledge to the SNFD2017 reference case, the research team
estimates that

the life of the canisters is longer than the

one-million-year assessment time -scale in the hyp othetical basic
case and multiple variant cases by drawing on the field survey data
on the fractured rocks and groundwater and applying the corrosion
scenario safety assessment model chain. Chapter 10 of this Report
introduces

the

case

settings

and

the

ass essment

processes.

Moreover, to evaluate the disturbance scenarios, the research team
also sets out to collect the consequences of the global warming in
relation to the global temperature, sea level and seawater salinity.
The team assumes that the melting of the ice layers around the
world leads to the increased seawater salinity and expedites the
corrosion of the canisters and their safety functions. Chapter 11.1
of

the

Report

introduces

the

case

settings

and

assessment

processes. A comprehensive assessmen t reveals that, in a corrosion
scenario involving the canister containment failure, given the
geological survey data in use by the reference case at the current
stage of the program, a canister in a KBS -3-based disposal system
can deliver the safety functi on of containment within one million
years. The conclusion and findings will be fed to the candidate site
evaluation and selection scheduled to be performed in the next
stage of the program. It is hoped that the detailed understanding of
the fractures and groundwater characteristics in the field will assist
in the presentation of the pros and cons of each candidate site in
relation to its resistance to a corrosion scenario.
An assessment of the shear scenario as part of the canister
containment failure all ows the researchers to understand the
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factors of paramount importance to the integrity of the canisters.
First, a regulatory limitation that a site shall not be located in an
area with an active fault or geological conditions that may
compromise the safety of the facilities. Secondly, the research team
performs a site survey to understand the characterization of the
rock fractures and, with the knowledge, examines the shear
resistance of the engineered barrier system and the repository
design in relation to the engineering design of the disposal facility
accordingly. By applying the knowledge to the reference case, the
research team establishes the disposal hole failure criteria that
identify and eliminate holes with the intersecting fractures, thereby
preserving only the disposal holes with excellent mechanical
stability to reduce the probability of a shear scenario that leads to
containment failure. Moreover, the research team develops and uses
the shear scenario safety assessment model chain to estimate th e
probability of canister failure during the early, middle and final
periods of the assessment time -scale, modes of radionuclide
transportation and radiological dose calculation in the event of an
earthquake given a basic case. The study is further enhance d with a
look into the multiple earthquake -induced effects on the engineered
barrier system in a combination of variant cases. Chapter 10 of this
Report introduces the case settings and the assessment processes.
In a study of disturbance scenarios, the research team hypothesizes
an extreme situation with multiple earthquakes and studies how
multiple earthquakes affect the long -term safety of the disposal
facility. Section 11.2 of this Report contains the detail to the study.
An assessment of such scenario i n the context of the reference case
concludes that a disposal facility with the support of proper shear
resistance

engineering

technologies

can

maintain

the

risk

constraints on the radiation exposure to the key populations
outside of the facility. Amongst the risk-related assumptions, the
case with the hypothetical advective conditions in the buffe r
induced by an earthquake is the most crucial. Therefore, the
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research team will continue its probe into the earthquake -induced
processes in and to the buffer in order to facilitate the optimization
of the engineering design.

Figure S-3: Selection of main scenarios and related safety function and
indicators
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S5.4 Safety assessment reliability:
Internationally, uncertainties of the typical safety assessment
can be divided into the following three categories:
(1) Scenario uncertainties: These uncertainties change over time
and may inflict on the interfaces between the engineere d
system, physical processes and the site.
(2) Model uncertainties: The uncertainti es originate from the
limited or insufficient knowledge about the behavior of the
natural and engineered systems, physical processes, site
features, the assessment model and the representativeness of
the computer programs aiding the calculations.
(3) Data

uncertainties:

The

uncertainties

originate

from

the

parameters fed to the assessment models as the absence of
precision measurement may render the data inadequate.
In applying the knowledge to the reference case, the research
team develops the reference evolution by taking into consideration
of the natural changes in the geosphere and biosphere in order to
analyze the main containment failure scenarios in which the facility
functions are compromised, including the basic cases in which the
canisters fail due to corrosion, shear and loss of the confinin g
pressure. In the meantime, the research team also incorporates the
uncertainties associated with the potential changes of the disposal
facility into the basic cases and variant cases of the individual
scenarios, thereby broadening the scope of the analysis to cover all
scenario uncertainties to increase the reliability of the safety
assessment.
The research team performs quantitative analyses as part of
the safety assessment. Simplified conceptual models ar e deployed to
reflect the wide and complicated array of the interactions and
processes of FEPs. In the meantime, as the team is yet to acquire
sufficient knowledge about the disposal system and the range of the
assessment

time-scale,

on

addressing
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the

mode l

and

data

uncertainties, the researchers perform analyses to evaluate its
correlation with the safety assessment through the interaction
process and verify through a sensitivity analysis the degree to
which the uncertainties affect the results. Given the

limited

availability of the deep geological data of the site from the
reference case as well as the spatial limitation thereof, the research
team has to incorporate hypothetical assumptions to perform the
variant case assessments. Furthermore, on simplific ation of the
models and selection of the parameters, the research team chooses
to approach the estimation of potential radiological effects in
various scenarios and cases from the conservative, qualitative and
quantified perspectives.
The safety assessmen t is an integral part of the quantified
disposal facility safety assessment in support of the safety case. The
safety case also covers the wide range of evidence and arguments to
enhance or support the reliability of the results of the quantitative
analyses. Therefore, for the current stage, the research team also
engages in the study of natural analogues and the development of
an information management system. The study of natural analogues
seeks

to

processes

examine
that

the

long -standing

resemble

the

natural

repository

phenomena

conditions,

and

examples

including the natural uranium deposits that resemble a geological
repository as well as the analogues of mineral and bentonite
comparable to the material used to build the engineered barrier
systems and the long-term functions and features. The natural
analogues are helpful in increasing the general confidence in the
safety of the deep geological disposal facility. The objective of the
management system is to ensure that the documents are effectively
completed and consistent with the requirements so that the
long-term disposal plan can be proceeded. The implementation of a
plan and knowledge management system in the current stage of the
program fulfills the goals of the proper documentation and quality
assurance.
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S6 Technical Foundation for Site Selection and the Development of
Safety Standards
For site selection, the Regulations on the Final Disposal of High
Level Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of the Facilities,
promulgated by the competent authority overseeing nuclear safety,
serves as the regulatory guideline to which the subsequent site
selection process must adhere. The piece of regulation also provides
quantitative standards that eliminate certain practices. In addition
to the quantitative standards, other factors for consideration are
mostly qualitative; the assessments may also t ake the form of a
stratified evaluation as well as site comparison. The survey of the
geological environment can be performed in stages as the site
selection process advances along. The responsible and competent
authorities designate the survey items to be included and carried
out in each stage. The data and information acquired from the
previous stage will be carried forward to the subsequent stage for
advancement of the methods of surveys to be performed in the
stage. Room for flexibility is vital to the planning to better reflect
and accommodate the local conditions.
With respect to the safety of the disposal facilities, the
research team sums up the findings of the technical feasibility
assessment and explains the scientific and technical foundations
upon which the disposal facility safety criteria are developed. The
topic is elaborated from the aspects of isolation, containment,
retardation and dissolution.
(1) Disposal Facility Safety Standards
The safety standards are required to be consistent with
radiation-related principles and recommendations made in the
Fundamental Safety Principles issued by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2006b) as well as Publication 122
issued

by

the

International

Commission

on

Radiological

Protection in 2013 (ICRP, 2013). For a disposal facility, various
radiation

exposure

scenarios
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are

likely

given

different

assumptions

or

hypothetical

conditions.

If

the

potential

exposure originates from natural and external events or normal
internal

evolution

exposure

scenario

process,
with

plannin g

dosage

or

and
risk

managing

the

constraints

are

recommended. For exposure scenarios that involve unlikely or
extreme events with the potential to impose a major impact on
the environment or the biosphere in which humans live, the
scenarios are deemed to be emergency exposure or existing
exposure. But dosage or risk constraints are not recommended
for managing the extreme natural disturbances or unintentional
human intrusions.
The existing domestic regulatory requirements governing
the safety assessment of high -level radioactive waste final
disposal facilities are mainly provided in the Regulations on the
Final Disposal of High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety
Management of the Facilities (A EC, 2013). The regulatory
requirements include that the disposal facilities shall be
designed to ensure that the annual effective radiation dosage
exposure does not exceed 0.25 mSv for public outside the
facilities and 1/1,000,000 for a person in the key groups
outside the facilities.
(2) Disposal Facility Safety Function Criteria
The repository site is selected and designed in a way that take
advantages of the isolation, containment and retardation
processes to attain the goal of safe disposal of the spent
nuclear fuel and assurance of the long -term safety of the
general public and the environment. To ensure the long -term
isolation of the waste, Section 3.2 of this Report, A Study on the
Suitability of the Geological Disposal, provides an in -depth
study of the long -term stability of the deep geo logical disposal
environment. The research team aims to utilize the defense
mechanism in deep geological environment and to avoid heavy
reliance on any one of the safety functions under the disposal
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facility. Therefore, the engineering design for the dispo sal
facility revolves around a multi -barrier system concept to
increase the safety of a disposal facility, as elaborated and
discussed in Section 4.5 of the Report. The research team also
develops the technical competence to analyze the long -term
stability of a disposal facility. To accurately understand the
containment function made possible by a single engineered
barrier

component

or

a

combination

of

jointly -working

components, the research team adopts the quantitative safety
function indicators to effect ively increase the safety and
reliability

of

a

disposal

facility.

Furthermore,

if

the

containment as a safety function of the engineered barrier fails
over time during the course of evolution, the radionuclides
contained within the barriers will be release d. In light of the
risk, how to slow down the spread, diffusion, advection and
other processes of transport of radionuclides is the objective of
developing the retardation safety function indicators and
criteria.
According to the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan,
the current stage does not involve the site selection. The
selection process will be launched in stages when the program
proceeds to the appropriate stage. The candidate site survey
areas will be confirmed in the future. In the course of scr eening
and selecting the site, the related quantitative safety function
indicators are still subject to revisions and improvements
based on more specific regional data as well as the engineering
design and safety assessments enhanced over time.
S7 Conclusion and Future Direction of Research and Development
The research for the current stage of the program revolves
around three core technical developments: geological environment,
repository

design

and

engineering

technology,

and

safety

assessment. According to the timeline provided in the Spent Nuclear
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Fuel Final Disposal Program, three milestones and technology
feasibility assessment have been completed in the current stage, the
Potential Host Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage (2005 to
2017). The Report concludes the following:
(1) Confirming whether a suitable granite rock to host a geological
repository can be located
Given the geological conditions of Taiwan, the important
natural factors that affect the deep geological disposal facil ity
include

volcanic

diapirism,

uplift

processes,
and

faults

sinking,

and

and

seismic

climate

and

activities,
sea -level

changes. The research team compares the conditions that lead
to the long-term stability of each potential host rock option in
Taiwan and recommends the following order of priority for the
host rock geological survey: granite; Mesozoic bedrock; and
mudstone. According to the survey and study of granite as the
first priority option, there is more than 150 km2 of emerged
granite formations in Taiwan in terms of the total surface with
the appropriate size and geological properties to be considered
as a “scientifically hopeful” candidate for the deep geological
repository. On the geological survey feasibility assessment, the
research team has ap plied the geological survey technologies to
acquire the main parameters and develops the SNFD2017
reference case geological conceptual model accordingly.
(2) Confirming whether Taiwan has the technical competence to
work with the engineering technologies associated with a
geological disposal program
There have been disposal systems based on the KBS -3 disposal
concept that underwent international review and received
approval. Therefore, a KBS -3 disposal system is a reference
system appropriate for the purpo se of the program at the
current stage. Furthermore, the domestic research team has
developed the basic competence in designing the systems,
components and structures of the canister, buffer and backfill,
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disposal tunnels, and the pack -off design according to the local
conditions and geological features of Taiwan. The research
team needs to determine the design requirements and, through
the process, the internal (engineered barriers) and external
(geological features and earthquakes) factors of the disposal
concept; the information will contribute to the future research
and

verification

of

the

detailed

design

parameters.

In

demonstrating the technical competence in design of the
current stage, the research team uses the geological conditions
and geotectonic structure of the hypothetical reference case,
and based on the properties of the spent nuclear fuel in Taiwan
and the quantity of the canisters, performs an assessment of
the space interval between the disposal holes in relation to the
thermal and seismic conditions of the area to determine the
location and layout of the reference disposal facility site is
decided.
(3) Performing the long -term safety assessment of a geological
disposal facility
The research team adopts the Swedish safety assessment
methodology

and

localizes

the

technologies

by

way

of

application to the reference case. With the exchange of and
application of information to the engineering design and
technology, the safety functions and safety function indicators
of the disposal facility syste m and subsystem are developed
and analyzed. Screening and identifying important FEPs from
the survey data is one of the objectives of the technical
development at the current stage of the program. The research
team strengthens the scientific case of the TH MC-coupled
processes and interactions, and analyzes their effects on the
disposal facility over the course of the reference evolution
based on the glacial cycle. The research team also develops
main scenarios and disturbance scenarios as well as the basic
cases and variant cases thereof based on containment as a
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safety

function

of

a

canister.

The

quantitative

analysis

techniques such as the corrosion scenario safety assessment
model chain and the shear scenario safety assessment model
chain are developed to complete the potential risk assessment
of the long-term safety of the disposal facility.
In the meantime, to support the safety case of the disposal
facility, the research team also engages in the study of natural
analogues and the development of an information management
system in the current stage of the program in the hope to lay down
the foundation from which further advances can be made in the
future. The program will continue to proceed to the Candidate Site
Evaluation, Select ion and Approval (2018 to 2028), Comprehensive
Survey and Testing of the Repository Site (2029 to 2038),
Repository Design, Safety Analysis and Assessment (2039 to 2044)
and Repository Construction (2045 to 2055). Once the candidate
sites are selected thro ugh a due process and the social consensus
reached, with the support of the general public, the geological
environment appropriate for a deep geological disposal facility can
be proposed.
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1. Spent Nuclear Fuel Management Strategy and Disposal Plan in Taiwan
1.1. Preamble
Taiwan’s engagement in the peaceful application of nuclear
energy can be traced back to decades ago. The nuclear energy, in
addition to the nuclear power generation, is also widely applied in
various fields including medicine, agriculture, engineering, as well
as scientific research and development. Nuclear energy is an
integral part to the underlying force that makes daily life possible.
As it facilitates the betterment of the quality of life, the nuclear
energy inevitably creates radioactive waste that needs to be dealt
with. The safe management of radioactive waste is a topic of great
interest to the general public. Amongst these, the final disposal of
spent nuclear fuel is especially the focus of these attention s. Rather
than a technical issue, radioactive waste management further
demonstrates a spectrum of intricacies in addressing political,
economic and social concerns.
Taiwan has launched R&D programs relating to the spent
nuclear fuel disposal as early as 1986 with Taipower’s initiation.
The programs aim to assess the f easibility of the existing spent
nuclear fuel disposal proposals in the context of the geological
environment unique to Taiwan and also the availability of existing
final disposal technologies from the international community and
Taiwan. The assessment lay s down the groundwork upon which the
short-term,

medium-term

and

long-term

spent

nuclear

fuel

management strategies and disposal technologies are developed.
Taipower Company, in compliance with the Spent Nuclear Fuel
Final Disposal Plan (approved in 2006) (TPC, 2006, p6-5), has
submitted the Preliminary Feasibility Assessment Report for the
Spent

Nuclear

Fuel

Final

Disposal

Technology

in

Taiwan

(abbreviated as the “SNFD2009 Report”) in September 2009. The
report received the approval from the Atomic Energy Council
(abbreviated as the “AEC”), Executive Yuan, as the competent
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authority in the subject matter in July 2010. In addition, according
to Taipower’s timeline and plan as set out in the SNFD2009 Report,
the Technical Feasibility Assessment Report on Spe nt Nuclear Fuel
Final Disposal (abbreviated as the” SNFD2017 Report”) is scheduled
to be released in 2017. The SNFD2017 Report is a milestone to be
completed with the recent spent nuclear disposal program.
1.1.1. Overview of Nuclear Power Generation and Creation of Spent Nuclear Fuel
High-level waste, as defined in Article 4 Paragraph 1 of the
Enforcement Rules for the Nuclear Materials and Radioactive Waste
Management Act, is the spent nuclear fuel for final disposal or the
extraction residuals generated in repr ocessing. The spent nuclear
fuel in Taiwan is not subject to reprocessing at the current time.
Therefore, the high -level waste is primarily consisted of the spent
nuclear fuel generated by the operation of individual nuclear power
plants.
The history of ha rnessing nuclear energy for the purpose of
power generation in Taiwan began in 1978. As of 2016, there are six
nuclear reactor units in service at three nuclear power plants,
namely Chinshan, Kuosheng and Maanshan. The four reactors in
Chinshan and Kuoshen g are boiling water reactors (BWRs). The two
reactors in Maanshan are pressure water reactors (PWRs). The
researchers conduct an estimation of the quantity of spent nuclear
fuel and the corresponding uranium weight in the fuel based on the
track record of the forty-year service in Chinshan, Kuosheng and
Maanshan. The estimates are shown in
Table 1-1 The estimated spent nuclear fuel generated by three
nuclear power plants throughout the forty years of operation add
up to be 18,602 BWR fuel assemblies and 3,815 PWR fuel
assemblies. The tot al uranium weight is approximately 4,913 tU.
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1.1.2. Spent Nuclear Fuel Characteristics
The spent nuclear fuel refers to the nuclear fuel that has been
irradiated in a nuclear reactor and thereafter removed because it no
longer effectively sustains nuclear fissio n chain reactions. The
spent nuclear fuel, highly radioactive, will release a significant
amount of decay heat. The radionuclides in the spent fuel, including
the fission byproducts, such as Tc -99, Cs-135 and I-129, as well as
the actinium series, such as Np-237, Pu-239, Am-243 and Cm-247,
have half-lives that stretch hundreds of thousands of years.
Moreover, certain types of radionuclides are α emitters and capable
of posing potential long -term health risk to human bodies due to
radiation. Therefore, the o bjective of the final disposal R&D
program is to approach with caution and identify a mutually
agreeable disposal method to ensure that spent nuclear fuel is
isolated from the spheres susceptible in any way to affect the
environment in which humans inhabit for an extensive period of
time.
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Table 1-1：The estimated spent nuclear fuel generated by three nuclear power
plants
Nuclear
Power Plant

Fuel element
weight

Unit 1

Unit 2

Six units total

kgU/bundle

fuel
assemblies

fuel
assemblies

total uranium
weight (kgU)

Chinshan(BWR)
Kuosheng(BWR)
Maanshan(PWR)
Note: forty years of operation

178.5
178.5
417.5

3,694
5,580
1,894
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3,652
5,676
1,921

4,913,220

1.2. Spent Nuclear Fuel Management
1.2.1. Fundamental Objective
The requirements set out in the Nuclear Materials an d
Radioactive Waste Management Act govern the spent nuclear fuel
management strategies in Taiwan. According to Article 17 of the
Act, for the construction of treatment, storage and (/or) final
disposal

facili ties

of

radioactive

waste,

an

application

for

construction license shall be filed with the competent authorities,
and the construction shall not commence until the application has
been reviewed and approved (by the competent authorities) to
satisfy the fol lowing prescription and the competent authorities
have issued a construction license therefor:
(1) The construction is consistent with the prescription of the
relevant international conventions (; and)
(2) The equipment and the facilities are sufficient to secure the
public health and safety (; and)
(3) The impact to the environmental ecology complies with the
prescription of relevant laws/statutes and decrees (; and)
(4) The technology, the management ability and the financial basis,
etc., of the applicant are competent to operate the facilities.
The final disposal of spent nuclear fuel is the crucial topic of
interest insofar as the nuclear back -end management is concerned.
The fundamental objective of the disposal program is to have the
spent nuclear fue l safely disposed to ensure public safety and
environmental protection. The goal is also commonly adopted and
recognized as the management objective for disposal programs
internationally.
The management strategy under the domestic spent nuclear
fuel disposal program states that Taiwan continues engaging in
medium-term storage and seeking (offshore) disposal opportunities
through international collaboration. Before the offshore disposal
1-5

becomes a reality, the research and development concerning the
geological survey for the purpose of implementing direct on -shore
final disposal continues.
1.2.2. Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Program
In response to the needs for the safe disposal of spent nuclear
fuel, Taipower Company proposed a spent nuclear fuel disposal
research plan in 1983 and submitted the plan to the Executive Yuan
for approval in 1984. The plan was carried out according to the
approved version. Throughout the period from 1986 to 2004, the
long-term

disposal

program

underwent

four

main

stages

of

development: preliminary development of the disposal concept,
work planning for the early stage, preparation for regional survey,
and the survey performance and technology development. The
establishment of a final disposal facility, commencing from the
initial deve lopment to the repository operation, is a process that
extends as long as decades. The key to the successful completion of
the long-term plan is a concrete and practical overall work plan.
Therefore, Taipower proposed the “Overall Work Plan for the
Long-term Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel in Taiwan”(v.1991) in
April 1991 at the second stage of the long -term disposal program.
With the execution of the long -term disposal program and the
promulgation of related statutory requirements, Taipower, in
response to the demand from the AEC (official document no.
1998-hui-wu-tzu-ti-22104), reviewed the Overall Work Plan for the
Long-term Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel in Taiwan (v. 1999) in
2000 and proposed a revised Overall Work Plan for the Long -term
Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel in Taiwan (v.2000).
In 2002, the Legislative Yuan passed the Nuclear Materials and
Radioactive Waste Management Act, which was duly promulgated by
the

President

(Promulgation

Order

No.

Hua-tsung-yi-yi-tzu-tu-09100248760 dated Dec. 25, 2002) . The AEC
then announced the Enforcement Rules for the Nuclear Materials
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and Radioactive Waste Management Act (Promulgation Order No.
Hui-wu-tzu-ti-0920018935 dated July 30, 2003). Taipower, as the
producer of spent nuclear fuel, proposed the Spent Nuclear Fuel
Final Disposal Program in 2004 according to the requirements set
out in the Nuclear Materials and Radioactive Waste Management Act
and its Enforcement Rules. The AEC approved the program in July
2006. The overall work plan of the program is divided i nto the
following stages:
(1) Investigation and Evaluation of the Potential Host Rock (2005
to 2017)
(2) Selection and Determination of Potential Sites (2018 to 2028)
(3) Detailed Site Investigation and In -Situ Tests (2029 to 2038)
(4) Repository Design an d Safety Assessment (2039 to 2044)
(5) Repository Construction (2045 to 2055)
The timeline as mentioned above may be subject to delay due
to the interactions with the general public and/or the acquisition of
land. Therefore, if the work progress does not meet the timeline
according to the plan, the final disposal program is subject to
review and amendment once every four years according to Article
37 of the Enforcement Rules for the Nuclear Materials and
Radioactive Waste Management Act.
1.3. Program Strategy
1.3.1. Background Overview
The fundamental requirement of a spent nuclear fuel final
disposal program is to select a suitable environment in which the
spent nuclear fuel is permanently emplaced an d isolated from the
home range of human species. The program ensures the general
public’s safety and environmental quality while facilitating the
sustainable development of an environment free of nuclear hazards.
The disposal methods that have been conside red by various
countries include the seabed disposal, deep -hole disposal, ice -sheet
1-7

disposal, injection well disposal, space disposal and deep geological
disposal. The years of international studies on the various options
generally conclude that deep geolo gical disposal is a more practical
disposal method (TPC, 2014, p1-1). The so-called deep geological
disposal, founded on the concept of a “multi -barrier system”, refers
to the burial and storage of the spent nuclear fuel in deep
underground rock formations at depths between 300m and 1,000m.
The deep geological formulations provide isolation as a natural
barrier. In combination with the engineered barriers including
canisters as well as the buffer material and backfill material, the
natural and engineered ba rriers form a multi -barrier system that
effectively isolates the repository and contains the radionuclides in
the repository. The provision of isolation and containment by the
multi-barrier system buys time for the attenuation of radiation
intensity of radionuclides to a level tolerable under the statutory
limit. The statutory limit in Taiwan is set out in the Regulations on
the Final Disposal of High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety
Management of the Facilities, amended and duly promulgated on
January 18, 2013. “ Article 9 of the Act states that the disposal
facilities shall be designed to ensure that the annual effective
radiation dosage to public outside the facilities is not more than
0.25 mSv. Article 10 states that the disposal facilities shall be
designed to ensure that the personal annual risk caused by the
radiation to a person in the key groups outside the facilities is not
more than 1/1,000,000”. The practice of the design and safety
assessment in this report is that the 0.25 mSv/yr will be applicable
to the operation stage of the repository only (before closure); while
1/1,000,000 of the personal annual risk will then be applicable to
the time after closure of the repository site.
The current spent nuclear fuel disposal project, involving the
on-shore final disposal technological development and preparation
for the construction of the disposal facilities, undertaken by
Taipower is duly carried out according to the timeline and work
1-8

plan set out in Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan (approved in
2006). The current stage of the program, from 2005 to 2017, is
characterization and evaluation of the potential host rock. Two
reports are scheduled to be delivered, SNFD2009 Report in 2009
and SNFD2017 in 2017, as two important milestones of the curre nt
stage.
The SNFD2009 Report presents the past achievements in
long-term disposal research projects as well as the collection of the
domestic and international literature on the subject matter. The
report covers the technical development achievements in the
categories of survey and study of the environmental conditions for
disposal, research and development of the disposal technologies,
and the spent nuclear fuel disposal performance assessment. The
AEC approved and officially archived the report in July 2010. In the
meantime, Taipower reviewed and amended the Spent Nuclear Fuel
Final Disposal Plan (2010 amended version) in response to the
needs arisen from the work progress of the program. The AEC
approved the change and published the amended version in J anuary
2011. Subsequently, Taipower also revised the short -term work
plan to meet the AEC’s requirement of the submission of the
SNFD2017 Report. The Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan (2014
amended version) was approved and officially archived in Marc h
2015.
The projects at the current stage do not involve site selection.
The AEC requires the continuing performance of geological surveys
concerning the environmental geology (tectonic structures) and
geological suitability (influencing factors including volcanos, fault
activities, crustal uplift or sinking, climate change and sea level
change) in the territory of Taiwan, and also the development of
related deep geological survey and safety assessment technologies.
The AEC further requires Taipower to pres ent the SNFD2017 Report
that details the research achievements of the aforementioned
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projects to confirm whether Taiwan has the technical competence to
implement geological disposal.
1.3.2. Objectives of SNFD2017 Report
According to the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan (2014
amended version), the period from 2005 to 2017 is assigned to be
the stage of characterization and evaluation of the potential host
rock. The research effort of the stage culminates in the completion
of the second milestone, SNFD2017 Re port. According to the AEC
requirement, the SNFD2017 Report marks the completion of,
amongst others, three milestones of the domestic spent nuclear fuel
disposal program:
(1) To confirm whether a scientifically suitable granitic rock body
for geological fi nal disposal could be identified in Taiwan or
not;
(2) To confirm whether adequate engineering capabilities for
constructing a geological repository have been established in
Taiwan or not;
(3) To confirm whether adequate capabilities for assessing the
long-term safety for a repository site have been established in
Taiwan or not.
To better utilize the international development experience and
to efficiently focus the domestic R&D resources, the SNFD2017
Report is structured to evolve around three core chapt ers, namely
the Geological Environment, Repository Design and Engineering
Technology, and Safety Assessment. The three core subjects as the
substances of this program are introduced as follows:
1.3.2.1. Geological Environment
In the SNFD2009 Report, the geological environment survey
data

are

reviewed

and

recommendations

concerning

the

development of the disposal technologies are made. The work
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relating to the characterization and evaluation of the potential host
rock as part of the final disposal program focuses on

the

characterization of the deep geological environment at the depths
as required in the disposal concept, thereby laying down foundation
for the long-term safety assessment. Upon the completion of the
characterization and evaluation of the potential host rock, the deep
geological and environmental data concerning the potential host
rocks in Taiwan, including the geological structure, formation
distribution, rock mechanics, hydrogeological and geochemical
characteristics, will be presented. In addition to the above, the
natural phenomena that affect the geological environment and
long-term safety conditions of the host rock in Taiwan, including
the pyrogenic activities, seismic activities, fault activities, crustal
uplift and denudation, climate change as w ell as the rise and fall of
the sea level, are also presented. The survey results of the formerly
mentioned
performance

processes
of

the

provide

valuable

performance/safety

reference
assessment

for

the

of

the

feasibility of the disposal technologies concer ning the potential
host rock. The report also serves as the manifestation of the
completion of characterization and evaluation of the potential host
rock as a milestone.
Based on the results presented in the SNFD2009 report it was
decided that SNFD2017 should focus on disposal in granitic rock ,
which is in accordance with the Swedish KBS -3 concept. The
geological descriptions given in this report is therefore mainly
concentrating on the areas with granitic rock in Taiwan.
1.3.2.2. Repository Design and Engineering Technology
The deep geological disposal, based on the multi -barrier
concept, relies on multiple layers of barriers to hinder the
migration of the radionuclides in the spent nuclear fuel. With the
delay, it is expected that the radioactivity of the radionuclides by
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the time they may reach the environment in which humans inhabit
will have attenuated to a level tolerable under the safety limit.
The multi-barriers can be divided into natural barriers (host
rock and lithosphere) and engineered barriers (waste, canisters,
buffer material and backfill material). Given the indispensable role
played by the engineered barriers with the provision of safety
functions including adsorption and retardation of radionuclides, the
studies on the engineered barriers in relation to waste, canisters,
buffer material and backfill material are of paramount importance
to

the

performance/safety

assessment

of

the

near -field

environment.
The engineered barriers are to be designed to accommodate the
local geological and environmental conditions. T he geological
repository site is yet to be decided at the current stage. At this time,
the development of technologies on the subject matter is achieved
through modelling after the engineered barrier system adopted in
oversea sites that share similar rock characteristics with Taiwan,
importing

related

technologies

and

equipment,

or

joining

international collaboration projects to obtain collective research
achievements, in the hope to lay down the technical foundation
upon which the disposal technologies app licable to the local
environment are developed.
1.3.2.3. Safety Assessment
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) defines the
performance assessment of a geological disposal as an assessment
of the performance of a radioactive waste disposal system or
subsystem, and the results of the analysis are compared to the
applicable standards or criteria; on the other hand, a safety
assessment is an assessment, with the radiation dose or health risk
as the primary indicators, of all aspects of a disposal system that
are relevant to safety (IAEA, 2006a, p10-p11). The ultimate purpose
of

a

performance/safety

assessment
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is

to

consolidate

the

characterizations of the radioactive spent nuclear fuel, the EBS
functions and the site, as well as to perform comprehensive
quantitative analyses and simulation modelling of all functions of
the disposal system, thereby assessing the suitability and safety of
the disposal system.
The design specification based on the deep geological disposal
concept

divides

the

performance/safety

ass essment

system

structure into three dimensions: near -field, far-field and the
biosphere. In the near-field, the primary safety function is isolation.
The near-field environment consisting of canisters, buffer and
backfill serves as the first barrier that i solates the radionuclides
from the geosphere. When the engineering barriers system fails, the
primary safety function of the far -field environment is retardation
for radionuclide migration. In the far-field, the extremely slow
groundwater movement through the geological formations as well
as the geochemical processes in relation to the radionuclides and
the

geosphere,

examples

adsorption/desorption,

including

complex

reactions,

dissolution/precipitation,

oxidation/

reduction and acid-base neutralization, al l contribute to the
retardation of the migration of radionuclides.
The biosphere refers to the environment in which the human
inhabit,

in

the

range

including the surface water,

soil and

atmosphere. The biosphere is the ultimate destination reached by
radionuclides that undergo release/migration. The primary purpose
of a biosphere assessment is to perform a estimation of the
concentrations and doses of radionuclides released through all
kinds of media. The estimates serve as the baseline for comparison
in design or the establishment of safety standards.
The

technical

integration

competence

concerning

in

performing

performance/safety

fundamental

analyses

has

been

developed at the current stage. The established safety assessment
models, under the modular and it emized assessment system, cove r
the spent nuclear fuel characterization, disposal facility concept,
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near-field environment, far-field environment and transport in the
biosphere.

The

combination

of

these

models

results

in

a

total-system performance/safety a ssessment model with which the
disposal facility assessment can be proceeded. The performance
assessments for the respective items in the system will be improved
and upgraded along with the actual progress of the subsequent site
survey and design work.
1.4. Regulations
The final disposal of the radioactive waste as part of the safety
management of the radioactive waste is not only a technical issue,
but also a subject matter that involves political, economic and social
considerations. The program needs to proce ed based on the
regulatory foundation.
The government -issued Nuclear Materials and Radioactive
Waste Management Act clearly states:
(1) The treatment, carriage, storage and(/or) final disposal of
radioactive waste shall be done by the producer of radioacti ve
waste itself solely or be entrusted to the entrepreneur' who or
which is of technical capability of finally disposing of the
domestic or foreign radioactive waste, or holds the facilities
thereof; and the producer shall be responsible for minimizing
the generation amount and the cubic measure of radioactive
waste. The plan of final disposal shall be actually proceeded in
accordance with the planned schedule.
The service charging fees of the entrepreneur' entrusted to
implement treatment, carriage, stor age and (/or) final disposal
referred to in the preceding Paragraph shall be reported and
determined (approved) by the competent authorities. (Article
29)
(2) One

who

fails to implement the

final disposal plan

in

accordance with the planned schedule referr ed to in Paragraph
1 of Article 29 shall be punished with an (administrative) fine
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of more than New Taiwan Dollars Ten Million (NT$10,000,000)
but not more than NT Fifty Million (NT$50,000,000), and the
punishment may be respectively imposed annually (Arti cle 37).
(3) The operator of nuclear power plant shall raise the nuclear
back end operation funds, by way of setting aside at least two
percent (2%) thereof, and transfer funds to carry on the
research and(/or) the development of operating technology of
radioactive materials and(/or) final disposal. (Article 46)
(4) After the implementation of this Act, the competent authorities
shall supervise and urge upon the producer of radioactive
waste to plan the preliminary construction of the domestic
final disposal facilities of radioactive waste, and ask the
producer of radioactive waste to resolve the issues as to the
final disposal of radioactive waste (Article 49).
Article 37 of the Enforcement Rules for the Nuclear Materials
and Radioactive Waste Management Act also clearly requires:
(1) Those who generate high level waste other than prescribed in
Paragraphs 2 and 3, Article 49 of the Act or take charge of the
final disposal of high level waste, shall submit a high level
waste final disposal plan within 2 ye ars commencing from
enforcement of the Act, and bring the plan into real effect after
it is approved by the competent authorities; and shall report
the execution results of the previous year and the working plan
of the next year before the end of February and October every
year.
(2) The high level waste final disposal plans shall be reviewed and
amended

every

4

years.

Upon

amendment,

reasons

and

correction measures shall be reported to the competent
authorities for approval prior to execution.
Taipower, in compliance with the related laws and regulations,
submits the spent nuclear fuel final disposal plan and proceeds with
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potential

site

selection,

construction,

operation,

closure

and

monitoring accordingly. The most relevant laws and regulation s are
listed as follows:
(1) Nuclear Materials and Radioactive Waste Management Act
(December 2002);
(2) Enforcement Rules for the Nuclear Materials and Radioactive
Waste Management Act (amended in April 2009);
(3) Regulations on the Final Disposal of High Level Radioactive
Waste and Safety Management of the Facilities (August 2005);
(4) Operational

Regulations

Governing

Nuclear

Safeguards

(September 2003);
(5) Ionizing Radiation Protection Act (January 2002);
(6) Regulations for the Review and Approval of Applications for
Construction License of Nuclear Source Material and Nuclear
Fuel Production and Storage Facilities (amended in April
2009);
(7) Environmental Impact Assessment Act (amended in January
2003);
(8) Environmental

Impact

Assessment

Enforcement

Rules

(amended in June 2005);
(9) Standards

for

Determining

Specific

Items

and

Scope

of

Environmental Impact Assessments for Development Activities
(amended in December 2009);
(10) The Guidelines for Reviewing the Fixed Asset Investment
Projects Belonging to the Enterprises under the Ministry of
Economic Affairs (amended in July 2000).
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2. Geological Disposal System and Safety Concept
2.1. Global Development Status of Geological Disposal Concept
The

international

community

generally

recognizes

deep

geological disposal as the best high -level radioactive waste disposal
method currently available. A deep geological repository avails the
multi-barrier design consisted of natural and engineered barriers to
contain or retard the release and migration of radionuclides. The
ultimate goal of the disposal method is to isolate the high -level
radioactive waste from the human home range and to minimize the
radiation

exposure

to

humans

to

a

harmless

level.

Many

nuclear-advanced countries such as the United States, Sweden,
Finland, France, Canada, Belgium, Britain, Switzerland and Japan
will adopt the deep geological disposal method to address the issue
of high-level radioactive waste final disposal.
The International Conference on Geological Repositories, held
in collaboration with the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development/Nuclear

Energy

Agency

(OECD/NEA),

European

Commission and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in
Stockholm, Sweden in Dece mber 2003, concluded with the following
remarks: (1) Deep geological disposal is a radioactive waste
disposal method currently available that has the support of
well-developed technologies, meets the ethical and environmental
imperatives and is generally w ell-accepted by the international
community; (2) Much progress have been made internationally on
the subject matter of deep geological repositories in the past four
years (2001 to 2004), especially evidenced with the disposal plans
proposed in the United S tates, Sweden and Finland ( IAEA, 2003,
p1-p10).
No commercial spent nuclear fuel/high -level radioactive waste
disposal facility is in service as of date. However, the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico, U.S.A., a facility where
transuranic waste (TRU) is buried, officially went into service on
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March 26, 1999. The TRU buried at the WIPP site resembles the
spent nuclear fuel in terms of their respective long half -lives.
The host rock in Sweden and the virtual site in Taiwan are both
of granite. The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Company (SKB), founded in 1972, has been in charge of the
high-level radioactive waste management program in Sweden. For
the purpose of planning and management of high -level radioactive
waste,

the

SKB

proposed

KBS-1,

KBS-2

and

KBS -3

Reports

respectively in 1977, 1978 and 1983. The intended repository depth
in the SKB’s design was increased to between 450m to 500m from
the original 400m (SKB, 2007a, p6) in 2006. The SKB announced on
June

3,

2009

that

the

geologic al

repository

for

high -level

radioactive waste final disposal is proposed to be located in
Forsmark, and submitted an application for a building permit
accordingly. The court determines that the application is complete
and still currently undergoing review . It is expected that the
repository construction project will commence in 2019.
Finland is also a country that intends to use granite as the host
rock. In 1994, the Finnish legislature passed an amendment of the
Nuclear Energy Act requiring all radioactiv e waste generated in
Finland be also domestically processed, stored and disposed. The
amendment also bans the entry of any radioactive waste from
foreign origins. Posiva, a company co -founded by two companies,
Imatran Voima Oy (IVO) and Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO), is in
charge of the spent nuclear fuel final disposal program in Finland.
The

company

submitted

an

application

in

May

1999

for

decision-in-principle (general license) to build a permanent final
disposal facility for spent nuclear fuel in the rock formations of
Olkiluoto at the depth of 500 meters; the geological repository is to
be consisted of one encapsulation facility and one repository
facility. The local legislature has agreed to the plan. The Finnish
government also expressed a positive atti tude for the project in
principle in December 2000 while the national legislature passed
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the deep geological disposal program in May 2001. The government
has officially approved the application for permission to build a
deep geological disposal facility in November 2015. The project is
scheduled to commence construction at the end of 2016 and
tentatively to go into revenue service in the early 2020’s. In 2004,
Posiva started building an underground granite laboratory in
Onkalo. The disposal concept adopted by Finland takes heavy
reference from the Swedish KBS -3 concept in combination with
variations to accommodate local conditions. Five shafts connecting
to the underground facilities are individually designated for the use
of personnel, ventilation and trans portation of waste. One square
main tunnel cuts through the repository; from both sides of the
main tunnel lie the disposal tunnels, where vertical emplacement of
waste canisters takes place.
2.2. Geological Disposal Concept
The final disposal of spent nuclear fuel in Taiwan is to comply
with the provisions set forth in the Regulations on the Final
Disposal of High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of
the Facilities (AEC, 2013). The highlights of the Regulations include
the following:
Article 3: The final disposal of high level radioactive wastes shall be
conducted in the deep stratums.
Article 4: The high level radioactive waste disposal facilities must
not be located in the following areas:
(1) Active fault or areas in which the geological conditio ns would
affect the safety of the disposal facilities.
(2) Areas

with

geochemical

conditions

not

favourable

for

effectively controlling the spreading of radioactive nuclides
and likely to affect the safety of the disposal facilities.
(3) Areas with surfici al or underground hydrographical conditions
likely to affect the safety of the disposal facilities.
(4) Areas with high population density.
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(5) Other areas in which development is prohibited according to
laws.
Article 8: Multilevel isolation shall be desig ned for the disposal
facilities.
Article 9: The disposal facilities shall be designed to ensure that the
annual effective radiation dosage to a common person outside
the facilities is not more than 0.25 mSv.
Article 10: The disposal facilities shall be des igned to ensure that
the personal annual risk caused by the radiation to a person in
the key groups outside the facilities is not more than
1/1,000,000.
Article 11: The disposal facilities shall be designed to ensure that
the highly radioactive wastes can be safely taken retrived with
50 years after storage.
As required by the provisions set out above, the spent nuclea r
fuel final disposal in Taiwan is to be proceeded with a deep
geological repository based on a multi -barrier design. The so -called
deep geological disposal refers to the burial and storage of the
spent nuclear fuel in a steady geological environment at the depths
of 300m to 1,000m. The host rock and geosphere serve as the
natural barriers in the

repository.

In combination with the

engineered barriers including canisters as well as the buffer and
backfill, the natural and engineered barriers form a multi -barrier
system that effectively isolates and contains the migration of
radionuclides likely to be released from the repository. The
provision of isolation and containment of the multi -barrier system
buys time for the attenuation of radiation intensity in radionuclides
to a negligible level before they reach the biosphere.
The environment that hosts the spent nuclear fuel fina l
disposal facility can be divided into three parts: (1) near -field, (2)
far-field and (3) the biosphere. The near -field is mainly consisted of
the engineered barriers and the surrounding rock that has been
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disturbed due to the excavations (also called the “excavation
disturbed zone”). The far -field refers to the geological rock in the
periphery of the near -field, namely the geosphere. The biosphere
includes the environment in which the biological species above the
repository inhabit and come in direct contact with the site.
2.3. Introduction to the Safety Cases
This

section

introduces

ten

international

safety

cases

concerning the high -level radioactive waste disposal in main
nuclear energy countries around the world (Chi Li-Min, 2014,
p66-p70):
(1) SAFIR 2 Safety Case in Belgium (2001)
Belgium

published

the

SAFIR -2

Safety

Assessment

and

Feasibility Interim Report 2 in 2001. The SAFIR -2 report
presents

the

achievements

of

Belgium’s

development

in

disposal technologies over the period from 1990 to 2000. The
hypothetical site adopte d for the purpose of the safety case in
the report is the Boom Clay formation in Mol -Dessel, a region in
north-eastern

Belgium.

The

researchers

for

the

report

performed analyses using a hydrogeological model and clay
formation

parameters

obtained

through

m any

years

of

intellectual labour at the HADES underground laboratory. The
report is a combination of a safety assessment and a feasibility
report, covering a wide range of issues concerning service
safety, recovery, disposal cost and long -term safety.
(2) Project Opalinus Clay in Switzerland (2002)
Nagra, the Swiss technical competence centre in the field of
deep geological disposal, completed the potential host rock
assessment for Project Palinus Clay and presented a safety
assessment report based on the results and findings of the
assessment in 2002. Opalinus Clay is a geological formation
located in Zü rcher Weinland, a region in northern Switzerland.
The project, in addition to verifying the feasibility of the
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disposal

technologies,

provides

a

platform

f or

technical

discussion pertaining to the future facilitation, promotion and
decision-making in the context of the final disposal program.
Furthermore, the results of the safety assessment also verify
the long-term safety of the host rock, facilitate under standing
of the functionalities of the disposal system, assess the factors
and uncertainties that affect the safety of the program, and
engage in the communication and exchange of technical
opinions between the project execution organizations and
supervisory organizations.
(3) Dossier 2005 in France (2005)
Andra, the French national radioactive waste management
agency,

presented

a

Report

on

the

Feasibility

of

Deep

Geological Disposal for High -Level and Long-Lived Radioactive
Waste (abbreviated as “Dossier 2005”) to the government in
2005 as required by the Waste Act of 30 December 1991. The
report,

representing

the

sum

of

the

last

15

years

of

investigations and research achievements, is consisted of a
series of documents that can be categorized by the subje ct
matter into two parts: clay formations and granite rocks. The
related reports have undergone professional reviews by the
ASN, IRSN, CNE and NEA. The reports on the subject matters of
clay formations and granite rocks individually contain four
volumes

that

cover

four

topics:

integrated

assessment,

construction and management, safety analysis and process
evolution.
(4) SR-CAN in Sweden (2006)
SKB, the Swedish nuclear fuel and waste management and
disposal agency,

published

research achievements of the

SR-CAN project in October 2006. The objectives of the project
include

the

performance

of

the

safety

assessment

in

preparation of the application for permission to build the
geological repository to confirm the feasibility of the facility
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design, as well as t o facilitate the communication between the
company and the supervisory agencies. The assessed subjects
are Forsmark and Laxemar, two potential sites. The project
produces one main report and nine related supplemental
reports, covering mainly the technical applications of the safety
assessment technologies. In conclusion, Forsmark site meets
the safety criteria as a potential geological disposal site while
more survey data concerning Laxemar is still needed before
questions can be clarified and conclusion ar rived. The report
also concludes that glaciers and earthquakes as geological
processes only lead to limited impact on the geological
repository.
(5) YMP-SAR in the United States (2008)
The deep geological disposal project in Yucca Mountain nuclear
waste repository in Nevada was terminated in 2009 due to
political concerns. Despite the fact, the Yucca Mountain safety
assessment report presented in 2008 in fulfilment of the
requirement of the application for permission to build the
repository contains valua ble reference information in terms of
the technical dimensions of the project, accurately reflecting
the technical competence of the safety assessment technologies
in the United States. The report complies with applicable
regulations, primarily 10 CFR Part 63 and NUERG -1804, and
contains five parts:
(a) Repository safety before permanent closure
(b) Repository safety after permanent closure
(c) Research and development program to resolve safety
questions
(d) Disposal performance confirmation program
(e) Management system
(6) DSCC in Britain (2010)
The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA), the British
radioactive waste management agency, published a series of
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reports that sum up the research achievements under the
Geological Disposal Generic Operational Safety Case program.
The objectives of the program are to demonstrate the technical
competence, to facilitate communication with the general
public, and to proceed with site selection. The program
produces one overview report, one main report in three
volumes (transport safety case, operational safety case an d
environmental safety case) and 15 volumes of technical
reports. The coded number of the report that is related to the
long-term safety assessment is NDA/RWMD/030. The study
aims to demonstrate technical competence and therefore does
not comment on the calculated results contained in the reports.
(7) NUMO in Japan (2010)
The Nuclear Waste Management Organisation of Japan (NUMO),
the Japanese radioacti ve waste disposal agency, launched the
Safety of the Geological Disposal Project 2010 in 2010, and
published an official report in 2011 (Report no. NUMO
TR-11-01) to clarify the safety concept and to demonstrate the
technical progress in the subject matter . The report also
provides valuable background technical information based on
which the communication with the general public is to be
conducted. The NUMO subsequently published an overview in
Japanese (Report no. NUMO TR -12-04) and also an overview in
English (Report no. NUMO TR -13-05). The reports that cover
safety assessment are a continuation of the Safety Concept
2009 Report (Report no. NUMO TR -09-05). The Safety of the
Geological Disposal Project 2010 Report, strictly speaking, is
not a standard safet y assessment, but rather an introduction to
the current disposal strategies and technological development.
The report evaluates the technical progress of the development
of assessment technologies, and concludes that Japan has
adequately demonstrated its t echnical competence in handling
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safety assessments of a wide range of geological environments
and types of designs.
(8) SR-Site in Sweden (2011)
In 2011, the SKB, the Swedish nuclear waste management
company, published the research achievements of the SR -Site
program, the objective of which is to perform necessary safety
assessments of Forsmark, the confirmed site to host the
geological repository. The SR -Site reports are to underlie the
SKB’s application for the building permit required for the
construction of the repository. The research achievements of
the program are embodied in a main report in three volumes
and 19 volumes of related supplemental reports that cover two
primary subjects: repository design and safety assessment. The
reports conclude tha t the KBS -3 type repository design and the
Forsmark site meet the requirements of the long -term safety
for a geological repository.
(9) TURVA in Finland (2012)
In 2012, Posiva, the Finnish radioactive waste management
company, published the research achi evements of the TURVA
project, the objective of which is to perform necessary safety
assessments of Okliluoto, the confirmed site to host the
geological repository. The TURVA reports were to underlie
Posiva’s application for the building permit required fo r the
construction of the repository. The research achievements of
the program are embodied in a main report and 13 volumes of
related

supplemental

reports

that

integrate

information

revolving around safety case as a core subject matter. As YVL
D.5, a regulatory guide on nuclear safety in Finland, is
applicable on all radioactive waste disposal projects, the
time-scale required for the assessment must cover at least
several thousand years. For this reason, Posiva, in performing
the spent nuclear fuel dispos al safety assessment, divides the
post-closure period into two sections, namely 10,000 years
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after the repository closure or 1,000,000 years after the
closure. The scenario development and assessment are then
conducted accordingly. The researchers of this program assume
that, if the human behaviour and the environment remain
constant in the period within 10,000 years after the closure,
then the radionuclides can be effectively isolated. In the period
between 10,000 years and 1,000,000 years after the closur e,
radionuclides may be released but the engineered barrier
systems

together

with

the

site

characteristics

enable

retardation of the migration. The reports conclude that the
repository design for the Olkiluoto meets the requirements of
geological repositor y safety and laws.
2.4. Formulation of a Safety Case
2.4.1. Defining a Safety Objective
The systemization of the safety case is the greatest change that
has taken place concerning the methodologies to prove and
demonstrate the safety of a repository adopted by the international
community in past decades. A safety case entails the building of a
complete and credible case supported with evidence to expound the
safety of a geological repository. The safety analysis procedure
implemented throughout the entire safety ass essment process is,
amongst others, the most important supporting measure. The
implementation of a quality assurance system, design optimization,
uncertainty management, as well as the review and debates by
interested parties allows the integration of the conclusions arrived
and communicated by individual research projects. The decisions
concerning the geological disposal program are made in reliance to
the information produced through the procedures described above.
The operation of a safety case, the impo rtance emphasized by
the

international

experience,

revolves

around

an

essential

principle: integration. A safety case integrates the related cases and
evidences, including management systems, review opinions and
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safety

assessment

findings,

to

earn

credibil ity.

During

the

confidence -building process, the repository operator should also
consolidate the available human resources, physical resources,
technologies and financial resources in the meantime to produce
complete evidence in support of the safety case in order to
demonstrate the feasibility and safety of the geological disposal
program. The operator needs to increase the general public’s
understanding of the issue, earn their trust and build up their
confidence, thereby further shaping the positive soci al consent
towards the realization of a geological disposal program.
The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA) has launched
the Integration Group for the Safety Case (IGSC) as early as 2001 to
assist the member countries to develop the related technologies and
the

internationally -recognized

scientific

guidelines.

The

IAEA

provides detailed guidelines concerning the safety case in Chapter 5
of the Geological Disposal Facilities for Radioactive Waste, also
known as the Specific Safety Guide No. 14 (SSG -14) (IAEA, 2011) ：
(1) 5.1. A safety case is a collection of arguments and evidence that
demonstrates that a particular facility, part of a facility or an
activity on a site is safe. The safety case should be prepared for
at least each major step in the developm ent, operation and
closure of a geological disposal facility and may include some
or all of the submissions to the regulatory body seeking
approval to proceed from one step to the next. The safety case
is progressively enhanced as development, operation an d
closure are carried out, so that all safety related occurrences
and the remedial actions taken are recorded, and that there is
at all times an up to date set of documents that demonstrate
that the facility is safe and is expected to remain safe over the
long term.
(2) 5.2. “The safety case has to include the output of the safety
assessment, together with additional information, including
supporting evidence and reasoning on the robustness and
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reliability of the facility, its design, the logic of the desig n, and
the quality of safety assessment and underlying assumptions.
The safety case may also include more general arguments
relating to the disposal of radioactive waste and information to
put the results of saf ety assessment into perspective ”. Such
arguments include comparisons of predicted radionuclide
releases with exposures to natural background concentrations
and radiation levels, as well as comparisons with natural
analogues. Remaining uncertainties and “Any unresolved issues
at any step in the develo pment or in the operation or closure of
the facility have to be acknowledged in the safety case ”.
Further work to address unresolved issues is likely to be
necessary if they impact on the evaluation of safety.
The IAEA also published the Specific Safety G uide No. 23
(SSG-23), the Safety Case and Safety Assessment for the
Disposal of Radioactive Waste, in 2012. In the safety guide, the
IAEA points out that the final disposal is the last step in the
radioactive waste management; the disposal facilities are
designed, operated and closed with a view to providing the
necessary degree of containment and isolation to ensure safety.
The fundamental safety objective is to protect people and the
environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation and as a
principle (IAEA, 2012, p1) :
Radioactive waste must be managed in such a way as to avoid
imposing an undue burden on future generations; that is, the
generations that produce the waste have to seek and apply safe,
practicable and environmentally acceptable solutio ns for its
long term management.
According to the fundamental safety principles proposed in
SF-1

(IAEA,

2006b,

p4)

by

the

IAEA,

the

fundamental

and

internationally-recognized safety objective is to protect people and
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the environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation. To
realize the goal, ten safety principles have been formulated:
(1) Principle 1: Responsibility for safety
The prime responsibility for safety must rest with the person
or organization responsible for facilities and activities that
give rise to radiation risks.
(2) Principle 2: Role of government
An effective legal and governmental framework for safety,
including an independent regulatory body, must be established
and sustained.
(3) Principle 3: Leadership and management for safety
Effective leadership and management for safety must be
established and sustained in organizations concerned with, and
facilities and activities that give rise to, radiation risks.
(4) Principle 4: Justification of facilities and activities
Facilities and a ctivities that give rise to radiation risks must
yield an overall benefit.
(5) Principle 5: Optimization of protection
Protection must be optimized to provide the highest level of
safety that can reasonably be achieved.
(6) Principle 6: Limitation of risk s to individuals
Measures for controlling radiation risks must ensure that no
individual bears an unacceptable risk of harm.
(7) Principle 7: Protection of present and future generations
People and the environment, present and future, must be
protected against radiation risks.
(8) Principle 8: Prevention of accidents
All practical efforts must be made to prevent and mitigate
nuclear or radiation accidents.
(9) Principle 9: Emergency preparedness and response
Arrangements must be made for emergency prep aredness and
response for nuclear or radiation incidents.
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(10) Principle

10:

Protective

actions

to

reduce

existing

or

unregulated radiation risks
Protective actions to reduce existing or unregulated radiation
risks must be justified and optimized.
2.4.2. Verification of the Feasibility of Geological Disposal Facilities
The final and safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel is a common
issue awaiting solution in all nuclear energy countries. The
feasibility and safety of the disposal technologies are to be
demonstrated through a series of systematic safety assessments
that are widely adopted and recognized in the international
community.
The technical acceptability of a disposal facility will greatly
depend on the waste inventory, the engineered features of the
disposal facility and the suitability of the site. It should be judged
on the basis of the results of the safety assessments, which should
provide a reasonable assurance that the disposal facility will meet
the

design

objectives,

performance

standards

and

regulat ory

criteria (IAEA, 2011, p70) . For this reason, the results of the safety
assessments serve two purposes: to convince the decision -makers
and regulatory bodies on one hand, and to build up general public’s
confidence in the disposal safety and thereby obt ain their consent
to the disposal program.
The SNFD2017 Report seeks to integrate and demonstrate the
achievements

in

the

three

core

R&D

subjects,

geological

environment, repository design and engineering technology, and
safety assessment, by virtue of a r eference case of a fictitious site.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of the Report expound on the topics as
described above and also provide the following tabulated data in
the Appendix: Table 1: SNFD2017 Reference Case - Regulatory
Requirements

and

Disposal

Concept

(A ppendix

A),

Table

2:

SNFD2017 Reference Case – Conceptual Geological Mode and
Parameters (Appendix B) and Table 3: SNFD2017 Reference Case –
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Safety Assessment Models and Parameters (Appendix C). The
technical research and development achievements of the re ference
case are merely used for building of the current stage technical
competence

and

demonstration.

The

repository

site

will

be

confirmed through a public and transparent process of selection.
2.4.2.1. Feasibility of a Host Rock in Taiwan
As for the findings of the survey and evaluation of the potential
crystalline host rocks, the granite rocks in Eastern Taiwan and also
in the offshore islands west of Taiwan have the potential of offering
long-term geological stability that lasts at least one million years.
Surveys, estimations and assessments can be carried out in these
areas as potential deep geological repository sites. Granite, in
addition to serve as the subject of the feasibility assessment in
terms

of the

construction

of a

tunnel -style

deep

geological

repository, it can also be studied in the future for the potential in
hosting a deep borehole disposal repository. It shows that Taiwan
has granite suitable for hosting geological disposal.
In the past few years, Taipower’s development o f the potential
rock survey and characterization technologies have concentrated on
the disposal in the offshore islan d crystalline rock test area
(K-area). The company engages in the integrated verification of
individual technologies to obtain crucial tech nical competence and
findings.

In

combination

with the

geological characterization

parameters in the test area, the preliminary conceptual geological
models are developed and constructed. The models are an integral
part to the development and application o f the performance/safety
assessment technologies that improve and perfect the procedures
adopted

for

execution

of

in -situ

surveys

and

performance

assessments. The deep geological survey and characterization of the
crystalline rock formations in the main Ta iwan island is carried out
based on the technical foundation as described above, with special
attention to crustal changes (earthquake, fault, uplift, sinking,
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erosion and weathering), volcanic activities, climate changes and
sea-level rise and fall. The d ata essential to the assessment of the
long-term stability of the potential host rocks located on the main
island is to be accumulated this way.
2.4.2.2. Existing Engineering Competence
According to the SNFD2009 Report, the development of the
engineering competenc e at the current stage adopts the Swedish
KBS-3 disposal facility system as a reference concept. Therefore, the
research and development of the repository design and engineering
technology at the current stage focuses resources on the basic
designs of the individual systems, components and structures of the
canisters, buffer and backfill, disposal tunnels, as well as sealing
and plugs. The program seeks to gradually develop the technical
competence in performing independent design and production
based on the domestic conditions and geologic features in Taiwan.
The engineering design procedure includes the following steps.
The international experience in combination with the technical
competence

developed

through

the

completion

of

major

infrastructure project s in Taiwan contributes to the establishment
of the procedure by applying the valuable lessons from the past to
the current final disposal program:
(1) Develop the engineering specifications of the engineered
barriers and disposal facilities
(2) Develop the characterization of the domestic fuel and the host
rock in the offshore island crystalline rock test area
(3) Layout and design of the disposal tunnels and pits
(4) Engineering analysis or testing of the safety margins
(5) Research of the parameters fo r safety assessment
(6) Accumulation of experience through participation in the actual
engineering projects
(7) Cultivation of operation and revenue service management
techniques.
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The repository site is yet to be confirmed as the current stage
focuses on the survey and characterization of potential host rocks.
Nevertheless, for the purpose of providing a goal as a milestone
objective to be fulfilled by the SNFD2017 Report, the Report adopts
the offshore island crystalline rock test area as the reference ca se,
according

to

which

the

repository

design

and

engineering

technology are developed; in combination with the local data and
statistics

concerning

radionuclide

inventory

in

the

waste,

geohydrology and composition of the ground water, the Report
presents t he technical feasibility of the existing engineering
technology

by

performing

analyses

and

verifications

of

the

repository engineering design, as well as studying the strategies
relating to the construction, operation, closure and management of
the geologi cal repository.
The execution of the program allows Taipower and the research
team to fully grasp the related knowledge to develop the technical
competence in repository design and engineering technology,
thereby attaining the current goal of “Whether acqu iring adequate
technical competence to work with the engineering technologies
associated with a geological disposal program”.
2.4.2.3. Existing Safety Assessment Methodologies and Competence
The development of the safety assessment technologies at the
current stage models after the SKB’s safety assessment methodology
in the SR-Site application. The researchers seek to develop a safety
assessment methodology for Taiwan based on the spent nuclear fuel
disposal system proposed in “Repository Design and Engineering
Technology” as well as the conceptual geological model and
characterization parameters of the offshore island crystalline rock
test

area

as

the

reference

case.

The

exercise

effectively

demonstrates that the domestic competence in performing the
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long-term safety assessment of the geological disposal facility is
already in place.
The safety assessment methodology adopted in this Report is
an 11-step analysis that consolidates the geological survey data of
the offshore island crystalline rock test area as a refer ence case and
the engineering design data based on the domestic disposal concept.
Scenarios are developed based on the safety functions and the
corresponding safety function indicators. The reference evolutions
are discussed to strengthen the findings of t he long-term safety
assessment. Finally, a quantitative analysis of the radiation dose
and risk as part of the safety assessment is conducted.
Different geological features and conditions must be given in
consideration. The safety assessment methodology de veloped in
this stage allows the researchers to carry out analyses and
assessments one-by-one according to the individual steps in the
procedure to study and provide feedback on the repository design
and

engineering

technology

under

different

geological

an d

environmental conditions. The repeated exchange of data and
opinions between design and analysis ensures the quality of the
repository design and safety functions.
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3. The Geological Environment of Taiwan
The existence of radioactive waste is an unescapable issue of
Taiwan. This chapter is specially compiled to highlight Taiwan’s
geological characteristics regarding the scientific requirements of a
suitable GDF (Geological Disposal Facility ) candidate site for all
concerned parties such as policy makers, researchers, engineers,
and environmental groups, to promote effective communication and
sharing interdisciplinary research information. Therefore, this
report

deliberately

avoids

incomprehensible

jargons

or

terminologies to promote feedback and comments from various
parties or stakeholders and to raise social consensus of Taiwan for
reaching an acceptable solution for the final disposal in the future.
The main topics of the SNFD2017 report is technical feasibility.
The SNFD2009 report stated that Taiwan should focus on the
characterization and evaluation of granite (TPC, 2010, c2p4).
Moreover, the Fuel Cycle and Material Administration of the Atomic
Energy Council of Taiwan (FCMA) specifically requires SNFD2017
report to clearly address “Whether a scientifically suitable granite
body

can

be

located

in

Taiwan

for

geological

disposal?

(FCMA-MM2011-0222)” Therefore, there are two objectives for the
Chapter 3 of SNFD2017 report:
(1) Whether a scientifically suitable gra nite body can be located in
Taiwan for geological disposal?
(2) Whether Taiwan’s techniques are feasible for deep geological
characterization?
For easy reference, Figure 3-1 shows the maps of Taiwan area
and vocabulary index of geography and geology around Taiwan.
In Taiwan, granites are mainly distribut ed in the eastern
Taiwan Island and western offshore islands.
(1) The granites in the eastern Taiwan include 7 large outcrops
including Yuantoushan, Chiyaogu, Fanpaochienshan, Heping,
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Kanagan, Chipan and Dalun Granites from north to south
(Figure 3-2).
(2) Granitic bodies in the western offshore islands are found alon g
the southeastern coast of China, including Matsu, Wuchiu, and
Kinmen Islands from north to south. Matsu area is called M
area, Wuchiu area is called W area, and the east part of Kinmen
Island is called K area (Figure 3-3) in this report.
The structure of SNFD2017 report had been decided and
approved by FCMA. The chapter 3, “The Geological Environmen t of
Taiwan,” must include “Introduction”, “Feasibility of Siting a
Repository in Taiwan”, and “ Geosynthesis of Granite Host Rock”.
(1) Introduction:
This section is the compilation of long-term regional geology
research results accomplished by domestic/f oreign academic
institutions and Taiwan Power Company (TPC), summarizing
the important features of geological environment and tectonic
structure of Taiwan.
(2) Feasibility of Siting a Repository in Taiwan:
Based on Japan’s experience in the feasibility stu dy of GDF, the
geological impact factors of the countries located at the Pacific
Ring of Fire should include volcanism, faulting, earthquake,
mud diapirism, uplift/subsidence/denudation, and climate and
sea level changes. This section contains compilation of research
results

from

domestic/foreign

academic

institutions

to

introduce the basic characteristics of each geological impact
factor of Taiwan and the scientific feasibility for constructing
GDF.
(3) Geosynthesis of Granite Host Rock :
Development of dee p geological characterization techniques
should meet the stepwise requirement ( Figure 3-4; IAEA, 2011,
p31; NEA, 2013, p53). Based on the investigation techniques
used for “regional scale” and “site scale”, this section compiles
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the

long-term

research

characterization

results

of

deep

by

and

domestic/foreign

techniques

academic institutions to

TPC

geological

demonstrate Taiwan ’s

ability to

investigate and evaluate deep geological characteristics for
GDF.
(a) Region-scale investigation techniques:
The results from aeromagnetic survey, magnetotelluric
survey, micro -seismic observation, and evaluation of uplift
and subsidence of r ock body in Taiwan ( Figure 3-5-a) not
only demonstrated that Taiwan has the ability to conduct
geological

survey

in

large

scale

but

also

addressed

important geological concerns.
(b) Site-scale investigation techniques:
The

techniques

developed

for

investigating

the

distribution of rock bodies and major water -conducting
features (MWCF) in the K area (the east part of Kinmen
Island)

demonstrated

the

matur ity

of

site

scale

investigation techniques in Taiwan (Figure 3-5-b).
(i)

The research results in the K area were systematically
compiled with reasonable assumptions to construct
the geological conceptual model and characteristic
data of the SNFD2017 reference case, the so -called
Table-2 of SNFD2017 reference case, for the R&D
requirements of Repository Design and Engineering
Technology
(Chapter

(Chapter
5).

In

4)

and

accordance

Safety
with

Assessment
the

current

regulations of Taiwan, K area cannot be chosen as a
GDF candidate site.
(ii) Field

and

permeability,
mineral

laboratory
in-situ

composition,

data,
stress,
rock

including

hydr aulic

groundwater

quality,

mechanics,

thermal

conductivity, distribution coefficient, and diffusion
coefficient, acquired in different granitic areas of
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Taiwan were also compiled in this section for f urther
applications.
3.1. Introduction
On top of abundant geological information of Taiwan in
geological maps and research reports of Central Geological Survey,
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Taiwan (CGS), this report compiles
published domestic and foreign ge ological researches to discuss the
long-term geological evolution and to evaluate the effects of future
geological processes on GDF safety.
3.1.1. The Role of the Geosphere in Disposal
Geological disposal facility (GDF) is a facility designed and
constructed for the final disposal of high -level radioactive waste
based on deep geological disposal concept, such as DTD (Deep
Geological Disposal – Tunnel type) or DBD (Deep Geological
Disposal - Borehole type, DBD). The engineering design and safety
concept of a GDF are not human fantasy or wishful thinking but
scientific studies of successful nuclides storage in natural uranium
deposits.
analogues

Scientists
to

attain

systematically
the

key

analyzed

sequestrat ion

of

many

natural

mechanism,

i.e.,

multi-barrier system (MBS) (Figure 3-6-b), to assure GDF safety.
MBS consists of two subsystems, i.e., engineered barrier system
(EBS) and natural barrier system (NBS). MBS provides three types
of safety functions:
(1) Containment: to contain the radionuclides in a specific space in
a specific geological formation;
(2) Retardation: to retard the migration rate of radionuclides in
the geological formation;
(3) Isolation: to isolate the radionuclides from human living
environment.
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EBS is composed of canister, buffer and backfill material,
disposal tunnel, and closure system situated in NBS, which includes
host rock and its geological e nvironment.
In the conceptual design of a GDF with DTD concept, the
radioactive waste is proposed to be encapsulated in a specific EBS
and stored at the 300 m to 1,000 m deep underground.
(1) The safety concept of a GDF by its MBS (EBS and NBS) is to
sufficiently contain and retard radionuclides underground to
earn enough time for radiation decay to a harmless level before
they reach human living environment.
(2) Thick NBS can sufficiently isolate radionuclides from human
living environment in long distance and time.
Functions and design requirements for an effective EBS
include:
(1) An effective EBS should contain radionuclides in a specific
space in a geological formation and prohibit the radionuclide
migration to human living environment in a specific ti me range.
(2) Currently,

the

Swedish

KBS -3

design

(a

DTD

concept;

Andersson et al., 2000, p25) is being studied for waste disposal
feasibility in Taiwan. The EBS of KBS -3 is composed of copper
canister, bentonite as buffer material, backfill material, and
necessary engineering facility, e.g., closure system.
Functions and design requirements for an effective NBS
include:
(1) An

effective

NBS

should

provide

stable

mechanical

and

chemical conditions to maintain the function s of EBS, suitable
geological environment to retard the radionuclide migration in
geological formation, and stable environment to isolate the
radionuclides from human living environment in long distance
and time.
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(a) The function s of EBS are mainly controlled by groundwater
flow

rate,

chemical

characteristics,

fracture

characteristics, and in -situ stress.
(b) Radionuclide transport in geological formation is mainly
controlled

by

groundwater

flow

rate,

radionuclide

solubility in groundwater, and sorption of radionuclide b y
host rock.
(2) Currently, granitic host rock and its geological environment are
being considered as the study targets in Taiwan.
3.1.2. Geological Setting of Taiwan
The territory of Taiwan (Republic of China, ROC) includes the
island of Taiwan and its affiliated islands, such as the Penghu
Islands, Kinmen Islands, Matsu Islands, Dongsha Islands, Chungsha
Islands and Nanshan Islands. Total land area of Taiwan is about
36,193 km 2 (EYTW, 2015).
Taiwan is located at the boundary of three tectonic plates,
Eurasian Plate (EAP), South China Sea Plate (SCP) and Philippine
Sea Plate (PSP) (Figure 3-1-a), and belongs to the Pacific Ring of
Fire. Therefore, the geological environment, volcanic activi ty,
faulting and seismicity of Taiwan are highly correlated to the
tectonic setting. The characteristics of the geological environment
of Taiwan are summarized in the following.
(1) Taiwan is situated at a complex convergent boundary of three
tectonic plat es including the EAP to the west and north, the SCP
to the southwest, and the PSP to the east.
(a) EAP in this region has maintained the similar tectonic
framework without large -scale crustal movement s ince late
Mesozoic (Enkin et al., 1992, p13957–13968).
(b) The SCP spreading initiated in late Eocene and propagated
from SW to NE. The continental blocks on both sides of SCP
were separated due to the oceanic spreading that ended in
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15.5 MaBP (Figure 3-7-a) (Briais et al., 1993, p6299; Wang
et al., 2012b, p658; Shao et al., 2015, p3 ).
(c) PSP was initially formed in late Eocene with the age from
53 MaBP to 30 MaBP (Deschamps et al., 2001, p1) and has
been continuously moving in a northwest direction at 8
cm/yr (Yu et al., 1997, p41; Hsu et al., 2009, p11) .
(2) Taiwan Island is located at the cross-connected point between
two island arc systems (Figure 3-1-a):
(a) The North Luzon Arc (NLZA) system in the southern
Taiwan:
At the south of Taiwan Island, SCP is subducted eastwardly
beneath

PSP,

forming

the

NLZA

arc-trench

system

composed of MLT (Manila Trench) and NLZA ( Figure
3-1-a). With PSP moving northwestward, NLZA propagates
north. At 23N, the northern extension of NLZA merges into
the Central Range of Taiwan (Ho, 1986b, p147; Lallemand,
2014, p6).
(b) The Ryukyu Arc (RKA) system in the northeastern Taiwan
(Figure 3-1-a):
At the northeast (ca. 24 N) of Taiwan Island, PSP is
subducted northwardly beneath EAP, forming the RKA
arc-trench system composed of Ryukyu Trench (RKT), RKA,
and Okinawa Trough (OT) (Figure 3-1-a).
(3) Three different stages of orogeny are observed in the northern,
central, and southern Taiwan (Suppe, 1981, p71; Suppe, 1984,
p21).

The

driving

force

are

NLZA

and

RKA,

northwestward-moving of the PSP, and the NLZA and EAP
Arc-Continent collision (LEAC Orogeny) induced by the movin g
PSP since 5 MaBP.
(a) The

southern

Taiwan

is

in

the

young

orogenic

environment. The continuous curst uplifting is due to the
LEAC Orogeny that is caused by northwestward movement
of PSP.
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(b) The central Taiwan is in the stable orogenic environment .
The uplift rate is almost equal to denudation rate and the
height of mountains remains the same. The thickness of
crust underneath Taiwan is limited; therefore, the height
of extruded mountains is thought to be less than 4,000 m
(Suppe, 1981, p79). Yushan M ountain located in the
central Taiwan is the highest mountain on the island. The
highest point of Yushan Mountain is 3,95 1 meters above
sea level.
(c) The northern Taiwan is in the post orogenic collapse
environment. Currently, the western edge of the northward
subducting PSP in the northern Taiwan (WEP in Figure
3-1-a) locates on a line connecting Hualien and Zhongli
Counties (Suppe, 1984, p31, f5; Teng, 1996, p950–952;
Teng, 2007, p 7; Chen et al., 2016b, p5 ):
(i)

The region west of the WEP is in compressive orogenic
environment.

(ii) The region east of the WEP is in extensional mountain
collapse environment.
(iii) With northward subduction of the PSP, the WEP is
progressively

advancing

southwestward

(Figure

3-7-b-3).
(4) The stratigraphic and structural distributions in Taiwan are
correlated to the LEAC Orogeny.
For millions of years, trending of tectonic deformation and
faulting in Taiwan is mostly in north -northeast direction. Major
tectonic faults separate geological provinces (Figure 3-1-c)
(Ho, 1986b, p18) . From west to east,
(a) Coastal Plain: at the west of the deformation front ( Figure
3-1-c-).
(b) Western Foothill: between the deformation front and
Chuchih Thrust (Figure 3-1-c-).
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(c) Hsuehshan Range: between Chuchih Thrust and Lishan
Thrust (Figure 3-1-c-).
(d) Backbone Range: between Lishan Thrust and Central Range
Thrust (Figure 3-1-c-). Backbone Range and Hsuehshan
Range together is also called Central Range because both
of them are located in the center of Taiwan.
(e) Longitudinal Valley: b etween Central Range Thrust and
Coastal Range Thrust ( Figure 3-1-c-).
(f)

Coastal Range: at the east of Coastal Range Thrust ( Figure
3-1-c-).

(g) Furthermore, the region in the east of WEP is influenced by
northward subduction of the PSP, spreading of OT , and the
extension of post orogeny. This geological area is called
Northern Extensional Regi on with extensive normal fault
systems and Late Quaternary volcanic activities (Chen et
al., 2016b, p5&p143).
(5) TCMB (Tananao Complex and Metamorphic Belt ) is located in
the east of Backbone Range ( Figure 3-1-b & c) and mainly
consists of schist, marble , and granite. The granites are late
Cretaceous and were separated from Southeastern China by the
spreading of SCS in late Eocene to middle Miocene (about 38
MaBP to 15 MaBP). With the eastward subduction of the SCP,
the granitic rocks were subducted under the NLZA and then
collided to Taiwan in the present position during LEAC Orogeny
starting from 5 MaBP ( Figure 3-7-a) (Chen et al., 2016a, p521;
Shao, et al., 2015, p1).
(6) Foreland basins are distributed from the western offshore to
Western Plain of Taiwan:
The depths of foreland basin gradually increased eastward. For
millions of years, the LEAC Orogeny created numerous of
foreland basins from the western offshore to Western Plain of
Taiwan. The depositional depths of the sedimentary basins
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increase from west to east (Lin et al., 2003 a, p455). The
Mesozoic basement is situated below the basins.
(a) There is a basement gravity high , Peikang Gravity High
(PKH in Figure 3-1-c) distributed from Penghu Islands to
Peikang in the Western Plain (Angelier et al., 1990,
p173-175; Mouthereau et al., 2002, p42 -43). The tectonic
deformation and thickness of sedimentary formations in
the Western Taiwan are significantly affected by PKH.
(b) The offshore region west of Taiwan (e.g., Penghu Islands)
is located outside deformation front (the red line in Figure
3-1-c)

of

the

foreland

basins

and

Taiwan

orogenic

deformation belt.
(7) Away from the tectonically active region , the Penghu Islands in
the southwestern offshore are mainly composed of basalts. In
Miocene, spreading of SCS induced regional extension form ing
the Penghu Islands in the southwestern offshore Taiwan. The
Penghu Islands are mainly composed of basalts; moreover,
early Cenozoic basement outcrops in Huayu Island (Figure
3-1-b). The main rock body of Huayu is andesite with some
intermediate

(dacite/granodiorite )

and

silicic

(rhyolite/granite) dikes. The Penghu Islands are located away
from tectonic active region of LEAC Orogeny.
(8) The western offshore islands including Matsu, Wuchiu and
Kinmen are mainly composed of granites and located outside
tectonic active region of LEAC Orogeny.
(a) The offshore granitic rocks have been subjected to long
period of erosion to form plains and gentle hills. The
heights of these islands do not exceed 300 m. The surface
area of the largest island, Kinmen Island, is about 1 34 km2 .
(b) The granitic rocks were intruded in late Mesozoic (about
140 MaBP to 100 MaBP). Kinmen and Wuchiu Island s are
located in the Pin gtan-Dongshan Metamorphic Belt (PDMB)
in the southeastern China (Figure 3-1-b), whereas Matsu
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Islands are in the northern PDMB. All the islands are in the
stable geological environment and outside active tectonic
region of LEAC Orogeny.
(9) Volcanic activities:
(a) In the northern Taiwan, volcanic activities controlled by
northward subduction of the PSP under the EAP mainly
occur in the northern Taiwan Island and northeastern
offshore region (NTVZ in Figure 3-1-a).
(b) In the southeastern Taiwan, the NLZA was formed by
eastward

subduction

of

the

SCP

beneath

the

PSP

(Deschamps et al., 2000, p503) . With the southward
migration of collision point of LE AC Orogeny, the volcanic
activity in the eastern Taiwan gradually stopped ( Figure
3-8-b) (Chung et al., 1995, p79; Chen et al., 2016b, p176).
(10) Faulting and seismicity:
(a) The active faults in Taiwan Island are mainly distributed in
three neo-tectonic regions ( Figure 3-9-c) which are the
deformation front of Western Foothill ( Figure 3-1-c-),
the Longitudinal Valley in East Taiwan (between Figure
3-1-c- and ), and the Northern Extensional Region. The
faults located in Backbone Range are not evaluate d due to
the lack of investigation results (Chen et al., 2016b, p133 ).
(b) The mechanism of seismicity of Taiwan is highly correlated
to

the

convergence

of

plates.

The

earthquakes

concentrated in the two plate boundaries of the NLZA and
RKA systems (Figure 3-9-b) and the active fault zones
mentioned above ( Chen et al., 2016b, p159 ).
(c) Earthquakes occur frequently in Taiwan; however, regions
with significantly low earthquake frequency can be located
by

studying

the

distributions

and

characteristics

of

hypocenter of earthquake with depths ( Figure 3-10)
(Kuo-Chen et al., 2012, p18; Wu et al., 2014, p197).
(11) Region stress and movement rate :
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(a) The PSP is moving northwesternly toward Taiwan in a rate
about 8 cm/yr.
(b) The northeast part of Taiwan is no long influenced by the
LEAC Orogeny ( Suppe, 1984, p21; Lee and Wang, 1988,
p166; Teng, 2002, p69; Chen et al., 2016b, p178 ) an d
transformed

to

extensional

tectonic

setting

( Figure

3-11-a). Two subsiding basins (Taipei Basin and Y ilan
Basin) were formed (Teng, 2007, p4; Chen et al., 2016b,
p143).

In

northeastern

offshore of

Taiwan,

the N -S

extension rate of the South OT was estimated to be about 4
cm/yr in average in the last 2 M a. However, a recent
southward spreading rate up to 7 cm/year is observed
(Figure 3-11) (Lallemand et al., 2013, p61) .
3.1.3. Tectonic Setting and Evolution of Taiwan
3.1.3.1. Tectonic Setting and Geological Evolution of Taiwan Island
The tectonic setting and geological evolution of Taiwan are
summarized in the following.
(1) Mountains in Taiwan are formed in ca. 3 MaBP by the LEAC
Orogeny (started around 5 MaBP) (Figure 3-7-b-3). The
northeastern Taiwan was under compressional environment in
2 MaBP but transformed to extension about 0.8 MaBP. The
offshore granitic islands are located far away from the plate
boundary. Compare to Taiwan Island, the crust of offshore
granitic islands is relatively stable over the past ten millions
years.
(2) The strikes of deformation and structural belts affected by
LEAC Orogeny are generally in NNE direction (Ho, 1986b, p139;
Teng, 2007, p8; Chen et al. , 2016b, p5). The major active faults
in Taiwan are mainly distributed in the Coastal Plain, Western
Foothill, and Costal Range (Figure 3-1-c) (Lacombe et al., 2001,
p338; Shyu et al., 2005a, p168 ), and the fractures repeatedly on
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the existed faulting lines (Lacombe et al., 2001, p343 ; Lin et al.,
2007a, p21).
(3) In the geological timescale, the tectonic setting of Taiwan in
one million years will be still controlled by RKA system in the
northeast, NLZA system in the south, and the northwestward
movement of PSP and related LEAC Orogeny.
(a) In the southern Taiwan, LEAC Orogeny continues to raise
height of the mountains. The Coastal Range and SSE
offshore islands (i.e., Lutao Island and Lanyu Island) are
moving toward Taiwan (Chen et al., 2016b, p175 ).
(b) In the central Taiwan, the mountai n range appears to be in
steady state (Suppe, 1984, p30) due to the counter balance
of

LEAC

Orogeny

in

the

south

and

northward

PSP

subducting RKA system in the north.
(c) In the northern Taiwan, as PSP northward subduction
continues, lithosphere extension and mountain collapse
occur (Teng, 2007, p1; Chen et al., 2016b, p143).
(i)

Currently, WEP (Figure 3-1-a & Figure 3-7-b-2) is
located approximately on a line connected between
Hualien and Zhongli. The region in the east of WEP is
under post-collisional extension and subsidence.

(ii) With the northward subduction of PSP, WEP is moving
southwest ward (Figure 3-7-b-3). The present high
mountains in northern Taiwan will descend to hills
and eventually submerge under the sea level and
buried under RKA.
3.1.3.2. Tectonic Setting and Geological Evolution of the Western Offshore Islands
The western offshore islands, from north to south, are Matsu,
Wuchiu and Kinmen Islands which are located in the PDMB of the
southeastern China (Figure 3-3-a). All these granites share similar
geological evolution environment (Figure 3-3-c) and commonly
intruded by mafic dike swarms
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(Figure 3-3-b). The geology

characteristics of the western offshore islands are summarized as
follows:
(1) Evolution history (see TSR(1), Appendix A, c3.2.2):
(a) Around 122 MaBP, the CNFZ ( Changle-Nanao Deep Fault
Zone, China; Figure 3-1-a) had a left-lateral strike -slip
movement that rapidly uplifted the middle -lower crust to
shallow level and triggered syn -tectonic magmatism, which
generated the metamorphic core complex composed of
granitic

gneiss,

tonalitic

gneiss,

amphibolite

dike,

migmatite, and tonalitic dike swarm intrusion to granitic
gneiss.
(b) The extensional tectonic s developed from late Cretaceous
(ca. 90-80 MaBP) ( Figure 3-3-c-4) resulted in lithosphere
thinning along the continental margin and passive margin
formation. Under this tectonic environment, the K inmen
Island, as part of a stable block, uplifted and exhumed.
(c) During

formation

of

cooling

joints

in

the

graniti c

crystalline basement between 92 MaBP and 76 MaBP (Lee,
1994, p152), extensive doleritic dike swarm intruded.
These dikes are consistently striking N30 E with nearly
vertical dipping ( Figure 3-3-b), displaying extensional
structures

as

the

crystalline

basement

exhuming

to

shallow crustal levels.
(d) Accompanied
extensional

by

the

opening

movement

occurred

of

Taiwan
in

Strait,

Taiw ushan

an

Fault

(Strike/Dip: N64˚E/70˚N) between 76 MaBP and 58 MaBP
(Lin et al., 2012c, c4p31 & p75).
(e) During Early Cenozoic ( Figure 3-3-c-5), Kinmen was a
mountainous area. The common geologic features in the
coastal region of South China are unconformities and
sedimentary discontinuity. The exposed basement rocks
were overlain by fluvial deposits mainly from the ancient
Jioulong River that ran pass West Kinmen. The erosion
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produced Kaolinite rich deposits unconformally overlain
on top of granitic or granitic gneiss basement rocks.
(f)

In Early Miocene (ca. 15 MaBP), the global sea level rose to
the maximum high, so the Kinmen Island was surrounded
by sea, and the fluvial deposit from the ancient Jioulong
River ceased.

(g) In the Late Miocene (ca. 10 Ma BP), the sea level dropped.
The column joints exhibited in Miocene basaltic lavas,
which

unconformally

overlaid

on

top

of

fluvial

sedimentary formations . Old wave-cut bench of this period
recorded sea -level changes in Miocene at a similar level to
modern wave -cut bench, indicating this area has no
significant crustal uplift or subsidence. In short, Kinmen
Island had become a stable geologic environment sinc e 10
MaBP (Lin et al., 2011, p30).
(2) Type and sequence of geological structures (see TSR(1),
Appendix A, c3.4.1):
The

geological

structures

are

categorized

by

temporal

sequence, including ductile shear zones, fine -grained granitic
dikes and pegmatite dikes, cooling joints, doleritic dikes, faults
and surficial exfoliation.
(a) Ductile shear zones:
(i)

Governed by the movement of CNFZ, two ductile shear
zones of NE-trending and NW-trending surround the
Taiwushan Granitic Gneiss.

(ii) Radiometric

dating

of

zircons

from

medium

to

fine-grained, foliated gneiss and amphibolite dike was
approximately 129 MaBP, representing the ductile
shear zone age (Lin et al., 2011b, p32).
(iii) The fine-grained granite and pegmatite dikes intruded
into shear zone about 100 MaBP, indicating that the
shear zone was not active at 100 MaBP.
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(b) Intrusive

structures

of

the

fine -grained

granite

and

pegmatite dikes:
The fine-grained granite and pegmatite dikes intruded into
passively extensional joints appeared to cool rapidly (ca.
100 MaBP), indicating that these magma emplacements
occurred at shallow crustal level in an extensional tectonic
setting. In this case, magmatic crystals interlocked fracture
walls provide no conduits for forming MWCF.
(c) Cooling joints:
Associated with fine-grained granite and pegmatite dikes,
the cooling joints developed in crystalline basement were
caused by dike contraction due to rapid cooling and
contraction.

Based

on

cooling

paths

constructed

by

whole-rock K-Ar dating on doleritic dikes and K -feldspar
Ar-Ar dating on granitic and granitic gneiss, the formation
of cooling jointing occurred approximately 95 MaBP (Lin et
al., 2011, p32).
(d) Intrusive structures of the doleritic dike swarm:
(i)

The doleritic dikes intrude into the N30 E-striking
and steep dipping extensional cooling joints of the
crystalline basement (between 92 MaBP and 76 MaBP,
Lee, 1994, p152) with widths ranging from several
tens centimeters to several meters.

(ii) The cooling joints within the doleritic dikes developed
independently from granitic host rocks. Thus, the
doleritic dike is one of the major discontinuities for
groundwater flow in the Kinmen area.
(e) Faults:
(i)

The Taiwushan Fault Zone is a NE -trending normal
fault with Strike/Dip: N64 E/70N and at least 150 m
wide.

(ii) The doleritic dikes were sheared by the normal
faulting of the Taiwushan Fault, indicating the faulting
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postdated the intrusion of doleritic dikes (during 92
MaBP to 76 MaBP) (Lee, 1994, p152).
(iii) The late Cretaceous cooling paths constructed by
fission track dating method on the hanging wall of the
Taiwushan Fault are distinctly different from those on
the foot wall. However, there is no difference in
cooling rate on both sides of the fault zone for the
Cenozoic cooling, suggesting that the fault ing of the
Taiwushan Fault Zone was active between 76 MaBP
and 58 MaBP (Lin et al., 2012, c4p75).
(f)

Exfoliation joints:
Exfoliation joints are developed during exhumation to near
surface by weathering and unloading processes. Thus,
exfoliation joints are commonly low-angled, parallel to
surface, and the last in structural sequence. In granitic
basement of K area, the exfoliation -related regoliths are
the major shallow level aquifer.

(3) Paleo-stress evolution:
The attitudes of intrusive dikes are used to evaluate directions
of the minimum stress as well as stress -field-related fluid
pressures; therefore, t he evolution history of field stress in
Kinmen Islands can be derived from the attitudes of various
stages of intrusive dikes (Chen, 2015, abstract).
(a) Syn-orogenic dikes (amphibolite and pegmatite dikes with
the intrusive ages between 130 MaBP and 110 MaBP)
predominantly intruded in low -angled, E-W direction. The
paleo stress of this stage is compressive thrust zone.
(b) Post-orogenic dikes (pegmatite a nd aplite dikes with
intrusive ages between 110 MaBP and 100 MaBP) can be
divided to two phases:
(i)

Intrusive
strike-slip

dikes

of

stress

the

early

field

with

phase
largest

compression stress in NW direction.
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occurred

in

horizontal

(ii) Intrusive dikes of the late phase changed to normal
faulting

stress

field

with

largest

horizontal

compression stress oriented in E -W direction.
(c) In anorogenic stage, doleritic dikes with intrusive ages
between 92 MaBP and 76MaBP (Lee, 1994, p152) intruded
in NE direction, high-angled, and in normal stress field
with largest horizontal compression stress oriented in NE
direction.
The East Kinmen Island has the largest granite outcrop and is
selected as the research area referred to as K area:
(1) The R&D works in K area from 1999 to 2010 (Lin et al., 2012 c)
included surface geological survey, rock dating and property
analysis, 500 gravity and magnetic measurements, 16 km of
resistivity survey lines, 3,000 m of 6 boreholes, and a lot of
valuable data acquired from g eophysical, hydrogeological,
hydrogeochemical, and rock mechanical tests and various
downhole measurements. A preliminary geological conceptual
model of K area (Figure 3-24) is constructed by integrating all
existing data of K area to develop technologies and procedures
for MWCF investigation and evaluation (Figure 3-5-b).
(2) In 2015, data and findings from geological studies of the K area
were compiled to construct the Table -2 of SNFD2017 reference
case: Geological Conceptual Models and Characteristic Dat a.
The Table -2 illustrates the technology status of deep geological
characterizations in Taiwan. The Table -2 provides conceptual
models and information for the technology development of the
Repository Design and Engineering Technology (Chapter 4) and
the Safety Assessment (Chapter 5). The detail contents and
scientific backgrounds of the Table-2 are compiled in the
TSR(1), Appendix A .
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(3) Due to dense population and groundwater resource, the current
Taiwan regulations have ruled out the K area as a candidat e
GDF site.
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(a)

YS
Kyushu

ECS
China
WEP

SPOT

Gagua Ridge

PPP

PSP

SCS

Manila Trench (MLT)

SCP
Luzon
EAP
PSP

(b)

(c)
KYH
Matsu
Pengchiayu

Wuchiu

Mienhuanyu
Huapingyu
Tatun volcano group
(TVG)
Keelung volcano group
(KVG)
Kueishantao
Taipei
Zhongli
(KST)

TSB

HR
WF

PHB


CP

Yilan
Kinmen




BR




PKH
PHP

HTB

Hualien

CR
TNB

Penghu
Huayu

HTB

Dongjiyu
Taitung

Lutao

Lanyu
Hsiaolanyu

Modified from Lin et al. (2003a, Fig. 2)[Lin, A.T., Watts, A.B., and Hesselbo, S.P. (2003), Cenozoic stratigraphy
and subsidence history of the South China Sea margin in the Taiwan Region, Basin Research, 15, pp. 453-478.]

Figure 3-1: Geography and geology of Taiwan and the surrounding region
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Ge og ra phy a n d g eol og y o f Ta i wa n a n d th e su r r ou nd i ng r eg io n :

CN F Z : Cha n gl e- N a na o D e e p F a ul t Zo n e , Ch i na ( Ch en e t a l . , 2 01 6a , f1 , p 521 ) ; f o rm e rl y ca l l ed
Pi n gta n- D o ngs ha n D e e p F a ul t Z o n e ( PDF Z ) .

COB : C o nt i n e nt - oc ea n b ou nda ry (L a l l e ma nd e t a l ., 2 00 1, f 1, p2 31 ).

EAP: E u ra sia n Pl a t e.

ECS: Ea st Ch i na S ea .

N L ZA: N o rt h L uz o n A rc .

N TV Z: N o r th e rn Ta i wa n V ol c a nic Z on e (C h en , 199 0, p6 ; Wa n g e t a l . , 200 4, p9 77 ) .

O T: Ok i na wa T ro ug h.

PDM B: P i ng ta n- D o ngs ha n M e ta m o rp hic B e l t , Ch in a ; f or m e rl y ca l l e d C ha ngl e- N a na o
Me ta mo r phic B el t (CN M B) .

PP P: Pa l eo - Pa c i fi c Pl a t e (L i n, 20 01, p2 13 ) .

PS P: Phil i pp i n e S ea Pl a t e.
 So m e r es ea rc h er s c o ns id e r th e o c ea n ic pl a t e ea s t of Ta i wa n ca n b e div id e d t o P PP a nd
PS P s ep a ra t ed by Ga gu a R i dg e .
 F ro m th e ea s t e r n Ta i w a n to Ga gua R i dg e , t h e cur r e nt l oca ti o n o f Hua to ng S ea Ba si n , is
PP P (L i n, 2 0 01, p2 13 ; De sc ha mp s e t a l ., 2 00 0, p 51 3 ) .
 Ea st of t h e Ga gua R i dg e is P SP ( D esch a m ps e t a l ., 20 00 , p5 14 ; F o n t e t a l . , 2 00 1, p 13 8;
L a l l e ma nd , 20 14 , p5 ) .
 Evi d en c es fo r r e m na nt of pa l e o oc ea nic pl a t e ( 131 Ma B P t o 1 19 Ma B P ) i ncl u d e ma r i n e
g eo phy sic a l su r v ey n e a r L u ta o a nd L a ny u i n Hua t o ng S ea Ba s i n a t t he w es t o f Ga g ua
R id g e, ra di ol a ria n f oss il s fo un d o n L a n yu a n d L uta o, a nd is ot o p e g e och ro n ol o gy da ta
of ga b b r o f ro m s ea fl oo r ( D escha m ps et a l . , 20 00, p5 03 ) .
 Com pa r e to th e pa l eo o c ea ni c pl a t e w est o f th e Ga gua R i d g e, th e P SP a t th e e a st of th e
Ga gua R i dg e is yo un g e r ( 53 - 30 Ma BP ) , ha s m ov ed no r th w es t wa r d f r om Sou th Pa ci fic
to t h e c u r r en t pos it i on ( D escha m ps et a l . , 20 01 , p 1 ), a nd c o n sists of th ick e r
l ith os ph e r e (L a l l e ma nd , 20 14, p5 ) .

QR VF : t h e Q ua t e r na ry R yuk y u V ol ca nic F ro n t (Ch u ng e t a l ., 20 00 , p 2 26; Wa n g et a l . , 2 00 4,
p9 77 ).

R KA: R yuk y u Arc .

R K T: R yuk yu Tr e nc h.

SCMB : S ou th ea s t er n C o a st M a g ma t ic B el t , Ch in a (Ch e n et a l . , 20 16a , p 520 ) .

SC P: S ou th Ch i na S ea P l a t e.

SC S: S ou th Ch i na S ea .

SP O T: th e So ut h er n mo st Pa r t o f Ok i na wa T r oug h (Ch un g e t a l ., 20 00, p 22 5; Wa ng e t a l . ,
200 4, p9 77 ) .

TCM B: Ta na na o C o mpl e x M eta mo r ph ic B el t , Ta iwa n .

WE P: th e W es te r n E dg e o f th e s u bd uct i ng P S P ( Su p p e, 19 84 , p3 1, f5 ; T e ng , 19 96 , p 95 0 –
952 ; T e n g, 2 00 7, p 7; W a ng e t a l ., 2 00 4, p97 7 ).

Y S: Y el l o w S ea .

ZDF Z: Zh e n gh e - Da pu D e e p F a ul t Z o n e, Ch in a ( Ch en e t a l ., 2 01 6a , f 1, p5 21 ).
( b ) Ba thy m e tr y M a p of Ta i wa n :

CN F Z: Cha ngl e - N a na o D e e p F a ul t Z o n e, Ch in a ( Ch en e t a l ., 2 01 6a , f 1, p5 21 ).

KS T : Ku e isha n ta o , Ta i wa n, a vol c a n ic isl a n d.

KV G: K e el u ng V ol c a no Gr ou p, T a i wa n.

PDM B: P i ng ta n- D o ngsh a n M eta m or ph ic B el t , C hi na .

TCM B: Ta na na o C o mpl e x M eta mo r ph ic B el t , Ta iwa n .

TV G: Ta tu n V ol c a no G r ou p, Ta i wa n.
(c )
Th e g e ol o gi c a l f ra m e w ork a n d th e C e n ozo ic se di m e nt iso pa ch of T a iwa n ( mo di fi e d f r om
L in e t a l ., 2 00 3 a , p4 55, f 2; T e n g a n d L i n, 20 04 , p3 1 9 ):

Ba se m e nt h ig h a n d ba s in :
PK H: P eik a n g ( gr a vi ty ) H ig h; ( M o ut h er ea u e t a l ., 20 02 , p 42 , f4 )
K YH : Kua n yi n ( g ra v it y) H ig h; ( M o ut h er ea u e t a l ., 20 02 , p 42 , f4 )
N JB : N a n jih ta o Ba si n ;
PHB : P e ng hu Ba s i n;
PH P: P en gh u Pl a t f or m;
TS B: Ta ish i Ba s in ;
TN B: Ta i na n Ba s i n;
HT B: Hua tu n g Ba si n .

Ge ol o gica l P rov i nc es (f ro m w est t o ea st ) :
PH : P e ng hu Pl a tf o rm ;
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CP: C oa sta l Pl a i n;
WF : W es t e r n F oo th il l s;
HR : Hs u ehsha n R a n ge ;
BR : Ba ck bo n e R a ng e ;
L V: L o n gi tu di na l Va l l e y ;
CR : Coa s ta l R a n g e.
Ma jo r Th rus ts:
: F r o nta l Th rus t;
: Ch uchi h Th r ust ;
: L is ha n Th ru st;
: C e nt ra l R a ng e Th ru st;
: Coa sta l R a ng e Th ru st.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(~7
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)
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)
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2
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)
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Tong et al. (2015, c2p8)

2

)

Tong et al. (2015, c2p7)

Figure 3-2: Geographic map, topographic map, geologic map, and river system map of the eastern
Taiwan granite area
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e gra n it es i n t h e e a st er n Ta iwa n i ncl u d e 7 l a r g e o utc r op s i nc l udi n g Yua nt ous ha n,
Chiya og u, F a n pa oc hi e n sha n , H e pi n g, Ka na ga n, Ch ipa n , a n d Da l u n G ra ni t es f r om no r th t o so u th.
(b)
To p og ra phic ma p of th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea (T o ng e t a l ., 2 0 15, c 2p 6 )
(c )
1/2 50 ,00 0 g e ol o gic ma p o f th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea ( To n g e t a l . , 20 15 , c 2p 8 )
(d )
R iv e r sys t em ma p of t h e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea (T o ng e t a l ., 2 0 15, c 2p 7 )
 L oca l i ti es a nd a b b r ev ia ti on s i n th e ea s te r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea

Rock body

Location

Mountain

River

C (Chipan)

Chingshui geothermal

Mt. Chilan

Cy (Chiyaogu)
F (Fanpaochienshan)
H (Heping) (known as
Tachoshui)
K (Kanagan)
Y (Yuantoushan)

Cui-Feng Lake
Heping
Heren

Mt. Dabajian
Mt. Hehuan
Mt. Nanhu

Heping River (known as
Tachoshui River)
Lanyang River
Liangli River
Liwu River

Hsincheng
Hualien
Nanao
Suao
Tienhsiang
Tuchang
Tungao

Mt. Nenggao
Mt. Qilai
Mt. Sansing
Mt. Zhongyangjian

Meilun River
Nanao River
Sanjhan River
Suao River
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(A) Jurassic-early Cretaceous
(1)

(180-140 Ma)

(B) Early Cretaceous (130-110Ma)
(2)

China

Taiwan

(c) to (f)

Cathaysia Block

Nevadan-type Andean-type
orogeny
orogeny

ZDFZ

Mid-Pacific
Plateaus

Paleo-arc islands

Continental rifting

China

Back-arc

Taiwan
if ic P
la te

Thickening
Subduction modified LM
ASTHENOSPHERE

Pa c

Dykes in Matsu Islands (M)

M/W/K/H

(D) Late Cretaceous (90-80Ma)
(4)
Bimodal volcanics

HP/LT
metamorphic rocks

M/W/K

CRUST

High-K calc-alkaline
granitoids

H

CRUST

rebound

LM

M

"SUPERPLUME"
Shadow effect area
for (c) to (f)
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(C) Middle Cretaceous (110-100Ma)
(3)
Post-orogenic high-K
calc-alkaline granitoids

DM
ASTHENOSPHERE

CNFZ

LM

detaching

decoupling

Dykes in WuChiu Islands (W)
DM

ASTHENOSPHERE

DM

ASTHENOSPHERE

W
(F) Miocene
(6)

(80-50 Ma)

(22-8 Ma)
Remnant

SCS plate
120 Ma

Continental rifting
Anorogenic basalts

Dykes in Kinmen Islands (K)

ETO

Intraplate basalts
CRUST

LM

LM

Lin (2001, p213)

dr ip pi ng

CRUST

ASTHENOSPHERE
(EM)

modified from Chen et al. (2004a, p238)

oceanic crust

Intraplate basalts

DM

Paleo-pacific
/ Philippine
Sea Plate

ASTHENOSPHERE
(EM)

DM
ff

(E) Late Cretaceous-Eocene
(5)

H

br ea ko

K

Lin (2001, p213)

Chen et al. (2004a)[Chen, C.H., Lin, W., Lan, C.Y., and Lee, C.Y. (2004), Geochemical and Sr, Nd isotopic characteristics and tectonic implications for three stages of igneous rock in the Late Yanshanian (Cretaceous) orogeny, SE China. In: Special volume of fifth Hutton symposium on the origin of granites and related rocks, Tra nsaction of
Royal Society of Edinburgh: Earth Sciences, Vol. 95, No. 1–2, pp. 237–248.]
Lin (2001)[In Chinese: 林蔚(2001)，華南沿海地區晚燕山期侵入岩漿活動及大地構造意義，國立台灣大學，地質科學研究所，博士論文，共237頁。]

Figure 3-3: Geological evolution of granites and mafic dike swarms in the offshore islands of Taiwan

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Gra ni t e di st ri b ut io n m a p of s out h ea st c oa st o f C hi na a n d th e Ta i wa n of fsh o r e isl a nds
( mo di fi e d f ro m Ch e n et a l . , 20 04a , p2 38 ) :

Gra ni ti c bo di es i n t h e w es t er n of fsh o r e isl a n ds a r e f ou n d a l o ng th e s ou th ea s t er n c oa s t o f
Chi na , in c l ud i ng M a tsu , W uc h iu, a n d K i nm e n Isl a n ds f r om n o rth to so u th. Ma ts u a r ea is
ca l l e d M a r e a , Wuc hi u a r ea is c a l l e d W a r ea , a nd th e ea s t pa r t o f K i n m e n Isl a nd is ca l l ed K
a r ea .

Th e l a t e C r eta c eou s to ea rl y C e no zo ic ma gma t ism i n So uth ea st e r n Ch ina a nd Ta i wa n .

Th e t ec to n ic evol ut io n hist o ry o f S ou th Ch i na coa st is sh o w n i n F i gu r e 3- 7- a .
(b)
Com m o n ma f ic d ik es i n t h e of fsh o r e isl a nd s:

Dol e ri tic dik e s wa rm in B ei ga n Ai r po r t, Ma ts u Isl a n ds.

Dol e ri tic dik es i n Hsia oc hi uyu , Wuch iu I sl a n d s.

Dol e ri tic dik es i n Xi n h u F ish P o rt , K i nm e n Isl a nd s.
(c )
Ma g ma t ot ec to n ic e vol u ti on of Ta i wa n (L i n, 20 01, p2 13 ):
(1 ) F ro m J u ra ssic t o Ea rl y Cr e ta c eo us ( c a . 1 40 Ma BP ), P P P wa s su b duc t e d w es twa r d un d e r E AP
a nd e xt e ns iv e ri ft in g m a gma tis m w a s w id e sp r ea d i n th e co n ti n e n t.
(2 ) In th e Ea rl y C r eta c e ou s (c a . 12 0 Ma B P) , fl oo d ba sa l ts er up t e d a t W es t Pa c if ic Oc ea n . At th e
sa m e t im e , Ya ns ha n ia n O ro g en y oc c ur r e d a t t h e Eu ra s ia n c o nt i n e nta l ma rg in .
(3 ) In t h e L a t e Ya nsha nia n O r og e ny (ca . 11 0 M a BP t o 1 00 Ma B P ), p ost or og e n ic g ra ni t es
fo r m ed in th e ri f ti ng e nv ir o n m en t o f i n n e r o r og e nic r e gi o n ( i. e . , F uj ia n a n d Zh e jia ng ) . H ig h
pr e ssu r e, l o w t em p e ra tu r e m e ta m o rp his m oc cur r e d a t t h e ma rg i n of o r og e n ic r e gi o n ( i. e .,
TCM B i n th e ea st e r n Ta iwa n ) .
(4 ) In t h e L a t e C r eta c e ous (c a . 90 M a B P t o 80 Ma B P ), ex t e n si o na l vol ca n i c a ct iv it i es t ook pl a c e
in t h e i n n e r o ro g e nic r eg io n . Pos t o ro g e nic gra n it es em pl a c e d a t th e ma rg i n o f o ro g e ni c
r eg io n ( e. g. , g ra n it ic b od i es i n th e ea s t er n Ta iwa n ) .
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(5 ) F ro m l a t e C r eta c e ous to E oc e n e, s u bd uct i on ce a s ed a n d r i ft b a sa l t s e ru pt e d i n a n
e xt e ns io na l e nv i ro n m e nt a t th e c o nt i n e nta l m a rg i n . N o n a rc - r el a t e d ma g ma t is m occu r r ed i n
TCM B i n th e ea st e r n Ta iwa n .
(6 ) In Mi oc en e , t h e s pr ea di ng o f th e SC P r esul t ed i n s e pa ra t io n a nd d ri ft i ng o f m ic ro- c o nt i n en t
in s ou th ea s t er n Ch i na (Ch e n et a l . , 20 16a , p5 21; Sha o, et a l . , 20 15, p1 ) a cc om pa ni e d by
in t ra pl a t e ma gma t ism .
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(a)

GeoTech for regional-scale investigation
(non-intrusive surveys for rock distribution)
(aero/surface)

GeoTech for site-scale investigation
(intrusive methods for structure characterization)
(aero/surface/downhole)

Needs of
GeoTech

GeoTech for nearfield characterization
(intrusive methods for detail properties)
(Underground Research Laboratory, URL)

2005

~2017
Potential host rock
characterization and evaluation

Candidate areas
investigation and confirmation

~2028

Detailed site
investigation and testing

~2038

~2044 Repository
construction
Repository design
and license application

~2055

(b)
Needs

Geosynthesis
(Geoscientific understanding)

Non-intrusive surveys
(regional-scale investigation)
(aerial and surface investigation)

(site-scale investigation)
(drilling and downhole testing)

Intrusive confirmation
(nearfield characterization)
(underground testing)

Uncertainty decrease

Intrusive investigation

Characterization
(Model & Data)

Safety
Assessment

Repository
Design

Modified from NDA (2011, p15 & p19)

Uncertainties & Needs

NDA (2011), Geological Disposal – Site characterisation for a geological disposal facility – Status Report: March 2010, NDA/RWMD/057, Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, UK.

Figure 3-4: Technology development and iterative procedure for scheduled milestones
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(a) (1)

(4)

Acquisition/Navigation software

BK-117
Ground speed 120–200 km/hr

30 m cable

Base mag. st.

GPS ref. st.

Fuel support

(5)

Mag. Sensor × 3
VLF-EM × 2
Radar altimeter
GPS

Towed Bird

(2) Aeromagnetic Survey

(3)

Underground distribution of
rock bodies and structures

(6)
3D inversion

Tong et al. (2015): SNFD-ITRI-90-301/SNFD-ITRI-TR2015-0301

(b) (1)

(2)
Focus:

Underground rock unit and MWCF distributions, and their GeoPChem
characteristics are key factors for engineering evaluation.
Output:

Conceptual models and their GeoPChem characteristics .

(3)

START

A

Single-hole measurements
Gravity and magnetic surveys

Surface geological surveys
Preliminary geological
conceptual model

Distribution of underground
rock bodies and structures

Stage-A: Regional survey

Reasonable ?

no

no
Reasonable ?
Stage-C: Characterization of
underground rock bodies and structures
yes

yes
Resistivity surveys

Cross-hole measurements

Distribution of potential
MWCFs

Modified geological
conceptual model

Examine and/or re-analyze
all of the acquired data

Geological drilling
no
Distribution of MWCFs

Reasonable ?
Stage-B: Advanced surface
geophysical investigation and drilling
yes

Reasonable ?
yes

no
Stage-D: Construction of
the geological conceptual model

A

Final geological
conceptual model

END

Both of sequence & quality of field works are very important in this project!
Lin et al. (2012c)

Lin et al. (2012c): SNFD-GEL-90-290 / SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0290

Figure 3-5: Regional scale and site scale deep geology investigation techniques
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
R e gi o na l sc a l e d e ep g e ol o gy i nv es ti ga ti on t ec hn i qu es:
(1 ) Ae r oma g n et ic su rv ey a nd e qu i pm e n t .
(2 ) Ma g n et ic i nt e ns it y g ri d o f th e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n gra n it e a r ea .
(3 ) Th e iso - su rfa c e o f H e p in g g ra n it e b od y i n th e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n r e sul t ed f ro m 3 D ma g n e tic
susc ep ti b il i ty mo d el .
(4 ) Su rfa ce g eol og ic a l i nv e sti ga t io ns (g e ol o g ic ma pp i ng a nd fra c tu r e ma p pi n g) .
(5 ) Su rfa ce g e o p hys ic a l i nv es ti ga t io ns a nd g e o d et ic mo n it or i ng (sta ti ona r y G P S s ta t io n,
mic r o- s eis m ic sta ti o n, o utc r o p ma g ne t ic s usc ep ti b il i ty m ea su r e m e nt, r es ist iv it y, a nd
ma g n e tic su rv e y ).
(6 ) R es ist iv it y s ec t io n f r om A M T su r v ey i n t he w es t er n Ta i wa n. Bl u e c ol o r r ep r es e n ts
l ow- r es is tiv it y, wh ic h i nd ic a t e d h ig h co n t e nt s o f gr ou n d wa t e r a nd /o r l o w re sis ti vi ty
ma t e r ia l suc h a s c l a y. R e d c ol or i n th e s e cti o n r e p r es e nts h ig h - r esi st ivi ty fo r ma t io n
no r ma l l y r el a t e d to th e b ed roc k .
 Me th od ol o gy a nd da ta p r oc essi n g of A e ro M a gn e tic (A M ) m e th od a nd A ud io Ma g n e to T el l ur ic
(AM T ) m e th od ( To n g e t a l . , 2 01 5, c 3 ) .
(b)
Si t e sca l e d e ep g eol og y i nv es t iga ti on t ech ni q u es:
(1 ) F ro m t o p t o b o tt om , ph ot os a nd i ma g es a s exa m pl es o f su r fa c e fra c tu r e m ea su r e m en t,
gra vi ty a n d ma g n e tic l in ea m e nt , g eol og ic ma p a nd l oca ti o ns o f R & D a ct iv it i es, r esis ti vi ty
sur v eyi n g r es ul ts , a n d g eol og ic a l d ril l in g.
(2 ) F ro m to p to b o tt om , e xa m pl es of hy d ra ul i c t es ti n g a nd g ro un d wa t e r sa m pl i ng , c ro ss - h ol e
t est i ng pl a t fo r m, r e sis t ivi ty su rv e y r es ul ts , t r a ce r t es t, a nd g eol og ic a l co nc e p t ua l m od el .
(3 ) In v est iga ti o n p roc e du r es f or u n d er g ro u nd st ruc tu r es a nd ma j or wa t e r - c o nd uct in g
f ea tu r es .
 Th e d e ta il e d d esc ri pt i on s of i nv es ti ga t i on t ech n i qu es a r e su m ma r iz ed i n L i n e t a l . ( 20 12c,
a pp e n di x ).
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(a)

Natural Analogue
(uranium ore)
Cigar Lake

Deep Geological Disposal
- Tunnel Type (DTD)
Deep Geological Disposal
- Borehole Type (DBD)
EBS

NBS

450 m

300~1000 m

(b-1)
NBS

Bentonite
backfill

EBS

EBS
HLW
(SNF or HLWR)

Ketner (2014, p2)
* The deepest borehole of Taiwan = 5,863 m @1984;
min. I.D.
(CPC, 2014, vol. 532, p8)

MBS = NBS + EBS; to contain, retard and isolate nuclides in underground geosphere

(b-1)

(b-2)

Precipitation at
redox front
reducing
environment
uranium
veins

dissolution
and migration in
groundwater

stable
uranium

adsorption by
fracture and
pore surface

diffusion into
matrix
migration with colloids

(c)

(b-3)

Yang et al. (2002, ch3)
Yang et al. (2002): SNFD-ERL-90-179/SNFD-ITRI-TR2002-0179

Figure 3-6: MBS safety concept of GDF and related natural analogue cases
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m o f M B S ( Ya ng e t a l ., 20 0 2, c3 p3 ) a n d r el a t ed na t u ra l a na l og u e ca s e
( na t ur a l l y occ ur r e d e x a mpl e ) ( Ya ng et a l . , 20 02, c 3 ):

Ciga r L a k e, l oc a t e d i n t h e n o rt he r n Sa sk a tc he wa n, C a na da , is o n e o f t h e l a r g est a n d
hig h est - g ra d e u ra niu m o r e de p osi ts i n th e w orl d. T h e u ra ni um o r e ha s e xis t ed f o r mo r e
tha n 1. 2 b il l i o n y ea rs .

Th e Ci ga r L a k e u ra ni u m o r e d e pos it is a t a d e pt h 4 50 m e t er f r om th e s u rfa c e e nca ps ul a t e d
by a 5 m to 3 0 m thic k l a ye r o f c l a y u nd e r qua rt z ca p a nd h ea vy sa nd sto n e f o rma ti o n.

Th e Ci ga r L a k e ura n iu m or e d e p osi t c o nsis ts of ( UO2(s) ), w hich is v e ry si mil a r to SN F a nd
onl y s ol u bl e i n h ig hl y ox yg e na t e wa t e r ( fi gu r e b ); t hus , no ra di oa c t iv e a n oma l y ha s b e en
d et ec t ed b y su r fa c e su rv ey b e c a us e th e l ow ox yg e n l ev el i n th e g r ou nd wa t e r st o ps t h e
diss ol u ti o n a nd m ig ra ti on o f th e ra di oa c tiv e m a t er ia l ev e n t hou gh t he u ra n iu m o r e d ep osi t
is l oca t e d b el o w g r ou n d wa t er l ev el .

Th e a na l yt ic a l r esul ts of wa t e r sa m pl es c ol l e ct ed f ro m 5 k m a wa y fr o m th e o r e d ep osi t
sho w ed wa t er c om p osi ti on s, es pe cia l l y u ra n iu m c o nt e n t s , m et d r i nk i ng wa t e r c ri t e ria .

Th e C iga r L a k e c a s e d e mo ns t ra t e d t ha t th e l a rg e q ua nt it y o f ( UO2(s) ) ca n b e isol a t ed by
na t u ra l ba r ri e r i n a d e e p g eol og ica l re p osi to r y.
(b)
Th e ca s es of ra d io n u c l id e r eta r da t io n i n r e duci n g en vi r on m e n t (t h e P oco s d e Ca l da s
ura n iu m o r e d e pos it , B ra z il ) :

T wo o r e b od i es i n P oc o s d e Ca l da s: th e Osa m u Utsu m i a n d th e M o rr o do F e rr o.

Th e Osa m u U tsu mi u r a ni um mi n e is en r ich e d i n U, Th , Zr , M o, a n d R EEs mi n e ra l s. Th e
e xt e ns iv e f ra c tu r es pr ovi d e pa th wa ys f or ox i c m et e or ic wa t e rs in fil tra ti n g i nt o d e e p rock
fo r ma t io ns a nd r ea c ti ng wi th va ri ous m i n e ra l s. A ft e r th e wa t e r - rock i n t era ct io n, a
r ed o x- r e duc e i nt e r fa c e is fo r m ed a l o ng th e g ro u nd wa t er pa th wa y s. Diss ol v e d u ra ni um i n
gr ou n d wa t e r p r ec i p ita t es a s i m mo b il e u ra ni um m in e ra l s o n t h e r e duc e su rfa c e wh e n
gr ou n d wa t e r pa s s es th i s i n t er fa c e ( ( b- 1 ) & ( b- 2) ) .

Th e M or r o do F e r ro m in e ( b- 3 ) i s o n e o f t h e a bn o r ma l l y hi gh r a d i a ti on a r ea s o n Ea rt h.
Th e r e a r e es ti ma t ed 3 0,0 00 to ns of t ho r iu m a nd 5 0, 00 0 t on s o f R EE - r ich mi n e ra l s wi th
hig h ra d ioa c ti vi ty i n th e n ea r su r fa c e f or ma ti o ns. Hy dr o g eoc he mi ca l a na l ysi s o f
gr ou n d wa t e r sa mpl es i nd ic a t ed tha t th e a n nu a l g r ou n d wa t e r ra d io n ucl id e l ea c hi n g ra t e i s
l ess t ha n o n e i n a b il l i o n a n d m e r el y on e t w en ti e th o f US dr i nk i n g wa t er qua l it y s ta nda r d.

Th e na tu ra l a na l og u e c a se f r om P oco s d e Ca l d a s sh ow e d tha t if ma i n r e po si to ry fa c il i ty is
con st ruc t ed i n a r ed uc i ng e nv i ro n m en t, th e ra di oa ct iv e nucl i d e wil l r e ma i n sta bl e .
(c )
Th e n a tu ra l a na l o gu e c a se o f l o ng - t e rm ra d io n ucl id e s c o nta i nm e n t i n rock b od i es ( th e O k l o
ura n iu m mi n e , R e pu bl i c o f Ga bo n , Af ri c a ) :

In 1 97 2, a n u n d e rg ro u nd na t ur a l nucl ea r r ea cti o n z o n e wa s i d e nt if i e d i n Ok l o ura n iu m
mi n e, Ga b o n, A fr ic a .

T wo bil l i o n y ea r s a go , n uc l ea r f iss io n r ea c ti on s occu r r ed i n pa rt of Ok l o ur a n iu m mi n e
un d e r na tu ra l c o nd it i on a n d l a s te d fo r n e a rl y 1 m il l i o n y ea rs. Esti ma t ed 10 to ns of
ura n iu m w e r e c o nsu m ed , a n d a bu n da nt r a di oa ct i v e r es i du es w e r e g e n era t ed . Th es e
ra d ioa ct iv e r esi du es sh a r e s im il a r it i es w ith th e p ro duc ts o f nucl ea r f issi o n d ur i ng r ea c to r
op e ra ti o n i n mo d e r n n uc l ea r po w e r pl a n t.

Aft e r l o ng p e ri o d o f ti m e, m ost ra di oa c tiv e r es id u es ha v e st il l r e m a in e d in t h e f o rma ti o n
a nd d eca y e d t o na tu ra l ba c k g r ou n d, b eco m in g ha r ml ess ma t e ria l s w i th no a dv e rs e ef f ects
on s ur fa c e e nvi r o nm e n t.

Th e Ok l o ura n iu m o r e d ep osi t c a s e p rov id e s ev id e nc e o f c o mpl e t e n ucl id e c on ta i n m e nt i n
GDF i n th e r e qu ir e d t i m e.
 Th e e ng i n e e ri ng d es ig n a nd sa f e ty c o nc ep t o f GDF a r e n ot hu ma n f a nta sy or w ish ful th in k in g
bu t sci e n ti fic s tu di es o f s uc c ess ful nucl id es s to ra g e in na tu ra l u ra ni um o r e d e p osi ts. Th e GDF
wi th MB S d e si gn c o nc e pt i s i nt e r na t io na l l y a c ce pt e d a s th e b es t s ol u ti on fo r f i na l di sp osa l .
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(a)

(3)

(1)

(4)
(2)

Chen et al. (2016a, p521)
Shao et al. (2015, p4)

Chen et al. (2016a, p542)[Chen, C.H., Lee, C.Y., and Shinjo, R. (2016), The epilog of the western
paleo-Pacific subduction: Inferred from spatial and temporal variations and geochemistry of the
Late Cretaceous to Early Cenozoic silicic magmatism in costal South China, Journal of Asian
Sciences, Vol. 115, pp. 520–546.]

Shao et al. (2015, p4)[Shao, W.Y., Chung, S.L., Chen, W.S., Lee, H.Y., and Xie, L.W. (2015), Old continental
zircons from a young oceanic arc, eastern Taiwan: Implications for Luzon subduction initiation and
Asian accretionary orogeny, Geology]

(b)
(1)

(2)

Pre-collision stage (12~5 MaBP)

RKA

Accretionary wedge LZA
PSP

EAP
(Subduction of oceanic plate)

RKA

Initial collision stage (5~3 MaBP)
Island
LZA

PSP

EAP
(Subduction of continental slope)
Teng and Lin (2004, p316)

Mature collision stage (3~0.8 MaBP)
Mountain

RKA

Teng and Lin (2004)[Teng, L.S. and Lin, A.T. (2004), Cenozoic Tectonics of the China Continental Margin: Insights from
Taiwan, in Malpas, J., C.J.N. Fletcher, J.R. Ali, and J.C. Aitchison, eds., Aspects of the Tectonic Evolution of China,
Geological Society, London, Special Publication, Vol. 226, pp. 313-332.]

(3)

PSP

EAP
(Subduction of
continental shelf)

OT

Subduction
flipping

Post-collision stage (0.8~0 MaBP)
Rift
Trench

RKA

PSP
LZA

EAP
(Subduction of
oceanic plate)

Modified from Teng (2007, p8)
Teng (2007)[In Chinese: 鄧屬予(2007)，臺灣第四紀大地構造，
經濟部中央地質調查所特刊，第18號，第1-24頁。]

Teng (1996, p950)

Teng (1996)[Teng, L.S. (1996), Extensional collapse of
the northern Taiwan mountain belt, Geology, Vol.
24, pp. 949-952.]

Figure 3-7: Plate reconstruction for Southeastern China coastal area and the LEAC orogeny in Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Pl a t e r ec o ns t ruc ti on fo r th e c oa sta l r eg io n o f So uth C hi na C on ti n e n ta l Bl o ck :
(1 ) Pl a t e r ec o ns t ruc ti o n o f c oa sta l r eg io n of So ut h C hi na C on t in e n ta l Bl ock i n l a t e C r e ta c eo us
(Ch e n et a l ., 2 01 6a , p 5 21, f1 ):

L oca l i ti es a r e a b b r e via t ed a s b el o w:
1: X u e nta n di; 2. P i ngy e n; 3 . Ta ozu ; 4. Xia o xi on g; 5. Sha n m en g; 6 . Ta n a na o C o mpl e x;
7. Ta ish i; 8 . Hua yu; 9 . L i en p in g - H e yua n; 1 0. S a nsh ui; 11 . Ma o mi n g; 1 2. Mi n do r o

Th e a g es of TCM B gra n it e (9 0 Ma B P to 87 Ma BP ) i n th e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n a n d Zh e jia ng
rhy ol i t e (8 9 M a B P t o 8 7 Ma B P ) i n C hi na a r e si m il a r , su gg es ti n g th e TCM B a s a
mic r o - c o n ti n e nt dr i ft e d f ro m S o u th Ch i na Co nt in e n ta l Bl oc k ( C h e n et a l . , 20 16 a ,
p5 42 ).

Pa l a wa n a n d M i nd o ro I sl a n ds o f Ph il i pp i n es a r e c on si d er e d to b e th e mic r o - co n ti n e n ts
se pa ra t e d f ro m S ou th Chi na Co n ti n e nt a l Bl o ck f ol l o w i ng SCS s p r e a di ng ( Hol l o wa y,
198 2, p1 35 5; Y u mul et a l ., 20 03 , p 8 5- 86; C ul l e n et a l . , 20 10 , p2 76 ) .

P en gh u Isl a nds ma i nl y c o ns is t of ba sa l ts er u pt e d i n Mi oc e n e ( 16 M a BP t o 8 Ma B P ).
Hua y u Isl a nd i s th e o nl y isl a n d t ha t d o es no t c on sis t o f ba sa l t ic ro ck s .

Hua y u Isl a nd ma i nl y c on sis t o f i nt e r m ed iu m a nd e si t es, wh ich w er e in t ru d ed by
in t e rm e di um ( qua rtz a n d esi tic /g ra no di o ri t ic) a nd a ci dic ( r hyol it ic/g ra ni ti c)
dik es .

Hua y u vol c a n ic s a r e f o rm e d i n ea rl y C en oz oic (6 5 Ma B P to 59 Ma BP ) . Co m pa r is on
of th e roc k g e oc h e mi str y a nd a g e b et w e e n Hua y u v ol ca n ics a n d So uth Ch ina
Co nt in e n ta l Bl o c k sug g es t ed v ol ca nic s i n Hua yu Isl a nd a n d i n th e s o uth e r n F u jia n
a r e f ro m t h e sa m e o r ig i n.

Cha ra c t e ris t i c s of Hu a yu Isl a nd v ol ca nics c o r r el a t e d t o th e h igh ma g n et ic
a no ma l y b el t c a us ed b y l a r g e a mo u nt of v ol ca ni c rock s i n th e c oa sta l a r ea of
So uth Ch ina Co n ti n e nta l Bl ock , i n dica ti n g tha t Hua y u is t he r e m na nt
mic r o - c o n ti n e nt tha t u se d t o a t ta ch to th e So uth C hi na C o nt i n en ta l B l ock b ef o r e
SC S s p r ea d i ng (Ch e n et a l . , 20 10a , p1 7, p2 6 - 2 9) .

Evi d en c es of r e m na nt m ic r o - c on ti n e n t of S ou t h C hi na Co n ti n e nta l Bl ock f r om th e
x en ol i ths in N L Z A vol c a nic s i ncl u d e:

Gra ni t i c x e n ol i th s f ou n d i n th e L a n yu Ma n t os ha n A nd es it e ha v e b e e n s p ecul a t ed
to b e m el ti ng r es idu e s of t h e c o nt i n e nta l c rus t ( Jua n g a n d Ch e n, 20 0 1, p 14 5 ).

Hi gh p ro p or ti o n of ol d zi rc on s in a nd es it e s o f th e Coa s ta l R a n g e in th e ea st e r n
Ta i wa n i n dic a t ed tha t som e z i rco ns in th e mi cro- co nt i n e nt w e r e m i x ed i n to th e
L AC ma g ma wh e n SC P s ub duc t ed b e n ea t h P SP ( Sha o e t a l ., 2 01 5, p3 ).

Th e hi gh - ma g n e tic b el t s b en e a th Yil ia n pl a i n a nd b et w e e n t h e C e n t r a l R a ng e a n d th e
Hsu ehs ha n R a ng e i s r el a t ed to th e r em na nt s o f o c ea n ic pl a t e t ha t wa s use d t o s e pa ra t e
mic r o - c o n ti n e nts f r om th e ma rg i n of S ou th Ch ina C on ti n e n ta l Bl ock a nd t h en a t ta ch e d
ba ck t o th e ma rg in of E AP by A rc - Co n ti n e n t c o l l i si on .

Th e r em na n ts o f SC S pa l eo - oc ea nic pl a t e b e n ea t h g ra ni tic b od i es of TCMB in th e
ea s t er n Ta i wa n ma y c a use th e rel a ti v e a s eis m ic z o n e a t t h e d e pth u nd e r t h e g ra ni tic
b od i es.
(2 ) T ect o nic s e tt i ng o f Sou th Ch in a Co nt i n e nta l Bl ock a n d P P P f ro m 8 3 M a BP t o 5 6 Ma B P ( Ch e n
e t a l ., 2 01 6 a , p 52 1, f1 ).
(3 ) Ti m e- s pa c e e vol ut io n o f TCM B f ro m 3 0 Ma B P t o p r es e nt ( Sha o e t a l ., 201 5, p4 , f4 ) :

Ar ou nd 30 M a B P, SCS sp r ea d i ng i n it ia t e d . TC MB s epa ra t ed f ro m t h e ma r gi n of S out h
Chi na C on t in e n ta l Bl o c k mo v ed to a l oca t i o n a t n o rth ea st to Pa l a wa n a nd M i nd o ro
Isl a n ds o f P hil i p pi n es . Al l t h r ee mic r o - co n ti n e nt s w e r e m ov in g so ut h w es twa r d .

Ab ou t 15 M a BP , P S P mo v ed no r th w est wa r d, so TCM B a l so mo v ed no r th w es tw a r d t o
a tta c h to th e ea st e r n T a iwa n i n th e cu r r en t l o ca ti o n ( Sha o e t a l ., 20 1 5 , p 1 ).
(4 ) Si m pl i fi e d g eol og ic ma p o f ea s t e r n Ta i wa n (S ha o et a l . , 20 15 , p 4, f 4 ) .
(b)
Th e t ect o nic mo d el us e d t o i n t er p r et th e L E AC o ro g e ny in Ta i wa n sin c e L a t e M i oc en e t o
pr e s en t:
(1 ) T ect o nic ev ol u ti o n of t he L E AC O r og e ny i n Ta i wa n ( T e ng , 2 007 , p 8 ):

Be fo r e 1 2 M a B P, pa l eo - Ta i wa n wa s i n a s ha l l o w s ea e n vi ro n m e nt .

M ea n wh il e, t h e P SP wa s fa r a wa y s out h ea st of Ta i wa n.

As PS P m ov e d no r th n or th w es t wa r d, L u zo n Arc (L ZA ) g ot cl os e r t o th e e dg e of
EAP . I n th e n or th e r n e n d o f L ZA , in it ia t i o n of s u bd uct io n - a cc r e t i on- col l i si o n
pr oc ess e s t ri gg e r ed th e L EAC O ro g e ny i n Ta i wa n ( Sha o et a l . , 20 15 , p4 ) .

F ro m 1 2 M a B P to 5 M a BP, th e L ZA co n ti nu e d t o mo v e t ow a r d th e E AP .
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Wh e n th e e dg e of th e E AP wa s d ra g g ed i nt o th e su b duct i on zo n e , su bs ta n t ia l
a mo un t o f c o nt in e n t - o ri gi n s ed im e n ts i n t r e nch w er e sc ra p ed a n d a dd e d to t h e
a c c r e ti ona r y w e dg e ( F i gu r e A ).

Ab ou t 5 M a B P, th e no r t he r n en d o f L Z A c ol l i d e d in t o E AP . Th e a cc r et i ona r y w e dg e wa s
pus he d t o th e s ur fa c e t o fo r m a n isl a nd ( f ig ur e B ).

Th e isl a n d wa s l oc a t e d n ea r I r io m ot e Is l a n d, w hic h i s 2 00 k m e a st of t oda y ’s
N a na o, Y il a n . N o h ig h mo u nta i ns bu t onl y sma l l h il l s in t h e isl a nd ; h o w ev e r,
pr o to ty p e o f c ol l is io na l m ou n ta i n ra n g es b ega n t o a p p ea r.

Al so, a r ou nd 5 M a B P, PS P m ov e d no rt h w est wa rd , ca us in g L AZ ra p idl y c ol l i d ed
in to E AP , a n d c ol l isi o n a l m ou n ta i n ra n g e wa s pus he d w est wa r d .

F ro m 3 M a B P to 0. 8 M a BP ( i n t e ns e col l is io n a nd m ou nta i n bu il d i ng s ta g e ) (F igu r e C ) ,
col l is io na l m ou n ta i n r a ng e wa s upl if t ed t o t he h e igh t si mil a r to t h e p r es e nt C e nt ra l
R a ng e .

As L uz o n Isl a n d A rc c o nt i nu e d t o c ol l i d e i n to EAP , t h e col l is io na l mo un ta i n ra ng e
c on t in u ed t o w id e n w es twa r d a n d e xt e n d so uth wa r d to b eco m e th e p r es e n t
Ce n tra l R a n g e.

In th e l a t e r s ta g e o f c o l l isi on , th e n or th s ect i on o f th e L Z A wa s c o m pr e ssi o na l l y
upl i f t ed a n d a tta c h ed t o t h e ea s t fl a nk of t he C en t ra l R a n g e to f or m th e Coa sta l
R a ng e .

L EAC O r og e ny mi gra t e d s ou th w es t wa r d , fol l o wi n g th e ea s tw a r d su b duc ti on of SCP . At
th e sa m e t i m e, th e P SP l oca t ed i n t h e no r th ea s t er n Ta iwa n su b duc t ed un d e r t h e
no r th e r n C en t ra l R a n g e , c a usi n g th e su b duc ti o n fl ip pi n g i n 0. 8 Ma B P .

O ri gi na l l y , EA P su bd uc t ed u nd e r P SP . A ft e r s ub duc ti o n fl i pp i ng , PS P su b duc t ed
no r th wa rd u n d e r EAP .

F ol l o wi n g th e s u bd uc t io n fl i p pi ng , R KA vol c a nic a ct iv it i es occu r r e d. Mo r eo v e r,
th e mou n ta i n ra ng e l ost th e c om p r ess io n sup po r t a nd s ta rt e d to c ol l a p s e,
c r ea t i ng e xt e ns io na l ba sin s i n th e mi ddl e o f th e m ou n ta i n r a n g e ( F i gu r e D ).

L EAC is a n o ng oi n g e v e nt tha t c o nt i nu es p r op a ga t in g t o th e s ou th ( F igu r e D ) .

Of fsh o r e so ut h ea st Ta iwa n , L u ta o a n d L a ny u Isl a nds of th e n or t he r n L Z A a r e
mo vi ng to wa rd E u ra sia co n ti n e nta l ma rg in .

Col l is io na l mo un ta i n ra ng e c on ti n u es g ro w in g i n th e c e n tra l a nd s ou th e r n
Ta i wa n.

Th e di r ec ti o n of su bd ucti o n b e n ea th th e n or th ea s t e r n Ta i wa n r ev e rs e d. T h e
mo un ta i n ra ng e , w hic h wa s u pl i ft e d by L EAC O ro g e ny, is col l a psi n g :

T wo Q ua t e r na ry e xt e n sio na l ba s i ns ( Ta i p ei a nd Yil a n ) a nd t w o v ol ca n ic
gr ou ps (Ta tu n a nd K e el un g ) a p p ea r ed i n t h e m ou nta i n ra n g e .

S eis mi c i ty dis t ri bu ti o n in di ca t e d a no r th di pp i ng s u bd uct io n zo n e in th e
no r th ea s t e rn Ta i wa n. S tr e ss a na l ys is r e s ul ts b y sl ick e nsi d e a nd f oca l
m ec ha ni sm in d ic a t e d t h e n o rt h er n Ta i w a n ha s b e e n i n e xt e nsi o na l
e nv ir o n m en t si nc e M id dl e Pl ei st oc e n e. T hus , th e n o rt h ea st e r n T a i w a n is no
l on g e r i nfl u enc e d by t h e L EAC c ol l is io n z o n e.

In sho r t, th e su b duc ti on ea st o f Zh o ngl i - H u a l ie n ha s r ev e rs e d s o th e mo u nta in
ra ng e ha s b e e n c ol l a psi ng :

In g e ol o gic a l ti m e s ca l e, no t m uch t ec to n ic cha n g es a r e e xp ec t ed fo r th e
fut u r e 1 M a c o mpa r i ng to t h e pa s t 1 Ma

Thu s, th e m ou n ta i n ra ng e i n th e n o rt h ea st e r n Ta i wa n w il l s u bsi d e in to h il l s
a nd fu rt h er s u bm e r g e i nt o th e oc ea n u nd e r R K A ( T en g, 20 07, p1 ) .
(2 ) Ce n ozo ic t ec to n ic s et ti ng of c on ti n e n ta l ma rg i n o f Chi na ( T en g a n d L i n, 2 00 4 , p3 16 ).
(3 ) Pl a t e k i n ema tic s o f c o l l isi on a n d fl i p of s u b duc ti on i n th e s ou th e r n R y uk yu a n d Ta i wa n
( T en g, 19 96, p9 50 , f3 ) .
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(a)

Modified from Chen (1990)[In Chinese: 陳正宏(1990)，臺灣地質之一，台灣之火成岩，經濟部中央地質調查所。]

(b)
RKT
Lanyu

Lanyu

MLT

MLT

RKT
Lanyu

RKT

Lanyu
MLT
MLT
Chung et al. (1995, p78)
Chung et al. (1995)[Chung, S.L., Yang, T.F., Lee, C.Y. and Chen, C.H. (1995), The igneous provinciality in Taiwan: consequence of continental rifting superimposed
by Luzon and Ryukyu subduction systems, J. SE Asian Earth Sci., Vol. 11(2), pp. 73-80.]

Figure 3-8: The igneous provinces and tectonomagmatic evolution of Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Ce n ozo ic i g ne ou s p ro vi nc es a nd i g n eo us r ock s o f Ta i wa n :

Th e i n t ra pl a t e vol c a n i sm i n t h e W e st e r n P r ovi nc e p ro ba bl y b e ga n i n ea rl y M ioc e n e a nd
wa s m os t a c ti v e i n M i o c e n e (Ch e n, 1 99 0, p3 5 – 37 ).

Vol ca n ics o f t h e Ea s t e r n P r ovi nc e w e r e e mpl a c e d fr o m Mi oc e n e to Pl i oc e n e. Th ey
con s t it ut e t h e ba c k b o n e o f th e no r th e r n L ZA.

In th e N o rt h er n P ro vi n c e, th e ma gma t ism , a s c om pa r ed t o th a t occu r r e d i n th e W es t e rn a n d
Ea st e r n P ro vi nc es , wa s r el a ti v el y l a t e (f r om l a t e Pl i oc e n e t o Qua t e r na ry ) (J ua ng , 19 88 , pI )
a nd i ni tia t ed b y t he w es t wa r d e nc roa ch m e nt of th e R KA sys t e m a nd pos t - or og e n ic
e xt e ns io n (Ch e n, 19 90, p 20 – 31 ; Ch e n e t a l ., 2 016 b , p 13 0 ).
(b)
L a t e Ce n oz oic t e c t on o ma g ma t ic ev ol ut i on of Ta i wa n
: a ct iv e v ol c a no
BO S: ba s e o f sl o p e
C SB: c o nt i n en ta l sh el f b r ea k
ECR : ed g e of c o nt in e n t a l r is e
M L T: Ma n il a T r e nc h
O T: Ok i na wa T ro ug h
R K T: R yuk yu Tr e nc h
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(a)

(c)

EAP
PSP

(b)

CGS, (2012)[CGS, (2012), Active fault of Taiwan, Central Geological Survey, MOEA,
http://fault.moeacgs.gov.tw/MgFault/Home/pageMap?LFun=3#.]

Laboratory of Engineering Geology, Institute of Applied Geology, National Central University

Figure 3-9: Tectonics, active faults, and seismicity distribution maps of Taiwan

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e t ec to n ic s et ti n g of Ta i wa n:

At th e s out h e rn t i p o f Ta i wa n , th e EA P/ SC P is su bd uct i ng ea s tw a rd b e n ea t h th e P S P,
fo r mi ng th e M L T/L Z A a rc - t r e nc h s yst e m.

At th e no r th ea s t e rn Ta i wa n, th e P SP is su bd uc ti ng n o rt h wa r d b e n ea t h th e EA P, f or mi n g th e
R K T/R KA a r c - t r e nc h sy st em .
( b ) T ect o nics ov e rl a pp i ng se ism ic i ty of Ta i wa n ( f ro m N a t io na l C e n tra l U ni v er si ty ) .

S eis mi ci ty is c l ea rl y r el a te d t o pl a t e c o nv e r g enc e a nd ma i nl y occ urs o n t h e su bd uct io n
zo n es o f th e t w o isl a nd a rc s.
(c )
Acti v e fa ul ts d ist r i but i on in Ta i wa n (CG S, 2 01 2) :

Acti v e fa ul ts mo stl y oc c u r i n th e d e fo r ma ti on f r o nt o f W e st e r n F o oth il l s a n d i n th e
L on gi tu di na l Va l l e y .

Cur r e n tl y, no c on s en sus o n d ef i ni ti o n of a ct iv e fa ul t i n r es e a rch co m mu n it i es o r
gov e r n m e nt o rga ni za t io ns, b ut m ost d e fi ni ti on s i ncl u d e a ti m e r ef e r e nc e of r ec e n t
disl oca t io n a nd pos si b i l ity of r e - a ct iv it i es i n t he fut u r e.

Th e ti m e r e f e r e nc es f or a c ti v e fa ul t s i ncl u d e “ in th e l a s t hu n d r e ds o f y ea rs ”, “si nc e
Hol oc e n e” , a nd ” si nc e Qu a t e r na ry” . Th e d e f in it io ns a d o pt e d by A ECUS (A to mic E n e rgy
Com m issi o n, U .S . ), IA E A, R e se a rc h Gr ou p f or Acti v e F a ul t o f Ja pa n, a nd Ta i wa n CG S a l l ha v e
di ff e r e nt c o nsi d er a t io n s.

Th e d ef i ni ti on o f a c t iv e fa ul t b y AE CU S is ma d e fo r s it e s el ec ti o n o f n ucl ea r p ow e r pl a nt . I t
ca n b e c l a s si fi e d a s a c tiv e fa ul t by qua l i fy o nl y o n e o r m o r e f ol l o wi n g c ri t e ria (A ECU S,
197 3 ):

A n ea r s u rfa c e disl oc a t io n occ ur r e d a t l ea st o nc e i n th e pa s t 35 ,0 00 yea rs .

A n ea r s u rfa c e fa ul t a c t ivi ty o ccu r r ed a t l ea s t onc e i n th e pa st 5 00 ,0 0 0 y e a rs .
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Th e s t ruc t u r es a ss oc i a t ed wi th th e a c ti v e f a ul ts by a b ov e d ef i ni t io n a nd a r e
pr e su m ed t o d isl oc a t e i n th e fu tu r e.
In a d di ti o n to th e t hr e e c r it e r ia us e d b y A ECU S, th e IA EA s up pl e m e nt e d t w o c r it e ri a (IA EA ,
197 2, p9- 10 ) f o r th e a c tiv e fa ul t d ef i ni ti o n:

Evi d en c es of c r e e p in g (sl o w d isl o ca t io n ) a l o ng t he fa ul t no t n ec essa ril y
tr ig g e ri ng f el t ea rt hq u a k es .

Evi d en c es o f s u rfa c e ru pt ur e s, d ist o rt io ns , o r dis pl a c e m en ts .
Th e d e fi n it io n by R es e a rc h G r ou p fo r Ac ti v e F a ul t o f Ja pa n ( JN C, 2 00 0, A pp e n di x F , p 3 ):

Th e a c tiv e fa ul t ha s d ispl a c e d s inc e Q ua t e r n a ry a n d is e xp ec t e d t o b e r ea ct iv e
a l on g r up tu r e i n t h e fu tu r e.
Th e Ta i wa n CG S d e fi n it io n: T h e a c ti v e fa ul t s a r e f a ul ts tha t ha v e d ispl a c e d si nc e l a t e
Pl eis toc e n e (a bo ut 1 00 ,00 0 y ea rs a go ) . Th e a c tiv e fa ul ts a r e cl a s si fi e d a s f ol l o ws (L i n e t a l .,
201 2 b, p7– 8 ):

Ty p e Ⅰ ( Hol oc e n e a c tiv e fa ul t ) :

F a ul ts ha v e b e e n a ct iv e si nc e H ol oc en e ( 10, 00 0 y e a rs a go ) .

F a ul ts c a us e d d isl oca ti on ( or c r e e pi ng ) in mo d er n s tr uct ur e s.

F a ul ts a c c om pa ni e d co nf i rm e d ea r th q ua k es (s ei sm ic fa ul t ).

F a ul ts d isl o c a t e d m od e r n a l l uvi um .

F a ul ts wi th c o n fi r m ed po t e nt ia l a c ti vi ty f r om to po g ra p hy o bs e rv a t io ns.

Ty p e Ⅱ (L a t e Pl e ist o c e n e a ct iv e fa ul t ):

F a ul ts ha v e b e e n a ct iv e si nc e l a t e Pl eis to c en e (1 00 ,0 00 y ea rs a g o ).

F a ul ts d isl o c a t e d t e rr a ces a nd ta bl el a n d.
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(b)

(a)

(e)
Source: active faults from CGS.
Source: earthquake epicenter from CWB
Source: seismic profile and tectonics of Taiwan from the
Laboratory of Engineering Geology, Institute of Applied
Geology, National Central University.

(d)

(c)

Figure 3-10: Hypocenter distribution pattern of Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Epi c en t e r di st ri b ut io n of t h e ea r th qua k es w it h ma g n itu d e ( ML ) > 3 .
(b)
Epi c en t e r di st ri b ut io n of ea rth q ua k es wi th ma gn it ud e ( ML ) > 3 a n d d ep th < 2 0 k m .
(c )
Epi c en t e r di st ri b ut io n of ea rth q ua k es wi th ma gn it ud e ( ML ) > 3 a n d d ep th < 1 0 k m .
(d )
Epi c en t e r di st ri b ut io n of ea rth q ua k es wi th ma gn it ud e ( ML ) > 3 a n d d ep th < 5 k m.

Da ta of a l l ea rt hq ua k es r ec o r d ed b e t w ee n 19 9 0 a n d 2 01 3 a r e p ro vi d e d b y C e nt ra l W ea th e r
Bur ea u ( C WB ).

Th e pi nk sol id l i n es d e no t e a c t iv e fa ul t s pu bl i she d by C e nt ra l G e ol o g ica l Su r v ey ( CG S ) f or
th e fa ul ts t ha t w e r e a c t iv e i n th e pa st 10 0 k a B P.

Th e g r e e n s ol i d l i n es d e no t e k no w n fa ul ts tha t di d no t a p p ea r t o ha v e a ny a ct iv it i es i n t h e
pa st 10 0 k a BP .
(e)
S eis mi ci ti es o n T ec t o ni c ma p o f Ta i wa n ( f ro m N a ti o na l C e n t ra l Un iv e r si ty ) .
 Th e 3D s pa t ia l d is tr i bu ti on o f ea r th q ua k es cl e a rl y s ho w e d co r r el a t io n b et w e e n s e ism ic ity a nd
pl a t e t ec t on ic s .
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(a)

(b)

EAP

Hsu et al. (2009, p17)
Lallemand et al. (2013, p62)
Hsu, Y.J., Yu, S.B., Simons, M., Kuo, L.C. and Chen, H.Y. (2009), Interseismic crustal deformation in the Taiwan plate boundary zone revealed
by GPS observations, seismicity, and earthquake focal mechanisms, Tectonophysics, Vol. 479, pp. 4-18, doi:10.1016/j.tecto.2008.11.016.

Lallemand et al. (2013, p62)[Lallemand, S., Theunissen, T., Schnürle, P., Lee, C.S., Liu, C.S., and Font, Y. (2013), Indentation of the Philippine Sea plate by the Eurasisa plate in Taiwan:
Details from recent marine seismological experiments, Tectonophysics, Vol. 594, pp. 60-79.]

Figure 3-11: Tectonic stress field and relative velocity between plates in Taiwan Region

An n ota ti o n :
(a )
T ect o nic s tr e ss fi el d i n Ta i wa n:

Th e st ra i n - ra t e f i el d e sti ma t e d by Gl o ba l Po sit io n S yst e m (G PS ) v el oci ty f i el d b et w e e n
199 3 a nd 19 99 ( Hs u et a l . , 2 00 9, p 17 ) in di ca t e d th e cha ra ct e r ist ics of c ru sta l s t r ess fi el ds
of Ta i wa n:

Th e t ec to n ic s t r ess f i el d b e tw e e n S W Ta iwa n a nd L on gi tu di na l V a l l e y i s ma i nl y N W - SE
com p r ess io n.

In N E Ta i wa n i nc l ud i ng th e n o rth e r n C e n t r a l R a n g e, th e r eg io na l s t r ess i s N W - SE
e xt e ns io ns .

In th e s ou th e r n C e nt ra l R a n ge , t h e ma g ni tu d e of ma x i mu m h or iz on ta l s tr e ss is cl os e to
in t e rm e dia t e st r ess , r e gi ona l l y c o nt r ol l ed by N EE - S W W e xt e ns io ns .

Th e t ect o nic st r ess d e pic t ed b y G PS v el o ci ty fi el d is co ns ist e n t wi t h e x t en si on a l n o r ma l
fa ul t i ng of th e l a t es t str uc t u ra l s e qu e nc es i n t h e C e nt ra l R a n g e ( L e e, 19 97 , p1 92; L i n ,
201 5, p8 6 ).

Th e n or th ea s t e r n Ta i wa n i s u n d er e x t en si o n a l e nv ir o n m en t , i nd i ca ti ng t h e a r ea is n ot
in fl u e nc e d b y L EAC Or og e ny ( Su pp e , 19 84 , p 2 4; L e e a n d Wa n g , 1 98 8 , p 15 9 ):

Th e c ru sta l s t r ess p a tt e r n i n th e n or th e a st er n Ta i wa n f ro m Hua l i e n to Y il a n,
d et e r mi n ed b y f oc a l m ec ha ni sms , sh o w ed tra ns it io n f ro m t h r ust - fa ul t i ng , t h en
str ik e- sl ip fa ul t i ng , to no r ma l - fa ul t i ng f oca l m echa ni sms (C h en e t a l ., 20 16 , p 16 4 ).

R ec e n t ea rth q ua k e foc a l m echa n ism s a nd pa tt e r ns of pa l e o - st r ess a na l ys es si nc e 4
Ma BP i n dic a t ed t ha t c rus ta l s t r ess i n H ep i n g a r ea , H ua l i e n, f r om d e ep t o s ha l l o w
crus ta l l e v el s, c ha n g e d fr o m th rus t - f a ul t in g, t h en l e ft - l a t era l st ri k e - sl i p, t o
no r ma l - fa ul t i ng (L i n , 2 015 , p 90 ) .

Th e s ou th ea s t e rn , c e n tra l , a nd sou th w es t e r n Ta i wa n a r e i n a col l isi on a l en vi r on m e nt s
ca us ed by L EAC Or og e ny (S up p e, 1 98 4, p 2 4) . Qu a t e r na ry pa l e o - str e ss da ta a nd d e e p
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(b)




in- s i tu st r ess m ea su r e m en ts w er e a na l yz e d wi th ea rt hq ua k e f o ca l m ec ha nis ms, G P S
dis pl a c e m en ts , i nv e rs i on s o f fa ul t - sl ip da ta , b o r eh ol e br ea k ou t or i e nta ti o ns, e tc. , t o
in dica t e:

Th e ma x ima l h o riz o nta l p r in ci pa l r ec e n t s t r es s/pa l e o - st r ess i s c o nsi st e ntl y SEE - N W W
com p r ess io na l st r ess tha t f o rm e d ma jo r th rus t fa ul ts, su gg es ti n g tha t th e o v era l l
r eg io na l s tr es s un d e r t he i n fl u e nc e o f L EAC O ro g e ny r e ma i ne d u nch a ng e d ( L a co m b e ,
201 2, p1 63 ) .
T ect o nic s e tt i ng a nd r e l a tiv e pl a t e v el oci ty i n Ta i wa n (L a l l ema n d e t a l ., 20 13 , p 62 , f1 ) :
PS P is c u rr e n tl y mov i n g to wa r d so uth ea st e r n Ta i wa n i n 8 c m/ yr , a n d O T is e xt e n di n g N - S
di r ect i on in 7 c m/ yr .
Ext e ns io n i n OT ha s f or m e d t w o su bs id i ng b a s in s , Ta i p e i Ba s in a nd L a n ya n Pl a i n , b y
no r ma l fa ul ti n g ( Ch e n e t a l ., 2 01 6, p 13 7 ).
Th e st ra t ig ra ph ic a n d st ruc tu ra l di st ri b ut io ns i n Ta i wa n a r e co r r el a t e d to t h e L E AC
O ro g en y. F o r m il l i on s o f y ea rs , th e Ba ck bo n e R a ng e , Hs u ehsha n R a ng e , a nd W es t e rn
F oo th il l w e r e fo r m ed f ro m th e ea s t t o t h e w e st o f Ta i wa n Isl a n d (Ch e n et a l ., 20 16 b , p 13 7
& p1 75 ) :

F or t h e t h rus t fa ul ts i n th e ea s t e r n W es t e rn F oo th il l s, th e o n es i n t he ea st a r e ol d e r
a nd l es s a c t iv e. L a c k i n g g e ol o gica l ev id e nc e a nd g eo m or ph ic f ea tu r e s of a c ti v e fa ul ts ,
ma ny o f th es e th rus ts a r e n ot cl a ss i fi e d a s a c ti ve fa ul t s (C h e n e t a l ., 2 016 b , p 13 7 ).

F or th e th r usts fa ul ts i n th e w es t er n W e st e r n F oo th il l s, th e o n es i n th e w es t a r e t h e
you n g er a n d mo r e a c ti ve hi gh e r a ct iv it i es. Th e fo r el a nd ba s i n f o rm e d i n ea rl i e r s ta g e
ha d b e en mo v ed w es t wa rd to Ta i wa n S t ra i t. Cu r r e ntl y, t h e ma jo ri ty of t his th e
fo r el a nd ba si n is l oc a t e d on t h e w es t of th e F ro n ta l Th ru st. Th e r es t o f t his ba si n l ef t
in th e W e st e r n F oo thil l ha d b e e n d ef or m e d a n d u pl i ft e d t o fo r m h il l t op og ra phy ( Ch e n
e t a l ., 2 01 6 b, p 17 5 ).
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3.2. Feasibility of Siting a Repository in Taiwan
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) highlighted the
general recommendations for GDF siting in the “Site Investigation
and Characterization Guidance and Data Needs” with emphasis that
different countries or sites may have different weights on different
considerations (IAEA, 1994, c4; IAEA, 2011, aI.16 to aI.52) .
Therefore,

in

the

process

of

site

screening

and

selection ,

engineering design, and safety assessment, different geosphere
characteristics should be taken into consideration according to the
specific

tectonic setting and

geological environment of each

country.
Taiwan, located at convergent plate boundary and Pacific Ring
of Fire, is characterized as young and active orogeny. The
characteristics of tectonic environment in Taiwan are substantially
similar to Japan, suggesting similar geosphere characteristics for
GDF site selection, engineering design, and safety assessment for
Taiwan and Japan. Based on the tectonic setting and geological
evolution of Taiwan as well as Japanese experience ( NUMO, 2004,
p5), the important natural factors affected the GDF’s safety
functions in Taiwan include,
(1) Volcanism:
Magma flows into a GDF wou ld directly damage its MBS
functions; moreover, volcanic ashes contaminate and harm the
surface

facilities

of

a

GDF.

The

available

engineering

technology cannot resolve the volcanism issues, so the GDF site
should avoid area with active volcanism. The negative effects
for a GDF (JNC, 2000, c3p24) from volcanism include,
(a) Magma intrusion would damage GDF directly; moreover,
eruption activity increases the probability of fast transfer
of radioactive materials to the human living environment.
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(b) High geothermal gradient will accelerate the velocity of
groundwater flow and, therefore, increase the migration
rate of radionuclides.
(c) High geothermal gradient, magma mixing, and volcanic gas
mixing could change groundwater chemical properties and
reduce MBS’s functions on radionuclide retardation.
(2) Faulting and Seismicity:
A fault

is a

geological planar fracture, across which a

significant displacement to compensate tectonic balance. An
earthquake is perceptible shaking, resulting from the sudden
release of energy by faulting or volcanism. Without considering
the topographic or stratigraphic effects, the seismic intensity
generally

decreases

with

increasing

of

distance

from

hypocenter. When major faults cut directly through a GDF, the
containment function of EBS could fail. In addition, when
seismic waves are too large, the faults or fractures near GDF
may be triggered and move to change the characteristics of
groundwater flow or chemical environment and affect the EBS
containment function.
(3) Diapirism:
Diapirism (i.e., mud intrusion and extrusion) is a well -known
phenomenon in which fluid -rich, fine-grained sediments ascend
within a lithology due to their buoyancy (Kopf, 2002, p5).
Because

diapirism is directly related to thick layers of

mudstone, high-pressure gas underground, and fracture of
formation, the crustal deforming diapirism slowly affects the
geological stability of NBS and damages the EBS containment
function.
(4) Uplift/subsidence:
Isolation is one of the important functions of NBS. If uplift and
erosion of host rocks are significant, the buried underground
waste will raise to the surface near human living area with
time. In contrast, if host rock subsides continuously, the buried
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underground

waste

will

be

away

from

human

living

environment.
(5) Climate and Sea level changes :
For climate and sea -level change, in tens of thousands of years,
the highest sea-level around Taiwan might be 7 m higher and
the lowest might be 120 m lower than today due to the
variations of the ice caps on the two Polar areas. Sea -level drop
might change groundwater flow and chemical characteristics at
the

depth

of

GDF,

affecting

the

stability

of

disposal

environment and the containment and retardation functions of
MBS.
Volcanism, faulting, seismicity , and diapirism are sudden
natural phenomena and the ir distributions are geographically
restricted. The area affected by these sudden natural phenomena
can be defined by studying of past distribution and activity records.
Uplift, subsidence, climate and sea level c hanges are gradual natural
phenomena.

The

possible

effects

of

these

gradual

natural

phenomena on GDF can be evaluated by studying topographic and
geological records in short -term, mid-term and long -term time
scale.
Natural resources are the main possible c ause of human
intrusion of GDF. The exploration of natural resources might have a
detrimental effect on GDF’s safety. Therefore, the GDF site should
keep away from the region hosted available natural resources.
3.2.1. Volcanism
Volcanism is a kind of igneous act ivity which means the process
of magma (from mantle or lower curst) intrusion and cooling to
form the igneous rocks. The igneous activity includes intrusive type
in depth and extrusive type near surface.
(1) The igneous rocks formed by the intrusive activi ty are calle d
plutonic ( or intrusive) rocks, which include granite, diorite,
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gabbro, etc. Plutonic rocks are formed at a considerable depth
and exposed to the surface by geological processes.
(2) The igneous rocks formed by the extrusive activity are calle d
volcanic (or extrusive) rocks, which include rhyolite, andesite,
basalt etc. Volcanic rocks are formed near the Earth’s surface
and might be buried underground by geological processes.
Volcanism is the process in which magma rises into the crust
and extruded to the surface to form a volcano. The eruption time of
a volcanic activity is relatively shorter than intrusion time of a
plutonic activity. The extrusive materials (e.g., magma, volcanic gas,
volcanic breccia and volcanic ash) can greatly affect the stability of
human living environment and the safety of a GDF.
Figure 3-8-a shows the Cenozoic igneous provinces and volcanic
rock distribution in Taiwan. Three igneous provinces, namely the
Western, Eastern and Northern Provinces have been recognized
(Juan, 1985, p1–2; Chen, 1990, p2).
(1) The intraplate volcanism in the Western Province probably
began in early Miocene and was most active in Miocene (Chen,
1990, p35–37). The volcanism is considered to have ceased
(Chung et al., 1994, p15 –16; Chung et al., 1995, p78 –79; Chen
et al., 2016b, p128).
(2) Volcanism of the Eastern Province was active from Miocene to
Pliocene. The associated igneous rocks constitute the backbone
of the NLZA (Chen, 1990, p20–31; Chen et al., 2016b, p130).
(3) The relatively late (from late P liocene to Quaternary) and
short-lived magmatism in the Northern Province was initiated
by

the

westward

propagation

of

the

RKA

system

and

post-orogenic extension (Wang et al., 2004, p1006 –1008;
Lallemand et al., 2013, p62; Chen et al., 2016b, p130).
Although Taiwan is located in the Pacific Ring of Fire, the
volcanic areas are restricted in specific region. The probabilistic
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hazard was calculated for six volcanic centers in Taiwan ( Figure
3-12) (Konstantinou, 2014, p2659 –2660).
Generally, it will take at least 0.3 Ma ( 300 ka), respectively, for
the radiation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) to decay to natural
background of uranium deposits (NUMO, 2004, p10; IPFM, 2011,
p8). Therefore, the potential GDF site should avoid the volcanism
affecting areas with eruption potential in 0.3 Ma.
(1) The area surrounding the Tatun Volcano Group (TVG) and
Keelung Volcano Group (KVG) ( Figure 3-1-b) are considered
volcanically active.
(2) Due to the southwestward propagation of the opening of the
OT, the active volcanism (e.g., Kueishantao Island (KST) in
Figure 3-1-b) is getting closer to Yilan Plain.
(3) In the long term, the volcanism in the eastern Taiwan is
supposed to cease with the southward moving of LEAC Orogeny
(Figure 3-8-b). However, the last eruption of Hsiaolanyu Island
(Figure 3-1-b) of NLZA-E (Eastern Volcanic Chain of NLZA) is
identified to be 0.04 MaBP to 0.02 MaBP. No evidence showe d
the volcanism has completely terminated.
3.2.2. Faulting and Seismicity
Faultings usually move along the existing fault structures and
extend from underground to su rface to form the fault zones until
the tectonic setting changes. Therefore, the siting and construction
of GDF should keep away from the known active faults zones.
Both the Chi-Chi earthquake (Ms7.3) on September 21, 1999
and Fukushima earthquake (Mw9.0) on March 11, 2011 showed the
high correlation between earthquake and faulting. The technical
development in SNFDProject devoted much attention to the faulting
and earthquake information required for GDF engineering design.
The related key information incl udes:
(1) Distribution, activity, scale, and moving frequency of active
faults.
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(2) Characteristics of the seismic wave decay with distance and
depth.
(3) Possible magnitude s and characteristics of fracture movement
induced by earthquake near a GDF.
The first and second points mentioned above are site effects
that represent different characteristics in different region and
depth. The third point is site design effect that represents effects on
different site and engineering design.
(1) In the absence of a GDF candidate site in Taiwan, the site effect
cannot be discussed in this chapter. Instead, the researches of
related issue are summarized in a national point of view.
(2) Site design effect belong s to the field of engineering design and
is not the scope o f this report. The Discrete Fracture Network
(DFN) modelling of a fictitious GDF site in the SNFD2017
reference case is established by surface fracture measurements
and

gravity

and

magnetic

lineament

compilation.

The

processes, simulation cases and results are referred to TSR(1),
Appendix A (c3.9 & c3.10).
3.2.2.1. The Active Faults in Taiwan
The active fault map shown in Figure 3-9-c includes 20
Holocene active faults (type I active fault) and 13 late Pleistocene
active

faults

(type

II

active

fault)

(CGS,

2012),

excluding

questionable faults, whose existence, active age, and recurrences
have not been confirmed.
The active faults are mainly distributed in three n eotectonic
areas: the deformation front of Western Foothill (Figure 3-1-c-),
the Longitudinal Valley in East Taiwan (between Figure 3-1-c- and
), and the Northern Extensional Region (Chen et al., 2016b, p133).
Figure 3-13 shows the known structure lines of Taiwan, include
active faults (Figure 3-9-c). These information can be the useful
reference for future studies.
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3.2.2.2. Research of Fault Activity Occurrence and Characteristics
(1) Fault interseismic interval:
According to the latest resea rches on the faults in Taiwan
(Chen et al., 2003a, p15; Chen et al., 2003b, p126 -127; Chen et
al., 2004b, p111), the interseismic interval of large earthquakes
(ML >7) in the deformation front of Western Foothill (hundreds
of years; Figure 3-1-c-) seem to be longer than that in the
Longitudinal Valley in the eastern Taiwan (about a century;
between Figure 3-1-c- and ) (Chen et al., 2005b, p134).
(2) Fault seismic characterization:
To ensure the integrity of a GDF, it is crucial to make sure there
is no unknown fault in the GDF site. The soil gas analysis is an
effective method for evaluating unknown fault ( TSR(1), f3.32).
Helium, radon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide in soil, for example,
are the sensitive indicators, which can serve as a tool to point
out the distribution range of fault zone (Fu et al., 2005, p434).
On the other hand, for locating possible fault zone, grid point
survey is more feasible than cross -sectional survey (Fu et al.,
2016, submitted).
3.2.2.3. Hazardous Earthquakes in Taiwan
In Taiwan, there are several hazardous earthquakes in the past
century. Most disastrous earthquakes occurred in the western
Taiwan because (Leu, 2005, p12):
(1) The western Taiwan was developed first with dense population
and infrastructure.
(2) The earthquake hypocenters are commonly shallow in the
western Taiwan.
The western offshore islan ds are rarely damaged by earthquake
because these areas are far from plate boundary. The historical
records showed only three hazardous earthquakes, which are all
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related to the coastal fault zone of Fujian and Guangdong (Guo et
al., 2015, p248):
(1) Guangdong-Nanao offshore earthquake (M 7.0) in 1600 CE.
(2) Fujian-Quanzhou offshore earthquake (M 7.5) in 1604 CE.
(3) Guangdong-Nanao offshore earthquake (M 7.3) in 1918 CE
(Cheng et al., 2012, p432; Guo et al., 2015, p251).
3.2.2.4. Taiwan Seismic Activity Characteristics
Taiwan is a classic continental margin island formed by plate
collision. Due to its location in the Circum -Pacific seismic zone,
where over 70% global seismicity occurred, Taiwan is plagued with
frequent earthquakes (Figure 3-9-b).
(1) In the northeastern Taiwan, the northward subduction of the
PSP beneath the EAP results in concentration of frequent
seismicity in the subduction zone.
(2) In the southwestern Taiwan, the eastward subduction seismic
zone is observed due to the eastward subduction of the SCP
beneath the PSP.
The earthquakes in Taiwan are mainly distributed in the
eastern offshore, the Longitudinal Valley in East Taiwan (between
Figure 3-1-c- and ) and the deformation front of the Western
Foothill (Figure 3-1-c-).
(1) The spatial distribution of earthquake hypocenters:
In the past century, 10,710 earthquakes occurred in Taiwan
have magnitude greater than 4. The hypocenter depth can reach
to about 300 km. The characteristics of the hypocenter
distribution (Figure 3-10):
(a) The earthquakes with deeper hypocenter are mostly
located in the northeastern Taiwan.
(b) In the area southwest of Taiwan near 121°E, an east
dipping seismic zone is observed (Figure 3-9-b). However,
the seismicity is less obvious in this a rea.
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(c) In

the

western

Taiwan,

the

depths

of

earthquake

hypocenters are shallow and mainly distributed near the
fault (Figure 3-9-c).
(2) The released energy (magnitude) :
Generally speaking, Taiwan is seismic active except for the
Peikang Gravity High (PKH) and Kuanyin Gravity High (KYH;
Figure 1 1-c) area in the western Taiwan and the west side of
the Longitudinal Valley in East Taiwan (Figure 3-10-a). In the
past century, 38 earthquakes with magnitude greater than 7
occurred in Taiwan. The cumulative average magnitude is 7.16
per year (Le u, 2005, p18).
3.2.2.5. Impacts of Earthquakes on GDF
As the seismic wave propagates away from the source, the wave
energy

is

attenuated

due

to

the

geometric

spreading

and

absorption. However, when the seismic wave travels from the layer
of hard rock to loose laye r (e.g., fracture zone, weathered zone and
ground), the velocity of seismic wave are degraded, the ground
motion may be strongly amplified and the duration of shaking may
be extended. This phenomenon is called the site effect.
The peak ground a cceleration (PGA) is a commonly used
parameter for seismic design in engineering application. For a
specific area, the ratio of PGA at free surface to PGA in a specific
depth is called PGA site depth effect (PGA_SDE); PGAH_SDE stands
for the horizontal component of P GA_SDE, and PGAV_SDE stands for
the vertical component of PGA_SDE.
The observation data of borehole seismometers deployed by
Central Weather Bureau, Taiwan (CWB) and the PGA_SDE results in
recent years (Figure 3-14) showed:
(1) Both vertical and horizontal PGA_SDE are greater than 1
(PGAH_SDE and PGAV_SDE in Figure 3-14), indicating that the
PGA in free surface is larger than the PGA in a specific depth
with the ratio more than 20 times larger (Figure 3-14-c to e).
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In other words, while the ground shakes violently, there is only
a slight shaking underground.
(2) The value of PGAH_SDE is usually greater than that of
PGAV_SDE (Figure 3-14), probably due to the free space of
PGAH_SDE is wider than that of PGAV_SDE. In contrast, the
value of PGAH_S DE is constrained by the weight of rock layer.
The radioactive waste are proposed to be embedded at a d epth
of 300 m to 1000 m for a GDF with DTD concept ( Figure 3-6-a). All
transportation and disposal tunnels will be filled up after the GDF
shutting down. However, the transportation and disposal tunnels
must be kept open and stable during operation over several
decades.
(1) During

operation,

the

stability

of

disposal

tunnel

must

withstand the trial of earthquakes. The related researches
(PGAH_SDE and PGAV_SDE in Figure 3-14) showed that the
PGA_SDE is greater than 1. In other words, compared with the
facility (e.g., building) on the ground, the earthquake has less
influence on the underground facility (e.g., tunnel).
(2) Although every transportation an d disposal tunnel in GDF
should be filled and sealed up after operation, the magnitude of
earthquake -induced

movement

(slip)

on

nature

fractures

around EBS must be considered under the specific EBS design
conditions (e.g., the size of disposal tunnel and t he material
and thickness of buffer) in a specific seismic propagation
path/magnitude/distance with specific geological conditions
(e.g., characteristics of host rock, structure and fracture). The
critical slip that damages the function of EBS on containin g the
radioactive waste from the environment should be estimated.
The research of earthquake -related EBS design and evaluation
can be referred to chapter 4 in SNFD2017 report.
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3.2.3. Diapirism
Mud diapirs and mud volcanoes are mostly developed in the
southern Taiwan and offshore southwestern of Taiwan (Figure
3-15-d). Few mud volcanoes are located in the southern Coastal
Range in East Taiwan (e.g., Loushan a nd Dianguang mud volcanoes)
(Hsieh, 2000, p19).
The average heat fl ux in offshore southwest of Taiwan is about
50 mW/m2 to 70 mW/m2 . However, high heat flux (> 75 mW/m2 )
were measured at some mud diapiric intrusions in the same region
(Chen et al., 2014b, p47). CPC (CPC Corporation, Taiwan) has found
large amount of oil and natural gas from drilling in mud diapir
related to Fengshan Anticline in Kaohsiung. Under appropriate
temperature and pressure conditions, the gas -bearing fluids could
form gas hydrates in sediments.
The gases of the extensive mud diapirs and mud volcanoes in
the southwestern Taiwan are a potential alternative energy source;
however, the locations and scales of mud diapiric intrusions are
still difficult to define and predict. Considering the much unknown
mud diapirs and mud volcanoes and the mining potential of natural
gas or gas hydrate, the mudstone in SW Taiwan are currently not a
suitable host rock for GDF (detailed in TSR(1), c3.2.3).
3.2.4. Uplift, Subsidence and Denudation
Uplift, subsidence, and denudation of rocks are controlled by
tectonic

setting

and

geological

evolution.

These

long-term

geological processes may affect the disposal environment and GDF
safety. Using sea-level as the geodetic reference point:
(1) Uplift and denudation of rock body will change the distance
between the buried waste (radionuclide) and human living
environment, resulting in a decrease in isolation function of
host rock. On the contrary, subsidence and the related
sedimentation increase the distance be tween the buried waste
and human living environment.
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(2) Uplift and denudation may change groundwater flow and
chemical characteristics at the disposal depth of a GDF and
affect the stability of disposal environment.
The studies of uplift, subsidence , and denudation of rock
bodies for suitability of geological disposal are summarized as
follows (detailed in TSR(1), c3.2.4).
(1) On a time scale of decades:
(a) The results of geodetic measurements on a time scale of
decades (Figure 3-16) showed that the region in the east of
WEP is subsiding. Parts of the granites in the eastern
Taiwan are located in the east of WEP and on the trend of
subsidence.
(b) The studies of denudation rate on a time scale of decades
suggest that the overall denudation rate of Taiwan Island
is high (Dadson et al., 2003, p649 ; Derrieux et al. , 2014,
p243, f7). However, the denudation in Taiwan is basically
caused by erosion and transportation by runnin g water
and river. The landslide s generated by typhoon, storm, and
earthquake lead to fast river processes, complicating the
estimation

of

the

long -term

denudation

rate

on

a

particular rock type in Taiwan. Overall, the short -term
denudation rate in a time scale of decades is not suitable
for estimating the uplift rate of rock in the next million
years.
(2) On a time scale of thousands and tens of thousands of years:
(a) The studies of river terraces in the eastern Taiwan (Figure
3-17-b)

showed

that

rivers

closer

to

the

WEP

are

approaching gradation balance, indicating insignificant
tectonic

uplift

in

the

region,

i.e.,

a

stable

tectonic

environment in the past thousands of years.
(b) The studies of sea terraces in the eastern Taiwan south of
WEP (Figure 3-17-c) showed that sea terraces closer to the
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WEP have lower uplift rate. In the region east of WEP, no
more sea terraces are found, indicating insignificant
tectonic uplift at the area east of W EP.
(c) The dating results of paleo-landslides and mudslides on a
time scale of tens of thousands of years (Hsieh and Chyi,
2010, p1414) showed that the downcutting rate calculated
from the age of river terrace in Taiwan cannot represent
the downcutting ra te of the entire river and the crustal
uplift rate of the region.
(3) On a time scale of millions of years:
(a) The tectonic evolution in the next million years can be
reasonably

predicted

based

on

tectonic

setting

an d

geological evolution of Taiwan.
(i)

The tectonic setting of Taiwan in the next million
years is still controlled by the RKA system in the
northeast,

the

NLZA

system

in

the

south,

the

northwestward movement of the PSP and its related
LEAC Orogeny. Currently, the WEP (Figure 3-1-a) is
approximately located on the line connecting Hualien
and Zhongli.


The subduction continues east of WEP, and WEP is
moving southwestward (Figure 3-7-b-3).



The high mountain s in the eastern WEP at present
will descend to hills and eventually submerged
into the ocean.

(ii) The western offshore islands (e.g., Penghu, Matsu,
Wuchiu, and Kinmen Islands) are located on the stable
continent far from plate boundaries and structural
deformation belts. The vertical movement (uplift or
subsidence) is not significant in this region.
(b) Abundant low-temperature thermochronological result s
were available for granitic samples from the eastern
Taiwan. The ages obtained are generally young, e.g., the
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fission-track dating age of apatite ( FTD-Ap) ranges from
0.3 MaBP to 0.6 MaBP and the f ission-track dating age of of
zircon (FTD-Zrn) ranges fro m 1.2 MaBP to 2.1 MaBP.
(i)

These young age data implied that the rock body in the
eastern Taiwan went through a complex geological
processes of uplift, denudation, and cooling (Derrieux
et al., 2014, p231).

(ii) In the northeastern Taiwan, the subduction polarity
was flipped at 0.8 MaBP (Figure 3-7-b-1-D). The
orogeny, no longer subjected to collision and uplift, is
transferred to extension and subside nce like Yilan
Plain.
(c) The

old

ages

low-temperat ure

of

offshore
dating

granites

methods

derived

from

supported

the

assumption that the long -term average denudation rate of
the rock is assumed equal to the long -term average uplift
rate in the past. Based on this typical and important
assumption, the estimated uplift rate of K area is very slow
(0.01 mm/yr to 0.1 mm/yr since 76 MaBP) (detailed in
SNFD-ITRI-2015-0001-c3.4.2).
(4) One significant factor of GDF site -screening (Figure 3-6-a) is
weather the host rock is uplifting or subsiding. When uplifting
or subsidence rate difference is 1 mm/yr, the vertical distance
difference in 3 ka is only 3 m, but it will be up to 1,000 m in a
million

years.

For

estimation

of

uplift,

subsidence,

or

denudation rate ( Derrieux et al., 2014, p231 ):
(a) There are many estimation methods with very different
basis, assumption, and time scale.
(b) The overall accuracy of available estimation method s is
higher than 1 mm/yr.
3.2.5. Climatic and Sea Level Changes
The climate change effects on GDF are summarized as follows.
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(1) For the long-term climate change:
(a) The long-term climate change on a time scale of tens of
thousands of years is affected by the Earth's orbital cycles.
The cyclical changes in temperature and sea level are well
observed. The sea -level variation could be up to hundreds
of meters.
(b) The potential effects of sea -level changes on GDF inc lude
the changes of groundwater flow and chemistry, the
variation of groundwater and seawater interface, the
changes of erosion and sedimentation rates, etc. These
impacts not only influence the geological stability of
disposal environment but also the saf ety functions of MBS
of GDF on the containment and retardation of nuclides.
(2) For the short-term climate change:
(a) Climate

change

causes

extreme

abnormal

weather

conditions, such as strong fluctuation in temperature,
changes of precipitation and rainy days, and the increases
of typhoon and rainstorm, resulting in the regional
disasters such as drought, flood, landslide, and mudslide.
(b) The

short -term

climate

change

affects

hydrology,

vegetation, and slope stability around surface facilities of
GDF and must be addressed before closure of GDF.
The

surface

temperature

of

earth

is

affected

by

solar

insolation, which is controlled by the earth orbital period. From 0.9
MaBP to present, the cyclic climate change period is about 100 ka
(Naish and Kamp, 1997, p978; Naish et al., 1998, p695; Chen et al.,
2001, p1249). The global temperature variation in the period of 100
ka would control the amount of ice melting and result in dramatic
sea level fluctuation.
(1) Since 0.9 MaBP, such periodic cycle of climate change has been
constantly repeated with “warming fast cooling slowly” trend.
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(2) Currently, the climate is in a warm interglacial period and
gradually entering the next cold glacial period with a lower sea
level.
The studies of climate and sea -level changes for suitability of
geological disposal are summarized as follows (detailed in TSR(1),
c3.2.5).
(1) Since LGM (ca. 20 kaBP), the sea-level and environment
changes in Taiwan include:
(a) During LGM, the sea level was 120 m lower than what it is
today (Rohling et al., 1998, p162), and much of the
continental shelves were exposed. The floor of Taiwan
Strait was a broad land bridge that connected the margin
and interior Asia, and the shoreline moved to the south of
Penghu Islands (Figure 3-18-c). In the glacial period, the
mountain higher than 3,000 m in Taiwan was covered by
glacier althou gh Taiwan was located in the sub -tropic
zone. The sea surface temperature (SST) in South China
Sea was 3.5 ℃ to 6 ℃ lower than what it is today (Hsie h
et al., 1996, p1). In Taiwan, the temperature was 8 ℃ to 9
℃ lower, and the rainfall was only half of tod ay’s amount
(Liew, 2003, p23).
(b) After LGM, the temperature and sea level rose, and the
connection to land submerged under the sea water.
(i)

The sea level rising rate was ca. 6 m/ka from 20 kaBP
to 15 kaBP.

(ii) The sea level rising rate was ca. 10 m/ka from 15 kaBP
to 10 kaBP.
(c) About 10 ka ago, the region between Taiwan and China was
once again a strait, and the glacier in the high mountain
region mostly disappeared. Only few glacier wrappings are
left (Siame et al., 2007, p2185).
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(d) The climate was getting stable around ca. 6 ka ago, and the
global sea level had reached to the highest level about 10
m higher than what it is today (IPCC, 2013, p1146). The
plains around Taiwan were all covered by seawater, and
the shoreline was located at the front of foothills. Since 6
ka ago, there has been no significant variation in sea level,
and rivers has been eroding large amount of sediments and
depositing in the coast, gradually forming the western
Coastal Plain (CP in Figure 3-1-c).
(2) Climate change is a cyclic change of the climate system over
long periods of time. The weather changing period of 10 ka
calculated from dominant earth orbital periods by Milankovitch
is reasonable to evaluate the effects of climate change on GDF
in the next million years (Naish and Kamp, 1997, p978; Naish
et al., 1998, p695; Chen et al., 2001 b, p1249).
(3) The modern climate and sea -level changes around Taiwan :
(a) The average annual t emperature of the plains in Taiwan is
between 22 ℃ and 25 ℃. In the past one hundred years,
the rate of temperature increase of the plains in Taiwan is
between 0.01 ℃/yr and 0.014 ℃/yr, which is higher than
the global rate ( 0.006 ℃/yr).
(b) The average annual precipitation is about 2,500 mm in
Taiwan, and about 78% of the rainfall occurs in the rainy
seasons (from May to October). The dry seasons in Taiwan
is from November to February. In the past one hundred
years, the average annual precipitation has inc reased yea r
by year, but rainy days of a year has decreased indicating a
gradually increasing trend of rainfall intensity. Taking
Taipei

City

for

example,

the

increasing

rate

of

precipitation was 2.6 mm/yr and the decreasing rate of
rainy days was 0.27 day/yr, so the precipitation per rainy
days increased by about 30%.
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(c) According to the satellite altimetry data (ALT) from 1993
to 2007 (Zhan et al., 2009, p1732) :
(i)

The absolute sea-level rising rate of the Yellow Sea
(YS in Figure 3-1) was about 3.91 mm/yr.

(ii) The absolute sea-level rising rate of the East China Sea
(ECS in Figure 3-1) was about 4.28 mm/yr.
(iii) The absolute sea -level rising rate of the South China
Sea (SCS in Figure 3-1) was about 3.49 mm/yr.
The absolute sea-level rising rate of the South China Sea
showed an increasing trend. Between 1993 and 2012, the
absolute sea -level rising rate of the South China Sea was
about 5.1 mm/yr (ALT only, Cheng et al., 2014, p4335) .
(d) Different coastal areas in Taiwan have different sea -level
rising rates (up to 5 mm/yr) (0 mm/yr to 5 mm/yr)
(TSR(1), f3.59), showing an increasing trend from north to
south. If the GDF candidate site is close to the coastal area,
the regional absolute sea level measurement is needed to
evaluate the effects of recent sea -level changes on GDF.
3.2.6. Natural Resources of Taiwan
According to GDF siting factors recommended by IAEA (IAEA,
1994, c4; IAEA, 2011, aI.21 to aI.52) , the possible future human
activity and its negative effects to GDF must be considered. The
mining of natural resources is one possible human activity, which
could damage the isolation function of GDF. The discussions of
natural resources of Taiwan could provide useful reference for the
evaluation of suitability of GDF candidate site in the future.
The natural resources of Taiwan include metal deposits,
non-metal deposits, energy deposits , and groundwater resources.
Overall, the underground resources in Taiwan include shallow
groundwater (including hot spring), marble, limestone, dolomite,
serpentine, mica, quartz sand, clay , oil, and natural gas; but the
scales are rather limited (detailed in TSR(1), c3.2.6).
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3.2.7. Potential Host Rocks of Taiwan
Granite, mudstone, and Mesozoic basement rocks ( Figure 3-19)
have been considered as potential host rocks in Taiwan. Long -term
stability comparison results of these three potential host rocks are
listed in Table 3-1.
3.2.7.1. Mudstone
Mudstones are widely distributed in Taiwan, but only intact
ones in the southwestern Taiwan have been considered as the
potential host rock of GDF (Lin et al., 1991a, c5p15). The latest
studies indicated that mudstones in the southwestern Taiwan are
not suitable as a host rock candidate of GDF as granites or Mesozoic
basement rocks (detailed in TSR(1), c3.2.7.2).
(1) Although mudstones have the capacity to adsorb nuclides,
over-extraction

of

groundwater

from

numerous

civil

groundwater wells in Southwest Taiwan increases not only the
flow rate of groundwater but also the migration speed of
chemical species (e.g., nuclides) in mudstones.
(2) In the mudstone area in the southwestern Ta iwan, faults and
diapirisms are widely developed, and there is potential for oil
and natural gas exploration.
(3) The southwestern Taiwan is characterized by high uplift and
erosion rates and mudstone badlands.
(4) Shallow and disastrous earthquake s occur frequently in the
southwestern Taiwan . Natural gas reservoirs enriched with
methane and carbon dioxide are hosted in mudstone layers ;
moreover,

mud

volcanoes

erupt

along

the

major

linear

structure zones.
(5) With the ongoing LEAC Orogeny, the deformation front in
Taiwan is gradually moving southward and westward. The
westward development of thrust structures contributes to
long-term instability of mudstones in the southwestern Taiwan.
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Human and natural factors mentioned above both contribu te to
poor long-term stability of mudstones in the southwestern Taiwan.
Moreover, various shear and fracture zones are developed in
the mudstone formations in the Central Range (HR and BR in Figure
3-1-c). The steep slope, high erosion rate resulted from rainfall,
weathering, landslide and mudslide after typhoons or rainstorms all
contribute to the disadvantages of mudstones in the Central Range
as GDF host rock candida te. The mudstones in the Coastal Range (CR
in Figure 3-1c) is not recommended to be the investigation targets
due to the restrict distribution, badland topography, an d active
fault belts in the collision zone of LEAC Orogeny.
3.2.7.2. Mesozoic Basement Rocks
The Mesozoic basement rocks beneath Cenozoic sediments
located in the western offshore area and the Coastal Plain of Taiwan
Island (Figure 3-1-c) are geologically very stable. However, most
basement rocks are 1,000 m below sea level except nearby the
Huayu Island (Figure 3-1-b). From west to east, their overburden
gets thicker and over than 2,000 m to the Coastal Plain of Taiwan
Island. It is too deep for the DTD concept due to the engineering
challenge of tunnel excavation. The proposed disposal depth of DTD
concept ranges from 300 m to 1,000 m depth (detailed in TSR(1),
c3.2.7.2).
3.2.7.3. Granite
In Taiwan, granites are mainly distribut ed in two metamorphic
belts at the eastern edge of Eurasia:
(1) Near plate boundary (RKA system), outcrops in the TCMB
(Figure 3-1-b) of the eastern Central Range in Taiwan are
bounded by faults.
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(2) Outcrops in the PDMB (Figure 3-1-b) of the southeastern China
coastal area are mostly intrusive rock bodies far away from
plate boundaries.
For granitic potential host rocks in Taiwan area:
(1) Granites in the western offshore islands are all located in a
similar stable geological setting over tens of millions of years.
Their current geological environment is similar to Korea
located in the west of Japan Sea. Granites in the eastern Taiwan
are located in the contact zone of two arc -trench systems (RKA
and NLZA in Figure 3-1-a) in a geological environment similar
to Japan located in the ea st Eurasia.
(2) At present, there is no volcanism, faulting, and seismicity in the
granites

in

the

western

offshore

islands.

Although

no

significant uplift or subsidence are observed in this region,
surface landscapes and environments would be affected by the
long-term climate and sea -level changes. In the glacial period,
the sea level may be 120 m lower than what it is today (Rohling
et al., 1998, p162) . The shoreline may migrate southward about
200 km away (Figure 3-18-c). Under this circumstance:
(a) Groundwater flow and chemistry of the proposed disposal
depth could vary a lot.
(b) There would be more surface area for human habitation.
The history of ancient civilization of the southeastern
China ten thousand years ago indicates this area could be
the major habitat of the ancient Yue ethnicity.
(3) Groundwater flow may not be very sensitive to the long-term
sea level variation (could be up to 120 m), b ecause the granites
in the eastern Taiwan are located near a deep sea, the Pacific
Ocean. Moreover, the p H values of surface and groundwater for
granitic area in the eastern Taiwan are stable around 8 (Figure
3-20) (CGS, 2013a, c3p44–p48), implying the surrounding
marble has a strong chemical buffering effect on water quality.
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Granites in the eastern Taiwan are far away from the active
volcanic zone (> 1 5 km, Figure 3-12), so volcanism is not a
concern for these granites. However,
(a) Low density of seismicity is observed in granites in the
eastern Taiwan based on the underground rock body
distributions

interpreted

by

magnetic

data

inversion

(Figure 3-21) and micro -seismic observations ( Figure
3-22). More observations are needed to confirm this
unique characteristic and more studies are required to
understand the mechanism and the effects of nea rby
seismic events on the proposed disposal environment in
this quiet seismic zone.
(b) Subsidence is observed in some granites in the eastern
Taiwan. Thus, to ensure the suitability of a proposed GDF,
it is crucial to determine if the effect of subsidence on the
disposal

environment

could

be

properly

handled

by

engineering design and the safety assessment could be
properly evaluated.
3.2.7.4. Summary
Long-term stability comparison results of the three potential
host rocks, granites, mudstones, and the Mesozoic bas ement rocks
(Table 3-1 and Figure 3-23) are:
(1) In the mudstone area in the southwestern Taiwan, faults and
diapirisms are widely developed and there is potential for oil
and

natural

gas

exploration.

In

short,

scientifically,

the

mudstone in the southwestern Taiwan is not a candidate for
GDF site.
(2) The Mesozoic basement rocks distributed in the western
offshore area and the Coastal Plain of Taiwan Island are located
in a stable geological environment. Unfortunately, except the
area nearby Huayu Island, the rest basement rocks are too deep
for the DTD concept due to the engineering challenge of tunnel
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excavation. Most Mesozoic basement rocks are more than 2,000
m deep under the Coastal Plain, and more than 1,000 m deep
under the western offshore area (Taiwan Strait).
(3) The geological evolutions for granites in the eastern Taiwan
Island and in the western offshore islands indicate some
granite bodies in both regions stay in a stable tectonic setting
for at least a million years. Their characteristics are accessible,
and their long-term evolution is predictable. Besides the Dalun
Granite located in a geothermal field of the southeastern
Taiwan, so far, no scientific and fatal weakness has been found
regarding natural factors such as v olcanism, faulting, uplifting,
natural resources, etc., in these granites (Figure 3-23). In
short, all granite bodies in Taiwan, except Dalun Granite, are
scientific potential candidates for GDF sites.
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Chen and Shen (2005, p333)

Konstantinou (2014, p9/19)

Chen and Shen (2005)[Chen, C.W. and Shen, J.J.S. (2005), A refined historical record of volcanic eruptions around Taiwan: Tectonic implications in the arc-continent collision area, Terrestrial, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, Vol. 16, No.
2, pp. 331–343.]
Konstantinou (2014)[Konstantinou, K.I. (2014), Potential for future eruptive activity in Taiwan and vulnerability to volcanic hazards, Natural Hazards, Vol. 75(3), pp. 2653–2671, DOI 10.1007/s11069-014-1453-4.]

Figure 3-12: The distribution and eruption probability for volcanoes in Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e l oca t io ns of his to ric a l vol c a n i c er u pt io ns of fsh or e Ta i wa n ( Ch en a n d S h e n, 2 00 5,
p3 33 ):

Ab b r ev ia t io n :

H: Hs ia ol a n y u Isl a nd

I: I ri mo t e Isl a nd

KS T : Ku e isha n ta o Isl a n d

N TV Z : N o r th e rn Ta i wa n V ol ca nic Z on e

O T: Ok i na wa T ro ug h

QR VF : Q ua t e r na ry R y u k yu V ol ca nic F ro n t

TV G: Ta tu n V ol c a nic G r ou p

Y: Yo na gu ni I sl a n d

Th e ca ta l og nu m b e rs o f su b ma ri n e v ol ca n ic e r up ti on s ( Si mk in a n d Si e b e rt , 19 94 ) :

Th e e ru pt io n nu m b e r of 080 1- 0 3, - 04 , - 0 5 a nd 80 2 - 0 1 w er e doc u m e nt e d i n na u tica l
l ogs a nd a l l ha v e b e e n c on f ir m e d.

Th e e ru pt io n nu m b e r o f 0 80 1 - 0 2 wa s r ec or d ed i n na ut ica l l o g s bu t ca nn o t b e
con f ir m e d.
(b)
Th e p r o ba bil ist ic ha za rd c a l c ul a t io ns f o r ea c h v ol ca nic c e nt e r i n T a iwa n ( Ko ns ta nt in ou ,
201 4, p9/ 19 ) :

T: t h e r e pos e in t e rva l of t h e l a s t er u pt io n ( y e a rs )

P: th e p r o ba bil i ty of exc e e da nc e of th e r e p os e i nt e rv a l T

H: th e ha za rd ra t e ( ti m e s/yr )

σ: th e sta n da r d er r o r

Ba sica l l y , t h e l a rg e r va l ue of T, t he s ma l l e r va l ue of P a n d va l u e o f H .

Th e r ec e n t r es ea rc h s ho w ed t ha t th e t im e o f t h e l a t est e ru pt io n o f TV G ( T ) i s pr o ba bl y
much y ou n g e r ( 1, 370 y r ) (Z el l m e r et a l . , 20 15 , p1 75 ) .
 Th e d e fi ni ti o n of a c t iv e vol c a n o is a n i nt e r na l c o ns e nsus . Th e d e fi ni ti o n us ed a nd it s
disa dva n ta g es i nc l ud e ( So n g, 2 01 3, p 75– 76 ) :

Vol ca n o w it h his to r ic a l er u pt io n r e co rd s ( S mi ths on ia n, 1 98 9 ):
Th e w r it t e n his to ry i s q ui e t sho r t. T h e i nt e rva l o f e r up ti o n c oul d be fr o m s e v era l to a
mil l io n y ea rs. Th e r e fo r e, i t is i ns uf fi ci e nt a nd in co r r ect to us e t he h ist o rica l e ru pt i on
r eco r ds t o d e fi n e vol c a nis m a c t iv it y.

Vol ca n o e r up t ed i n th e l a st 2, 00 0 y ea rs ( Ara m a k i, 1 99 1, p 26 4 ):
Ara ma k i ( 19 91 , p2 64 ) in G eol og ica l Su rv e y of Ja pa n ca l cul a t e d t h e e ru pt io n f r e qu e ncy o f
vol ca no e s i n Ja pa n a nd th e e ru pt io n i n t e rva l o f ea ch v ol ca no . H e d ef i n ed th e a c ti v e vol ca n o
is a v ol ca no tha t e ru p t s a t l ea s t o nc e i n 2 ,00 0 y ea r s .

Vol ca n o e r up t ed a t l ea s t o nc e i n th e l a s t 5, 00 0 y rs t o 10 ,0 00 y rs ( Sza k a cs, 19 94 , p 32 1 ) :

In 1 99 4 , t h e In t e r na t i ona l As soc ia t io n o f V o l ca nol o gy a n d Ch e mis t ry o f th e Ea r th's
In t e ri or (I AVC EI ) bo r r ow e d Ja pa n ’s ex p e ri e n ce t o d ev el o p th e em p ir ica l d e fi ni ti o n ,
wh ic h d e fi n ed t h e a c ti ve v ol ca no a s a vol ca n o t ha t e ru pt e d a t l ea s t o nc e i n th e l a s t
5,0 00 y rs to 1 0, 00 0 yr s .

Ho w ev e r , th is k i n d o f d ef in it i on is t o o si m pl i fi e d t o cl ea rl y d e fi n e v ol ca n ic a c tiv i t i es .
Ma ny vol c a n o es tha t e r up t ed in th e pa s t 1 0, 00 0 y ea rs bu t ca nn o t b e r ec og ni z ed du e to
fa st w ea t h er i ng .

F or exa m pl e, th e e ru pt io n of M t. P i na tu b o i n th e Ph il i p pi n es i n 19 9 1 pr o duc ed l a rg e
a mo un ts o f v ol c a nic a s h a n d py r ocl a st ics a nd b eca m e th e Ea r th ’s l a rg es t e ru pt io n i n
tha t t e n y ea rs . H o w ev e r, M t . P i na tu b o i s l oca t e d i n t h e t r op ic wi th a bu n da nt ty ph oo ns
a nd ra i n fa l l s; thu s, t h e v ol ca nic a s h a n d py r ocl a st ic f r om 19 91 e ru pt io n ha v e b e en
a l mos t a l l e r od e d a wa y . T h er e f or e , i t is i ns uff ic i en t t o d e fi n e a n a ctiv e vol ca n o b y
usi ng a t l a s t o n e e ru pt i on r ec or d i n th e pa s t 1 0,0 00 y ea rs .

Vol ca n o w it h ma g ma c h a m b er u n d e rg r ou nd ( S za k a cs, 1 99 4 , p 32 4 ):

Th e d ef i ni ti o n p r op os e d by I n t e rna t io na l As so cia t io n of V ol ca nol ogy a nd Ch e mis t ry of
th e Ea rth 's I nt e ri o r ( IA VCEI ) in 19 94.

Ph e no m e nol og ic a l d e fi ni ti o n s ta t es tha t a n a ctiv e v ol ca no i s a v ol c a no wi th ma g ma
cha m b e r u nd e r gr ou n d d et ec t ed by sc i en ti f ic m et ho ds.
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Modified from Chen et al., (2016b, p6 & p144)[Chen, W.S., Yu, H.S., Yui, T.F., Chung, S.L., Lin, C.H., Lin, C.W., Yu, N.T., Wu, Y.M., and Wang, K.L. (2016)][In Chinese: 陳文山、俞何興、俞震甫、鍾孫霖、林正洪、林啟文、游能悌、吳逸民、
王國龍(2016)，臺灣地質概論，中華民國地質學會出版，共204頁。]

Figure 3-13: Known structures of Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n :
 E xcl u d e th e W EP ( bl u e s ol i d l i n e ), th is fi gu r e il l us tra t es k n o w n a ctiv e fa ul ts a n d i mp o r ta n t
str uct u r e l i n es i n Ta i w a n.
 Th e g e ol o gica l st r uc t ur e pa r ti ti on s w e r e di vi d e d in to di ff e r e nt col o r bl o ck s i n ba s e ma p ( Ch e n
e t a l ., 2 01 6 b, p 6, f1. 1 ).
 Th e o ff sho r e s tr uc t u r e l in es ( C h en e t a l ., 2 01 6 b, p1 44 , f1 0. 2 ).
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(a)

(c)

PGAH_SAF

3.8

PGAV_SAF

2.8

PGAH_SAF

2.1

PGAV_SAF

1.9

PGAH_SAF

20

PGAV_SAF

9

(d)

(b)
(e)

Figure 3-14: Borehole seismic observation stations and example of PGA site depth effect

An n ota ti o n :
(a )
CW B do w nh ol e s eis m o m et e r i ns ta l l a t io n l oca ti on :

Si nc e 20 08 , C WB ha s p ro mo t ed th e e sta bl ish m en t of do w nh ol e s e is mic o bs e rva t i on
sta t io ns to i mp r ov e t he q ua l i ty of s e is mic o bs e rva t io n si gna l s a nd th e o bs e rva ti o n
ca pa bil it y of s ma l l l oc a l ea r th q ua k es.

CW B is e x p ec t e d to b ui l d 7 0 d o w nhol e s eis m i c s ta t i on s i n Ta i wa n , w ith a d e pt h a bo ut 30 0
m. By 20 16, a b ou t 45 s ta t io ns ha ve b e e n esta bl i sh ed .
(b)
Ins ta l l a t io n o f th e C WB d ow n hol e s eis mo m e t e r: th r e e s eis mi c i ns t ru m e nts a r e i ns ta l l ed a t
ea ch do w nh ol e s eis mic sta t io n , i nc l u di ng :

T wo F o rc e Ba l a nc e A c c el e ro m e t er s (F BA ) a r e i nst a l l e d o n t h e g r ou nd su r fa c e a n d
do w nh ol e.

A B r oa d - ba n d (B B ) v el oc i ty s eis m om e t e r l oca t ed a t th e b o tt om of t h e w el l .
(c )
Cha n g es o f PG AH a nd P GAV wi th d e pt h a t W K sta t io ns :

Th e W K o bs e rva ti o n s t a ti on wa s bu il t o n a l l u viu m.

PGA H_ SDE 3 .8

PGA V_ SDE 2 .8
(d )
Si t e e ff e c t r eg r ess io n o f PGA H a nd P GA V a t N N SH (N a nsha n ) sta ti o n:

Th e b ed r oc k o f N N S H o bs e rva ti o n sta ti o n is sl a t e - be a r i ng m eta mo r ph ic sa n ds to n e.

PGA H_ SDE 2 .1

PGA V_ SDE 1.9
(e)
Si t e e ff e c t r eg r ess io n o f PGA H a nd P GA V a t L A Y ( L a n yu ) sta ti o n:

Th e b ed r oc k o f th e L A Y o bs e rva t io n sta ti o n is a nd e si t e.

PGA H_ SDE 2 0

PGA V_ SDE 9
 Sy m bol s a nd D ef in it i on s:
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PGA: P ea k G ro un d Ac c e l e ra t io n
PGA H: H o riz o nta l P ea k Gr ou nd Acc el e ra ti o n
PGA V: V e r tic a l P ea k Gr ou nd Ac c el e ra ti o n
PGA H_ SDE : Th e s i te d e pt h ef f ec t o f ho r izo n ta l p ea k g ro un d a c c el e ra t io n ( PGA H ). T h e ra t io
of t h e s u rfa c e PGA a nd do w nh ol e ma xi mu m PG A du ri n g ea r th qua k e .
PGA V_ SDE : Th e si t e d e pt h e ff ec t of v e rt ica l p ea k g ro u nd a cc el er a t io n ( PGA V ). Th e ra ti o of
th e su rfa c e PGA a nd do w nh ol e ma xi mu m PG A du ri n g ea r th qua k e .
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(c)

(a)

(d)
Taiwan

Kopf (2002, p5)

Chen et al. (2014b, p31)

(b)

(f)

(e)

(g)

Kopf (2002, p6)

Chen et al. (2014b)[Chen, S.C., Hsu, S.K., Wang, Y.S., Chung, S.H., Chen, P.C., Tsai, C.H., Liu, C.S., Lin, H.S., Lee, Y.W. (2014), Distribution and characters of the
mud diapirs and mud volcanoes off southwest Taiwan, Journal of Asian Earth Sciences, Vol. 92, pp. 201–214.]
Kopf (2002)[Kopf, A.J. (2002), Significance of mud volcanism, Review of Geophysics, Vol. 40(2), pp1-52.]

Chen et al. (2014c, p202&p205&p207&p212)

Figure 3-15: Mud diapirs and mud volcanoes in the southwestern Taiwan

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m of mu d dia p ir a nd s u bma r in e mu d vol ca n o es ( Ch e n et a l . , 20 14 b , p3 1 ).
F l uid s ou rc es f o r ov e r- pr e ssu ri n g a n d m ud ex tr usi o n:
(1 ) Po r e fl ui d e x pul s io n f r om c om pa c ti on
(2 ) Bio g e nic m etha n e fr o m d e g ra da ti o n of or ga nic ma tt e r
(3 ) L a t era l fl ui d t hr ou gh st ra t ig ra ph ic ho r izo ns or fa ul t z on e s
(4 ) F l uid mi g ra t io n a l o n g d e e p s e a t e d th rus ts
(5 ) Th e r mo g en ic m e tha n e a nd h ig h e r hyd r oca r bo ns
(6 ) F l uid s f ro m m i n era l d e hyd ra ti on ( opa l , sm ec ti t e)
(7 ) Hyd r ot h er ma l fl ui ds, a l t era ti o n o f c r usta l rock
(8 ) F l uid e xp ul si o n f ro m i n t er na l d e f or ma ti on w it hi n th e d ia pi ric i nt rus i on
(b)
Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra ms o f a c o n e- s ha p e d m ud v ol ca n o ( Ko p f, 2 00 2, p6 ).
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(a)

(b)

Ching et al. (2011, p7/16)

Ching et al. (2011)[Ching, K.E., Hsieh, M.L., Johnson, K.M., Chen, K.H., Rau, R.J., and Yang, M. (2011), Modern vertical deformation rates and mountain building in Taiwan from precise leveling and continuous GPS
observations, 2000–2008, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 116, B08406, doi:10.1029/2011JB008242, pp 1-16.]

(c)

(d)
HGC4 station

HGC1 station

HGC2 station

5m

HGC3 station

2m

(b)
HGC1

HGC1
HGC4
HGC2

HGC4

HGC3
HGC2
HGC3

56m

75.5m

Figure 3-16: Leveling measurement and continuous GPS monitoring results of Taiwan Island and the
eastern Taiwan granite area
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An n ota ti o n:
(a ) Mod e r n T a i wa n v e rt ic a l v el o c i ty f i el d r esul ts fr o m l e v el i ng m ea su r e m e nts (Ch i ng et a l . , 2 0 11 ,
p7/ 16 ) .

Th e da ta c o ns ist of 1 84 3 po i nts of pr ec is e l ev e l in g su rv ey .
( b ) Th e v e rt ica l v el o c i ty f i el d of Ta i wa n by co n ti n uous G P S o bs e rva ti o n.

Da ta so u rc e: G PSL AB w e b si t e, UR L h tt p: //g ps .ea r th .si nca . edu .t w .

Ti m e p e r io d: f r om Ja n u a ry 1 , 19 94 to Ja n e 30 , 2 01 5.

Sta ti o ns c ov e ra g e : 1 18 °E t o 1 22 .5 °E, 21 °N t o 2 7 °N , co n ti nu ou s o bs e r va t io n s ta t io ns wi th a t
l ea s t 5 y ea rs o f r ec o rds w er e s el ec t ed .

N um b e r o f s ta ti on s : 4 6 4 ( in c l ud i ng 4 s ta t io ns of I TR I )

Upl i f t/su bs id e nc e r esu l ts a r e c a l cul a t e d b y i nv e rs e d ista nc e w ei ght in g ( ID W ) o f Arc Ma p .
Su bs id e nc e a r ea s a r e i n g r eysc a l e , a n d th e u p l if t a r ea s a r e i n y el l o w to r ed col o r sca l e.
 F igu r e ( a ) a n d F i gu r e ( b ) sh ow e d tha t m os t coa sta l a r ea s o f Ta i wa n a r e s ub si d ed , e xc e pt t h e
sou th ea s t er n c oa sta l a r ea .
(c ) Th e o bj ec ti v es a n d s p e c if ic a t io ns o f c on ti n uo us G PS sta ti o ns bu il t i n th e ea s t e r n Ta i wa n gra ni t e
a r ea :

O bj ec ti v es : D i r ec t a nd c on t in uo us o bs e rva ti o ns o f r ock bo dy u pl i ft a nd s u bsi d e nc e.

Sp ec if ica ti o ns : a nt e n na p il es i n d e e p be d ro ck :

HGC1 l oc a t e d i n H e pi n g G ra n it e .

HGC2 l oc a t e d i n Ka na g a n G ra n it e .

HGC 3 l oc a t e d i n Ka na g a n G ra n it e .

HGC 4 l oc a t e d i n ma r bl e .
(d ) GP S da ta p roc es si ng a n d r es ul ts :

Th e c oo r di na t e sy st e m f ra m e is ITR F 20 0 8 (I nt e r na ti on a l T e r r es tr i a l R e f e r en c e ) , a n d t h e
r ef e r e nc e is ba s e d o n t he KM N M tra ck i ng s ta t i on (M i nis t ry o f th e I n t e ri o r, M OI ) .

Ta bl e A l ist s th e ro bu st f it ti n g of G P S o bs e rva t io n r e sul t s :

HGC1 h o ri zo n ta l dis pl a c e m e nt is in SE d i r ect i on .

HGC2 h o ri zo n ta l dis pl a c e m e nt is to wa rd S.

HGC 3 h o ri zo n ta l dis pl a c e m e nt is in S W d ir e ct i on .

HGC4 h o ri zo n ta l dis pl a c e m e nt is in SE d i r ect i on .

HGC1 to HGC4 a l l sh o w e d s ig n if ica nt su b si d en ce t r e nd .
(e)
R es ul ts o f l ev el i n g m ea sur e m e nt in th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra n it e a r ea .
Ta bl e A : T h e v el oc it y v a ria ti o ns a n a l yz e d b y r o bus t fi tt i ng f r o m c o nt i nu ous G P S o bs e rva ti on s

Station ID
HGC1
HGC2
HGC3
HGC4

N (cm/yr)

E (cm/yr)

-0.4
-0.9
-0.7
-0.9

0.6
0.0
-0.2
1.3

U (cm/yr)
-0.3
-1.0
-0.8
-0.8

Horizontal velocity
(cm/yr)
0.7
0.9
0.7
1.6

R e ma rk 1: Da ta o f HG C1- 3 wa s c ol l ec t ed f ro m Au gus t 20 11 to F e b rua ry 201 6; D a ta o f H GC 4 wa s
col l ect e d f ro m Ja n ua ry 201 4 t o F e b r ua r y 20 16 .
R e ma rk 2 : T h e sl o p e of th e r o bus t f it ti n g c a n b e r ega r d ed a s t h e va r ia t io n of th e v el oc ity f ro m
con t in uo us GP S o bs e r v a ti on s.
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(a)

(3)

(4)

Log (S), S= slope

(1)

(2)

(b)
.

;

Log (A), A= area
.

Log (S), S= slope

;

Log (A), A= area

(5)
E

(6)

Chen (2013, p91)

Chen (2013, p30)

(c)

Chen (2013)[In Chinese: 陳奕維(2013)，由河川陡峭度指標探討台灣中央山脈東翼之構
造活動特性，台灣大學，地質科學研究所，碩士論文。]

(d)

Hsieh and Rau (2009, p604)

Hsieh et al. (2004, p63)

(1)
(Hsieh et al., 2004)[Hsieh, M.L., Liew, P.M., and Hsu,
M.Y. (2004), Holocene tectonic uplift on the Huatung coast, eastern Taiwan, Quaternary
International, Vol. 115-116, pp. 47-70.]

(2)

(3)

Hsieh and Rau (2009)[Hsieh, M.L. and Rau, R.J. (2009), Late Holocene coseismic uplift on the Hua-tung Coast, eastern
Taiwan: evidence from mass mortality of intertidal organisms, Tectonophysics, Vol. 474, pp. 595–609.]

Figure 3-17: Studies of river terrace and sea terrace in the eastern Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
K nick po i nt ty p es, spa tia l dis t ri bu ti o n pa t t e r ns, a n d cha n n el st e e p n ess i n d ex of r iv e r
mo r ph ol o gy.

Ty p es o f c ha n nel k n ic k po i nts : v er tic a l - st e p a n d sl o p - br ea k .

Dia gra ms (1 ) a n d ( 2 ) sh ow v e rt ica l - s t ep k nick p oi n ts i n cha n n el p r of il e, a n d its
cor r es p on d in g da ta pa tt e r n i n Sl o p e - A r ea ( S A) pl o t, sh o wi n g k nick po i nts a pp e a r in
r es po ns e t o c ha ng e s i n r el a t iv e ba s e l ev el o f e ro si on .

Dia gra ms ( 3 ) a n d (4 ) sho w sl o p - b r ea k k ni ck po i nts i n a cha n n el p ro fil e , a n d i ts
cor r es p on d in g da ta pa t t er n i n th e SA pl ot, sh o wi n g k nick po i nts a p p e a r i n r es po ns e to
cha n g es i n u pl i ft ra t es .

Spa tia l dis t ri bu ti o n o f c ha n n el k nick po i nt s:

Dia gra m ( 5 ) p r es e n ts k n ick p oi n ts fo r m ed by t ec to n ic p e rtu r b a ti on , a n d t h es e
k nic k p oi n ts m ig ra t ed u pst r ea m wi th t im e ; th e r ef o r e, no s pa tia l a l i g n m e nt o n s p ec if ic
or i e nta ti o n.

Dia gra m (6 ) p r es e n ts k nic k p oi n ts tha t a r e r e l a t ed t o l i tho l o gy, s o t he dis t ri bu ti o n o f
k nic k p oi n ts w oul d pa r a l l el t o b ou n da r i es o f r ock u ni ts.

R iv e r s t e e p n ess i nd e x ( k sn ):

Th e l on gi tu di na l ri v e r pr o fil es of b e d rock c h a n n el ca n b e d e scr i b e d b y F l i n t’ s l a w
( Wh i ppl e , 20 04 , p 15 9 ) ; l oc a l cha n n el sl o p e ( S ) is r el a t e d t o up st r e a m d ra i na g e a r ea
(A ) a nd c a n be e xp r es s e d a s : S k s A θ, wh e r e

S is t h e c ha n n el sl op e o f l o ng it ud ina l ri v er p ro fil es;

A i s th e c o n t ri bu ti n g d ra i na g e a r ea ;

k s is t he c ha n n el s t e ep n ess i n d ex ;

θ is t he c o nc a v ity in d e x o f r iv e r p r of il es.

Th e c ha n n el s t e ep n es s in d e x is d et e r mi n e d b y bo th u pl if t ra t e a nd e r osi o na l
co ef fic i e nt; a c c o rd i ngl y, th e i n d ex is us e d to r efl ec t r e gi o na l r el a ti v e u pl i ft .

Th e c ha n n el s t e ep n es s in d e x ca n b e ca l cul a t e d fr o m l i n ea r r eg r ess io n of l og S vs l og A
in th e SA pl o t:

Co nt ri b ut i ng d ra i na g e a r ea ( A ) is h or iz on ta l ( x ) a xi s (L og no r ma l i z e d ) ;

Cha n n el sl op e ( S) is v e rt ica l (y ) a x is (L og n or ma l iz e d );

In th e S A pl ot , sl o ps o f l i n ea r r e gr e ssi o n a r e t h e co nca v it y i n d ex ( θ) ; y - i nt e rc e pt s is
th e c ha n n el s t e e pn e ss i nd e x.

Th e c ha n n el st e e p n ess in d e x ( k s ) is d e r iv e d f ro m th e S A pl ot f o r ea c h ri v er ba s i n. F o r
com pa ris o n o f va ri ous ri v er ba s i ns, a re f e r e n ce ( θref ) o f 0. 45 i s us ed to no r ma l iz e th e
k s to o bta i n a no r ma l i z e d c ha nn el s t e ep n ess in d ex ( k sn ).
(b)
N e ot ec to n ic i m pl ic a t i o n of r iv e r cha n n el s t e e p n ess i n d ex i n th e ea s t e r n fl a nk of th e C e nt ra l
R a ng e in Ta i wa n:

F igu r es a nd in f or ma ti o n a r e fr o m Ch e n ( 20 13 , p 91 ) .

T w en ty r e pr e s en ta t iv e m a j or r iv e rs w e r e s el ec t ed i n th e f i gu r e. Ba s e d o n th e
cha ra c t e ris tic s o f k n i c k po i nt , th e k sn va l u es of tr u nk w e r e d er iv e d f ro m ea ch r iv e r
se gm e n t s e pa ra t e d b y k n ic k po i nts . Th e i nc r ea si n g a n d d ec r ea si n g of k sn va l u es a r e
in dica t e d by r ed a nd gr e e n c ol o r sca l e . Acc or di n gl y, th e 20 ri ve r b a si ns f r om s out h to
no r th co ul d b e d ivi d e d in to 6 g ro ups , r es p ec ti vel y:

Gr ou p 1: L uy e R i v e r, Da na n R iv e r, Z hi b e n R iv e r, Ta i ma l i R iv e r, J i nl u n R iv e r, Da jh u
R iv e r, Da w u R i ve r , a n d A nsh uo R iv e r. Th e k n i ck po i nts do n ot c o rr es po n d t o l it hol og y.
Th e u pl i ft ra t es a r e i n e qu il i b ri um w ith e ro si on ra t e .

Gr ou p 2: S in w ul yu R iv e r a nd Da l u n R iv e r. Th e k nick p oi n ts a l so d o no t c or r es p on d to
l ith ol o gy . Th e u pl i ft r a t es a r e i n e qu il i b ri u m wi th er os io n ra t e; ho w ev e r, t h e k sn
va l u es o f G ro up 2 a r e h ig h er tha n t ha t of G ro up 1, in di ca t in g t h e u pl i ft ra t es a r e
hig h er in th G ro up 2 .

Gr ou p 3: F e ng pi n g R iv e r, L el e R iv e r , a n d Ch i ng shu i R iv e r. G r ou p 5: L i wu R iv e r a n d
Mug ua R i v e r. Gr ou p 3 a nd G ro up 5 ha v e th e hig h est k sn va l u es a n d, t hus, th e h igh es t
upl i f t ra t es; h o w ev e r , th e d i ff e r e nt dis t ri bu ti o ns a nd pa t t e rn s o f k nick p oi nt s
in dic a t e d di ff e r e n t upl i ft m e cha nis m:

M o r e k n ic k p o in ts a r e o bs e rv e d i n G ro u p 3, i nd ica ti ng tha t th e r iv e rs w e r e
upl i f t ed b y fa ul t a c t iv it ie s t ha t p r odu c ed his to ry o f t h e riv e r cha n n el e qu il i b ri um .

F e w e r k n ic k po i nts of g ro up 5 i nd ica t e d u pl i ft is r el a t ed to s om e s t ea dy p r oc ess es
of c rus ta l sc a l e; ho w e v e r, t h e e xa c t m echa n is ms n e e ds f ur th e r st ud i es .

Gr ou p 4: S ho uf e ng R iv e r a n d W a nl i R iv e r . G r ou p 4 r iv e rs a r e l oca t e d b e tw e e n t w o hi gh
upl i f t ra t e a r ea s . M o st d is ti nc tiv e f ea tu r e i n t h e riv e r c ha nn e l p ro fil es is th e
a nt i- k nic k p oi n t, wh ic h is r el a t e d t o d ec r ea s in g u pl i ft ra t es (Ba l d wi n e t a l . , 2 00 3 ,
p2 15 8 ).
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Th e r iv e rs i n g r ou p 4 a r e l oca t e d i n t h e n e ot ec to n ic d o ma i n o f wa n in g c ol l is io n
pos tul a t ed by Shy u e t a l . (2 00 5 b, p1 72 ) , in dica ti n g t h es e a nt i - k n ick p oi n ts in
ri v er s of gr ou p 4 w er e g en e ra t ed d u e t o c ha ng es o f t ec to n ic st r ess .

Gr ou p 6: N a na oB e i R iv e r, N a na o N a n R i v er , a n d H ep i ng R i v er . Th e k n ick p oi n ts a r e no t
t ect o nic - r el a t e d, a nd k sn va l u es a r e th e l o w es t, i nd ica t i ng d ec r ea s i ng u pl i ft ra t e.
Ho w ev e r , th es e ri v er s a r e sh or t e r a n d ha v e r e a ch gr a da ti o n, so n o a n ti - k nic k p oi n t l ik e
in G r ou p 4 wa s o bs e rv e d.

Co rr e sp o nd i ng t o th e n eo t ec to ni c do ma i ns o f Ta i wa n p r op os e d b y S hyu et a l . (2 00 5 b,
p1 72 ), t h e t hr e e da s h e d l i n es sh ow bo un da ri es o f t h e ma j or t ec to n i c do ma in s, w hich a r e
th e Ea rl y Col l isi o n, t h e F ul l / M a tu r e C ol l is io n , th e Wa ni ng C ol l is io n , a nd th e P os t - Col l isi o n.
(c )
Da t in g r esul ts o f ma ri n e t er ra c e s a n d c or r es po n di ng s ea - l ev el cha n g es a r e us e d t o
c a l cul a t e Hol oc e n e u pl if t pa tt e r n a nd ra t es of Hua - Tu n g Coa s ta l R a ng e ; u pl i ft b ou n da r i e s a r e
ma rk ed a s A a n d C (Hs i eh e t a l . , 2 00 4, p 63 ) .

Th e r e q ui r ed i n fo r ma t i on o f g e ol o gica l evi d e n ces f o r e s ti ma t i ng m ea n upl if t ra t es o r m ea n
sub si d en c e ra t es o f a roc k bo dy fr o m a p a rt icul a r p o in t i n t im e t o th e p r es e nt is
sum ma riz e d a s f ol l o ws (H si eh , 2 0 05 , p p4 7 – 5 8) :

Th e a g es of t h e g eol o gi c a l ev id e nc e;

Th e r el a ti ve pos it io n of g e ol o gica l e vi d e nc e to pa l e o - s ea l e v el s a t th e t im e tha t th e
g eol og ic a l e vi d e nc e wa s f o rm e d.

Th e di ff e r e nc e b e tw e e n t h e pr e se n t s ea l e v el a n d th e pa l e o - s ea l ev e l a t t h e t im e tha t
th e g e ol o gic a l ev id e nc e wa s f or m e d.

Th e p r es e n t el e va t io n of t h e g eol og ica l ev id e nc e.

O n fo r ma t i on a g es o f g e ol o gic a l ev id e nc e :

If th e g eo l og ic a l e vi d e nc e is ca r b on - c o nta i ni ng f oss il o r ga nis ms, ra di oca rb o n iso to p ic
da t in g c a n b e us e d t o e sti ma t e th e d ea d a g es o f th e f oss il s.

If t h e g eo l og ic a l ev id e nc e is u ra n iu m - co n ta in i ng foss il o r ga n is ms , ura n iu m - s e ri es
iso to pi c da t i ng i s a p pl i c a bl e.

O n p osi ti o n fo r t h e pa l e o - s ea l e v el s:

Coa st a l fos sil s l i v ed b e tw e e n h ig h a n d l o w ti d e l i n es , s uch a s ba r na cl es , oys t e rs ,
b or i ng sh el l s , c oa s ta l ma rsh es ( e. g., ma ng r ov es ), e tc. , a r e us e d t o l o ca t e th e pa l e o - s ea
l ev el s . T h e e r ro r ra ng e s a r e a bl e t o b e d et e r m in e d by t ida l ra n g es .

In c oa sta l f o r ma t io ns , d ep osi ti o na l s e qu e nc es a nd cha ra c t er is tics a n d d ril l e d c o r es
tha t c o nta in d ep os it io n a l r el a ti o ns i n ma r i n e t e r ra c es co r r el a t e d t o t he i r
pa l eo- e nv i ro n m e nts , su c h a s i n a l a g oo n o r a t i da l - fl a t s e t ti ng or c oa s ta l ma rsh es ca n
b e us e d to l oc a t e th e p a l e o - s ea - l ev el p os it io n s.

O n th e d if f e r e nc e b e t w e e n pa l e o - s ea a n d p r es e nt - s ea - l e v el el e va t io n :

S ea l e v el va ria ti o n r ec or ds o v e r pa s t 1 00 k a BP a r e ma inl y ba s ed o n st ud i es o f co ra l
t er ra c es i n Pa p ua N e w G ui n ea a n d si mul a t io ns o n s ea - l ev el r is e a n d fa l l cycl ed
b et w e e n gl a c ia l a n d i n t e rgl a c ia l p e ri o ds. F or e xa m pl e:

Th e di ff e r e nc e b e t w e en th e p r es e nt s ea l ev el a nd th e pa l e o - s ea l ev el a t 2 Ma d o es
no t exc e e d 2 00 m ( Hsi e h, 20 05 , p p4 7 – 5 8 );

Th e pa l e o - s ea l ev el a t 18 k a B P is p r o ba bl y 1 2 0 l o w er tha n th e pr e s e nt s ea l ev el .

Ab ou t 6 k a BP , s ea l ev e l ra p idl y ros e . T h e s tu di es o f P e ng hu a r ea in dica t ed t ha t
hig h est Hol oc e n e s ea l ev el wa s 2 .3 m hi gh e r t ha n th e p r es en t s ea l ev el (C he n ,
199 3, p1 44 ) .

Ab ov e is th e ba s ic i n f or ma ti o n t ha t ca n b e use d to st udy th e s ea - l ev el c ha ng es i n
Ta i wa n. Th e el eva ti o ns c a n h el p c o nt rol th e l oca t io n o f h igh a n d l o w p osi t io ns o f s ea
l ev el s , b ut th e va ria ti o n d e ta il s o f t h e s ea - l e v el cha ng e s a r e no t k n o w n.

In Ta i wa n, t h e un c er ta i nt y of s ea - l ev el di ff e r e nc e i n th e i n t e rva l o f 1 0,0 00 y ea rs is no t
sig ni f ic a n t i n th e a r ea of fa s t u pl if t a nd su bs i d enc e ( ± 10 m er r o r di vid e d b y 3 0, 00 0
yea rs e qua l s ± 0. 33 m m / y ea r ) (H si eh , 20 05 , pp 47– 58 ) .
(d )
Dis tr i bu ti o n a nd ra di o c a r bo n a g es of a l l u via l fa n s a nd fa n d el ta s a l on g t h e co a sta l r e gi on
of t h e m id dl e - n o rt h er n s ec t io n of t h e Hua - Tu n g C oa s ta l R a n g e ( Hs i eh a nd R a u , 20 09 , p 60 4 ) :
(1 ) Pa l eocl ima t e da ta o f pa l yn ol o gic a l s tu dy f r om Chi tsa i L a k e i n C e nt ra l Ta i wa n.
(2 ) Da t in g r e sul t s of pa l eo c l a stic fl o w o f a l l uv ia l fa n s a n d fa n d el ta s.
(3 ) Da t in g r e sul t s of i n - s i t u c oa sta l or ga nis ms .
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(a)

Time (MaBP)

(b)

Cycle = 100 ka

(c)

Time (BP)

(d)

Murray-Wallace and Woodroffe (2014, fig 6-13)

-120 m




+ 10 m

Murray-Wallace and Woodroffe (2014, fig 6-13)
Ryan et al. (2009)

http://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/survey-notes/glad-you-asked/ice-ages-what-are-they-and-what-causes-them/
Murray-Wallace, C.V. and Woodroffe, W.D., 2014, Quaternary Sea-Level Changes - A Global Perspective, Cambridge University Press.

Figure 3-18: The climate change cycles and the related shoreline variation in Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e gl a c ia l c yc l e o f ea r th his t or y i n 2. 4 b il l i o n y ea rs.
(b)
Th e gl a c ia l a n d i nt e r gl a c ia l c yc l e o f ea r th hi st or y i n 0. 45 Ma BP .
(c )
Th e va r ia t i on o f s ho r el in e o f 1 20 m s ea - l ev el dr o p i n Asia (Mu r ra y - Wa l l a c e a n d W oo d ro ff e ,
201 4, F igu r e 6 - 13 ) .
(d )
Th e sh o r el i n e o f 10 m s ea - l ev el ris e in Ta i wa n.

Da ta so u rc es: I TR I 40 m D TM .
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Figure 3-19: Three potential host rocks in Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
 Dis tr i bu ti o n of gr a n it e is ma rk ed in pi nk .
 Dis tr i bu ti o n o f m uds t o n e (i nc l u di n g sha l e , a r gil l i t e, a n d sl a t e ) is m a rk ed i n ca na r y y el l o w . O nl y
mu dst o n es i n S W Ta i w a n w e r e ev e r su gg es t ed t o b e o n e of th e p ot e n t ia l h os t r ock s f o r GDF .
 Dis tr i bu ti o n of s u bsu r fa c e M es oz oic ba s em e nt (c rys ta l l i n e ) roc k s is ma rk e d to p is opa c h s i n
yel l o w di gi ts , k m.
 Gra y sca l e r e p r es e nt s sub ma ri n e to p og ra phy . W hi t e r ep r es e n ts h ig he r el eva ti o ns (sha l l o w ),
a nd da rk e r g ra y r ep r es e nt s l ow e r el eva t i ons ( d e ep ) . El e va t io n ra n g e is fr o m - 10 k m t o +4 k m.
Da ta so u rc e is Ta i wa n Oc ea n R e s ea r c h I nst it u t e, N AR L a bs .
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Figure 3-20: Chemical buffering capacity of the eastern Taiwan granite area

An n ota ti o n:
(a ) Th e r e p r es e nta ti ve m i n e ra l c om p osi ti o ns of gra n it e co r e sa m pl es f r om th e ea st e r n Ta iw a n a n d
K a r ea .
( b ) Ph ot o : Th e p e tr o gra p hic a na l ys is of co r e s a mpl es (f r om HC BH 01 ) s ho w e d t h e f ra c tu r e s o f
gra n it e w e r e fil l e d w it h c a l c it e pr ec i pi ta t io n.
(c ) Ph ot o: ca l ci t e p r ec ip it a ti on /f il l i ng i n th e fra ctu r es o f g ra ni tic tu n n el ; pl a c e o f ph o to: C hi pa n
Tu n n el .
(d ) Ph ot o: c a l ci t e pr ec i pi t a ti on /f il l i ng i n th e f ra c tu r ed qua r tz v e i n o f g r a ni t e co r e (Ba isha Br id g e)
r ea ct s wi th h yd r oc hl o ric a c i d t o f o r m ca rb on d io xi d e bu b bl es . Th e c o r e sa m pl e is f ro m
Ya nzi hk o u.
( e ) Ge ol o gic ma p of H ep i ng .

Th e r ed r eg io n r e p r es e nt s g ra n it e ou tcr o p s .

Th e bl u e r e gi o n r e p r es e nt s ma r bl e ou tc ro ps.

Th e g ra y r eg io n r ep r es e nt s sc his t o utc r ops .
(f ) Th e wa t e r qua l i ty d a ta of H e p in g R iv e r ( E PA T W , 20 14 ):

Th e wa t e r qua l it y da ta c ol l ec t ed f ro m 20 06 t o 2 01 0 s ho w e d th e p H va l u es w e r e sta bl e a t
a b out 8. 2 to 8 .3 .
(g ) Th e pH a n d E h o f s ur f a c e wa t er ( r iv e r ) in t he n o rt h ea st e r n Ta i wa n ( no r th e r n H ua l i e n a r ea )
(CG S, 20 13a , c 3p 44 & p 47 ) .

Th e da ta is ex p r ess e d b y pH a nd E h.
(h ) Th e p H a n d Eh o f g ro u nd wa t e r ( ≤10 0 m ) i n th e n o rt h ea st e r n Ta i wa n (n o rt h er n H ua l i e n a r e a )
(CG S, 20 13a , c 3p 4 5 & p 4 8 ).

Th e da ta is ex p r ess e d b y pH a nd E h a t sa m pl in g d ep th .

In s om e pl a c es, r ed uc t i on e nv i ro n m en t (Eh <0 ) occ ur s i n s ha l l o w d e p th d e e p ( ≤ 1 00 m ).
 Th e g ro u nd wa t er qua l i ty o f H ep i ng a r ea wa s con t rol l e d ( o r b uf f e r ed ) b y ca l ci t e. T h e f ra ct u r es
wo ul d b e fil l e d a nd s ea l e d by c a l c i t e p r eci pi ta ti on , a n d th e ma i n so u r ce o f ca l c it e is ma r bl e ( th e
sur r ou nd i ng roc k of g r a ni t e ).
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(a)

(b)

Tong et al. (2015, c4p11)

(c)

Tong et al. (2015, c4p12)

Tong et al. (2015, c4p13)
Tong et al. (2015): SNFD-ITRI-90-301/SNFD-ITRI-TR2015-0301
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Figure 3-21: Magnetic anomalies in the eastern Taiwan granite area and the interpretations
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An n ota ti o n:
(a ) Ma g n et ic sus c ep ti b il i t y el e va t io n sl ic es s up e ri m pos e d on g ra ni t e dis t ri bu ti o n i n th e ea s t er n
Ta i wa n (T o ng et a l ., 2 0 15, c 4p 12 ) :

Th e d ist r i bu ti on of gra ni tic b od i es a r e ba s e d on 1:2 50 ,0 00 g e ol o gi c ma p (F igu r e 3- 2- c ).

Th r e e o bvi ou s b el t- l ik e hi gh ma gn e tic ba s e m e nt ca n b e o bs e rv e d a nd d e n ot e d by HA , HB ,
a nd HC .
( b ) 3D ma g n et ic susc e pt i bi l ity mo d el of th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n gra n it e a r ea ( To n g e t a l ., 2 01 5, c4 p 1 1) .
(c ) Ma g n et ic susc e p ti b il i ty s ec ti o n o f p r of il e H 1 in th e ea s t er n Ta iwa n gra n it e a r ea ( To ng e t a l .,
201 5, c 4p 13 ) .
(d ) Th e l oca ti o n ma p o f m a gn e tic s usc e pt i bil ity pr o fil es of H e p in g a nd Ka na ga n G ra ni t es (T o n g e t
a l ., 20 15 , c4 p6 4 ).

Th e ba s e ma p is t h e ma gn e tic in t e nsi ty a ft e r r e duc ti on to t h e p ol e .

Th e l oca ti o n o f H e pi ng a nd Ka na ga n G ra ni t es a r e ba s ed o n t h e 1: 50 ,0 00 g e ol o gic ma p .
( e ) Ma g n et ic susc e pt i bil it y s ec t io n of pr of il e L 3 ( To n g e t a l ., 20 15, c 4p 6 8) .
(f ) Th r e e- d i m en si ona l ma gn e tic susc e pt i bil it y m od el of H ep i ng a n d Ka n a ga n Gra n it es ( T on g, 2 015 ,
c4p 68 ; L i n e t a l ., 2 01 4a , F ig ur e 3 .7 ) :

3DM od el l e r so f twa r e d ev el o pe d by Sc i e nt if ic Com pu t in g a n d A ppl ica ti on s In c. is us e d f or
3D i nv e rsi o n. T h e i n v e rsi o n a l go r ith m is o r igi na l l y d ev el o p e d by Un iv e rsi ty o f B r it ish
Col u m bia a nd Sc i e n ti fi c C om pu ti n g a n d Ap pl i ca ti o ns I nc. a da p t ed t h e us e r i n t er fa c e.

In v ers i on pa ra m e t e rs:

Gr id i n t er va l i n E W a n d N S d i r ect io ns is 10 0 m.

Gr id i n t er va l i n Z di r ec ti on is 50 m.

To ta l o f 9, 88 4 , 16 0 n od es , i ncl u di ng e xt e n di ng no d es, a r e us ed .

Aft e r 31 0 i t e ra t io ns , r oo t m ea n s q ua r e is r e d uce d to 3. 06 n T f r om t he i ni tia l va l u e of
30. 08 n T. A 3 D ma g n et ic susc e p ti bil it y mo d el ca n b e o bta i n ed by 3D in v e rsi o n , a n d a
ma g n e tic s usc e pt i bil it y p r of il e ca n b e e xt r a ct ed f ro m th e 3D mo d el t o fu rt h e r
in t e rp r e t th e d is tr i bu ti on of rock b od i es a n d g e ol o gica l s tr uct ur e s.

An iso - s u rfa c e of ma g n et ic su sc ep ti b il i ty a t 0 .0 01 5 SI d i pp i ng to wa rd th e ea s t is
in t e rp r e t ed a s th e ro ug hl y ou tl i n e o f th e u n d e rg r ou nd gra n it ic b o dy, wh ich co n n ec t ed
th e inl a n d a n d c oa sta l g ra n it ic b od i es s ho w n on t h e g e ol o gi c m a p. Th e co m b in e d
gra n it e b od y is a b ou t 14 k m i n dia m et e r w it h th ick n ess of 4 k m t o 6 k m . T h e sha l l o w
a nd l o w- ma g n et ic f o r ma t io n l a y i ng b e tw e e n t h es e t w o g ra ni tic b od i es ha s b e e n
a ssoc ia t e d w ith th e ma r bl e.
 S e e F ig u r e 3- 2 f o r th e l oc a l i ti es a nd a b b r ev ia t io ns o f th e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea .
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(a)

(b)

(1)

(1)

(2)

Li et al. (2015, c5p1)
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Figure 3-22: Micro-seismicity in the eastern Taiwan granite area and hypocenters around Heping and
Kanagan granitic bodies
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Mic ro- ea r th qua k e a nd vel oc i ty s tr uct u r e i n th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea .
(1 ) Epi c en t e r di st ri b ut io n in th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea .
(2 ) El e va t io n sl ic e of ea r th qua k e d e nsi ty i n t h e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea ov e rl a p p in g
mic r o- ea r th q ua k e s ta ti on s.
(3 ) El e va t io n sl ic e o f V p/ Vs ra t i o in t h e e a st er n Ta i wa n g ra n it e a r ea o v erl a p pi n g
mic r o- ea r th q ua k e s ta ti on s.

Hi gh s e is mic it y c l ust e r s i n th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea ca n b e div id e d i nt o t wo
gr ou ps:

W es t e rn s e is mic c l us t e r , l o ca t e d o n th e w est s id e o f th e gra n it ic b o dy .

Ea st e r n s e is mic c l u st e r , l oca t e d o n th e ea s t si d e of th e g ra ni tic b ody a nd ro ug hl y
a l on g th e c oa stl i n e.

W es t e rn s e is mic c l us t e r (L i et a l . , 20 15 , c 5 p1 ) :

M os t e v en t s i n t h e w es t er n s ei sm ic cl us t er ha ve ma g n itu d e ( ML ) l ess th a n 2 a nd
oc c u r r ed i n de p ths b et w e e n 4 k m a nd 16 k m i n th e s ha l l o w cr us t.

Th e w est e r n s eis m ic c l ust e r ma y r e fl ect t h e f r a ctu ri n g of s t r ess co nc e nt ra ti o n i n
th e c o n ta c t b et w e e n h i gh - ma g n et ic ba s em e n t a nd th e so ft r ock b od i e s suc h a s
op hi ol i t e, sl a t e , a n d sc hist .

Ea st e r n s e is mic c l u st e r (L i et a l . , 2 015 , c5 p1 ) :

M os t e v en ts i n t h e ea s t e r n s e is mic cl u st e r occ ur r e d i n s ig n if ica ntl y d e e p er c ru st
b et w e e n 8 k m a n d 2 0 k m.

Th e ea st e r n s ei sm ic c l u st er ha s N N E l i n ea t io n a nd is a t t h e n or th e r n e xt e ns io n o f
th e c o n ta c t b et w e e n C e nt ra l R a ng e a nd C oa s ta l R a ng e . Mos t e v e nts oc cur r e d n ea r
th e c oa s tl i n e o f t h e H e pi n g R iv e r est ua r y.

Th e f oc a l m ec ha nis m a nd ea rt h qua k e d ist r i bu ti on r ev ea l t ha t th e ea s t er n s ei sm ic
c l ust e r ma y b e r el a t e d to t h e s t r ess co nc e n tr a ti on a n d im b r ica t io n s t ruc tu r e o n
th e pl a t e b ou n da ry.

N ot es :

To ta l o f 1 5 mic r o - ea r th qua k e s ta t io ns .

S eis mi c i ty da ta w e r e c ol l e ct e d b e t w e en 20 11 /07 a nd 2 01 5/ 06 .

Th e R ic ht e r l oc a l ma g n itu d e ( ML ) is b e t w e e n 0 a nd 6.

Th e d ou bl e- di ff e r e nc e to mo g ra p hy m e th od ( T om oD D ; Zha n g a n d Th u r b e r, 2 00 3)
wa s us e d t o l oc a t e th e hyp oc e nt e r a nd i n v el o city mo d el i nv e rs io n.

Coo r di na t e s yst e m: GR S1 98 0/ T WD 97

Pic k i ng o f f ir st a rr iva l :

Th e e ve n ts w ith th e P - wa v e a n d S - wa v e a r riv a l ti m e di ff e r e nc e l ess tha n 1 0 s
w e r e s el ec t e d fo r a na l y sis.

Th e s ei sm ic a na l ysi s cod e ( SAC ) wa s us e d f o r s eis mi c da ta p ro cess i ng ,
inc l ud i ng id e nt i fyi n g a r riva l ti m e, es t ima ti n g a r riva l ti m e e rr o r ra n g es, a nd
o bta in i ng ea rt hq ua k e l oca ti o n pa ra m e t e rs such a s d u ra t io n o f s eis m ic
gr ou n d m ot io n, fi rs t m ot io n, e tc.
(b)
Hy poc e n t er s a r ou nd H e pi n g a n d Ka na ga n gra n it ic b od i es i n t h e ea s t e r n Ta iwa n :
(1 ) Hy poc e n t er dis t ri bu ti o n su p e ri mp os e d o n ma gn e tic s usc e pt i bil i ty pr of il es .

L ess s eis mi c i ty a n d l o w e r ma g ni tu d e ( < 3 ) i nsi d e th e g ra n it ic b od y . H yp oc e nt e rs a r e
con c en t ra t e d o n a st ru c tu r e s ur fa c e , wh ich w a s l oca t ed b et w e e n H e pi n g G ra ni t e ( o n
th e l e f t) a n d Ka na ga n Gra ni t e (o n th e ri gh t ).
(2 ) Hy poc e n t er d is tr i bu ti on su p e ri m pos e d o n ma g n e tic susc e p ti b il i t y is o - s ur fa c e o f th e
H ep i ng a r ea .

Th e g r ey iso - s u rfa c e r ep r es e n t s th e po ssi bl e d ist r i bu ti on of H ep i ng a n d Ka na ga n
Gra ni t es. Pl ea s e r e f e r t o F ig ur e 3- 2 1– d , - e , - f f or d eta il ed i n fo r ma t io n .

Th e H e pi n g Gra n it e is l oc a t ed o n l ef t - ha n d inl a n d s i d e a n d th e K a na ga n G ra ni t e is
l oca t e d o n r ig ht - h a n d c oa sta l s id e .

Hi gh s e ism ic i ty z o n e i s l oc a t e d b el o w th e g ra ni tic b o dy, i nsi d e t h e ma rbl e , a nd o n t h e
con ta c t b e t w e e n g ra n it e a nd ma r bl e .

L ess s e is mic ity a n d l o w e r ma gn it ud e ( ML < 3 ) i nsi d e t h e g ra ni tic bo d y. S om e ev e n ts
occu r a l o ng a pa rt ic ul a r s t ruc tu r e, wh ich wa s l oca t e d b e t w e en H e p in g G ra ni t e ( o n th e
l e ft ) a nd Ka na ga n G ra n it e (o n t h e r igh t ).

Th e s t ruc tu r e ma rk e d by s eis mic cl us t er m a y b e r el a t ed to th e s ubs i de nc e o f t h e
Ka na ga n G ra ni t e, whi c h i s r igh t ne x t to th e P a cif ic Oc ea n (F i gu r e 3- 16 ).
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(a)

(b)

CGS (2012a)[CGS (2012), Active fault of Taiwan, Central Geological Survey, MOEA, http://fault.moeacgs.gov.tw/MgFault/Home/pageMap?LFun=3#.]
Chen et al. (2011)[In Chinese: 陳松春、許樹坤、王詠絢、蔡慶輝(2011)，臺灣西南海域高屏斜坡上活躍的泥火山群與可能的天然氣水合物賦存，鑛冶，Vol. 56, No.3。]
Chen et al. (2016b)[In Chinese: 陳文山、俞何興、俞震甫、鍾孫霖、林正洪、林啟文、游能悌、吳逸民、王國龍(2016)，台灣地質概論，中華民國地質學會出版，共204頁。]
LandscapeTaiwan [In Chinese: 台灣地景保育網(140.112.64.54/landspaces/landspaces.php]
SinicaGPS [In Chinese: GPS Lab監測網(gps.earth.sinica.edu.tw, DataID=TimeSeriesReleased1994.01.01_2013_01_31)。]

Source: active faults, CGS, 2012a; Chen et al., 2016b, p134.
Source: mud-volcano, LandscapeTaiwan (140.112.64.54/landspaces/landspaces.php)
Source: seabed mud-volcao, Chen et al. (2011, p80-81)
Source: GPS data, SinicaGPS (DataID=TimeSeriesReleased1994.01.01_2013_01_31)

Figure 3-23: Volcanoes, faults, mud volcanoes, hot springs and uplift/subsidence trend in Taiwan

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e k no w n v ol c a n o es , f a ul ts, mu d vol ca n o es , a nd h o t s p ri n gs i n Ta i w a n

Y el l o w l i n es a n d l i ght bl u e l i n e s r e p r es e nt k no w n fa ul t zo n es o f 1 k m ea c h s id e o f fa ul t
str uct u r es ( i nc l u di ng a c tiv e fa ul ts ) .

L a rg e r ed c ir c l e s r e p r e se n t a r ea s o f r a d ius o f 15 k m ( do r ma n t ) f r om vol ca nic c e n te r s .

Sma l l r ed c irc l e s a r ea s of ra d ius o f 1 k m f ro m k no w n h ot s p ri ng ou tcr op s .

Y el l o w ci rc l e of g r e e n c e nt e r s ma r k a r ea s o f ra diu s of 5 k m f r om mu d vol ca no ou tcr o p s .
(b)
GP S v er tic a l v el oc ity fi el d (u pl if t / su bs i d enc e tr e n d ) of Ta i wa n (S ou r ce: Si nca G P S ):

Da ta
were
c ol l ec t ed
f r om
1 994
to
2 01 3
( da ta
c od e s:
Ti m e S er i esR el ea s e d1 9 94. 01 .0 1_2 01 3_ 01_ 31 ) .

Bl u e s ol i d d ots ma rk G PS s ta t io n l oca t io n.

Upl i f t/S u bsi d e nc e t r en d da ta sol ut io n i ncl u d e s G PS sta ti o ns tha t ha v e col l ec t ed m o r e tha n
5 y e a rs of da ta .

Upl i f t/su bs id e nc e t r e n d da ta s ol u ti o n i s ca l c ul a t ed by In v e rs e D is t a nc e W e ig ht in g ( ID W )
m et ho d by A rc M a p . S ubs i de nc e is p r es e nt e d by g r e ysca l e, a n d th e U pl i ft a r ea s a r e
pr e s en t e d by y el l o w t o r ed c ol o r sca l e.
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Table 3-1: Long-term stability comparison of potential host rocks for geological disposal of radioactive waste in Taiwan
Granites
Mudstones
Mesozoic basement
Potential repository host rocks

Western offshore islands

Eastern Taiwan

Southwestern Taiwan

Taiwan Strait to
Western Taiwan

Lithology

Granite/Granitic Gneiss

Granite/Granitic Gneiss

Siltstone/Mudstone

Volcanic/Meta-sedimentary rocks

Age

100 MaBP to 140 MaBP

80 MaBP to 90 MaBP

1 MaBP to 2 MaBP

60 MaBP

13 MaBP
(Coastal environment)

10 MaBP
(Deep sea)
6.5 MaBP to 3.5 MaBP (Rapid
uplifting and mountain
building)

Shallow sea or coastal
environment

10 MaBP
(Coastal environment)

3.5 MaBP to 1.5 MaBP (uplifting
and erosion)

3.5 MaBP to 0.5 MaBP
(Subsidence)

1.5 MaBP
(Extensional subsidence)

0.5 MaBP
(Rapid uplifting)

Small crustal movement

Extensional subsidence

Rapid uplifting or
subsidence

No movement since 5 ka (Penghu
Islands)

Within Plate

Continental margin

Within Plate

Within Plate

Extensional setting

Compressional transition to
extensional setting

Compressional setting

Extensional setting

Far away from deformation
front

Deformation Zone

Deformation front

Far away from deformation front

None

(Need further investigation)

Active Thrust Faults

None

Aseismic zone

Seismic to aseismic zone

Seismic zone

Aseismic zone

Sea-level rise  land
Sea-level drop  land

Sea-level rise  beach
Sea-level drop  land

Sea-level rise  island
Sea-level drop  land

Tens of millions of
years scale

Stability based on
geo-history

(The past is the key to
the future)

Millions of years
scale

Tens of thousands
of years scale
Location

Tectonic setting

(The trend of change)

Environment
Status

Active faults
Seismicity
Sea-level/climate changes

Small crustal movement

Sea-level rise  island
(-120 m to +10 m related to the current sea Sea-level drop  land
level)
So urc e : m od if i ed fr o m TP C ( 20 10 , c 2p 38 )
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6.5 MaBP to 3.5 MaBP
(Rapid subsidence)

Small crustal movement (Penghu
Islands in Taiwan Strait);
Rapid subsidence (Mesozoic
basement beneath Western
Taiwan at depths > 2000m)

3.3. Geosynthesis of Granite Host Rock
In addition to the ever -crucial public acceptance, a GDF site
and its engineering design should meet the safety regulations. The
radiation dose of the human living environment near GDF is the key
concern that should be quantified scientifically and convincingly by
systematic safety assessments based on the proposed safety
functions of engineering design and geological characteristics.
Practically,

GDF

should

avoid

unstable

geological

environments, such as volcanoes, faults, mud diapirs, uplifting areas
with high exhumation rates to increase the engineering feasibility
and safety of a GDF . According to the SNFDPlan, the GDF site will be
determined by 2038. For the Potential Host Rock Characterization
and Evaluation Stage from 2005 to 2017, the major objective is to
evaluate the scientific feasibility of geological disposal in Taiwan
and the necessary characterization technology capability.
The major objective of this section is “Whether techniques are
feasible for deep geological characterization in Taiwan?”. Geological
characterization results are typically present as conceptual models
to provide information for the GDF engineering design and safety
assessments. This section compiles deep geological characterization
results of granites in the eastern Taiwan Island and the western
offshore

islands.

The

corresponding

conceptual

models

are

constructed and the representative parameters are listed for the
SNFD2017 reference case (detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A) to
illustrate technical feasibility of deep geological characterization in
Taiwan.
3.3.1. Importance of Geosphere Characteristics to the Multibarrier Concept
MBS consists of two subsystems ( Figure 3-6-b), i.e., EBS and
NBS. MBS has three safety functions:
(1) Containment: to contain the radionuclides in a specific space in
a specific geological formation;
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(2) Retardation: to retard the migration rate of radionuclides in
the geological formation;
(3) Isolation: to isolate the radionuclides from human living
environment.
In the GDF safety conc ept, characteristics of NBS affect not only
the nuclide transport in geosphere but also the EBS safety functions
such as nuclide containment and retardation. For example:
(1) Nuclide migration in rock formations and corrosion of waste
canisters

are

determi ned

by

the

groundwater

flow

and

chemical characteristics of the disposal environment.
(2) Thermal and mechanical properties of NBS are important
factors for the engineering stability of repository tunnels;
besides, these properties also affect the safety f unction and
duration of EBS directly.
The duration of EBS safety function is generally limited (NEA,
2009b, p34). The safety functions of the EBS can be expected to be
in place at least for several thousands of years, but with increasing
time the uncertai nties related to their performance will also
increase. However, in contrast, the safety function of NBS formed by
stable deep geological environment could last more than millions of
years based on well -known geological evidences (Figure 3-6-a & b).
Geological characteristics of NBS is formed in nature and
cannot be imposed on. Moreover, geological characteristics differ in
locations and naturally uncertain. Therefore, NBS characterization
and its technology R&D are critical studies for deep geological
repository.
3.3.2. Geological Evolution and Conceptual Models
Granites in the western offshore islands, from north to south,
Matsu, Wuchiu, and Kinmen Islands (Figure 3-3-b), are located in
the PDMB of Southeast China (Figure 3-3-a). All these granites
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share similar geological evolution environment (Figure 3-3-c) and
commonly int ruded by mafic dike swarms (Figure 3-3-b). Take
Kinmen area as a reference, t he geology characteristics of the
Kinmen area are summarized as follows:
(1) Evolution history (see TSR(1), Appendix A, c3.2.2) :
(a) Around 122 MaBP, the Changle-Nanao Deep Fault Zone ,
China (CNFZ; Figure 3-1-a) had a left -lateral strike -slip
movement that rapidly uplifted the middle -lower crust to
shallow level and triggered syn -tectonic magmatism, which
generated the metamorphic core complex composed of
granitic

gneiss,

tonalitic

gneiss,

amphibolite

dike,

migmatite, and tonalitic dike swarm intrusion to granitic
gneiss.
(b) The extensional tectoni cs developed in late Cretaceous (ca.
90-80 MaBP) (Figure 3-3-c-4) resulted in lithosphere
thinning along the continental margin and passive margin
formation. Under this tectonic environment, the K inmen
Island, as part of a stable block, uplifted and exhumed.
(c) During

formation

of

cooling

joints

in

the

graniti c

crystalline basement between 92 MaBP and 76 MaBP (Lee,
1994, p152), extensive doleritic dike swarm intruded.
These dikes are consistently striking N30 E with nearly
vertical dipping ( Figure 3-3-b), displaying extensional
structures

as

the

crystalline

basement

exhuming

to

shallow crustal levels.
(d) About

76

MaBP

to

58

MaBP,

the

Taiwushan

Fault

(Strike/Dip: N64E/70N) became active as Taiwan Strait
opened (Lin et al., 2012c, c4p31 & p75).
(e) In early Cenozoic ( Figure 3-3-c-5), Kinmen Islands was a
mountainous area. The common geologic features in the
coastal region of South China are uncoformities and
sedimentary

discontinuity .

The

crystalline

granite

or

granitic gneiss basement of the Kinmen Islands are
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exposed and overlain by fluvial Kaolinite -rich deposits
mainly from the ancient Jiulong River that ran pa ss the
west side of Kinmen Islands .
(f)

In Early Miocene (ca. 15 MaBP) , global sea level rose to
the maximum high, so the Kinmen Islands were surrounded
by sea, and the fluvial deposit from the ancient Jiulong
River ceased.

(g) In the Late Miocene (ca. 10 MaBP), sea level dropped, and
the Miocene basalts erupted forming column structure .
Basalts unconformally overlain fluvial sediment s indicates
that the coastal environment on Kinmen Islands during the
early Miocene was exposed above water during late
Miocene. Old wave -cut bench of this period recorded that
sea-level in Miocene was at a similar level to modern
wave-cut bench, indicating this area has no significant
crustal uplift or subsidence. In short, Kinmen Islands had
developed into a stable geologic e nvironment since 10
MaBP (Lin et al., 2011, p30).
(2) Type and sequence of geological structures (detailed in TSR(1),
Appendix A, c3.4.1):
The

geological

structures

are

categorized

by

temporal

sequence, including ductile shear zones, fine -grained granitic
dikes and pegmatite dikes, cooling joints, doleritic dikes, faults
and surficial exfoliation.
(a) Ductile shear zones:
(i)

Governed by the movement of CNFZ, two ductile shear
zones of NE -trending and NW-trending bounded the
Taiwushan Granitic Gneiss.

(ii) Radiometric

dating

of

zircons

from

medium

to

fine-grained, foliated gneiss and amphibolite dike was
approximately 129 MaBP, representing the ductile
shear zone age (Lin et al., 2011b, p32).
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(iii) These two shear zones are truncated by fine -grained
granite and pegmatite dikes with an age of 100 MaBP,
indicating the shearing movement was terminated by
100 MaBP.
(b) Intrusive

structures

of

the

fine -grained

granite

and

pegmatite dikes:
The fine-grained granite and pegmatite dikes intruded into
passively extensi onal joints appeared to cool rapidly (ca.
100 MaBP), indicating that these magma emplacements
occurred at shallow crustal level in an extensional tectonic
setting. In this case, magmatic crystals interlocked joint
walls provide no conduits for forming MWCF .
(c) Cooling joints:
Associated with fine-grained granite and pegmatite dikes,
the cooling joints developed in crystalline basement were
caused by dike contraction due to rapid cooling and
contraction.

Based

on

cooling

paths

constructed

by

whole-rock K-Ar dating on doleritic dikes and K -feldspar
Ar-Ar dating on granitic and granitic gneiss, the formation
of cooling jointing occurred approximately 95 MaBP (Lin et
al., 2011, p32).
(d) Intrusive structures of the doleritic dike swarm:
(i)

The doleritic dikes intruded into the N30E -striking
and steep dipping extensional cooling joints of the
crystalline basement (between 92 MaBP and 76 MaBP,
Lee, 1994, p152) with widths ranging from several
tens centimeters to several meters.

(ii) The cooling joints within the doleritic dikes developed
independently from granitic host rocks. Thus, the
doleritic dike is one of the major discontinuities for
groundwater flow in the Kinmen area.
(e) Faults:
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(i)

The Taiwushan Fault Zone is a NE -trending normal
fault with Strike/Dip: N64E/70N and at least 150 m
wide.

(ii) The doleritic dikes were sheared by the normal
faulting of the Taiwushan Fault, indicating the faulting
postdated the intrusion of doleritic dikes (during 92
MaBP to 76 MaBP) (Lee, 1994, p152).
(iii) The late Cretaceo us cooling paths constructed by
fission track dating method on the hanging wall of the
Taiwushan Fault are distinctly different from those on
the foot wall. However, there is no difference in
cooling rate on both sides of the fault zone for the
Cenozoic cooling, suggesting that the faulting of the
Taiwushan Fault Zone was active between 76 MaBP
and 58 MaBP (Lin et al., 2012, c4p75).
(f)

Exfoliation joints:
Exfoliation joints are developed during exhumation to near
surface by weathering and unloading process es. Thus,
exfoliation joints are commonly low -angled, parallel to
surface, and the last in structural sequence. In granitic
basement of K area, the exfoliation -related regoliths are
the major shallow level aquifer.

(3) Paleo-stress evolution:
The attitudes of intrusive dikes are used to evaluate directions
of the minimum stress as well as stress -field-related fluid
pressures; therefore, t he evolution history of field stress in
Kinmen Islands can be derived from the attitudes of various
stages of intrusive dikes (Chen, 2015, abstract).
(a) Syn-orogenic dikes (amphibolite and pegmatite dikes with
the intrusive ages between 130 MaBP and 110 MaBP)
predominantly intruded in low -angled, E-W direction. The
paleo stress of this stage is compressive thru st zone.
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(b) Post-orogenic dikes (pegmatite and aplite dikes with
intrusive ages between 110 MaBP and 100 MaBP) can be
divided to two phases:
(i)

Intrusive
strike-slip

dikes

of

stress

the

early

field

with

phase
largest

occurred

in

horizontal

compression st ress in NW direction.
(ii) Intrusive dikes of the late phase changed to normal
faulting

stress

field

with

largest

horizontal

compression stress oriented in E -W direction.
(c) In anorogenic stage, doleritic dikes with intrusive ages
between 92 MaBP and 76MaBP (Lee, 1994, p152) intruded
in NE direction, high -angled, and in normal stress field
with largest horizontal compression stress oriented in NE
direction.
The East Kinmen Island has the largest granite outcrop and is
selected as the research area referre d to as K area:
(1) The R&D works in K area from 1999 to 2010 (Lin et al., 2012 c)
included surface geological survey, rock composition and
dating analyses, 500 gravity and magnetic measurements, 16
km of resistivity survey lines, 3,000 m of 6 boreholes, a nd a lot
of valuable data acquired from geophysical, hydrogeological,
hydrogeochemical, and rock mechanical tests and various
downhole measurements. A preliminary geological conceptual
model of the K area (Figure 3-24) is constructed by integrating
all existing data to develop technologies and procedures for
MWCF investigation and evaluation (Figure 3-5-b).
(2) In 2015, data and findings from geological studies of the K area
were compiled to construct the Table -2 of SNFD2017 reference
case: Geological Conceptual Models and Characteristic Dat a.
The Table -2 illustrates the technology status of deep geological
characterizations and data interpretations in Taiwan. The
Table-2 provides conceptual models and information for the
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technology

development

of

the

Repository

Design

and

Engineering Technology (Chapter 4) and the Safety Assessment
(Chapter 5). The detail contents and scientific backgrounds of
the Table-2 are compiled in TSR(1), Appendix A.
(3) Due to dense population and groundwater resource, the current
Taiwan regulations have ruled out the K area as a candidate
GDF site.
3.3.3. Hydrogeology
Groundwater flow is a crucial factor of GDF safety function.
Because groundwater flow path is the main conduit for nuclide
migration

through

groundwater
characteristics

rocks,

flow

the

velocity.

are

site

and

migration

speed

Significantly,
depth

depends

groundwater

specific.

However,

on
flow
flow

information is commonly missing especially in deep geological
environment.

Hence,

hydrogeology

characterization

for

the

proposed repository depth is an important mis sion of GDF site
investigation. Before the GDF site and disposal concept are selected,
the R&D focus is to develop deep hydrogeology characterization
methodology

by

a

solid

understanding

of

deep

geological

characteristics, especially rock body and structur e distributions.
To date, no GDF candidate site has been proposed, and no
systematic field investigation and evaluation for any specific area
have been conducted in Taiwan yet. Therefore, the hydrogeology
and hydrogeochemical study results of granites in t he western
offshore islands are compiled in the following sections.
Granites in the western offshore islands, Matsu, Wuchiu, and
Kinmen Islands from north to south (Figure 3-3-b), are located in
the PDMB of southeastern China (Figure 3-1-a). All of these granites
share

similar

geological

evolution

(Figure

3-3-c)

and

were

commonly intruded by mafic dike swarms (Figure 3-3-b). The sizes
of these islands are all limited. Kinmen Island is the largest with the
area about 134 km2 and highest elevation about 262 m. In contrast,
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Hsiaochiuyu Island, a satellite island of Wuchiu Islands, is the
smallest with the area about 0.27 km2 and highest elevation about
29 m.
The K area in the Kinmen Island is used as an example to
illustrate hydrogeological characteristics in the western offshore
granitic islands (detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A, c3.7):
(1) Groundwater fl ow:
(a) The geological conceptual model of K area (Figure 3-24-b)
indicates:
(i)

In addition to topographic effects, groundwater flow
in the K area is mainly controlled by the attitudes of
faults, fracture zones, and mafic dikes.

(ii) The faults and fracture zones of the K area are
potential MWCFs. On the other hand, the distributions
of dolerite dike swarms could change pathways of the
groundwater flow.
(b) The fracture network inside an intact rock also affects
groundwater flow:
(i)

The fracture network inside a rock body could be the
major groundwater flow pathway. Currently, it is still
impossible to access all physical properties of each
fracture inside a rock domain. Therefore, the studies
of fracture networks mainly rely on statistical method
to construct a stochastic representation, discrete
fracture network (DFN), in a specific rock domain.

(ii) The DFN realization of a specific rock domain can be
simulated

by

DFN

recipe

that

is

constructed

statistically by fracture measurements (e.g., borehole,
surface, and tunnel surface fractures) and regional
lineament analysis (e.g., satellite images, gravity and
magnetic inversion models).
(iii) To date, no GDF candidate site has been proposed, and
no systematic field investigation and evaluation for
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any specific area have been conducted in Taiwan yet.
Therefore, the limited fracture and lineament data of
the K area were used to construct a DFN recipe for the
Table-2 of SNFD2017 reference case to provide DFN
information (recipe) for the technology development
regarding to the simulation of Repository Design and
Engineering

Technology

(Chapter

4)

and

Safety

Assessment (Chapter 5) of the SNFD2017 report. The
processes, simulation cases, and results are referred
to TSR(1) (Appendix A, c.3.9).
(2) Flow barriers or discontinuities:
(a) Extensive mafic dike swarms intruded the granitic bodies
in the western offshore islands (Matsu, Wuchiu , and
Kinmen Islands) during uplift and cooling between 92
MaBP and 76 MaBP (Figure 3-3-b) (Lee, 1994, p152).
These mafic dikes could be flow barriers or discontinuities
if they are not truncated by faulting.
(b) Massive intact crystalline rocks (e.g., granites, granitic
gneisses,

granitic

dikes,

and

mafic

dikes

such

as

amphibolite dikes, doler itic dikes, etc.) with low fracture
density

are

potential

predominant

flow

barriers

or

discontinuities.
(c) A fault zone could be not only a MWCF but also flow
barrier or discontinuity dependi ng on its characteristics.
At the present day, almost no faulting activity is recorded
in the western offshore granitic islands. For example, the
Taiwushan Fault Zone ceased movement since 58 MaBP
(Lin et al., 2012c, c4p75). The faults in these granitic ar eas
may not necessary be MWCFs because part of the fault
zone could contain fault gouges in fractures and act as flow
barriers or discontinuities.
(3) Groundwater origin:
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(a) The groundwater oxygen and hydrogen isotopes analyses
indicated that the source o f K area groundwater is mainly
meteoric water (Lin et al., 2010, c4p12).
(b) For technical development purpose, deep groundwater was
sampled in the K area between 1999 and 2010, and the
results showed generally low salinity (K in Figure 3-25-a).
The size of the K area is relatively large (about 82 km2 ),
and

all

groundwater

samples

were

collected

from

boreholes located in the center of K area. Therefore, the
groundwater samples exhibited low salinity even collected
at the depth of 500 m. However, groundwater salinity is
expected to be higher if the sampling location is closer to
the shoreline. In contrast, groundwater salinities of the
other offshore islan ds such as Matsu and Wuchiu Islands
are expected to be higher and more susceptible to
seawater intrusion due to smaller size of these islands
(e.g., W in Figure 3-25-a).
(4) Hydraulic conductivity:
(a) Fracture zones:
(i)

The hydraulic conductivities of downhole fracture
zones

(<500

m)

of

K

area

were

measured

by

packed-off hydraulic test from 2002 to 2010. The
hydraulic conductivities range from 10
m/s with average of 5.0 × 10

6

m/s to 10

m/s (Figure 3-26-b)

(Lin et al., 2012c, at3.4).
(ii) The hydraulic conductivities of regolith aquifers (<70
m) in the K area range from
1.5 × 10

5.0 × 10

6

m/s to

m/s (Chiang and Yu, 2009, c4p1).

(iii) The hydraulic conductivities of downhole fracture
zones (<100 m) of Hsiaochiuyu Island, a satellite
island

of

Wuchiu

Islands,

were

measured

by

packed-off hydraulic test from 1999 to 2000. The
hydraulic conductivities range from 8 × 10
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5

m/s to

6 × 10

m/s with average of 8 × 10

m/s (Hu and

Lin, 2000, c7p84, t7.21).
(b) Intact rocks:
For low permeable intact granitic bodies:
(i)

The hydraulic conductivities of intact rock bl ocks of K
area measured in laboratory by packed -off hydraulic
pulse test range from 4.1 × 10

2

m/s to 3.6 × 10

m/s (Yang et al., 2007, c3p15).
(ii) The hydraulic conductivities of intact rocks of K area
measured in-situ by downhole packed-off hydraulic
pulse test range from 10

m/s to 10

9

m/s (Lin et

al., 2013, c3p33).
(5) A testing simulation case of groundwater flow:
Figure 3-27-b presents the simulation results of groundwater
flow and salinity distributions of K area:
(a) The simulation results of groundwater flow in the F1
structure (i.e., the Taiwushan Fault treated as a MWCF in
this testing case ) show that:
(i)

The groundwater flow was controlled by the surface
elevation

(Figure

3-27-b-1),

flowing

from

the

elevation high to the seashore (Figure 3-27-b-5-i & ii).
(ii) Both groundwater flow and salinity concentration
patterns present bowl -shaped distributions (Figure
3-27-b-5-i & ii) due to density difference between
groundwater under island and sea water.
(b) According to the simulation results of the C -C’ profile in
Figure 3-27-b, groundwater flow (Figure 3-27-b-5-iv) and
salinity distributions (Figure 3-27-b-5-iii) are controlled
by the distribution of mafic dikes, which were treated as
lower permeability rocks in this testing case.
(c) Although non-intrusive

investigations suggested there

exists 11 MWCFs (F1 to F11) in the K area (Lin et al., 2016,
t2.2), F3 to F11 structures have not been confirmed by
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borehole study. Therefore, the effects of the F3 to F11
structures are not considered in Figure 3-27-b, which is
only a simulation testing case for R&D purpose of the
current project stage.
3.3.4. Hydrogeochemistry
To determine if a formation is suitable as a GDF site, the
evaluation of host rock should consider not only geological and
hydrogeological characteri stics but also the hydrogeochemical
properties at the disposal depth.
(1) The requirements for suitable hydrogeochemical environment
of a GDF site include low reduction-oxidation potential,
moderate pH value, high radionuclide retention capacity, high
chemical buffering capacity and favorable water composition to
maintain long-term stability of EBS (e.g., container and backfill
material) (Metz et al., 2003, p266).
(2) The

hydrogeochemical

characteristics

and

groundwater

evolution mechanism with respect to their suitability and
long-term stability are important subjects in GDF safety
assessment (JNC, 2000, c3p9) .
Representative

deep

groundwater

quality

and

mineral

compositions are needed for evaluating the hydrogeochemical
suitability of a potential host rock. Hydrogeochemical modelings,
including thermodynamic phase diagram analysis and reaction -path
modeling are essential to predict long -term evolution and the
stability of hydrogeochemical environment.
3.3.4.1. Groundwater Characteristics
Take the K area of Kinmen Island

as a reference,

the

groundwater characteristics of the western offshore granitic islands
are summarized as follows (detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A, c3.8):
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(1) Because the K area granites do not have surrounding rocks
with strong chemical buffering capacity (Figure 3-20-f, g & h)
like those in the eastern Taiwan granite area , a wide range of
groundwater pH values is reported in the K area.
(2) The pH values of shallow (<50 m deep) and deep (300 m to 500
m deep) groundwater in the K area (Figure 3-28-c) range from
4.6 to 9.8 (Liu et al., 2008, p378 ; Lin, 2012, ac 4p18).
(3) The deep groundwater samples (300 m to 500 m deep) in the K
area were collected by packed -off sampling in boreholes (Lin et
al., 2012c, ac4p3 & p11). The sampling locations are all far
away from the sea (KMBH01 to KMBH06 in Figure 3-24-a), and
the analytical results showed that the groundwater qualities
are much fresher than sea water ( Figure 3-25-b).
(4) For the most part, deep groundwater in the K area is in
reducing environmen t (Eh<0 mV) as the depth is below 400 m
(Lin et al., 2012c, ac 4p24).
(5) Groundwater chemical analysis results ( Figure 3-25-b) showed:
(a) The groundwater quality of borehole samples (KMBH03
and KMBH05) in the northern region of Taiwushan is
clearly different from that of borehole samples (KMBH01,
04

and

06)

in

the

southern

region .

The

northern

Taiwushan groundwater is more saline and has more
calcium an d sulfate content.
(b) The

high

ionic

content

in

the

northern

Taiwushan

groundwater might be caused by intense evaporation (i.e.,
a desert environment) from the last glaciation period
(Liou et al., 2009, p1582) .
(6) The stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen indicate the origin
of groundwater samples collected from boreholes in K area are
meteoric water (Lin et al., 2012c, ac 4p20).
(7) The groundwater ionic content of the K area borehole samples
is generally low (<50 meq⁄kg). Only the groundwater collected
from 300 m to 400 m deep and 400 m to 500 m deep in the
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KMBH01 borehole showed possible ion -exchange phenomenon
based on ΔCaeq Δ

𝑞 (Figure 3-25-b). The petrographi c

analysis showed trace amount of clay minerals in altered rock
samples from fracture zones, suggesting that the water quality
may be affected by the ion -exchange mechanism. Due to the
limited amoun t of clay present in the fracture sample, it is
difficult to clearly identify the type and chemical composition
of these clay minerals. Based on the reaction -path modeling,
the clay minerals are identified as smectites (e.g., saponite and
nontronite) (Chan g et al., 2015, c3p18).
3.3.4.2. Mineral Characteristics
The mineral characteristics of K area granites are summarized
as follows (Hsieh and Lin, 2012, t4.1, 2 & 3):
(1) Petrological and petrographic analysis :
The results of petrographic analysis showed (Hsieh and Lin,
2012, c5p1) that the Taiwushan pluton (boreholes KMBH04 and
KMBH06 situated):
(a) Main rock type is gray to pink coarse -grained granitic
gneiss.
(b) Primary minerals include quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase,
and biotite. Secondary minerals include

sericite and

chlorite. Thin quartz veins were observed.
(c) Accessory minerals include hornblende, epidote, allanite,
zircon, apatite, garnet, and opaque minerals.
(d) In fracture zones, rocks were broken up with rough surface
and strongly altered, exhibiting high degree of argillation
and

chloritization

cryptocrystalline

in

sheets

white
and

to

yellowish

powders

of

green

secondary

minerals that covered fracture surfaces and were easily
peeled off. Some minerals were nearly completely altered
but

still

retained

their
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original

crystalline

shapes.

Weathering

and

rust

coloration

were

occasionally

observed.
(2) Mineral identification and composition analysis:
Mineral identification and compositional analysis (Hsieh and
Lin, 2012, c4p20 -c4p22) indicate:
(a) Alterations

in

the

fracture

zone

are

mainly

quartz

dissolution and various degrees of sericitization and
argillation,

especially

the

distinctive

alteration

of

orthoclase phenocrysts into sericite .
(b) Biotite was mostly altered to form chlorite in fractur e
zone, suggesting a growth relationship between these two
types of minerals. The edge of biotite gradually altered
into chlorite, mostly as subspecies of iron -rich chlorite.
(c) Large amount of calcite crystals as fillings in the fracture
zones were obser ved (Hsieh and Lin, 2012, c5p1).
(3) Whole rock geochemical composition analysis:
(a) Composition analysis and TAS diagram show:
(i)

The

Taiwushan

pluton

(boreholes

KMBH04

an d

KMBH06 situated) is mainly composed of granite with
some intermediate diorite an d mafic dikes.
(ii) Compare d to fresh host rocks, the fracture fillings
have lower
Al2 O

SiO2 content and significantly higher

and CaO contents . Quartz or silicate minerals

often dissolved and transformed during alteration ,
and the re-cemented secondary minerals are mostly
carbonates. The low contents of mobile Na2 O and K 2 O
are possibly resulted from fluid leaching. Changes in
rock geochemical compositions between fresh host
rocks and fracture fillings are also coincided with the
petrographic observations.
(b) Trace elements:
(i)

According to Spider Gram (Figure 3-29-d), it showed:
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Various

concentrations

in

large

ion

lithophile

elements (LILE) and depleti ons in Ba, Sr, U and P were
observed in diorite -granodiorite -granite of Taiwushan
pluton, indicating fractional crystallization of feldspar
and apatite. Significant Nb, Ta, and Ti depletions are
also

observed.

enrichment

of

Comparing
t race

to

fresh

host

elements

were

observed

fracture zone samples, suggesting
minerals

enriched

by

La,

Ce,

Sm

rocks,
in

that secondary
and

Nd

were

generated after long-term water-rock interaction in
the fracture zones.
(ii) According to rare earth element pattern (REE Pattern)
(Figure 3-29-c), it showed:
The loose fillings in the fractures showed light rare
earth element (REE) enrichment and Eu negative
anomaly. Distinct enric hment of total REE content was
also observed in the fracture zone samples. These
characteristics were probably caused by alteration
that

caused

leaching

of

mobile

elements

and

enrichment of REE elements.
3.3.4.3. Hydrogeochimcal Conceptual Model
The constructing p rocess of hydrogeochemical conceptual
model for the K area is summarized as follows:
(1) First, the groundwater quality of the K area was evaluated by
Eh-pH diagram (Pourbaix, 1966) and activity -activity diagram
(Faure, 1991, c14) to determine (Lin et al., 2016, c3.8.3.1):
(a) The chemical stability of radionuclides (Figure 3-30-a-1)
and radionuclide solubility variation s as pH and Eh
changes (Figure 3-30-a-2 & 3).
(b) The

possible

secondary

rock-water interaction.
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mineral s

produced

from

(2) Next, the groundwater quality and rock compositions of the K
area were used to perform reaction path modeling of different
cases (Figure 3-30-b-1) by using Geochemist’s Workbench®
(GWB, version 9) (Bethke, 2008) to predict possible reaction
path in rock/water system (detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A,
c3.8.3.2). The purposes o f reaction path modeling are as
follows:
(a) To understand the conditions of rock composition and the
surrounding water quality and their chemical changes over
time, e.g., the variation of pH and Eh and the formation of
secondary minerals.
(b) To predict chemical environment evolution at disposal
depth is crucial when discussing the radionuclide stability
(e.g., solubility) and the EBS safety functions on nuclide
containment and retardation . The long-term chemical
stability of the disposal syste m is controlled by chemical
buffering capacity of the NBS, i.e., chemical sensitivity to
the surrounding changes. The chemical condition is more
stable when it is insensitive to the surrounding changes.
Based on groundwater quality, chemical stability ana lysis and
reaction path modelling, the hydrogeochemical conceptual model of
K area is summarized as follows (detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A,
c3.8.3):
(1) Groundwater quality:
(a) The ionic content of groundwater in K area is low (<50
meq⁄kg) (Figure 3-25-b):
(i)

The main source of calcium and sulfur ions m ight
come from previous climate change ( i.e., sea level
change and desertification) (Liou et al., 200 9, p1582)
or human disturbance . Hundreds of years ago , the
northeastern region of the K area was an important
saltpan in China.
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(ii) The main source of carbonate ion probably comes from
the CO2 equilibrium with atmosphere or soil vapor.
(b) The groundwater of K area is in reducing environment
(Eh<0 mV) as the depth goes deeper 400 m (Lin et al.,
2012c, ac4p24).
(2) The following reduction -oxidation (redox) reactions should be
considered in the reaction system of K area:
(a) Under low pH conditions ( 𝑝 <8), the reactions are:
4

++

+ 12

4Fe++ + 6

→2

2

(

→4

2

)

(𝑎𝑞)

+4

(

2

+ 12

)+4

+
+

+ 12

(b) Under high pH conditions ( 𝑝 >8), the reactions are:
4

(

𝑛

+4

2

)+2

→

2

+8

→6
+9

2

(

)+4

+4

+

+

The original source of iron is biotite that gradually alters into
chlorite from crystal rims based on petrographic observations
(Hsieh and Lin, 2012, c4p7, c7p32). When iron reacts with
groundwater under reducing condition, magnetite could form;
on the other hand, hematite could form under oxic condition.
(3) In

different

secondary

simulated

minerals

cases

and

(Figure

aqueous

3-30-b-1),

species

different

would

form.

Eighty-seven reactions must be considered in the simulations
for the chemical evolutions of the K area groundwater under
various environments or perturbations (Lin et al., 2016,
c3p184).
(4) Applying the simula ted pH and Eh values in safety assessment:
(a) The chemical environment simulation for the sealed tunnel
showed that the pH values range from 6.99 to 10.41 and Eh
values range from -0.58 volts to -0.17 volts (Figure
3-30-b-4 & 5). The change of radionuclide solubilit y
(Figure 3-30-a-2 & 3) and sorption characteristics as pH
and Eh values change must be considered in the sensitivity
analysis of safety assessment. Water quality monitoring
results from packed-off sampling (Figure 3-30-b-4 & 5)
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indicated no-significant deviation between the average
field data and the simulation results.
(b) The chemical perturbation caused by tunnel excavation can
be level back to the natural background in only few
decades

after

the

backfilling

and

sealing

of

tunnel

(detailed in TSR(1), Appendix A, c3p184).
3.3.5. Transport Pathways
3.3.5.1. Definition of Flow Pathways
If the EBS loses its containment function, radionuclides would
be released to NBS of the geosphere. The transport pathways of
radionuclides in rock formation are controlled by stratigraphic
heterogeneity

(i.e.,

characteristics

and

distribution

of

each

geological unit) ( Figure 3-3-b, Figure 3-24-c and Figure 3-31-a) and
transport driving forces (i.e., pressure gradient, temperatu re
gradient, and concentration gradient).
For the potential crystalline host rocks (e.g., granite and
marble):
(1) Connected water -conducting features are the major transport
pathways for groundwater and radionuclide. The locations of
possible water -conducting features are summarized as follows:
(a) Fracture zones:
(i)

Fracture zones are composed of swarms of intensive
fractures

that

formed

by

rock

displacements.

A

fracture is any specifically oriented separation that
provides a conduit for groundwater to f low through.
However, the fractured space can change (or even
completely closed) when stress field changes or be
sealed by precipitation of secondary minerals.
(ii) Fracture zones with specific thickness and high water
content could form major water -conducting features
(MWCF). The location of MWCF can be generally
identified

by

non -intrusive
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investigations

and

confirmed by geological drilling, which can also collect
hydrogeological
transmissivity

parameters
and

(e.g.,

groundwater

fracture

quality).

The

flowcharts of investigation and analysis are shown in
Figure 3-5.
(b) Contact zones between different rock units (e.g., intact
rock, dike, and deformation zone):
Water-conducting

features

can

also

be

developed

in

contact zones, especially in the cooling joints or the brittle
deformation zone between different rock units.
(c) water-conducting fracture network in rock unit:
The spatial distributions of the water-conducting fracture
network in rock unit is usually analyzed by statistical
methods; therefore, it is also called d iscrete fracture
network (DFN).
(2) Matrix porosity influences radionuclide transport rate and
pathway.
(a) Matrix

represents

the

host

rock

encompassing

water-conducting features, and the matrix porosity is the
void spaces in the matrix where fluids occupy or through
which fluids flow.
(b) Theoretically, the initial radionuclide concentration in
matrix

porosity

is

low.

As

groundwater

cont aining

radionuclides flows through water -conducting features,
the radionuclides in groundwater would diffuse from
water-conducting

features

into

matrix

due

to

the

concentration gradient. This diffusion mechanism would
decrease

(dilute)

the

radionuclide

con centration

in

groundwater flowing through water -conducting features
and reduce the radionuclide transport. The radionuclide
transport pathways would change as radionuclides diffuse
from rock matrix into other water -conducting features.
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(3) The radionuclide sorption capacity of host rock (including
matrix

and

water-conducting

features)

influences

the

radionuclide transport. The sorption capacities of primary
minerals

in

matrix

water-conducting

and

secondary

features

are

minerals

different

for

in

the

differen t

radionuclides, indicating that the radionuclide retardation
properties of host rocks would also be different in the matrix
and water-conducting features.
(4) Chemical

environment

affects

radionuclide

solubility

in

groundwater as well as radionuclide sorp tion capacity of the
host rock and further change the radionuclide transport rate.
Thus, in order to evaluate the radionuclide transport pathways,
(1) It is necessary to understand the spatial distribution and
characteristics

of

rock

units

and

MWCF,

e.g.,

hydraulic

conductivity and porosity ( shown as Figure 3-24 and Figure
3-26).
(2) Next, it is necessary to obtain DFN characteristics, includin g
fracture

locations,

fracture

orientations,

fracture

sizes,

fracture apertures, and fracture transmissivity ( shown as
Figure 3-31 and Figure 3-32) in different rock units.
(3) To study the radionuclide transport phenomena in the rock
units,

it

is

necessary

to

understand

the

geologica l

characteristics of the transport pathway, the radio nuclide
sorption

capacity

of

rock

units

(including

matrix

an d

water-conducting features), and the chemical environment that
could affect the radionuclide solubility and sorption ( shown as
Figure 3-30).
3.3.5.2. Definition of Flow Pathway Parameters
In previous sections, MWCF characterizations by regional-scale
(Figure 3-5-a) and site-scale (Figure 3-5-b) investigations are
introduced. Groundwater flow characteristics affected by MWCF and
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groundwater

chemi stry

of

MWCF

are

studied

by

numerical

simulations and introduced in previous sections, too. For example,
(1) Figure 3-27-a and Figure 3-27-b are the groundwater flow
simulations for granites in Taiwan Island and offshore islands
when

considering

only

spatial

distribution

and

wa ter

conductivity of rock units and MWCF .
(2) To understand the chemical evolution of MWCF in offshore
island granites, reaction -path modeling is used to simulate pH
and Eh (Figure 3-30-b).
Therefore, t his section focus on describing the information
needed for DFN construction, e.g., fracture measurements and
statistical analysis .
3.3.5.2.1. Fracture Measurement, Statistics, and Application
Fracture orientation refers to attitudes of rock fractures at
three-dimensional space. Polar stereonet is used to display all
statistical characteristics of fracture orientation in a figure ( Figure
3-31-b-1).
There are a lot of fractures on the surface of or within the
rocks. Fracture characteristics
magnitude,

and attitude s are affected

direction, and evolution of the

by

stress; therefore,

although fractures are numerous, statistical analysis can classify
fractures into various clusters with specific attitudes.
Spatial distributions of fractures within the rock could not be
directly observed by computed tomography (CT) scanning. The
investigation processes include:
(1) The

fracture

measurement results obtained from ground

surface, boreholes, and tunnels were statistical analyzed to
generate possible spatial distribution properties, including:
(a) Attitudes of fracture clusters
(b) Fracture trace length of a specific fracture cluster
(c) Fracture spacing of a specific fracture cluster
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(d) Fracture aperture of a specific fracture cluster
Statistical

parameters,

including

mean

value,

standard

deviation, and probability density function, are calculated for
all properties mentioned above.
(2) The statistical parameters are used to calculate density (or
intensity) of each cluster with the following assumptions:
(a) The distribution of fracture centers in rocks could be a
specific distribution, uniform distribution, or at specific
locations

(e.g.,

measured

fracture

intersection

from

borehole image).
(b) The shape of fractures could be set to a particular shape
(usually disks).
Then, computer softwares are used to generate

possible

fractures distribution in rocks.
(3) After generating the spatial distribution of fractures, all
connected fractures would be concatenated to construct the
DFN models by computer softwares. Generally, the dead -end
fractures will be truncated.
(4) After the DFN models are generated, cross -hole tracer tests
(shown as Figure 3-31-b) are usually performed to confirm the
reliability of transport parameters and DFN models when
circumstances are allowed.
3.3.5.2.2. Fracture Information Application – Cross-hole Tracer Tests
To establish related measurement and verification techniques,
two

methods

are

used

separately

to

analyze

the

transport

parameters from cross -hole tracer test results, cross -hole structure
analyses and fracture statistical information of KMBH01-02-04 in K
area.
(1) Transport parameters (e.g., longitudinal dispersivity, porosity
of fracture zone, and hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient) are
obtained by using single fracture dispersion model (SFDM) to
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fit

cross-hole

tracer

test

data

(detailed

in

SNFD-ITRI-2016-0002-t3.18).
(2) Transport parameters are obtained by using direct time domain
particle tracking method (DTDPT) to fit data from fracture
zone (330 m to 360m deep). The transport parameters are
summarized as follows:
(a) Longitudinal dispersivity (aL ): 0.012 m
(b) Hydrodynamic

dispersion

coefficient

( DHD ):

8.41 ×

m2 ⁄s

10

(c) Matrix porosity: 0.4%
(d) Matrix diffusion depth: 0.01 m
(e) Effective molecular diffusion coefficient in matrix (Dem ):
m2 ⁄s (Figure 3-31-b).

9.26 × 10

The results of DTDPT are described in the following:
(1) Although the simulated penetration depth is only 0.01 m, it still
indicates

a

non-negligible

diffusion

effect

in

matrix

for

medium-term and long -term tracer tests, especially for natural
gradient tracer test.
(2) The simulated longitudinal dispersivity is lower probably due
to flow channeling generated by complex fracture system in
DFN (Liou, 2009, ch4).
3.3.5.2.3. Fracture Information Application –DFN Construction and Modelling in
Regional Scale
For engineering design and safety assessment of a GDF
candidate site, three requirements for regional -scale DFN model
construction include:
(1) If

the

EBS

loses

distribution
connected

in

its

rock

disposal

consideration

in

containment
formation,

depth

and

evaluating

the

function,

especially

the

biosphere,

is

impact

transport on the human living environment.
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DFN

of

spat ial

pathways
the

main

radionuclide

(2) When EBS still retains the radionuclide containment function,
DFN connectivity is the key factor to evaluate the EBS stability,
because erosion of buffer and backfill materials and corrosion
of canister material (e.g., copper) in EBS are caused by
groundwater in DFN.
(3) When EBS still retains t he radionuclide containment function,
DFN spatial distribution is also the key information to evaluate
the probability and magnitude of fracture movement around
EBS caused by earthquakes. The probability of canister damage
could be calculated by the design of EBS, e.g., canister material,
thickness of buffer and backfill, and earthquake characteristics.
This chapter is mainly focused on the method to construct a
regional-scale DFN model by using geological investigation data.
Please

see

Chapter

4

(Reposit ory

Design

and

Engineering

Technology) and Chapter 5 (Safety Assessment) of the SNFD2017
report for related application studies.
An example for regional -scale DFN modeling is constructe d
based on the statistical characteristics of fractures in the K area
(Figure 3-32). The detailed procedure of DFN construction is
described in TSR(1) (Appendix A, c3.9 & c3.10), and the results are
summarized as follows:
(1) The

purpose

of

this

example

is

to

test

the

numerical

convergence in generating DFN with simplified conditions. The
main simulator for DFN simulation is FracMan (version 7.5).
(2) This example generated 13,297,869 fractures ( Figure 3-32-a),
and the spatial distributions of fractures can be used to
evaluate the effect of fracture movement around EBS caused by
earthquakes.
(3) Among

these

13,297,869

fra ctures,

there

are

5,158,373

fractures (Figure 3-32-b) are connected from the target depth
(500 m) to the ground surface. The spatial distribution of
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fracture connectivity can be used to simulate particle tracking
(Figure 3-31-b).
(4) Among these 5,158,373 connected fractures ( Figure 3-32-c),
13,341 intersect the target surface at 500 m deep.
(5) The fracture trace map of intersected fractures ( 13,341
fractures) at 500 m depth ( Figure 3-32-d) can be used to
evaluate the EBS stability, e.g., erosion probability of buffer
and backfill material and corrosion probability of canist er
material.
DFN modeling is e ssentially a stochastic representation (called
realization) of the fracture network. Therefore, for any application
(e.g., groundwater flow simulation), realizations of DFN must be
repeatedly generated and analyzed in order t o have convincible
results.
3.3.5.3. Matrix diffusion
In fractured granites, the matrix refers to the rocks that
encompass fractures. The structure properties and the radionuclide
sorption capacity of the matrix will affect migration velocity and
radionuclide concentration within the fractures ( Figure 3-31-a-3 &
4). This behavior is called matrix diffusion.
(1) Radionuclide concentration is initially very low in the matri x
pore water. However, as groundwater carrying radionuclides
flows through fractures, radionuclides diffuse to the matrix due
to concentration gradient. This diffusion behavior is described
by Fick’s law (Shackelford and Moore, 2013, p134), in wh ich
radionuclides diffusion flux is controlled by the concentration
gradient, and the contact area between fractures and the
matrix.
(2) Theoretically, radionuclides will continue diffusing into the
deeper part of the matrix until the concentration gradien t
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reaches zero. Once radionuclides diffuse through the matrix to
another fracture, the transport pathway is changed.
(3) Radionuclides are considered to sorb onto the pore surfaces
and the fracture surfaces within rock matrix ( Figure 3-29-d).
The sorption decreases the radionuclide concentration in fluids
within the fractures until radionuclide concentrations in the
matrix reach a saturated condition.
(4) Sorption capacities of the pore surfaces and the fracture
surfaces

within

rock

matrix

are

different

to

different

radionuclides.
(5) The sorption capacit ies of the matrix are controlled by not only
the chemical properties of groundwater but also the avai lable
surface area which is determined by the pore structures of the
matrix.
(6) Groundwater flows slower in the matrix than in the fractures,
or may not flow in the matrix at all. Moreover, the chemical
environment

in

the

matrix

is

more

reducing

than

its

surrounding fractures. Therefore, radionuclide may precipitate
or stay in the pore -space of the matrix.
3.3.5.3.1. Diffusion
Transport parameters of fracture zones, such us effective
diffusion coefficient, can be obtained in the field by using
non-radioactive tracer (e.g., NaCl) for cross borehole tracer tests
(detailed

in

Section

1.3.5.2.2).

Moreover,

column

diffusion

experiments on thin sections of intact rocks can be performed in
laboratory

to

obtain

the

effective

diffusion

coefficients

of

radionuclides in intact rock samples. After 1,000 days of diffusion
experiment on slices of K area granites, the effective diffusion
coefficient (De ) was estimated to be (Wang et al., 2015, c5.4):
(1) about 6 × 10
(2) about 2 × 10

m2 ⁄s to 1 × 10
m2 ⁄s to 5 × 10

selenium (Se) ions.
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m2 ⁄s for iodine (I) ion.
m2 ⁄s for cesium (Cs) an d

Since the porosity in the thin section of intact rock is s maller
than that in fracture zones, effective diffusion coefficient obtained
from the diffusion experiment on thin sections is reasonably
smaller by one to two orders of magnitude than that from cross
borehole tracer tests in fracture zones (detailed in Se ction 1.3.5.2.2,
De

εDem

m2 ⁄s

0.4% × 9.26 × 10

3.7 × 10

2

m2 ⁄s).

3.3.5.3.2. Sorption
In

an

equilibrium

condition,

the

ratio

of

radionuclide

concentrations in the solid phase to those in solution phase is the
distribution coefficient for sorption (K d ). Although K d value is an
idealized

presentation

to

describe

radionuclide

sorption

in

equilibrium state, it is widely used and reported.
Studies of radionuclide sorption of rock samples and buffer
materials

in

synthetic

groundwater

(SynGW)

and

sea

water

(SynSW) are performed in batch experiments (Teng et al., 2003,
t3.1&c3p4). The results are summarize as follows:
(1) Sorption experiment results of granites:
(a) Sorption experiment results of SynGW and SynSW (Teng et
al., 2002, t3.3 & t4.9) indicated:
(i)

Am, U, and Th are hig hly sorbed by rock samples,
indicating a strong retardation effect of the host rock.
In this case, unless the hydrological and chemical
conditions for disposal site environment are severely
changed, these radionuclides should migrate very
slowly in the roc k.

(ii) I and Tc are hardly sorbed by rock samples, indicating
a weak retardation effect of the host rock. In this case,
the release rate and solubility of I and Tc are the
important factors for their transport rates.
(iii) The rock samples have normal lev els of sorption of Cs
and Se, indicating the sorption ability of the host rock
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is the key to Cs and Se migration. Therefore, the
follow-up experiments for radionuclide sorption focus
on the sorption abilities of Cs and Se in the host rock
under various environmental conditions.
(b) The sorption capacity of rock samples for Cs in SynGW is
greater than that in SynSW. However, water types do not
affect the sorption capacity of rock samples for Se.
(c) The sorption capacity of granite for Cs decreases in anoxic
condition.
(2) The results of Cs -sorption and Se-sorption experiments on
different solid materials in SynGW (Teng et al., 2012, t4.1)
showed,
(a) K d for Cs on solid materials is bentonite > granite > mud
> quartz sand by order.
(b) K d for Se on solid mate rials is mud > bentonite > granite
> quartz sand by order.
(3) The results of Cs -sorption and Se-sorption experiments on
various solid materials in SynSW (Teng et al., 2012, t4.1)
showed,
(a) K d for Cs on solid materials is bentonite > mud > granite
> quartz sand by order.
(b) K d for Se on solid materials is mud > bentonite > granite
> quartz sand by order.
(4) For the K area granite powders, the K d value of Cs is larger by
one order of magnitude to that for Se (Wang et al., 2015, t5.6).
(a) In oxic conditions:
(i)

K d values for Cs on the K area granites range from 11
mL/g to 111 mL/g (avg.

36 mL/g, n

54).

(ii) K d values for Se on the K area granites range from 0.4
mL/g to 16 mL/g (avg.

4 mL/g, n

54).

(b) In reducing conditions:
(i)

K d values for Cs on the K area granites range from 8
mL/g to 67 mL/g (avg.
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24 mL/g, n

54).

(ii) K d values for Se on the K area granites range from 2.8
mL/g to 30 mL/g (avg.

12 mL/g, n

54).

3.3.6. Rock Properties
The mechanical and thermal properties of target rocks are key
parameters for disposal tunnel design and construction.
(1) The rock mechanical parameters, including rock mechanical
properties and in -situ stress distributions of bedrock, are used
to design disposal tunnel and to plan the excavation or ground
improvement methods.
(2)

The

rock

thermal

parameters,

including

rock

thermal

conductivities and regional heat flow, are the main factors
affecting ambient temperature in the disposal system. The
ambient temperature is important to the stability of EBS and
must be considered in th e feasibility assessment of excavation
environment.
The

disposal

tunnel

must

be

planed

according

to

rock

properties of target hosts. However, rock bodies in different regions
have distinct mechanical and thermal properties, even with same
rock type or disposal depth. To date, no GDF candidate site has been
proposed, and no systematic field investigation and evaluation for
any specific area have been conducted in Taiwan yet. Hence, we are
not able to make any systematic description for any specific rocks.
Therefore, in this section,
(1) The reports of engineering properties of tunnel excavation,
rock classifications, and available geothermal gradient and the
heat flux data of Taiwan are summarized.
(2) The

mechanical

and

thermal

property

measurement

technologies in Taiwan are illustrated through the database
established in the technological development processes. Please
note that:
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(a) MWCF is the major transport pathway for radionuclides in
bedrocks. Therefore, the intrusive technology development
(such as ge ological drilling and related borehole tests) of
the

current

project

stage

mainly

focuses

on

the

confirmation of MWCF properties while avoiding damaging
intact rock to compromise NBS performance.
(b) MWCF are fracture zones in rocks. Hence, the mechanical
and thermal properties obtained from fracture zones
should have more poor performance than those from intact
rock.

Thus,

the

mechanical

and

thermal

properties

obtained from MWCF investigations can be set as the lower
limit for design and assessment.
3.3.6.1. Rock Mechanics and Stress
3.3.6.1.1. Rock Mass Classification from Public Construction Commission
Base

on

Public

Construction

Commission

Rock

Mass

Classification System (PCCR -System) (PCC, 2003, a1f2.3), the
granites in Taiwan all belong to A-type rocks with high uniaxial
compressive strength and are generally correlated to geological
materials with moderate or higher strength in International Society
for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) classification system.
3.3.6.1.2. Rock Mechanic Parameters
The

rock

mechanical

properties

include

basic

physical

properties, strength properties, and deformation properties.
(1) The basic physical properties include unit weight ( ρB ), specific
gravity ( Gs ), water content (ωn ), water absorption (ωa ), and
porosity (η).
(2) The strength properties include uniaxi al compressive strength
(q u ), tensile strength, and shear strength ( e.g., cohesion c and
friction angle ϕ).
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(3) Deformation properties include static elastic modulus ( Es ),
static Poisson’s ratio ( νs ), dynamic elastic modulus ( Ed ),
dynamic shear modulus ( Gd ), and dynamic Poisson’s ratio ( νd ).
The measurements of rock mechanical characteristics mainly
follow the rock testing methods recommended by ISRM. Figure 3-33
shows the measur ement procedure and case example for rock
mechanical properties .
3.3.6.1.3. Regional Tectonic Stress Field
In-situ stress measurement results from the eastern Taiwan
granite area (Yeh et al., 2012, p23 –24) are describe d as follows.
(1) The ASR (Anelastic Strain Recovery) measurement results of
core samples from Heping HCBH01 drilling borehole (Figure
3-34-b) show that the modern in-situ stress of the region is
normal fault stress field (extensional environment).
(2) Fracture type and fracture plane lineation from HCBH01 core
samples (Figure 3-34-c) and outcrops and dating results
(Figure 3-34-e) determined the stress field in the Heping
(HCBH01) region.
(a) The Heping region is in normal fault stress field but was in
thrust fault stress field in ca. 4 MaBP.
(b) The regional stress was strike -slip fault stress field in ca.
1.5 MaBP and transformed to normal fault stress field in
the last one million years (Lin, 2015, f5.1 & f5.17).
In-situ stress measurement results from offshore K area are
described as follows.
(1) HF

(Hydraulic

Fracturing

Method

for

Rock’s

Stress

Measurement) measurement results of K area ( Figure 3-35-a)
indicate that the modern in -situ stress in K area was in
strike-slip fault stress field ( Figure 3-35-b). In addition, the
HTPF (Hydraulic Tests on Pre -existing Fractures Method for
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Rock’s Stress Measurement) measurement results of K area
indicate that the modern in -situ stress in K area could be
interpreted as strike -slip fault or thrust fault ( Figure 3-35-c).
From regional tectonics and GPS studies, the modern stress
field in the K area is dominated by strike -slip fault (Shi et al.,
2004, p237).
(2) Due to the limitation and assumption of the measurement
methods, the uncertainties of HF and HTPF measurements must
be considered. For example, HF measurement assumes that the
principle stress direction is parallel to the gravity direction,
which might not be true in reality.
3.3.6.2. Rock Thermal Properties
The temperature and its distribution of disposal facility are key
factors for EBS performance. The effecting factor s include:
(1) Characteristics of heat source, e.g., decay heat from radioactive
waste, the environment temperature, and heat flux of host rock.
(2) Characteristics of thermal transport, e.g., thermal conductivity
and heat capacity of host rock, the groundwater distribut ion,
and groundwater flow velocity.
Figure

3-36-a

shows

the

geothermal

gradient,

thermal

conductivity and heat capacity distribution of Taiwan (Wu et al.,
2013, p701). Figure 3-36-b shows the thermal conductivity and heat
capacity measurement results of granites. The thermal conductivity
and heat capacity of granitic core samples from MWCF are very
similar to the data collected from Jap an and Finland. The thermal
conductivity of granites from Sweden is significant ly higher than
that from other countries.
3.3.7. The Table-2 of SNFD2017 Reference Case
The safety assessment results of a GDF candidate site are
crucial for its construction permit a pplication. A convincible safety
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assessment depends on not only the proposed disposal design but
also the geology characteristics of where the GDF is proposed to be
located.
The possible radioactive dosage and risk for humans living in
or nearby the dispos al site for a specific time domain (e.g., a million
of years) are the two focuses to convince people for GDF safety.
Safety assessment is a popular way to express the safety of a
proposed GDF site quantitatively with helps of numerical simulation
techniques.
In the absence of a candidate site, the reference case approach
established in the Japanese H12 report (JNC, 2000, c5.5) and the
KBS-3 design are adopted to construct a hypothetical case, the
SNFD2017 reference case, for the purpose of technical develop ment.
(1) The summary of key contents of SNFD2017 reference case is
listed in three structuralized tables that provide the common
basis for conceptual models, properties, and assumptions of
geological, engineering, and safety assessment for all potential
users to establish, test, share, and upgrade disposal techniques
as early as possible.
(2) SNFD2017 reference case is composed of three structurized
tables and their supporting documents. These three tables are
titled as:
(a) Table-1: Regulatory Requirements and Repository Concept;
(b) Table-2: Geological Conceptual Models and Characteristic
Data;
(c) Table-3: Safety Assessment Modelling and Parameters.
The detail contents and scientific backgrounds of the Table-2
(Table 3-2) are compiled in TSR(1), Appendix A.
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(a)

(b)
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C
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(c)

(Lin et al., 2010, c5p5&c5p6; Lin et al., 2012c, c4p16&c4p17)
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(high angle)
290 m
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350 m

Lin et al. (2012c, c4p9)
 Fault: attitude = N64E/70N, thickness > 150 m.
 Fracture zone: attitude = N80W/50S, thickness = 8 m to 15 m.
 Impermeable dolerite dike intrusive in N30E/80N attitude in a density of 100 m / 1000m.
Guo et al. (2007): SNFD-EEL-90-241/SNFD-ITRI-TR2007-0241; Lin et al. (2007a): SNFD-GEL-90-254/SNFD-ITRI-TR2007-0254
Lin et al. (2010): SNFD-EEL-90-273/SNFD-ITRI-TR2010-0273; Lin et al. (2012c): SNFD-GEL-90-290 / SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0290

F1
(fault zone)
N64E/70N
Thickness > 150 m

fracture zone
(F1-related)

450 m

KMBH01

Discontinuity
(dolerite dike)

KMBH04

KMBH02

KMBH01

(Guo et al., 2007, c6p12&c6p13; Lin et al., 2007a, c4p197&c4p199; Lin et al., 2010, c3p6; Lin et al., 2012c, c4p15&c4p35)

Figure 3-24: Geological conceptual model of K area

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Ge ol o gic ma p of K a r ea a nd R & D i nv es ti ga ti on l oca l it i es f ro m d u ri ng 199 9 - 2 01 0 (L i n e t a l .,
201 2c, c 4p 9 ).
(b)
Ca r to o n o f g e ol o gic a l c onc e p tua l mo d el ba se d o n bo r eh ol e KMB H - 0 3- 06 a n d t h e fl o w
di r ect i on o f wa t er c o n duc tiv e f ra c tu r es i n ea st er n K a r ea (L i n et a l ., 20 10 , c5 p 5& p6 ; L in e t a l . ,
201 2c, c 4p 16 & p1 7 ).

Pl ea s e s e e F ig ur e (a ) f or th e c o r r es po n di ng l oca t io ns of t h e t ria ngl e a r ea ,
(c )
St ruc tu ra l a nd l it hol og ic a l d ist ri b ut io ns f ro m g ra vi ty a nd ma g n e tic in v er si on s o f th e C - C ’
pr o fil e i n F i gu r e (a ) (G uo et a l . , 20 07 , c 6 p1 2& c6p 13 ; L i n e t a l ., c 3p 6; L in e t a l ., 2 01 2, c4 p 15 ) .

S: ma g n et ic susc e pt i bil ity (u n it: SI ); D: d e ns it y (u n it: k g/ cm )

Th e d ep ths o f g ra vi ty a nd ma g n et ic i n v er si o n pr o fil es a r e 2 k m. Di ff e r e nt c ol or bl ock s
r ep r es e n t d if f er e n t l it h ol o gy.
(d ) F ra ct u r e n et w o rk in bo r eh ol e KM B H0 1 - 0 2- 0 4 a nd r el a t e d c r oss - h ol e r esi st ivi ty i ma g e s (L i n e t
a l ., 20 07a , c4 p1 97 &1 99 ; L in e t a l ., 2 01 2, c4 p 3 5) .

Th e l ef t fi gu r e i n t he r ed da sh e d f ra m e r ep r es e nt s th e r el a t io nsh i p b e t w e en Ta i w usha n
F a ul t a n d t h e b o r ehol e s.

Th e r ig ht f igu r e i n th e re d da s h ed f r a m e s ho ws f ra c tu r e n e t wo rk i n b o r ehol e
KMB H0 1 - 0 2- 0 4 a nd r e l a t ed c r oss - h ol e re sis t ivi ty ima g es (L in e t a l ., 2 00 7, c 4p 19 7 &1 99;
L in e t a l ., 2 01 2, c 4 p 35 ) .

Th e f ra c tu r es a r e a l l l oc a t e d i n l o w r esi st ivi ty zo n e ( s ho w n a s bl u e a n d g r e e n c ol o r i n
cro ss - h ol e r es ist iv ity i ma g es ) , c o r rel a ti n g w i th wa t e r - co n duc ti n g fr a ctu r es i n g eo ph ysic a l
l og gi ng s.

Co r e sa mpl es sh ow e d b ra nc h f ra ct ur e zo n e o f th e Ta i w usha n F a ul t is a t 3 50 m d e ep a nd th e
to p pl a n e o f th e Ta i wu sha n F a ul t ( a t ti tu d e N 6 4 E /7 0N ) i s a t 45 0 m d e ep .
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SO4

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
St if f d ia g ra ms o f g ro un dwa t e r i n g ra ni tic rock s i n Ta i wa n.

S e e T SR (1 ) , t3 .1 6 f or d e ta il e d i nf or ma ti o n o n gr ou n d wa t e r q ua l i ty .

Th e S ti ff d ia g ra ms o f WC a nd Ä s pö us e d o ri gi na l a v er a g e wa t e r q ua l it y w ith 1 0 ti m es
dil u ti o n.

Th e S ti f f dia g ra m s ho w n i n th e b ot to m is th e wa t e r qua l i ty wi th 1 0 ti m es d il u ti o n o f s ea
wa t e r ( Stu m m a n d M o r ga n , 19 81 , p 56 7 ).
(b)
St if f d ia g ra m of d e ep g ro u nd wa t er in th e K a r ea .
(1 ) Th e d e fi n it io n o f pa ra m et e rs i n th e St if f dia gra m, a nd t h e S ti ff d ia gra m o f gl o ba l a v e ra g e
ri v er wa t er (F a u r e , 19 91, p4 42 ) .

Th e c o nc e nt ra t i on s o f a l l io ns a r e e x pr es s ed a s e q uiva l e n t c onc e n t r a ti on ( m e q/k g of
GW ) .

O n th e l e ft of St if f d ia gra m, th e N a + K, Ca , a nd M g i o ns a r e pl o t t ed i n e qu iva l e nt
con c en t ra t io n f r o m to p t o b o tt om , r es p ec tiv el y.

O n t h e ri gh t o f St if f dia g ra m , t h e Cl , HCO + CO 2 , a nd SO 2 io ns a r e pl ot t ed i n
e qu iva l e nt c o nc e nt ra t i on fr o m to p t o bo tt om , r es p ect iv el y .
(2 ) Th e S ti f f dia g ra ms of d e e p g ro un d wa t e r i n t h e K a r ea .

Pl ea s e s e e SN F D - ITR I - 201 6- 0 00 2- t 3. 17 fo r d eta il ed c h em ica l co m pos it io n of e a ch
gr ou n d wa t e r sa m pl e.

Th e S ti f f dia g ra m b or d e r ed wi th r ed - da sh l i n e i n dica t ed cha r g ed ba l a nc e > 15 %.
(3 ) Th e S ti f f dia g ra m of s e a wa t e r w i th 10 ti m es dil u ti o n ( S tu mm a nd M or ga n, 1 98 1, p5 67 ).

Beca us e t h e io n c o nc e nt ra ti o n o f s ea wa t e r i s r el a t iv el y l a r g e, i t m ust b e d il u t ed 1 0
ti m es i n o rd e r t o b e p r es e nt e d i n t h e sa m e f ig ur e .
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(GroundMat, 1999; SinoTech, 2000; SinoTech, 2011)
GroundMat (1999)[In Chinese: 廣鎂工程(1999)，和平溪碧海水力發電計畫第一階段，地質鑽探工作報告書，廣鎂工程有限公司/台電公司委辦計畫。]
SinoTech (2000)[In Chinese: 中興工程(2000)，和平溪碧海水力發電計畫，地質調查及大地力學試驗報告，中興工程顧問有限公司/台電公司委辦計畫。]
SinoTech (2011)[In Chinese: 中興工程(2011)，台九線蘇花公路和中大清水段工程委託地質探查服務工作—工程地質鑽探報告書，中興工程顧問有限公司/交通部公路總局蘇花公路改善工程處委辦計畫。]

(b)

Hydraulic
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measuredslug
by packed-off
test inTaiwan
K-area offshore granite area
Hydraulic conductivity
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Figure 3-26: Hydraulic conductivities of fractured crystalline-rock aquifers in Taiwan and offshore
islands
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An n ota ti o n:
(a ) Va r ia ti on o f hyd ra ul ic c o nd uc t iv it i es of c rys ta l l i n e r ock fra c tu r e z on e i n th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n
gra n it e a r ea .

So urc e : G rou n dM a t ( 19 99 ) , Si n oT ec h ( 20 00 ) , Si n oT ec h ( 20 11 ) .
( b ) Th e dis t ri bu ti o n of h y dra ul ic c o nd uc t iv it i es wi th d e pth s o f g ra ni t i c r ock f ra c tu r e z o n e i n t h e
ea s t er n Ta i wa n g ra ni t e a r ea :

Ba se d on th e r es is tiv it y p ro f il e , th e l o ca t io ns of p ossi bl e M WCF s a r e s el ec t ed f or b o r eh ol e
dr il l i n g ( KM BH 01 t o K M BH 06 ). In oth e r w o r ds, t h e pu r po s e of dr il l in g is t o co n fi r m th e
r esi st ivi ty pr o fil es .

Th e hy dra ul ic c o n duc t i vit i es i n M W CF s a r e ex p ect e d to b e h ig h e r th a n tha t in i n ta ct rock .
Mo r eo v er , th e hy dr a ul i c c o n duc tiv it i es d on ’ t n ec essa r il y d ec r ea s e w ith d e p th a n d ma i nl y
d ep e n d o n th e de g r e e o f ru p tu r e a n d hy d ra ul i c co n n ec ti o n.

Th e h yd ra ul ic c o ndu c t i vit i es m ea su r e d by pa c k e d - o ff hy dra ul ic t est i n f ra c tu r e z o n es o f K
a r ea bo r eh ol es di d n o t sh o w c l ea r d e pt h d e p e nd e nc e (L i n e t a l . , 2 01 2, a c3 p 47 ) e xc ep t t h e
da ta col l ec t e d i n KM BH 05.

Th e l oca t io n of KM B H 0 5 d ev ia t e d f r om pl a n t o th e s ou th a b ou t 1 00 m et e rs du e t o th e l a nd
a cqu isi t io n. T h e c o r e is n ea rl y i n ta ct , a nd t he hy dr a ul ic co n duc ti vit i es d ec r ea s ed w it h
d ep th .

F or i nta c t roc k w it h l ow e r hyd ra ul ic c o nd ucti vi ti es , pa ck ed - of f hyd ra ul ic te sts w e r e
con duc t e d f or ni n e di ff e r e nt z o n es i n t h e K a r ea bo r eh ol es . Du e to l i mi t ed t est i ng t i m e, t h e
hyd ra ul ic c o n duc ti vi ti e s w e r e a l l r e po r t ed to b e l o w e r t ha n 10 9 m/s (C hia ng e t a l . , 20 09,
c4p 12 & p13 ) t ha t is l o w e r tha n th e h yd ra ul i c co nd uct iv it y ( 3.2 × 10
m/s ) m ea su r e d by
pul s e t es t i n l a bo ra to r y ( Ya ng et a l . , 2 00 7, c3 p1 5 ).

Th e r es ul ts o f fo ur bo r eh ol e pa c k e d - o ff p ul s e t ests sh o w ed tha t th e h yd ra ul ic c on duc ti vi ty
is b e t w e en 10
m/s a nd 10 9 m/s (L in e t a l ., 2 01 3, c 3p 33 ) .
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Figure 3-27: Simulation cases of groundwater flow for crystalline rocks in Taiwan and offshore islands
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
An exa m pl e o f g rou n d w a t er fl o w m od el l i ng i n th e cr ysta l l i n e r ock i n Ta i wa n .
(1 ) Th e L 3 ma g n et ic susc e pt i bil ity p ro fil e o f ma gn e tic in v e rsi o n fo r es ti ma t i ng u nd e r g ro un d
rock bo di e s a nd st ru c t ur es i n th e e a st e r n Ta i wa n gra n it e a r ea (F i gu r e 3- 2 1- e) (T o ng et a l . ,
201 5, c 4p 68 ) .
(2 ) Si mul a ti o n do ma in :

Ma r bl e: a ss um i ng K= 1 E - 9 m/s

Gra ni t e: a ss um i ng K= 1 E - 10 m/s

Ba se m e nt : a ssu mi n g K =1E - 11 m/s

Pos si bl e M WCF s : a ssu mi n g K = 1E - 7 m/s

R e gol ith : T hic k n ess =7 0 m, a ss um i ng K= 1E - 7 m/s
(3 ) Bou n da r y c o n di ti on (B C) s e t t in gs:

L e ft bo u nda ry : Di r ic hl e t BC w it h f r esh wa t e r h ea d.

R igh t bo un da ry: Di ric h l et B C w it h s ea wa t er h ea d.

Bot to m bo u nda ry : N o - f l ow B C.

To p BC 1: th e i nf il t ra t io n ra t e wa s a s su m ed t o b e 7 0 m m/y r.

To p BC2 : th e a v e ra g e a n nua l p r ec ip ita ti o n r a t e a nd t h e s u r fa c e t e mp e ra tu r e of
Hua l i e n w e r e us ed .
Da ta so u rc e:
htt p: //sta t. m otc .g ov .t w/ moc d b/s tma i n. js p?s ys= 10 0& fu ni d = b81 04
htt p: //sta t. m otc .g ov .t w/ moc d b/s tma i n. js p?s ys= 10 0& fu ni d = b81 01
(4 ) Gr id di n g; 4, 30 0 g ri ds w e r e g e n era t e d a n d a p pl i e d.
(5 ) Si mul a ti o n r es ul ts :

Si mul a to r: T OUG H2 - E O S7 , 2D s im ul a t io n.

Br in e ma ss f ra c ti o n ≡ ( b r in e ma ss ) / ( b r i ne ma ss + fr es h wa t e r ma ss)
(b)
An e xa m pl e o f g r ou nd wa t e r fl o w mo d el l i ng in th e c rys ta l l i n e rock i n Ta i wa n ’s o ff sho r e
isl a n ds
(1 ) Si mul a ti o n do ma in :

F 1: M WCF , N 64 E/7 0N , wi dt h= 2 0 0 m , K = 5E - 6 m/s

F 2: M WCF , N 80 W /5 0S , wi dt h= 20 m, K = 5E - 6 m/s

D1- D 10 : fl o w ba r ri e rs (d ik es ), N 30E /8 0N , wi dth =1 00 m, K = 1E - 11 m/s

R ock ( sho w n i n b ro w n - yel l o w c ol or ) , K = 1E - 1 0 m/s

R e gol ith ( no t sh o wn in th e f igu r e ) , th ick n ess= 70 m , K = 1E - 5 m/s

KMB H0 # : b o r eh ol e ’s I D
(2 ) L a t era l b ou nda r y c o nd i ti on s (B Cs )
(3 ) To p a nd bo tt o m BCs
(4 ) Gr id di n g; u nst r uc t ur e d g ri d di ng , t ota l g r id nu m b er
1 mil l io n g r ids .
(5 ) Si mul a ti o n r es ul ts :
(i ) : Br i n e ma ss fra c t io n d ist r i but io n i n F 1 s t r uctu r e .
(i i ): H yd ra ul ic h ea d dis tr i b u ti o n i n F 1 st ruc tu r e.
(i ii ) : Br i n e ma ss fra c t i on dis t ri bu ti o ns o n C - C ’ p r of il e.
(i v ): H yd ra ul ic h ea d di str i bu ti o n o n C - C ’ p ro fi l e.

Bo wl sha p e di st ri b ut i on s o f b r in e ma s s f r a cti o n a nd hy d ra ul ic h ea d i n F 1
str uc t u r e.

Br in e ma ss f ra c ti o n a n d hyd ra ul ic h ea d d ist r i bu ti o ns o n C - C ’ p r of il e a r e a ff ec t e d
by fl o w ba r r i er s.

F or T O UGH 2, b r i n e ma ss f ra c ti on ≡ ( b ri n e ma ss ) / (b r i n e ma ss + f r esh wa t e r
ma ss )

Si mul a to r: T OUG H2 - E O S7
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(a)

(b)
Shallow Groundwater (Micro purge or bailer sampling)

(c)

T
℃

Eh

pH

mV

EC
mS/cm

HCO3
ppm

Deep Groundwater (pack-off sampling)

Cl
ppm

SO4
ppm

Na

K

Ca

Mg

Fe

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

Shallow Groundwater (<50 m)
Min

165

4.6

79

21.0

1.0

11.0

0.5

2.5

1.0

0.10

Max

507

7.1

1051

201.0

109.0

104.0

8.9

67.6

27.0

15.30

Ave

360

5.6

407

77.7

25.1

44.2

2.8

19.6

10.2

3.36

Deep groundwater (300 ~ 500 m)
Min

29

Max
Ave



-478

6.9

280

46.6

22.6

3.5

17.2

1.3

5.9

0.3

0.06

32

-14

9.8

438

93.3

47.4

15.0

49.5

7.1

26.8

3.7

0.77

31

-339

8.6

345

71.0

34.6

9.9

36.0

3.6

15.1

1.6

0.43

Shallow groundwater (bailer sampling), 18 data from Liou (2008)
Deep groundwater (pack-off sampling), 7 data from KMBH01, KMBH04 and KMBH06 (300~ 500m)

(Liu et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012c, ac4p41)

Lin et al. (2012c): SNFD-GEL-90-290/SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0290
Liu et al. (2008)[Liu, C.-W., Jang, C.-S., Chen, C.-P., Lin, C.-N., and Lou, K.-L. (2008), Characterization of groundwater quality in Kinmen Island using multivariate analysis and geochemical modeling, Hydrological Process, Vol. 22, pp. 276-383.]

Figure 3-28: Shallow and deep groundwater properties of K area

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m o f sha l l o w gr ou n d wa t e r sa m pl i n g l oca ti o ns a n d m et ho ds.
(b)
Th e sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m o f d e e p g ro un d wa t e r s a mpl i ng l oc a t io ns a nd m et ho ds.
(c )
Th e ta bl e o f wa t e r qua l ity fo r sha l l o w a n d d e e p g ro un d wa t e r :

Sha l l ow gr ou n d wa t e r ( d ep th < 50 m) w e r e co l l ec t ed f r om c ivil ia n w el l (L iu e t a l ., 2 00 8 ).

De e p g ro u nd wa t er (d e pt h = 3 00 m t o 5 00 m ) w e r e sa mpl e d b y p a ck e d - o ff sa mpl i ng i n
b or e hol es (L i n et a l ., 2 012 , a c 4 p4 1 ).
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(a)

(c)

1. alkali feldspar granite
2. syenogranite
3. monzogranite
4. granodiorite
5. tonalite

(d)

Q (quartz)
P (Plagioclase)
A (Alkali Feldspar)

(b)

Hsieh and Lin (2012, c4p38-c439)

REE pattern of granitic rocks of K-area
Hsieh and Lin (2012): SNFD-GEL-90-288/SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0288

Figure 3-29: Chemical composition and classification of core samples of K area granite

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
QA P cl a ssi fic a ti o n d ia g ra m.
(b)
TA S cl a ssi fic a ti o n d ia g ra m ( Hsi e h a n d L i n, 2 0 12, f4 .9 ).

TA S: T o ta l Al k a l i n e v e r sus Sil ic a d ia g ra m ( Co x et a l . , 19 79 , p 42 - 82 )

Th e TA S c l a ss if ic a t io n i s ba s ed up o n t h e r el a ti on shi ps b e t we e n th e co m b in e d a l k a l i
con t e nt a n d th e sil ic a c on t e nt .

Th e TA S c l a ssi fic a t io n c a n b e us e d t o a ssi g n na m es to ma ny c om mo n ty p es o f vol ca n ic
rock s.
(c )
Cho n dr it e- n o rma l iz ed ra r e ea rt h el em e n t (R EE) pa tt e r n dia g ra m ( Hsi eh a nd L i n, 20 12 ,
f4. 11 ) :

A s ig ni fi c a n t R EE e n ric hm e nt wa s o bs e r v ed i n t h e f ra ct ur e z o n e.

W e hy p oth e siz e d tha t t he R EE e n ric hm e n t wa s a r esul t o f a l t era t io n. Th e r el a ti v el y m o bil e
el e m en ts w e r e d issol ve d a nd ca r ri e d a wa y , b ut R E E el e m e n ts r e ma i n e d a n d b eca m e
r el a t iv el y e n ric h ed .
(d )
Pr i mi tiv e ma ntl e - n o rm a l iz ed mul ti - el e m e nt s pi d e r di a g ra m ( S pi d e r Gra m ) (Hs i eh a nd L i n,
201 2, f4 .12 ) :

Com pa r e d to fr e sh g ra n it ic sa m pl es , th e g ra ni t ic sa m pl es o b ta i n e d f ro m f ra ct u r e z o n e w e r e
ric h i n R EE el em e n ts.

Th e s e co n da r y mi n e ra l s (s uc h a s s e ric i t e, k a ol i ni t e, cl a ys a n d ca l cit e ) p ro duc e d f ro m
rock - wa t e r i n t era c t io n c oul d a b so r b L a , C e , S m , N d e tc. ( Hsi eh a n d L in , 2 01 2 ,
c4p 20- c 4p 22 ) .
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(a)

(2)

(1)
KMBH04:054~056m
KMBH03:094~096m
KMBH05:094~096m
KMBH06:128~130m
KMBH01:195~198m
pH = 8.6

KMBH05:258~260m
KMBH06:278~280m
KMBH04:269~271m

(3)

KMBH04:344~346m
pe=-5.73
KMBH01:351~354m
KMBH03:390~392m
KMBH01:489~492m
KMBH03:479~481m
KMBH04:498~500m
KMBH06:499~501m

(b)
(1)

(3)

(4)

Field data
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Simulation results

IC (GW, mineral), BC,
and reactions

(2)

(5)
KMBH04:054~056m

KMBH04:054~056m

KMBH03:094~096m

KMBH03:094~096m

KMBH05:094~096m

KMBH05:094~096m

KMBH06:128~130m

KMBH06:128~130m

KMBH01:195~198m

KMBH01:195~198m

KMBH05:258~260m

KMBH05:258~260m

KMBH06:278~280m

KMBH06:278~280m

KMBH04:269~271m

KMBH04:269~271m

KMBH04:344~346m

KMBH04:344~346m

KMBH01:351~354m

KMBH01:351~354m

KMBH03:390~392m

KMBH03:390~392m

KMBH01:489~492m

KMBH01:489~492m

KMBH03:479~481m

KMBH03:479~481m

KMBH04:498~500m

KMBH04:498~500m

KMBH06:499~501m

KMBH06:499~501m

Field data

Simulation results

Redox pair: Sulfur redox pair could also control the reducing characteristics of GW in K-area.
Pyrite is found in some core samples (e.g., KMBH03:479~481m).





(Chang, 2015, ch.3.5; Lin et al., 2012c, ac4p44-46; Liu et al., 2008)

FieldHole = groundwater samples from packed-off sampling in boreholes.
FieldWell = groundwater samples from civilian pumping well.
Chang et al. (2015): SNFD-ITRI-90-305 / SNFD-ITRI-TR2015-0305

Case 2 & 4: simulated results can behave the variations of “FieldHole” data (pH & Eh)
Lin et al. (2012c):SNFD-GEL-90-290 / SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0290
Liu et al. (2008)[Liu, C.-W., Jang, C.-S., Chen, C.-P., Lin, C.-N., and Lou, K.-L. (2008), Characterization of
Case 5: simulated results can behave the variation of “FieldWell” data (pH & Eh)
groundwater quality in Kinmen Isalnd using multivariate analysis and geochemical modeling, Hydrological
Case 1, 2 & 4: simulated pH & Eh values should be considered in the sensitivity analysis of safety assessment Process, Vol. 22, pp. 276-383.]

Figure 3-30: The relationship between hydrogeochemical evolution and nuclide stability
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Th e r el a t io nsh i p b e t w e e n n uc l i d e sol ub il i ty a nd pH , Eh:
(1 ) Th e Eh - p H dia g ra m of U fo r wa t e r q ua l i ty o f KM 5 a t 32 ℃ .

Th e h or iz o nta l a x is re p r es e nts pH va l u e, t h e r i ght v e r tica l a xis r ep r es e nt s r e do x
po t e nt ia l ( Eh, mV ) , a n d t h e l e ft v e r tica l a x is r e pr e s en ts p e , w hic h is a n ex p r essi o n o f
r ed o x po t e nt ia l .

Th e t e m p era tu r e o f 3 2 ℃ is th e a v e ra g e t e m p e ra t u r e of KM 5.

KM 5 r e p r es en ts t h e a v e ra g e wa t e r qua l it y pa r a m et e rs o b ta i n e d f ro m th e d e pt h of 40 0
m to 50 0 m (S N F D - I TR I - 201 6- 0 00 2- t 3. 17 ) .

Th e Eh - p H dia g ra m wa s bu il t by a n i n - h ous e pr o gra m (P ha s eCh e m ) wi th t h e sa m e
th e rm od y na m ic da ta ba se ( th e r mo. co m. V8 .R 6 +. da t ) us ed i n t h e r ea c ti on pa th m od el in g
by G W B. Ac tiv it y o f ea c h a qu e ous s p eci e s is a s sum e d t o b e e qua l t o i t s co nc e n t ra t io n,
i. e. th e ef f ec t of a c t iv it y c o ef fic i e nt i s n ot ta k e n i nt o a cco u nt .

Th e ma x im um s ol u bil it y of U el em e n t i n Eh - p H dia g ra m is 10 6 m ol e/L .

Th e c ol o r sy mb ol s i n d i a gra ms a r e th e f i el d pH &Eh va l u es m ea s ur e d i n pa ck e d - o f f
zo n es o f b o r ehol e s i n t he K a r ea .

Th e p ha s e d ia g ra m i nd i c a t ed t ha t U ra ni n it e ( UO2(s) ), t h e ma j o r ch e mica l co mp o n e nt o f
th e sp e n t n uc l ea r fu el , ha s a v e ry l a rg e (t h e rm ody na mi ca l l y ) sta bl e r e gi on , th e
da rk - r e d r e gi o n i n th e dia gra m .
(2 ) Th e t h eo r et ic a l sol u bi l ity of u ra ni n it e (T h e gr e e n s ol i d a n d do t te d l i n e i n dia g ra m ) a s
fu nct io ns of p e a t p H = 8.6 :

Th e g r e e n sol id l i n e r e pr e s en ts t h e th e o r et ica l sol u bil i ty of u ra ni n it e a t 3 1 ℃.

Th e g r e e n d ot t ed l i n e r e pr e s en ts t h e th e o r et ic a l sol u bil ity of u ra ni n it e a t 8 0 ℃.

Com pa r e d to l e ft d ia g r a m, t h e th e o r et ica l s ol ub il i ty o f u ra ni ni t e i nc r ea s es
sig ni f ic a n tl y wh e n t h e pH a nd p e a r e o ut si d e t he s ta bl e ra ng e of U ra n in it e .

Th e a v e ra g e t em p e ra t u r e, pH , a n d Eh o b ta i n e d f r om th e d e pt h of 30 0 to 5 00 m ( KM i
r ep o rt e d i n T SR ( 1) , t 3. 16 ) w e r e 3 1 ℃, 8 .6 , a n d - 5.7 5, r es p ect iv el y .

80 ℃ is th e p r ed ic t e d hi g hes t t e m p era tu r e a t E B S a n d N B S i nt e rs ec ti on zo n e.

Th e t h eo r et ic a l sol u bil i ty va l u e s w e r e ca l cul a t e d b y G W B G eoc h em is t’ s W ork b e nc h®,
V er si on 9 ) (B e thk e , 20 08 ) w it h “ th e rm o.c o m. V8 .R 6 +. da t ” th e r mo dy na mic da ta ba s e.
(3 ) Th e t h eo r et ic a l sol u bil i ty o f u ra n i ni t e a s fu nc t io ns o f p H a t p e = - 5 .7 3:

Pl ea s e s e e ( 2 ) fo r a n no ta t io n.
(b)
Th e si mul a t ed a n d fi el d pH & Eh va l u es o f th e K a r ea :
(1 ) De si gn e d c a s es f o r th e r ea c t io n - pa th m od el i ng i n t h e K a r ea :

5 s im ul a t io n c a s es :
Ca se 1: D e e p c l os e f ra c tu r e
Ca s e 2: D e e p o p en fr a c t ur e
Ca se 3: Ex c a va t io n p er t ur ba ti o n
Ca se 4: S ha l l o w o p e n f r a c tu r e
Ca se 5 : U nsa t u ra t e d l a ye r t o r e gol it h zo n e
S e e T SR (1 ) (A pp e n di x A, f3 .5 9 ) f or d eta il pu r pos e a n d a s su mp ti o n.
(2 ) Th e exa m pl e Eh - pH d ia gra m o f K a r ea :

Th e l ef t d ia g ra m is Eh- pH d ia gra m o f S .

Th e ri gh t dia gra m is E h - pH d ia gra m o f F e.
(3 ) Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m fo r r ea c t io n - pa th m od el i ng o f K a r ea :

Th e G WB ( G eoc h em ist ’ s Wo rk b e nch® , V e rsi o n 9 ) wa s us e d fo r r ea c ti on p a th m o d el i ng ,
a nd th e t im es c a l e is u p t o o n e m il l i o n y ea r s.

Th e ma j or pr i ma r y m in e ra l s w e r e t r ea t ed wi th k i n e tic a pp r oa ch, a n d th e a ssoc ia t ed
pa ra m e t e rs w e r e o b ta i n ed fr o m US GS 20 04 - 10 68 da ta ba s e.

Th e r est o f a l l p ossi bl e c h e mica l r ea ct io ns w e r e t r ea t e d w it h e q uil i b ri um a pp r oa ch ,
a nd th e a ss oc ia t ed pa r a m et e rs w e re o bta i n ed f r om th e rm o.c o m. V8 .R 6+ .da t da ta ba s e.

Th e ess e nt ia l pa ra m et e rs a nd a ssu m pt io ns fo r r e a c t io n pa th mo d el l i n g i ncl ud e wa t er
qua l it y, m i n e ra l pha s es , ma j o r c h em ica l r ea ct i on s ( e .g ., th e r e do x r ea cti o ns s ho w n i n
F igu r e 3- 30- b- 1 ), a nd b ou nda ry c o nd it io ns ( e. g., th e fu ga c ity of g a s es ).
(4 ) Th e va r ia t i on s o f pH v a l ues i n th e si mul a t ed ca ses i n ( 1 ) a nd th e f i e l d p H va l u es o bta i n ed
fr o m c iv il ia n p um p in g w el l s a n d d e e p bo r eh ol es i n t h e K a r ea .

De ta il r ea c ti on - pa th m od el in g r e sul t s of ea ch ca se c oul d b e f ou n d i n Cha n g (20 15 ,
ch3. 5 ).

“F i el dH ol e” m ea ns p H & Eh m ea s u r ed i n pa ck e d - o ff z o n e of b or e hol e s i n t h e K a r ea
(L i n e t a l ., 2 01 2, a c 4 p 4 4- 46 ) .

“F i el d w el l ” m ea ns pH & Eh m ea su r e d i n c iv il ia n w el l s in th e K a r ea (L in e t a l ., 2 01 2,
a c4p 44- 46 ) .
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(5 ) Th e va ri a ti o ns of E h i n th e si mul a t ed ca s es i n ( 1 ), th e fi el d pH va l u es o bta i n ed f r om
civil ia n pu m pi n g w el l s a nd b or e hol es in th e K a r ea .

Ot h er in f or ma ti o n c a n b e f ou n d i n th e a nn o ta t io ns o f ( 4 ).
Th e a dd it io na l g ro un d wa t e r q ua l i ty i n th e r ea c ti o n - pa th fo r th e s im u l a t e d ca s es in F i g ur e
3- 30- b- 1 ca n b e f ou n d i n Cha ng e t a l . ( 20 15 , c 3p 22 - p2 7 ).
Aft e r s ea l i ng o f t u n n el , th e s i mul a te d c h em ica l e nv i ro n m e nt ( i. e . , th e wa t er qua l i ty o f f ra c tu r es
wi th ou t ch e m ic a l p e rt ur ba ti o n, suc h a s i n C a se 1, Ca s e2 , a n d Ca s e 4) su gg es t e d tha t t h e p H
va l u es ra n g e d f r o m 6. 9 9 to 1 0. 41 a nd E h va l u e s ra ng e d f ro m - 0. 58 v ol ts to - 0. 17 v ol ts .

Th e va r ia t io ns of nuc l id es s ol u b il it y ( F i gu r e 3- 30- a - 2 ) co r r es po n d in g t o t h e p H a n d Eh
va l u es a s m e nt io n e d a b ov e sh oul d b e co ns id e r ed i n t h e s e nsi ti vi ty a na l ys is of th e nucl id e
sol u bil it y a n d/ or s o rp t io n c ha ra ct e r ist ics i n s a f ety a ss e ssm e n t.

Wa t er q ua l i ty m on it o ri ng r es ul t s o f pa ck ed - of f sa mpl i ng i nd ica t e d n o si g ni fica n t d e via ti o n
b et w e e n t h e a v e ra g e f i el d da ta a nd th e si mul a ti on r esul ts.
Th e r est o ra t io n du ra ti on o f c h e mic a l p e rtu r ba ti on c a us e d b y t u nn el e xca va ti on ba c k t o th e
na t u ra l ba ck g r ou n d m a y o nl y ne e d a f e w d e ca d es a ft e r th e ba ck f il l in g a n d s ea l i n g of tu n n el
(Cha n g et a l . , 20 15 , c 3. 5 )
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(a)

(3)

(1)

(4)
(2)

Liou (2009, c4p7)

(b)
(1)

Liou (2009): SNFD-CCU-90-268/SNFD-ITRI-TR2009-0268

Statistic results

(2) 3D Discrete Fracture Network

(3)
2D Discrete Fracture Network

North

2D Fracture Connectivity
(truncation of dead-end)

Liou (2009, c4p20)

(4)

(5)

Tracer test results

(6)

Liou (2009, c4p22&23)

Direct Time Domain Particle Tracking (DTDPT) simulation
Liou (2009, c4p24)

Fitting results:
•
•
•
•

Matrix porosity 0.4%
Penetration depth 0.01 m
Dispersivity (Longitudinal)
0.012 m
Hydraulic (mechanical) dispersion coefficient (
72.7

•
Liou (2009, c4p25)

Molecule diffusion coefficient (
8 × 10

)

8.41 × 10

𝑎
5

𝑎

) in matrix

9.26 × 10

Liou (2009, c4p17)
Liou (2009): SNFD-CCU-90-268 / SNFD-NCCU-TR2009-0268

Figure 3-31: Fracture measurements in crystalline rocks and cross-hole tracer test data analysis flow
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m f o r wa t e r c o nd uct iv e fra c tu r es, wa t er ba r ri e r , a nd ma tr i x d if fus io n of
c rys ta l l i n e rock s :
(1 ) Ou tc ro p f ra c t u r e m ea s ur e m e nts a nd b or e hol e f ra c tu r e m ea s u r em e n t s
(2 ) Tu n n el f ra c t u r e m ea su r em e n ts
(3 ) Dis p e rsi o n i n r oc k ma t ri x
(4 ) Sch e ma t ic d ia g ra m fo r SF DM
(b)
Th e s i mul a ti on re sul t o f th e D TD PT si mul a ti on f r om c ross - hol e tra c er t es t in
KMB H0 1 - 0 2- 0 4:
(1 ) Sta tis ti c r esul ts o f f ra c tu r es i n K MBH 01- 02- 0 4.
(2 ) Th e si mul a ti o n of 3 D di sc r et e f ra ct u r e n e tw o rk a r ou nd KMB H0 1 - 02- 04 (L i ou , 20 09,
c4p 20 ) .
(3 ) Th e 2D d isc r et e f ra c tu r e n et w o rk a nd co r r esp o nd i ng 2 D f ra c t ur e co n n ect iv it y o f
KMB H0 1 - 0 4 a n d K M B H 01 - 0 2 (L i ou, 20 09, c 4p 22 – p2 3 ).
(4 ) Th e r esul t s of na tu ra l g ra d i e nt t ra c e r t e sts i n KMB H0 1 - 0 2- 0 4 (L i ou, 200 9, c 4p 17 ) .
(5 ) Th e fi tt in g r esul t s us i ng D TD PT w it h f i el d d a ta f ro m na tu ra l g ra di e nt t ra c e r t es ts (L i ou ,
200 9, c 4p 25 ) .
(6 ) Th e f it ti n g pa ra m e t e r s o f DT D PT wi th f i el d d a ta fr o m na tu ra l g ra d i e nt t ra c e r t es ts ( L i ou,
200 9, c 4p 24 ) .
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(a)

(d)
DFN (all fractures)
Number of fractures = 13,297,869

(b)

DFN (fractures connected to surface)
Number of fractures = 5,158,373

(c)
Trace map at 500 m depth

Fractures intersected the hypothetical Repository

DFN (fractures intersected at 500 m depth)
Number of fractures = 13,341

Figure 3-32: An example of DFN models in regional scale

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
13, 29 7, 86 9 f ra c t u r es a r e g e n e ra t e d i n th is ex a mpl e .
(b)
Am on g 13 ,2 97 ,8 69 f ra c tu r es, 5 ,1 58, 37 3 f ra ct u r es a r e co n n ec t ed f ro m th e ta r g et d e pt h (5 00
m ) to th e g ro u nd s u r fa c e.
(c )
13, 34 1 f ra c tu r es a r e i n t ers e c t e d a t th e d ep th of 5 00 m.
(d )
T ra c e ma p o f 13 ,3 41 f r a c tu r es a t t h e d e pth of 500 m.
 Pl ea s e s e e T SR (1 ) (A pp e nd i x A , c 3 .9 ) f o r th e c on st ruc ti o n o f DF N r ec i p e:

Th is e xa mpl e s e t r
0.1 m a n d rmin 4.5 m fo r s e nsi t i vi ty t es t pu r pos e .

So ft wa r e us e d f or DF N sim ul a t io n : F ra cMa n (v e rsi o n 7. 5 ) .

Th is e xa mpl e to ok m or e t ha n 72 h ou rs f o r DF N si mul a ti o n.

Th e s p ec i fic a ti o n o f c o mp ut e r us e d t o ru n DF N si mul a ti o n :
W or k sta ti o n
Del l P r ec isi o n T7 60 0 W o rk s ta t io n T ech n i ca l
Sp ec if ic a ti o ns
Pr oc ess o rs
T wo I nt el ® X eo n ® p roc e sso r E5 - 26 00 fa mil y
wi th s ix co r es
Op e ra ti n g Sy st e ms
Ge nu i n e W i nd o ws ® 7 P ro f ess io na l 6 4 - B it
Chi ps et
/
M e mo r y
/ In t el ® C6 00 s e ri es / 128 G B / N V ID IA - Qua dr o
Gra ph ics / S to ra g e
600 0 (6G ) / 4 TB
 DF N r ec ip e :
(1 ) F ra ct u r e Do ma in :
(a ) F DM A: f ra c tu r e d o ma i n a bo v e th e d e p th o f 70 m w ith P 2
2.4 m
( b ) F DM B: f ra c tu r e d o ma i n b el o w t h e d e pth o f 70 m w ith P 2
0.3 m
(2 ) F ra ct u r e Cl us t er :
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F ou r f ra ct ur e c l us t e rs (s e ts ) a r e c l a s si fi e d fo r th e up p e r f ra ct ur e d oma i n (F D MA ) w ith t h e
fol l ow i ng sta tis ti c c ha ra c t e r ist ic s i n P ol e_ T r e nd /P ol e_ Pl u ng e/ κ o f F ish e r d is tr i bu ti o n/ P 2,rel
wi th ∑ P 2,rel 1 :
(a ) Cl us t e r- 1 (s et- 1 ): 198°/ 18°/18 /26 %
( b ) Cl us t er- 2 (s et- 2 ): 155°/ 4°/15 /24 %
(c ) Cl us t e r- 3 (s et- 3 ): 264°/ 23°/16 /18 %
(d ) Cl ust e r- 4 (s e t- 4 ) : 98°/ 81°/11 /32 %
F iv e f ra c tu r e c l us t e rs (s e ts ) a r e c l a s si fi e d f o r t h e up p e r f ra c tu r e d oma i n (F DM B) w it h th e
fol l ow i ng s ta t is tic c h a r a c t er is tic s i n P ol e_ Tr e nd /P ol e_ Pl u ng e / κ o f F i she r dis t ri bu ti o n/ P 2,rel
wi th ∑ P 2,rel 1 :
(a ) Cl us t e r- 1 (s et- 1 ): 65°/ 17°/ 20 /15 %
( b ) Cl us t er- 2 (s et- 2 ): 344°/38 °/18/ 24 %
(c ) Cl us t e r- 3 (s et- 3 ): 281°/ 29°/16 /30 %
(d ) Cl ust e r- 4 (s e t- 4 ) : 174°/ 22°/17 /10 %
( e ) Cl us t e r- 5 (s et- 5 ): 175°/ 75°/19 /21 %
(3 ) F ra ct u r e L oc a ti on :
A Po isso n pr oc ess ( ra n do m p r oc ess ) is a ssu m e d to g e n e ra t e th e l oc a ti on of ea ch s toc ha st i c
fra c tu r e .
(4 ) F ra ct u r e Si z e:
F or th e f ra c tu r e si z e d is tr i bu ti o n, a p o w e r - l a w d ist ri b ut io n is r eco m m e nd e d w it h th e
fol l ow i ng pa ra m e t e rs:
(a ) k r = 2 .6
( b ) r = 0 .0 5 m
(c ) rmax = 5 64 m tha t is c or r es p on di n g t o a r ect a ng ul a r f ra ct ur e s iz e o f 1 ,0 00 m x 1 , 00 0 m .
(d ) rmin = 5. 64 m tha t is c or r es p on d in g t o a r ect a ng ul a r f ra ct ur e s iz e o f 1 0 m x 1 0 m
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Uniaxial Compressive Strength

Brazil Test (Tensile Strength)

Tri-axial Compression Strength

Shear Strength of Weak Plane
( for fracture rock
sample only)

Point Load Test (compressive strength)

Borehole-ID

HCBH01

Depth (m)

Item (Symbol)

Rock

265~

303~

400~

477~

583~

g-gneiss

granite

g-gneiss

g-gneiss

granite

Results @ 25 ℃
Bulk Density
Specific Gravity
Water Content
Water Absorbility
Porosity
Slake Durability
Uniaxial compressive strength
Velocity (compression)
Velocity (shear)
Dynamic Poisson Ratio
Dynamic Elastic Modulus
Dynamic Shear Modulus
Static Poisson Ratio
Static Elastic Modulus
Static Shear Modulus
Cohesion (Triaxial test)
Friction Angle (Triaxial test)
Tensile Strength
Point Load Index
Cohesion (joint)
Friction Angle (joint)
Stiffness

/

n

2.73
2.7
0.27
0.25
0.74
99.2
76.55
2684
1613
0.39
19.67
7.10
0.25
28.92
11.57
16.13
37.68
8.99
1.21
0.03
28
1.93

%
%
%
(*)
MPa
m/s
m/s
(*)
GPa
GPa
(*)
GPa
GPa
MPa
degree
MPa
MPa
MPa
degree
⁄
/

2.68
2.7
0.33
0.32
0.88
99.5
106.62
2389
1518
0.24
15.29
6.18
0.25
31.06
12.42
18.04
51.13
8.74
1.19
0.22
26
6.61

2.72
2.7
0.30
0.27
0.80
98.8
58.66
2253
1430
0.24
13.81
5.56
0.24
25.30
10.20
13.27
44.21
8.62
1.16
0.56
23
6.24

2.71
2.7
0.31
0.30
0.84
99.3
139.60
2438
1524
0.28
16.11
6.29
0.25
48.53
19.41
18.34
47.41
8.99
1.23
0.83
21
4.14

2.69
2.7
0.36
0.34
0.97
99.1
128.56
2378
1398
0.45
15.21
5.26
0.25
41.43
16.57
19.94
48.02
8.84
1.21
0
34
10.10

Figure 3-33: Procedures and results of mechanical property measurements of crystalline rocks
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(c)

(d)

A

(b)

(a)

Yeh et al. (2012, p24)

 Normal Faulting Field
 Stress @ 530.39~530.60 m
.
,
°⁄ °
.
,
°⁄ °
.
,
°⁄ °

B

In-situ stress
AE & ASR

(e)

Time(Ma)

4

2

3

Present

1

0

Fluid NF
Conduit

A – type

Microfault

Depth(km)

A- t yp e
B- t yp e
Th e o t h e r s

NF

Granite outcrop

Data X

SS

Microfault

Marble
DataOutcrop
Z
Kink

SS

(1.5~ 1 . 0 9 Ma?)c

Granite
outcrop
Data
Y
a- (王 珮 玲 ，1998 )
b -(Wu et al., 2014 )
c- (王 珮 玲 ，1998 )

NF

B-type

RF

Foliation

(4.1Ma~3Ma)a
Ca l
Q tz
Ch l

Pseudotachylyte
( 3Ma ) b

DataCore
Y
Granite

Data X: data from HCBH01 granite core
Data Y: data from outcrop granite
Data Z: data from outcrop marble

Lin (2015, Figure 5-1)

Lin (2015)[In Chinese: 林朝彥 (2015)，花蓮和平溪下游變質花崗岩之脆韌性與脆性構造研究與其地質意義，國立臺灣師範大學理學院地球科學研究所，碩士論文。]
Yeh et al. (2012)[In Chinese: 葉恩肇、李偉誠、孫天祥、林為人、林蔚、林鎮國、陳文山(2012)，花蓮和平地區非彈性應變回復法之現地應力量測，地工技術，第
131期，第23-34頁。]

Figure 3-34: In-situ and paleo stress studies in the eastern Taiwan granite area

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
L oca t io n ma p o f f i el d s tr es s m ea su r e m e nts a n d th e st ud y a r ea .
(b)
Th e A SR m ea s ur e m e nt s o f c o r e sa mpl es fr o m H e pi n g HCB H0 1 bo r eh ol e ( Y eh et a l ., 2 01 2,
p2 4 ).
(c )
Th e f ra c tu r e ty p e a nd t he or i e nta ti o n sta tis tic s o f co r e sa mpl es in HC BH0 1.
(d )
Th e o utc r op sl ic k e nsi d e m ea su r em e n t.
(e)
Th e va r ia t io n of pa l e o st r ess fi el d a r e d e r iv ed f ro m sl i ck en si d es i n c o r e a nd ou tcr o p
sa m pl e s a n d st ruc tu r e c ro ss - c u tt i ng r el a t io ns hip s (L i n, 2 01 5, f 5. 1 ):

Th e pa l e o s t r ess c ha ng e d fr o m R F , N F , a n d S S t o N F a t t h e p r es e nt i n th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n
gra n it e a r ea .

T- T EC TO 3. 0 so ft wa r e i s us e d t o c a l cul a t e pa l e o s t r ess f i el d .

H ep i ng R iv e r is si tua t e d a t t h e s u bd uct io n p ol a ri ty r e v e rsa l z o n e of PS P. D o w nst r ea m a r ea
of th e H e pi n g R i v er , l o c a t ed a t th e r ota ti o n a xis o f no r th e r n Ba ck b o n e R a n g e a nd a f f ect e d
by mo un ta i n bu il d i ng a nd ba c k - a rc ex t en s io n, is a p e rf e c t l oca ti on to s tu dy st r ess
tra ns fo r ma ti on (L in , 2 015 , a bst ra c t ) .

Th e sl ick e nsi d es o n out c r o ps a r e g en e ra l l y f ou nd i n ma r bl es, wh e r ea s th e r e is n o
sig ni f ica n t sl ic k e nsi d e s fo u nd i n t h e g ra ni t e out cr o ps. I n a d di ti o n, ma ny sl ick e nsi d es a r e
o bs er v ed in gra n it e c or e sa mpl es of H CBH 01 b ut n o i n t ers e ct io n is o b se rv e d.

Ab b r ev ia t io n :

N F : N o rma l fa ul t s tr e ss f i el d

SS : S tr ik e sl i p st r ess fi el d

R F : R e v ers e fa ul t s t r es s f i el d
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(a)
HF

HTPF

既存裂隙
Pre-existing
fracture

封塞
packer
測試段 zone
Testing

1st cycle

HF results

2nd cycle

time
HF = Hydraulic Fracturing, HTPF = Hydraulic Tests on Pre-existing Fractures

Depth (m)

238

292

306

430

Max H-stress (MPa)

8.41

9.84

10.68

14.43

Min H-stress (MPa)

4.54

6.25

5.73

9.38

Dir of Max H-stress

N58.2W

N54W

N53.6W

N76.4W

Lin et al. (2012c): SNFD-GEL-90-290/SNFD-ITRI-TR2012-0290

(b) Modern stress determined by downhole HF test

(d) Ancient stress predicted by Mafic Dike Attitude (Kamb)

SS field
N=165
Chen et al. (2014a)

(c) Modern stress determined by downhole HTPF test
80.3 MPa
94.8 MPa

NF filed

RF to SS field
89.6 MPa



Stress variations since the late Cretaceous: could be
varied from NF to SS/RF field

Figure 3-35: In-situ and paleo stress studies in the K area
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An n ota t i o n:
(a )
In- s it u st r ess o f K a r ea m ea su r ed by HF a n d H TPF .

Hyd ra ul ic f ra c tu ri n g m e tho d (HF ) .

Hyd ra ul ic t e sts o n pr e - e xis ti n g f ra ct ur e s m et h od (H T PF ).
(b)
Th e r esul t of th e i n - s it u s t r ess b y HF m ea su r e m e nt :

Th e mo d e rn st r ess fi el d is c ha ra ct e ri z ed by s tr ik e - sl i p fa ul t tha t c o ul d b e r el a t e d t o t h e
con t in uo us c r usta l u pl i ft a nd e ros io n of S E Chi na ( Ch e n et a l . , 20 14 a ) .
(c )
Th e r esul t of th e i n - s it u s t r ess b y H TPF m ea s ur e m e nt :

Th e mo d e r n st r ess fi e l d is c ha ra ct e ri z ed by r ev e rs e fa ul t tha t c o ul d b e r el a t e d t o t h e
Phil i pp i n e S ea Pl a t e c o nv e rg i ng to wa rd th e Eu ra sia Pl a t e .
(d )
Th e pa l eo st r ess fi el d es ti ma t io n ba s e d o n th e a tt it ud es of th e dia b a se dik e i n t h e K a r ea
(l a t e C r e ta c eo us ) :

Th e pa l e o - st r es s fi el d of th e K a r e a i n l a t e C r e ta c eo us wa s est i ma t e d fr o m th e a t ti tu d es of
out cr o p dia ba s e dik e s ba s ed on th e m e th od p r op os e d b y A n d r é et a l . (2 00 1) a nd
An d er so n ’s th e o ry o f fa ul ti n g.
 Du e t o th e l i m ita ti o n a nd a ss u mp ti o n o f th e m ea su r e m en t m e th od s, t h e u nc er ta i n ti es of H F a nd
HT PF m ea su r em e n ts m ust b e c o nsi d e r ed :

Th e t es ti ng l oc a ti o ns of HF a r e v e ry cl os e t o t h e F 1 a nd F 2 st ru ct ur es o f K a r ea , s o t h e
r esul ts c o ul d d e via t e f r om t h e l oca l st r ess .

HF t es ti n g a ssu m es on e of s t r ess v ec to r is pa r a l l el t o t h e g ra v it y d i r e cti o n tha t ma y no t b e
tr u e i n r ea l it y.
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(a)

(1)

(b)

(2)

(3)

Wu et al. (2013, p701)

Wu et al. (2013)[Wu, S.K., Chi, W.C., Hsu, S.M., Ke, C.C., Wang, Y. (2013), Shallow Crustal Thermal Structures of Central Taiwan Foothills Region, Terr. Atmos. Ocean. Sci., Vol. 24, pp. 695-707]

Heat Capacity

Thermal Conductivity
Block Sample (ASTM-D5334)
(Thermal Needle Method)

Sweden
Finland
Japan
Western Taiwan
offshore islands
(block sample)
Western Taiwan
offshore islands
(core sample)
Eastern Taiwan
(core sample)

Core Sample (TPS)
(Transient Plane Source method )

Linear Expansion Coefficient
(ASTM-E831)

(ASTM-E1269)

Thermal Conductivity
/(
)
3.56 ~ 3.57 *1
3.57 ~ 3.68 *2
2.92 *3
2.91 *4
2.80 (used for PA, H12)
2.0~3.0 (lab. Meas., H12)
2.34 ~2.41 (ASTM-D5334)(temp. avg.)

Heat Capacity
/(
)
0.76~0.8 *1
0.76~0.8 *1
0.716 *3
0.712 *4
1.0 (used for PA, H12)
0.7 ~ 1.1 (lab. Meas., H12)
—

Expansion Coefficient ( ⁄ )
7.7 × 10 6 *1
7.7 × 10 6 *2
9.76× 10 6 *3
—
—
5
1 × 10
1.5 × 10 5(lab. Meas., H12)
—

2.58 ~ 3.04 (TPS) (temp. avg.)

—

—

2.77 ~ 2.80 (TPS); (temp. avg.)
2.85 ~ 2.94 (TPS, Hot Disk ) (temp. avg.)

—
0.56 ~ 0.90 (only by Host Disk) (temp. avg.)

2.13 ~2.87 (TPS)

0.73 ~ 0.87

—
6

7.84 × 10
9.27 × 10 6 (horizon average)
7.02 × 10 6 9.78 × 10 6 (vertical)

*1 : Hökmark et al. (2010, p41)
*2 : Stephansson et al. (2015, p43)
*3 : POSIVA (2013, p237)
*4 : Kukkonen et al. (2011, p13)

Hökmark, H., Lönnqvist, M., Fälth, B. (2010), THM-issues in repository rock: Thermal, mechanical, thermo-mechanical and hydro-mechanical evolution of the rock at the Forsmark and Laxemar sites, Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company, TR-10-23, SKB.
Kukkonen, I., Kivekäs, L., Vuoriainen, S., Kääriä M. (2011), Thermal Properties of Rocks in Olkiluoto: Results of Laboratory Measurements 1994–2010, POSIVA Working Report 2011-17.
Liou and Tien (2015): SNFD-ITRI-90-311/SNFD-ITRI-TR2015-0311
Posiva Oy (2013), Safety Case for the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel at Olkiluoto–Models and Data for the Repository System 2012, POSIVA Report 2013-01.
Stephansson, O., Gipper P. (2015), Rock Mechanics-Thermal properties and thermal modelling of the rock in a repository of spent nuclear fuel at Forsmark, SSM Technical Note 2015-01.
Tien and Liou (2010): SNFD-EEL-90-275/SNFD-ITRI-TR2010-0275

Figure 3-36: Thermal property studies in Taiwan
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An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Ge ot h er ma l g ra di e n t, t he r ma l c o n duct iv it y a n d h ea t fl o w ma ps o f Ta i wa n.
(1 ) Ge ot h er ma l g ra di e n t m a p
(2 ) Th e r ma l c o nd uc t iv ity ma p
(3 ) H ea t fl o w ma p

R e d l i n es ma rk ma jo r f a ul t l i n es.
(b)
Th e r ma l p ro p e rt i es o f r ep r es e n ta t iv e g ra n it ic r ock sa mpl es .
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Table 3-2: The Table-2 of SNFD2017 reference case

SNFD2017 Reference Case ‒ Table 2

SNFD-ITRI-RC2015-1231

R&D Topics for a “hypothetical /Potential/Candidate/Final Disposal” Site
Safety Assessment
The major WCF
F2

(N30E/80N, Density = 100 m/1000m)

(N80W/50S, thickness = 8~15 m)

(17.803 m)

• GW flow characteristics
• GW chemical characteristics
• Solute transport characteristics
• Long-term stability

(29.414 m)
KMBH01-02-04

KMBH05

(21.016 m)

Rock properties
(thermal/mechanical)

Reference (hypothetical) case → Safety (real) case

Ave. rainfall rate = 1080 mm/yr, infiltration rate = 35 mm/yr

?

KMBH03

Repository Design &
Engineering Technology

Specifications of the repository

Dolerite dikes

Fixed temperature (23.5 ℃) and pressure (1 atm) BC

Geological characterization

Modified from JNC(2000)

• In situ measurements and observation of rock and groundwater
• Natural phenomena affecting the disposal safety (volcanism, faulting, uplift/subsidence, climatic and sea level changes, etc.)

Doumen
rock mass
KMBH06

Geoscientific Studies

(31.622 m)

F1
(N64E/70N, thickness >150m)

TaiwuShan rock mass

C
KMBH01-02-04

KMBH06

N

G/M inversion profile
INV3(C)

The major WCF

F2

F1

KMBH01-02-04

KMBH05

KMBH01-02-04

KMBH03
0m
KMBH02
KMBH04

fracture zone
(regolith)

KMBH01
70 m

D1
KMBH06

Intersection Line
N75E,
Dip Angle=63.3

N80W/50S
Thickness~8-15m

F2

D2

fracture zone
(high angle)

(fracture Zone)

TaiwuShan fault

290 m

Discontinuity
(dolerite dike)

D4

輝綠岩脈N30E/~90N

G/M inversion profile
INV5(E)

G/M inversion
profile INV7(G)

G/M lineament

D4

D3

KMBH06

C’

D5
D6

R3

R2

R1

R6

R5

R4

D7

位態：
輝綠岩脈群N30E/~90N
裂隙帶N80W/50S
R1斷層N64E/70N

F1

450 m

(fault zone)
N64E/70N
Thickness>150m

D8

fracture zone
(F2-related)

fracture zone
(F1-related)
KMBH01

S = magnetic susceptibility, SI;

D10

D = density, kg/cm3

D9
23.5
23.4 to 23.9
TR2012-0290-ac2p43
1.01×105

Pressure
@surface(Pa)

1.7
1.5 to 1.8

Thermal Gradient
(℃/100 m)

1080
650 to 1650

Ave. Precipitation rate (mm/yr)

TR2012-0290-ac2p43

-

-

Possible pH & Eh variation range of deep groundwater surrounding the near-field :
6.99 ≤ pH ≤ 10.41, -0.58 volts ≤ Eh ≤ -0.17 volts

assumption

-

0.1
-

Up-lifting Rate (mm/yr)

TR2009-0270-c3p11

TR2015-0324-c3p382

35
-80 to 190

Infiltration rate (mm/yr)

Sea-level variations w.r.t. the current level (m) in
next Ma

TR2009-0270-c3p11

‐120 to +10
‐130 to +10
TR2015-0324-c3p406

Section04: Topography and Structure (GIS and CAD Files)

Section05: Geological Units (Rock and Structure Units)
R0

R1

R2

R3

F1

F2

D1 to D10

Regolith

Granite+diorite1 (transition zone)

Taiwushan rock mass

Granite+diorite2 (transition zone)

Taiwushan fault

Taiwushan fault-branch

Dolerite dikes

N80W/50S
(width=20m)
8 to 15m

N30E/80N
(100m per 1000m)
-

TR2007-0247-c4p22

TR2012-0290-c4p8

thickness 70 m

-

-

-

5 to 90 m

-

-

-

N64E/70N
(width=200m)
>150m

TR2009-0270-c4p1

-

-

-

TR2005-0219-c4p26

Section06: Hydraulic Properties
Unit ID
Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)

℃;

1

2
2
2
1
2
2

R2
1.0×10-10
4.1×10-12 to 1.0×10-9

R3
1.0×10-10
4.1×10-12 to 1.0×10-9

F1
5.0×10-6
3.0×10-8 to 1.0×10-4

F2
5.0×10-6
3.0×10-8 to 1.0×10-4

D1 to D10
1.0×10-11
4.1×10-12 to 3.6×10-11

2

TR2009-0270-c4p1

TR2007-0248-c3p15; TR2013-0320-c3p33

TR2007-0248-c3p15; TR2013-0320-c3p33

TR2007-0248-c3p15; TR2013-0320-c3p33

TR2012-0290-ac3P45

TR2012-0290-ac3P45

TR2007-0248-c3p15

2

Upscaling of Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)

×(

；
⁄
)

2

-

-

Effective velocity ( ⁄ )

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hydraulic Dispersivity (m)

-

-

-

-

Peclet number, Pe, (*)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hydraulic Diffusion Coefficient (

2⁄

)

Tortuosity (Travel Length/distance)

-

-

1.3×10-4 to 2.9×10-4

-

TR2009-0267-c5p12
2.0×10-3

TR2009-0267c4p6
1.0×10-2

2.0×10-3 or 2.0×10-2

2.9×10-5 to 1.0×10-2

-

-

-

TR2009-0267-c5p12

TR2009-0267-c4p6

-

-

-

100
100

75
0.1 to 75

-

-

-

TR2009-0267-c5p12

TR2009-0267-c4p6

-

-

-

10
10

8
8 to 3150

-

1

-

TR2009-0267-c5p12

TR2009-0267-c4p6

-

1

-

6
3.2 or 6

35
1.2 to 35

-

2

-

TR2009-0267-c5p12

TR2009-0267-c4p6

-

-

FDMB

2.6,

0.1 m,

5.64 m,

𝑎

)
: radius (m) of a disk fracture; : equivalent size (m) of a square fracture, m;
9.0 × 10 9 ; 2 6.03 × 10 9 ;
1.05 × 10 ;
0.7
Fracture Aperture ( , )
0.5
Source
SNFD-SKBI-PL2015-1023; Vidstrand et al., 2010, p107
Section08: Thermal and Mechanical Properties
Wet heat conductivity ( ⁄

℃)

Specific heat
( ⁄
℃)
Thermal expansion coefficient (1/℃)

Dry density (

⁄

)

Specific gravity

Saturated density (

⁄

)

Porosity(%)

2

2

0.3

3*

2

× 100

×

.5

564 m

3*

2

. 65

0.165

.6

2

assumption

TR2010-0275-c4p7

TR2010-0275-c4p7

TR2010-0275-c4p7

assumption

assumption

TR2010-0275-c4p7

4

800
-

800
730 to 903

800
730 to 903

800
730 to 903

800
-

800
-

800
730 to 903

4

assumption

TR2010-0275-c4p7
8.0×10-6

TR2010-0275-c4p7
8.0×10-6

TR2010-0275-c4p7
8.0×10-6

TR2010-0275-c4p7
8.0×10-6

4

-

-

-

8.0×10-6
-

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

assumption

2000
-

2750
2730 to 2770

2630
2610 to 2660

2650
2600 to 2750

2600
-

2600
-

2750
2740 or 2750

assumption

TR2005-0219-c4p66

TR2005-0219-c4p66

TR2003-0199-c2p11

-

assumption

-

-

2.76
2.76 or 2.76

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p11

4
4

2760
2740 to 2780

2640
2620 to 2670

2650
2610 to 2750

-

-

2750
2750 or 2750

-

TR2005-0219-c4p66

TR2005-0219-c4p66

TR2003-0199-c2p11(Calculated)

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p11(Calculated)

0.72
0.60 to 0.87

-

-

0.68
0.60 or 0.77

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p11

4
5*

(

4
4
4

+4 +
+ +
( )2+ + 2
2(𝑎𝑞) + 3

4

0.27
0.22 to 0.33

-

-

0.25
0.22 or 0.28

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p11(Calculated)

Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)

-

111.54
89.16 to 131.21

125.97
75.68 to 168.66

77.12
51.51 to 106.56

-

-

71.99
51.51 or 92.47

-

TR2005-0219-c4p67

TR2005-0219-c4p67

TR2003-0199-c2p12

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p12

4

+++

-

27.46
26.42 to 28.49

23.75
17.99 to 29.51

28.84
22.75 or 34.92

-

-

22.75
22.75

4

+

+2

Cohesion (MPa)

4

+

+

-

TR2005-0219-c4p68

TR2005-0219-c4p68

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p12

Friction angle (degree)

-

51.05
47.90 to 54.20

54.90
50.71 to 59.08

56.5
56 or 57

-

-

56
56

4

-

TR2005-0219-c4p68

TR2005-0219-c4p68

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p12

Tensile strength (MPa)

-

10.99
6.99 to 14.60

9.73
6.91 to 13.33

8.41
6.43 to 10.72

-

-

7.37
7.37

-

TR2005-0219-c4p69

TR2005-0219-c4p69

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p13

Secant Young’s modulus (GPa)

-

44.18
31.70 to 52.66

41.93
34.15 to 51.19

25.72
19.42 to 30.02

-

-

25.52
25.52

-

TR2005-0219-c4p70

TR2005-0219-c4p70

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p13

Secant Poisson’s ratio

-

0.17
0.13 to 0.27

0.15
0.11 to 0.19

0.16
0.14 to 0.18

-

-

0.15
0.15

-

TR2005-0219-c4p70

TR2005-0219-c4p70

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p13

Dynamic shear modulus (GPa)

-

22.88
16.75 to 29.24

17.98
12.99 to 24.50

-

-

-

-

-

TR2005-0219-c4p71

TR2005-0219-c4p71

-

-

-

Dynamic Young’s modulus (GPa)

-

55.17
41.31 to 73.60

42.28
30.28 to 58.37

31.55
26.50 to 37.90

-

-

29.5
26.50 to 33.1

-

TR2005-0219-c4p71

TR2005-0219-c4p71

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p13

Dynamic Poisson’s ratio

-

0.20
0.12 to 0.27

0.17
0.10 to 0.25

0.22
0.14 to 0.26

-

-

0.20
0.14 to 0.24

-

TR2005-0219-c4p71

TR2005-0219-c4p71

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

-

TR2003-0199-c2p13

In-situ stress (MPa)
(HF@306m)

-

-

σ =8.11
σH =10.68
σ =5.73

-

-

-

-

-

KMBH01@306m
TR2003-0199-c3p17

-

-

-

-

σ =11.40
σH =14.43

-

-

-

-

-

-

σ =9.38

-

-

-

-

-

-

KMBH01@430m
TR2003-0199-c3p17

-

-

-

-

-

-

σ =10.29 to 12.34
σ2=6.66 to 8.62
σ =0.76 to 2.14

-

-

-

-

-

-

KMBH01@268~320m
TR2005-0219-c4p107

-

-

-

-

R0
-

R1
20
55
8
5
10
<1
trace > 100 grains
trace > 10 grains
trace > 20 grains
-

R2
35
15
45
5
trace > 10 grains
trace > 20 grains
trace > 20 grains
-

R3
35
25
37
3
<1
trace > 10 grains
trace > 10 graisn
trace > 10 grains
trace > 10 grains
-

F1
35
15
45
3
1
trace > 10 grains
trace < 10grains
1
-

F2
35
15
45
3
1
trace > 10 grains
trace < 10grains
1
-

D1 to D10
~5
30
30
15
~5
~5
10

-

KMBH03@384.4m
TR2012-0288-c7p5

KMBH04@462.2m
TR2012-0288-c7p31

KMBH06@419.0m
TR2012-0288-c7p50

KMBH04@497.1m
TR2012-0288-c7p32

KMBH04@497.1m
TR2012-0288-c7p32

KMBH04@291.7m
TR2012-0288-c7p19

Section09: Mineral Compositions

2nd minerals suggested by geochemical modeling

Saponite-Ca, Nontronite-Na, Nontronite-Ca, Carbon, Dawsonite, Dolomite

2 𝑎𝑞

0.33

Note: The details of geological conceptual models and characteristic data are referred to SNFD-ITRI-TR2015-0001.

N ot e: Th e d e ta il s of g e ol o gic a l c o nc e p tua l m o d el s a n d cha ra ct e r ist ic da ta a r e r e f er r e d t o T S R (1 ) , Ap p e n di x A .
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++

)

type = Smectite;
+ 2 +++ +

type = Illite;
++
0.25
+ 0.6

+

+ 2.3

+++

4

𝑛
𝑛

4

𝑛

4

𝑛

4

(𝑎𝑞)
++

𝑛
𝑛
𝑛

+
(𝑎𝑞)

43.3017

34.5917

26.3105

17.1295

13.5858

8.8387

4.1918

2.2257

1.8487

1.3330

0.7743

-26.5030

-24.6534

-22.7519

-21.2343

9.0182

6.8101

3.8468

0.9541

13.8989

10.4724

6.4420

2.6912

2.1411

0.1086

-2.3178

-4.6072

-23.8548

-24.9940

-27.0651

-29.7302

5.5674

4.3464

2.9527

3.4063

2.5135

1.3314

0.0944

29.2440

26.2900

22.1907

18.2025

-11.3915

-11.5822

-12.6234

-13.9486

-11.4385

-11.5263

-12.4420

-13.6424

-16.5702

-15.4193

-14.3228

-13.4475

1.7173

-4.5331

-4.4823

-4.6094

11.3859

9.0260

5.5550

2.0472

14.9398
50.4784

13.9951
46.1066

13.0272
40.9717

12.2551
36.1762

-4.9035

-2.6567

-2.8983

-91.0448

-83.1049

-3.0633

-3.1076

-74.0534

-65.8641

-6.5804

-6.3447

-6.2684

-6.3882

10.6241
-7.6765

10.3288
-7.8136

10.1304
-8.0527

10.0836
-8.3574

70.3758

64.1735

56.8565

49.9814

-6.6467

-6.4827

12.0082
122.1371

11.1018
107.0295

-103.8097

-92.2328

-10.0691
+2

2(𝑎𝑞)

-68.1779

+

+

2

+

+

+

+++

-6.9877

-9.2410

-8.2847

-7.4010

-62.1001

-54.8254

-47.8997

-2.9848

-3.1681

-3.4737

-6.5275
10.3231

-6.4944
9.9525

-6.6415
9.4684

-6.9494
9.0844

157.8202

144.1412

128.0446

112.9831

3.7949

3.7530

3.8042

3.9447

15.6450

14.7948

13.8004

12.8848

-0.3734

-0.1541

0.1098

0.4108

9.8150
0.8286

9.8144
0.7770

10.0745
0.6509

10.6485
0.4730

8.3040

8.0530

-3.8482

+

2

8.4138
1.0819

0.9976

0.8328

0.6235

+2

2

26.6454

23.6266

20.0941

16.8223

1.7097

1.4946

1.2163

0.9240

-0.8854
7.5021

-0.8796
7.0017

-0.9907
6.4516

-1.1946
5.9636

-1.0951
-2.0713

-1.0467
-2.1111

-1.1592
-2.2647

-1.4181
-2.5111

2 𝑎𝑞

+

7.8291

0.3566
-1.1704
6.5632

-1.1638
-2.8370

-1.4355
-3.3473

+
+
+

0.1349
-1.3524
-2.7200
5.5988

0.0548
-1.4780
-

-0.1820
-1.7390
-

-

+

++

+

0.0494
-1.3868
-

+

2

-

9.5000

-

12.0000

-

-

25.7948
5.7264
12.1394
18.7152

22.8833
4.9571
10.5945
16.4329

19.5707
4.0033
8.7455
13.7251

16.5819
3.0626
6.9818
11.1731

+++

+2
+

+

+3

2

+++

+2
+++
+2

+

+ 0.75

2

2

+++

2
2

+5

2(𝑎𝑞)

+4

2(𝑎𝑞)

++

2(𝑎𝑞)

𝑛 ++

+

+

+ 0.5

2

+ 1.25

𝑛 ++ +

2 𝑎𝑞

2 𝑎𝑞

+2

+ 1.5

2

2

𝑛 ++ +
++

+

𝑛 ++ +
𝑛 ++ +
𝑛 ++ +

2

SNFD-ITRI-90-305-C3P33

-

-9.8295

-8.3842

-7.0746

-6.2253

23.9518

21.6373

18.6198

15.5121

21.0868

18.7704

16.0617

13.5457

-0.0716
22.3542

-0.3013
20.2963

-0.7149
18.1502

-1.2375
16.4111

34.9612

32.4146

29.8283

27.8067

3.6054

2.6561

1.3529

-0.0417

-2.1172

-2.1257

-2.2089

-2.3276

-2.1079

8.9600
-1.4200
-2.3062

7.9300
-1.6000
-2.6537

6.9900
-1.8200
-3.0650

thermo.com.V8.R6+.dat, GWB ® , V9.0
Log (equilibrium constant) at different conditions

Components of Reactions
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

35.8991

50.2850

0.5886
-0.8623
6.9262

+

+

43.7071

-1.0357
-2.4117

+

+4

51.9228

0.6956
-0.6817
7.3499

+++

2

(𝑎𝑞)

21.8831

58.4989

12.9351
138.3169

𝑛 ++ +
+3

27.5160

-116.4609

2

+

+ 0.25

+

33.3352

-1.0798
-2.1387

+3

+

14.7606

37.8063

0.6729
-0.6545
7.7399

++

2

17.1582

+

(𝑎𝑞)

++

2

+

19.6060

+
++
+

++

+ 2.5

15.8250

21.3901

++

+

(𝑎𝑞)

18.3539

2

2 ),

2 ),

a

+
2(𝑎𝑞)

(𝑎𝑞)

2(𝑎𝑞)
+
+
++
++
++
+++
++

𝑛 ++
++
++

𝑛 ++
thermo.com.V8.R6+.dat, GWB ® , V9.0

b

c
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
thermo.com.V8.R6+.dat, GWB ® , V9.0

d

Section10: Groundwater Compositions
Average Groundwater Aquality
KM4

KM5

KMi

SKB-Ä spö

HC

Depth (m)
300 to 400 400 to 500 300 to 500
~550
30 to 50
pH
7.67
8.98
8.60
7.7
6.21 ~ 7.73
pe
-3.10
-6.79
-5.73
-5.21 ~ -1.24 -4.6 ~ 2.2
T(℃)
28.80
31.70
30.87
EC (mS/cm)
0.407
0.320
0.345
8.55×10-4
9.77×10-4
1.81×10-1
1.63×10-1
Cl_tot (mol/L) 1.29×10-3
1.32×10-3
1.15×10-3
1.21×10-3
1.64×10-4
5.30×10-4
C_tot (mol/L)
-4
-5
-4
-3
1.30×10
9.59×10
1.05×10
5.83×10
6.67×10-3
S_tot (mol/L)
2.12×10-5
4.03×10-5
3.35×10-5
2.85×10-6
1.64×10-5
N_tot (mol/L)
1.63×10-6
2.05×10-6
1.88×10-6
1.61×10-7
P_tot (mol/L)
B_tot (mol/L)
1.18×10-3
6.90×10-4
8.31×10-4
1.46×10-4
4.14×10-4
Si_tot (mol/L)
1.19×10-4
2.11×10-4
1.85×10-4
7.89×10-5
F_tot (mol/L)
5.01×10-4
Br_tot (mol/L)
-6
1.10×10
I_tot (mol/L)
1.68×10-3
1.57×10-3
9.13×10-2
9.48×10-2
Na_tot (mol/L) 1.29×10-3
1.48×10-4
6.98×10-5
9.22×10-5
2.05×10-4
1.28×10-3
K_tot (mol/L)
2.79×10-4
3.76×10-4
4.73×10-2
1.93×10-2
Ca_tot (mol/L) 6.18×10-4
2.00×10-5
6.38×10-5
1.73×10-3
1.34×10-2
Mg_tot (mol/L) 1.30×10-4
Al_tot (mol/L)
5.18×10-6
7.62×10-6
4.3×10-6
6.56×10-4
Fe_tot (mol/L) 1.37×10-5
2.76×10-7
2.37×10-7
Cu_tot (mol/L) 1.18×10-7
9.60×10-7
1.94×10-6
5.28×10-6
2.64×10-4
Mn_tot (mol/L) 3.90×10-6
-6
-6
-6
1.17×10
2.90×10
1.11×10-6
Zn_tot (mol/L) 7.22×10
3.11×10-8
3.11×10-8
Cd_tot (mol/L)
ND
2.50×10-7
1.35×10-7
Cr_tot (mol/L) 1.92×10-8
5.59×10-5
3.30×10-5
4.07×10-5
1.46×10-6
Ni_tot (mol/L)
1.57×10-7
1.46×10-7
9.59×10-7
Pb_tot (mol/L) 1.25×10-7
1.00×10-8
1.00×10-8
1.69×10-8
As_tot (mol/L)
ND
U_tot (mol/L)
Salinity (‰)
0.279
0.208
0.228
11.1
Bruno et
Source
TR2012-0290-ac4p44~46

TR2015-0305-c3p18

+ 4.66

2 ), type = Smectite;
0.165 ++ + 2 +++ +

.6

+
+

+

+

(𝑎𝑞)
++

0.21
0.14 to 0.25

-

+ 3.67

++

0.54
0.38 to 0.65

-

type = Smectite;

++

TR2005-0219-c4p67

20.9643

13.7100
152.0993

+

++

++

0.53
0.34 to 0.77

-

+

2 ),

+
+

+

48.1440

22.9006

2

2

+

+

+

TR2005-0219-c4p66

-

+2

++

(𝑎𝑞)
+

45.2528

57.3207

0.9046

+

++

-

4

+

+

++

+

53.1713

66.7965

2

+

+

+

61.2367

73.7182

2

+

-

4
4

+6

+

++

TR2005-0219-c4p67

Opaque Minerals (v%)

+

(𝑎𝑞)
+

4
4
4

4

2 𝑎𝑞

+

+

+4

+

4

45.1520

66.9228

-127.4562

+

+

+

+

4
4

55.7725

2(𝑎𝑞)

_

+

(𝑎𝑞) +

67.2391

+ 1.5

+

+

+

33.3581

76.7345

2

+

𝑎𝑞

+

+

+

assumption

+6

2 𝑎𝑞

+

+

+

42.5135

2
+

+8

𝑎𝑞

(𝑎𝑞)

2(𝑎𝑞)

52.2821

2

+

(𝑎𝑞)

18.4443

60.2452

2

+

(𝑎𝑞)
+

(𝑎𝑞)

2.66
2.62 to 2.76

+2

+

2(𝑎𝑞)
+

(𝑎𝑞)

19.6118

25.5332

-7.4159
+

2 𝑎𝑞

(𝑎𝑞)

25.9003

24.4456

32.9296

2 𝑎𝑞

+

2

+

31.5103

29.4693

38.7601

2

+
+

+

4

TR2003-0199-c2p7

-

+2

4

TR2003-0199-c2p7

+8

2 𝑎𝑞

+4

2

+

(𝑎𝑞)

+

+

(𝑎𝑞)

4

2.65
2.63 to 2.68

2

2

+

4

TR2005-0219-c4p66

+2
.5

+

+

4

2.77
2.75 to 2.79

.6

2

+4

+

+

4

TR2005-0219-c4p66

+ 0.33
2

.5

2

+

+

37.4400

33.3018

2

2 𝑎𝑞

(𝑎𝑞)

42.0937

+2

+ 7.32
+++

2.

2(𝑎𝑞)
++

+3

4

-

++

.

+

+

.6

2 );
++ +

2

+ +
+2

0.2236
15.3121

+

+

+
2

2

2 (𝑎𝑞)

2(𝑎𝑞)
+

4

-

+ 12

2

+

2

(𝑎𝑞)

4

2

+

+
+

+

D1 to D10
3.0
2.3 to 3.0

++

++

2(𝑎𝑞)

2

+

2(𝑎𝑞)

4

F2
2.0
-

+3

+++

.

.25

2.

2

4

F1
2.0
-

++

+ 12

2(𝑎𝑞)

2

4

R3
3.0
2.3 to 3.0

++

2 );

. 65

+5

2 𝑎𝑞

0.19
0.12 to 0.28

Unit ID
Quartz (v%)
Plagioclase (v%)
K-feldspar (v%)
Biotite (v%)
Amphibole (v%)
Clinopyroxene (v%)
Chlorite (v%)
Ilmenite (v%)
Magnetite (v%)
Sphene (v%)
Zircon (v%)
Garnet (v%)
Apatite (v%)
Epidote (v%)
Allanite (v%)
Zoisite (v%)
Sericite (v%)
Muscovite (v%)
Kolinite (v%)
Calcite (v%)
Pyrite (v%)

+3

:2

+ +
2(𝑎𝑞) + 0.5

4

R2
3.0
2.3 to 3.0

);
5

2 );

.6

.6

.25

3.5

TR2005-0219-c4p66

In-situ stress (MPa)
(HTPF@300m)

.

Gypsum (
:2 2

2

R1
3.0
2.3 to 3.0

)

+
. 65
2
.
.6
2 + 7.32
0.33 +++ + 3.67
2 𝑎𝑞 + 4.66 2
Nontronite-Na (Smectite,
.
2
.
+
.
2
.
.6
2 + 7.32
0.33 +++ + 3.67
2 𝑎𝑞 + 4.66 2
Zircon (
);
++
+2 +
2(𝑎𝑞)
2 +

-

In-situ stress (MPa)
(HF@430m)

2 𝑎𝑞

) ) , type = Garnet;
3 ++ + 2 +++ + 3

. 65

++

-1.8683

1.5678
20.8090

+

+

+2

2

4

assumption

type =Amphibole;
++ + 8
2 +8

7

+

+3

2

4

8.0×10-6
-

type =Amphibole;
++
2 ++ + 5
+8

+ 0.25
+ 1.75
+ 0.25
);
+6 +
2 +++ + 2
2 𝑎𝑞 + 5 2
);
++ + 2
+++ + 4
2
);
++
+ 2 +++ + 4 2
), type = end member of il;
2 +++ + 3 2

Dolomite (

-

Water absorption(%)

++

Dawsonite (

4

assumption

2 ),
2 ),

+

2 𝑎𝑞

)2 ), type = Pyroxene;
++ +
++ + 2
2 𝑎𝑞 + 2

Fluorapatite ( 5 (
) +3 +
5(

+

4

2

2

++

2 5

4

0.5

+6
+6

2 5

Magnetite (
+8 +
Ilmenite (
+8 +
Hematite ( 2
+6 +
2

5

4

2 𝑎𝑞

2 𝑎𝑞

), type = Chlorite;
+3
2 𝑎𝑞 + 5

type = Pyroxene;
++ +
++ + 2

(

+

);

+

Pyrite (
2 );
2+ 2
Kaolinite ( 2

5
4

× 100

5.3 × 10 ; 2 3.98 × 10 ;
3.98 × 10 ;
0.5
SNFD-SKBI-PL2015-1023; Vidstrand et al., 2010, p106

+4

Illite (Illite,

Stationary random (Poisson) process
⁄100
𝑛⁄
;
×
2

2 6 ),
+

Nontronite-Ca (
3

R0
2.0
-

8.0×10-6
-

Calcite (
+

4

×

+ 14

+3
+3

Zoisite ( 2 (
)
);
(
)
+ 13 +
2 ++ + 3 +++ + 3
2
2 𝑎𝑞 + 7
Muscovite (
( )2 ), type = Mica;
++3
+++ + 3
( )2 +10 +
2 𝑎𝑞 + 6 2

4

2

22

++

+++

+++

2

22
+

-0.9654

2.7645
26.5780

2

2 𝑎𝑞 + 7 2
), type = Chlorite;
5 ++ + 2 +++ + 3

+

+ 14

2

2

2 6

3

6

.5 ;
⁄100 ; 2
×
: physical length (m) of an intersecting fracture in orthogonal direction

5

22

22

4

×

2

5

Diopside (

4

2

2

Anthophyllite (

Saponite-Ca (

2

Power law :

Tremolite (

5

2⁄

Unit ID

1

3

=15%
=24%
=30%
=10%
=21%

)

is the minimum radius value
is any fracture radius between and
is the exponent of fractal dimension, or the so-called fracture radius scaling exponent (La Pointe et al., 2008, p46).
is the probability that a circular-shape fracture with a radius greater than or equal to
, 𝑎 is the volumetric fracture intensity corrected with determined fracture radius between
and 𝑎 .
2
Stationary random (Poisson) process

Fracture Transmissivity ( ,

1

3

R is the fracture radius

Fracture location

1

1

2.4
2
Area of fractures per unit volume of rock mass (volumetric intensity, m
Power law :
2.6,
0.1 m,
5.64 m, 𝑎
564 m
2
− 𝑎 2
, 2
, 𝑎
,
2
2

Fracture size

1

3

2

5

+ 16

2

-0.2753

3.2730
31.1921

+3

+

+ 16

Clinochlore-14A (

2

+++

1

-

Fisher distribution
,
;
the angular displacement form the mean pole vector
κ a concentration parameter of Fisher distribution
Fracture intensity

5

5

5

+

+ 13
+2

+++

+

2.0×10-5 or 2.0×10-4

2,

2

-0.2212

);

Grossular (
2(
) + 12
2(

TR2009-0267-c4p6
1.3×10-4

2,

2

2 ++ +
Daphnite-14A (

2

2

TR2009-0267-c5p12
2.0×10-5

2,

2

-

-

-

2,

2

)2 ), type = Mica;
+ + +++ + 3

+

)2 +10

( )2 ) , type = Mica;
++3
++ +
) 2 +10 +

(
2

-

-

2,

(
Annite (

2

-

20),
18),
16),
17),
19),

(

Phlogopite (

) ), type = Garnet;
+
3 ++ + 2 +++ + 3

0.015
0.007 to 0.015

,
,
,
,

2 𝑎𝑞

Andradite (
2(
) + 12
2(

0.01
0.01

Elevation (depth below surface, m) > 70 m
Cluster 1 = (65, 17) , Fisher distribution ( ,
Cluster 2 = (344, 38) , Fisher distribution (
Cluster 3 = (281, 29) , Fisher distribution (
Cluster 4 = (174, 22) , Fisher distribution (
Cluster 5 = (175, 75) , Fisher distribution (

Log (equilibrium constant) at different conditions
a
b
c
d
-4.6319
-3.9993
-3.4734
-3.0782

2 );

2

Maximum_Microcline (
);
++
+++ + 3
+4 +
2 𝑎𝑞 + 2 2
Albite_low (
);
+
+4 +
+ +++ + 3
2 𝑎𝑞 + 2 2
Anorthite (
)2 ), type= Feldspar
2(
++ + 2
+++ + 2
)2 +8 +
2(
2 𝑎𝑞 + 4

2

-

Section07: DFN Recipe for R# (F# and D# are assumed to be deterministic structures and treated as porous media)
FDMA
Fracture Domain
Elevation (depth below surface, m) < 70 m
Cluster 1 = (198, 18), Fisher distribution ( ,
18), 2, =26%
Cluster 2 = (155, 4), Fisher distribution ( ,
15), 2, =24%
Cluster 3 = (264, 23), Fisher distribution ( ,
16), 2, =18%
Cluster 4 = (98, 81), Fisher distribution ( ,
11), 2, =32%
Fracture clusters
(Pole_Trend, Pole_Plunge)

Quartz (

Hedenbergite (
(
)2 + 4

TR2006-0243-c4p55

Effective
Porosity (%)

℃

Reactions

Epidote (

R1
1.0×10-10
4.1×10-12 to 1.0×10-9

to

℃;

T

R0
1.0×10-5
5.0×10-6 to 1.0×10-4

Hydraulic conductivity of fracture (m/s): upscaling from
.
×
− .

℃;

T = types of species

2

Topography of the C-C’ profile; unit = (m, m)
Point C(X,Y)= (Coordinate System = TWD97_119)=(190756.80, 2713387.00)=L@0; N19W; (L, Z) =(0, 4.42), (100, 1.99), (200, 1.72), (300, 3.60), (400, 4.71), (500, 11.30), (600, 18.18), (700, 16.88), (800, 16.52), (900, 11.82), (1000, 8.85), (1100, 7.54), (1200, 6.45), (1300, 5.99), (1400, 6.02), (1500, 6.25), (1600, 6.55), (1700, 7.17), (1800, 7.49), (1900, 8.07), (2000, 9.15), (2100, 12.76), (2200, 13.99), (2300, 13.42), (2400, 16.26), (2500, 16.97), (2600, 20.83), (2700, 26.57), (2800, 61.05), (2900, 51.68), (3000, 45.95), (3100, 39.62), (3200, 45.97), (3300, 56.39),
(3400, 38.17), (3500, 36.21), (3600, 30.40), (3700, 28.59), (3800, 29.41), (3900, 30.06), (4000, 31.13), (4100, 31.23), (4200, 25.74), (4300, 21.86), (4400, 19.77), (4500, 23.77), (4600, 26.56), (4700, 23.48), (4800, 23.37), (4900, 22.00), (5000, 19.25), (5100, 18.00), (5200, 20.98), (5300, 26.31), (5400, 31.58), (5500, 25.71), (5600, 26.43), (5700, 23.31), (5800, 20.97), (5900, 20.12), (6000, 20.97), (6100, 25.87), (6200, 28.01), (6300, 25.96), (6400, 28.24), (6500, 31.18), (6600, 29.36), (6700, 36.09), (6800, 43.44), (6900, 50.18), (7000, 38.60), (7100, 41.10), (7200,
39.46), (7300, 35.64), (7400, 31.69), (7500, 29.48), (7600, 27.11), (7700, 24.41), (7800, 23.31), (7900, 23.60), (8000, 22.00), (8100, 21.15), (8200, 22.35), (8300, 23.96), (8400, 23.38), (8500, 24.01), (8600, 22.52), (8700, 20.95), (8800, 20.51), (8900, 19.40), (9000, 17.90), (9100, 17.55), (9200, 16.00), (9300, 14.70), (9400, 14.00), (9500, 14.02), (9600, 14.43), (9700, 12.37), (9800, 11.95), (9900, 11.27), (10000, 11.28), (10100, 11.07), (10200, 9.73), (10300, 10.18), (10400, 8.89), (10500, 8.92), (10600, 6.98), (10700, 6.18), (10800, 6.44), (10900, 12.65), (11000,
14.61), (11100, 22.48), (11200, 11.94), (11300, 10.62), (11400, 12.04), (11500, 12.88), (11600, 12.22), (11700, 10.63), (11800, 9.52), (11900, 9.18), (12000, 7.30)

Strike/dip

Section11: Dominated Reactions of the Natural System

1

ArcGIS for topography, surface geological map, river and lake, locations of study activities, bathymetry of surrounding = SNFD-ITRI-RC2015-1231.mpk
3D Structure in AutoCAD = SNFD-ITRI-RC2015-1231.dwg

Unit ID

KMBH01

KMBH02
KMBH02

KMBH04
R1斷層N64E/70N

Section03: General I.C. and B.C. (Assume no flow boundary condition @ the left and bottom boundaries)
Temperature
@ water table (℃)

N30E/80N

350 m

al.,(1997), p106;
Augué et al.,
(2006), p14

4ML1100-RS6001- p46

Average Surface Water
River
Sea (global)
(global)
surface
surface
7.5~(8.2)~8.4
25
15
~0.1
~42.9
2.20×10-4
5.46×10-1
-4
8.52×10
2.33×10-3
1.15×10-4
2.82×10-2
1.07×10-2
6.46×10-7
2.00×10-6
9.25×10-7
4.16×10-4
2.31×10-4
7.94×10-5
5.26×10-8
6.84×10-5
2.50×10-7
8.42×10-4
-8
5.51×10
5.01×10-7
-4
2.74×10
4.68×10-1
5.88×10-5
1.02×10-2
3.74×10-4
1.03×10-2
1.69×10-4
5.31×10-2
1.85×10-6
7.94×10-8
7.16×10-7
3.16×10-8
1.10×10-7
7.94×10-9
1.27×10-7
3.98×10-9
-7
3.06×10
-11
8.89×10
1.92×10-8
6.31×10-9
5.11×10-9
2.51×10-8
2.67×10-8
5.01×10-8
1.68×10-10
1.99×10-10
35.1
Faure (1991),
p173&p442

Stumm and Morgan
(1982), p184, p463 &
p567;
Augué et al., (2006), p14

3.4. Conclusions
Technical feasibility is the main focus of the SNFD2017 report.
Moreover, FCMA specifically requires the SNFD2017 report to
clearly address “Whether a scientifically suitable granite body can
be located in Taiwan for geological disposal?” Therefore, there are
two objectives for the Chapter 3 of SNFD2017 report:
(1) Whether a scientifically suitable granite body can be located in
Taiwan for geological disposal?
(2) Whether Taiwan’s techniques are feasible for deep geological
characterization?
The above obje ctives have been fulfilled by the relevant
findings of this report. Related research results are summarized as
follows.
3.4.1. Whether a Scientifically Suitable Granite Body Can Be Located in Taiwan
for Geological Disposal?
(1) Taiwan is located in the Pacific R ing of Fire; therefore, the
nature factors considered for the GDF siting include: volcanism,
faulting, seismicity, diapirism, uplift/subsidence/denudation,
and climate and sea leve l changes. Moreover, the site should
avoid the area that has potential for f uture mining exploration
of nature resources, such as natural gas and groundwater .
Granite, mudstone, and Mesozoic basement rock s (Figure 3-19)
had been considered as potential host rocks in Taiwan.
Long-term stability comparison of these three potential host
rocks

(Table

3-1)

and

the

study

result s

(Figure

3-23)

indicated:
(a) Scientifically, it is possible to locate a suitable granitic
rock body for geological disposal in Taiwan. Besides the
Dalun

Granite

located in a geothermal field of the

southeastern Taiwan, s o far, no study has reported any
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scientific fatal weakness (Figure 3-23) for the most
granite bodies in the eastern Taiwan and the western
offshore islands. They are accessible, predictable, and
potentially stable for at least 1 Ma in their long -term
evolution. In short, all granite bodies in Taiwan, except
Dalun Granite, are scienti fic potential candidates for GDF
sites.
(b) The Mesozoic basement rocks distributed in the western
offshore area and the Coastal Plain of Taiwan Island are
located in a stable geological environment. Unfortunately,
except the area nearby Huayu Island, the rest basement
rocks are too deep for the DTD concept due to the
engineering challenge of tunnel excavation. However, DBD
concept has become one of research focus for U.S. and UK
(Hippel and Hayes, 2010, p16; Ketner, 2014, p2). The DBD
concept may become a feasible disposal option for the rest
of Mesozoic basement rocks in Taiwan in the future.
(c) In the mudstone area in the southwestern Taiwan, faults
and diapirisms are widely developed and there is potential
for oil and natural gas exploration. In short, scientifically,
the mudstone in the southwestern Taiwan is not a
candidate for GDF site.
(2) Without considering any non -scientific factor, e.g., public
acceptance, political balance, transportation limitation, and
construction cost, a scientifically suitable granite body with
sufficient rock size can be located in Taiwan for geological
disposal. Potential areas include :
(a) Granitic rock bodies in the western offshore islands, e.g.,
granites in Kinmen, Wuchiu, and Matsu Islands. Amon g
them, the K area, the east part of Kinmen Island, is rule d
out as a candidate GDF site by the current Taiwan
regulations.
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(b) Granitic

rock

Yuantoushan,

bodies

in

the

eastern

Taiwan,

Fanpaochienshan,

Heping,

and

e.g.,

Kanagan

Granites.
(3) Currently, Tai wan adopts the Sweden KBS-3 design, a type of
DTD, for disposal technology development. Granites in the
eastern Taiwan and in the western offshore islands are located
in different geological settings (PDMB or TCMB in Figure 3-1)
that require different disposal designs and safety assessments
(Figure 3-37):
(a) Granites in the eastern Taiwan:
(i)

Granites

in

the

eastern

Taiwan

are

typically

surrounded by huge amount of marble a/o schist.
Disposal design and layout must recognize and utilize
this natural advantage:


Because both marble and schist are more reactive
than

granite,

the

long-term

chemical

characteristics of the proposed disposal depth will
be buffered chemically by the huge amount of
surrounding marble a/o schist (Figure 3-20-f, g &
h).


In the eastern Taiwan, fractures in granites are
typically filled or sealed by the precipitation of
calcite (Figure 3-20-c & d), so groundwater is
typically reserved in marble or schist instead of
granite rock bodies.

(ii) Most

granites

in

the

eastern

Taiwan

are

in

a

subduction geology setting that is not sensitive to
long-term sea level changes and slowly takes eas tern
granite bodies along with the disposal waste away
from human living environment if one of them is
chosen as GDF site.
(iii) Seismicity is an issue in the eastern Taiwan where a
plate boundary (RKA system) is located nearby.
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However,

monitoring

results

(Figure

3-22-a-2)

showed that seismicity occurs much less frequent in
granitic

body

than

in

the

surrounding

marble

indicating seismicity cou ld be damped/reduced by the
surrounding matrix, a soft and huge amount of marble
a/o schist.
(b) Granites in the western offshore islands:
(i)

Granites in the western offshore islands are all in a
same geological setting (PDMB in Figure 3-1-a). Mafic
dike swarms are common features in these granites
(e.g., doleritic dike swarm, Figure 3-3-b). These dikes
are important flow barrier and chemical reducing
agent. Disposal design and layout must recognize and
utilize this natural advantage.

(ii) Granites in the western offshore islands will be more
sensitive to the long-term sea-level variation if the
disposal depth is too shallow. The proposed disposal
depth of a DTD concept ranges only from 300 m to
1,000 m. Effects of long -term sea-level variations on
groundwater flow and chemistry of
depth’s

environment

need

to

be

the disposal

recognized and

evaluated in disposal design and safety assessment.
3.4.2. Whether Taiwan’s Technologies Are Feasible for Deep Geological
Characterization?
(1) Region-scale investigation technology development, including
aeromagnetic

survey,

magnetotelluric

survey,

resistivity

survey, micro-seismic observation, GPS monitoring, etc., ha d
been proven effective on the investigations of underground
rock body and stru cture distributions in Taiwan. Locations of
major water-conducting features (MWCFs) were predicted
successfully before a tunnel excavation of the Suhua Highway
improvement project. The shape and size of underground
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magma chamber were also reasonably interp reted for a specific
volcano in Taiwan.
(2) Based on the R&D works conducted in the K area, site-scale
investigation

technology,

including

the

construction

of

geological conceptual models, borehole drilling, downhole
experiments, DFN simulation, etc., had been developed to
investigate and verify MWCFs. Data and findings of geological
studies in the K area and related assumptions were compiled to
construct the Table -2 (geological conceptual models and
characteristic data) of the SNFD2017 reference case for the
R&D requirements of Repository Design and Engineering
Technology and Safety Assessment. Noted that the current
Taiwan regulations have ruled out K area as a candidate
disposal site.
3.4.3. Recommendations for Future Works
Downhole seismograph monitoring, stress measurement, large
scale pumping test, and high -density hydraulic test are required for
geological characterization of a particular GDF candidate site. These
technologies had been developed and tested separately in Taiwan.
To improve the capability of deep geological characterization, this
report recommends that a long -term R&D facility shoul d be
established in Taiwan for technology integration and validation.
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If Host Rock = Granite & GDF = DTD

(a)

(b)

If waste is disposed in a western off-shore island:
Deep geological disposal in a granite rock mass

If waste is disposal in the eastern Taiwan:
Deep geological disposal in a sinking granite rock mass that
PChem buffered by huge amount of marble/schist

granite

marble

Sinking Granite in Marble/schist
Reference Case for Geological Characterization

Marble/schist

granite

sea

sea

granite

dikes

Marble/schist

Figure 3-37: Possible geological evolution for GDF constructed in granites in
Taiwan

An n ota ti o n:
(a )
Ge ol o gic a l d is posa l e n vi ro n m e nt of g ra ni t es in th e we st e r n of fsh o r e
isl a n ds (D TD c o nc ep t ):

Gra ni ti c b od i es a r e l oc a t ed i n a s eis mi c qu i e t zo n e.

Dol e ri t e d ik es a r e c o mm o n f ea tu r es i n th e w es t er n of fsh o r e isl a n ds
tha t s e r v ed a s im p or ta n t g r ou n dwa t e r fl o w ba rr i e rs f o r n ucl i d e
tra ns p or t, a n d t h e F e - a nd Mg - r ich mi n e ra l s a r e fa vo ra bl e fo r nucl id e
pr e c i pi ta t io n a nd r eta r da t io n.

Gra ni ti c b od i es o nl y ha v e mi n o r upl if ti n g ra t es (l o w e r tha n 0 .1
mm /y r ).

S ea l ev el in th e n e xt gl a cia l p e r io d is e x p ect e d t o b e 1 20 m l o w e r th a n
th e c u r r en t s ea l e v el . S ea l ev el va ria ti o n du e t o cl ima t e cha ng e is a b i g
dr iv i ng fo rc e to c a us e th e va r ia t io ns of g ro un dwa t e r fl o w a nd q ua l i t y
a nd , t h e re f or e , c ha n g e s th e s ta bil ity o f th e d i spo sa l en vi r on m e nt (c a .
500 m d e pt h) .
(b)
Ge ol o gic a l d is posa l en vi ro n m e nt f or g ra ni t e i n th e ea s t e rn Ta i wa n
(D T D c o nc e pt ):

Gra ni t es i n t h e ea s t er n Ta i wa n a r e ty pi ca l l y su rr ou n d ed b y ma ssi v e
ma rbl e a / o sc h ist .

S eis mi c i ty is a n iss u e i n th e e a st e r n Ta iwa n , bu t s e is mic ef f ect co ul d
b e da m p ed/ r e duc e d by t h e su r rou n di n g ma s s iv e ma r bl e, a s of t rock .
So m e gra n it ic bo d i es in th e ea st e r n Ta i wa n a r e l oca t e d i n s eis mi c
qu i et z o n es .

So m e gra n it ic bo di e s i n t h e ea s t er n Ta iwa n ha v e su bs id e nc e t r e nd ;
th e r ef o r e, e ff ec ts of s e a l e v el va ria ti o n on th e sta bil it y o f th e dis p os a l
e nv ir o n m en t is l ess si g ni fica n t.
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F or t h e l o ng - t er m c h e mica l sta b il i ty o f th e d isp osa l e n vi ro n m e nt (c a .
500 m d e pt h) :

Th e c a l c i um c a r bo na t e in ma r bl e is a v e ry s t r on g ch e mica l bu ff e r
ma t e r ia l tha t ma i nta i n s th e p H va l u e of s u r f a ce wa t e r a ro u nd 8
a nd , th e r e fo r e , k e e ps a sta bl e g eoc h em ica l en v ir o nm e n t.

Th e f e rr ous i ro n mi n e r a l s i n t h e sch ist s a r e r e duci n g a ge n ts tha t
pr e c i pi ta t e th e n ucl i d e.
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4. Repository Design and Engineering Technology
4.1. Design concept and engineering technology capability in Current Stage
This chapter introduces the feasibility of the repository design
and engineering technology as part of research achievements of the
spent nuclear fuel final disposal program. By presenting the
parameters

of

the

repository

engineering

specifications,

the

researchers demonstrate the feasibility of the engineering design.
The researchers further provide the analyses and verifications
required for the repository design as well as the feasible options for
carrying out the construction, operation, closure and management
of the disposal facility. The effort culminates in the completion of
the SNFD2017 Report as required by the Atomic Energy Council. In
other words, the acquisition of the technical competence in
geological disposal engineering as a milestone established for this
stage of the program has been achieved.
The SNFD2009 Report recommends a design concept consistin g
of multiple barriers and vertical emplacement of canisters. Sweden
and Finland also ado pt the same. The two countries further conduct
in-situ studies and demonstration of deep geological disposal in
their respective underground laboratories in order to manifest the
feasibility

of

the

engineering

design

and

the

construction

technologies for t he geological repository. Taiwan may develop our
own design revolving around the specifications of the facilities in
these countries, or simply import the former and apply them in the
domestic repository environment. The parameters adopted for the
analysis and testing of the domestic disposal facility in this Report
are

generated

based

on

the

international

engineered -barrier

research data and the geological survey data of the offshore island
crystalline rock test. After a series of analyses and testing, the
researchers present a case for the long -term stability of the
engineered barriers and the disposal facility in an attempt to prove
that the domestic repository engineering design conveys long -term
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safety. With respect to the tunnel construction, facility operation
and closure procedure of the deep geological repository as well as
the management of the facilities, the researchers demonstrate the
feasibility of disposal engineering technologies in Taiwan by
compiling the results of the field engineering surv eys of the
domestic and international final disposal projects of similar kinds
and verify the domestic conditions against the survey data.
This chapter introduces the engineering design of the fina l
disposal facility and the functions of the individual systems, the
engineered barrier design concept adopted for the current stage,
the geologic conditions and the spent nuclear fuel features to be
considered in a construction stability assessment, specifications of
the engineered barriers, verification of st ability, as well as the
construction

and

management

methods.

The

KBS -3

system

information used in the chapter is mainly based on SR -Site studies
in Sweden. However, researcher will care about the updated
information and use suitable parameters when localiz ation of KBS -3
system keeps going in the future.
The facilities of the Taiwan’s disposal concept referred to
KBS-3 disposal concept shown in Figure 4-1 include surface
facilities and sub -surface facilities which refer to the facilities
within

repository

is

constructed.

The

disposal

facilities

are

designed by considering the nature barrier is crystalline rock.
Surface

facilities

consist

of

fuel

encapsulat ion,

bentonite

preparation and rock handling facilities. Sub -surface facilities
consist of engineered barriers (canister, buffer, backfill, closure
and plug), underground opening and technical systems. When the
repository is completed and closed, disposal facilities will be
decommissioned.
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Figure 4-1: Swedish KBS-3 disposal concept.
Reference: From SKB (2010b, p29)
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4.2. Disposal Concept and the Functions of EBS and Host Rock
In order to meet the requireme nts of section 2.2, the SNFD
program will use a multiple barriers and deep geological disposal
method, which is an internationally recognized approach to deal
with the spent nuclear fuel at this time. The term “deep geolo gical
disposal” means that the high level radioactive wastes to be
disposed of will be stored in the stable geological environment at a
depth from 300 m to 1,000 m, and they will be isolated by multiple
barriers including the engineered barrier system (EBS ) composed of
canister, buffer, backfill and systems for closing and sealing the
repository, as well as the natural barrier system, i.e., host rock.
Through the effective containment and retardation functions of the
multiple barriers, the release

and migr ation of radionuclides to

biosphere can be delayed and reduced, and the radiation impact on
biosphere will be insignificant.
The crystalline rock, e.g., granite, has been studied as host rock
for the program of high level waste disposal by several advanced
nuclear power countries, such as Canada, United Kingdom, Finland,
Japan, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. Because Taiwan and the
south-eastern Fugen are located in the mesozoic circum-pacific
magmatic belt, many outcrops of mesozoic lava contain granite.
Therefore, the crystalline rock has been chosen as the host rock for
the SNFD program of Taiwan after having considered the advances
of the international technological developments and the licensing
progresses in this field, for example, Finland and Sweden. Finland
had issued the construction permit in 2015 and Swedish SKB had
filed an application in 2011, and application is currently under
review. Hence, crystalline rock is one of the investigated host rocks
listed in “Long-Term Disposal Plan for Domestic Spent Nuclear Fuel”
approved by Fuel Cycle and Material Administration in July, 2006.
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4.2.1. Feasibility of Disposal Concept
The full-system deep geological disposal concept covers the
engineered barrier system and the rock surrounding the di sposal
facility. The SNFD2009 Report includes a recommendation to adopt
the vertical emplacement concept (e.g. the Swedish KBS -3V disposal
concept). The multi -barrier system includes an engineered barrier
system comprising the waste, canisters (consisted o f the copper
shells and iron inside), the buffer (made up of pure bentonite) and
the backfill (originally made out of a mixture of bentonite and lithic
fragments; the material has been changed to pure bentonite in the
SNFD2017 Report), as well as a natural barrier system comprised of
a crystalline rock as the host rock. The repository can be generally
divided into three parts: surface facilities, underground facilities
and connection facilities (shafts or ramps). These facilities contain
numerous structures , systems and components.
In the duration of the developing the KBS -3 system, the SKB
had evaluated several alternatives. Since 1986, the SFG/WP -Cave
project, Pass project and JADE project have been executed, and two
types of designs, i.e. KBS -3V (vertica l emplacement) and KBS -3H
(horizontal emplacement), had been developed in 1998 (see Fig.
4-1). In addition to having KBS -3V as the licensing target for the
Swedish SR-Site, the development of KBS -3H has been conducted
continuously since 2002. The progress of KBS-3H from 2011 to 2015
was to perform the system design.
A comparison of the KBS -3V and KBS-3H design concepts in the
context of the project construction reveals little difference prior t o
the excavation of deposition holes (POSIVA, 2012, Abstract) .
However, with respect to the disposal technologies, the KBS -3H
with horizontal emplacement involves more complex technicalities
than the KBS -3V. Furthermore, the technical development of the
construction and operation for repositories based on KBS -3H is in a
premature stage. Therefore, the KBS -3H disposal technologies entail
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greater

uncertainties that

can

potentially

increase

the

risks

associated with repository design and construction. In addition,
with respect to the filling in the buffer, KBS -3V offers greater
flexibility and ease to deal with the buffer -rock gaps. KBS-3V also
allows greater flexibility in repository layout than KBS -3H (POSIVA,
2012, c3.3.5). With respect to the construction technologies, the
emplacement of canisters and closure of disposa l tunnels are both
easier under KBS -3V. The canisters can be precisely placed in the
deposition holes and their positions anchored by the buffer.
Moreover, KBS-3V also offers greater ease in operation than
KBS-3H.

The

former

is

designed

in a

way that allow s

the

emplacement of a single canister in a single deposition hole, in
return reducing relevant risks (POSIVA, 1996, c3.4) .
For the perspective of the cost, an estimation of the total cost
of

the

KBS -3V

pre-construction

needs
and

to

take

into

post -construction

consideration
geological

of

the

surveys,

construction, operation, and closure.
Through comparisons on the easiness of the engineering
processes, handling precision of workers during the operation
phase, the KBS-3V concept is the better choice and a fo cus of the
current SNFD program in Taiwan.
4.2.2. Function of Engineered Barrier System
The engineered barrier system generally includes canister,
buffer,

backfilled

and

systems

for

closing

and

sealing

the

repository. The required functions are described as follows:
(1) Canister
(a) To prevent spent nuclear fuel from direct contact with
groundwater.
(b) To maintain long -term structural integrity.
(c) To resist the chemical attacks from the environment.
(d) To provide the radiation shield during operation ph ase.
(e) To maintain the disposal facility in sub -critical status.
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(2) Buffer
The functions of the buffer material are to protect the canister
and prevent groundwater from flowing onto the canisters, keep
the canisters in place, and retard radionuclide migration. The
functions of buffer are depicted as follows:
(a) To provide chemical and mechanical protection for the
canister
(b) To avoid the direct flow of groundwater around the
canister.
(c) To limit the transport of corrosive components from the
groundwater to the canister.
(d) To serve as the diffusion barrier of radionuclide migration.
(e) To help keeping surface temperature of canister under 100
℃.
(f)

To possess property density and strength to withstand the
weight of canister.

(g) To reduce the impact of rock displacements.
(h) Be able to release the gas generated by the corrosion of
canister.
(i)

To retard and absorb radionuclides.

(j)

To filter the microbes and colloids.

(k) To have a certain chemical buf fering effect.
(l)

Not to impair other barrier materials.

(m) Be stable in the long -term perspective.
Moreover, in view of economic considerations, buffer materials
should be easy to obtain
(3) Backfilled material
The functions of backfilled material are to limit the swelling of
the buffer material in deposition hole, and limit the flow of
groundwater. The material should also not impair the quality of
groundwater. Therefore, it should have long -term chemical
stability.
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4.2.3. Function of Disposal Facility
The disposal facilities can be separated into three categories,
i.e., surface facility, underground facility, and connecting facility to
link the surface and underground facility (such as vertical shaft or
ramp).
Surface facilities may be classified by their functions and
usability into six major systems, i.e., surface management and
administration system, spent fuel management system, environment
monitoring and radiation control system, rock treatment system,
transportation system, and auxiliary system. Howev er, the spent
fuel management system is the most important one consisting of
several subsystems, e.g., acceptance system, packaging system,
interim storage system, etc.
The repository needs to have a transportation system that
connects

the

site

to

the

out er

world

and

also

allows

the

transportation of spent nuclear fuel and the buffer. As the
repository is usually situated in a remote area, one of the design
objectives is to allow the facilities to be self -sufficient. The
facilities are supported with many auxiliary systems, environmental
monitoring systems and radiation control systems in order to
ensure the safe operation of the disposal facility and to prevent
environmental pollution. In addition, the power supply systems,
water supply systems, fire and a larm system as well as the
emergency evacuation system are also available at the repository.
Each of the six umbrella systems includes numerous subsystems
that complete the surface facilities of the repository.
The underground facilities have two parts ba sed on their
functions, i.e., transportation system and rock openings with the
EBS. The transportation system is related to the operational safety,
which includes transportation center, transportation tunnel, spent
fuel canister management zone, etc., while the EBS focuses on
long-term safety and contains nuclear waste itself, canister, buffer,
backfill material, etc.
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4.2.4. Function of Host Rock
Crystalline rock has been studied as an host rock for the SNFD
program of Taiwan after having considered the advances of the
international technological developments in this field. A host rock
situated in the offshore island crystalline rock test area offers the
following functions:
(1) To isolate the repository from the surface environ ment.
(2) To provide a stable environment to ensure the longevity of the
EBS.
(3) To delay and reduce the migration of radionuclides to the
living environment
The

engineered

barriers

and

host

rock

are

the

main

components in multiple barrier geological di sposal concepts, and
the engineered barrier system will play more important roles for
isolation and retardation of radionuclides when crystalline rock,
such as granite, is used as the host rock.
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4.3. Design methodology
Figure 4-2 is an illustration of the design procedure of the
domestic engineered barrier system and the disposal tunnel. The
engineering design criteria are the design premises that are
comprised

of

(1)

the

international

conventions,

laws

and

regulations as the top of the hierarchy; (2) on the subsequent level
of the hierarchy are the safety function s for the repository,
engineered barrier and underground openings. The parameters can
be used for technical development and safety assessment; (3) on
the bottom level of the hierarchy are the design premises that need
to be adjusted in response to the host rock features and the
requirements of the underground space. Once the design premises
are established, the researchers may proceed to conduct the
technical

feasibility

assessments

that

cover

the

technical

development, analyses and testing. The assessment findings provide
feedback especially valuable to the needs in the test area and
concerning the underground excavations. The assessment of safety
functions then follows, the findings of which are fed back to the
program to update the design premises. The pr ocedures must work
in coordination with one another as each process is equally crucial
to the entire process. The researchers carry out the procedures on
the basis of interaction, allowing the findings from various analyses
to be fed back to the reference design. This way, the design can be
ultimately optimized.
The design of engineered barriers and the disposal tunnels as
part of the high -level waste disposal technologies in Taiwan is to
take into consideration of the features of the local spent nuclear
fuel and host rocks, including, amongst others, the decay heat, the
shear zones in the proximity of the repository and the conditions of
the in-rock fractures. The features affect the way the layout of the
repository is to be arranged. The temperature of th e host rock
increases with the disposal depth. To ensure that the, temperature
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of the bentonite should not exceed 100 ℃ to avoid degradation.
The researchers must consider how the earth temperature gradient
affects the repository depth. By the same token, the spacing
between the deposition holes and the disposal tunnels are subject
to the heat effect. In addition, a geological repository based on the
KBS-3 system needs to close and seal the deposition holes and
disposal tunnels upon completion of the projec t. The buffer and
backfill are designed to act as a permanent and stable material that
fills the excavated space. The objective of the design is to ensure
the deformation of canisters and the buffer during a seismic event
is

consistent

with

the

deformation

of

the

rock

formation

surrounding the deposition holes. Therefore, the more likely
pattern of canister failure in this case is the seismic -induced rock
fracture displacements, whereas the surface facilities or the
transportation equipment in the tunnels a re more likely to be
subject to the vibration -induced failure.
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Figure 4-2: Design flow chart of KBS-3.
Reference: From SKB(2010b, p24)
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4.4. Factors influencing the disposal concept
This section introduces the internal and external influencing
factors that must be taken into consideration in the repository
design process. The internal factors include the heat and radiation
generated by the spent nuclear fuel. The features concerning the
heat and radiation g enerated by spent nuclear fuel are crucial to the
canister design assessment as well as the general layout of the
repository in order to limit the maximum temperature in the buffer.
The

external

factors

include

the

topographic

and

geologic

conditions that are to be considered in the temperature assessment,
the seismic shear assessment, the buffer erosion assessment and the
groundwater assessment. Finally, the section introduces the factors
that are taken into consideration for the determination of the
disposal depth.
4.4.1. Heat and Radioactivity
The heat and radiation in a spent nuclear fuel final disposal
facility primarily originate from the spent nuclear fuel. The uranium
fuel creates a vast amount of energy through nuclear fission and
accumulates radiotoxic actinide, fission products and activ ation
products that continue to be present in the spent nuclear fuel. As
these products are subject to decay as a physical property, the
spent nuclear fuel continues to release heat and radiation durin g
the storage, which can potentially compromise the saf ety functions
of the repository or the safety of the work personnel. Therefore, for
a

deep

geological

disposal

program,

proper

assessment

and

effective management of the heat and radiation generated by the
spent nuclear fuel are crucial to the assurance of the continuing and
satisfactory performance of the safety functions in the repository.
The inventories based on local simulations could be adopted in the
transportation calculation of safety assessment. Finally, results
from local assessment of inventorie s, source terms and decay heat
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have been calculated according to the domestic fuel design and
operation histories.
4.4.1.1. Inventory and source term evaluation
For the calculation of the decay heat and the inventory of
radionuclides,

this

Report

uses

the

SCALE/O RIGEN-S

code

developed by ORNL. The average burnup information is counted by
the statistics of operation histories from domestic nuclear power
plants in operation. In total, 12,204 BWR fuel assemblies from
Chinshan Nuclear Power Plant and Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant
(4 units) are counted and the average burnup is 34.17 GWd/MtU,
and 3,112 PWR fuel assemblies from Maanshan Nuclear Power Plant
(2 units) are counted and the average burnup is 37.85 GWd/MtU.
The burnup of the spent nuclear fuel assemblies that a re discharged
at the later stage is yet to be counted as the burnup of these
assemblies may be slightly higher than those of the assemblies that
are discharged at an earlier stage. But the quantity of the fuel
assemblies is limited. Therefore, a conservati ve value of 37
GWd/MtU is assumed in the calculation taking into account the
higher burnup of future fuel assemblies. Meanwhile, the it is
assumed that the cooling time of discharged fuels is 50 years as
they are subject to the interim storage and the rela ted processing
including loading, transport, packaging, etc., and 12 spent nuclea r
fuel assemblies are emplaced into a BWR canister. The researchers
then proceed to conduct an assessment based on conservative
assumptions concerning operation conditions and fuel design. The
results show that the heat source of a BWR canister will be 1,311 W
(with 3% margin uncertainty). Therefore, it is recommended that,
to better carry out the canister thermal analysis, as well as the
repository layout design and the relate d thermal conductivity
calculations, the researchers adopt the design premise based on the
assumption that the source of the decay heat for each canister is
1,315 W.
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For inventory evaluation, two conservative burn up values of
58 GWd/MtU and 54 GWd/MtU ar e used for PWR- and BWR-type
fuel assemblies, respectively, and a 40 -year cooling time is also
conservatively considered, which are similar to the source terms
evaluation.

12

BWR-type

spent

nuclear

fuel

assemblies

are

emplaced into a BWR canister and 4 PWR -type fuel assemblies into
a PWR canister. Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 shows the estimates of
activation products, fission products and transuranium elements.
For radiation source term calculations, also the burn up values
of 58 GWd/MtU and 54 GWd/MtU are adopted for PWR - and
BWR-type fuel assemblies, respectively. A conservative evaluation
is conducted on the source term information of canisters after
40-year cooling time. The source terms of the BWR canister, which
has 12 fuel assemblies, are higher than those of the PWR
counterpart; hence, the evalua tion in fact focuses on the former
only. The evaluated radiation sources inside single canister are as
shown in Table 4-1. The calculation shows that t he Neutron
strength is 6.428 ×10 7 n/s, the Fuel Gamma is 6.735 ×10 1 4 photon/s,
and the Structure Gamma is 1.959 ×10 1 3 photon/s-kg for a BWR
canister. These data can be used in the shielding calculation.
4.4.1.2. Thermal analysis of canister
If the decay heat generate d by the spent nuclear fuel is not
properly discharged from the disposal system, the accumulated heat
will cause the temperature rise in the disposal system and
compromise the related safety functions. A thermal analysis is
required on the subject matter.
Given the geometrical design of the canisters (12 BWR -type
spent nuclear fuel assemblies are emplaced into a BWR canister and
4 PWR-type fuel assemblies into a PWR canister) and the related
heat conductivity coefficients of the material inside the system, a
thermal analysis has been performed based on the decay heat data
shown in Section 4.4.1.1 (the heat source at 1,315W evenly
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distributed throughou t the fuel assemblies) and the assumption
that the temperature of the disposal system environment is 29.3 °C.
The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation tool (ANSYS
FLUENT) is used to evaluate both the surface and inner radial
temperature distributions of the canister. The results of the
analysis show that, in the initial period immediately after the
disposal, for the BWR canisters, the tempera ture of the spent fuel
and the surface temperature of the canisters differ greatly by 2.4 °C.
The temperature difference decreases as the time goes by. The
surface temperature of canisters peaks at 96.7 °C in 12 years after
the disposal. It’s noted that th e PWR canisters have the same
condition, but the temperature difference is smaller. The surface
temperature of canisters peaks at 96.3 °C in 12 years after the
disposal. It is possible to conclude from the observations that
canister has excellent heat transfer properties that benefit to keep
canister surface temperature below 100 °C within 15 years after
disposal. The finding provides a reference for canister design and
repository layout.
4.4.2. Geological and Topographic Conditions
The distribution and size of h ost rock, faults and fractures are
key

factors

to

determine

a

repository

layout.

The

detailed

geological and topographical survey is one of the most important
tasks before design of repository. Topographical conditions affect
the initial rock stress and re gional groundwater flow, and impose
the positions of transport tunnel and shaft of surface facilities.
Due

to

the

effects

of

geological

disposal

concept

and

topographical condition factors, there are two main purposes on the
technology development of perfo rmance and safety assessment:
(1) Assessment of long-term geological stability.
(2) Characterization of disposal host rock.
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For the first part, we should assess natural events which could
affect the long-term regional geological environment stability, e.g .,
earthquake, volcanic activity, uplift, subsidence, climate change,
geological evolution, etc., and define the scopes and extents of their
influences. In this way, we will be able to understand the geological
evolution, the impacts of events, and the lon g-term geological
stability through a comprehensive analysis. For the second part, we
should develop main analytical techniques for characterizing the
host

rock

with

respect

to

geology,

hydrology,

groundwater

chemistry, rock stress, solute transport, etc. The purposes are to
accurately describe the host rock and its characteristics and
behaviors, as well as to establish concepts and models for the
performance of safety assessment.
The crystalline rock test area, the K -Area, is an island with
gentle and terraced terrain. Its average elevation is about 40 m and
the hills are locally eroded. The highest point of elevation of the
hills is about 262 m, located in the central eastern part of the island
(Youet et al., 1991, c2). The main rock types in the K -Area are
granitic
subjected

gneiss,
to

granite,

tectonic

tonalite

movement

and
since

fine -grained
1.2 × 10

granites,

years

ago.

Therefore, migmatitic and gneissic granite features constitute the
basement crystalline rock of the K -Area.
Also, the SNFD2009 report (TPC, 2010b, p5-1) has pointed out
that the crystalline rock regions of the western offshore islands
have a long-term geological stability over millions of years and the
eastern Taiwan region may have a long -term geological stability as
well. In the past few years, the project has developed detailed
geological survey techniques and obtained profound information on
rock properties of the western offshore islands. Therefore, the
content of this chapter focuses on the K -Area. The related research
results are briefly summarized as follows:
The 1/25,000 survey mapsheet shows that the K -Area can be
divided into 15 mapping units, and the outcrop rock mass is
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identified to consist of: (1) Kingueishan Schist, (2) Taiwushan
Granite, (3) Doumen Granite, (4) Chenggong Gneiss, (5) Tienpu
granite, (6) Kinmen formation, (7) Shuangrushan basalt; and for the
outcrop of Liehyu island: (8) Luocuo Schist, (9) Qcingci Gneiss, (10)
Jiangjyunbao Migmatite, (11) Jiougong Granite, (12) Donggang
Granite, (13) Liehyu Basalt Island, and distributed in all regions
(14) Laterite gravel, and (15) Present Alluvial (Lin et al., 2005,
p4-136).
4.4.3. Properties of the Host Rock
The K-Area is mainly composed of granite, granitic gneiss an d
schist. According to rock classification, it should be classified as a
hard rock. The core analysis data show that the Taiwushan granite
gneiss (KMBH04 core test data) is an acid rock, and the D oumen
granite (KMBH03 core data) is a basic rock (Lin, Z. G. et al., 2012,
p3-198).
A physical properties test was conducted on the Taiwushan
granite gneiss core of KMBH04 and Doumen granite core of
KMBH03, and the test items include dry density, specific gravity,
saturated density, porosity and effective porosity.
In addition to ensuring a large enough space to accommodate
underground disposal facilities for the host rock, it is necessary to
take into account its mechanical properties, thermal properties,
hydraulic properties and chemical properties. The characteristics of
a host rock for the offshore island crystalline rock test area are
summarized below:
4.4.3.1. Mechanical properties
Rock mechanical properties are significant for excavation,
repository design and modelling, e.g., the choice of excavation
method control the excavation damage, rock mass classification
systems, orientation of deposition tunnels, THM modelling. Rock
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mechanical properties relevant to design are included as the
following:
(1) Intact rock
(a) Elastic properties
(b) Crack initiation stress
(c) Uniaxial compressive strength
(d) Tensile strength
(2) Fracture
(a) Shear strength
(b) Normal and shear stiffness
(c) Cohesion
(d) Tensile strength
(e) Dilation
(3) Rock mass
(a) Elastic properties
(b) Compressive strength
(c) Tensile strength
(4) In-situ stresses
(a) Orientation
(b) Magnitude
According to hydraulic fracturing and hydraulic tests on
pre-existing fractures tests in the K-Area, in-situ stress at a depth
of 306 m the vertical stress is 8.11 MPa, the maximum horizontal
stress is 10.68 MPa with N53.6˚W, and the minimum horizontal
stress is 5.75 MPa; at a depth of 430 m the vertical stress is 11.4
MPa, maximum horizontal stress is 14.43 MPa with N76.4˚W, and
minimum horizontal stress is 9.38 MPa.
Rock mechanics testing results of the K -Area contain the
Taiwushan granite gneiss of KMBH04 and Doumen granite of
KMBH03. The test items and results of intact rock are summarized
as follows (Lin, W et al., 2005, c4.3):
(1) Uniaxial compressive strength
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(a) Taiwushan granite gneiss (KMBH04): 75.68 MPa to 168.66
MPa, Average: 125.97 MPa.
(b) Doumen granite (KMBH03): 89.16 MPa to 131.21 MPa,
Average: 111.54 MPa.
(2) Cohesion
(a) Taiwushan granite gneiss (KMBH04): 17.99 MPa to 29.51
MPa.
(b) Doumen granite (KMBH03): 26.42 MPa to 28.49 MPa.
(3) Friction angle
(a) Taiwushan granite gneiss (KMBH04): 50.71° to 59.08° .
(b) Doumen granite (KMBH03): 47.90° to 54.20° .
(4) Tensile strength
(a) Taiwushan granite gneiss (KMBH04): 6.91 MPa to 13.33
MPa, Average: 9.73 MPa.
(b) Doumen granite (KMBH03): 6.99 MPa to 14.60 MPa,
Average: 10.99 MPa.
4.4.3.2. Thermal properties
Rock thermodynamic testing results of the K -Area contain the
Taiwushan granite gneiss of KMBH04. The test items and results are
summarized as follows:
(1) Heat conductivity: 2.85 W/(m ． K) to 2.94 W/(m ． K).
(2) Ground surface temperature: 20.8 °C.
(3) Thermal gradient: 1.7 °C/100 m.
(4) Thermal expansion coefficient: 730 1/ °C to 903 1/°C
(5) Specific heat: 800 J/kg ． °C.
4.4.3.3. Hydraulic properties
The researchers conducted a double packer hydraulic test at
subsurface

crackers

in

a

small -scale

test

site

located

in

KMBH01-02-04 of the offshore island crystalline test area. The
study concluded with 60 hydraulic conductivity coefficients through
cracked segments (16 of which were from repeated tests). The
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coefficients ranged from 10 × 10 - 8 m/s to 1.0 × 10 - 4 m/s with
significant concentration in the range between 1.0× 10 - 7 m/s to
1.0× 10 - 6 m/s. The researchers conducted a 9 -segment double
packer hydraulic test for the cracked segments with relatively poor
hydraulic conductivity. The test found coefficients smaller than
1.0×10 - 9 m/s (Lin, Z. G. et al., 2012, p3-274).
The test items and the findings are summarized as follows:
(1) Hydraulic conductivity
(a) Intact rock: 4.1× 10 - 1 2 m/s to 3.6× 10 - 1 1 m/s.
(b) Fracture zone: 3.0× 10 - 8 m/s to 1.0× 10 - 4 m/s.
(2) Hydraulic gradient
Based on cross-hole tracer test data , recommended value is 0.1
from KMNH01-02-04. For eastern K-Area is 0.01.
4.4.3.4. Chemical properties
Hydrogeochemica l data of fractures is limited in K -Area which
was caused by the small number of boreholes. Hence, the results
presented in this study should be considered as a preliminary
study. Data shows that the overall vertical distribution of pH
assumes an increasin g trend with the increase of depth, gradually
changing from neutral to basic pH levels ( Lin, Z. G. et al., 2012,
p3-259-p3-262). The vertical and horizontal distributions of redox
potential (Eh) also share similar trends in the pH, turning from
oxidizing states to reducing ones. In general, the data show that
when the depth is >400 m, the groundwater quality in the eastern
K-Area exhibits an average pH of >8. The redox potential on
average was below 0 mV exhibiting a reducing condition.
4.4.4. Disposal Depth
The deep geological disposal means that the disposal of the
HLW should be carried out within a host rock around 300 m to
1,000 m underground. Currently, the disposal depth of the offshore
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island crystalline rock test area is designed at 500 m. There are five
key factors used on the decision of the disposal depth:
(1) Geochemical properties
According to “Regulations on the Final Disposal of High Level
Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of the Facilities,”
Article 4: The disposal facilities must not be locat ed in the area
with geochemical conditions unfavorable for effective control
of the spreading of pollution caused by radionuclides and likely
to affect the safety of the disposal facilities. The redox
potential of the eastern K -Area on average is found to be higher
than 400 m in depth. Thus, the geochemical property is
considered to be good with a reducing environment.
(2) Long-term stability
According to “Regulations on the Final Disposal of High Level
Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of the Facilities,”
Article 5: It shall be avoided that the disposal facilities be
located in the area where the lithosphere is ascending or
eroding obviously. If the disposal facilities are located in the
above areas, the operators s hall bring forward solutions to
ensure the facilities meet the safety requirements. Ascending
and eroding processes of the K -Area are found to be pretty
small. The eroding velocity is lower than 0.1 mm/yr.
(3) Current construction and investigation technol ogies
If the geothermal gradient is 3 ℃/100 m, the work environment
can still maintain down to 2,000 m beneath the ground surface
by using a ventilation system (Naruse et al., 1995, p1 -p7). With
respect to the K -Area, the geothermal gradient is about 1.5
℃/100 m to 1.8 ℃/100 m. The current investigation technology
can drill a borehole down to at least 2,200 m in depth (Nagra,
1994, p2-p3).
(4) Mechanical stability of tunnels
The disposal tunnel design must consider the mechanical
stability characteristics in operation and excavation stages.
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(5) The effect of rock temperature on the engineered barriers
The thermal stability needs to comprehensively taking into
accounts the decay heat, geothermal gradient, canister spacing,
buffer composition and thermal con ductivity. This is to keep
the temperature of buffer below the design premise of 100 ℃ so
as to ensure the integrity of the engineered barriers.
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Table 4-1: Source terms information
Cooling
Neutron
Fuel gamma
time(y)
(n/s)
(photon/s)
40 6.428× 10
6.735× 10

Structure gamma
(photon/s-kgSS)
1.959× 10

Table 4-2: Inventories information of activation and fission products
RNs
mol/BWR canister
mol/PWR canister
Activation and fission
product
C-14
9.05 × 10
3.02 × 10
Cl-36
3.23 × 10
1.58 × 10
Ni-59
3.24 × 102
1.35 × 10
Se-79
2.17 × 10
2.50 × 10
Sr-90
7.21 × 10
6.76 × 10
Zr-93
2.75 × 10
9.11 × 102
Nb-94
4.02 × 10
2.50 × 10
Tc-99
2.71 × 10
2.43 × 10
Pd-107
7.91 × 10
6.89 × 10
Sn-126
5.35 × 10
4.72 × 10
I-129
4.18 × 10
3.72 × 10
Cs-135
1.09 × 10
8.53 × 10
Cs-137
1.21 × 10
1.11 × 10
Total
4.26 × 10
3.24× 10
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Table 4-3: Inventories information of actinide
RN
mol/BWR canister
Actinide
Th-232
6.70 × 10 5
U-236
5.21 × 10
Pu-240
2.82 × 10
Th-229
1.78 × 10
U-233
8.63 × 10 5
Np-237
6.51 × 10
Am-241
1.15 × 10
Cm-245
6.63 × 10 2
Pb-210
2.76 × 10
Ra-226
7.59 × 10 9
Th-230
5.81 × 10 5
U-234
9.39 × 10
U-238
8.34 × 10
Pu-238
2.42 × 10
Pu-242
9.28 × 10
Cm-246
1.21 × 10 2
Ac-227
5.97 × 10
Pa-231
1.87 × 10 6
U-235
4.00 × 10
Pu-239
4.71 × 10
Am-243
2.48 × 10
Total
8.53 × 10
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mol/PWR canister
6.28 × 10 5
5.01 × 10
2.31 × 10
1.44 × 10
9.06 × 10 5
6.80 × 10
1.11 × 10
7.78 × 10 2
2.71 × 10
7.52 × 10 9
5.81 × 10 5
9.47 × 10
6.51 × 10
2.46 × 10
8.40 × 10
1.26 × 10 2
6.25 × 10
2.03 × 10 6
4.63 × 10
4.28 × 10
2.37 × 10
6.70 × 10

4.5. Design requirements of engineered barrier system and disposal facility
This chapter points out the design requirements of canister,
buffer, engineered barrier system, backfill, plug, underground
facility, surface facility, connecting tunnel, deposition hole which
are

generally

described

in

Sec.4.2,

and

demonstrates

the

achievements obtained in engineering designs at the current stage.
The design parameters shown in this chapter will also be used as
the necessary input conditions for safety assessments.
4.5.1. Canister
The basic function of a canister is to confine the spent nuclear
fuel and its radioactive materials inside the canister, so as to
prevent radionuclides from leaking into biosphere and meet the
statutory requirements set forth in the laws and regulations
governing

the

radiation

safety

during

the

operation.

The

requirements for canisters are:
(1) Isostatic pressure
The canister st ructure must be able to bear the buffer swellin g
pressure and groundwater pressure. The swelling pressure is
estimated to be about 6 MPa to 15 MPa. The long -term
evolution analysis concludes that icesheets never cover the
offshore island crystalline rock t est area even during the
glacial period that recurs once every 120,000 years. For
Taiwan, at current stage, the researchers establish the isostatic
pressure of 45 MPa for design analysis

referencing from the

design conditions considering ice sheet load du ring glacial
period in Sweden, close to the arctic circle (SKB, 2010g, p15) ,
although the isostatic pressure in Taiwan should be lower.
However, the earthquake may change the stress condition of
deposition

hole.

The

earthquake

investigated at next stage in Taiwan.
(2) Uneven swelling pressure
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influence

should

be

The buffer could have different densities due to the nonuniform
distributions of groundwater in the deposition hole. Therefore,
the bentonite could cause uneven swelling pressures for the
canister, which the design of canister needs to take into
consideration.
(3) Rock shear load
After the permanent closure of the dep osition tunnel, the
earthquake might trigger shear movement of the rock fracture
surroundings and the deposition hole could impose rock shear
loads on the canister and the buffer material. Thus, the canister
design needs to consider this factor.
(4) Corrosion load
It could be expressed as resisting chemical load. The canister
used in high -level radioactive waste disposal is made of copper
shell and cast iron insert, long -term placement of which in a
disposal environment will encounter corrosion problems. Th e
copper material should be highly pure copper to avoid
corrosion coupled to grain boundaries. Oxygen contents of up
to some tens of ppm can be allowed.
(5) Radiation dose
The radiation design for disposal facilities is to ensure the
personal radiation dos e (for key groups) must not exceed 0.25
mSv/yr, according to the Article 9 of “High Radiation Spent
Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal and Facilities Safety Management”.
(6) Surface radiation dose rate
To avoid groundwater radiolysis and buffer bentonite material
being influenced by radiation, the radiation dose rate at the
surface of the canister must not exceed 1 Gy/hr. In addition,
the canisters together with the transport overpacks need to
reduce radiation during transportation, and the radiation dose
rate at the surface of the canister must be regulated so as to
protect the operators involved (SKB, 2010c, p30) .
(7) Criticality
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The canister must be designed to ensure the criticality safety.
This means the neutron multiplication factor must not exceed
1.0. However, for conservative safety consideration reasons, a
5% deduction is further imposed and, therefore, the effective
multiplication factor must not exceed 0.95 (SKB, 2010c, p26) .
4.5.1.1. Corrosion resistance
4.5.1.1.1. Introduction of canister corrosion
The canister is manufactured using an outer copper shell and a
cast iron insert. Long -term placement of canister in a disposal
environment

will

encounter

corrosion

problems.

Thus,

the

corrosion assessment on the waste canister will aim at the copper
shell in order to ensu re the canister intact. Through investigations
on the potential corrosion conditions of the repository environment
to have insights into the corrosion scenarios, it will be able to
provide the potential failure time of the barrier for making safety
assessment. In this way, the related safety problems caused by the
corrosion scenarios can be confirmed. The main effects causing
canister corrosion can be divided into the following items:
(1) Effect of radiation
During the buffer material saturation phase, mois t air may exist
in the canister -buffer gap. After subjecting to gamma radiation
exposure, the moist air forms the nitric acid, which finally
dissolves in the pore water of the buffer material and leads to
the canister corrosion.
After the buffer material b ecomes saturated, radiolysis of water
near the canister may give rise to the formation of hydrogen
and oxidant, which will also cause corrosion of the canister.
(2) Effect of oxygen
Before closure of the deposition tunnel, the canister will be
exposed to the atmosphere for a period of time. In this period,
the corrosion products caused by oxygen are copper oxide.
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During the early stage after the closure of the deposition
tunnel, oxygen is considered to be the main factor for canister
corrosion, and its sour ce is the pore air existing in the buffer
and backfill material.
(3) Effect of sulfide
The pyrite in the buffer and backfill material will dissolve and
release sulfide (in the form of hydrogen sulfide) ions when the
groundwater saturates the bentonite. As long as these sulfide
ions diffuse through the buffer material and reach the surface
of the canister, corrosion will occur.
Sulfate-reducing bacteria can reduce the sulfate existing in the
buffer and backfill material or groundwater, which will convert th is
species into sulfide ions dissolving in the water and making them a
source of corrosion factor. Sulfide ions existing in the groundwater
can reach the surface of the canister through diffusion or advection,
resulting in canister corrosion.
4.5.1.1.2. Assessment methods of canister corrosion
The main effects causing canister corrosion can be divided into
the following items:
(1) Effect of radiation
During the disposal facilities unsaturation phase, moist air may
exist in the canister-buffer gap. After subjecting t o gamma
radiation exposure, the moist air forms the nitric acid, which
finally dissolves in the pore water of the buffer material and
leads to the canister corrosion.
After being saturated, radiolysis of water near the canister may
give rise to the formati on of hydrogen and oxidant, which will
also cause corrosion of the canister.
(2) Effect of oxygen
Before closure of the deposition tunnel, the canister will be
exposed to the atmosphere for a period of time. In this period,
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the corrosion products caused b y oxygen are copper oxide.
During the early stage after the closure of the deposition
tunnel, oxygen is considered to be the main factor for canister
corrosion, and its source is the pore air existing in the buffer
and backfill material.
(3) Effect of sul fide
The pyrite in the buffer and backfill material will dissolve and
release sulfide (in the form of hydrogen sulfide) ions when the
groundwater becomes saturated. As long as these sulfide ions
diffuse through the buffer material and reach the surface of the
canister, corrosion will occur. Sulfate -reducing bacteria can
reduce the sulfate existing in the buffer and backfill material or
groundwater, which will convert this species into sulfide ions
dissolving in the water and making them a source of corrosio n
factor. Sulfide ions existing in the groundwater can reach the
surface of the canister through diffusion or advection, resulting
in canister corrosion.
The critical corrosion processes in the repository environment
are divided into (1) limited corrosion processes and (2) long -term
corrosion processes. Those caused by radiolysis of water, radiolysis
of air, and atmospheric oxygen belong to limited corrosion
processes, because their corrosion time is short -term; those caused
by initially entrapped oxygen, sulfur from pyrite and sulfur
generated by sulfate reducing bacteria are also classified as limited
corrosion

processes

because

the

amounts

of

corrodents

(or

corrosive agents) are limited. When entering into the anaerobic
period, the main corrodent will co me from groundwater. This kind
of corrosion is considered a long -term process because the
corrosive agents will reach the canister surface through diffusion or
advection for a long period of time.
For the limited corrosion processes, the researchers identi fy
the cause and calculate the quantity of the corrosive agents that
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have reacted with the canisters accordingly. They proceed to find
the corrosion thickness by means of the chemical mass balance. For
the long-term corrosion processes, the researchers con sider the two
scenarios, one involving the intact buffer and the other the eroded
buffer, to find the corrosion rate. According to the corrosion
assessment procedure in the Technical Support Report (2), the
researchers begin by calculating the total corros ion thickness that
occur during the limited corrosion processes and thereby find the
remaining copper shell thickness as a result. The findings allow the
researchers to use the corrosion rate of the long -term corrosion
processes to estimate the individual canister failure time.
4.5.1.1.3. Results of corrosion assessment
Concerning the radiolysis of air, the amount of corrodent is
found to be 0.0075 mol calculated by the radiation dose. When
attacking the canister side uniformly, it corresponds to a corrosion
depth of 1.3 × 10

6

mm for the copper shell. For radiolysis of wat er,

the amount of corrodent is found to 28.29 mol calculated by the
radiative water volume, which corresponds to a uniform corrosion
depth of 0.011 mm. About the effect of atmospheric oxygen, the
canister will be placed at the repository site before closur e for an
estimated storage time of 3 years, which corresponds to a corrosion
depth of 0.0015 mm. Regarding the initial entrapped oxygen, the
pore volumes in the backfill and buffer material can be respectively
obtained in accordance with the repository dim ensions. The oxygen
in these materials will cause corrosion depths of 0.0865 mm and
0.0155 mm, respectively, considering the oxygen species to reach
the canister surface through such materials by diffusion. With
respect to the anaerobic stage, considering the impact of sulfide a
corrosion depth of 0.114 mm can be obtained, which is calculated
using the pyritic sulfate contents of the backfill and buffer material,
solubility and sulfide diffusion coefficient in the buffer. From the
experimental results of th e sulfide produced by sulfate -reducing
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bacteria, the Cux S production rate is 3.4 × 10

mol/mm 2 /day

when the density of bentonite is 2,000 kg/m 3 , corresponding to a
corrosion depth of 0.177 mm in one million years. The results of
these limited corrosion processes mentioned above are summarized
in Table 4-4. Assuming that all of the limited corrosion processes
will certainly occur within one million years, the total corrosion
depth is expected to be less than 1 mm.
In addition, the average concentration of sulfide ion in the
groundwater of the test area is 2.02 ×10 - 7 mol/L, which is obtained
from 5 boreholes in the depth between 400 m and 500 m. For the 5
boreholes, the cumulative distribution of hydrogen sulfide ion
concentration is illustrated in Figure 4-3, where the maximum
hydrogen sulfide concentration of 5.37 ×10 - 6 mol/L will be regarded
as the worst case to assess the long -term corrosion processes in
groundwater. The test area simulated using a hydrogeological DFN
model exhibits the maximum Darcy flux at the deposition hole No.
DH-631, where is the most likely position to cause canister
corrosion failure. The deposition hole locations are as shown in
Figure 4-4. Without considering the impacts of eroded buffer
material, the canister in deposition hole No. DH -631 protected by
intact buffer material over one million years will incur a corrosion
depth of only 0.00936 mm. Therefore, as long as the canister is
completely protected by the intact buffer material, the occurrence
possibility of canister failure is very low even over one million
years. The total amount of corrosion caused by the corrosion
processes mentioned above is smaller than 1 mm (as shown in
Figure 4-5).
The groundwater in these deposition holes has a greater flow
rate, thereby leading to the erosion of the buffer in the pits. For this
reason,

an

groundwater

assessment

of

the

long -term

advection

is

necessary.

A

erosion

caused

hydrogeological

by
DFN

simulation can be employed to obtain the water velocity, Darcy flux
and transmissivity of each deposition hole. These data can be use d
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to calculate the erosion time, corrosion time and failure time for
each canister. The results are shown in Table 4-5. It was found that
in all deposition holes the 5 ca nisters having the shortest failure
times are all more than one million years. Therefore, under this
condition, the occurrence possibility of canister failure is very low
as well. The detailed calculations are shown in Appendix C of the
Technical Support R eport (2).
4.5.1.2. Pressure resistance
As stated above, the design requirement of the isostatic
pressure is 45 MPa. The pressure resistance of the canister is
explained as follows:
(1) SKB had carried out pressure resistance tests for the canister
(SKB, 2010g p38 -p39). The canister specimens were tested
in two ways. The first sample was made eccentric with 12 mm
off the center for the cast iron insert and the second a normal
one. On one hand, the eccentric specimen is subject to a
pressure load of 130 MPa, produci ng a plastic deformation of
20 mm; on the other hand, the standard specimen produces a
buckling deformation with a pressure load of 139 MPa. It is
verified that both types of specimens are able to bear the stress
pressure of 45 MPa employed in the design o f a canister.
(2) As to earthquake influence on deposition hole, the research
team

plans

to

study

the

long -term

stress

evolution

of

deposition hole caused by earthquake and tectonic movement,
so the conclusion about whether rock will only deform but not
collapse (JNC, 2000a, pIV -18) is not made currently. The
pessimistic case is collapse of deposition hole and in -situ
stresses act on the canister directly. According to in -situ stress
results measured in the K -Area (Appendix B), at a depth of 306
m the vertical stress is 8.11 MPa, the maximum horizontal
stress is 10.68 MPa, and the minimum horizontal stress is 5.75
MPa; at a depth of 430 m the vertical stress is 11.4 MPa,
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maximum horizontal stress is 14.43 MPa,

and minimum

horizontal stress is 9.38 MPa. When a linear relationship for
stress vs. depth is roughly applied, it is estimated that at a
depth of 500 m the vertical stress will be 13.26 MPa, and the
maximum and minimum horizontal stresses are 16.55 MPa and
11.43 MPa, respectively. Because in the K -Area there are no
signs of ice sheet load found by current studies, is actually
smaller than the canister pressure design value of 45 MPa after
adding assumed swelling pressure 15 MPa.
(3) In the Technical Support Report (2), the researchers conduct a
numerical pressure resistance analysis for the purpose of more
accurately assessing the pressure resistance of the canister. In
the numerical analysis, the load pressure range of 32 MPa and
75 MPa. The results are shown in Table 4-6. It can be seen that
when the canister is subjected to an isostatic pressure of 45
MPa, the maximum Von Mises stress for the canister which
occurs on cast iron is 240.27 MPa. The safety factor is greater
than 1.5. The safety factor is about 1.5 when an isostatic
pressure of 50 MPa is applied. As the pressure up to 75 MPa
continues to be applied, the pressure does not drastically
reduce the strength of the canisters as the safety fa ctor
remains to be 1.2. It also can be seen that when the canister is
subjected to an isostatic pressure of 32 MPa in case of the
combination of confining pressure of K area (16.55 MPa) and
swelling pressure (15 MPa) described above, and the Von Mises
stress for the canister cast iron is 127.5 MPa. The safety factor
is greater than 1.5 and nearly 3.0.
4.5.1.3. Radiation shielding
In this section, assessments on the criticality, surface radiation
shielding and thermal analyses of the canister are introduced. The
criticality assessment is to ensure that the spent fuels are under
sub-critical conditions, and to prevent the critical reaction from
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occurring over the period of disposal. The objective of the surface
radiation estimation is to ensure the radiation safety of the
operators at the disposal facility and the conformity to the
requirements set forth in the laws and regulations governing the
subject matter. In addition, the results of radiation shielding
analysis of the canister can be used as the input parameters for
further estimation with respect to the effects of water radiolysis in
the disposal. The purpose of thermal analysis is to evaluate the
influences of decay heat on the disposal safety factors and to
provide the parameters needed for the repository impac t analysis.
In the Technical Support Report (2), The MCNP code was
adopted for the criticality assessment. The analysis is based on the
design parameters of the canister and the SNF assemblies. The
researchers also consider the fission products and the tr ansuranium
elements, generated by the depletion of the spent nuclear fuel, that
compete to consume the neutrons. Given these conditions, the
researchers

seek

to

confirm

that

the

effective

neutron

multiplication factor is still smaller than 0.95 so that the critical
reaction will not occur in the canister and will not further hazard
the disposal safety.
In Appendix (F) of the Technical Support Report (2), the Monte
Carlo Simulation MCNP was used in the radiation analysis of the
canister surfaces. A three -dimensional model was constructed with
the design geometric and material parameters of the canister.
Meanwhile,

a

shielding

analysis

is

performed

based

on

the

previously described features of the radiation of the source terms of
the spent nuclear fuel. The ca lculated dose rate at the canister
surface will be within 1 Gy/hr, which is the criterion of the
regulation. The results of the radiation shielding analysis could also
be used as the reference parameters to research the water
radiolysis and to estimate the potential impact of this phenomenon
to the corrosion rate of the canister and to ensure the safety of the
repository.
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4.5.1.4. Thickness of the canister
In addition to providing mechanical strength during handling
and manufacturing and long -term disposal, the thi ckness of canister
will meet the three functions, i.e., anti -corrosion, anti-earthquake
capability

and

radiation

shielding.

The

thickness

was

first

determined by the requirements on corrosion resistances of the
disposal

environment,

effectiveness.

In

case

and
of

then

assessed

encountering

too

by

it s

shielding

large

fractures,

susceptible to the earthquake shear displacement, the deposition
holes can be adjusted to avoid inappropriate hole positions and
minimize

the

failure

probability.

If

seismic -induced

shear

displacement unfortunately still occurs at the initial period of
deposal, it is passably analyzed by the simulation model. As
described in Section 4.6.3.1, the analysis with a 5 cm shear
displacement finds that the maximum plastic strain is 5.8%, while
the maximum Von Mises stress is 335.7 MPa, smaller than the
maximum allowable stress 395 MPa, which provide sufficient
margin to safety.
Several other factors may affect the needed thickness of the
copper

shell

such

as

manufacturing

and

handling

quality.

Considering the current capability of copper shell manufacturing in
Taiwan, it is still an open issue on where will these copper shells be
manufactured. But the corrosion rate check according to Taiwan
condition is always necessary. As described in Section 4.5.1.1, the
copper shell corrosion rate increases with the spalling of the buffer
in the deposition holes, the originally defective buffer, and the
erosion caused by the strong groundwater current. If no buffer is
eroded, the 5cm copper shell thickness ( including the copper shell
welding) provides sufficient resistance against the corrosion over a
period of one million years. In the preliminary study of a scenario
of severe buffer erosion based on Taiwanese conditions, the
canisters with copper shells thi cker than 5cm provide sufficient
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margin to deliver satisfactory performance in safety functions,
further detailed studies will be continued in the future. The result
of the preliminary study is similar to Sweden experience (SKB,
2006b, p23-p24; SKB, 2011, ch15.5.4).
4.5.1.5. Manufacture of the canister
The requirements of the manufacture of cast iron insert an d
copper

shell,

quality

control,

and

design

specifications

are

described as follows:
(1) Insert manufacture: The iron insert is made of nodular cast
iron. The structure is then divided into two parts, namely the
steel lids and the insert cassette.
(a) Steel lid
The steel lids for the inserts are used to seal the iron
insert. The processing that involves the final dimensions,
holes for the center screws and valv es are done in the
canister factory. The associated parts including the screw
bolts, gaskets and valves for atmosphere replacement are
also assembled in the canister factory.
(b) Insert cassette ( SKB, 2010d, p60-p61; SKB, 2002, p30)
The inserts are cast wi th 12 channels for BWR assemblies,
and 4 channels for PWR assemblies. Before casting, the
cassettes are welded together and filled with sand to avoid
deformation during casting. The filling of the mold with
molten iron can take place either by top filling or by
bottom pouring. After casting, the insert is allowed to cool
in the mold for several days.
(2) Copper Shell Manufacturing Process: The process is divided
into three parts, namely, copper lid, copper shell, and the
welding as described below:
(a) Copper lid
The top and bottom copper lids used for sealing the copper
shell are casted from copper ingot.
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(b) Copper shell ( SKB, 2002, p19 -p25; SKB, 2010d, p68 -p71)
The copper shell could be made by roll -forming or
extrusion of copper ingot; however, the high repeatability
and materiality make the extrusion the feasible reference
production method. Regarding the process of extrusion,
firstly copper ingot is placed in the compression machine,
secondly the hollow blocker is formed using heated
compression, and fi nally the product is extruded with the
required thickness.
(c) The welding onto the copper shell
The Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is recognized as the most
suitable welding method for canisters owing to its high
quality in welding the copper to the copper l id. The
full-scale FSW machine for copper canister was established
in January 2003 and had undergone the verification as the
welding equipment for the full -size canisters (SKB, 2004a,
p11).
4.5.1.6. Characteristic of multi-layer canister
The canister of the KBS -3 system is a multi -layer design. In
Section 4.6.1.6 of the H12 report (JNC, 2000a, pIV -20), it states that
the guidelines of the Japan authority considered multi -layer
canisters are the alternatives of carbon steel overpack used in H12
to allow flexibility in terms of conforming to variations in the
geological

conditions

for

deep

geological

disposal,

so

the

multi-layer canister consisting of an inner carbon steel container
coated with a material, such as copper or titanium, which are
excellent anti -corrosion materials, is addressed in the JNC H12
report. This design characteristic is that the inner carbon steel
container is to ensure the strength for withstanding underground
in-situ stress and swelling pressure of the buffer , and the copper or
titanium in the outer layer is corrosion -resistant to prevent
radionuclide release risk from corrosion failure.
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In Section 3.2.1.2 of the SNFD2009 report, it states that the
Swedish KBS-3 canister is used for the reference design at cur rent
stage, and the research aims to absorb technical development
information of KBS -3 through the assistances of SKB’s experts. For
research on the canister, the members of the SNFD program team
have visited the canister laboratory of SKB, underground har drock
laboratory, etc., for learning the Swedish development and test
technology, which are to be employed as references for the
specification -making and design work in the near future. The
characteristics of the KBS -3 canister are: the pressure resistance of
the cast iron insert has been raised through improving the design
and manufacture (cf. Section 4.5.1.2), and the shell uses oxygen -free
copper material exhibiting an excellent anti -corrosion performance
(cf. Section 4.5.1.1). For seismic resistance capability of the
canister, Sweden makes u se of the ductility of copper, together with
the capability of the buffer to disperse the shear stress of
displacement caused by the earthquake, to lower the possibility of
failures (cf. Section 4.6.3).
4.5.2. Buffer
The buffer is the material that fills the gap between the
deposition holes and the canisters. The design is founded on the
need for a buffer to deliver the functions of containment and
retardation as part of the safety design of the repository. The
performance requirements for the functions of the buffer are also
established based on the same concept. For the current stage of the
program, the researchers discuss the MX -80 bentonite as the buffer
material and its features.
4.5.2.1. Thermal properties
In order to maintain the stabilities of engineered barrier
materials and engineering functions, the buffer should have suitable
thermal conductivity. This is to enab le effective conduction of the
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decay heat generated by the nuclear wastes, and maintain the
surrounding environment temperature of the buffer under 100°C.
During the early stage of the repository evolution, the buffer is
unsaturated. For this reason, the b uffer design must consider the
thermal conductivity characteristics of the unsaturated buffer given
different water contents. Experimental results show that the MX -80
bentonite with a void ratio of 0.8 and different degre es of
saturation, its thermal conductivity is between 0.6 W/(m ‧ K) and
1.3 W/(m‧ K) (Bö rgesson et al., 1994, p30) .

4.5.2.2. Hydraulic properties
The buffer design needs to effectively restrict the transport of
particles that affect the performance and safety conditions of the
repository. Therefore, the buffer is required to have a low
permeability to effectively restrict groundwater flow and migrat ion
of radionuclides from canisters to the host rock, and to effectively
restrict the transport of corrosive or erosive substances from the
host rock to the canister surfaces.
The safety function of the buffer is to reduce the advective
transport of dissolved corrosive agents to interact with the canister
and potential radionuclide releases from the canister. The water
flow transport is driven by a water pressure gradient. The type of
the transport process can be described by Darcy’s Law. Advection
dominates over diffusion is shown in Equation ( 4-1):

De / ΔL < Ki

(4-1)

where
: effective diffusivity, for anions

is ~10

2

m2 /s ; and for

cations ~10 - 1 0 m/s;
∆ : transport length (one -dimensional), the buffer thickness is
0.35 m (SKB, 2010e, p29);

K : hydraulic conductivity, [m/s];
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i : hydraulic gradient, after restoration of the repository and
under equilibrium conditions, i is site specific, but can be
set equal to 10

2

for illustration purposes.

Thus, after saturation of the buffer in the repository, the
minimum hydraulic conductivity where advection dominates is
calculated to be 2.86 × 10

m/s. This means that the hydraulic

conductivity should be kept lower than this value for diffusion to
dominate. The hydraulic conductivity is strongly related to the
density of the buffer, the absorbed ionic species, and the ionic
strength of the surrounding groundwater. The safety function
requirement is to have a hydraulic conductivity that is low enough
to have the advection be negligible. To assure t hat the mass
transport

process

is

diffusion -dominated,

the

safety

function

criterion of hydraulic conductivity is set as about 2 orders of
magnitude lower than that of the theoretically required value
mentioned above. Therefore, we conservatively set the l imit of the
buffer hydraulic conductivity as 10

2

m/s. For the reference

material MX-80 bentonite at the saturated density of 2,000 kg/m
and in 3.0 M NaCl solution, the hydraulic conductivity is lower than
10

m/s (Karnland et al., 2006, p47). An addit ional requirement

for the limitation of advective water transport is that the swelling
pressure should exceed 1MPa in order to ensure self -healing and
homogeneity of the buffer (Karnland et al., 2006, p42).
4.5.2.3. Mechanical properties
The

mechanical

behavior

of

the

buffer

should

consider

unconfined compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, shear
properties,

consolidation

properties,

swelling

properties

and

tensile strength in order to evaluate the mechanical behavior of
materials. The mechanical properties of the buffer are dependent on
the dry density, clay mineral content, and confining pressure.
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Chen

Chih-Lin

(2000,

p49-p50)

investigates

into

the

mechanical properties of the mixtures of MX -80 bentonite and
varying percentage of granite fragments, and make the following
recommendations accordingly (Chen Chih -Lin, 2000, p55):
(1) In order to protect the canister, the buffer stress -strain should
avoid brittle fracture for the design targets.
(2) To avoid the canister damages caused by the buffer, the upper
limit of mechanical strength of the buffer should be lower than
the canister design strength.
Although the cited reference may not be directly applicable to
the buffer materials to be used in the future, the corresponding
information are collected here to provide directions for future R&D.
4.5.2.4. Chemical properties
In order to provide protections against the harmful effects of
canister, the design of buffer shall allow the canister to be
deposited without causing damages that sig nificantly impair the
barrier functions of the canister or buffer
The ion-exchange reaction of interlayer cations and the
protonation/ deprotonation reaction of surface hydroxyl groups of
smectite control the initial chemi stry of porewater in the buffer.
(1) Sorption
The compacted bentonite masses are found to have high
distribution coefficients ( k d ) for many nuclides. A distribution
coefficient k d is the ratio of concentration of a compound
sorpbed by the material and in a solution. A k d is an indicator
of the degree of adsorption of radionuclides. A batch sorption
test is one of the methods to obtain the distribution coefficient.
It can also be obtained from direct measurement of the
apparent distribution coefficient in an intact buffer using
diffusion test method. Take the compacted bentonite masses for
an example, the distribution coefficients obtained from the
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diffusion test are more suitable to be applied in the actual
repository system than those obtained from a batch test.
(2) Colloid filtration
After the closure of the deep geological repository and under
groundwater saturation conditions, radionuclides may dissolve
in groundwater and combine with the compacted buffer when
the canister fails. Therefore, colloid filtration is a buffer
function that slows down the migration of radionuclides.
Kurosawa et al. (1997, p963 -p970) had carried out colloid
filtration

experiments

using

gold

colloids

to

assess

the

transport of colloids in the buffer. The e xperiment results show
that the bentonite with a dry density of 1,000 kg/m 3 is able to
effectively filter out gold colloids.
(3) Alteration
The exchange of interlayer cations and mineralogical changes
of smectite may occur depending on environmental condit ions,
such as the repository environment temperature, pore water
chemistry, etc. In addition, due to the precipitation of dissolved
silica, cementation may occur. These alterations may affect a
variety of characteristics of the buffer.
4.5.2.5. Gas permeability
The buffer should allow gas (which is produced by a potentially
damaged canister) to escape in order to avoid the accumulation of
pressure in the deposition hole, because the increased internal
pressure may cause fracture s in the buffer.
Results for studies on the gas permeability of the buffer have
been stated in the JNC H12 report (JNC, 2000a, pIV -29) as follows:
(1) The measured gas permeability is 1.0 ×10 - 1 7 m 2 for the buffer
material with 30% sand content and a dry den sity of 1,600
kg/m 3 ; for bentonite (100%) at a dry density of 1,800 kg/m 3 ,
the gas permeability is between 1.0 ×10 - 2 0 m 2 and 1.0×10 - 2 1 m 2 .
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(2) The breakthrough pressure, at which the gas migrates through
the bentonite, inc reases proportionally to the dry density and
swelling stress.
(3) The gas permeability decreases as the degree of liquid
saturation increases.
4.5.2.6. Buffer specification
The reference design of the buffer material is shown in Table
4-7. At this stage, we use pure bentonite as the buffer material, and
may consider other types of materials in the future to match the
appropriate

designs

of

the

local

underground

environment.

Preliminary design parameters of the buffer material are described
as follows:
(1) Montmorillonite content 75% to 90%
The montmorillonite content in the buffer material must be
sufficient for the buffer to provide the required functions in th e
final repository. A high content of montmorillonite will result
in a high swelling pressure ( SKB, 2010e, p25).
(2) Swelling pressure between 1 MPa and 15 MPa
A basic requirement for the swelling pressure is > 1 MPa, so as
to effectively provide supports to the waste canister as well as
healing capabilities to the gaps between the deposition holes
and the buffer blocks (SKB, 2006a, p45) . On the contrary, the
swelling pressure should be below 15 MPa to avoid the shear
load effects caused by too high a pres sure on the canister and
surrounding host rock of the deposition hole ( SKB, 2011, p30).
(3) Saturated density between 1,900 kg/m 3 and 2,050 kg/m 3
The buffer shall have sufficient swelling pressure to limit
microbial activities in the pores of the material . When the
buffer swelling pressure exceeds 2 MPa, the microbial activities
can

be

significantly

retarded

( SKB,

2006b,

p186).

The

corresponding saturated density of the buffer should be raised
from 1,900 kg/m 3 to 1,950 kg/m 3 , if the erosion effects of the
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water flow are taken into accounts ( SKB, 2006a, p298).
However, the saturated density of the buffer material should
not exceed 2,050 kg/m 3 in order to protect the canister from
rock movements, in particular from the consequences of rock
shear movement ( SKB, 2011, p30).
(4) Initial water content between 5% and 20%
The initial water content mainly depends on the nature of the
material and its compaction conditions, approximately between
5% and 20%.
(5) Thermal conductivity between 0.7 W/(m‧K) and 1.3 W/(m‧K)
The buffer material should have a good conductivity so as to
keep the temperature of the canister surface below 100 °C.
When the MX-80 bentonite has a void ratio of 0.8 and its degree
of

saturation

is

between

40%

and

100 %,

the

thermal

conductivity is between 0.7 W/(m ‧ K) and 1.3 W/(m ‧ K)
(Bö rgesson et al., 1994, p38).
(6) Hydraulic conductivity should be lower than 1.0×10 - 1 2 m/sec
The buffer shall prevent water flow from advective transport in
the deposition hole, so as to limit the mass transport to a
diffusion-dominated

process

and

defer

the

release

of

radionuclides via water flow. The saturated conductivity should
be less than 1.0×10 - 1 2 m/sec (SKB, 2010e, p31).
(7) Allowed temperature between -4 °C and 100 °C
The allowe d maximum temperature should not exceed 100 °C to
resist transformation of the buffer material and maintain its
original engineering functions (SKB, 2011, p255) . However, the
minimum allowed temperature should be greater than -4 °C to
avoid loss of colloid self-healing capability caused by soil water
freezing (SKB, 2011, p256) .
Although the ice age does not apply to Taiwanese conditions,
considering the impact of low temperature on the performance
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of buffer materials, the lower limit of temperature is still
proposed for reference.
4.5.3. Specifications and Configuration of EBS
Based on the design requirements of the canister and buffer,
the configuration of the engineered barrier system should be
established. Currently, the multiple barrier system is adopted in the
SNFD program, which includes:
(1) canister (made of copper shell and cast iron insert);
(2) pure bentonite buffer material;
(3) pure bentonite backfill filled in the deposition tunnel, as well as
other natural barrier system composed of crystalline roc ks;
(4) Concret Plug;
(5) Backfill of the routes from surface to underground opening.
The cross section of the deposition tunnel and deposition hole
is shown in Figure 4-6. Currently, only the size, delivery of fuel, and
functions are considered in the tentative cross section design. With
the subsequent incorporation of the future updates of the material
of the engineered material and the functional co nsiderations
concerning the sizes and spacing of the deposition holes, these
dimensions can be adjusted according to the research results on the
specific

components

in

order

to

ensure

the

most

optimal

dimensions and sizes are in use.
4.5.4. Underground Facility
4.5.4.1. Material of underground facility
The underground facility should provide the functions for
installation of the engineered barrier system. The design premises
of the underground facilities are largely determined by the geologic
characteristics of the site that hosts the repository, including the
geologic structures, volume of the rock formation and the quantity
of canisters. In addition, the cost -effectiveness and workability
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concerning the project construction are also to be taken into
consideration. Durin g the construction, operation and closure of the
repository,

it

is

important

to

minimize

the

impact

of

the

underground facility design on the engineered barrier system.
The tunnel support and lining are the important structures to
maintain the safety revol ving around the underground excavation of
the deposition tunnels. The tunnel support and linings are mainly
consisting of shotcrete and rock anchors. The material selection
also needs to take into consideration of the safety relating to its
long-term placement in the repository. In addition to the strength
and durability of the concrete, the chemical composition of the
cement slurry in relation to its effect on the disposal facility is also
to be dealt with as the chemical properties of the slurry are
different from those of the surrounding rock. This way, the
long-term safety of the repository can be protected.
The construction material of the underground facilities is
conventional concrete. The Portland cement slurry in this kind of
concrete contains pore water of high alkalinity (pH value is about
12.5). When the groundwater comes in contact with the concrete,
the highly alkaline pore water in the concrete infiltrates the
groundwater by diffusion. However, the volume stability of the
bentonite used as the buffer material is compromised in an
environment with the pH value greater than 11. Under such
conditions, the engineered barrier system may fail to effectively
protect the canisters which may lead to canister failure. Therefore,
to protect the functionali ty of the engineered barrier system, the
use of low alkaline concrete is essential.
4.5.4.2. Stability of deposition tunnel during earthquake
In the excavation process of underground facilities, because the
stress release phenomenon due to decompression might lead to
instability of the rock mass, the safety of excavation surface should
be ensured to provide operation demands. During the operatio n
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phase, the earthquake should be the major natural disaster that
might cause the instability of tunnel, so it is necessary to confirm
the stability of the disposal tunnel. By referring to the Japan H12
report, the tunnel stability analysis for two dimensi onal tunnel
section considering the seismic effects during the earthquake attack
has been carried out, and the safety factor of the tunnel section was
calculated in accordance with the Mohr - Coulomb failure criterion.
For the analysis, two -dimensional Finite Element Analysis
software is used to build the deposition tunnel section, and both the
stress analyses after excavation (normal condition) and durin g
earthquake attack are performed. The detailed analysis is explained
in Appendix G of the SNFD2017 Tech nical Support Report (2). The
result shows that there are no significant differences before and
after the excavation, but the deviator stress will be disturbed by the
excavation, as shown in Figure 4-7. The minimum safety factor of
the tunnel section after excavation is 1.26. The seismic analysis
assumes an earthquake with 0.3 g peak ground acceleration (PGA).
Please refer to Appendix H of the SNFD2017 T echnical Support
Report (2) for the earthquake -related parameters. The minimum
safety factor during the earthquake is 1.25, which is distributed
along the tunnel roof. The analysis further shows no significant
effect on the stability of the tunnel at the d epth of 500 m during
earthquake attack.
4.5.4.3. Excavation Damage Zone
The

excavations

as

part

of

the

final

disposal

facility

construction process damage the structural integrity of the rock
formations

surrounding

the

excavation

sides,

leading

to

the

decrease of the shear speed and the increase of the porosity of the
rock formations. The area that is subject to such impact is called the
excavation damage zone (EDZ).
The formation of the EDZ is related to the excavation methods.
The SKB Ä spö Underground Laboratory completed a comparison of
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EDZ features between zones excavated by tunnel boring machine
(TBM) and by the drilling and blasting method (SKB, 2008,
p39-p41). The result shows that EDZ excavated by TBM has a range
of no bigger than 5mm. With the drilling and blasting method, the
EDZ dimension ranges between 0.3 m and 0.8 m. The water
conductivity test begins with a host rock that has an original water
conductivit y ranging between 1 × 10 - 1 3 m/s and 1 × 10 - 1 4 m/s.
According to the test findings, for the TBM excavations, the water
conductivity for the area within 1mm to 2mm from the tunnel
sidewalls is about 1×10 - 9 m/s, whereas the same is 2 ×10 - 1 1 m/s for
the area within 5mm from the tunnel sidewalls and 1 ×10 - 1 3 m/s
within 30mm. For the excavations done by the drilling and blasting
method, the water conductivities along the roof and the sidewalls of
the holes are on average 7 ×10 - 1 1 m/s and 4×10 - 1 0 m/s, respectively.
Fig. 4-9 shows the relationship of radionuclide transport
assessment and EDZ in the near field (SKB, 2011, p648) , where Q1
is the transport flow through the deposition hole and rock fracture,
Q2 is the transport flow through the bottom of the disposal tunn el,
and Q3 is the transport flow through the intersection of fracture
and deposition tunnel. Because the disturbance caused by the
excavation of deposition hole is very small, the influence of Q2 can
be neglected (SKB, 2011, p150).
For the current stage of the disposal program, it is planned that
the deposition tunnels are to be excavated using the drilling and
blasting method. Therefore, the deposition tunnel in the reference
case has a water conductivity of 1 x 10 - 8 m/s and an EDZ range of
0.8 m (SKB, 2008, p6). With the increasing advancements in the
excavation methods for tunnel construction projects, it is believed
that the future excavation technologies will allow for a smaller EDZ
range of impact. The parameters presented here are subject to
future

revisions

when

Taiwan
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establishes

an

underground

laboratory in the future and thereby generates actual excavation
data.
4.5.5. Backfill and Plug
4.5.5.1. Backfill
The design parameters of the backfill material need to be
tested and advanced in accordance with the relevant modeling or
numerical analyses, in order to comply with the safety features of
the design conditions. At this stage, we refer to the results of the
KBS-3 concepts. Preliminary design parameters are as follows:
(1) Montmorillonite content should be greater than 50%
The montmorillonite content of the raw material determines
the properties of the backfill. The montmorillonite content in
the backfill material shall be sufficient for the saturated
backfill to yield and maintain the required limits for hydraulic
conductivity and swelling pressure according to the design
premises (SKB, 2010f, p33).
(2) Swelling pressure should exceed 0.1 MPa
The basic swelling capability of the backfill material is to
provide

self-sealing

ability

and

to

ensure

the

backfill

homogeneity and avoid preferential pathways in the tunnel.
After complete water saturation must be sufficient to ensure a
compressibility

that

can

restrict

upwards

buffer

swelling/expansion (SKB, 2010f, p26).
(3) Backfill material average installed dry density sho uld exceed
1,450 kg/m 3
The average installed dry density for the reference design
should exceed 1,450 kg/m 3 , which gives a considerable margin
to the dry density required according to the test results of
swelling pressure and hydraulic conductivity. The hy draulic
conductivity and swelling pressure of the reference backfill
material will, at the installed density, conform to the design
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premises, and there will be a margin to density losses. (SKB,
2010f, p41).
(4) Initial water content
The initial water conte nt is dependent on the compaction
conditions of the backfill material. The SKB uses Milos
bentonite as the backfill material, which is adjusted to have a
17% moisture content, and compacts into bentonite blocks to
install in the disposal tunnel (SKB, 2010f, p34).
(5) Thermal conductivity 1.5 W/(m ‧ K)
The backfill material needs to have an appropriate thermal
conductivity to maintain the temperature of the disposal
repository below 100 °C. The backfill material conductivity is
usually set at 1.5 W/ (m‧K), but may be lower depending on the
degree of saturation (SKB, 2010h, p181).
(6) Hydraulic conductivity should be lower than 1.0 ×10 - 1 0 m/s
The backfill shall limit advective transport of groundwater in
disposal tunnels. To meet this requirement, the demand on the
average hydraulic conductivity of the backfill in the disposal
tunnel has been set not to exceed 1.0× 10 - 1 0 m/s (SKB,2010f,
p26).
(7) Allowed temperature must be greater than -2 ℃
The minimum allowed temperature greater than -2 °C is to
avoid soil water freezing (SKB, 2010h, p26).
4.5.5.2. The design of plug
For the design of engineered barrier system, it not only
considers the deposition hole but also the space of deposition
tunnel, and the material for backfill, etc. The deposition tunnels
have to be closed by plugs in the final step, and the filter and
sealing layer will be placed at the front of the plug. During the
operation period of final disposal facility, in order to prevent the
hazards caused by radiation exposure, each deposition tunnel will
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be covered by pure bentonite after emplacement of canisters , and
then immediately sealed with a plug.
The design of the plug is shown in Figure 4-8, which is to
ensure that the buffer and backfill material sta y in the original
position, and to prevent the groundwater of deposition tunnel from
flowing into the main tunnel. In addition, it is to prevent flowing
out of buffer material with radioactive materials in deposition
holes, so the water sealing is the main function of the plug.
Meanwhile, the plug must also have structural functions to resist
back pressures consisting of pore water pressure inside the rock,
the expansion of backfill material, and the thermal stress from the
spent nuclear fuel. Therefore, th e cross section of the plug is
approximately arched. The dome of plug can support the pressure
from expansion and thermal stress, as well as transfer the stress to
the host rock to maintain the stability. The manufacture of plug can
use a pure or reinforce d concrete, and the force, shrinkage, and
creep of the concrete should be considered.
4.5.6. Disposal Facility Design
The disposal facility design includes three parts: the surface
facilities,

underground facilities and interconnecting

facilities

(shafts or ramp s), as well as the disposal tunnels and deposition
holes.
4.5.6.1. Design of surface facilities and access tunnels
4.5.6.1.1. Surface facilities
Among the repository surface facilities, the radioactive waste
management system is the most important operating system. It has
both acceptance and interim storage functions, such as fuel
ancapsulation, bentonite preparation and rock handling facilities.
Because the repository is locate on an island, a transportation
system that connects it to the outside world must be in place.
Furthermore, the site of the repository is typically located in a
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remote area. The facilities should therefore be self -sufficient. For
the purpose of maintaining the safe operation of the repository and
monitoring

the

radiation,

auxiliary

systems,

environment al

monitoring systems and radiation control systems, including the
power and water supply systems, fire and alarm systems, and the
emergency evacuation system, are to be installed in the repository.
4.5.6.1.2. Access tunnels
The conceptual design of the SNFD progra m previously used 4
vertical

shafts

as

the

access

tunnels

for

personnel

access,

transportation of equipment and canister, ventilation, supplies of
water and electricity, and emergency exit. The central area of
underground facility has sufficient space to m eet the function
requirements of construction, operation and closure. The following
two alternative designs of the preliminary ramp system are
considered at the current stage.
(1) Bypass Layout
According to the plan, ramps with slopes of 5% as the slope
ratio are to be added. The slope of turning lane is to be
horizontal to provide the buffer space for deceleration of
transportation vehicles,

so the risk of transportation of

machineries will be reduced. The safety shoulders can be
potentially added to the t unnels. According to the bypass
routes as shown in Figure 4-9, the total length of the ramp
tunnel is about 14km and reaching the disposal depth of 500m.
In addition to the ramp tunnels, the Report decides to keep the
4

vertical

shafts.

The

researchers

are

considering

the

possibility of building the vertical excavat ion shafts outside the
range of the main surface facilities in order to enhance the
safety of the work staff.
(2) Local Layout
The second design aims mainly to lower the total excavated
volume. The bypass tunnel routes, shown in Figure 4-10, use
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the bypasses to reach the disposal destination. The slope ratio
of the ramps is increased to 8%. The total length of the tunnel
can be reduced, but as it certai nly saves on the construction
cost, the risks associated with vehicle transportation increase
as the ramp slope becomes steeper. According to this design
concept, the shafts are all located in the range of the
repository. The main transportation shafts and ramps are
connected at the fixed depths. The arrangement is to allow for
more flexibility in the transportation management.
4.5.6.2. Deposition tunnel
The in-situ stress and stress directions are measured at 430 m
from KMBH01, a nearby location of the reference case. The vertical
stress is 11.4 MPa. The maximum horizontal stress is 14.43 MPa and
the minimum horizontal stress 9.38 MPa. The maximum horizontal
stress direction is N76.4˚W. If the deposition tunnels were aligned
within ± 30° of the trend of the maximum horizontal stress, the risk
of spalling of the walls in the deposition tunnels and holes will be
significantly reduced (SKB, 2009b, p3). Figure 4-11 shows the
domestic repository design. The trend of deposition tunnel is
N60˚W while its angle of intersection with the trend of the
maximum horizontal stress at N76.4˚W is 16.4°. The spacing of the
deposition tunnels is 40 m.
4.5.6.3. Layout of deposition holes
The layout design of the deposition holes contains spacing,
position, amount of canister and accommodation. The details ar e
described in following sections.
4.5.6.3.1. Reference layout
The quantity of canisters to be disposed of is preliminarily
estimated to be 2,505 canisters. The center -to-center spacing of the
two neighboring deposition holes is 6 m (TSR (II) Appendix I).
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Considerin g that the degraded plug function of disposal tunnel may
result in the reduction of the dry density to 1,240 kg/m 3 , it has been
assessed that the first deposition -hole position lies at least 20 m
from

the

entrance

to

the

deposition

tunnel

and

the

last

deposition-hole position will be located at least 10 m from the end
of the deposition tunnel. Each deposition tunnel can be emplaced
with 44 deposition holes. The repository layout is developed to
provide a space capacity for 2,728 deposition holes, which is l arger
than the initially designed space for 2,505 deposition holes and
provides a 8.2% margin (223 deposition holes) for the potential
loss of deposition holes. Not all deposition holes can be used with
respect to status of the deposition hole, such as lit hological
characters, groundwater flow, drilling quality and fractures. Hence,
the quantity of canisters which the current reference layout design
can accommodate should be greater than the projected quantity, so
as to provide the margin to keep the flexib ility of layout design.
It is impossible to know the geometry of intersections between
tunnels and fractures before tunnel excavation. So, evaluation of
adequacy of the number of deposition holes is performed through
the analysis of the statistical data of fractures and disposal
facilities

layout.

Based

on

the

repository

reference

design

(Appendix A) and parameters of DFN model in K -area (Appendix B)
evaluated

the

intersections

between

fractures,

tunnel s

and

deposition holes (one single deposition tunnel with 300m long and
44 deposition holes),and calculated the quantity of FPI, EFPI, FPC
and EFPC, so as to realize whether the designed deposition hold
quantity

meets

the

requirements.

Based

on

400

times

DF N

realization, the average number of rejected deposition holes (FPC
and EFPC) is 3.1, see Table 4-8. So the loss of deposition hole
positions is about 7% which is smaller than the layout design
margin.
The distances between the deposition tunnel and Taiwushan
fault

and

Taiwushan

fault -branch
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are

350

m

and

550

m,

respectively. The trend of the deposition tunnel is perpendicular to
the dolerite dike, and t he distance between the deposition tunnel
end and dolerite dike is 100 m as shown in Figure 4-12.
4.5.6.3.2. An Analysis of the Thermal Effects in relation to the Spacing between
Deposition Holes
The researchers use the FLAC3D numerical modelling software
program to calculate the peak temperature of bentonite and the
corresponding Nomographic chart. The results are verified with the
findings in the SKB R -09-04 report (see Figure 4-11 and Figure
4-13).

Figure

4-11

demonstrates

that

the

FLAC3D -assisted

calculation results and the SKB R -09-04 Report findings share a
generally consistent pattern (SKB, 2009a, p55). Given the same
conditions, a one -hole thermal analysis reveals that the bentonite
located on top of the canisters reaches its peak temperature at 76.7
°C

in

3.1

temperature

years

after

begins

to

the
drop

disposal

(see

afterwards

Figure
until

it

4-14).

The

reaches

an

equilibrium state with the environmental temperature (earth
temperature). According to Fig. 3 -11(b) of the SKB R -09-04 Report,
the temperature of the bentonite on top of the canisters is 71.3 °C in
the 10th year after the disposal (SKB, 2009a, p35) . Fig. I-9 of the
Appendix I also reveals that the temperature of the bentonite at the
same location is 72.5 °C in the 10th year after the disposal. The
temperatures from the two results only differ by 1.2°C. The
percentage error is 1.7%.
4.5.6.3.3. Effects of earthquakes on deposition holes
In the KBS-3 concept, once the repository is closed, the seismic
risks relevant to the canister failure are primarily consisted of
fracture shear displacements in the crystalline rock formations that
cause the shear fractures in the canisters. Through simulation of an
earthquake, we are able to obtain the information on fracture shear
displacement, fractured rad ius, earthquake magnitude, fracture
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orientation and distance between fracture and fault. The Report
assumes

that

the

canister

failure

occurs

when

the

fracture

displacement exceeds 5cm. The parameters for the analysis based
on such an assumption are listed in Table 4-9. A more detailed
evaluation is given in section 5.6.5.
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Table 4-4: Corrosion depths of limited corrosion processes
Corrosion processes
Corrosion depth (mm)
Corrosion processes
Radiolysis of water
Atmospheric
Initially entrapped oxygen
Sulfide from pyrite in
buffer and backfill
Sulfide from sulfate
reducing bacteria in the
buffer and backfill

0.0000013
0.011
0.0015
0.102
0.114
0.177

Table 4-5: Canisters of the five shortest failure times obtained by the DFN model
Deposition
Flow-rate Erosion time Corrosion time
Failure time
hole ID
(m3/yr)
(yr)
(yr)
(yr)
5
DH-631
1.61× 10
2.96× 10
2.98× 10
0.0119
DH-121
3.87× 10
3.89× 10
0.0092
1.79× 105
5
DH-2712
4.09× 10
4.11× 10
1.85× 10
0.0086
5
DH-2594
4.60× 10
4.62× 10
2.01× 10
0.0077
5
DH-1433
5.02× 10
5.04× 10
1.99× 10
0.0071
Note: ([HS ]=5.37 × 10

6

mol/L)

Table 4-6: Isostatic pressure analysis for canister
Load case
Maximum
Maximum von
stress position
Mises
stress(MPa)
32 MPa
40 MPa
45 MPa
50 MPa
55 MPa
60 MPa
65 MPa
70 MPa

Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron
Cast iron

127.50
213.59
240.27
266.96
293.64
320.32
324.81
324.06

Note: Allowable stress: 395 MPa
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Safety factor
(Allowable
stress/Maximum von
Mises stress)
3.00
1.84
1.64
1.47
1.34
1.23
1.21
1.21

Table 4-7: Reference design of buffer material
Item
Variable
Material
Bentonite
Montmorillonite content
75 to 90
[%]
Swelling pressure [MPa]
1 to 15
Density [kg/m ]

1,900 to 2,050

Initial water content [%]

5 to 20(As in the material
ready for compaction.)
0.7 to 1.3

Thermal conductivity
[(W/m‧K)]

2

Hydraulic conductivity
[m/sec]
Temperature [℃]

< 1.0 × 10

Manufacture requirement

The gap between the
blocks and the rock
surface must be filled
with pellets with the
specified density of loose
filling.

-4 to 100

Reference
TR-10-15 report (SKB,
2010e, p25)
TR-11-01 report (SKB,
2011, p30)
SKB TR-10-15 report
(SKB, 2010e, p31)
SKB TR-10-15 report
(SKB, 2010e, p26)
SKB TR-94-29 report
(Börgesson et al, 1994,
p29)
SKB TR-10-15 report
(SKB, 2010e, p31)
SKB TR-10-15 report
(SKB, 2010e, p31)；SKB
TR-10-47 report (SKB,
2010h, p20)
SNFD2009(TPC, 2010b,
c3p28)

Table 4-8: The statistic number of FPI, EFPI, FPC and EFPC
Item
FPI
EFPI
FPC
(intersection)
(deposition
(deposition
hole)
hole)
Average
4.2
4.4
2.9
Standard
2.0
2.3
2.0
deviation
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EFPC
(deposition
hole)
0.2
1.2

Table 4-9: Correlation between trace length, target fracture dip, distance from
fault and critical target fracture radius
Trace length
Target fracture dip
Distance from
Critical target
fault
fracture radius
(km)
(degree)
(m)
(m)
>5
0 to 55
0 to 100
No deposition of
canister
0 to 55
100 to 200
62.5
0 to 55
200 to 400
125
0 to 55
400 to 600
160
0 to 55
>600
225
55 to 90
0 to 100
No deposition of
canister
55 to 90
100 to 200
85
55 to 90
200 to 400
170
55 to 90
400 to 600
215
55 to 90
>600
>300
3 to 5
0 to 55
0 to 100
No deposition of
canister
0 to 55
100 to 200
75
0 to 55
200 to 400
150
0 to 55
400 to 600
235
0 to 55
>600
>300
55 to 90
0 to 100
No deposition of
canister
55 to 90
100 to 200
100
55 to 90
200 to 400
200
55 to 90
400 to 600
>300
55 to 90
>600
>>300
Reference: SKB(2010l, p120)
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Figure 4-3: [HS ] cumulative distribution of 5 boreholes in the depth between
400 m and 500 m.
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Figure 4-4: The deposition hole locations of the highest 5 Darcy flux
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Figure 4-5: Corrosion assessment results in intact buffer material protection
condition after one million years.
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Figure 4-6: The cross section of disposal tunnel and disposal hole.
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Figure 4-7: Two dimensional deviator stress of the tunnel section: (a) after
excavation and (b) during earthquake.
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Figure 4-8: SKB dome-shaped plug and sealing system.
Reference: SKB(2013, p28)
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Figure 4-9: Conceptual ramp design considering geological exploration
surrounding the site.

Figure 4-10: Conceptual ramp design only used for transpiration of canister.
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Figure 4-11: Verification of peak temperature of buffer.

Figure 4-12: Reference layout and geological model.
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Figure 4-13: Verification of Nomographic chart.

3.1th year，76.72 ℃
10th year，72.48 ℃

Figure 4-14: Temperature history profile of one-hole case.
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14

15

4.6. Integrity of Engineered Barrier System
4.6.1. Effect of Resaturation Properties
After installation of the buffer material in the deposition
tunnels, the buffer and backfill material stay in unsaturated states
because the pore water is expelled out of the material caused by the
continuous release of decay heat of radionuclides. The groundwater
may

permeate

into

the

deposition

holes

again

leading

to

resaturation of t he buffer material by absorbing water. The
resaturation phenomenon may cause uneven sinking of the canister
or uneven swelling pressure. Therefore, it should use numerical
simulation to understand the coupling effect of the buffer and
backfill

material

during

the

resaturation

process,

when

the

groundwater transports from the surrounding host rock to the
buffer and backfill material. The purposes are to establish the
near-field, 3D numerical model analysis of SNF, canister and buffer
material, as well as the coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM)
groundwater flow conceptual model.
In order to evaluate the corrosion behavior of the canister and
the performance of the buffer material after emplacement of the
EBS, the resaturation time (the time to reach saturati on in the
buffer after emplacement of the EBS) due to the groundwater
infiltration is an important factor. However, resaturation is just one
of a number of time -dependent effects together with decay heat and
buffer swelling, which are coupled with each oth er during the
resaturation process. It is important to evaluate these THM
coupling phenomena in order to understand the initial transient
behavior of the EBS.
The development of the coupled thermo -hydro-mechanical
(THM) models has been a part of the intern ational projects
including DECOVALEX and VALUCLAY. A full -scale in-situ THM test
was carried out at the Kamiashi mine (Fujita et al., 1998, p87 ;
Chijimatsu et al., 1999, p2 ). The results of the experiment were
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compared with those of the analyses conducted using the coupled
THM model ( Chijimatsu et al., 1999, p10 -p11). There was a
reasonable agreement, which strongly suggests the validity and
accuracy of the numerical modeling.
For evaluation of resaturation time for the buffer and backfill
material located in the deposition tunnel and holes, the researchers
currently

use

the

experimental

and

in -situ

data

from

the

international underground laboratories as the assessment results
for the resaturation time. The resaturation tim e of the buffer and
backfill material are described as follows ( SKB, 2011, p368-p373).
(1) Buffer
For an un-fractured rock, the hydraulic conductivity of the rock
is very important for the saturation time. For a rock hydraulic
conductivity of 1×10 – 1 1 m/s, the saturation time will be ca. 20
years, whereas it will take > 150 years for a hydraulic
conductivity of 1×10 – 1 2 m/s. An analysis of the inflow of water
to tunnels with different characteristics at the Forsmark site
has been presented. It will take more than 50 years to saturate
even a fast tunnel.
(2) Backfill material
Since the rock at Forsmark of Sweden is expec ted to contain
very few water conducting fractures, given all conditions at
Forsmark, it is assumed that the saturation of the backfill
material at the SR -Site can take any time from < 100 years to
6,000 years.
4.6.2. Mechanical Stability
When the deposition tun nel and deposition hole are excavated,
the stress of the surrounding rock will be redistributed, and the
buffer will swell after the EBS is emplaced. Therefore, the
settlement of canister after a long period of time will be influenced
by the weight of cani ster, rock creep, swelling of buffer, and
expansion of canister corrosion products. From the perspective of
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safety assessment, it is an important issue to assess the stress
states in engineered barriers.
4.6.2.1. Tunnel rock creep
Creep is defined as the time -dependent deformation of a rock
under a load that is less than the short -term strength of the rock.
Creep strain can seldom be recovered fully when loads are removed,
thus it is largely a plastic deformation. For long -term performance
and safety, slow time -dependent deformations may be of potential
importance. Time -dependent deformations may occur in both the
far-field and near -field. The main concern is deformations that
occur in the near-field.
The researchers investigate into the changes in the creep of an
intact rock in relation to the deviatoric stress and isostatic
pressure. The rock creep increases along with the rising deviatoric
stress. But the increasing isostatic pressure reduces the rock creep.
The researchers also perform a single pressure granite t est based
on the heterodyne method. Figure 4-15 shows the test findings in
relation to the logarithmic time axis and the creep. The two curves
are the respective creep slopes value A calculated based on the
logarithmic creep law and given different stress conditions. The
curve with the A value as 0.0001 is consisted of the results given by
an axial stress of 2/3 single pressure strength. The curve with t he A
value as 0.000025 is consisted of the results given by an axial stress
of 1/3 single pressure strength. According to the results, the creep
strains that extend over 100,000 years are 0.3% and 0.1%,
respectively. The numbers are inconsequential and irr elevant to the
deformation of tunnels ( SKB, 2010j, p19 -p21).
The rock creep of the deposition tunnel in the offshore islands
crystalline host rock test area can follow the experience of SKB due
to a similar host rock to that in SR -Site safety assessment. The
long-term rock creep as a potential intervening factor, as assessed
in the previous paragraph, need not be considered. However, it still
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needs to be verified by the relevant laboratory tests and numerical
analyses. After our underground laboratory is b uilt, the creep data
obtained from the actual excavation experience should be compared
and used for correction.
4.6.2.2. Copper Corrosion Product Expansion
Copper

shells

are

corroded

under

aerobic

and

anoxic

conditions. In an aerobic environment, oxidized copper p roduces Cu
(I) and Cu (II) ions. For this reason, Cu (I) and Cu (II) oxides are
formed on the surface of the copper shells and bentonite. But as the
repository

reaches

the

anoxic

conditions,

sulfide

ions

in

combination with the remaining Cu(I) and Cu(II) p roduce a large
amount of Cu 2 S while the copper shell corrosion continues. The
supply of the HS - ions determines the corrosion rate. According to a
study by Fraser King and Paul Wersin (2013, p28) , when the copper
shells are corroded in a solution that cont ains HS - and Cl - , the
corrosion byproduct (Cu 2 S) is expected to be porous and lacking the
ability to protect the copper shells. However, the porosity of the
byproduct makes it larger in volume than the corrosion byproduct
generated by regular copper. At le ast a two-fold to three -fold
increase in the volume is expected.
Therefore, the corrosion byproduct Cu2S will cause the volume
to swell two to three times its original. But with the porous and
loose structure, it is also expected that the swelling pressur e from
corrosion will not affect the volume stability of the buffer.
4.6.2.3. The settlement of canister
The factors that potentially lead to the settlement of canisters
include the buffer compaction caused by the canister body weight,
swelling and creep, as well as the stress change induced by the
buffer and backfill volume increase as a result of resaturation.
Å kesson

et

al.

(2010,

p211 -p224)

performed

a

two -stage

assessment of the settlement of canisters. The analysis was
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separated into two phases: in the first phase, the compaction and
swelling stress balance of the buffer material is simulated; in the
second phase, the settlements between 80 MPa and 7 MPa swelling
pressure during 100,000 years are considered. The analyses had
taken into accounts 8 different den sities and swelling pressures of
the buffer. The results show that the total settlement of the canister
is 0.4 mm at 7 MPa swelling pressure, because the buffer swells so
that substantially reduces the total settlement. And even the
swelling pressure is at 80 kPa, the total settlement of canister is
only 2.2 cm. Therefore, the analysis shows that, even in case of 80
kPa swelling pressures, after 100,000 years of compaction and
creep, the settlement of canister will not more than 2.2 cm.
Thus, for the settle ment of the canister in the deposition
tunnels in the offshore island crystalline rock test area, given the
design premise of a 15 MPa swelling pressure, the total settlement
of the canister will be ca. 0.1 mm based on the assessment and
analysis methodolo gies used in Å kesson et al. (2010, p211 -p224).
The results are subject to comparison and revision as the related
experimental and testing data become available.
4.6.3. Seismic Stability
In order to maintain the integrity of the EBS after the
emplacement,

its

post -seismic-disturbance

stability

must

be

considered. The failure modes of canister under earthquake attacks
include shear displacement and ground motion shaking. The
deposition hole and tunnels are ultimately backfilled. In a seismic
event, the buffer and the canisters are concurrently subject to the
same ground motion. For this reason, failure by ground emotion
shaking is excluded from consideration. In Section 4.6.3.1, the
results for earthquake induced shear displacement evaluations are
presented.
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4.6.3.1. Earthquake induced shear displacement evaluation for canister
For the purpose of performing assessments, the researchers set
up the following assumptions and parameters based on the
seismic-induced fracture shear displacement modelling conducted
by the SKB (2010k, p31-p37). The canister and buffer system will
bear the rock shear di splacement induced by earthquake in the
deposition hole. In the analysis, the shear displacement parameters
include location and shear angle on the buffer material. The shear
displacement location is considered for two cases, i.e., at the middle
and a quarter length of the canister -buffer system. The shear angle
parameter also has two cases, i.e., 90° and 22.5°. The researchers
then proceed to conduct a numerical analysis. Two scenarios are
modelled: the copper creep caused by the long -term pressure and
shear over a period of 100,000 years and the seismic -induced shear
displacement in the early period of the disposal when the creep has
yet to occur. Please refer to Appendix J of the SNFD2017 Technical
Support Report (2) for a detailed explanation of the nume rical
analysis. The analysis findings are introduced as follows:
(1) Analyses of seismic-induced shear displacement (rock creep
not considered) at the initial period of deposal
As the long-term copper creep is ruled out at this stage, a stress
analysis with a 5 cm shear displacement finds that the
maximum plastic strain is 5.8%, while the maximum Von Mises
stress is 335.7 MPa, smaller than the maximum allowable stress
395 MPa.
In

addition,

an

ANSYS -assisted

finite

element

model

is

simulated based on the a ssumption that both ends of a canister
are subject to displacement constraints and that the shear
displacements

are

simulated

by

controlling

the

node

displacements of the buffer.
Table 4-10 shows the modelling result. According to the
modelling analysis, the plastic strain peaks at a quarter length
of the canister given a 90° shear angle and 10 cm displacement.
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The Von Mises stress is 396 MPa (see Figure 4-16). The result
is similar to the result of the rock shear displacement
modelling as performed in SKB TR-10-34 Report (2010k, p37).
(2) Long term analyses with creep in canister
To demonstrate the engineering capability, the researchers
conduct an ANSYS simulation modelling of the canister copper
shell

creep

over

the

100,000 -year

disposal

period.

The

numerical analyses consider the long -term effect from 15 MPa
swelling pressure and 30 MPa ice sheet according to Sweden
condition on the canister surface, and the canister take 5 cm
shear displacement at the middle of the canister. The purpose
is to investigate the integrity of the canisters under such
conditions. The loading analysis consists of 2 steps, where the
copper shell takes 45 MPa in 100,000 years in the first step and
a post-creep shear displacement analysis is conducted in the
second step. The results are shown in Table 4-11 and Figure
4-17. The canister stress in a shear analysis not considering the
creep effect of copper is 327 MPa. A shear analysis of the
canister stress in 100,000 years after the disposal takes into
the account of the copper creep and finds that the stress is
reduced to 323 MPa. It is possible to conclude from these
observations that the cast iron stress in the context of the
copper shell in relation to its long -term creep effect is reduced
because the extern al copper shell sustains more stress. The
safety factor increases as a result. This means that, for the
purpose of a more conservative approach, the analysis that
rules out the copper creep should be adopted.
4.6.3.2. The assessment of earthquake induced shaking
Both Japan and Taiwan are located in the Circum -Pacific
seismic belt. In order to confirm the seismic stability of the EBS,
Japan has performed the seismic tests on the scale -down model of
canister and buffer (JNC, 2000b, p133-p134), and also developed
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some related research of geotechnical centrifuge tests. In the
development of the SNFD program, to perform the seismic tests for
the EBS, the shaking table for geotechnical centrifuge tests located
at National Central Univer sity of Taiwan has been used. The shaking
table test is conducted using 10 g centrifugal acceleration and the
1/10 scale -down centrifuge model as shown in Figure 4-18. The
preliminary test data shows that, given the dry bentonite in the
initial disposal period, the canister shaking is magnified with the
height because of the canister -bentonite gap. The performance
process of the seismic test is shown in Appendix K of the SNFD2017
Technical Support Report (2).
4.6.4. Gas Migration
After the disposal facility closure, the migration of gas through
the buffer will follow in two stages:
(1) Upon the closure of the disposal facility, the buffer contains the
gas at that moment. Once the buffer becomes saturated with
groundwater, the gas can escape.
(2) If the groundwater penetrates through the buffer and comes in
contact with the copper shell of the canister, and the copper
shell is breached the iron cast insert might be corroded and
produce hydrogen; At first, the gas would dissolve in the water
within the canister. If the process of corrosion produces a large
amount of hydrogen gas, a separate gas phase would form in
the disposal facility.
During the first stage when the gas is contained in the buffer,
two processes facilitate its escape:
(1) If the gas is produced at a slow rate or in a small amount, the
gas

may

dissolve

in

the

porous

water

and

escape

the

containment through diffusion.
(2) If the gas is produced at a fast speed or in a large amount to the
point

that

the

previously

described
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dissolution -diffusion

process can no longer sustain the flux, the gas phase is formed.
The pressure in the buffer increases under such conditions.
When the increased pressure reaches the critical pressure of
the buffer, a gas pathway through which the gas escapes is
formed.
Gas build-up could potentially affect the buffer performance.
The gas pathways that form at the breakthrough events could lead
to the fail of buffer safety function. The amount of gas and the entry
pressure, which depend on the swelling pressure, play an important
part in gas migration behavior in the buffer In order to ensure the
safety of the system, the buffer shall allow the escape of gas that is
generated by corrosion of the cast iron insert. When the gas
production ceases, the pressure falls, and if the gas production is
low enough, the fracture transport pathway is expected to close. At
pressure lower than the shut -in pressure, gas could only transport
by diffusion (SKB, 2010h, p71-p80). Therefore the buffer would
keep the safety performance after gas transport.
4.6.5. Bentonite Volume Stability
The compacted bentonite blocks that are used as the buffer in
the deposition hole and the backfill in the deposition tunnels have a
working gap surrounding them. The gap is filled with pellets made
of bentonite. During the operation phase of the repository, the
pellets between buffer/backfill and rock will absorb water from the
rock fractures. When the inflow water from the fractures that
carries more water than the swelling bentonite can absorb, there
will be a water pressure in the fracture acting on the buffer or
backfill. The results may be piping in the bentonite, formation of a
channel and continuing water flow and a consecutive erosion of
bentonite particles. Sandén and Bö rgesson (2010, p39) had used
numerical analysis method for calculating self -healing properties of
the buffer material eroded and swelling pressure distribution.
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Assuming that the buffer material eroded by piping forms a
semi-circle radius of 26 cm from the rock surface and the loss of
bentonite is about 130 kg, the results show that the buffer material
will be completely recovered by self -healing after 32 years, a nd the
total swelling pressure is able to keep above 1 MPa between the
rock and canister. Thus, it is acceptable to set the maximum loss
limit of the bentonite not to exceed 100 kg. It is unable to predict
the erosion location and the amount of water inflo w simply based
on the current research technology development. Currently, the
commonly employed approach is to use a large number of test
results to establish the empirical equations, so as to evaluate the
effect of piping on the erosion loss of the benton ite material, as
shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20. According to the calculations
performed in Section 6.5 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report
(2), the total eroded bentonite weights 1,640kg. However, the gross
volume of the backfill is 10,200 tons. For the backfill, the bentonite
mass lost to erosion in this case is insignificant.
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Table 4-10: Stress analysis of canister for earthquake induced shear
displacement
Material: Cast iron
Shear displacement 5 cm
Shear displacement 10 cm
Shear
Position Stress
Safety
Safety
Stress
Safety
Safety
angle
(MPa)
factor
factor
(MPa)
factor
factor
(INER)
(SKB)
(INER)
(SKB)
90° quarter
335.7
1.17
1.23
396.0
1.00
1.12
90°
middle
327.1
1.20
1.32
369.0
1.07
1.25
22.5° quarter
291.2
1.35
1.36
299.5
1.31
1.32
22.5°
middle
296.8
1.33
1.33
299.1
1.32
1.31
Table 4-11: Stress analysis of canister for long-term earthquake induced shear
displacement
Material: Cast iron
analysis
Shear
mode
angle
Shear
90○
Creep &
90○
Shear
Material: Copper
Shear
90○
Creep &
90○
Shear

Strain (%)
position
middle
middle
middle
middle

Displacement
5 cm
Total strain 5.2%
Strain(%)
Total strain 1.7%
(Creep strain
0.4%)
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von Mises
(MPa)
Displacement
5 cm
327.1
323.8

Safety
factor
1.21
1.22

von Mises (MPa)
219.65
219.32

Figure 4-15: The log time creep behaviour for granite.
Reference: SKB(2010j, p20)

Figure 4-16: The earthquake induced shear displacement analysis for the
canister without considering copper creep effect under 10 cm displacement at
the quarter length of canister.
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(a) Without considering copper creep effect

(b) Considering copper creep effect
Figure 4-17: The influence of copper creep on earthquake induced shear
displacement analysis for canister under 10 cm displacement at the middle of
canister.
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(a) Specimen testing and installation

(b) Accelerometer measurement position
Figure 4-18: 1/10 scale-down specimen models.
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Figure 4-19: Results from different erosion measurements on various bentonite
materials.
Reference: From Sandénet al.(2008, p48)

Figure 4-20: Vertical flow in pellets filling and suggested revision of the model.
Reference: From Sandén and Börgesson(2010, p44)
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4.7. Construction, Operation and Closure Technologies
4.7.1. Construction Phase
Concerning tunnel construction methods for the disposal
facility that may be used, as well as any disturbances that may be
encountered and required special attentions and countermeasures
during the const ruction, these aspects are divided into two
subsections and discussed below. For tunnel excavation in the
construction

phase,

different

construction

methods

will

be

equipped with different machinery and taken into accounts the
safety and economic condition s. In addition, the disturbances to the
rock mass will be different using different tunnel excavation
methods, and in principle the method causing the least disturbances
will be employed. Also geological investigation before and during
this phase should be conducted to provide the data such as
groundwater condition, tunnel deformation monitoring, fracture
pattern investigation, and so on.
4.7.1.1. Construction technologies
The rock tunnel excavations consist of two categories, i.e.,
conventional Drill & Blast (D&B) and mechanical excavations, while
the mechanical excavation methods are divided by the use of
different excavators into Road Header (RH) excavation, Tunnel
Boring

Machine

(TBM)

excavation,

etc.

In

addition

to

the

conventional methods, a new Wire Sawing me thod (SKB, 2014, p7)
has been developed, using diamond wire cutting tools to excavate
rock,

for the

HLW disposal facility construction.

The latest

developed method provides wire -cutting tunnel surfaces, which has
the advantages of causing relatively minima l disturbances to tunnel
excavations.
4.7.1.1.1. Drill and blast
The drill and blast (D&B) method is a drilling coupled with
blasting excavation process. The excavation uses compressed air or
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hydraulic drill jumbo to drill holes on the tunnel excavation faces,
then blasts the rock mass with dynamites. The Smooth Blasting
method should be used to avoid over break. Except for a very few
that still use the traditional construction methods of supporting,
the support concept of New Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) is
widely used in Drill & Blast now. The NATM is the use of
self-supporting capability of the rock, together with the supports of
steel ribs, shotcrete, steel and concrete to balance the stresses of
rock and water after tunnel excavation.
The domestic Drill & B last construction process includes
surveying,

drilling,

charging,

tying

line,

blasting,

ventilation,

mucking, scaling, repairing dig, mapping and feedback, erecting
steel rib, laying wire mesh, shotcrete and rock bolts set up, and
setting forepoling as req uired, which is called a cycle. When the
deformation of the tunnel approaches to stable convergence, the
concrete lining will be placed stepwise. Taiwan has extensive
experience in employing the drill & blast construction method for
tunnel excavations. The application of such expertise means that
the domestic high -level radioactive waste disposal projects in the
future will be assured of superior technical competence and
qualifications.
4.7.1.1.2. Mechanical excavation
The machines employed for mechanical tunnel exca vation
include Road Header (RH) and Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM), as
shown in Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23. When RH is used, the support
system usually uses the NATM concept; however, when TBM is used,
the support system usually uses the segmented shield plates. These
mechanical excavation methods are described as follows:
(1) The road headers have two types: one with one single cutter
head and one with double cutter heads. For rock formations
with medium to low strength (rock strength between 50 MPa
and 100 MPa), road headers are recommended to reduce the
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noise and vibration di sturbance as well as to ensure the
structural safety.
(2) The TBM was initially developed by Charles Wilson in 1856 and
improved thereafter by many other machine manufacturers. It
becomes one of the major machines for tunnel excavation. The
TBM can be mainly divided into two types, i.e., Open -Type and
Shield-Type

(or

Close-Type).

Furthermore,

in

terms

of

shield-type TBM, there are Single Shield type and Double Shield
type suitable for use with hard rocks, and Slurry Pressure
Balanced type and Earth Pressure Balanced type suitable for
soft rocks, etc.
4.7.1.1.3. Wire cutting
The wire sawing method for the tunnel excavation gives the
minimal disturbance to the surrounding rock; therefore, it can be
used as an option for various tunnels excavations of disposal
facilities. In an attempt to construct a square tunnel using the wire
sawing method, the SKB R -14-08 Report (SKB, 2014, p15) adopts
the following construction procedures: the first step is to drill four
holes in the four corners of the tunnel by core drilling. Thro ugh this
drilling the hole diameter is increased. Then installation of the wire
sawing equipment was done by installing the push rods with the
pulleys, a diamond wire was drawn through the pulleys into the
bottom holes and around the back surface, then ext ended to the
next hole, and finally back to the motor (see Figure 4-24). In
addition to the tunnel boring, the process can also be used for
cutting the vertical shafts. During the rock sawing process, water
rinsing must be carried out to remove debris, reducing sawing dusts
and the impacts on the working environment. To remove the rock
block after sawing, it must be accompanied with the small -scale
blasting to break it into smaller volumes for easy haulage. After the
performance of wire sawing excavation, it shows that the tunnel
wall is extremely smooth without generating overbreaks on the
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crown and floor. Thus, this process can be performed without the
need for reinforcement.
4.7.1.1.4. Countermeasures against perturbations
In principle, the strategy is to choose the method with the least
perturbation, regardless of using D&B or TBM, for the excavation of
tunnels. Based on the construction conditions of the dispo sal
facilities, the following items should be taken care of:
(1) groundwater
(2) cracks due to anisotropic rock stress or rock stress released
suddenly after excavation
(3) unstable rock, such as collapses due to overpressures, swelling
and faulting, etc.
For the above phenomena, the measurement methods should be
used in advance during excavation, and the countermeasures should
be carried out when the construction accidents occur. In particular,
the

common

countermeasures

(supplemented

construction

methods) used for handling soft rock, squeezing rock, gushing
inflow, or fault fracture zone are summarized as follows:
(1) Make sure the self -supporting capability of excavation surface
(a) Countermeasures for roof stability: pipe -shed advanced
support, supported steel tube.
(b) Countermeasures for surface stability: annular excavation
on wall rock, pilot tunnel excavation, shotcrete on surface,
temporary invert, rock bolt installation on surface, ground
improvement, etc.
(2) Make sure the tunnel stabili ty
(a) Enhance rock mass strength: ground improvement.
(b) Enhance support strength: spread footing, strip footing,
combined

footing,

micropile,

thickening

reinforcing rock bolt, and additional support.
(3) Treatment of groundwater
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shotcrete,

(a) Drainage method: pilot hole for drainage, well point
dewatering on ground surface, pump well on ground
surface.
(b) Waterproof method: grouting.
(c) Combination of drainage and waterproof.
4.7.2. Operational Phase
It is estimated that a repository would annually dispose of
around 50 canisters. In consideration of the SNF outputs of the
Chinshan, Kuosheng, and Maanshan Nuclear Power Plants, and the
required time for undergoing interim storage of the final SNF batch,
the preliminary assumption would place the operational period to
be around 50 years. The hypothetical disposal operation concepts
during the operational period of the repository underground facility
are as follows:
(1) The

spent

nuclear

fuels

will

be

transported

to

the

encapsulation plant by sea using transportation casks.
(2) The encapsulation, welding, and inspection will be carried out
in the encapsulation plant.
(3) The

canisters

will

be

transported

by

elevator

to

an

underground facili ty located at a depth of 500 m. The
underground control and management center will load the
canisters

on

the

wheeled

machine

by

remote

control

operations.
(4) Pursuant to circumstances, the canisters may be moved to the
deposition tunnels by transportation vehicle. They will be
directly delivered to the deposition holes.
(5) The emplacement operations for buffer blocks at the bottom
and side wall of the deposition hole shall be completed
beforehand.
(6) The transportation vehicle will deliver the canisters to the top
of the deposition hole, and the canisters shall be emplaced in
the deposition hole after position has been determined.
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(7) Backfilling the deposition tunnels with bentonite directly after
its being backfilled.
(8)

Plugging

the

deposition

tunnel

directly

after

its

being

backfilled.
(9) Closure of the transport tunnels .
(10) Closing of the repository access .
4.7.2.1. Transportation of spent nuclear fuel, canister loading, backfilling and
plugging
The spent fuel storage location is related to the transport
procedure and transport cask. Two most likely scenarios are
proposed: Case A assumes that the spent nuclear fuel undergoes the
interim storage while Case B assumes that the spent nuclear fuel is
still stored in the fuel pool.
Case A and Case B do not diffe r much in the context of the
transport procedure. Both scenarios require the fuel be placed in
transport casks and shipped to an encapsulation plant. The
encapsulation plant is planned to be located above the deposition
tunnels. The spent fuel, upon its ar rival at the encapsulation plant,
is stored in a pool for sorting before being moved to a hot cave. The
fuel is then lifted up out of the water for preliminary drying, and
then moved to a vacuum chamber for vacuum processing to remove
the remaining water. The fuel is then placed in a canister, followed
by

canister

sealing.

The

canister

sealing

process

includes

pre-welding cleaning, friction stir welding, cutting excessive copper
lid, and welding nondestructive testing. The canister is then placed
in a canister transport cask and transported via a ramp or a shaft to
the underground transshipment hall to be shipped by a multi -wheel
oil pressure trailer. which used to transport spent nuclear fuel in
Chinshan and Kuosheng nuclear power plant. If the cask is
transported via a shaft, the cask weight must be considered and
measured such as increasing the shaft capacity or selecting a
light-weight cask.
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To avoid swelling of buffer material into the tunnel due to the
ingress of water, the deposition tunnel should be b ackfilled
immediately by using installation machine of the backfill block and
spraying equipment of the pellet after finishing the emplacement of
canister and buffer. Also, With respect to the properties of the
buffer and backfill it is important that the plug is installed and gain
its full strength and water tightness as soon as possible after the
completion of the backfill (SKB, 2010f, p87).
4.7.2.2. Retrieval
Various countries discussing whether and to what degree
reversibility or retrievability might be built i nto management
strategies for radioactive waste. This is particularly the case in
relation to the disposal of long lived or high level waste and spent
nuclear fuel in geological repositories. It is generally accepted that
such repositories should be design ed to be passively safe with no
intention of retrieving the waste. Nevertheless, various reasons
have been advanced for including the concept of reversibility and
the ability to retrieve the emplaced wastes in the disposal strategy.
The intention is to inc rease the level of flexibility and to provide
the ability to cope with, or to benefit from, new technical advances
in waste management and materials technologies, and to respond to
changing social, economic and political opinion.
In a number of countries, it is becoming increasingly important
to include provisions for waste retrieval, and retrievability is a
legal or regulatory requirement in certain cases. Accordingly, the
potential benefits and detriments that retrievability may provide
are discussed, possible retrievability strategies are outlined and a
summary of the considerations and implications is provided, which
also includes safeguards and safety implications, the cost factors
involved and the management of repository information and
expertise.
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The process of canister retrieval can be separated into five
main parts, i.e., dismantling of the plug, excavation of the backfill,
excavation of the buffer, canister raising and retrieving, and
canister opening.
4.7.2.2.1. Dismantling of the plug
Dismantling of the pl ug is the first step of retrieval. Due to the
high strength of the concrete plug, it should drill a pilot hole
through the central plug to release the swelling pressure generate d
by the long-term water absorption of bentonite. Thereafter, a
cross-shape drilling is conducted on the central point of the plug
without drilling through the plug. It aims to reduce the strength of
the plug and facilitate subsequent operations. After drilling, the
plug is mechanically demolished with the use of a hydraulic
hammer.

When

the

concrete

is

broken,

it

will

make

the

reinforcement in the plug visible, so the reinforcement can be cut
by a flame cutting machine.
4.7.2.2.2. Excavation of the backfill
After dismantling of the plug, the backfill should be excavated,
so that workers could enter the tunnel and they could retrieve the
canisters finally. Since bentonite selected as the backfill material
would swell and fill the tunnel space after thermal, hydraulic,
mechanism and chemical effected. The backfill structure would be
too dense and strong to remove by excavator, so the method similar
to dismantling the plug is suggested, where several holes should be
drilled before excavating the backfill materials.
4.7.2.2.3. Excavation of the buffer
Because bentonite can be dissolved in water, the fluid rem oval
method during the excavation will be usually used. The excavating
process has two sub -processes, i.e., turning the buffer into slurry,
pumping out

and dewatering the bentonite slurry. The slurry
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process will fill the fluid, i.e., water with 5% sodium chloride, into
the deposition hole, and mix using a stirring blade to accelerate the
formation of slurry. Then, the slurry is pumped out and the
bentonite material is removed by dewatering using a centrifuge.
The separated fluid is recycled back to the process. As for the
dewatering process, a sedimentation centrifuge is used to separate
the buffer material from the fluid through the centrifugal force and
to collect the former in the scroll conveyer. The filtered water an d
the buffer material are then discharged through different passages.
A processing time of about 210 hours has been determined for
freeing of a deposition hole with the bentonite buffer weighing
about 16,500 kg (SKB, 2007b, p4).
4.7.2.2.4. Raising and retrieving of the canisters
This part of work consists of the reverse processes of disposing
of the canisters, but it should have to consider about radiation
shielding of workers. It suggest that the worker could control
equipments into deposition tunnel to retrieve can isters avoided
contacting directly. At this stage the canister will be lifted up from
the deposition hole and transported to the tunnel. The canisters are
transited to the encapsulation plant by vehicles after the canisters
raising work.
4.7.2.2.5. Canister opening
There are seldom international cases of facility related to the
retrieval of the canister. This subsection preliminarily assesses the
operation

location

and

area,

ability

and

equipment

in

the

encapsulation plant for retrieval according to the current proje ct
plan of the spent nuclear fuel final disposal technology in Taiwan.
The key technology of this part is how to cut the cap of the canister.
With reference to the SKB report, two suggestions are given as
follows:
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(1) It is proposed that the friction stir welding machine be
modified as a milling machine, considering that the process of
friction stir welding is similar to that of milling and the
motions of these two machines are similar. This method is
expected to be able to apply to the canisters opening in the
encapsulation plant of the final disposal.
(2) The canisters opening method is proposed by reference to the
retrieval work of ISFSI at Chinshan nuclear power plant.
Currently, the canister is excavated using a spin planer -type
miller on the top of can ister in the ISFSI, but the modification
should be exercised for the excavation position, from the top of
canister to the side of that, if this approach is to be applied to
canisters excavation of the final disposal.
4.7.3. Closure
When the entire SNF disposal p rocess of the repository is
completed, monitoring and decommissioning measures shall be
performed according to the laws and regulations, and the repository
shall be closed after the permit issued. Closure operations are
mainly involved with the backfilling of the excavated underground
operation tunnels and areas. Moreover, the significantly altered
regions resulting from tunnel blasting operations which change the
rock mechanical and hydrological properties shall be reinforced,
including the barriers using concrete plugs. These measures help
limit the water flow transport path and stop human access into the
area.
The hypothetical repository backfill and closure measures are
as follows:
(1) Gradual

removal

of

transportation

rails

and

pipeline

equipment.
(2) Pure bentonite shall be used as the backfill material in the
deeper part of the tunnel, and the mixture materials of
bentonite and crushed rock could be used in the shallow parts
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of the access tunnel. Each layer shall be compacted an d
backfilled into each repository tunnel.
(3) During the backfilling procedure, the fracture zone shall be
blocked by grouting or with concrete.
(4) The repository tunnel openings shall be blocked with concrete
plugs.
(5) The operation tunnel and interconnecting facility (shafts ) shall
be backfilled using a suitable designed material.
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Figure 4-21: Drill & Blast process in hard rock tunnelling.
Reference: SKB(2010a, p58)

Figure 4-22: Single-head rotary cutting roadheader.
Reference: An Illustrative Overview on Construction Technique in Tunnelling(2006，p43)
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Figure 4-23: Twin-head rotary cutting roadheader.
Reference: SKB (2004b, p32)

Figure 4-24: Schematic wire cutting cross-section the tunnel.
Reference: SKB(2014, p17)
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4.8. The technology for Operation & Management of Disposal Facilities
The purpose of effective operation and management for
disposal facilities is to ensure long -term safety of the disposal
facilities after closure. The scope includes the management for
different components of disposal facilities during their design,
construction, op eration, closure, etc., as described in this chapter.
The

technologies

and

requirements

of

quality

control

and

environment monitoring for the facilities are also involved.
4.8.1. Institutional Control
The basic design requirements of disposal facility during
construction, operation, closure, or change caused by potential
natural phenomena should ensure long -term isolation and safety.
Furthermore, the management of the disposal facilities should be
verified to guarantee the fulfillment of the requirements.
The basic principle of deep geological disposal facilities is
based on the facilities which require no more human control and
intervention after closure to ensure the safety. Deep geological
disposal of high level radioactive waste has become a consensus
among international experts. The disposal facilities for high level
radioactive

waste

should

fundamentally

perform

the

passive

permanent safety. IAEA declared the aim of disposal facilities in the
report of 1989《 Safety Principle sand Technical Criteria for the
Underground Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes 》 (SS-99) in
which denotes the purpose of geological disposal to be: “...... to
isolate high level wastes from the human environment over long
time-scale without relying on future generations to maintain the
integrity of the disposal system, or imposing upon them significant
constraints due to the existence of the repository (RESPONSIBILITY
TO FUTURE GENERATIONS).”
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4.8.2. Basic Concept for Management of Disposal Facilities
The “management” of disposal facilities is executing a series of
actions

from

all

stages

on

site

investigation,

construction,

operation, closure, etc., till the completion of disposal facility
closure; the management will become the passive model after
closure, as described previously. The purp ose of disposal facility
management is to ensure meeting all requirements and acquiring
sufficient required technology and information, and to be certified
and recorded into documentation, and sufficiently to be decided
whether the disposal facility will b ecome passive system which is
not disturbed by human actions.
The

overall

design,

construction,

operation,

closure

and

decommission of disposal facilities should be controlled under the
same management system to ensure its safety and quality. The
purpose of management system is to take safety as its first priority,
and the safety related procedures require equivalent quality
control. The management system should be evaluated systematically
and enhanced by its development.
Safety and quality control should include all safety-related
activities. It is necessary to identify the requirements for each
safety-related function for the purpose of ensuring all processes
meeting all requirements. All processes and projects should be
executed

under

command

and

operate d

systematically.

The

identification and revision of systematical program should correctly
reflect the significant deviation of safety.
For preventing operation incident and accident, the design,
construction, and operation should adopt the certified techn ology
or check in details with other methods. The disposal facilities
should include

rapid and

reliable

check -measure

system

for

operation incident or accident, and preventing any conditions which
would aggravate both incident and accident. It is necessary to
provide effective technologies and control methods to gently
resolve the hidden causes of the accident.
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As for the engineering of monitoring geological environment
and disposal system, it is necessary to perform technical review
periodically

and

Measurement
applied

from

put

and

it

into

measuring

construction

part

of

management

technologies

to

closure

should

of

the

solution.

be

broadly

disposal

site.

Furthermore, specific information should be acquired for every
stage of the project, and the measuring so lution could be adjusted if
required.
The management policy for each stage should consider the
policies listed below:
(1) The

execution

of

design,

manufacture,

installation

for

engineered barriers and quality control for disposal facilities;
(2) Institutional
geological

control

for

phenomena

engineered
to

provide

barrier
enlarging

system

and

geological

environmental data base;
(3) Environmental management of disposal facilities;
(4) Protection of operator (e.g., occupation safety and radioactive
protection).
The management activities can be undertaken with a planned
test and laboratory application under a chosen testing area
condition. The required technology for related fields should be
managed, certified, and prepared.
4.8.3. Management and Control Procedures
The following major procedures which should be properly
controlled for the management system of the disposal facilities are:
(1) Quality control for the design, manufacture, installation, and
the construction of disposal facilities and engineered barrier s.
(2) Monitoring geological conditions for the disposal facilities and
engineered barriers before and after construction, in operation
period and after closure.
(3) Safeguards of disposal facilities during operation period.
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In

addition,

the

environment al

monitoring

and

operator

protection are very important with respect to the management
system. Although these three items are not directly related to the
long-term safety, they should also be included in the institutional
control

of

the

management

system.

Monitoring

and

process

management are required for each developmental stage to ensure
the

safety

of

non-radiation

the

work

hazards).

To

staff

(including

implement the

the

radiation

control,

the

and
main

monitoring items for each stage of the final disposa l program are to
be developed according to the laws and regulations governing the
civil works, mining and nuclear energy, as well as the standards set
forth in Table 4-12.
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Table 4-12: The major monitoring items during each stage of disposal facility development
Management components
(1) Quality control:
design, manufacture,
installation,
construction of EBS &
disposal facilities

Design factor

Manufacture,
installation and
construction

(2) Geological condition
of EBS perimeter &
monitoring of disposal
facilities

(3) Environment
management of
disposal facilities
(4) Operator protection
monitoring
(5) Nuclear safeguards

Disposal tunnel
perimeter

(1) Quality of
surface water
(2) Environmental
radiation etc.
Temperature,
humidity, gases
etc.
Human action

Stage of testing
area
characteristics

Stage of
construction

Stage of operation
EBS
Disposal & backfill
installation
of major tunnel

EBS design
(1) Buffer material
property
(2) Buffer material
resaturate
(3) Corrosion of waste
canister
Related information and
technology required for
the quality control of EBS
during its manufacture,
installation, and
construction(acquired
from verification and
experiment)
-

Behavior of perimeter
rock:
Rocked formation etc.
The integrity of the tunnel
Support:
Support and stress of
lining, etc.
Grout filling:
material control etc.

Behavior of perimeter rock:
Rock deformation etc.

Behavior of perimeter rock:
Rock deformation etc.

The integrity of the tunnel Support:
Strain and stress of lining, etc.

The integrity of the tunnel
Support:
Strain and stress of lining, etc.

Grout filling:
Material control etc.

Tunnel backfill:
Density of back-fill etc.

Tunnel backfill:
Density of backfill etc.

EBS manufacture:
Buffer density etc.

Plugging:
Quality control of material
etc.

Plugging:
Quality control of material etc.

Hydrogeology
(1) Underground water
(2) Injection pressure etc.

Tunnel excavation:
quality control for
support materials etc.
Hydrogeology
(1) Underground water
(2)Injection pressure etc.

Hydrogeology
(1) Underground water
(2) Injection pressure etc.

Hydrogeology
(1) Underground water
(2) Injection pressure etc.

Geochemistry:
pH、Eh etc.

Geochemistry:
pH、Eh etc.

Geochemistry:
pH、Eh etc.

Geochemistry:
pH、Eh etc.

Geology:
Underground thermal
gradient etc.
(1) Quality of surface
water
(2) Environmental
radiation etc.
Temperature, humidity,
gases etc.

Geology:
Underground thermal
gradient etc.
(1) Quality of surface
water
(2) Environmental
radiation etc.
Temperature, humidity,
gases etc.

Geology:
Underground thermal gradient etc.

Geology:
Underground thermal gradient
etc.
(1) Quality of surface water
(2) Environmental radiation etc.

Temperature, humidity, gases etc.

Temperature, humidity, gases etc.

-

-

-human action control

Plug, fence, etc.

(1) Quality of surface water
(2) Environmental radiation etc.
(3) Temperature, humidity, gases etc.
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Stage of closure
Backfill of connecting
& access tunnels

After closure
stage
(1) Land use
controls
(2) Marker
(3) Fence
(4) Stored Records

-

4.9. Conclusions
The purpose of this report is to support the presentation of the
SNFD2017 Report for the achievements in the “Potential Host Rock
Characterization and Evaluation Stage”, and perform the feasibility
assessments on the disposal design and engineering technology for
the final disposal program. According to the SNFD2009 Report, the
Swedish KBS-3 disposal concept has been adopted at the current
stage. Therefore, the first target is to carry out the localization of
the KBS-3 system in Taiwan, which means that the canister, buffer
and backfill material, deposition tunnel, plug, etc., should be
designed progressively by the domestic disposal development team,
and the design should be improved to conform to the national
conditions and geological environments. When our engineering
design team is able to deal with the design rules and prepare the
real engineering work in advance, it represents that the current
goal for checking the adequacy of geological disposal engineering
capability is achieved, and the KBS -3 system can be developed to
undertake the final disposal mission in Taiwan gradually.
For localization of the engineering design based on the KBS -3
system,

not

only

the

process

should

be

consulted

to

the

international experience, but also the existing capabilities in
domestic engineering areas should be enhanced and extended to the
final disposal appl ications. The following steps are used in the
current program:
(1) Establish the specifications for engineered barrier systems and
disposal facilities
For example, Section 4.5 introduces the components that make
up the canisters and the buffer. Clear speci fications are crucial
to focus the engineering scope and technical development
objectives.
(2) Set up the specific characteristics of domestic spent nuclear
fuels and host rock in offshore islands geological testing area
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As stated in Section 4.4, the step pinpoints a clear direction for
subsequent

detailed

surveys

and

optimizes

the

project

efficiency.
(3) Design deposition tunnel and deposition hole
The step is the most important part of the repository design
and also the task that requires consideration of the local
parameters.

As

stated

in

the

overview

of

the

research

achievements set forth in Section 4.5, the researchers in the
current stage of the program adopt the geological conditions of
the offshore island crystallin e rock test area, evaluate the
earthquake -resistance and erosion -resistance of the disposal
facility, and complete the related tasks accordingly. The
process

manifests

the

domestic

technical

competence

in

carrying out the repository design independently.
(4) Evaluate the safety margin using analysis or testing methods
In Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 of this Report, the researchers
examine individual safety issues based on the structure of the
H12 Report and present the testing or analysis findings to
prove that the engineering design will allow sufficient safety
margin to accommodate safety incidents.
(5) Study the input parameters for safety assessment
The

research

achievements

presented

in

Section

4.5.1

demonstrate that the researchers have acquired the tec hnical
competence to perform evaluations in fulfillment of the
requirement of a safety assessment such as the parameter of
corrosion failure rate.
(6) Accumulate the capacity and experience on real engineering
work
Recently, the miniature cast iron inert a nd buffer block have
been produced, the development of friction stir welding
machine and full -scale insert are planned by collaboration with
domestic companies, and the preliminary plan of underground
research laboratory has also been completed.
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(7) Expand the operation and management technology
The current Report, in response to the needs arising from
conditions indigenous to Taiwan, incorporates the operation
mode from the interim stora ge program and updates the
operation method originally planned for the final disposal
program accordingly. The Report also takes into consideration
the domestic nuclear power plant decommissioning plan.
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5. Safety Assessment
5.1. Scope and Objective of the Safety Assessment
This chapter introduces research achievements concerning the
issue of the feasibility of the safety assessment as part of the spent
nuclear fuel final disposal program in Taiwan. The development of
the safety assessment technologies refers to the safety as sessment
methodology as applied in the SR -Site by the SKB (SKB, 2011, ch2).
The safety assessment research achievements, by presenting the
spent nuclear fuel disposal system as proposed in Repository
Design and Engineering Technology as well as the concept ual
geological model and characterization data as adopted in the
SNFD2017 reference case, effectively demonstrate the domestic
technical competence in conducting assessments of the long -term
safety of the geological disposal facilities.
The safety assessme nt is a systematic analysis that considers
the site characterization and design ability to assess the hazards
that may arise out of the geological disposal facilities, thereby
providing the safety and performance requirements that correspond
to the current technological level. The safety assessments cover the
range

of

subjects

that

provide

an

understanding

of

the

circumstances under which the radionuclides are released and the
pathways through which hazardous impacts on humans and the
environment are create d. The development of data and models
constitutes the foundation underlying the quality and credibility of
the

safety

assessments.

The

development

agenda

covers

an

all-inclusive description of the geological characteristic of the
geological disposal system , scientific arguments, scientific data, as
well as the methodology, models and computer programs adopted
for assessments.
The technical competence for carrying out the analyses relating
to the Taiwan’s spent nuclear fuel deep geological disposal safety
assessments has been established in the SNFD2009 Report. In this
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Report, the researchers utilize a combination of the repository
design as provided in Reference Case Table 1 (see Appendix A) as
well as the conceptual geological concept and characterization d ata
as provided in Reference Case II (see Appendix B) to proceed with
the following tasks: developing the concept that describes the EBS
safety functions and indicators through analysis of the features,
events and processes (FEPs) that can compromise the s afety of the
repository, and estimating the maintenance of and changes in the
safety functions and indicators over the one -million-year time scale
based on the reference evolution, and building scenarios (main
scenario

and

disturbance

scenarios)

and

develo ping

safety

assessment model flows accordingly. With these achievements, the
researchers also need to perform quantitative analy ses of the
long-term performance/safety of the full disposal system, and
attain the following goals:
(1) Develop

safety

methodologies;

assessme nt
explain

the

and
risk

scenario
assessment

development
method

and

assessment modelling tools, as well as the integration of the
former two and the needed parameter connections.
(2) Present the case based on the characteristics of the domest ic
geological environment and repository design concept in order
to demonstrate that reliable safety assessment technologies
have been acquired and developed.
(3) Complete planning for the future objectives of the research and
development program that addr esses the insufficiencies in the
safety assessment technologies of the current stage and
provides technical support to next stage of the program:
selection and determination of potential sites (2018 to 2028).
5.2. Safety Assessment and Risk Calculation
A systematic approach to the safety assessment methodology is
to be developed as a core measure that supports the safety case of a
geological disposal facility. For this reason, Taiwan has long
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engaged in a technical exchange program with the SKB, the Swedish
radioactive waste management company, throughout the technical
development stage. The purpose of the collaboration is to study the
methodology and research achievements of the SR -Site program,
and to facilitate the long -term application of the methodology and
related developments that ultimately lead to the fulfillment of the
requirements concerning the safety case of the final disposal as
adopted by the international nuclear community. In other words,
the researchers are required to build a safety case that m anifests
the evolution of the geological disposal system based on a
combination of the wide -ranging scientific evidences, complete the
optimization of the design of the disposal system safety functions,
present reasonable and applicable scenarios along wit h related
analyses, and ensure the implementation of the quality and
uncertainty management. The disposal facility risk criteria can be
explained with the help of the results of the quantitative safety
assessments. Finally, the open data policy is conduciv e to the
determination of the objectives of individual stages in the program
as well as the needed communication and planning.
The international nuclear community has reached a general
consensus in using one million years as the assessment time -scale
for the high level radioactive waste disposal. The implementations
may vary depending on the features of the waste and the
environment in which the disposal facility is to be situated.
Comparing the radioactivity of the spent nuclear fuel to that of the
pre-enrichment natural uranium, the researchers find that, in
100,000 years’ time, the radioactivity of the actinides in the spent
nuclear fuel will decay to a level that is comparable with natural
uranium. However, the radiotoxicity of the spent fuel will be
comparable to that of the natural uranium it was made of in a few
hundreds of thousands of years from now (not the activity itself)
Only a portion of the daughter nuclides with long half-lives will
continue to be a hazardous radioactive source for one millio n years
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and beyond, but the radiotoxicity of such elements will have been
negligible in the context of the natural background radiation.
Therefore, for the current stage, the Report adopts the international
guideline and sets the safety assessment time -scale to be one
million years, but there will be some qualitative safety assessment
for time frames above that. The safety assessment technologies are
developed revolving around this assumption.
The remaining part of the chapter introduces the safety
assessment methodology and procedure (Section 5.2.1) as well as
the risk calculation methods (Section 5.2.2).
5.2.1. Safety Assessment Procedure
The

safety

assessment

method

is

modelled

after

the

SKB-developed SR-Site 11-step procedure (see Figure 5-1).
The procedure begins with the development of a FEP database
by screening to identify the FEPs that are to be considered in the
assessment of the disposal facility in Taiwan (Step 1). A des cription
of the initial conditions of the repository based on the identified
FEPs is then provided based on the adopted repository design and
data from the example site used in the assessment (Step 2). The
researchers examine how the external conditions, c ompiled as part
of the FEPs, affect the disposal system, including the issues related
to the global warming and the future human actions (Step 3). The
researchers proceed to compile

relevant information

on the

processes that determine the long -term behavio r of the confirmed
FEPs, covering issues relating to the spent nuclear fuel, canisters,
buffer and backfill, and the geosphere (Step 4). At this stage, safety
functions as part of the disposal concept are developed based on the
engineering

design

as

well

as

properties

of

the

geological

environment. The individual safety function indicators for each
system in the disposal facility are also established (Step 5).
In the quantitative analysis as a phase of the safety assessment,
relevant parameters are compiled for the models that are to be used
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in the assessment (Step 6). In the next step, a reference evolution
giving

a

reasonable

description

of

the

development

of

the

repository over the period of the safety assessment time scale is
developed (Step 7). A combin ation of the work accomplished from
Step 3 to Step 7 leads to the development of three main scenarios
and building of a base case for each of these.. A series of variant
cases can also be systematically put together (Step 8). The doses as
a result of the radiation exposure in the individual scenarios and
cases are calculated with the assistance of an integrated full -system
model (Step 9). In addition, some external conditions that are
considered significant disturbances but not incorporated into the
analysis of the main scenarios as described above, amongst them
including future human intrusion, global warming and climate
change, are analyzed under the case study of the disturbances
scenarios in Step 10. Finally, through the impact analysis of
different scenarios at every step along the way, the safety
assessment

produces

conclusions

serve

as

several

conclusions

feedback

to

future

(Step

11).

refinements

of

The
the

engineering design.
A more detailed description of each step in the 11 -step
procedure of the sa fety assessment are provided in the following
subsections.
Step 1: FEP Screening
The first step of the safety assessment is to identify through
screening and analyze the FEPs in the disposal system. The
FEPs are generally divided into three categories: the FEPs for
the repository in its initial state, the FEPs of the internal
processes and external FEPs. The objective of this stage is to
compile all data relating to the disposal system in the initial
stage of the

safety assessment, and put them into the

appropriate categories. The subsequent steps of the assessment
procedure can be proceeded based on the information. Section
5.1 of this report explains the development of a Taiwan -based
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FEPs database, and provides a list of FEPs of the K -area
screened and identified in the reference case adopted in
SNFD2017 Report.
Step 2： Description of Initial State
The description of the initial state covers the conceptual
geological model of the site and the engineering design as an
aspect of the disposal concept. Chapter 3 of this report
introduces the initial state of the host rock in the reference
case adopted in the SNFD2017 Report. Chapter 4 in turn
provides a description of the initial state of the disposal
concept adopted for the SNFD2017 reference case.
Step 3: Description of External Conditions
The external conditions that potentially affect the disposal
system are divided into three categories:
(a) Climate -related issues
(b) Large-scale geologic processes and effects
(c) Future human action (FHA)
The climate-related issues evolve primarily around the effect of
the glacial-interglacial cycle on the disposal system. Each cycle
lasts 120,000 years while the new one starts as the preceding
cycle runs its course. Section 5.2 elaborates more on these
issues. A detailed ana lysis is then provided in Section 8.2. The
consideration of the large -scale geological processes and
effects stems from the fact that Taiwan is situated on the
junction of the Eurasian Continental Plate and the Philippine
Sea Plate, an area called the Circ um-Pacific Seismic Zone. The
crustal movement causes large -scale geological processes that
must

be

considered

in

canister

design.

Please

refer

to

SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (2) for relevant data.
The effect of the human actions on the disposal syste m is
considered because humans can potentially intrude into the
repository. Chapter 11 has a section devoted to the FHA case
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analysis, providing an independent assessment of such human
actions.
Step 4: Interaction between the Internal Processes
Confirmation and analysis of the interaction between internal
processes are an important step to ensure that safety functions
of the repository prevail over the one -million-year evolution
time span. The FEPs screened and identified in Step 1 form the
basis upon which the processes are analyzed. The researchers,
based on the scientific analysis and engineering judgment,
analyze how the interaction between FEPs affect the disposal
system throughout the evolution time span, and also study how
these interactive processes that change with time are related to
the parameters in the disposal system. The building of analysis
modules or experiments leads to the introduction of safety
assessment models that allow the researchers to perform
quantitative analyses.
Step 5: Safety Functions and Safety Function Indicators
A safety function is defined qualitatively as a role through
which a repository component contributes to safety. In a
stronger way one could say that the safety functions are the
functions that the individual barriers have to perform to make
the repository safe. In general, safety functions are functions
that the repository system and its components should perform
in order to ensure the safety of the repository. The results of
the analysis can serve as feedbacks to the engineering design to
ensure that the functions effectively prevail and to increase the
overall confidence in the safety functions of the disposal
system.
There is no doubt that the overarching safety function of the
barrier system is the isolation provided by the depth of the
repository in bedrock. The primary function of the barrier
system is containment, meaning that it continues to contain the
spent nuclear fuel and its radionuclide content in the canisters.
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In the event that the containment as a safety function fails, the
secondary function of the barrier system is the retardation,
meaning it slows down the release and transport of the
radionuclides from the disposal facility. In step 5 thes e two
safety functions are further subdivided into additional safety
functions on a sub -system level. Safety function indicators
provide quantitative indicators to be used in the assessment of
the safety functions in the disposal facility that evolve with
time. If the disposal system fails to comply to a quantitative
indicator at a specific point in time, the function of the barrier
must then be looked in more detail. but the repository may still
comply with the safety criteria.
Step 6: Data Analysis
In this step, data relating to the characteristics of the
radioactive waste, geological environment survey data and
engineering

design

principles

are

introduced

into

the

repository-related quantitative analyses and dose calculation
software programs. The numeri cal values adopted for the data
analysis and the corresponding quantitative models shall be
viewable and traceable.
Step 7: Reference Evolution
The conditions of the disposal system, interactive processes
and external conditions are compiled through Step 1 to Step 4.
The objective of this step is to provide a quantitative study of
the evolution of the disposal system over the period of the time
scale and its effects based on the parameters generated from
the data analysis in Step 6. The reference evolution, in addition
to providing an important basis for the main scenario analysis
to be performed in Step 8, also forms a foundation upon which
the variant scenarios and cases are developed. The variant
scenarios and cases consider the evolution scenarios as wel l as
uncertainties associated with key parameters and analysis
models.
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Step 8: Scenario and Case Development
The projections of the future evolution of the repository can be
incorporated into the construction and development of a set of
scenarios and a se ries of representative cases. The scenario
development process stems from containment and retardation
(Step 5) as important safety functions conceptualized based on
the

discussion

of

the

reference

evolution.

As

for

the

development of cases, the base case i n each scenario is
constructed based on the reasonable projections deriving from
the existing conditions and information; on the other hand, the
variant cases cover the situations covering uncertainties not
addressed in the base case and parameters. The re sult of the
case studies allows the researchers to better understanding the
uncertainties associated with the safety of the repository. A
comprehensive analysis enables the researchers to build up a
reasonable argument about the repository’s risk constrain ts to
the general public.
Step 9： Analyses of the Main Scenarios
The quantitative scenarios analysis can be divided into two
phases: an analysis of the containment safety of the disposal
system,

and

an

analysis

of

the

transport/retardation

of

radionuclides.
(a) Containment safety of the disposal system
An analysis of the containment safety of the disposal
system primarily focuses on the safety functions that may
fail in the requisite duration of the reference evolution. A
qualitative

or

quantitative

analysis

is

performed

to

confirm the relation between the influencing factors. A
quantitative analysis of the containment failure provides
the answer to the probability of failure and the extent of
the effect.
(b) Transport and retardation of radionuclides
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The second stage of the scenario analysis focuses on the
release

and

transport

of

radionuclides

and

the

consequence dose in the event that the containment as a
safety function of the canister fails. The purpose is to
assess retardation as a function of the reposi tory and to
quantify the risk.
Step 10: Disturbance scenario Analyses
The step includes several analyses that can strengthen the case
of the safety assessment and also verify the safety of the main
scenario to be served as the baseline for comparison. The cases
under the disturbance scenario cover the extreme global
warming

scenario,

an

extreme

scenario

with

multiple

earthquakes and a case associated with future human actions.
Step 11: Conclusion
The researchers consolidate the results of the analyses of th e
individual scenarios and compare them to the regulatory limits.
The conclusions serve as feedbacks to the engineering design.
The future directions of the research program, especially with
the areas that require more in -depth study, are recommended.
5.2.2. Risk Calculation Methodology
The

risk

calculation

methodology

follows

the

procedure

provided here:
(1) Scenario analysis
In general, the estimated risks will be different for different
future

scenarios.

According

to

the

safety

assessment

methodology, an analysis of the reference evolution of the
disposal facility produces the most representative evolution
situations upon which the main scenario and base case are
developed. These basic scenarios and cases are considered the
most credible safety risk baseline for the disposal facility. The
related variant cases will consider uncertainties associated
with parameters, models and scenarios to better understand
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the range of variation insofar as the safety risks of the
repository are concerned.
(2) Key groups
It is difficult to clearly define the key groups subject to the
impacts and risks associated with the repository being in the
surrounding

area.

According

to

the

safety

assessment

methodology developed by th e SNFD2017 Report, the pathway
of transport and the related pathways of exposure that result in
the release of the maximum radiation dose are tentatively
selected as the baseline to evaluate the safety impact on the
key group. The assessment needs to consi der the living habits
and environmental features as well as all kinds of pathways
that

enable

the

release,

transport

and

migration

of

radionuclides in the biosphere. As a future objective of the
technical development, the number of groups exposed to
radiation risks will be taken into consideration to strengthen
the assessment of the dose risk to the key groups.
(3) Time scale
Risk is a function of time. It includes the annual effective dose
calculated based on the scenario cases. The time scale of the
risk calculation adopted in the spent nuclear fuel final disposal
is one million years.
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Figure 5-1：The interaction of 11 steps of safety assessment for SNFD2017 report
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5.3. FEPs and Internal Processes
5.3.1. Development of FEPs
The spent nuclear fuel disposal involves an enormous time
horizon, creates a great sphere of influence and contains a lot of
uncertainties. Traditional engineering methods therefore fall short
of the ability to estimate the extent of the impact caused by a
disposal facility on the future humans and natural environment.
Therefore,

the

internationally -

recognized

trend

of

safety

assessment development is to simulate the future post -placement
behavior of the geological repository through nume rical models,
which allow the researchers to assess the potential long -term
impacts and to quantify the long -term hazard on the biosphere.
A safety assessment of the spent nuclear fuel final disposal
facility begins with a thorough collection and compilati on of the
potential processes and factors that affect the long -term safety of
the disposal facility. The processes and factors are divided into
three

categories,

namely

features,

events

and

processes

(abbreviated as FEPs), by individual characterization. A

FEP

database takes into consideration all factors that cause an impact,
be it important or unimportant, direct or indirect, natural or
manmade, on the disposal facility. Scholars and experts of all fields
congregate to study and discuss these FEPs to ensu re that no
important influencing factors escape attention. The FEPs serve as
the underlying foundation upon which the causes, probabilities,
consequences and interaction amongst factors in a wide array of
scenarios and cases are assessed.
The FEPs database for the spent nuclear fuel disposal program
in Taiwan was first developed in 2001. The researchers went
through ten international databases, screened the FEPs and built a
FEPs

database

that

accommodated

the

local

and

unique

characteristics in Taiwan. In 1 993, the OECD/NEA Performance
Assessment Advisory Group (PAAG) launched an international FEPs
database. The Taiwan FEPs database developed in this stage of the
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program largely models after the NEA.2.1 database. The researchers
also adopt the FEPs database concept developed in the Swedish
safety assessment for the Forsmark site, and screen out the FEPs
not applicable in Taiwan due to the local geological features. The
process is repeated to identify and develop the FEPs localized to
meet

the

requirements

and

features

of

Taiwan.

The

FEPs

development concept is illustrated in Figure 5-2
In terms of the development strategies, the researchers aim to
develop a FEP screening process which can be completely archived,
preserved and reviewed online. To attain this goal, the FEP data
management system is web -based. The database building process
begins by developing a FEP master list and classification scheme to
classify the data for better management. The structure of the
catalogues includes the initial state, internal processes, internal
variables, the biosphere and external factors, as shown in Figure
5-3 The database can be backtracked to the lists in the NEA2.1
database through hyperlinks. The function allows the system to
record the releva ncy justifications, supporting evidence and the
conclusions that go into the screening process, thereby ensuring
traceability of the individual FEPs.
A detailed explanation of the FEP database in Taiwan is
provided below:
(1) Initial state FEPs
These FEPs are related to, given the expected initial state of the
repository, deviations from the expected initial state due to
undiscovered errors and failures. The deviations referred to
here are either the deviations from the initial state of the EBS
tolerance o r the general deviations. In this chapter, the
deviations are described in the context of the initial states of
the canisters, buffer and backfill, and underground facilities.
(2) Internal Processes
The FEPs allow the researchers to examine the safety of the
repository

from

a

long -term
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perspective,

including

the

individual sub -systems and components in the disposal system.
The internal processes cover the interactions that occur in and
between spent nuclear fuel, canisters, buffer, sealing design of
the top seal, repository design and the coupled THMC processes
in the geosphere.
(3) Internal Variables
These FEPs are the variables needed to describe how all
internal processes alter the characteristics of the barriers
adopted in the repository over the long period of evolution. The
variables are compiled based on the scientific arguments in
support

of

the

internal

processes,

related

analysis

and

experiments.
(4) Biosphere FEPs
The biosphere FEPs are created in the context of the domestic
climate
climatic

and

geographical

conditions,

conditions,

hydrological

which

consider

the

and

topographical

characterizations, culture and life, and the ecosystem. The data
are divided into seven categories, individually discussed and
presented as below: thermal processes, hy drological processes,
physical processes, chemical processes, radiological processes,
migration, and perturbation.
(5) External FEPs
The FEPs that belong to this category primarily include the
climate-related issues, large -scale geological processes, future
human actions and meteorite impacts.
A total of 418 FEPs have been developed and entered into the
preliminary Taiwan FEP database. These include 18 initial states,
189 internal processes, 99 internal variables, 78 biosphere FEPs
and 34 external FEP s. The database will be constantly updated as
the spent nuclear fuel disposal program moves forward and new
characterizations of the sites become available. The FEPs will be
submitted for peer reviews to perfect the database.
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The SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (3) presents the
reference case as the demonstration case. In the context of the
geoenvironmental features in Taiwan, researchers demonstrate
identifying the features/events/processes (FEPs) applicable to the
reference case by screening the data in the Taiwan FEPs database
and producing a key FEPs list. The web management system of the
database records the related judgment criteria and results used in
the screening process. The data recording is an essential measure to
ensure the credibility of the safety assessment, allowing the
tracking

and

management

of

uncertainties

through

repeated

feedbacks analyses as well as expert verifications.
At this stage of the technological development, the researchers
have completed definition of FEPs and analysis of the interaction of
processes based on the screened key FEPs list for the reference
case. The researchers also build up technical competence in
handling

the

simulation

of

coupled

THMC

processes

and

performance of experiments, laying down the foundation for future
R&D in the subject matter.
5.3.2. External Conditions
The spent nuclear fuel is contained and sealed in a canister,
and emplaced in an engineered barrier system 500 meters in the
deep earth. The EBS and canisters are designed to be extremely
durable and destructible only by special external processes, thereby
releasing radioactive substances. The external conditions of such
magnitude

can

be

results

of

a

large -scale

impact

or

the

accumulation over a long period of time. The external conditions
discussed in this stage include:
(1) Climate-related issues
(2) Large-scale geological processes
(3) Future human actions
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5.3.2.1. Climate-Related Issues
Climate change is the most important factor affecting the
external evolution of environmental safety and it can cause changes
in temperature, wind field, rainfall, evaporation and sea level etc.
These changes will likely have impacts on the geological disposal
facility system including the changes in terrain and geomorphology,
the changes of groundwater flow an d underground chemistry, the
variation of groundwater and seawater interface, and the changes of
erosion and sedimentation, etc. These impacts not only influence
the geological stability of disposal environment but also the safety
functions of EBS in GDF on the containment and retardation of
nuclides and the biosphere evolution .
The long term climate change for the next several 10 ,000
years could be best modeled using the weather changing period of
100,000 years which is calculated from the dominant earth orbital
periods by Milankovitch (Naish and Kamp, 1997, p978; Naish et al.,
1998, p695; Chen et al., 2001a, p1249). In order to discuss the
upcoming glacial cycle period, we copy the previous components of
the last glacial cycle evolution as reference glacial evolution to
describe the future changes of climate in order to analyze safety
assessment on disposal of environment . Time period of reference
glacial evolution is 120,000 years. Climate which is b ased on this
reference glacial evolution is the main external climate change
development reported by SNFD2017 to explore the impact on deep
geological disposal facilities . Based on a time scale of one million
years for the safety assessment, the region undergoes a total of
seven glacial-interglacial cycles, when using the reference glacial
evolution. Details on the evolutions are mentioned in Section 5.6.1.
In order to cover the uncertainties of future climate change, to
the most possible extent, we will also explore the globa l warming
effect caused by human activities in modern times as case analysis.
At this stage in SNFD2017 report, RCP8.5 scenario (Sea level rises 7
m to 10 m) used in IPCC AR5 report is used as one of the variant
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case under global warming. Meanwhile, the extreme global warming
case (global sea ice melting condition) under the 75 m-raising sea
level is also considered into the assumption of safety evaluation as
a distribution condition. The influence of th is global warming case
is built on an assumption: sea level will raise at least 10s m in the
future. Then, through the earth orbital forcing, sea level fell as the
glacial period coming. In this stage, we adopt the reference value
under the distinct cases to process the safety evaluation , but we
will intend to collect climate change development research for the
distinct cases in the future.
5.3.2.2. Large-scale Geological
Amongst the geological processes that are considered as
external processes include weathering, erosion, sedimentation,
crustal uplift and plate tectonics. In the site evaluation and
selection process, the sites where these processes occur are avoided
if possible. The uplift and sinking as part of the tectonic plate
movement as well as the denudation of the host rock surface
through weathering and erosion over an extensive period of time
stretching from one million years to hundreds millions years affect
the geosphere and the earth’s climate system.
Furthermore, Taiwan is situated on the junction where the
Eurasian Continental Plate a nd the Philippine Sea Plate meet, a part
of the Circum-Pacific Seismic and Volcanic Zone. The large -scale
geological processes induced by the plate tectonics have been
considered and analyzed as part of the shear resistance conditions
in the engineering de sign of the canisters (expounded in Section
4.5.1). In addition, the seismic risk analysis of scenarios involving
multiple earthquakes and the analysis of the epected probability of
canister failures induced by shear displacements are also developed
as part of the safety assessment technologies (expounded in Section
5.9.2).
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5.3.2.3. Future Human Actions
Another type of FEPs that belongs to the category of external
processes describe s future human actions, which are further
divided into those occurring in the reposi tory or in the proximity of
the repository. Regional or global exploration programs that tap the
resources in the host rock can lead to severe pollution in the
disposal facility.
Activities

such

as

exploration

in

rocks,

mining,

severe

pollution, constructi on of underground facilities, or intentional and
unintentional human intrusions, are some of the great number of
external process FEPs associated with future human actions. As the
uncertainty associated with future human actions is high with
impacts that a re difficult to predict, case studies of individual
scenarios and cases are performed in Section 5.9.3 under the
disturbance scenario.
5.3.3. Internal Processes
Internal processes describe and define the changes in the
repository, using the coupled THMC processe s as the baseline of
changes. The influence of these internal processes on the repository
system are further examined, the results of which are to be the
input information of the reference evolutions developed for the
long-term safety assessment.
With

a

comprehensive

assessment

and

a

collection

of

international precedents, the researchers engage in a series of
relational studies of internal processes and internal variables in the
FEPs

database

based

on

coupling.

Different

processes

and

deviations a re linked together and with their actions discussed
using a matrix. The THMC interactions in the repository are
investigated. Take the heat transport in the buffer/backfill for an
example, variables play an important role in changing these
processes. The p rocesses of temperature and heat transport interact
with each other. The water content in the buffer/backfill and the
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ground water flow will unilaterally influence the conduction of heat
in the buffer/backfill.
Therefore, the FEPs lists compiled and listed in the FEPs
database enable the researchers to examine the interactions
between the individual components in the disposal system and to
determine whether the extent of the influence needs to be
considered and calculated using a numerical model, or whether
safety functions and safety function indicators can be defined in
context and associated with the interaction. If it is determined that
the importation of calculation modelling is needed, the equations
that describe relations of the processes and models a s developed by
the

safety

assessment

modelling

flow chart

(AMF)

are

then

developed. The reference evolution is formed based on these models
with the addition of the variables that change with time.
In the SNFD2017 Report, the researchers adopt the local dee p
geological survey data obtained from the K-area and develop the
technical competence in handling the simulation of the coupled
THMC processes and performance of experiments based on the key
FEPs list of the reference case. The research achievements are
introduced in Table 5-1 to Table 5-5. For a detailed review of the
processes, one can refer to Section 5.3 of the SNFD2017 Technical
Support Report (3).
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Table 5-1：Process table for the fuel
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Intact canister

Failed canister

Assessment of spent nuclear fuel decay
heat generated by the decay of nuclides
on the impact of the near-field thermal
evolution: ORIGEN-S.
Assessment of spent nuclear fuel decay
heat generated by the decay of nuclides
on the impact of the near-field thermal
evolution: ORIGEN-S.
Discuss the probability of spent nuclear
fuel fission and induced critical and in
the canister.
Discussion on how spent nuclear fuel
waste heat is transferred to the canister:
CFD ANSYS model.

Assessment of the strength and stock of
spent nuclear fuel when nuclide release.
And calculated nuclides decay according
to the time of the release.

-

Y

Negligible.

-

Y

Negligible.

TWF12
Fuel dissolution

TWF01
Radioactive decay
TWF02
Radiation attenuation/heat
generation)
TWF03
Induced fission (criticality)
TWF04
Heat transport

Discuss the probability of spent nuclear
fuel fission and induced critical and in
the canister.
Neglected when releases occur after
period
of elevated temperatures

Y
-

Y

Not relevant

Y

-

Not relevant

Discussion the solubility of various
radionuclides in groundwater after the
canister damaged.

Y

-

TWF13
Dissolution of gap inventory

Not relevant

Pessimistic, instantaneous

Y

-

TWF17
Radionuclide transport

Not relevant

Neglected

-

Y

TWF09
Residual gas radiolysis/ acid
formation
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Table 5-2：Process table for the canister
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

TWC02
Heat transport
TWC03
Deformation of cast
iron
insert
TWC04
Deformation of
copper
canister from
external
pressure
TWC11
Corrosion of copper
canister
TWC15
Radionuclide
transport

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Intact canister

Failed canister

Heat transfer from spent nuclear fuel to canister would affect
the surface temperature, buffer temperature and
property:FLAC3D

Neglected when releases
occur after period of
elevated
temperatures.

-

Y

Neglected

Y

-

Neglected

Y

-

Not relevant for failed
canister

-

Y

Neglected

-

Y

Discussion the deformation of cast iron insert when isostatic or
shear loads on canister
Discussion the deformation of copper canister when isostatic or
shear loads on canister

Discuss the corrosion of copper canister after the groundwater
contact the canister.

Not relevant
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Table 5-3：Process table for the buffer
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

TWBu02
Heat transport
TWBu04
Water uptake
and transport
for unsaturated
conditions
TWBu05
Water transport for
saturated conditions
TWBu07
Piping/Erosion
TWBu08
Swelling/mass
redistribution
TWBu10
Advective transport of
species

Resaturation/ the initial period
of temperate climate after closure
Heat transfer from canister to
buffer would affect the buffer
temperature and property:
FLAC3D.
The water in the rock around
buffer would be absorbed due to
the negative pressure of bentonite
pore.
Neglected under unsaturated
conditions. For saturated
conditions the treatment is the
same as for “Long-term”
Discuss the buffer lost by
groundwater. it would affect the
corrosion condition
The buffer would swell due to
absorb water, it change the density
and the conductivity of
groundwater.
Discuss the species transport in
buffer in advection condition.

Earthquakes

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

Not relevant

Y

Not relevant

Not relevant

Y

-

Neglected if hydraulic
conductivity < 10–12 m/s
since diffusion would
then dominate

Not relevant

Y

-

Not relevant

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Y

-

Long-term after saturation /
the initial period of
temperate climate after
closure
Heat transfer from canister
to buffer would affect the
buffer temperature and
property: FLAC3D.

Integrated evaluation ion
exchange and salinity,
canister
sinking
Neglected if hydraulic
conductivity < 10−12 m/s
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Currently not
consider

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

-

Table 5-3：Process table for the buffer(cont.)

Process

TWBu11
Diffusive transport
transport of species
TWBu12
Sorption (including
ion-exchange)
TWBu13
Alteration of
impurities
TWBu14
Aqueous speciation and
reactions
TWBu15
Osmosis
TWBu16
Montmorillonite
transformation
TWBu18
Montmorillonite colloid
release
TWBu25
Transport of radionuclides in water phase

Treatment in SNFD2017
Long-term after saturation /
Resaturation/ the initial period
the initial period of
of temperate climate after closure
temperate climate after
closure
Discuss the species transport in
Discuss the species transport
buffer in diffusive condition.
in buffer in diffusive
condition.
Discuss the sorption of species
Discuss the sorption of
after passing buffer.
species after passing buffer.
Discuss the precipitate and
dissolved of species after passing
buffer.
Discuss the chemical materials and
reactions due to passing buffer.
Discuss the osmosis in the
interface between Montmorillonite
and rock Discuss the osmosis in
the interface between
Montmorillonite and rock
Discuss the montmorillonite
transformation due to chemical
reaction in buffer.
Neglected if total cation charge is
> 4 mM. Otherwise modelled
No failures are expected this
period

Discuss the precipitate and
dissolved of species after
passing buffer.
Discuss the chemical
materials and reactions due
to passing buffer.
Discuss the osmosis in the
interface between
Montmorillonite and rock
Discuss the montmorillonite
transformation due to
chemical reaction in buffer.
Neglected if total cation
charge is > 4 mM. Otherwise
modelled
One dimensional diffusion
process
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SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Currently not
consider

Y

-

Currently not
consider

Y

Integrated
evaluation.

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

-

One dimensional
diffusion process

-

Y

Earthquakes

Table 5-4：Process table for the backfill
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

Resaturation/ the initial period
of temperate climate after closure

TWBfT03
Discuss the groundwater transport
Water uptake and transport in backfill.
for unsaturated conditions
Neglected under
TWBfT04
unsaturated conditions, for
Water transport for
saturated conditions the
saturated
treatment is the same as for
conditions
“Long-term”
Quantitative estimate with
TWBfT06
an empirical model
Piping/erosion

Long-term after saturation/
the initial period of
temperate climate after
closure
Not relevant

Earthquakes

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Y

-

Y

-

Not relevant

Included in geosphere
modelling

Not relevant

Not relevant

Currently not
consider

Y

-

TWBfT07
Swelling/Mass
redistribution

Discuss the swelling of backfill
after absorbing water.

Integrated evaluation ion
exchange and salinity
and transformation.

Currently not
consider

Y

-

TWBfT09
Advective transport of
species

Discuss the species transport in
backfill in advection condition.

Neglected if hydraulic
conductivity < 10−12 m/s

Currently not
consider

Y

-

TWBfT10
Diffusive transport
transport of species

Discuss the species transport in
backfill in diffusive condition.

Discuss the species transport
in backfill in diffusive
condition.

Currently not
consider

Y

-
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Table 5-4：Process table for the backfill(cont.)
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

Resaturation/ the initial period
of temperate climate after closure

Discuss the sorption of
species after passing backfill.

Currently not
consider

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

Currently not
consider

Y

TWBfT12
Alteration of
impurities

Discuss the precipitate and
dissolved of species after passing
backfill.

Discuss the precipitate and
dissolved of species after
passing backfill.

TWBfT13
Aqueous speciation
and reactions

Discuss the chemical materials and
reactions due to passing backfill.

Discuss the chemical
materials and reactions due
to passing backfill.
Discuss the osmosis in
backfill.

TWBfT15
Montmorillonite
transformation

Discuss the montmorillonite
transformation due to chemical
reaction in backfill.

TWBfT16
Colloid release

Discuss the colloid release in
backfill.

-

Earthquakes

Discuss the sorption of species
after passing backfill.

Discuss the osmosis in backfill.

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Long-term after saturation/
the initial period of
temperate climate after
closure

TWBfT11
Sorption (including
ion-exchange)

TWBfT14
Osmosis

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

Discuss the montmorillonite
transformation due to
chemical reaction in backfill.
Discuss the colloid release in
backfill.
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Table 5-5：Process table for the geosphere
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process
TWGe03
Groundwater
flow
TWGe05
Displacements
in intact rock

the remaining
glacial period

Earthquakes

Currently not consider

the initial period of
temperate climate
after closure
DarcyTools

DarcyTools

Currently not consider

Currently not consider

Currently not consider

Currently not consider

Currently not consider

Refer to SKB

The change of the
earth stress leads to
the fissure in the
activation, currently
not considered.

3DEC modelling the
quantities of damaged
canister Estimation of
earthquake
probability

Refer to SKB

Thermal load causes
cracks to be activated,
currently not
considered.
The change of the
earth stress leads to
the fissure in the
activation, currently
not considered.
Refer to SKB

Refer to SKB

Refer to SKB

(1) Advection and
dispersion of salt.
(2) Composition
of mixtures assessed

(1) Advection and
dispersion of salt.
(2) Composition
of mixtures assessed

(1)Advection and
dispersion of salt
(2)Composition
of mixtures assessed
(3) Modelling of
oxygen penetration。

Not relevant

excavation and
operation period

TWGe06
Reactivation –
displacement
along existing
discontinuities
TWGe07
Fracturing
TWGe11
Advective
transport/mixin
g
of dissolved
species
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SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

-

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Table 5-5：Process table for the geosphere(cont.)
Treatment in SNFD2017
Process

TWGe12
Diffusive
transport of dissolved species
in fractures and
rock matrix

excavation and
operation period
Diffusion of
radionuclides between
mobile and immobile
groundwater included
in the radionuclide
transport calculation
using GoldSim.
Not relevant

TWGe13
Speciation and
sorption
TWGe24
Transport of
radionuclides in
the water phase

Not relevant

the initial period of
temperate climate
after closure
Diffusion of
radionuclides between
mobile and immobile
groundwater included
in the radionuclide
transport calculation
using GoldSim.
(1) Simplified
Kd-approach for
modelling sorption of
radionuclides.
(2) Speciation
considered in the
selection of Kd values.
One-dimensional
advection-dispersion
equation

the remaining
glacial period
Diffusion of
radionuclides between
mobile and immobile
groundwater included
in the radionuclide
transport calculation
using GoldSim.
(1) Simplified
Kd-approach for
modelling sorption of
radionuclides.
(2) Speciation
considered in the
selection of Kd values.
One-dimensional
advection-dispersion
equation
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Earthquakes

SR-Site
information
directly
applicable

New
assessment
needed for
Taiwan

Y

-

Y

-

-

Y

Not relevant

Not relevant

One-dimensional
advection-dispersion
equation

Figure 5-2：Construction concept of Taiwan FEPs database

Figure 5-3：Structure of Taiwan FEPs
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5.4. Safety Functions, Safety Function Indicators and Safety Function Indicator
Criteria of the Disposal System
Isolation is the first priority of the disposal idea. Based on the
Article 3 and Article 5 of the “Regulations on the Final Disposal of
High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of the
Facilities”, the final disposal of highly rad ioactive wastes shall be
conducted in the deep stratums and the disposal facility shall be
avoided in the area which the lithosphere is ascending or eroding
obviously. Therefore, isolation is achieved in geological disposal by
locating the repository deep in the bedrock and non -potential high
denudation area. Then, according to the Swedish KBS -3 disposal
concept, amongst the safety functions, containment is the most
important one as, if upheld, it ensures the spent nuclear fuel is
contained in the copper ca nisters throughout the entire safety
assessment time scale (the SR -Site assessment time -scale is one
million years). If a canister failure occurs, the secondary safety
function is retardation, a function that retards the release of
substances from canister s. Therefore, containment and retardation
are two important topics in the field of spent nuclear fuel final
disposal safety assessment. Furthermore, the containment function
is a topic in the Swedish KBS -3 concept. The emphasis is also
reinforced by the prominent role the containment capability of the
disposal facilities features in the SKB’s safety assessments. As the
SNFD2017 Report adopts the SKB -developed KBS -3 as its current
disposal concept, the safety functions are in general identical to
those described in the KBS -3 concept. So the safety functions are
basically the same as SKB’s in the stage. However, the geographical
environment, geological charact eristics and geological condition are
not the same between Sweden and Taiwan, the SKB’s FEPs may not
be relevant in Taiwan as well. Therefore, with the domestic R&D
program in progress, the criteria are subject to changes and
possible additions in the future.
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There are briefly demonstration of safety functions and related
indicators

and

criteria

of

containment

and

retardation

for

components of repository in this section. The detail information
please refer to the chapter 6 of TSR( 3).
(1) Safety functions
For the purpose of understanding and analysis the safety of
repository, a quantitative description of how these components
of repository and it ’ s long-term contributions to overall
safety should be identified. In this contest, safety should be
identified. In this contest, a safety function is a qualitatively
definition that a repository components contributes to safety.
For example, the canister integrity should be threatened
chemically in the repository without the containment function
being breached. Therefore, a canister-related safety function
for containment would be identified as provide corrosion
barrier.
(2) Safety function indicators
For quantitatively evaluate safety, it is agreeable to describe
the safety functions calculable or measurable quantities. In the
contest, the obvious requirement of the canister integrity of the
safety function of canister for containment of providing
corrosion barrier is that the copper shell should not be
penetrated. The copper thickness is thus a calculable or
measurable quantity to make the safety function could be
quantitatively evaluated as safety function indicator.
(3) Safety function indicator criteria
For understanding whether a safety function is maintained or
not, it is agreeable to use a quantitative criteria to make the
safety function indicator can be evaluated in the time period of
safety assessment. In the contest, the minimum thickness of
copper shell should be larger than zero is the suitable criterion
to fulfill the demand of integrity of canister. Therefore, the
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requirement that the copper thickness should larger than zero
is thus a safety function indicator criterion in the case.
(4) Derivati on of Safety functions and related indicators and
criteria
The safety functions, safety function indicators and safety
function indicator criteria are based on containment and
retardation, and the scientific understanding of the long-term
evolution of KBS -3 repository. Based on the decades of research
of SKB on the long -term safety of repository, safety functions
have been established successively.
(5) The difference between safety function indicator criteria and
design premises
It should be noted that safe ty function indicator criteria are not
the same as design premises. Safety function indicator criteria
should be fulfilled through the whole time period of safety
assessment. However, design premises are related to the initial
state of the components of re pository. Therefore, design
premises of the components of repository should be defined
with margin to allow deterioration in the whole time period of
safety assessment to make sure that the safety of repository is
fulfilled. Take the provide corrosion barr io of safety function of
canister an example. The design premise of copper thickness is
5 cm to allow for co rrosion. However, the minimum thickness
of copper shell should be larger than zero is the safety function
indicator criterion to fulfill the demand of integrity of canister
in the whole time period of safety assessment.
(6) Relationship between all of the safety functions
All of the safety functions are related. For example, the safety
functions of buffer either support a safety function of canister
or contribute to retardation in the buffer. And the safety
function of backfill is seen as a supporting to counteract buffer
expansion in order to keep the buffer density within the
desired limits or contribute to retardation. Similarly, all safety
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functions of the host rock either support a safety function of
the canister directly or a safety function of buffer indirectly, or
contribute to retardation.
5.4.1. Containment Safety Functions and Indicators
The

containment

safety

functions

revolve

around

the

containment of the release of radionuclides functioned by the
canisters, buffer and backfill. For example, the copper shell of the
canisters cannot be penetrated as it is expected to resist the
physical and chemical erosion in order to keep the canisters intact.
On the other hand, the buffer is expected to restrict the potentially
corrosive substances’ contact with the canisters and also to block
the migration of radionuclides released from the canisters. Finally,
the backfill provides resistance to the squeezing caused by the
buffer swelling in order to maintain the features of the buffer.
The section briefly introduces all containment -related safety
functions, safety function indicators and safety functio n indicator
criteria are summarized in Figure 5-4. The detail information please
refer to the section 6.2 of TSR( 3).
(1) Canister
The canister design c oncept adopted by this program is similar
to the Swedish KBS -3 concept. For this reason, the researchers
choose to, as a preliminary measure, formulate the criteria
assessing

the

safety

functions

based

on

the

research

achievements of the KBS -3 project.
(a) Can1. Provide corrosion barrier
The integrity of canisters can be compromised due to
physical or chemical processes. The requirement for the
integrity of canisters: the copper shell is not penetrated. In
other words, the minimum thickness of the copper sh ell of
a canister shall be greater than 0 cm: “Copper shell
thickness > 0 cm”.
(b) Can2. Withstand isostatic load
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One of the critical safety functions of a canister is to
withstand isostatic load. The isostatic load at the depth of
the disposal facility is the aggregate sum of the buffer’s
swelling pressure and hydrostatic pressure. During the
glacial period, the ice sheets on top of the geological
repository applies additional load. Under such conditions,
the maximum load is assessed to not exceed 45 MPa. In
view of this, the isostatic load applied to the canisters is a
safety function indicator while the design requirement
with the 45 MPa of compressive strength requirement is
considered the corresponding safety function indicator
criterion: “isostatic loa d < 45 MPa”.
(c) Can3. Withstand shear load
Amongst the crucial safety functions of canisters, another
one is to withstand the shear displacement of the fractures
that intersect with the deposition holes. The canister
design requirements concerning shear d isplacements: “ The
canister in a deposition hole should remain intact after be
subjected to a 5 cm shear movement at a velocity of 1 m/s
for a bentonite with a density if 2,050 kg/m 3 , for all
locations and angles of fracture, and for temperatures
down

to

0°C.

The

canister

should

maintain

the

pressure-bearing ability to isostatic loads. ”
(2) Buffer
(a) Buff1. Limit advective transport
An important safety function of the buffer is to limit the
corrosive species’ access to the canisters and to impede the
release of radionuclides in case a canister is penetrated.
Therefore, the buffer that wraps around the canisters in
the

deposition

holes

should

prevent

the

advective

conditions that facilitate rapid transport of radionuclides.
The water conductivity limit adopted for the reference case
is described below: “water conductivity < 10 - 1 2 m/s”. In
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addition,

expansion

with

water

infiltration

is

a

characteristic of the clay mineral and this ensures that the
buffer

is

self-sealing,

which

contributes

to

prevent

advective

conditions. Therefore, the buffer’s swelling

pressure

is

considered

a

safety

function

indicator:

“swelling pressure > 1 MPa”.
(b) Buff2. Reduce microbial activity
The microbial activity reduces as the buffer density
increases. But the two are still related by many other
influencing factors that are yet to be quantified and given
definite

assessment

criteria.

The

only

qualitative

description available as a criterion at this point is this:
“buffer density: high”.
(c) Buff3. Damp rock shear movement
Another safety function of the buffer is to avoid canister
failures caused by rock displacement, especially those
induced by shear movement. The buffer density plays an
important role in delivering this safety function: “density
< 2,050 kg/m 3 .
(d) Buff4. Resist transformations - requirement on temperature
A temperature restriction is put in place to prevent the
mineral transformation in the bu ffer as a result of the
temperature changes. The buffer temperature shall not
exceed 100°C: “temperature < 100°C.
(e) Buff5. Prevent canister sinking
The buffer can lose its function as a barrier when the
canisters come in direct contact with the rock. The buffer’s
swelling pressure should sufficiently prevent the sinking of
canisters in the deposition holes: “swelling pressure > 0.2
MPa”.
(f) Buff6. Limit pressure on canister and rock
(i) Swelling pressure limit
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One of the canister design requirement assoc iated
with its isostatic load resistance presumes that the
buffer’s swelling pressure does not exceed 15 MPa.
Therefore, the limit on the swelling pressure is also
deemed a safety function indicator criterion: “swelling
pressure < 15 MPa”.
(ii) Buffer free zing
Taiwan is situated in the subtropical zone. Given the
environmental conditions in the K -area, the buffer is
unlikely to freeze. But in the unlikely event that it
occurs, the internal pressure as a result of the
expansion of the water volume does not d issipate.
Therefore, the buffer temperature cannot be lower
than its freezing point in the saturated state. The
lowest temperature of the buffer will be at the
interface of the buffer and the rock. Therefore, the
limit

on

the

buffer

temperature

applies

to

the

interface: “temperature > -4 °C.
(3) Backfill in deposition tunnels
(a) BF1. Counteract buffer expansion
The buffer expansion leads to squeezing of the backfill on
the top. The backfill needs to demonstrate certain extent of
resistance in order to ensu re that the buffer maintains its
properties. In general, it is assumed that the denser of the
backfill, the better. But the backfill density is subject to
many

processes

qualitative

and

many

influencing

description that serves

factors.

as an

The

assessment

criterion available at this point is: “density: high”.
(4) Geosphere
(a) R1. Provide chemically favorable conditions
The composition and properties of the groundwater are
important factors that determine the favorability of the
chemical conditions in the disposal facility. Conditions
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including the redox environment, pH value, salinity and
ironic strength are explained below:
(i) Reducing conditions
The most fundamental chemical requirement for a
disposal

facility

is

the

provision

of

reducing

conditions. Th e most fundamental requirement is to
ensure

the

absence of

dissolved

oxygen,

as the

presence of oxygen means facilitation of oxidation.
The reducing conditions ensure that canisters are not
subject to oxidation. In addition, in case of a canister
failure,

the

reducing

conditions

provide

lower

dissolvability of the fuel matrix and radionuclides, and
also facilitate better sorption by the buffer, backfill
and the rock. Therefore, a qualitative description of
this fundamental requirement is provided here: “the re
shall be a limit on the Eh value”.
(ii) Ionic strength, salinity
The ionic strength of the groundwater needs to be
maintained within a certain range that does not lead to
any adverse or detrimental impact on the buffer and
backfill.

The

cationic

carrier

concentration

shall

exceed 4 mM to avoid the release of colloids from the
buffer and backfill: ∑q[M q + ] G W > 4 mM.
The groundwater with high salinity has an adverse
impact on the maintenance of buffer and backfill
properties, especially on the backfill swell ing pressure
and water conductivity. The qualitative description as
a criterion is provided here: “total dissolved solids
(TDS) needs to be limited”.
(iii) Colloid concentrations
The

natural

colloid

concentrations

need

to

stay

sufficiently low to avoid the release of radionuclides
by

adhering

to

the
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colloids

that

are

in

turn

transported to the outside world. If the cationic
carrier concentration exceeds several moles per liter,
the colloid stability decreases accordingly: ∑ q[M q+ ]GW
> 4 mM.
(iv) Concentrations of detrimental agents
The canister corrosion scenario is the crucial topic in
the subject matter of safety assessment. Therefore, the
concentrations
sulfides)

in

of

the

detrimental
groundwater

agents

(especially

should be

low.

In

addition, the concentrati ons of substances that can
serve as nutrients for the microorganisms (such as
dissolved hydrogen, methane and organic carbon)
should be low in order to prevent the generation of
sulfides as a byproduct of the sulfate reducing bacteria
corrosion.

In

detrimental

additio n

agents

in

to
the

the

sulfides,

groundwater,

other

specially

potassium and iron, could potentially compromise the
long-term

stability

of

the

buffer

and

backfill:

“concentrations of detrimental agents (e.g. sulfides,
dissolved

hydrogen,

methane ,

organic

carbon,

potassium and iron) need to be limited”.
(v) pH value
For the purpose of maintaining the material stabilit y
of the buffer and backfill, a criterion aiming at the pH
value can be proposed: “pH value < 11”. Even if the
groundwater in and ar ound the

disposal facility

satisfies the criterion, the construction material used
in

the

disposal

facility,

especially

concrete,

can

potentially pollute the groundwater and increase its
pH value. Therefore, the effect of the concrete on the
pH value of the groundwater needs to be further
investigated.
(vi) Avoid chloride assisted corrosion
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The

presence

sulfide -induced

of

chloride

canister

accelerates

corrosion.

Therefore,

the
the

situation with both low pH value and high chloride
concentration in the groun dwater must be avoided:
> 4 and [

“𝑝
(b)

R2.

Provide

] < 2 M”.

favorable

hydrogeologic

and

transport

conditions
The host rock needs to provide favorable hydrogeologic
and transport conditions. For the flow -related transport
resistance (F) of the flow paths and the equivalent flow
rates

(Q e q )

of

the

buffer -rock

interface,

the

basic

requirements for the disposal facility are F>10 4 yr/m及
Qeq <10 - 4 m 3 /yr.
(c) R3. Provide mechanically stable environment
The shear displacement of the fractures intersecting the
deposition holes is a mechanical condition that potentially
leads to canister failure. The limits on the displacement
and speed are imposed as part of the canister design
requirements to prevent canister failures: “displacement of
the fracture intersectin g a deposition hole < 5 cm; speed <
1 m/s.”
(d) R4. Provide favorable thermal conditions
The rock temperature at the depth of the geological
repository shall not be lower than the freezing point of the
buffer (-4°C) as a safety function indicator. In addit ion, in
the mechanical model analysis of the shear displacement in
relation

to

the

canister

failure,

an

environmental

temperature higher than 0°C is a given parameter.
5.4.2. Retardation Safety Functions and Indicators
A canister failure triggers a series of eve nts and processes
concerning the release and transport of radionuclides. When this
occurs, retardation -related safety functions in the system come into
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play. The safety functions, safety function indicators and safety
function indicator criteria concerning the limitation of radionuclide
releases as well as retardation of the transport are described in the
Figure 5-5. The detail information please refer to the section 6.3 of
TSR(3).
(1) Fuel
(a) F1. Contain radionuclides
The spent nuclear fuel in the form of stable matrix is an
asset in the prevention of the release of radionuclides. For
this safety function, the fuel conversion rate is a suitable
safety function indicator. In addition, the structural metal
parts of the fuel element also plays a role in impeding the
release of radionuclides. Therefore, the metal element
corrosion

rate

is

also

an

important

safety

function

indicator. The qualitative criterion of this safety function
can be described as the following: “Fuel conversion rate:
low; metal element corrosion: low”.
(b) F2. Precipitation
Most of the radionuclides have individual solubility limits
in

a

repository

environment.

Therefore,

radionuclide

solubility is a suitable indicator for this safety function:
“solubility: low”.
(c) F3. Avoid criticality
In the event that the water infiltrates the fail ed canisters,
the fuel properties and geometries should both work to
avoid fuel criticality. From the qualitative perspective, the
fuel reactivity should be as low as possible. Furthermore,
the

design

requirement

multiplication factor (

dictates

that

the

effective

) inside a water-filled canister

shall not exceed 0.95:

< 0.95.

(2) Canister
(a) Can4. Provide transport resistance
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Although the canisters are not designed to slow down the
transport rate, they still serve to impose a certain exten t of
limitation

on

the

release

rate

within

the

period

immediately after the canister failure. For certain types of
canister failures, the time delay from the canister failure to
the release of radionuclides (

𝑎

), as well as the timing

when a failed canister loses its function of slowing down
the transport rate (

), can serve as safety function

𝑎

indicators. A qualitative description of the criterion is
provided here: “

𝑎

: high;

𝑎

: high”.

(b) Can5. Avoid fuel criticali ty
The canister geometries and material properties should
demonstrate the function of avoiding fuel criticality. The
qualitative description of this safety function is provided
here: “favorable canister geometries; favorable material
properties”.
(3) Buffer and the identical containment -related functions
For the buffer, its safety functions associated with retardation
and containment share the one important common function:
limitation on the advective conditions. Therefore, the safety
function indicators as far as the water conductivity and the
swelling pressure (water conductivity < 10 - 1 2 m/s; swelling
pressure > 1 MPa) also apply here. To maintain its favourable
properties, the buffer keeps its resistance to temperature
changes by adhering to the temperatu re-related criterion
(temperature < 100°C) and avoids the sinking of canisters by
adhering to the criterion on swelling pressure (swelling
pressure > 0.2 MPa).
(a) Buff7. Filter colloids
The buffer should be sufficiently dense to prevent the
colloids from passing through. The criterion adopted by
the reference case for this safety function is provided here:
“density > 1,650 kg/m 3 ”.
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(b) Buff8. Sorb radionuclides
The sorption of radionuclide by the buffer as a safety
function restricts the outward migration of radionuclides.
A suitable indicator is the sorption coefficient (

). The

qualitative description for the safety function is provided
here: “

: high”.

(c) Buff9. Allow gas passage
The buffer should allow the release of gas that can be
potentially detrimental to the canisters. But no criterion
for this safety function is available at this stage. A
qualitative

description

is

provided

here:

“swelling

pressure: low”.
(4) Backfill
(a) BF2. Limit advective transport
The backfill should not be a pathway with favorable
conditions for the transport of radionuclides. The backfill
needs to possess certain swelling pressure that effectively
imposes limitations on the compactness, isotropy and
water conductivity. The quantitative description of the
criterion adopted by the reference case for this safety
function is provided here: “water conductivity < 10 - 1 0 m/s:
swelling pressure > 0.1 MPa.
In addition, the backfill in the disposal tunnels cannot
freeze. Following the same logic that applies to the
limitation on buffer freezing, the critical temperature of
the backfill is based on the consideration of the swelling
pressure. The criterion adopted by the reference case for
this safety function is “temperature > -2°C”. The reasons
behind the temperature threshold ar e (1) The frozen
backfill can potentially damage the tunnel walls, leading to
the

creation

of

new

fractures

and

accelerating

the

transport of radionuclides; and (2) The transportability in
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the

backfill

that

has

been

frozen

and

defrost

may

potentially incre ase.
(b) BF3. Sorb radionuclides
The sorption of radionuclides by the backfill serves as a
safety function that impedes the outward migration of
radionuclides. A qualitative description of this criterion is
provided here: “

: high”.

(5) Geosphere and the identical containment -related functions
For the purpose of retardation, the safety functions of the
geosphere focus on ensuring the favorability of the chemical,
hydrogeologic

and

transport

characteristics.

The

safety

functions are mostly identical to th e containment-related safety
functions:
(a)

Amongst

the

favorable

chemical

conditions

in

the

geosphere, the criterion that is related to the composition
of the groundwater is the redox environment (limitation
on the Eh value). The criterion is especially i mportant in
terms of ensuring the stability of the fuel matrix and the
maintenance of the low solubility of radionuclides. To
ensure

the

effective

retardation

of

migration

of

radionuclides by the buffer, the indicators related to the
ionic strength (TDS li mits) also play an important role.
(b) Out of the favorable hydrogeological conditions and
transport

characteristics

in

the

geosphere,

the

high

transport

resistance (F) of the flow paths and the

equivalent flow rate (Q e q ) are identical to the criteria
described in the section about the containment -related
safety functions.
(c) R2c. Matrix diffusion and sorption
The geosphere retards the migration of radionuclides by
matrix diffusion and sorption. Therefore, the effective
diffusion coefficient (D e ) and sorption coefficient (K d ) are
suitable

indicators

for
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these

safety

functions.

The

qualitative description of these criteria are provided here:
“D e : high; K d : high.
(d) R2d. Low colloid concentrations
The

natural

sufficiently

colloid
low

to

concentrations
avoid

the

should

outward

be

kept

migration

of

radionuclides by adhering to the colloids that are in turn
transported by the flow movement through the fractures.
The qualitative description of the limitation on the colloid
concentrations is provided here: “colloi d concentration:
low”.
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Figure 5-4：Safety functions related to containment
Reference: SKB(2011, p262)
N ot e ( 1) :
Sa f e ty fu nc ti o ns ( bol d) , sa f et y f u nct io n i nd ica to rs a n d sa f ety fu nc ti on
in dica t or
N ot e ( 2) :
Sa f e ty fu nc ti o ns ( bol d) , sa f et y f u nct io n i nd ica to rs a n d sa f ety fu nc ti on
in dica t or c ri t e ria r el a t e d to co n ta i n m e nt . W h e n q ua nt ita tiv e c ri t e ri a ca nn ot
b e gi v e n, t e r ms l ik e “h ig h” , “l o w ” a n d “l im it e d” a r e us ed t o in dica t e
fa vo u ra bl e va l u e s o f th e sa f et y fu nct io n i nd ic a to rs. T h e c ol o ur co di n g sh o ws
ho w th e fu nc ti o ns c o n tr i bu t e to th e ca nis t e r sa f e ty fu nc ti o ns Ca n 1 ( r e d ),
Ca n 2 ( gr e e n ) a nd Ca n 3 ( bl u e )
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Figure 5-5：Safety functions related to retardation
Reference: SKB(2011, p267)
Note: Safety functions (bold), safety function indicators and safety function indicator criteria
related to retardation. When quantitative criteria cannot be given, terms like “high”, “low” and
“limited” are used to indicate favourable values of the safety function indicators. Safety functions
marked with an asterisk (*) apply also to containment, see Figure 6-1.
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5.5. Compilation of Input Data
Data collection is an essential measure that supports the
credibility of a safety assessment. The data used to build the
SNFD2017 Report reference case, shown in Appendix C, is primarily
consisted of the existing data obtained from the K-area. For the
purpose of ensuring consistency and comprehensiveness, where the
test area data falls short is made up with data from sites of similar
disposal features (e.g. SR -Site). The exercise demonstrates the
research team’s technical competence in compiling and analyzi ng
parameters as well as performing quantitative analyses for safety
assessments.
5.5.1. Source-term
For the quantity of spent nuclear fuel to be put through the
final disposal in the reference case as adopted in the SNFD2017
Report, the value is conservatively estimated according to the
radionuclide inventory of the spent nuclear fuel that has gone
through the stages of wet storage and mid -term storage over a
period of forty years following the decommissioning of the existing
nuclear

power

plants

after

forty

yea rs

of

operation.

The

conservative estimate is to be the parameter used for the safety
assessment of the final disposal program. As of the end of May 2014,
it is estimated that the boil -water reactors (BWRs) will produce
18,602 spent nuclear fuel assemblies as 1,551 canisters will be
required; the pressurized water reactors (PWRs) will produce 3,815
spent fuel assemblies, which in turn require 954 canisters. In total,
it is estimated that the domestic final disposal program will require
2,505 waste canisters .
The maximum burnup of the BWR spent fuel assemblies is
approximately 51.70 GWd/MtU while the minimum burnup is
approximately 3.15 GWd/MtU. For the PWR spent fuel assemblies,
the maximum burnup is approximately 57.23 GWd/MtU while the
minimum is approxima tely 5.2 GWd/MtU. Referring to the service
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history and fuel design data provided by Taipower ( Areva, 2000,
p5-3; p5-4; Westinghouse, 2013, p2 -p8), the researchers estimate
the radionuclide inventory in the content of each canister. The
spent fuel in these canisters are assumed to be either BWR reactor
ATRIUM 10 fuel assemblies with a burnup of 54 GWd/MtU or PWR
reactor Vantage+ fuel assemblies with a burnup of 58 GWd/MtU
that have been let to cool for forty years. As it is not possible to
identify which typ e of spent fuel is more likely to lead to canister
failure, the researchers use the number of canisters as the canister
weighted unit of measurement and compile a set of radionuclide
inventory representative of the canister content. The inventory
estimate is to be applied in the high -level radioactive waste
disposal facility retardation safety function assessments, as shown
in Table 5-6 With respect to t he release of spent fuel matrix upon a
canister failure, it is important to consider the instant release
fraction and fuel matrix dissolution rate. Once a canister fails, the
groundwater comes in contact with the radionuclides, which will in
turn be dissol ved in the groundwater at a rate depending on the
solubility

of

the

individual

types

of

radionuclides.

The

radionuclides are then transported outward to the near -field,
far-field and the biosphere. Please refer to Section 7.1 of the
SNFD2017 Technical Supp ort Report (3) for the instant release
fraction, fuel matrix dissolution rate and individual radionuclide
dissolution parameters.
5.5.2. Near-field
The range of the near -field assessment for the SNFD2017
reference case is shown in Figure 5-6; it adopts a conceptual model
of the radial release of radionuclides from the canisters that are
vertically emplaced. As for the processes that include the release of
spent nuclear fuel matrix, dissolution of radionuclides in the
groundwater, and the pote ntial release scenarios in the canisters,
buffer, disposal tunnels and near -field rock, the researchers use
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GoldSim to construct the assessment model that simulates the
near-field EBS and the release of radionuclides. The near -field
assessment parameters i nclude the buffer geometries and features,
the buffer and backfill distribution coefficients as well as the
EDZ/host rock distribution coefficients. Please refer to Section 7.2
of

SNFD

2017

Technical

Support

Report

(3)

for

detailed

presentation of paramete rs.
5.5.3. Far-field
For the far-field assessment of the SNFD2017 reference case,
the far-field zone begins at the periphery of the near -field where
the water-transmissive fractures intersecting the deposition holes
are

located.

The

far-field

ends

at

the

sinks

where

the

geosphere-biosphere interfaces (GBIs) are located. At this stage, the
boundary

and

initial

conditions

are

assigned

based

on

the

characteristics of the groundwater flow in the reference case. By
way of particle tracking, the discrete fracture netw ork (DNF) and
the equivalent continuous porous medium (ECPM) flow models are
developed at the sources and sinks to analyze the potential
pathways to

find

the

pathways

of

particles and

their

flow

parameters. Figure 5-7 shows the discrete fracture network and the
particle tracking map. Finally, the researchers use the piping
module in GoldSim to simulate the migration of radionuclides. The
far-field assessment parameters and the sources thereof are listed
inTable 5-7.
5.5.4. Biosphere
Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 show the key groups’ pathways of
exposure and the conceptual biosphere assessment model adopted
for the use in the SNFD2017 report reference case. The biosphere
assessment model is constructe d based on the IAEA -developed
Biosphere Modeling and Assessment (BIOMASS) methodology in
combination with the biosphere assessment case in the Japanese
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H12 Report as Taiwan and it shared many common topographical
and climatic conditions. This way, a concep tual biosphere model,
along with the key exposure groups, that closely reflect the
domestic conditions in Taiwan is thereby developed to estimate the
radiation doses to which different groups will be exposed. Finally,
the researchers use AMBER, a dose esti mation software application
(Quintessa

Ltd.,

2013,

p1 -p187),

to

calculate

the

individual

concentrations of different types of radionuclides in different
environmental media in order to estimate the radiation doses to
which different key groups are exposed. The parameters used for
the assessments include the dose conversion factors for ingestion
of, inhalation of and external exposure to radionuclides, as well as
conversion coefficients for pathways of exposure. Please refer to
Section 7.4 of the SNFD2017 Te chnical Support Report (3) for
detailed presentation of the parameters.
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Table 5-6：Nuclides inventory
Nuclides BWR type
PWR type canister Weighted type
canister
[mol]
canister
[mol]
[mol]
-2
-2
-2
C-14
Fission /
3.57× 10
2.72× 10
3.25× 10
0
1
0
activation Cl-36
3.23× 10
1.31× 10
7.00× 10
product
2
3
2
Ni-59
3.24× 10

actinides

6.39× 10

2.17× 10

Sr-90

7.21× 10

0

6.50× 10

0

6.94× 10

0

Zr-93

2.75× 10

3

8.21× 10

2

2.01× 10

3

Nb-94

2.50× 10

Tc-99

2.71× 10

1

2.32× 10

1

2.56× 10

1

Pd-107

7.91× 10

0

6.27× 10

0

7.29× 10

0

Sn-126

5.35× 10

I-129

4.18× 10

0

3.48× 10

0

3.92× 10

0

Cs-135

1.09× 10

1

8.04× 10

0

9.82× 10

0

Cs-137

1.21× 10

1

1.05× 10

1

1.15× 10

1

Pb-210
Ra-226
Ac-227

Reference

1.15× 10

Se-79

2.76× 10

-1

-1

-11

7.59× 10
5.97× 10

-1

-9

-10

2.36× 10

3.73× 10

4.38× 10

2.36× 10

-1

-1

-11

6.56× 10
7.36× 10

-1

-9

-10

2.25× 10

2.97× 10

4.98× 10

2.61× 10

-1

-1

-11

7.20× 10
6.50× 10

-1

-9

-10

Th-229

1.78× 10

-8

1.26× 10

-8

1.58× 10

-8

Th-230

5.81× 10

-5

5.07× 10

-5

5.53× 10

-5

Pa-231

1.87× 10

-6

2.40× 10

-6

2.07× 10

-6

Th-232

6.70× 10

-5

6.17× 10

-5

6.50× 10

-5

U-233

8.63× 10

-5

8.56× 10

-5

8.60× 10

-5

U-234

9.39× 10

-1

8.26× 10

-1

8.96× 10

-1

U-235

4.00× 10

1

5.53× 10

1

4.58× 10

1

U-236

5.21× 10

1

4.94× 10

1

5.11× 10

1

Np-237

6.51× 10

0

6.39× 10

0

6.47× 10

0

U-238

8.34× 10

3

6.53× 10

3

7.65× 10

3

Pu-238

2.42× 10

0

2.15× 10

0

2.31× 10

0

Pu-239

4.71× 10

1

4.31× 10

1

4.56× 10

1

Pu-240

2.82× 10

1

2.21× 10

1

2.58× 10

1

Am-241

1.15× 10

1

1.08× 10

1

1.13× 10

1

Pu-242

9.28× 10

0

7.37× 10

0

8.56× 10

0

Am-243

2.48× 10

0

1.98× 10

0

2.29× 10

0

Cm-245

6.63× 10

-2

5.73× 10

-2

Cm-246

1.21× 10
SNFD2017 TSR(2)II
report, p4-4 to p4-5

-2

8.11× 10
SNFD2017 TSR(2)
report, p4-4 to p4-5

-3
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6.29× 10

-2
-2

1.06× 10
SNFD2017 TSR(2)
report, p4-4 to p4-5

Table 5-7：Parameters for far-field nuclide transportation
Parameter
Value
Host rock
R1：2,750
Density (ρm)
3
kg/m
Porosity (φm)

R1：0.53%
-14

Diffusion coefficient (De)

2

2.1×10 m /s
(cations and
non-charged
species)
-15

2

6.6× 10 m /s
(anions)

Fracture
network

Partition coefficient (Kd)

Table 7-4

Maximum diffusion depth

1/2 of fracture
spacing
From
DFN/ECPM
model
From
DFN/ECPM
model
From
DFN/ECPM
model
From
DFN/ECPM
model

Tracking length (L)
Flow rate (Q)
Fracture aperture (2b)
Wetted area (Awet)
Diffusion coefficient (Dw)

1.0× 10 m /s

Longitudinal dispersion
length (αL)

1/10 of
transport
length
From
DFN/ECPM
model

Transmissivity (T)

-9

Reference
SNFD-ERL-90-219,
c4p83
SNFD-ERL-90-219,
c4p83

2

SKB TR-10-52,
(SKB , 2010i,
p391)
SKB TR-10-50,
(SKB, 2010m,
p36)
Data of fracture
spacing refer to
Table 2; formula
refer to SKB
TR-10-52, (SKB ,
2010i, p353)
From
hydrogeological
modeling
From
hydrogeological
modeling
From
hydrogeological
modeling
From
hydrogeological
modeling
SKB
TR-10-52(SKB ,
2010i, p164)
Dimkic, M. et al,
2008, p295
From
hydrogeological
modeling

Note: If there are more than one value of parameters listed in the table, the data used in
SNFD2017 are highlighted in bold text.
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Figure 5-6：The range of the near field for safety assessment

Figure 5-7：DFN and particle track
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Consumption of
aquatic products
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drinking water

Inhalation

External
irradiation

External
irradiation
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Inhalation
External irradiation

Contaminated
water

Contaminated soil

Figure 5-8：Exposure pathways for the critical groups
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Figure 5-9：Biosphere conceptual model for the initial period of temperate
climate after closure, glacial and global warming climate conditions
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5.6. Reference Evolution
According to the safety assessment analysis procedure, the
reference evol ution is developed based on the Taiwan FEPs
database, initial state of EBS and Site, external conditions, and
biosphere activities, in combination with the interaction of internal
processes and the results of the variable analyses. As the safety
assessment time-scale extends over a period as long as one million
years, for the purpose of this stage of the program, the researchers
divide the evolution time framework into four stages according to
the individual dimensions of needs throughout the evolution of t he
disposal facility: (1) excavation and operation period , (2) the initial
period of temperate climate after closure , (3) the remaining glacial
period and (4) the subsequent glacial cycle . The chapter offers
detailed explanations on the evolution processes of the external
conditions,

biosphere,

near -field

thermal

distribution,

hydrogeology, rock mechanics, chemical conditions, buffer material
and backfilling material, and the canisters. Please refer to Chapter 8
of SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (3) for details.
5.6.1. Evolution of the External Conditions
Glacial relics are only found in the few mountains that are over
3,000 meters above sea -level in Taiwan ( Wang, X. et al. 2000, p6 ;
Yang, J. F. et al., 1998, p8-p12). However, the drastic decrease in the
surface temperature and the global sea level change during the
glacial period will inevitably affect the surface climate, crust and
terrain as well as the surface and groundwater and its quality,
simultaneously creating impacts on the biosphere, geosphere,
backfilling material, buffer material and canisters.
The research achievements for this stage include, amongst
others, the construction of a simplified case representing the global
sea-level change, as shown in Figure 5-10, based on a combination
of the data released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and published in the international scientific
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literature. The sea -floor topographic data from Taiwan’s Ocean Data
Bank under the aegis of the Ministry of Science and Technology
enable the researchers to build a surface topographic model for
Taiwan and the surrounding area accordingly in the context of the
rise and fall of sea leve ls (see Figure 5-11). But if the researchers
choose to take into consideration of the extreme global warming
scenarios, the sea level may potentially r ise by tens of meters and
fall as a result of the climatic effect in the glacial period.
By analyzing relevant geological data in the context of the
SNFD2017 Report reference case, the findings show that the land
blocks in the K-area have been in a steady-state since ten million
years ago. No visible uplift or sinking is noted in this area
(Industrial Technology Research Institute, 2015). Assuming that the
global sea level change caused only by the glacial -interglacial cycle
also represent the sea -level change in the offshore island region. In
combination with the sea floor topographic data and surface
topographic data but temporarily excluding the climate change due
to the global warming effect, the researchers are able to consolidate
the sea-level change, surface topographic models and temperature
change patterns, and complete a simplified visual representation of
the evolution of the external conditions, as shown in Figure 5-12.
According to the figure, in 16,700 years after the repository closure,
the global sea level will have fallen by 20 meters and the K -area
turned into a bay. Afterwards, as the seal level fall, the K -area will
gradually turn into land, which in turn connects to the continent.
In line with the SNFD2017 Report, the evolution time frame is
divided into the following four stages: (1) excavation and operation
period, (2) the initial period of temperate climate after closure , (3)
the remaining glacial period and (4) the subsequent glacial cycle . As
a continuation of the above discussion, the study arrives at the
following conclusions in relation to the evolution of external
conditions:
(1) Excavation and operation period :
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The excavation and operation period is assigned as 100 years
based on the international experience. As shown in Figure 5-12,
the climatic conditions, sea level and topographic variation still
resemble the current environmental conditions in the K -area.
(2) The initial period of temperate climate after closure :
As shown in Figure 5-12, the K-area will likely undergo the
gradual falling of sea level and annual average temperature
with the arrival of next glacial period. In 16,700 years from
today, the K -area will be adjacent to a gulf with an annual
average tempera ture decreasing by about 2°C and the sea level
falling by 20 m. It is therefore estimated that an environment
as such in this stage still resembles the current state of the
region.
(3) The remaining glacial period :
Based on the pattern from the last glacial period, it is estimated
that the global sea level will continue to fall until it is
approximately 120 m below today’s level (see Figure 5-12). The
K-area will connect with the coastal regions in mainland China
due to the falling sea level and form land. The annual average
air temperature will decrease by 8°C. The test area will evolve
from a subtropical region t o a temperate zone. The climatic
conditions in the K -area at this stage resemble the modern
Tokyo in Japan or Beijing in China.
(4) The subsequent glacial cycle :
The combination of the two stages provided above constitutes a
reference glacial-interglacial cycle. Based on a time scale of one
million years for the safety assessment, the region undergoes a
total of seven glacial -interglacial cycles, when using the
reference evolution climate scenario.
5.6.2. Development of the Biosphere
The radiation dose or risk is the main assessment criteria used
in the safety assessment of a disposal system. The researchers
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simulate the process through which radioactive substances interact
with the human activities, animal and plants and most importantly,
the food chain, under di fferent climatic conditions. The biosphere
dose conversion factors (BCDFs) calculated this way are multiplied
with the far-field nuclide release rate to find the level of human
exposure to radiation dose as the radioactive substances are
released to the ground surface.
Taiwan and Japan are both island nations that share common
geographic

and

topographic

characteristics.

The

population

concentrates in the plain regions with subtropical or temperate
monsoon

climates.

Therefore,

in

the

SNFD2017

report,

the

biosphere conceptual model (island type) through the initial period
of temperate climate after closure is developed based on the study
results from Section 5.6.1 and the biosphere conceptual model as
adopted in the Japanese H12 report (JNC 2000c, p176-p179).
Furthermore, as the time passes, the conceptual model of the glacial
climate period is gradually changed to plain type due to sea -level
displacement and restored to island type conceptual model as the
temperature rises (Section 5.6.1). The pattern repeats and carries
forward for one million years until the end of the safety assessment
time-scale. Otherwise, the screened features events and processes
(FEPs) and an interaction matrix (IM) are also used to identify
critical groups.
Figure

5-13

shows

the

reference

biosphere

conceptual

procedure as adopted in BIOMASS. This BIOMASS methodology of
model development begins by defining the assessment context to
confirm the purpose of the assessment. The next stage of the
methodology is to construct a description of the future environment
and human living conditions to provide detail about the biosphere
system

and

the

potentially

exposed

groups.

The

biosphere

assessment model is then constructed based on the identified
assessment contexts, lists of FEPs and the interactive matrix.
Finally, simulation of the radiation dose in the biosphere is
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performed. This process may be needed to iterate several times to
obtain more reliable results with updated data.
The achievements of the technological development at this
stage include, amongst others, the construction of a biosphere
conceptual model (island type) that reflects the conditions of the
initial period of temperate climate after closure and the glacial
climate period (see Figure 5-14). The conceptual model contains
five geosphere-biosphere interfaces (GBIs) throug h which the
radionuclide is likely to be released to the biosphere. In addition,
three exposed groups (agriculture, freshwater fishing and marine
fishing) are identified. The models for the initial period of
temperate climate after closure and the glacial climate period both
incorporate the exposure pathways that put the aforementioned
three exposed groups at risk (see Figure 5-15).
In the meantime, t he researchers also study the release of
radionuclides in the event of a canister failure. With AMBER, a dose
estimation

software application, the researchers are able

to

calculate biosphere dose conversion factors (BDCFs) by simulating
the process of radi onuclide release during different climati c
periods. The research achievements on this subject matter include:
development of, given a constant release of radionuclides, 34 BDCFs
for different climatic periods (the initial period of temperate
climate after closure and the glacial climate period (see Table 5-8),
as well as 34 BDCFs given a pulse release of radionuclides (see Table
5-9).
5.6.3. Near-field Thermal Evolution
The spent nuclear fuel to be disposed in the repository is more
radioactive than that of the regular low -level radioactive waste. The
spent fuel also has inherent decay heat that is released from the
canisters and transferred to the surrounding environment by virtue
of the thermal -mechanical heat transfer process. The temperature
distribution of the repository and the surrounding areas will be
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changed accordingly as a result. The SNFD2017 reference case
adopts the KBS-3 disposal concept. The allowable tempe rature for
the buffer ranges from -4 °C to 100 °C (SKB, 2011, p255 -p256).
Therefore, the safety function indicator for the buffer specifies that
the maximum temperature of the bentonite shall not exceed 100 °C
to prevent alternation of the buffer material and to ensure the
continuous delivery of performance over an extensive period of
time. This section introduces the near -field thermal evolution. The
objective of the discussion is to show that the temperature of the
disposal facility and the surrounding ar ea as it evolves over an
extensive period of time is such that the buffer temperature stays
within the allowable range.
A discussion of the heat source concerning the issue of
near-field thermal evolution must consider the decay heat coming
from the spent fuel and the geothermal heat of the host rock. In
general, the decay heat emanating from the spent nuclear fuel is the
main source. In the context of fuel features, the discussion on the
subject matter primarily focuses on the distribution of temperature
variations during the facility operation period as well as 1,000
years after the repository closure.
The calculation of the thermal evolution of the disposal facility
primarily involves the initial temperature of the disposal facility,
spacing between canis ters, spacing between disposal tunnels and
the decay heat from the canisters. Section 5.3.2 of the R -09-04
Report proposes a concept that allows the researchers to simplify
the air-filled gaps between the canisters and the buffer. The concept
is described as follows: FLAC3D, a numerical simulation program,
allows the researchers to simplify the heat conduction coefficient s
of the canister-buffer gap. In other words, the heat conduction
coefficient of the gap is 0.04 W/m°C while the heat conduction
coefficient of the buffer is 1.0 W/m°C ; assume it is 0.58 W/m°C an d
let the program run the calculation. The simplification effectively
shortens the program run -time (SKB, 2009a p60) . The buffer
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reaches its peak temperature at a time approximately between five
to fifteen years after the repository closure. As for the source of the
heat in the buffer at this time, the decay heat emanating from the
canisters contributes 50% of the temperature increase while the
remaining 50% comes from the heat distribution from cani sters
located in the surrounding area.
Consider the SNFD2017 Report reference case as an example.
The spent nuclear fuel currently under consideration in the Report
has an average burnup of 37 GWd/MtU. The fuel undergoes cooling
for 50 years on average as a conservative measure. A calculation of
the decay heat based on these conditions estimates that the decay
heat of 12-bundle BWR reactor fuel assemblies is approximately
1,311 W and 4-bundle PWR reactor fuel assemblies approximately
1,049 W. Therefore, for the purpose of performing subsequent heat
conduction

analyses,

assumption

that

the

the

researchers

initial

heat

adopt

load

of

the

conservative

the

canisters

is

approximately 1,315 W. When the researchers decide to adopt the
geological survey data obtained from the K-area, they assume the
surface temperature of the host rock is approximately 20.8°C (Lin
W. et al., 2012, p4 -55 Table 4-6) and earth temperature gradient 1.7
°C/100 m (Lin, W. et al., 2012, ac2p43) . The assumptions are use d
in conjunction with the KSB -3 disposal concept for the engineering
design of the repository. With these conditions, the researchers find
the near-field (500 m under the surface) temperature duration in
100 years after the reposit ory closure, as shown in Figure 5-16. The
vertical axis denotes the temperature (°C) and horizontal axis the
time (year). The red curve (T_top) repres ents the temperature of
the contact interface between the top of a canister and the buffer.
The brown curve (T-mid height 45) represents the temperature of
the midpoint of the pit wall located on the X and Y axes at a
45-degree angle in a three -dimensional space. The blue curve
(T_hole mid) represents the temperature of the midpoint of two
canisters. The earth yellow curve (T_tunnel mid) represents the
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temperature of the midpoint of two disposal tunnels. As indicated in
Figure 5-16, the buffer reaches its peak temperature at 93.4°C
(<100°C) in the 14th year after disposal. The midpoint of the
deposition holes reaches its peak temperature at 74.0°C in the 58th
year after disposal. The midpoint of two canisters reaches the peak
temperature of 68.9 °C in the 82nd year after disposal. The
midpoint of two tunnels reaches its peak temperature at 60.5 °C in
the 100th year after disposal. The temperature duration curve
shows that it takes another 40 years for the granite rock to reach its
peak temperature after the buffer reaches its peak temperature.
Moreover, the peak temperature of the surrounding rock is about 20
°C lower than the buffer peak temperature. The calculation results
indicate that the difference is caused by the presence of the 10 mm
canister-buffer gap and the 50 mm buffer-rock gap. Also the
temperature

gradient

over

the

buffer

itself

should

play

an

important role for the difference.
5.6.4. Evolution of Hydrogeology
The objective of the SNFD2017 Report is to assess the
feasibility of the geological disposal. Because the real repository
site is yet to be determined at the current stage, a simplified
hydrogeological

model is

developed for the

following safe ty

assessment technology development and only Q1 path is analyzed.
This model use the reference case data based on the field
investigation (ITRI,2015) and the SKB TR-11-01 report which
provide the hydraulic relationship between the rock fractures and
their hydraulic parameters for the crystalline rock. The discrete
fracture network (DFN) and the continuous porous media (CPM)
models are used to analyze the groundwater flow surrounded the
repository

facilities.

These

results

will

only

provide

a

demonstration and integration for the following safety assessment,
but are not available for further verification.
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In the following analyses, DarcyTools 4.1 developed by Swedish
SKB is adopted to analyze the hydrogeological model ( Svensson et
al, 2010). DarcyTools compr ises a set of numerical tools and a
groundwater flow code owned and developed by SKB. DarcyTools is
a finite volume code, using an adaptive Cartesian grid. Discrete
features such as fractures and fracture zones are represented on the
volumetric grid (Svensson, 2001), i.e. an equivalent continuous
porous medium (ECPM) approach is invoked. The code has been
verified and is reported both in scientific reports (e.g. Svensson
2010 (R-10-71)) and in different scientific journals (e.g. Svensson &
Ferry, 2014). The groundwater -flow modelling uses a coupled
thermo-hydraulic-mechanical-chemical formulation. The code is
strongly

coupled

for

thermo -hydraulics,

hydro-mechanics,

hydro-geochemistry (non -reactive). In v4.1 freezing of the ground
ignores chemistry and t here are no thermo-mechanical couplings.
The analysis area covers the eastern part of the K -area with an
area about 70 km 2 (See Figure 5-17). The repos itory consists of a
1,200 m main central tunnel and 62 ,300 m disposal tunnels. The
shafts and ramps that connect the surface facilities are not
considered at the current stage. Therefore, it is assumed that the
shafts and ramps do not significantly affect the calculation of the
performance measures of each deposition hole and the distribution
of groundwater. The disposal tunnels are assumed to be 4.8 m in
height and 4.2 m in width with 40 m spacing. Each disposal tunnel
has 44 deposition holes. The distance between the main tunnel and
the first deposition hole in a disposal tunnel is 20.6 m. The spacing
between deposition holes is 6 m. The deposition holes are 7.8 m in
height and 1.75 m in diameter. Figure 5-18 shows the fractures
which contact with tunnel in discrete fracture network generated by
DarcyTools generates based on the aforementioned parameters. The
blue colour denotes the connecting fra ctures while the grey colour
denotes the individual unconnected fractures. The groundwater
flow only pass through connected fractures.
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Figure 5-19 shows the hydraulic conductivity distribution field
after the performance of upscaling to ECPM. The graph on the left
shows the distribution of permeability in X direction while the
graph on the right shows the permeability in Z direction.
Since the reference case is located in an island environment, at
the current stage, it is assumed that the coastline in this area is the
interface between the fresh and saline groundwater, and without
any interaction. It reveals that during the post -closure period when
the environmental conditions resemble the current state, the
hydrogeological

model

is

under

a

steady -state

freshwater

environment, which the hydraulic head of groundwater is assumed
to be identical with the topographic elevation, and the lateral site
boundary is set of no-flow boundary. The results are shown in
Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21 show that the flow path significantly
rise near the boundary, while the release points are mainly
distributed along the coastline. These results will be used in the
quantitative scenario analysis.
In

comparison

post-closure

period

with
when

the

h ydrogeological

the

environmental

model

for

conditions

the
still

resemble the current state, the different hydraulic boundary
conditions in glacial period have larger impact on the model.
According to the conclusion derived from the evolution of external
conditions in section 5.6.1, the test area will gradually connect to
the south-east coastal area of Mainland China due to the falling of
sea level (Figure 5-12). Since this area is located in a low latitude
region, the thickness of the covering ice sheets is less likely to
create significant impact on the environment surrounded the
repository, even during the glacial period. There fore, at this stage
the falling sea level is regarded as the primary analysis of the
hydrogeological evolution during the glacial period.
Strictly, a lowering of 120 m is foreseen within the next 100,000
years (corresponding to a glacial cycle of 120,000 y ears), but based
on the digital elevation map, it is hypothesized that the effect on the
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flow conditions will not change to any great extent after a lowering
of

20

m.

The

topography-based

domain
water

boundary
divide

is

( Figure

chosen
5-22).

to

reflect

Based

on

a
the

topography, the domain boundary of the larger scale model has
been extended to a water divide, so that, even if the sea level were
to be lowered more than 20m, it would not influence the flow and
the particle paths. The basic settings for a large-scale model are
similar to the base model. Due to lack of marine geological survey
data, the current analysis assumes that the main fault F1, fracture
zone F2 and 10 diabase dykes directly extrapolated to the model
boundaries. Outside the local scal e area, a homogeneous hydraulic
conductivity value is assigned for the rock mass, while the fault and
fracture zones and dykes are geometrically extended into the
larger-scale model.
For the case of shoreline lowered by 20 m, only a small part of
the domain in the south -east contains sea. The fresh water now
extends further out due to the formation of new land. However, the
flow paths (Figure 5-23) do not change dramatically, except that
some flow paths now extend further out beyond the old shoreline.
The evolution of hydrogeology during the glacial -interglacial
cycle

was

regarded

as

repeated

process

at

this

stage,

the

assessment of the glacial -interglacial cycle could be made by
modifying the boundary conditions of the glacial period and the
post-closure

period

when

the

environmental

conditions

still

resemble the current condition.
Considering a seismic event may alter fracture behavior in the
host rock, and the hydrogeological characteristics may also be
triggered

to

change

during

this

process,

an

alternative

hydrogeological evolution may occur. However, to evaluate the
seismic-induced impact to the discrete fracture network (DFN) is
too

complicated

and

difficult

to

conduct

based

on

current

technology. In the SNFD2017 report, the seismic -induced change of
hydrogeological environment will not be considered in the base
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case. But a worst consequence with fully connected fractures
intersecting the repository to form a highly permeable pathway is
regarded as a variant Case based on some assumptions and
qualitative description.
5.6.5. Evolution of Rock Mechanics
The evolution of the mechanics of the host rock is largely
caused by the thermal, hydraulic and tectonic e volution. The
interaction of these processes can lead to the expansion or
compression of rock mass. In terms of the stress change, the case of
Taiwan differs from the Scandinavian cases in the stress change.
Scandinavian countries are located on a stable c ontinental block;
the issue to be considered relating to the stress change primarily
concerns the variation of stress induced by the weight of the
covering ice sheets during the glacial period. However, in the
SNFD2017 Report reference case, no external co nditions such as the
weight of a covering ice sheet during a glacial period exist in the
K-area. However, the test area is in close proximity to the location
of Taiwan Island plate collision (the distance is only 200 km). The
stress change induced by the p late collision is an important issue to
be studied.
The following factors are relevant to the potential safety issues
that exist during the initial warm period immediately after the
closure of the repository:
(1) The thermal load causes the reactivation of the near-field
fractures,

including

the

temperature

rise

causing

rock

expansion that in turn compresses or open of fractures. The
mechanical stability and the transmissivity of fractures may be
compromised this way.
The heat load alters the near -field transmissivity of fractures,
which are judged be covered by EDZ assumption. The impact is
minimal and limited to local areas, can be disregarded (SKB,
2011, c10.3.5) .
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The redistribution of stress due to excavation may lead to the
reactivation of the existi ng near-field fractures. The fractures
with gentle slopes have small normal stress so the impact is
insignificant. The reactivation of fractures with steep slopes
change the transmissivity, but the effect is local and may be
disregarded (SKB, 2011, c10.2.2). Furthermore, the assumption
that the transmissivity in EDZ is equal to 10 - 8 m 2 /s covers the
impact of fracture reactivation (SKB, 2011, c10.2.2).
(2) The reactivation of far -field fractures due to thermal load may
affect the transmissivity of fractures, which are judged too
small to require further consideration (SKB, 2011, c10.3.5).
(3) The cracking of rocks affects the geometry of deposition holes
and the radionuclide migration from buffer to rock
The heat load can create fractures or cause spalling on the
intact rocks. The rock compressive strength can be enhanced
with an increase of confining stress. In addition, the order of
the canister emplacement can also be a potential factor. The
impact can be prevented by conducting an analysis in the
meantime when the canisters are being emplaced ( SKB, 2011,
c10.3.5).
(4) Rock creep also affects the geometry and transmissivity of the
deposition holes
Rock creep refers to the change in mechanical characteristics
over time. Therefore, creep can occur under th e existing stress
state. However, the accompanying impact, in comparison with
those caused by the mechanical load or pore water pressure,
can be disregarded. The fracture shear strength changes over
time. The resulting creep only causes dislocation within a
limited range. For this reason, even if the fracture shear
strength is reduced to 0 ( SKB, 2011, c10.3.5), the effect can be
disregarded.
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Under the KBS-3 system, once the repository is closed, the
secondary shear movements in fractures intersecting depos ition
holes induced by large earthquake are the main condition that leads
to the damage of canisters. An integrated look of the effect of shear
on the buffer and canisters allows the researchers to plan for the
design specifications for canisters. The desi gn requirements must
include that the shear displacement is no more than 5 cm and the
shear velocity less than 1 m/s. For the safety assessment of the
canisters undergoing the process of shear displacement, the
analysis is based upon the conservative assum ption that the
canister will be failure when the shear displacement is larger than 5
cm. The shear velocity and the geometrical shearing direction are
excluded from consideration in the analysis.
A seismic simulation study reveals the relations between
fracture

displacement, fracture radius, earthquake magnitude,

fracture attitude and distance induced by one single seismic event.
The study assumes that the canisters fail when the fracture
displacement is more than 5 cm. The corresponding parameters
used in the analysis are listed in Table 5-10.
Layout of the deposition holes takes the impact of earthquakes
into consideration. Although the deposition hole rejection criteria
has been used for layout, a few deposition holes are still possibly
subject to the 5 cm fracture displacement. The DFN substantiation
may be conducted for several times to statistically analyze the
damage probability of canisters.
According to the reference layout of the deposition holes, the
shortest distance between the repository and the TaiwuShan Fault
is 350 m. There are a total of 22 deposition holes located 200 m to
400 m from the fault. A total of 291 deposition holes are located
400 m to 600 m from the fault (see Figure 5-24).
A total of 2,415 deposition holes are more than 600 m away
from the fault, the radius of the fractures intersecting these
deposition holes should be larger than 225 m to shear 5 cm.
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According to a study ( SKB, 2011, p472 ), the fractures with a radius
larger than 225 m can be safety detected in geological surveys. This
way, the fractures can be easily avoided in the deposition hole
layout design to prevent any seismic -induced fracture displace ment.
On the other hand, an assessment of the seismic impact on the
underground disposal facility only entails an assessment of the
faults in the proximity of the facility.
The geologic survey data shows that the impact of geotectonic
structure activities

largely occurred in

the middle and late

cretaceous period about 120 million years to 90 million years ago.
The TaiwuShan Fault activities largely occurred 65 million years
ago.
Therefore, we pessimistically assume that an earthquake will
occur in TaiwuShan Fault during the future one million years. The
probability of a seismic event is independent of time. According to
the geological model in the reference case (see Appendix B), the
lineament of TaiwuShan Fault is larger than 5 km. The sizes of
fractures induced by displacement of more than 5 cm in one single
seismic event are shown in Table 5-10. For the range within 200 m
to 400 m from the fault, the sm allest fracture radius to be avoided
is 125 m. For the range within 400 m to 600 m from the fault, the
smallest fracture radius to be avoided is 160 m. The earthquake
frequency in TaiwuShan Fault is 1× 10 - 6 yr

.

The expected probability of canister failures over a period of
one million years is 0.035.
5.6.6. Chemical Evolution
According to the concept of deep geological repository, the
assessment of the host rock considers the geology, hydrology,
earthquake

and

rock

hydrological/geochemical

mechanics

of

characteristics

the

rock

determine

layers.
the

The
rock’s

qualification as a host rock for the deep geological repository. The
so-called suitable hydrological/geochemical environment means
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that the environment comes with high radionuclide retardation and
suitable chemical condition to maintain the function of engineered
barrier systems, as well as the chemical properties of groundwate r
with low radionuclide solubility.
The groundwater composition in the K -area is analyzed with
attention to the following aspects: groundwater salinity, cation
strength, sulfide, microbial action, pH value and redox conditions.
Salinity: Once the disposal facility is closed, the groundwater
salinity decreases due to the atmospheric precipitation. But as time
progresses, the salini ty will recover its initial state (SKB, 2011,
p311). Following the prediction, it is expected that the groundwater
salinity in the K -area will be identical with the initial level of
salinity during the post -closure warm period.
Cation strength: Calcium, sodium, magnesium and potassium
are four main ions that regulate the groundwater salinity. The
pattern of change in the concentration of these four ions also
represents the pattern of salinity change. Therefore, the four ions
will recover their initial sta te during the post -closure warm period.
The cation strength is still weaker than 4mM, which may lead to
bentonite erosion.
Sulfide and microbial action: The sulfide in groundwater is
mainly

produced

by

bacterial

sulfate

reduction.

From

the

experimental res ults of the sulfide produced by sulfate -reducing
bacteria, the Cu S production rate is 3.4× 10 - 1 4 mol/mm2 /day when
the density of bentonite is 2,000 kg/m (P. Masurat et al., 2010, p61).
The mean concentration of sulfide ion in the groundwater of the
test area is 2.02 × 10

mol/L, which is obtained from 5 boreholes

in the depth between 400 m and 500 m. The maximum sulfide ion
concentration in the groundwater that exists in the K -area is
5.37× 10 - 6 mol/L. According to the literature review provided in
Section 8.8.2.3 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (3),
given the intentional exclusion of the effect of buffer erosion, the
corrosion thickness of the canister emplaced in this depositio n hole,
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protected with the undamaged buffer for a period of a million years,
is only 0.00936 mm. The concentration of sulfide in the test area is
very low, so it may have little impact on corrosion of canister.
pH value: In order to avoid inflow of groundw ater, injection of
grout into fractures surrounding the repository tunnels will be
necessary. After repository closure, grout and shotcrete will start
reacting with circulating groundwater, and a slightly alkaline plume
is expected to develop downstream in the grouted fractures. The
results of simulation have shown that the pH value of alkaline
plume is about 9 (SKB, 2011, p366) . The pH value increase will stay
that way for an extremely long period of time, potentially longer
than a glacial -interglacial cycle (about 120,000 years) (SKB, 2011,
p366). But the pH value at 9 still meets the safety function indicator
requirement pH<11.
Oxidation reduction conditions: Infiltration of surface water
with oxygen content into the ground can potentially happen. The
calculations (SKB, 2011, p365) including equilibrium with either an
Fe(III) oxyhydroxide or with Fe(II) sulphide shows that the
oxidation-reduction potential stays much lower than -50 mV even
with changes over an extensive period of time and unlikely to
change the reduction state of the groundwater. It is possible to infer
from the observation that the groundwater in the K -area will
maintain its reduction state.
The results of the analyses as presented above conclude that
the groundwater salinity, cation stren gth, sulfide concentration,
microbial activity, pH value and redox conditions are expected to
maintain their respective initial states during the excavation and
operation period as well as the initial warm period.
During the remaining glacial period, the c limate in Taiwan will
turn from the subtropical climate to the temperate climate. No
frozen groundwater or glaciers will be created in the K -area under
temperature climate conditions. Therefore, the relevant chemical
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conditions in the disposal facility wil l be a continuation of the state
during the warm period.
5.6.7. Evolution of the Buffer and Backfill
The function of the buffer is to protect the canisters. In the
event that the canisters fail, the buffer can effectively contain and
retard the migration of radi oactive substances from the canisters to
the host rock. The function of the backfill is to provide support to
the buffer to maintain its volume and original designed conditions.
Another function of the backfill is to restrict the groundwater flow
through the disposal tunnels. The buffer and backfill need to be
maintained within the range of safety design limits despite the
long-term repository environmental changes and impacts.
During the Excavation and operation period, consider the
groundwater flow throug h fractures may lead to erosion of the
buffer and backfill. The SR -Site report proposes an assessment
model that addresses this issue (Sandén and Bö rgesson, 2010, p42).
In essence, the buffer and backfill can work according to the
original design requireme nts and within the safety limits as long as
the production and construction complies with the specification of
the conceptual design. In terms of heat expansion process in the
buffer, the SKB report states the effect of the heat expansion
process can be overlooked (SKB, 2010, p87). However, the analysis
begins with an assigned initial temperature of 17°C. The K -area has
a higher earth temperature (average surface temperature 20.8°C;
geothermal gradient 1.7°C/100m). The swelling pressure of the
completely saturated buffer calculated based on the additional
water pressure generated by the heat expansion process in this test
area can be different from the SKB study results. Calculations will
be done in the subsequent stage of numerical modeling building and
analysis.
Taiwan adopts MX -80 bentonite for the reference buffer and
backfill material. According to the reference design, the buffer has a
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saturated density that ranges between 1,950 kg/m 3 and 2,050
kg/m 3 (the dry density ranges between 1,493 kg/m 3 and 1,651
kg/m 3 ) and a swelling pressure between 4.5 MPa and 13 MPa (See
Figure 5-25). The hydraulic conductivity coefficient is also lower
than 10 - 1 3 m/s (See Figure 5-26). The study also considers the
effect of groundwater salinity. The groundwater salinity in the
K-area (300 m to 500 m) is about 9.77× 10 - 4 M [Cl-] and within the
safety limits. As for the reference backfill design, the dry density of
the material ran ges between 1,458 kg/m 3 and 1,535 kg/m 3 . The
swelling pressure generally exceeds 4 MPa (See Figure 5-25). The
hydraulic conductivity coefficient is mai ntained at 10 - 1 3 m/s (See
Figure 5-26). Given a short -term time -scale, the buffer and backfill
continue to work within the safety limits once they are completely
swelled and saturated with no density loss. For the purpose of
ensuring that the buffer and backfill maintain its safety features
over the long-term evolution process at the repository, an analysis
of the material’s swelling capacity and swelling process over a long
stretch of time is essential. The EBS material lab at th e Institute of
Nuclear Energy Research (INER) examines the MX -80 bentonite
with a dry density of 1,562 kg/m 3 and with a swelling pressure of
4.8 MPa based on the manmade water quality that resembles the
groundwater quality in the K -area (see Figure 5-27). The cation
strength of the groundwater in the test area is 2.54 mM. But the
result of the current study shows that the buffer material that
functions with this groundwater condition still demonstrates a
swelling pressure within the safety limit (Buff1b, swelling pressure
is larger than 1MPa).
The water saturation process refer to the SKB research by the
numerical model (Å kesson et al., 2010, p18 -p87) which using
different tunnel geometries, material properties and boundary
conditions, the saturation time of the backfill and buffer material in
different cases can be simulated. Figure 5-28 shows the saturation
times of the backfill for different geometries and cases (Å kesson et
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al., 2010, p46). Figure 5-29 shows the saturation times of the buffer
for TH-simulations of a disposal hole (Å kesson et al., 2010, p82) . As
the

result,

the

hydraulic

conductivity

of

rock

mass

affects

saturation time the most, followed by the fractures of rock mass.
The hydraulic c onductivity of the K -area dense rock formations is
measured as 1× 10 - 1 0 to 1× 10 - 1 1 m/s ( ITRI, 2015, p3-105). Using the
above-mentioned SKB’s result as a reference and combining it with
K-area rock mass characteristic, the K -area material saturation time
can be estimate with 7 years to 20 years of buffer material and 70
years to 100 years of backfill material.
The

interaction

of

the

chemical

compositions

of

the

groundwater and the EBS can lead to conditions that compromise
the safety function of the repositor y. These processes are as
follows:
(1) Montmorillonite alteration
Based on this reasoning two safety function indicator criteria
have been defined (see also section 5.4). As long as the
maximum temperature is below 100°C and groundwater pH
value is below 11, the montmorillonite in the buffer is assumed
to stable during the repository lifetime. (SKB, 2011, p395).
(2) Erosion
The clay can form colloids when the cation strength is weaker
than 4 mM (SKB, 2011, p358).
The main mechanism of transport for satur ated buffer (with
highly compacted density) is through diffusion. Advection transport
can be disregarded. But if the buffer loses its mass due to the
erosion by groundwater, and the hydraulic conductivity increases,
advection may become the main mechanism of transport in the
buffer. The calculation of these aspects of the evolution is to be
applied in the analysis and assessment of the corrosion of the
canisters.
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The time between the buffer erosion by the groundwater and
the development of advection conditi ons (t a d v ) can be expressed
using the following equation: (SKB, 2010n, p20)

𝑎 𝑣

𝑢
𝐸 𝑜 𝑜

𝑡

𝑢𝑡

( 5-1)
In this equation,
m b u f f e r (kg): the amount of buffer mass loss required to reach
advective conditions
R E r o s i o n (kg/yr) : montmorillonite release rate
f t d i l u t e (-): the fraction of time with groundwater sufficiently dilute
for erosion
The erosion caused by the release of colloids can be described using
the following equation:

𝐸 𝑜 𝑜

𝑜

∙𝛿∙𝑣

.

( 5-2)
In this equation,
𝐸 𝑜 𝑜
𝑜

Bentonite release rate

= montmorillonite release constant (27.2)

𝛿 =fracture width
𝑣 =water velocity
In the aforementioned equation, the value of

𝑢

is

1,200kg in the base case provided in the SR -Site report. It’s
assumed that two entire bentonite rings are omitted in the disposal
holes for the extreme bentonite loss scenario. The erosion of
backfill can be assessed using the same formula (SKB, 2011, p398).
The critical backfill loss in the base case adopted by the SR -Site
report is set to be 220 tons. R E r o s i o n is found by calculating the
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individual hydrological parameters for each disposal pit based on
the SKB hydrological program. The F t d i l u t e is set to be 0.25 in the
base case adopted by the SR -Site report. The analysis shows that the
erosion by the groundwater with low salinity occurs in Forsmark
for a quarter of the time over the period of one million years. Due to
the larger diameter of the deposition tunnel compared to the
deposition hole, F t d i l u t e is set to be 2 for the backfill cases.
The equation for the montmorillonite release rate (5 -2)
requires substitution with local conditions to find the flow
parameters, such as the internal width of a fr acture and the water
velocity in a disposal pit. Furthermore, for the purpose of
calculating the time required for the material to reach advective
conditions in the K -area, ftdilute is assumed to be 1. The existing
local

data

for

the

test

area

shows

that

t he

gross

cation

concentration is lower than 4mM and comparatively lower than in
Forsmark.
With respect to how the groundwater chemistry in the K -area
affects the repository, the researchers carry out a swelling pressure
test using the MX -80 bentonite. The initial dry density of the
bentonite is 1,562 kg/m 3 . The researchers inject solution that
resembles the groundwater in the test area (See Table 5-11). The
cation strength is 2.54 mM. The lab testing shows that the swelling
pressure of the bentonite under such circumstance is about 4.5 MPa
to 4.9 MPa. The preliminary conclusion is that the osmosis of the
saline groundwater in the test area does not have much impact on
the swelling process. But in future, the cation concentration of the
groundwater in the K -area at Σq[

𝑞+ ]𝐺𝑊

<4 mM may facilitate other

processes that compromises the safety of the barrier consisted of
the buffer and backfill.
5.6.8. Canister Evolution
The main ways for the canisters in a repository to fail is by
shear or by corrosion. Shear failure mainly concerns about the
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effect of rock shear displacement on the canisters. The issue is
discussed in Section 5.4.5 Evolution of Rock Mechanics. This section
focuses on the corrosion failure as part of the evolution of
canisters.
The evolution processes in the environment lead to the
corrosion of canisters. The following substances are confirmed to
be amongst the sources that lead to corrosion of copper canisters:
(1) Nitric acid: Nitrogen compound radiolysis by gamma radiation
occurs in the gap between canisters and buffer exposed to the
wet air and forms nitric acid.
(2) Oxidant

from

radiolysis:

Once

it’s

saturated

with

the

groundwater, water ne ar the canisters is exposed to radiation,
thereby forming various oxidants.
(3) Oxygen: Oxygen exists inside the buffer and backfill. In the
early phase the groundwater that passes through the backfill
also contains oxygen.
(4) Sulfides: Sulfides exists inside the buffer and backfill. The
groundwater that passes through the buffer also contains
sulfides.
The detail please refer to Section 8.8 of the SNFD2017
Technical Support Report (3)
5.6.8.1. Effect of Oxygen
Once the tunnels are closed, the oxygen is the main reason
behind canister corrosion in an aerobic environment for the initial
post-closure period. The source of oxygen that facilitates corrosion
for this period is the oxygen presence in the pores of buffer and
backfill. For this reason, the corrosion by a ir in the initial period
can be estimated by calculating the oxygen content in the pores of
buffer and backfill. In general, the canister corrosion thickness
caused by the residual oxygen is too insignificant to be measured in
millimeters. The byproducts g enerated by the corrosion process
during the aerobic period in the repository largely consist of cupric
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oxide. No more serious corrosion will occur prior to the arrival of
the anoxic period.
5.6.8.2. Effect of Radiation
For the initial several hundreds of years fo llowing the
repository closure, the radioactive isotopes that undergo the decay
process and generate radiation are mostly Cs -137 and Sr-90. These
two isotopes both have a half -life of 30 years. In other words, the
radiation dose will decrease to one -thousandth of the initial value
after 300 years. By then, the canister corrosion induced by the
radioactive environment can be excluded from consideration.
Prior to reaching the saturation state with groundwater, the
buffer and backfill in the repository may hav e wet air in the gap
between them and the canisters. The wet air is exposed to gamma
radiation and forms nitric acid, which in turn is dissolved in the
pore water held by the buffer, leading to corrosion of canisters.
Nitrogen-oxygen-water can be deemed as a system when placed in a
repository environment. The quantity of nitric acid, positively
related to the radiation absorbed by the wet air, facilitates the
canister corrosion process. The corrosion thickness caused by nitric
acid as described here can be measured only in nanometers.
Once

the

repository

reaches

the

saturation

state

with

groundwater, the water surrounding the canisters is exposed to
radiation; oxidants and hydrogen are formed as a result. These
oxidants facilitate the canister corrosion proc ess. 300 years later,
the gamma dose will largely decrease. The depths of corrosion
induced by these oxidants are only on a nano -level.
Prior to reaching the saturation state with groundwater, the
wet air in the buffer and backfill is exposed to gamma radi ation and
forming nitric acid as a result, which facilitates corrosion during
this period. But the quantity of nitric acid created this way is only
enough to cause several nanometers of corrosion in the canisters.
Once the repository reaches the saturation state with ground water,
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the water surrounding the canisters is exposed to radiation;
oxidants and hydrogen are formed as a result. It is assumed that
5mm of the oxidant layer will be formed on the copper surface.
Therefore, the corresponding copper canis ter uniform corrosion
depth is about 0.01 mm.
In additional, the chemical and mechanical conditions of the
copper welding and cold working, their effect on canister corrosion,
earth-current-induced corrosion, corrosion caused by the saline
sediments on the copper surface, and stress corrosion cracking are
not crucial to the long -term safety assessment.
5.6.8.3. Effect of Sulfides
Once

oxygen

is

completely

depleted,

the

buffer

in

the

repository will become saturated with groundwater over time. The
repository naturally enters into the anoxic period. Sulfide is the
only type of corrosives left in the repository at this time. The
potential sources of sulfide in the repository include the pyrites in
the buffer and backfill, sulfide generated as a result of the microbial
sulfate reduction, and sulfide that exist in the groundwater. Sulfide
corrodes the canisters forming cupric sulfide and molecular
hydrogen.
The pyrites that originally exist in the buffer and backfill could
dissolve once the repository reaches the saturati on state and
releases hydrogen sulfide ions. The diffusion of these ions through
the buffer to the surface of canisters leads to canister corrosion.
The extent of corrosion can be estimated using the law of
conservation of mass. The corrosion thickness as a result of this
process is too insignificant to be measured in millimeters.
The sulfide content of pyrites constitutes the corrosives in the
buffer and backfill. In addition, sulfate -reducing bacteria can also
reduce the sulfates in the buffer, backfill a nd groundwater,
converting it into hydrogen sulfide ions that dissolve in water as a
source of corrosives. The corrosion thickness as a result of this
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process

can

potentially

reach

the

level

to

be

measured

in

millimeters.
The sulfide ions in the groundwate r are likely to continue to
arrive on the surface of canisters through diffusion or advection.
For the purpose of studying the phenomenon, a complete conceptual
model of transport in the buffer needs to be developed; the
corrosion rate can be estimated bas ed on the rate by which the
sulfide ions travel to the surface of canisters. A corrosion analysis
needs

to

consider

buffer

corrosion

by

the

groundwater

(if

applicable). The corrosion depths vary greatly depending on the
different hydrological and geologica l conditions. Please refer to
Section 5.1.1 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (2) for a
detailed presentation of the assessment of the canister corrosion.
5.6.9. Reference Evolution Safety Function Analysis
This

chapter

we

developed

several

important

items

of

reference evolution based on the FEPs chosen in Chapter 5. A
reference timeline of glacial -interglacial cycle was built up based on
the external conditions to evaluate the evolution process of each
components in repository. The influences of evolu tion items for
different period were analyzed and then used to be the fundamental
structure of safety assessment. The analysis results including
canisters, buffer, backfill, geosphere were summarized in this
section according to the safety function index d escribed in Chapter
6 and then adopted as information for the following scenarios
selection

and

safety

assessment

in

Chapter

9.

Besides,

a

seismic-induced impact assessment for the safety functions was
discussed.
5.6.9.1. Safety Assessment of the Evolution of the Reference Canister Safety
Functions
The main ways for the canisters in a repository to fail is by
shear or by corrosion. The intactness requirement for canisters
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means that the canister must be resistant to corrosion, e.g. by
chemical agents in the groundw ater. Shear failure mainly concerns
about the effect of rock shear displacement on the canisters, which
is discussed in Evolution of Rock Mechanics. For this reason, the
evolution of canisters focuses on the corrosion failure.
As excavation and operation p eriod, a canister is sealed and
sent to the repository for storage until the disposal tunnels are
finally

closed.

Therefore,

the

canisters

are

exposed

to

the

atmospheric environment for a period of time. The main corrosion
product is cupric oxide.
As the post-closure period when the environmental conditions
still resemble the current stage, the canister might corrode by the
nitric acid, oxidant from radiolysis, oxygen and sulfide. Nitric acid
was from nitrogen compound radiolysis by gamma radiation, which
occurs in the gap between canisters and buffer exposed to the wet
air and forms nitric acid; once it’s saturated with the groundwater,
water near the canisters is exposed to radiation, thereby forming
various oxidant; Oxygen exists inside the buffer and bac kfill. Sulfide
exists inside the buffer and backfill and is also contained in the
groundwater. When oxygen was depleted after the repository
closure, sulfide is the only factor that leads to canister corrosion
from this period to the remaining glacial peri od and even to the
subsequent glacial cycle .
5.6.9.2. Safety Assessment of the Evolution of the Reference Buffer and Backfill
Safety Functions
The buffer’s safety functions are related to its density. The
allowable initial saturated density range is 1,950 kg/m 3 to 2,050
kg/m 3 .
During the excavation and operation period, the excavation,
construction, management and operation of the repository as it
concerns the canisters are carried out according to the engineering
design and should not entail any risk to the saf ety functions.
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As the repository moves on to the post -closure period when the
environmental conditions still resemble the current state, the
buffer and backfill are becoming saturated; the long -term expansion
lead to the upward expansion of the buffer. Mea sures need to be in
place to prevent the loss of bentonite caused by the inflow of a large
volume of groundwater to the disposal pits. The backfill will
ultimately stop the buffer expansion. Measures need to be in place
to ensure the preservation of the bu ffer properties.
It is also important to note that seismic events often lead to the
loss of buffer and backfill. An assessment of the effect of an
earthquake on the safety functions of the buffer and backfill is
therefore necessary. Table 5-13 is a collection of the buffer safety
function analysis results for each period.
Table 5-14 is a collection of the backfill safety function
analysis results for each period.
5.6.9.3. Assessment of the Evolution of the Reference Geosphere Safety Functions
The safety functions of the geosphere provide a long -term
stable

environment

for

chemical,

mechanical,

thermal

and

hydrological processes that ensure the stability of the entire
repository system. The geosphere safety functions for chemical,
hydraulic and transport, mechanical and thermal conditions are
summarized in Table 5-15.
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Table 5-8：BDCFs for constant releases (Sv/yr per Bq/yr)
Initial period of temperate
Nuclide
climate after closure
C-14
5.6 × 10
Cl-36
3.7 × 10
Ni-59
3.0 × 10
Se-79
3.0 × 10
Sr-90
9.8 × 10
Zr-93
2.2 × 10
Nb-94
4.6 × 10 2
Tc-99
1.5 × 10
Pd-107
1.3 × 10
Sn-126
2.5 × 10 2
I-129
1.7 × 10
Cs-135
1.4 × 10 2
Cs-137
4.2 × 10
Pb-210
8.2 × 10 2
Ra-226
1.4 × 10
Ac-227
1.2 × 10
Th-229
2.2 × 10
Th-230
1.1 × 10
Th-232
1.2 × 10
Pa-231
4.8 × 10
U-233
5.4 × 10
U-234
6.1 × 10 2
U-235
6.3 × 10 2
U-236
5.8 × 10 2
U-238
5.6 × 10 2
Np-237
5.6 × 10
Pu-238
2.4 × 10
Pu-239
3.9 × 10
Pu-240
3.7 × 10
Pu-242
3.7 × 10
Am-241
7.2 × 10
Am-243
1.0 × 10
Cm-245
1.8 × 10
Cm-246
1.2 × 10
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Glacial
2.7 × 10
2.0 × 10
1.9 × 10
2.4 × 10
5.0 × 10
1.2 × 10
4.5 × 10
7.6 × 10
7.0 × 10
1.6 × 10
1.0 × 10
6.5 × 10
2.1 × 10
4.4 × 10
7.5 × 10
6.8 × 10
1.9 × 10
9.2 × 10
1.0 × 10
2.8 × 10
4.3 × 10
3.2 × 10
3.4 × 10
3.1 × 10
2.9 × 10
4.5 × 10
1.6 × 10
3.2 × 10
3.0 × 10
3.0 × 10
5.9 × 10
9.0 × 10
1.5 × 10
1.0 × 10

2
5
2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2

Table 5-9：BDCFs for pulse releases (Sv/yr per Bq)
Initial period of temperate
Nuclide
climate after closure
C-14
4.8 × 10 6
Cl-36
8.7 × 10 6
Ni-59
2.3 × 10
Se-79
2.8 × 10 5
Sr-90
1.1 × 10
Zr-93
3.5 × 10 6
Nb-94
6.8 × 10 6
Tc-99
4.3 × 10 6
Pd-107
1.3 × 10
Sn-126
1.6 × 10 5
I-129
4.9 × 10
Cs-135
1.2 × 10 5
Cs-137
7.3 × 10 5
Pb-210
2.6 × 10
Ra-226
9.9 × 10
Ac-227
3.8 × 10
Th-229
1.6 × 10
Th-230
7.0 × 10
Th-232
7.6 × 10
Pa-231
2.7 × 10
U-233
1.7 × 10
U-234
1.7 × 10
U-235
1.6 × 10
U-236
1.6 × 10
U-238
1.5 × 10
Np-237
2.0 × 10
Pu-238
3.9 × 10
Pu-239
4.2 × 10
Pu-240
4.2 × 10
Pu-242
4.1 × 10
Am-241
3.4 × 10
Am-243
3.4 × 10
Cm-245
7.4 × 10
Cm-246
7.4 × 10
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Glacial
2.1 × 10
4.6 × 10
1.2 × 10
1.8 × 10
5.7 × 10
1.8 × 10
4.3 × 10
2.1 × 10
6.9 × 10
8.4 × 10
2.9 × 10
5.9 × 10
3.7 × 10
1.4 × 10
5.1 × 10
2.0 × 10
8.6 × 10
3.7 × 10
4.0 × 10
1.4 × 10
9.1 × 10
8.7 × 10
8.4 × 10
8.4 × 10
8.0 × 10
1.2 × 10
2.4 × 10
2.6 × 10
2.6 × 10
2.5 × 10
2.2 × 10
2.2 × 10
3.9 × 10
3.9 × 10

6
6
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
5

5
5
5
5
5

Table 5-10：The relation for fracture displacement, fracture types, and
earthquake magnitude
Zone trace length
Target fracture
dip
(km)
(degree)
>5
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
55 to 90
55 to 90
55 to 90
55 to 90
55 to 90
3 to 5
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
0 to 55
55 to 90
55 to 90
55 - 90
55 - 90
55 - 90

Distance from
zone
(m)
0 to 100
100 to 200
200 to 400
400 to 600
>600
0 to 100
100 to 200
200 to 400
400 to 600
>600
0 to 100
100 to 200
200 to 400
400 to 600
>600
0 to 100
100 to 200
200 - 400
400 - 600
>600

Critical target
fracture radius
(m)
Not placed
62.5
125
160
225
Not placed
85
170
215
>300
Not placed
75
150
235
>300
Not placed
100
200
>300
>>300

Reference：SKB(2010l, p120)

Table 5-11：The chemical composition for the groundwater for K-area
MW
58.44

ITEM
NaCl

g (1L∙H2O)
0.0572

84.99

NaNO3

0.0504

174.27

K2SO4

0.008

246.48

MgSO4．7H2O

0.0145

256.41

Mg(NO3)2．6H2O

0.0013

236.15

Ca(NO3)2．4H2O

0.0888
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Table 5-12：The safety functions for canister in each time phase
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after
Remaining glacial cycle and subsequent
Function
closure
glacial cycle
Can1.
Provide
corrosion barrier

Can2.
Withstand
isostatic load

Can3.
Withstand shear
loads

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required
that the minimum copper coverage exceeds zero.
This safety function will be upheld throughout this
period.
The total amount of copper corrosion during this
period can be estimated to be less than 1 mm,
when taking into account the contributions from
residual oxygen in the repository, from corroding
agents formed by radiolysis and from possible
microbial sulphate reduction as well as the
contribution from sulphides in the bentonite and
backfill.
For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required
that the canister withstands isostatic loads up to 45
MPa.
The isostatic loads consist of the groundwater
pressure of 5 MPa and the buffer swelling pressure
of 15 MPa. The sum should be well below 45 MPa.
The assessment result is that no canisters will fail
due to isostatic load.
The canister is designed to withstand a fracture
shearing of 50 mm.
Canister failures due to future earthquakes are
avoided through the use of respect distances and
deposition hole rejection criteria. However, it
cannot be fully ruled out that such failures will
occur, see discussion of R3b for estimates of the
likelihood of such failures.

During the remaining part of the glacial cycle, the
copper shell will corrode more for advective
conditions in the deposition holes, caused by
erosion of the buffer when exposed to dilute
groundwater. The results from the
erosion/corrosion calculations are further
transferred to the radionuclide transport
calculations, giving the time needed for erosion and
corrosion specifically for each deposition hole and
for each sulphide concentration. After the
assessment under this condition, no canister failure
will occur as well.
For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required
that the canister withstands isostatic loads above
45 MPa.
No ice sheet load at K-area.

Canister failures due to future earthquakes are
avoided through the use of respect distances and
deposition hole rejection criteria. However, it
cannot be fully ruled out that such failures will
occur, see discussion of R3b for estimates of the
likelihood of such failures.
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Analysis of Seismic events
Seismic events may influence the groundwater
flow, the buffer may also reduce the intactness of
corrosion barrier. We assume these effects are
limited at this stage. The related research will be
done in the future.

Seismic events may lead to a redistribution of
regional stress and then influence the isostatic
load. We assume the effect is limited at this stage.
We will do this research in the future.

The canister is designed to withstand a fracture
shearing of 50 mm even in a seismic event.
The effects induced by seismic events during each
period were discussed in R3b.

Table 5-13：The safety functions for buffer in each time phase
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after
Remaining glacial cycle and subsequent
Function
closure
glacial cycle
(a) Hydraulic conductivity< 10−12 m/s
(a) Hydraulic conductivity < 10−12 m/s
Buff1.
If the buffer is installed properly, and the
If the buffer is installed based properly, according
Limit
groundwater salinity varies within an expected
to the salinity evolution of groundwater in the
advective
range during this period, the designed buffer
K-area discussed in section 8.6, no significant effect
transport
density could fulfilled the hydraulic conductivity
would occur on the buffer and backfill material. As
criterion.

(b) Swelling pressure>1 MPa
If the buffer is installed properly, and the
groundwater salinity varies within an expected
range during this period, the designed buffer
density could fulfilled the Swelling pressure
criterion.

Buff2.
Reduce
microbial
activity

The high buffer density will reduce microbial
activity.
If the buffer is installed based on the reference
design, during the initial period of temperate
climate after closure, this safety function is fulfilled.

Buff3.
Damp rock
shear

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required
that the saturated buffer density is less than 2,050
kg/m3.
If the buffer is installed based on the reference
design, there are no relevant processes increasing
the buffer density have been identified, it is
concluded that this safety function is fulfilled.

for the erosion behavior of the backfill, analysis
would be reconsidered in the future refer to the
climate evolution of Taiwan and the initial
condition of the test area.
(b) Swelling pressure>1 MPa
If the buffer is installed properly, according to the
salinity evolution of groundwater in the K-area, no
significant effect would occur on the buffer and
backfill material. As for the erosion behavior of the
backfill, analysis would be reconsidered in the
future refer to the climate evolution of Taiwan and
the initial condition of the test area.
The high buffer density will reduce microbial
activity.
According to the salinity evolution of groundwater
in the K-area, no significant effect would occur on
the buffer and backfill material. This safety function
is fulfilled.
For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required
that the saturated buffer density is less than
2,050 kg/m3.
If the buffer is installed based on the reference
design, there are no relevant processes increasing
the buffer density have been identified, it is
concluded that this safety function is fulfilled.
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Analysis of Seismic events
Seismic events may affect swelling pressure and
hydraulic conductivity of the buffer, the related
research would be done in the future..

We assume the effect is limited at this stage.
Domestic studies of seismic events for reducing
microbial activity will be done in the future.

With high density, dispersion effect will decrease;
hence, the highest density of the buffer should be
limited. Numerical analysis method will be used to
study the effects of seismic induced shear to the
safety factors with different buffer density. Initial
results will be provided in the end of this
year(2017).

Table 5-13：The safety functions for buffer in each time phase(cont.)
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after
Remaining glacial cycle and subsequent
Function
closure
glacial cycle

Analysis of Seismic events

Buff4.
Resist
transformation

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required that
the buffer temperature is less than 100°C with ample
margins.
Analysis results of the near-field heat evolution,
according to section 8.3, this safety function will be
fulfilled which the temperature peak is less than 100°C.

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required that
the buffer temperature is less than 100°C.
Analysis results of the near-field heat evolution,
according to section 8.3, this safety function will be
fulfilled which the temperature peak is less than 100°C.

We assume the effect is limited at this
stage. Studies of heats from fracture
displacement induced by seismic events
will be done in the future.

Buff5
Prevent canister
sinking

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required that
the buffer swelling pressure exceeds 0.2 MPa.
If the buffer is installed properly, and the groundwater
salinity varies within an expected range during this
period, the designed buffer density could fulfill the safety
function.
(a) Limitation of Swelling pressure
According to the reference design and the buffer
properties after emplacement, the swelling pressure
should range from 4.5 to 13 MPa. There is no expected
process to increase the additional pressure, this safety
function will be fulfilled.
(b) Limitation of frozen of the buffer
The criterion is expected to be fulfilled

For this safety function to be fulfilled, it is required that
the buffer swelling pressure exceeds 0.2 MPa.
If the buffer is installed properly, and the groundwater
salinity varies within an expected range during this
period, the designed buffer density could fulfill the safety
function.
(a) Limitation of Swelling pressure
There is no expected process to increase the additional
pressure, this safety function will be fulfilled Limitation
of frozen of the buffer With the accordance of the host

We assume the effect is limited at this
stage. Studies will be included in the earthquake

Buff6.
Limit pressure
on canister and
rock

rock safety function R4, this safety function will be
fulfilled.
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test project in next step.

Seismic events may affect the limitation of the
buffer swelling pressure. Studies will be included in
the earthquake test project in next step.

Table 5-14：The safety functions for backfill in each time phase
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after Remaining glacial cycle and subsequent
Function
closure
glacial cycle
BF1.
Counteract
buffer
expansion

For this safety function to be fulfilled it is required
that the density of the backfill material is sufficiently
high.
Experiment results shows that the swelling pressure
ranges from 4.5 to 4.9 MPa when the initial dry
density of compacted bentonite is 1,562 kg/m3 with
the groundwater from the K-area whose cation
concentration is 2.54 mM. The swelling pressure is
sufficient to resist the expansion of the buffer
material. However, the erosion may occur due to the
cation concentration is less than 4mM, the related
research would be done in the future.

During the remaining glacial period and the
subsequent glacial cycle, according to the salinity
evolution of groundwater in the K-area, no
significant effect would occur on the buffer and
backfill material. This safety function is fulfilled. As
for the erosion behavior of the backfill material, we
assume the effect is limited at this stage, the related
research would be done in the future.
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Analysis of Seismic events
Seismic events may influence the groundwater flow,
the backfill may also reduce the intactness due to
erosion. We assume these effects are limited at this
stage. The related research will be done in the
future..

Table 5-15：The safety functions for host rock in each time phase
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after
Function
closure
R1
Provide
chemically
favourable
conditions

R2
Provide
favourable
hydrologic and
transport
conditions

(a) Reducing conditions；After closure, the
environment will be in a chemical reduction state
after a period of time.
(b) Salinity；TDS is about 0.13-0.17 g/L in test area.
Experiments results show that the effects to buffer
is limited.
(c) Ionic strength >4mM; The ionic strength is
about 2.35-2.93 mM in test area, which is lower
than the safety function, the erosion may occur.
(d) Concentrations of HS−; According to the data
from test area, the calculated concentration is
5.37× 10−6 mol/L, and no canister failure will occur
by this condition.
(e) pH <11; According to the section 8.6, the pH will
increase slightly to 9 due to the grouting, but still
less than the safety function 11.
(f) Avoid chloride assisted corrosion；The
hydrogeochemical analysis shows that these safety
function indicator criteria are fulfilled throughout
the assessed period.
(a) Flow related transport resistance F；High
F value of the host rock in test area is between 105
yr/m to 109 yr/m and almost all the disposition
holes with F value are higher than 106 yr/m.
(b) Equivalent flow rate at the buffer/rock interface,
Qeq; Low
The equivalent flow rate ranges from 10-7 m3/year
to 10-5 m3/year in test area, this safety function
indicator criteria is fulfilled.

Remaining glacial cycle

The subsequent glacial cycle

(a) Reducing conditions；In a chemical reduction
state
(b) Salinity；We expect it will be the same as initial
condition and the effects to buffer is limited.
(c) Ionic strength >4mM; The ionic strength is
lower than the safety function, the erosion may
occur.
(d) Concentrations of HS−; This safety function
indicator criteria is fulfilled throughout the assessed
period.
(e) pH <11; This safety function indicator criteria is
fulfilled throughout the assessed period.
(f) Avoid chloride assisted corrosion；This safety
function indicator criteria is fulfilled throughout the
assessed period.

(a) Reducing conditions；In a chemical reduction
state
(b) Salinity；This safety function indicator criteria is
fulfilled throughout the assessed period.
(c) Ionic strength >4mM; The ionic strength is
lower than the safety function, the erosion may
occur.
(d) Concentrations of HS−; This safety function
indicator criteria is fulfilled throughout the assessed
period.
(e) pH <11; This safety function indicator criteria is
fulfilled throughout the assessed period.
(f) Avoid chloride assisted corrosion；This safety
function indicator criteria is fulfilled throughout the
assessed period.

(a) Flow related transport resistance F；High
Due to changing boundary conditions during the
glacial cycle, the transport resistance decreases, but
still ranges between 105 yr/m to 109 yr/m. This
safety function indicator criteria is fulfilled.
(b) Equivalent flow rate at the buffer/rock interface,
Qeq; Low
No significant changes are found, the equivalent
flow rate still ranges from 10-7 m3/year to 10-5
m3/year during this period.

(a) Flow related transport resistance F；High
This safety function indicator criteria is fulfilled
throughout the assessed period.
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(b) Equivalent flow rate at the buffer/rock interface,
Qeq; Low
This safety function indicator criteria is fulfilled
throughout the assessed period.

Table 5-15：The safety functions for host rock in each time phase(cont.)
Safety
The initial period of temperate climate after
Remaining glacial cycle
Function
closure
R3
Provide
mechanically
stable
conditions

R4
Provide
thermally
favourable
conditions

(a) GW pressure；
The groundwater pressure is expected to be similar
to that of the current period, i.e. around 5 MPa at
repository depth.
(b) Shear movements at deposition holes< 5 cm
Canister failure probability due to earthquakes is
6.0× 10−4 within the16,700-year time frame.
(c) Shear velocity at deposition holes < 1 m/s
This criterion is upheld.
(a) Temperature > −4°C (avoid buffer freezing)
(b) Temperature > 0°C (validity of canister shear
analysis)
Because of the environmental conditions still
resemble the current state, it’s impossible to violate
the safety function criterion above.

(a) GW pressure；
the groundwater pressure is expected to be similar
to that of the initial temperate period, i.e. around 5
MPa at repository depth.
(b) Shear movements at deposition holes< 5 cm
Canister failure probability due to earthquakes is
3.7× 10−3 within the103,300-year time frame.
(c) Shear velocity at deposition holes < 1 m/s
This criterion is upheld.
(a) Temperature > −4°C (avoid buffer freezing)
According to the ancient climate records, this safety
function is fulfilled for the reference glacial cycle.
(b) Temperature > 0°C (validity of can shear
analysis)
Considering the ancient climate records and the
thermal gradient in test area, the host rock
temperature is well above 0°C at disposal depth for
the reference glacial cycle. This safety function is
fulfilled.
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The subsequent glacial cycle
(a) GW pressure；
Conditions are similar to previous phase.
(b) Shear movements at deposition holes< 5 cm
Canister failure probability due to earthquakes is
3.1× 10−2 within the 880,000-year time frame.
(c) Shear velocity at deposition holes < 1 m/s
This criterion is upheld.
((a) Temperature > −4°C (avoid buffer freezing)
According to the ancient climate records, this safety
function is fulfilled for the reference glacial cycle.
(b) Temperature > 0°C (validity of canister shear
analysis)
Considering the ancient climate records and the
thermal gradient in test area, this safety function is
fulfilled for the reference glacial cycle.
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Figure 5-10：The sea-level change with glacial cycles for 12 million years

Figure 5-11：The Taiwan terrain models evolution
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Figure 5-12：The climate and sea-level change for K-area
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Figure 5-13：Schematic illustration of the Reference Biosphere methodology
Reference: IAEA(2003, p10)
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Figure 5-14：Biosphere conceptual model for the initial period of temperate
climate after closure, and the glacial climate period
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Figure 5-15：Exposure pathways for the initial period of temperate climate after
closure and glacial climate period
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Figure 5-16：The near-field temperature changes at disposal hole with time
period

Figure 5-17：The hydrogeology numerical analysis region model
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Figure 5-18：The DFN and disposal facilities model for disposal hole

Figure 5-19：The hydraulic conductivity distribution for disposal hole
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Figure 5-20：The particle release path for the study case

Figure 5-21：The particle release point for the study case
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Figure 5-22：Large-scale hydrogeological numerical model analysis region model

Figure 5-23：The flow path using large-scale model for the case of shoreline
lowered by 20 m
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Figure 5-24：Distance between deposition holes and TaiwuShan fault
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Figure 5-25：The swelling pressure for bentonite MX-80 with various dry density
and various NaCl concentrations
Reference: Karnland et al.(2006, p42)

Figure 5-26：The hydraulic conductivity for bentonite MX-80 with various dry
density and various NaCl concentrations
Reference: Karnland et al.(2006, p47)
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Figure 5-27：Relationship between with swelling pressure and dry density
(MX-80 bentonite and SPV bentonite)
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Figure 5-28：Compilation of backfill saturation times for different geometries and
cases.
Reference: Å kesson et al. (2010, p46)
Note:
Results from 1D models with free access of water shown on the top row. The texts beside the
symbols for the following description:
Base case: with cubic power saturation dependent backfill relative permeability relations;
BK2: with doubled backfill permeability;
T: with thermal evolution and temperature dependence of the viscosity of water;
Sr2 and Sr4: with square and 4th power saturation dependent backfill relative permeability
relations;
HM: with hydromechanical processes;
BR: with steeper backfill water retention curve;
BK06: with 40% lower backfill permeability.
Results from 2D axisymmetric models with different fracture representations shown in the
middle rows.
Results from plane 2D models without fractures shown on the bottom row (numbers indicate
rock hydraulic conductivity).
The dotted lines represent the base case properties and two different fracture transmissivities
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Figure 5-29：The buffer saturation times for TH-simulations of a disposal hole
(the time when degree of saturation at 0.99 in the entire buffer)
Reference: Å kesson et al. (2010, p82)
N ot e:
The results obtained using the same rock conductivity, indicated below the bottom line, are
connected by hatched lines. The text rightmost of the lines indicates the representation of the
rock status as blow;
Unfractured rock：the rock with no fracture；
init.：the buffer blocks and pellet slot are present；
Hom.：the homogenized state；
Rock retention：changed rock water retention curve；
T-fracture：fracture at tunnel；
CMH-fracture：fracture at canister mid-height；
Block retention：the results from changing the Block retention is indicated by black circles；
Buffer permeability：the results from changing the Buffer permeability is indicated by red circles.
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5.7. Scenario Development
Scenario development as discussed in the SNFD2017 report
aims to study the failure scenarios related to the safety functions of
the canisters. For example, in a failure by corrosion scenario, the
chemical corrosion process es

cause the copper shell of the

canisters, with its long -term exposure to the groundwater, to be
corroded. In the canister failure due to shear load scenario, future
earthquakes near the repository may cause secondary shear
movements in rock fractures intersecting canisters, which may in
turn cause canister failures. In the canister failure due to isostatic
load scenario, the canisters are exposed to pressure from the
surrounding EBS and host rock. The researchers identify the causes
and effects of these failure modes in order to provide the core
structure for the scenario development as part of the SNFD2017
report.
5.7.1. Definition and Description of the Scenarios and Cases
As stated in Section 5.2.1, development of a series of scenarios
that represent the potential situations and uncertainties associated
with the future evolution processes is a key element of the safety
discourse for the repository. Scenarios are developed based on the
containment and retardation safety functions as provided in Section
5.4. The researchers also re fer to the conclusions about the
reference evolution as discussed in Section 5.6 to better understand
the crucial influencing factors and the safety function indicators.
The logic behind the structural development of these scenarios
can be categorized by t he nature of individual scenarios as shown
below.
(1) Main scenarios:
Three scenarios examine the failure mode based on the
canister’s safety functions: including the corrosion scenario,
shear load scenario and isostatic load scenario. The researchers
also

provides

a

description
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of

the

reasonably

expected

situations that may occur in the process of future evolution
based on the reference site characteristics and data, thus
developing the main scenarios for individual failure modes. The
base cases of the main scenarios represent a reasonably likely
course of evolution to occur in the repository under the safety
assessment. The quantified risks, hazards and consequences of
these courses of evolution are treated as the base line. The
evolution processes and data range of lower probabilities can
be addressed through a series of variant cases in a quantitative
study that examines the variation of the long -term safety range
of a repository and also the uncertainties associated with the
repository safety assessment.
(2) Disturbance Scenario:
To evaluate the reasonality of the scenario is a part of the
scenario development process. The evaluation is based on the
repository characteristics or safety assessment criteria; the
FEPs of external conditions that are unlikely to happen but
entail

complicated

consideration

as

consequences

main

scenario

at

are

excluded

this

stage

to

from
avoid

incorporating extreme anomalies or increasing uncertainties,
both of which lead to unreasonable assumptions a bout the main
scenarios. However, disturbance scenarios are independent
scenarios developed based on the excluded FEPs. A large
number of hypothetical assumptions are incorporated into the
disturbance scenarios, which are often limited by insufficient
scientific evidence support. For instance, future human actions
are amongst the external conditions associated with great
uncertainty.
The following section explains the development of a main
scenario and a disturbance scenario for the K -area. The site case s
are described below.
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5.7.2. Main Scenario
Section 5.4 introduces the containment and retardation safety
functions while Section

5.6 explains the reference

evolution

processes in the repository environment. These data form the
backbone of the hypothesis upon whic h the main scenario is built.
(1) The safety functions and safety function indicators that SKB
developed and adopted in the SR -Site assessment can also be
applied in the K-area.
(2) The

FEPs

datasets

for

the

K-area

are

organized.

The

researchers focus on the long-term safety of the repository
design concept in this stage and aims to ensure that that the
assumed initial conditions of the engineering design meet the
design requirements and specifications.
This report adopts the safety principle of the KBS -3 repository
concept, and the main function of the EBS is to ensure that the spent
nuclear fuel and its radionuclides stay inside the canisters.
Therefore, the containment safety function and indicator of the
canisters form the backbone of the standard for development of the
main scenarios relating to the canisters, including the corrosion
scenario,

shear

scenario

and

isostatic

load

scenario .

The

containment safety function and indicator of the buffer constitute
the secondary base while the other containment safety functions
and indicators are reference bases for the analysis of canister
failures.
Figure 5-30 is a list of the selected main scenario and the
related

safety

functions.

Individual

discussions in

regard to

scenario establishment and development are provided in Sections
5.7.2.1 to 5.7.2.3.
5.7.2.1. Corrosion Scenario
According to the Directions for Sites of High Level Radioactive
Waste Final Disposal Faci lity, as promulgated by the Atomic Energy
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Council on April 24 t h , 2015, for the purpose of ensuring the safety of
the high level radioactive waste final disposal facility, the facilit y
site cannot be situated in a place where the ground water may
influence the safety of the repository. For site selection, a host rock
needs to have low hydraulic gradient and low permeability. The
hydrological characteristics of the site should include a steady
groundwater flow field and low hydraulic gradient to avoid
acceleration of the ground water flow. The limitations aim to reduce
the probability that canisters contact with the fractures which with
the high groundwater flow. The Directions also state that the site
needs to be situated in an environment where the hydrological and
geological

conditions

are

not

detrimental

to

the

high

l evel

radioactive waste final disposal facility. Once the canisters and
groundwater come in contact with each other, the chemical
substances and

groundwater around the repository may not

influence the function of barriers seriously.
Therefore,

the

Atomic

En ergy

Council

requires

that

the

comprehensive effect of hydrological and geological conditions on
the EBS must be considered. The corrosion scenario generally
examines

the

groundwater

infiltration

mechanism

and

its

interaction with the EBS at a repository d uring the natural
evolution process in the K -area. The scenario is closely associated
with the FEPs datasets
5.7.2.1.1. Containment Safety as Part of the Corrosion Scenario
The canisters’ copper shell reduces the impact of corrosion
induced by the interaction of groundwater and canisters under the
long-term disposal conditions. As stated in Section 5.4, the
containment safety function Can1 means that the canisters serves as
a barrier against corrosion and requires that the copper shell
cannot be corroded through in order to ensure the containment
safety function. The buffer’s containment safety function Buff1
implies that the buffer should prevent advective transport and
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prevent the canisters from coming in contact with the potentially
corrosive substances in the groundwater. For this reason, the
analysis also needs to examine whether the geosphere offers R2
safety functions in the form of favorable hydrogeology and
transport conditions. Further issues include whether the geosphere
can continue to maintain R1, appropriate chemical conditions to
impede corrosion, once the canisters come in contact with the
groundwater. The answer to this question serves as an important
safety function indicator for the subsequent analysis. The important
factors to be considered for this safety function are the composition
and

characteristics

environment,

of

the

concentrations

groundwater,
of

harmful

including
substances

the

redox

and

the

prevention of chloride-assisted corrosion.
The processes involved in the analysis of the containment
potential for the corrosion scenario are shown in Figure 5-31. With
the presence of fractures in the surrounding rock intersecting
deposition holes, the groundwater can come in contact with the
buffer through the fractures and gradually erode the buffer in the
process. Buffer gradually loses its mass due to erosio n. As the
buffer mass loss reaches to a point that advective conditions occur
in the buffer, the EBS loses its function as an important secondary
containment barrier. Therefore, once the buffer reaches advective
conditions,

the

groundwater

directly

comes

in

contact

with

canisters, and this accelerates the copper shell corrosion of the
canisters. Once the thickness of the copper shell is completely
corroded, the canisters lose their containment safety function,
leading to infiltration of groundwater into the canisters and release
of radionuclides as a result.
Figure 5-32 shows the cross-section of the fractures located in
the surrounding rock near the dep osition tunnels and holes. There
are three pathways available for infiltration of groundwater to the
deposition holes (fractures Q1 to Q3). The main pathway is Q1
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through the buffer. The SNFD2017 report, in developing scenarios
for the reference case, only considers this pathway.
5.7.2.1.2. Radionuclide Transport and Retardation as a result of Canister Failure
by Corrosion
This section is a continuation of the discussion in the previous
section. The canister containment safety function indicator Can1.
refers to the canisters’ function as a barrier to corrosion. When the
safety function fails, it indicates that the groundwater, as part of
the corrosion process, has infiltrated the canister and obtained
access to the spent nuclear fuel, causing the radionuclide s in the
spent nuclear fuel to dissolve in groundwater. The radionuclides are
transported by the groundwater movement, passing the geosphere,
and eventually released to the biosphere. The paragraph describes
the radionuclide transport and retardation scena rio (see Figure
5-33). Development of this scenario must incorporate the safety
functions of each disposal component and be based on a model
analysis of the transport of radionuclides.
The containment safety under a corrosion scenario in the
reference case as adopted by the SNFD2017 report assumes that the
groundwater infiltration mainly occurs through Q1 fractures. With
respect to transport and retarda tion of radionuclides, the report
does not consider the groundwater movement through the backfill
and from EDZ to the geosphere (namely the Q2 and Q3 fractures).
5.7.2.1.3. Development of a Base Case and Variant cases
An examination of the flow field, composition an d other
characteristics of the groundwater is an integral part of the study of
a canister corrosion scenario. In a corrosion -based scenario, the
building of the hydrological and geological models of the fractured
rock, which are in turn used in the groundw ater flow field analysis,
is one of the crucial technologies for the safety assessment. The
field survey data show the composition of the groundwater. The
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base case of the corrosion scenario is therefore developed based on
the geological survey data for th e K-area as well as the reference
evolution processes as stated in Section 5.6. On the other hand, the
variant cases are developed to study the parameter conditions of
the hydrological and geological models of the fractured rock, to
explore the effects and consequences of the global warming an d
climate changes induced by the contemporary human actions on the
hydrological

geology

in

the

test

area,

and

to

examine

the

parameters including the sulfide content in the groundwater and
the groundwater flow rate as influencing factors that affect the
copper shell corrosion process.
Table 5-16Table 5-16 is a list of the cases developed for the
corrosion scenario. Section 9.2.1 of the SNFD2017 Technical
Support Report (3) provides an overview of the basic assumptions
and discourses about scenario development for each case analysis.
The results of the related quantitative study and the base scenario
are explained in Section 5.8.
5.7.2.2. Shear Scenario
For the purpose of avoiding the direct impact of large -scale
geologic processes on the repository, the regulations for Sites of
High Level Radioactive Waste Final Disposal Facility has several
restrictions for the repository site. The site shall not be situated in
an area where there are active faults or where the geological
conditions sufficiently compromise the safety of the repository. The
areas that are prone to landslides, subsidence and volcanic
activities shall be avoided. Location of a repository in an area
where the geologic structures show clear signs of crustal uplifts,
subsidence, folds or fault activities is pr ohibited.
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5.7.2.2.1.

Containment Safety as part of the Shear Scenario

Shear resistance is a requirement that must be considered at
the canister design stage. The canister shell is made of copper, a
material with great ductility to protect the structural integrity o f
the canisters under different long -term and short -term stress loads.
The iron insert inside the canisters provides the mechanical
support against the swelling pressure of the buffer as well as the
groundwater pressure. It also provides strength resisting the shear
induced by fracture offsets in a seismic event as well as any
expected external load. As stated in Section 5.4, the canisters’
containment safety function (Can3.) implies that the canister should
resist shear pressure and thus provides the prima ry safety function
to sustain potential displacement of fractures intersecting the
deposition holes. The buffer’s containment safety function (Buff3.)
also provides support against the shear displacement of the rock by
mitigating the destructive impact on the canisters induced by shea r
displacements. But the basic safety functions should also be
examined. It is important to study whether the geosphere provides
a mechanically stable environment (R3) to reduce the chance of
shear accompanying by the fracture slips and offsets in the area
surrounding deposition holes.
Figure 5-34 shows the structure of the safety assessment for the
shear load scenario. The analysis considers how well the shear
resistance of the canisters and the characteristics of buffer density
to reduces the shear displacement as well as the extent and velocity
of fracture slips in the geosphere. The main cause of shear process
in Taiwan is earthquake. An earthquake leads to the fracture
displacement in the geosphere, ensued by the application of
shearing force on the deposition holes. According to the safety
assessment

in

Swedish

SR -Site,

canisters

are

pessimistically

assessed to sustain up to 5 cm shear displacements of fractures
surrounding the deposition holes for shearing velocities up to 1
m/sec and buffer densities lower than 2,050 kg/m 3 . In the event
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that any of these conditions are violated, the canister’s containment
function is assumed to be failed. In shear load containment
calculation of SNFD2017, the researchers pessimistically assumed
that canisters is failed when the shear displacement of the fractures
surrounding the deposition holes is larger than 5 cm, thereby
causing the release of radionuclide.
However, measures can be taken at the engineering design
stage to prevent such incident. Deposition hole rejection criteria
can be developed based on the results of a seismic impact analysis
on the deposition holes to preserve the deposition holes with bette r
mechanical stability and to reduce the chance of having a shear
scenario. With respec t to the technical development, an earthquake
frequency study and a canister failure assessment provide a
quantitative look into the probabilities of a seismic -induced shear
scenario and its impact. The results provide great feedback to the
engineering design, which can be used to enhance the shear
resistance of the canisters.
5.7.2.2.2. Radionuclide Transport and Retardation in the Event of Canister Failure
in a Shear Scenario
When the seismic -induced shearing force causes damages to
the canisters to the point of fa ilure, the groundwater infiltrates into
the deposition holes and comes in contact with the spent nuclear
fuel, causing the release of radionuclide. Figure 5-33 shows the
radionuclide and retardation in such radionuclide transport and
retardation.
In the event that the canisters fail due to damages induced by
shear displacement, the buffer in its original form can still slow
down the groundwater infiltration and retard the release of
radionuclide, but the volume and performance of the buffer will be
altered due to the squeezing. Therefore, with respect to the
transport and retardation of radionuclide in the event of canister
failure due to shearing, the groundwater in the EBS infiltrates the
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damaged

canisters

by

means

of

diffusion

and

transports

radionuclides through the EBS to the geosphere also by means of
diffusion. Finally, the radionuclides are released back to the
biosphere, creating radiation hazards.
The safety functions and indicators relating to the transport
and retardation of radionuclides are explained in Section 5.4. The
development and analysis of the related biosphere scenarios are
discussed in Section 5.6.2.
5.7.2.2.3.

Development of the Base Case and Variant Cases

Taiwan is situated on the junction of the Eurasian Plate and the
Philippine Sea Plate along the Circum -Pacific seismic and volcanic
zone. The island is a typical example of an island created as a result
of the plate clashes on the periphery of a continent. Earthquakes
are frequent in this area, being the main cause of potential canister
failure due to damages from shear displacements. For the purpose
of reducing the seismic impacts and ensuring the safety of the
repository, areas with active faults and similar geologic conditions
that can compromise the safety of the repository are excluded from
the potential site list. Shear resistance specifications are also
incorporated into the engineering design. In the discussio n of the
shear scenario as provided in Section 5.7.2.2, the researchers take
the K-area as an example to conduct the seismic frequency analysis
and the seismic risk analysis of the repository over the long -term
evolution process. Quantitative analysis data are presented to
ensure the safety of the repository.
The circumstantial design in the shear scenario as provided in
Section 5.7.2.2 entails assumptions about the earthquake frequency
and magnitude. These assumed data are much more conservative
than the survey data and statistical data from the K-area. Therefore,
the variant cases analysis does not further examine the hypothetical
conditions.

An

earthquake,

in

addition

to

causing

shear

displacement that affects the integrity of canisters, may also
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damage the EBS

and compromise its ability to contain the

groundwater and retard the transport of radionuclides. Therefore,
the combined effect of seismic -induced shear displacement on the
transportability of radionuclides and the effect of the alteration in
far-field fracture conditions caused by seismic -induced shear
displacement are both studied in variant cases.
Table 5-17 is a list of the base case and variant cases analyses
based on the shear load scenario. The description of the basic
assumptions and scenario development of respective analysis cases
are provided in Section 9.2.2 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support
Report (3). The results of the related quant itative analyses and the
base scenario will be explained in Section 5.8. .
5.7.2.3. Isostatic Pressure Load Scenario
The FEPs analysis and the conclusion about the evolution of
rock mechanics provided in Section 5.6.5 both agree that no glacier
exists in the K -area in the remaining glacial period. In contrast to
Scandinavian countries, Taiwan does not need to consider the effect
of the load as applied by the weight of ice sheets. The rock
mechanics in the K -area during the remaining glacial period do not
differ much from the initial conditions. It is unlikely that the safety
functions and indicators relating to isostatic pressure will fail. In
this stage, the quantitative analyses focused on the corrosion
scenario and shear load scenario. Further researches for the issues
related to isostatic load will be conducted in the next stage.
5.7.3. Disturbance Scenarios
As an integral part to the scenario development procedure, the
FEPs analysis identifies the factors that, once present, affect the
repository system, and to what degree. The course of development
that results from the factors’ interference in the evolution of the
repository is the topic of discussion in a disturbance scenario. The
disturbance scenarios can be divided by the cause of per turbation
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into

two

categories:

natural

phenomenon

and

anthropogenic

phenomenon (Wu L. H. 2005).
(1) Natural Phenomenon
(a) Global change: the changes in the earth orbit, ice cap
expansion, sea level, temperature and rainfall, vegetation,
glaciers, hydrological environment and the biosphere.
Meteor

impacts

and

the

greenhouse

effect

are

also

included in this category.
(b) Geological

evolution:

crustal

activity,

land

uplift/subsidence, seismic activities (reactivation of faults
or creation of new faults) and volcanic activity.
(c) Geological uncertainties: Most geological uncertainties are
related to natural factors, including u nidentified geological
characteristics.
(2) Anthropogenic phenomenon:
Abandoned and unclosed repository, ramp or shaft sealing
failure, disposal container failure, unintended human intrusion,
intended human intrusion, wars, et cetera.
According to Sectio n 5.3.1 Development of Features, Events and
Processes

(FEPs)

and

Section

5.6.1

Evolution

of

External

Conditions, the geologically environmental conditions or natural
phenomena in Taiwan are divided into climate -related issues,
large-scale geological proces ses and future human actions for the
purpose of studying the natural factors as interference to the
long-term safety functions of the repository. Please refer to Section
5.9 for the assumptions and quantitative analyses of the related
scenarios.
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Table 5-16：Summary of the base case and variant cases for corrosion scenario
Categories
No.
Descriptions
The case using geological survey data at K-area
Base case
Case 1
and considering the maximum [HS-] at 500 m
depth
Generally, both fracture frequency and
permeability decrease with depth. To test the
sensitivity of flow and transport to a step
Case 2
change, this case is run where the hydraulic
conductivity below -700 m is reduced to 10 2
m/s
Dykes are generally believed to be of lower
permeability than the surrounding rock. This
variant case is run where the conductivity is
Case 3
lowered by one order of magnitude to 10 2
m/s.
Impact of
This case is a combination of the cases 2 and 3
Hydro-DFN
above. Both the hydraulic conductivity below
Case 4
model
-700 m and dykes are reduced to 10 2 m/s.
setting
Given the location of the K-area in close
proximity to mainland China, it may be
assumed that a regional gradient could
Case 5
influence local flow conditions. The regional
gradient variant analyses the effect of adding a
regional gradient of approximately 1% in the
NNW-SSE direction.
The DFN model is inherently uncertain due to
its stochastic nature. Running multiple
Case 6
realizations of the DFN and flow simulations is
a means to quantify this uncertainty.
Global
Considering the human caused global warming
Case 7
warming
and its impact on the safety assessment.
[HS-] concentration is the key parameter that
Impact of
influence the copper corrosion. This case is to
groundwater Case 8
discuss the impact of [HS-] on corrosion process
composition
using [HS-] at Forsmark site.
Flow velocity is the main parameter that
Impact of
influence the copper corrosion. Considering the
groundwater Case 9
data uncertainty from geological survey. This
flow
case using the flow data at Forsmark site to
discuss its impact on safety assessment.
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Table 5-17：Summary of base cases and variant cases for shear load scenario
Categories
No.
Descriptions
According to the Geological survey of TaiWuShan
fault in K-area, the data shows an earthquake has
occurred in the past 60 million years.
Conservatively assuming that the earthquake will
Case 1
happen once in one million years.
Failure time：early failure (Canister failure time:
between 1st year and 1,000th year after the
repository closure)
Conservatively assume that the earthquake will
happen once in one million years.
Base cases
Failure time：mid-term failure (Canister failure
Case 2
time: between 1,001st year and 100,000th year
after the repository closure)
Conservatively assume that the earthquake will
happen once in one million years.
Failure time：late-term failure (Canister failure
Case 3
time: Canister failure time: between 100,001st
year and 1,000,000th year after the repository
closure)
Combinations
Discuss the effect of initial advective conditions in
of analysed Case 4
buffer based on Case 1.
scenarios
Discuss the effect of initial advective conditions in
Case 5
buffer based on Case 2.
Case 6

Case 7

Uncertainty
of the
retention in
the far-field

Case 8

Case 9

Discuss the effect of initial advective conditions in
buffer based on Case 3.
Discuss the influence of earthquake on fracture in
host rock. Assume that the flow rate at the
far-field ten times larger than current state and to
analyze the impact of nuclide transport based on
Case 1.
Discuss the influence of earthquake on fracture in
host rock. Assume that the flow rate at the
far-field ten times larger than current state and to
analyze the impact of nuclide transport based on
Case 2.
Discuss the influence of earthquake on fracture in
host rock. Assume that the flow rate at the
far-field ten times larger than current state and to
analyze the impact of nuclide transport based on
Case 3.
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Figure 5-30：Selection of main scenarios and related safety function and
indicators
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Figure 5-31：The structure of containment for corrosion scenario
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Figure 5-32：Illustration of the near field and detail of its model
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Figure 5-33：The structure of radionuclide transport and retardation
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Figure 5-34：The structure of shear load scenario
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5.8. Quantitative Analyses of Main Scenario
In this section, the base case and variant cases derived from
the main scenario as established in Section 5.7 undergo the
quantitative calculations for the purpose of the safety assessment.
The cases derived from the corrosion scenario th at have been the
subjects of a quantitative analysis are provided in Table 5-16. The
cases under the shear scenario are provided in Table 5-17.
5.8.1. Safety Assessment Model Flow Chart
5.8.1.1. Assessment Modeling Flow for the Corrosion Scenario
A corrosion scenario assessment modeling flow (AMF), as
shown in Figure 5-37, is completed based on the consolidated
information of the conclusions about the reference evolution
processes, as discussed in Section 5.6 , and the containment safety
structure under the corrosion base scenario as illustrated in Section
5.7.2 (such as Figure 5-31). The corrosion scenario assessment
modeling flows ( Figure 5-37) are elaborated in detail by the
corresponding evolution processes.
5.8.1.1.1. Design of the repository layout and thermal dimensioning of the
repository
To ensure that the groundwater is properly conf ined, the
design of the repository layout must be taken this issue into
consideration. The engineering design of the repository includes the
design specifications for canisters, buffer, EBS layout, backfill and
sealing, underground facilities, surface faci lities, access tunnels and
deposition holes.
In designing the repository layout, the designer considers the
influencing factors including the number of waste canisters to be
disposed of in Taiwan, decay heat and earthquakes to determine the
spacing, location, quantity and range of deposition holes. The
domestic spent nuclear fuel data that forms the backbone of the
design covers the design data of the fuel assemblies used in the
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domestic power plants and the actual operation processes at the
local power plants. The ORIGEN-S software program is used to
calculate the heat decay of the spent nuclear fuel and the
characteristics of radionuclides. As for the layout design, the
FLAC3D program is adopted to analyze the thermal impact in
relation to spacing between deposition holes.
5.8.1.1.2. Groundwater Flow Field Characteristics and the EBS Evolution Process
A repository is placed in the temporal and spatial landscape of
the long-term disposal. After the closure of the repository, the
capillarity process in the buffer prov ides a mean through which the
groundwater infiltrates, thereby causing the unsaturated buffer to
slowly become saturated. Once the buffer reaches and stays in the
saturation state, the continuous infiltration of groundwater is
assume to lead to buffer eros ion and mass loss. The evolution of
buffer and backfill is discussed in Section 5.67. Once 1,200
kilograms of buffer mass are lost to erosion, the buffer reaches
advective conditions. As discussed in Section 5.6.7, the researchers
use the erosion estimatio n equation provided in the SKB TR -10-66
report to calculate the buffer erosion rate. Furthermore, accordin g
to Section 5.6.4 Evolution of Hydrological Evolution, a discrete
fracture network (DFN) is built using the DarcyTools software
program; the research ers also use the upscaling method to generate
equivalent continuum porous media (ECPM) models to study the
flow characteristics in the repository.
5.8.1.1.3. Corrosive Substances and the Canister Evolution Process
According to the discussions offered in Section 5.6. 8 Canister
Evolution, sulfide is the main source of residual corrosive agents
that exist in the disposal facility when the internal environment
reaches anoxic conditions after the repository is closed. The
potential sources of sulfide originate from pyrite s that exist in the
buffer and backfill, the sulfide generated by the microbial sulfate
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reduction, or the sulfur content in the groundwater. As discussed in
Section 5.6.8, the researchers use the estimation equation provided
in the SKB TR -10-66 Report to calculate the copper corrosion rate.
The primary variables in the calculation are the groundwater
composition and groundwater flow rate. The estimation considers
the flow rate of the groundwater in the fractures intersecting with
the deposition holes as wel l as the sulfide concentration in the
groundwater of the K -area. The groundwater flow rate can be found
by using the DarcyTools to build a continuum porous media (CPM)
model. The sulfide concentration is calculated based on the ion
concentrations as part o f the geological survey data listed in the
Reference Case Table 2 (see Appendix B).
5.8.1.1.4. Release and Transport of Radionuclides and Estimation of Radiation
Dose in the Biosphere
The researchers conduct an integrated safety assessment on
the release and transpo rt of radionuclides and its effect on the
biosphere using GoldSim as shown in Figure 5-35. In a corrosion
scenario, the copper corrosion analysis based

on the safety

functions and indicators of the canisters allows the researchers to
quantify the number and timing of corrosion -induced canister
failures over a period of one million years. The researchers also
conduct simulation of post -failure transport of radionuclides. The
GoldSim program is utilized again to calculate the release of
radionuclides. The program has a built -in Monto Carlo method that
allows dynamic and probabilistic sampling. Combined with the
contaminant transport module, the program simu lates the release of
radionuclides from the spent nuclear fuel through the transport and
retardation mechanisms in the EBS and the geosphere in order to
calculate

the

rate

of

radionuclide

release

to

the

geosphere-biosphere interface (GBI). Also combined wi th the
biosphere dose conversion factors (BDCFs), the researchers are
able to calculate the annual effective exposure dose of the exposed
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groups. The parameters or data needed for this estimation include
the radionuclide inventory in the spent nuclear fuel waste, number
of canisters, transport pathways in the discrete fracture network
and

other

basic

parameters.

Among

these,

the

radionuclide

inventory in the spent nuclear fuel waste can be calculated using
ORIGEN-S; the quantity and time of canister failure s are based on
the estimates provided in Section 5.8.2. As for the transport
pathways in the discrete fracture network, the researchers use
DarcyTools to calculate the GBIs, transport pathways and velocities.
Please also refer to Section 5.5 for other basi c parameters. As for
the biosphere dose conversion factors, the researchers use AMBER,
a

mathematical

modelling

software

application

to

build

a

conceptual biosphere model according to Section 5.6.2.
5.8.1.2. Assessment Model Flow chart for Shear Load Scenario
A shear scenario safety assessment model flow chart is
established based on an integrated look into the discourse from the
conclusions about reference evolution processes as included in
Section 5.6 and the containment safety structure (see Figure 5-34)
as part of the shear scenario discussion in Section 5.8.2.2. Figure
5-38 is the AMF on the subject matter of shear scenario. The
following section focuses on elaboration of the details of Figure
5-38 based on the evolution processes.
5.8.1.2.1. Shear-Resistant Engineering Design of the Repository
As part of the engineering design requirements, the repository
shall meet specifications in terms of canisters, buffer, EBS lay out,
backfill and sealing, underground facilities, surface facilities and
deposition holes in order to ensure that the EBS system in the
repository delivers satisfactory performance in its containment
safety functions.
The shear resistant engineering desig n of the repository, in
terms of the disposal concept adopted in the reference case, can be
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elaborated from two aspects: the waste canisters and the repository
layout. The combination of a canister and the buffer as a shear
resistant

design

can

resist

shea r

movements

in

fractures

intersecting from any angles and position insofar as the shearing
velocity is within 1 m/s and the displacement less than 5 cm.
Please refer to the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (2),
Chapter 3 Design Procedures and Section 5.6 Repository Design, for
detailed repository engineering design data.
5.8.1.2.2. Quantification of Seismic Shear-Induced Canister Failure
In a shear scenario, earthquake -induced shear displacement of
a deposition hole causes damages on a canister. The following
approaches are available to estimate the epected probability of
canisters that fail due to seismic shear:
(1) Estimate the earthqua ke frequency according to the geological
survey.
(2) Follow the earthquake simulation study included in the
Swedish SKB TR-08-11 Report (SKB, 2010l, p120) and calculate
the relations among the fracture displacement, fracture radius,
earthquake magnitude, fracture altitude and distance that
occur as a result of a single seismic event given a specific
magnitude (M7.5).
(3) Use the 3DEC simulation modelling program to analyze the
number of canister failures as a result of the seismic shear.
Multiple DFN-based realizations allow the researchers to
assess the expected probability of canister failure s based on
the size of the fractures and the distance to the faults. The
researchers also uses a statistical approach to analyze the few
deposition holes that are pr one to fracture displacements of
more than 5 cm, find the average number and calculate the
expected probability of canister failure s induced by the seismic
shear.
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5.8.1.2.3. Release and Transport of Radionuclides and the Estimation of the
Radiation Dose in the Biosphere
As shown in Figure 5-35, the researchers conduct the analysis
of the release and transport of radionuclide and the estimation of
the radiation dose in the biosphere under a shear scenario also by
utilizing the Monte Carlo method built in the simulation modelling
software application GoldSim. Please refer to Section 5.5 for the
near-field transport-related parameters and data, including the
solubility of individual key radionuclides, transient release rate,
radionucli de inventory, solubility of the spent nuclear fuel matrix,
geometrical conditions of the buffer, density and the K d values of
radionuclides.
However, the assessment technologies for an analysis of the
seismic

impact

on

the

far -field

rock

fractures

and

flow

characteristics are still under development. Therefore, the initial
fracture conditions and flow characteristics remain constant in the
reference case adopted in the SNFD2017 report. The researchers
also use the variant cases to conduct an uncertainty ana lysis of the
seismic impact on the far -field rock fractures. As for the far -field
flow characteristics, the researchers choose to follow the same
pattern as in the corrosion scenario and use DarcyTools to calculate
the GBIs, transport pathways and velociti es.
With respect to the biosphere dose conversion factors, as
stated in Section 5.6.2, a conceptual biosphere model is built using
AMBER, a software application.
5.8.2. Containment Safety Failure Analysis
5.8.2.1. Containment Safety Failure under the Corrosion Scenario
This

section

explains

the

results

of

the

quantitative

containment safety failure analysis based on the corrosion scenario
safety assessment model flow established in Section 5.8.1.1.
Figure 5-39 shows the corrosion assessment flow as provided in
Section 5.1.1 Corrosion -resistant Functions in SNFD2017 Technical
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Support

Report

(2).

The

figure

lists

the

primary

corrosion

processes that occur in a repository environment. The processes are
categorized

into

limited

corrosion

and

long -term

corrosion.

Radiolysis of air and water, as well as the oxidation process
facilitated by the oxygen content in the atmospheric air that exists
in the repository prior to the clo sure, are considered limited
corrosion as the processes are temporary. Once the repository
reaches the anoxic conditions, the primary source of corrosive
agents is the groundwater that continuously carries corrosive
substances to the surface of the caniste rs by means of infiltration or
advection. The process is deemed a long -term corrosion process.
For limited corrosion processes, the researchers estimate the
total quantity of the corrosive agents that lead to canister reactions,
and then calculate the chem ical mass balance to find the corrosion
thickness. On the other hand, for long -term corrosion processes, the
researchers consider two scenarios, one with intact buffer and the
other with eroded buffer, to find the corrosion rate. The corrosion
assessment flow allows the researchers to calculate all corrosion
thicknesses throughout the limited corrosion processes, thereb y
finding the remaining thickness of the canister copper shell upon
completion of the limited corrosion process. The next step is to use
the corrosion rate of the long -term process to estimate the failure
time for individual canisters.
5.8.2.1.1. Limited Corrosion Processes
The results of the limited corrosion process put forward in the
SNFD2017 Report reference case as an example are provided
inTable 5-18 Section 9.2.1 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support
Report (3) covers the calculation of the corrosion process in great
detail. The total corrosion thi ckness will be less than 1mm
according to the estimation. Based on the assumption that the total
corrosion resulting from the limited corrosion process happens
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within one million years after the disposal, it is possible to
conclude that the remaining coppe r shell thickness is 49mm.
The sum of total corrosion as a result of the limited processes
amounts to less than one millimeter in thickness. For this reason,
the researchers, in considering the long -term corrosion facilitated
by the groundwater, only incor porates the error that occurs in the
copper shell production process and conservatively assumes that
the remaining copper shell thickness is 47 mm. In addition, the
maximum sulfur ion concentration in the groundwater that exists in
the K-area is 5.37 × 10 - 6 mol/L. With a simulation of hydrogeology
in the K-area, the researchers find that deposition hole #DH-631
has the greatest Darcy flux, meaning that canister failure by
corrosion is most likely to happen in this hole. Given the intentional
exclusion of the effect of buffer erosion, the corrosion thickness of
the canister emplaced in this deposition hol e, protected with the
undamaged buffer for a period of a million years, is only 0.00936
mm. It is possible to conclude that, given complete protection with
the undamaged buffer, canister failures are unlikely to occur even
for a period as long as one milli on years.
5.8.2.1.2. Long-term Corrosion Processes
When groundwater with low contents of cations reaches the
buffer, advective conditions in the deposition hole occurs only when
there is a loss of buffer through erosion, and the geometry of the
copper shell corrosion process becomes uncertain and prone to
change over time. A quantitative assessment of the conditions is
therefore challenging. In this section, the researchers present a
calculation case based on a conservati ve geometrical condition. In
addition, a sensitivity analysis is also conducted based on an
extremely conservative geometrical condition.
The analysis begins with the assumptions that half of surface
area of the side of a canister comes in contact with the groundwater
and that the contact area does not change over time, as shown in
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Figure 5-40. The copper corrosion by groundwater occurs along the
radial direction. Based on the assumption that all sulfides that come
in contact with the canisters’ surface undergo corrosion process in
this area, it is possible to conclude that the smaller the corroded
area, the faster the corrosion rate. In a corrosion scena rio, the
geometrical condition adopted for the purpose of calculation is the
corroded area in a generally conservative estimation because the
extremely conservative conditions are unrealistic and excessively
conservative.
Given advective conditions that re sult from the buffer erosion,
the researchers conduct a simulation of the hydrogeology in the test
area to find the Darcy flux and transmissivity in individual
deposition holes. The total cation concentration in the groundwater
is an important factor in ca lculations relating to buffer erosion. The
low-salinity groundwater conditions are conducive to the formation
of colloids, the release of which leads to the loss of montmorillonite
mass in the buffer. The total cation concentration is calculated
based on t he groundwater sample data as provided in the Reference
Case Table 2 (see Appendix B) with the assumption that the
groundwater salinity remains constant over time. According to the
discussion provided in Section 5.6.7 Evolution of the Buffer and
Backfill, the buffer reaches advective conditions when it loses 1,200
kilogram of mass. The researchers use the erosion estimation
equation as provided in Section 5.6 to calculate the buffer erosion
rate,

and

then

substitute

the

variables

with

flow -relate d

parameters, including the groundwater flowrate and fracture
aperture, calculated based on the field data.
Given the advective conditions in the buffer, the researchers
use the erosion estimation equation to perform calculations relating
to the copper shell corrosio n. The calculation considers the
groundwater flowrate through the fractures that intersect with the
deposition holes, as well as the in -situ sulfide concentration in the
K-area. Among the two, the groundwater flow rate is calculated
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based on a corrosion es timate equation with the parameters
generated by a flow model. The sulfide concentration is calculated
based on the ion concentration found in the field sample as
provided in Reference Case Table 2.
It is possible to calculate the erosion time, corrosion t ime and
service life of every individual canister. Please see Table 5-19 for
the results. According to the table, the five canisters with the
shortest service lives in all deposition holes have a service life of
more than one million years. It is therefore possible to conclude
that canister failure is unlikely to occur during this period given
these conditions.
5.8.2.2. Containment Safety Failure Analysis as part of the Shear Scenario
The canister design, the quality of production, non -destructive
testing (NDT) and buffer behavior are the factors that determine
whether the iron lining can resist shear as needed. A slide occurs in
the natural fractures that inter sect with deposition holes, causing
the shear to transmit through the buffer and reach the canisters,
which thereby bear the shear stress. The buffer density affects the
efficiency of the transmission and must be assessed for this reason.
Deposition holes that intersect with fractures of specific sizes may
generate shear, but the generation depends on the characteristics of
the fracture network in the rock. Furthermore, a risk assessment of
major earthquakes that occur during the assessment period is also
required.
5.8.2.2.1. Earthquake Frequency Analysis
The greatest uncertainty lies in the earthquake frequency
analysis. Take the K -area as an example. The geological survey data
shows that TaiwuShan Fault is an inactive fault. The last activit y
occurred about 60 milli on years ago from this date. The researchers
conservatively assume that, throughout the period up to one million
years from now, one earthquake will occur in TaiwuShan Fault,
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meaning that the expected frequency of TaiwuShan Fault is 1 × 10 - 6
yr - 1 .
5.8.2.2.2. Simulation Analysis on Seismic Damages
A seismic simulation analysis shows the relation between the
fracture

displacement, fracture radius, earthquake magnitude,

fracture potential and distance induced by one single seismic event.
The

study

assumes that

a

canister

fails

when the

fracture

individual

fracture

displacement is greater than 5 cm.
It

is

conservatively

assumed

that

displacements move to the same direction. Given this condition, the
accumulative fracture shear displacement induced by multiple
earthquake events can potentially exceed 5 cm, and the radius of
the fractures that must be avoided by the deposition holes also
reduce. Based on the conservative assumption and simplification
that the rock is of an elastic body, the radius of the fractures that
must be avoided in n number of seismic events is 1/n of a single
seismic event. Note that, there are no studies that have evaluated
the slip behavior on such small fractures . Additionally, small
fracture with small slip perhaps will not affect the canister thr ough
bentonite, and in terms of accumulative shear displacement in long
time the adaptability of bentonite have not been discussed.
5.8.2.2.3. Canister Failure Analysis
The success of the application of FPC and EFPC failure criteria
on the deposition holes for the p urpose of avoiding intersecting
with

the

major

fractures

determines

the

final

number

of

shear-induced canister failures. According to studies, the EFPC
deposition hole rejection criterion allows effective identification of
the key structures, and the cruci al canister location is effectively
identified at a rate as high as 97% (Munier, 2010). A seismic impact
assessment is conducted on the locations where no fracture is
detected. However, the EFPC criterion simulates only idealized
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fractures (infinitely thin circular discs) while most fractures in
reality do not resemble that look (cannot be represented solely by
the fracture size). Therefore, the number of canister failures is
likely to be lower than the estimate as provided in the analysis.
In assessing the K-area as a reference case, the researchers
adopt the reference deposition hole layout as presented in Section
5.6.3.1 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (2). According to
the reference deposition hole layout, the nearest distance between
disposal facilities and TaiwuShan Fault is 350 m. There is a total of
22 deposition holes located within the range between 200 m and
400 m to TaiwuShan Fault. A total of 291 deposition holes is located
within the range that is 400 m to 600 m in distance from TaiwuSh an
Fault. Please refer to Figure 5-24 for the distribution of these
deposition holes. A total of 2,415 deposition holes with a required
radius of greater than 225 m are located more than 600 m from the
fault. According to the studies ( SKB, 2011, p472), the fracture with
a radius greater than 225 m can be safely detected during the
geological survey. These fractures can be easily avoided when
designing the deposition holes without being affected by the
earthquake -induced fracture displacement.
According to the conceptual geological model (see Appendix B)
as provided in the Reference Case Table 2 as part of the SNFD2017
Report, the surface lineament of Taiw uShan Fault is greater than 5
km. The radii of the fractures that undergo a displacement of more
than 5 cm in a single earthquake are listed in Table 5-10. With the
range that is 200 to 400 m away from the fault, the smallest radius
of the fractures to be avoided is 125 m. With the range that is 400
to 600 m away from the fault, the smallest radius of the fractures to
be avoided is 160 m. In the case of the reference case, there are a
total of 2,728 deposition holes in the reference repository layout.
Through the failure criteria, 7% of the deposition holes are
screened and disqualified from use.
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Although the hole rejection criteria are applied in the re ference
repository layout, a few deposition holes are still vulnerable to a
fracture displacement of more than 5 cm. A realization of these
fractures is made possible with multiple DFN modelling and an
assumed earthquake frequency as put forward in Section 5.8.2.2.1,
allowing a probability analysis on the seismic risk of these
deposition holes based on their fracture sizes and distance to the
fault. A statistical analysis allows the researchers to find the
average number of deposition holes that are vulnera ble to a
fracture displacement of more than 5 cm and thereby to calculate
the probability of shear -induced canister failures in the repository
as a result of a seismic event. The results are shown in Figure 5-41.
5.8.3. Radionuclide Transport and Radiation Dose Analysis
As stated in Section 5.8.1.1.4 and Section 5.8.1.2.3, the
researchers use GoldSim to conduct an integrated safety assessment
of the release and transport of radionuclides and the safety of the
biosphere. In the reference case adopted in the SNFD2017 report ,
the near-field data includes radionuclide inventory, parameters
relating to different types of radionuclides and material, canister
failure modes and buffer material specifications. Among these, the
radionuclide inventory, solubility limits of different

types of

radionuclides, instantaneous release of radionuclides and the
radionuclide distribution coefficients in the buffer and backfill are
identical to the description provided in Chapter 5.5. The canister
simulation

analysis

in

Chapter

5.5.1.

adopts

the

average

radionuclide inventory calculated based on the weighted canisters
to estimate the radionuclide release rate. The researchers conduct a
conservative assessment of a shear scenario that begins with a
canister failure and water infiltration into the canister. Assume that
the transport of radionuclide initiates in 100 years after the
canister failure and that the corrosion scenario begins with the
transport of radionuclides immediately upon the canister failure
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(SKB, 2010c, p135). In 100 years, radionu clides from some of the
spent nuclear fuel matrix instantly dissolve in water. Radionuclides
in the remaining spent nuclear fuel continue to dissolve at the spent
fuel matrix dissolution rate of 1× 10 - 7 yr - 1 . With respect to the
simulation modelling of the buffer, only the shear scenario is
simulated. As the hydraulic conductivity of the buffer is extremely
small when the buffer is performing its normal functions, the main
radionuclide

transport

mechanism

in

the

buffer

is

through

diffusion. Furthermore, base d on the above assumptions, the total
thickness of the simulated buffer is 25 cm. In addition, for the
purpose

of

ensuring

simulation

accuracy

and

efficiency,

the

researchers divide the buffer into six zones for simulation in
GoldSim. The transport of radi onuclides takes place in the form of
radial particle diffusion in the buffer. Radionuclides pass through
the saturated buffer and reach the Q1 buffer/host rock interface
(see Figure 5-32). The radionuclides, during its passage through the
buffer, are adsorbed to the buffer to a varying degree depending on
the characteristics of individual radionuclides. The adsorption
process can be calculated based on the distribution coefficients of
the radionuclides.
The equivalent flowrate (Q e q ) is estimated based on the Darcy
flux (U, [m/yr]) calculated by the DarcyTools flow simulation
program. In this flow model, some large fractures with water flow
were

considere d

in

containment

analysis

and

radionuclide

transport calculation. There are only 4.88% of the deposition holes
intersected with water bearing fractures providing flow parameter
values.
However, in a corrosion scenario, the buffer is eroded prior to
the

copper

radionuclide

shell

corrosion

transport

and

model

failure.

therefore

The

corresponding

excludes

the

buffer

simulation and only considers the far -field transport processes.
In studying the transport of radionuclides in the host rock, the
length of the far-field pathways, transport rate, dispersion rate and
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the

retardation

process

in

the

rock

matrix

diffusion

zone

surrounding the fractures must be considered. The radionuclides
are

transported

through

groundwater-bearing

the

layers.

discharge

The

transport

locations

to

pathways

can

the
be

simulated and numerically modelled using the DarcyTools flow
simulation software application. The reference case, based on the
flow model and geological parameters in the K -area, has boundary
and initial conditions configur ed according to the field groundwater
characteristics.

The

researchers employ the particle

tracking

method to analyze the potential pathways connecting the source
and the sink. The far -field area begins in the periphery of the
near-field. If the end point of the particle track reaches the
biosphere, it will be regarded as a release point of far -field. The
particle tracking method allows the researchers to identify several
pathways, as shown in Figure 5-42(Left). The areas studied with the
discrete fracture networks and equivalent porous media simulation
include the R1 rock in the periphery of the repository, D7 diabase
dyke, TaiwuShan Fault (F1) and TaiwuShan Branch Fault (F2). In
the

figure,

2b

denotes

the

fracture

aperture.

In

GoldSim

calculations, the groundwater flow moves through the flat fractures.
The movement is accompanied by longitudinal dispersion. As for the
transport

of

radionuclides,

pro cesses

including

advection,

dispersion, diffusion of rock matrix surrounding the fractures,
adsorption as well as the decay and breeding of radionuclides must
be considered. The radionuclides can be adsorbed either to the wall
surface of the fractures or b y the pores in the host rock through the
diffusion

mechanism.

Absorption,

particle

diffusion

and

longitudinal dispersion are important retardation mechanisms that
contribute to the reduction of peak radionuclide concentrations. For
the current stage, the r esearchers use the flow modelling software
application to analyze the fractures that intersect with any one of
the deposition holes and connect with the fractures through which
the far-field water flow moves, thereby tracking the pathways of
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particle transport all the way to the end point of far -field. The
researchers, by inputting the flow -related parameters along the
radionuclide migration pathways into GoldSim for analysis, find the
far-field radionuclide release rate.
Figure 5-42(Right) shows the conceptual geometrical model of
the radionuclide transport through the flat fractures. The figure is
an illustration of one half of a fracture while b is on e side of the
fracture space. Hence, in the figure, b denotes fracture space while l
denotes matrix diffusion zone. L is the length of transport in the
fracture (namely the transport distance of radionuclides in the
fracture). x is the location of the dire ction of the groundwater
advection.
The

following

assumptions

are

established

for

the

one-dimensional fracture transport model:
(1) The radionuclide concentration has reached the equilibrium
when the radionuclides pass through the near -field EBS system.
For this reason, the fracture transport model excludes the
solubility limit of radionuclides from consideration.
(2) The groundwater flow through the fracture is one -dimensional
water flow originating in the deposition hole and moving
towards the biosphere.
(3) Radionuclides can be sorbed either to the wall surface of the
fracture or in the pores of the host matrix through diffusion.
(4) The fracture transport model considers linear equilibrium
adsorption processes.
(5) The diffusion of radionuclides in th e host rock only occurs to
the rock matrix through the fracture wall perpendicular to the
flow direction.
With respect to the biosphere dose conversion factors (BDCFs),
the researchers adopt the conceptual biosphere model developed in
Section 5.6.2 to simulate the BDCFs during different climatic
periods.
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Table 5-8 shows the BDCFs of three different climatic periods
(warm period, glacial period and gl obal warming period) given the
constant release of 34 types of radionuclides. Table 5-9 shows the
estimated datasets of BDCFs for pulse releases.
5.8.3.1. Corrosion Scenario Case Analysis Results
In Section 5.7.2.1, the researchers aim to develop base case and
variant

cases

important

of

factors

groundwater

the

corrosion

including

composition.

scenario

groundwater
Table
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by
flow

considering
field

introduces

and
the

the
the
cases

developed for analysis. This section, as a continuation of Section
5.8.1.1 Assessment model flow for the Corrosion Scenario, explains
the results of the case analyses .
Case 1 is the base case for the corrosion scenario. Case 2 to
Case 6 are variant cases that explore the effect of the variables of
the hydrological and geological model of a fractured rock on the
safety assessment. Table 5-21 is the parameters adopted for the
hydrological and geological model of the fractured rock, allowing
the researchers to study their effect on the service life of a canister.
The purpose of the effect study is to allow the researchers to
confirm that the estimated service lives of the canisters all stretch
beyond the one -million-year time -scale. It also means that the
engineering design of the waste canister effectively ensures the
performance of the canisters to fulfill the corrosion resistance and
containment safety functions. Case 2 to Case 5 adopt a fracture
distribution identical to the one used in Case 1 base case. The only
variation is the hydraulic conductivity or hydraulic gr adient in
some parts of the internal rock structure. It is possible to conclude
from the analyses of Case 2 to Case 4 that the decrease in the
hydraulic conductivity in the deep rock and dyke has an impact on
the groundwater flow field. When some parts of the internal
structure of the rock become less permeable due to the decrease in
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hydraulic

conductivity,

the

flow

rate

of

the

groundwater

surrounding the deposition holes increases while the canister
failure time shortens. Case 5 assumes that, with the effe ct of the
changes in the local flow fields in other areas, there is an increase
of hydraulic gradient by 1% in the NNW -SSE direction of the K -area.
The result shows that an increase in the regional hydraulic gradient
similarly affects the groundwater flow field, increases the flow field
surrounding the deposition holes and accelerates the canister
failure process by a small margin. The table includes data of the five
canisters with the earliest failure time. As evident in these data, the
numbers that indica te individual deposition holes with intersecting
fractures do not vary much from case to case, demonstrating that
the presence of fractures in a deposition hole is the primary factor
that

determines the safety of the canisters.

This aspect of

repository sa fety can be enhanced with the application of proper
engineering

design

and

the

development

of

deposition

hole

exclusion criteria. Case 6 shares the same boundary conditions but
re-generate the hydrological and geological models with different
fracture network distribution patterns. The numbers that indicate
the five deposition holes with the greatest groundwater flow rates
as well as the groundwater flow rate data make it evident that there
is a wide discrepancy in the numerical calculation results based on
the discrete fracture network models. The researchers shall conduct
a field verification by comparing the data generated from the flow
simulation model to the information in field in order to confirm that
the flow model indeed represents the conditions in the field. The
subsequent analysis as part of the safety assessment is meaningful
only with the verification.
Case 7 studies the effect of the sea level rise as a result of the
global warming on the repository. The discussion in Section
9.2.1.3.7 of Techn ical Report (3) concludes that the impact of the
global warming is most prominent in the surface facilities but does
not directly affect the underground disposal facilities in the deep
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geological repository. Section 5.9.1 offers a discussion of the
disturbance scenario alluding to the cases of the global warming
with the most extreme conditions.
Variant Case 8 examines the [HS - ] concentrations in Taiwan and
other international repository sites. The researchers use the
conditions in the base case as a baseline for comparison to analyze
the effect of [HS - ] concentration on the corrosion scenario. The
[HS - ]

concentrations

are

taken

from

the

range

of

[HS - ]

concentrations provided by the Swedish Forsmark site (see Table
5-22). Table 5-24 lists the calculations of the erosion time,
corrosion time and se rvice lives of five waste canisters with the
shorter service lives. The calculation results show that, given the
greatest [HS - ] concentration in the Forsmark site, a canister loses
its

safety

function

of

containing

corrosion in

approximately

1.447× 10 6 years.
Case 9 studies the Darcy flux in the area surrounding the
deposition holes and its effect on the safety assessment. The case
analysis refers to the characteristics of the groundwater flow rates
in the Swedish Forsmark site and uses the base case as a ba seline
for comparison. The groundwater flow rate characteristics adopted
in the case analysis are based on the distribution of Darcy flux in
the areas surrounding the deposition holes calculated for the
Swedish Forsmark site (see Table 5-23). Table 5-24 shows the
calculations of the erosion time, corrosion time and service lives of
four canisters with shorter service lives. Given a Darcy flux in the
largest deposition hole at the Swedish Forsmark site, it is estimated
that a canister loses its safety fun ction of containing corrosion in
2.99× 10 6 years.
5.8.3.2. Shear load Scenario Case Analysis Results
Section 5.7.2.2 discusses the seismic -induced shear process
that causes an impact on the EBS system and the far -field fracture
conditions. The base case and variant cases of the shear scenario
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are selected. Table 5-17 provides the selected case analysis. This
section explains the results of the case analyses accor ding to the
Section 5.8.1.2 Safety Assessment Model Flow Chart for the Shear
Scenario.
The researchers conduct a conservative assessment of canister
failure based on the assumption that a single earthquake occurs in
the K-area over a period of one million years as the assessment time
frame. The earthquake has a magnitude of 7.5. According to the
estimates from Section 5.8.2.2, the frequency of canister failure for
2,502 canisters over a period of one million years is as stated in
Figure 5-41.
Considering that an earthquake can happen at any point in time
after the closure of the repository. Hence, in a shear -related
scenario as developed in Section 5.7.2 .2.3, a canister failure
analysis considers three potential failure times : (1) Case 1: Assume
that an earthquake occurs during the period from the first year to
the 1,000 t h year after the closure and that the failure time is the
first year after the closu re. The scenario is considered as an early
failure. The case can also be used to study the initial defect in the
copper

shell,

which

can

potentially

lead

to

the

release

of

radionuclides, and the effect and aftermath of such release; (2) Case
2: Assume that an earthquake occurs during the period from 1,001 s t
year to 100,000 t h year after the closure and that the canister failure
occurs in the 1,001 s t year after the closure. The scenario is
considered as a mid-term failure; and (3) Case 3: Assume that an
earthquake occurs during the period from 100,001 s t year to
1,000,000 t h year after the closure and that the canister failure
occurs in the 100,001 s t year after the closure. This scenario is
considered as a late failure.
With respect to the calculations relating to the transport of
radionuclides in the shear scenario, the researchers adopt the
probability of canister failure s in the repository as estimated in
Section 5.8.2.2 as well as the assumptions and failure times from
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the cases as described in the previous paragraphs in order to
calculate the cumulative probability of shear -induced canister
failures and to assess the radionuclide release rates in each case.
The cumulative probability of shear -induced canister failures in
each case is the integral of time and probability.
According to the calculations, in an early failure episode of the
base case, the cumulative probability of canister failures is
3.56× 10 - 5 ; in a mid-term failure episode, the cumulative probability
of canister failures is 3.52× 10 - 3 . In a late failure episode, the
cumulative probability of canister failures is 3.20× 10 - 2 . Once the
canister fails, in radionuclide transport calculation, one failed
canister was simulated in each case. After the calculation, the
radionuclide release rate will be mult iplied with the cumulative
probability of canister failures as mentioned previously.
The current stage of the technical development focuses on
assessing the feasibility of the final disposal technologies in
Taiwan. Based on the current technical progress and the precedence
at the Swedish SKB ( SKB, 2011, p693), the researchers, for the
purpose of conducting the analysis of radionuclide transport under
the shear scenario, will use the following data and assumptions:
(1) Canister failures occur in great numbe rs only with the presence
of a sufficiently large fault. Assume that the radionuclide
transport

begins

in

100

years.

The

assumption

is

a

conservative estimation based on the water infiltration into the
canisters (SKB, 2010i, p135). The failed canisters los e any
function of retarding the transport of radionuclides once the
transport begins.
(2) The shear displacement does not compromise the buffer’s
function of preventing the creation of advective conditions in
itself. But the total effective thickness of t he buffer between
the canisters and the shearing fractures will be reduced from
35 cm to 25 cm. According to the conservative assumptions
adopted by the SKB (2011, p464), where a fracture intersects
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with a deposition hole, a shear displacement of more than 5 cm
will lead to canister failure and the reduction of the buffer
thickness by 10 cm.
(3) Assume that the earthquake -induced shearing fractures have
limited impact and that the assumptions about the retardation
of radionuclides in the geosphere remain co nstant and valid.
Given these conditions, the researchers use DarcyTools to build
a far-field flow model, by which the discrete fracture network
(DFN) and continuum porous media (CPM) approaches are
employed to find the flow characteristics in the individu al
deposition holes. For a conservative assessment, the analysis of
the far-field retardation process is based on a pathway with the
fastest flowrate in the flow model. The far -field fracture
pathway parameters are listed in Table 5-25.
(4) With respect to the dose conversion, the dose release rate for
pulse release is multiplied by the biosphere dose conversion
factor (BDCFs) for pulse release. The cons tant dose release
rate is multiplied by the BDCFs for constant release. The
constant and pulse radionuclide release data as estimated and
provided in Section 5.6.2 are adopted for BDCFs. See Table 5-8
andTable 5-9.
In this scenario, the formation of a constant flow channel takes
100 years. Therefore, in this calculation, the time lag for the onset
of the transport of radionuclides is set to be 100 yea rs. Once a
constant flow channel is formed, the radionuclide inventory in the
spent nuclear fuel waste is instantaneously released and dissolved
in the water inside the canisters. The radionuclide concentration in
the water ceases to rise when the solubili ty limit is reached. The
spent fuel that has been dissolved in water will leave the canisters
through

the

mechanism

of

diffusion.

On

the

other

hand,

radionuclides embedded in the spent nuclear fuel are released
through the dissolution of the spent nuclear fuel. This efficiency of
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this mechanism is subject to the limitations of the radionuclides’
solubility limits in relation to water. The buffer effectively sorbs
some of the radionuclides that travel through the buffer by means of
diffusion. The sorption me chanism also determines the time it takes
for the radionuclides’ travel time through the buffer. If the
radionuclides’ travel time through the buffer is shorter than their 7
half-lives, then the radioactive substances will eventually reach the
host rock. The radionuclides’ travel time to the biosphere is
determined by the transport and absorption parameters of the host
rock. Similarly to the radionuclide transport process in the buffer,
the

radionuclides’

half -lives

determine

the

radioactivity

that

eventually reaches the biosphere. In the biosphere, the inherent
radioactivity and toxicity of the nuclides and their release locations
in the biosphere determine the radiation dose exposure. These two
factors are included in the biosphere dose conversion factors.
In general, radionuclides with comparatively high pulse release
rates are more likely to dissolve in water and migrate in the buffer
and the rock. I-129 is an example. Multiple percentages of I -129
radionuclides are released in a pulse upon a canister fai lure. Iodine
is highly soluble in water and cannot be absorbed by the buffer and
the host rock; with these properties, iodine can easily move
between multiple barriers. On the other hand, plutonium is
completely embedded in the fuel matrix; the element is hardly
soluble in water and can be effectively absorbed by the buffer and
the host rock. Uranium, thorium and americium have similar
properties as plutonium.
Figure 5-42 shows Case 1 of the Shear Scenario: the far -field
radionuclide release rate given the early canister failure. In this
case, the cumulative probability of canister failures is 3.56× 10 - 5 .
The peak annual dose is 4.564× 10 - 7 Sv/yr, much lower than the
annual dose limit. Cl -36 and I-129 which are not easy to be retarded
by the barriers are the main contributors of the radiation dose.
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Figure 5-43 shows Case 2: the far-field radionuclide release rate
given the mid-term failure. In this case, the cumulative probability
of

canister

failures

is

3.52× 10 - 3 .

The

peak

annual

dose

is

4.513× 10 - 5 Sv/yr, still much lower than the annual dose limit.
Cl-36 and I-129 are the main contributors of the radiation dose for
the period between the 1,000 t h year to the 100,000 t h year. Radiation
contribution from Ra -226 and Pu-242 steadily increase after the
100,000 t h year.
Figure 5-45 and Figure 5-46 show Case 3: the near-field and
far-field radionuclide release rates given the late canister failure. In
this

case,

the

cumulative

probability

of

canister

failures

is

3.20× 10 - 2 . The near-field peak annual dose is 6.378× 10 - 2 Sv/yr,
while the far-field peak annual dose is 3 .641× 10 - 4 Sv/yr. The
far-field peak dose is only about 1/38,500 of the annual dose limit.
Ra-226 is the main contributor to the near -field dose while the
far-field dose is mainly contributed by CI -36 and I-129. The above
estimates are based on the conserv ative assumptions that the
deposition holes in which the canisters are emplaced will intersect
with the large fractures with high transport rate and poor
retardation performance. Th -230, the parent nuclide of Ra -226, has
a higher distribution coefficient ( K d ) in buffer and is therefore more
likely to be retarded in the near -field buffer. Hence, the Ra -226 that
migrates to the geosphere mostly originates from the near -field
rather than being generated in the far -field. Ra -226 will be retarded
by the host rock; the far-field dose is relatively lower for this
reason. On the other hand, in the case of I -129, the buffer and the
host rock do not absorb this type of radionuclide while its half -life
stretches as far into the future as 1.57× 10 7 years. Therefore, t he
rates of I-129 releasing to the near -field and the far -field are
similar. CI-36 demonstrates an identical behavior as well; therefore,
a higher release rate of these two radionuclides is evident in the
far-field. A comparison of the peak total near -field annual dose and
the peak total far -field annual dose shows that the two differ by
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approximately 180 times. The difference can be attributed to
Ra-226. Ra-226 radionuclide is the main source of peak annual dose
in the near field. This type of radionuclide is likely to be held up as
part of the retardation process as it migrates through the rock
fractures before the release to the biosphere and the dose to the
biosphere will be lower of course.
Figure 5-47 shows the effective doses from the three base cases
over a period of one million years. The peak annual doses in the
three base cases are 4.56× 10 - 7 Sv/yr, 4.51× 10 - 5 Sv/yr and
3.64× 10 - 4 Sv/yr. The sum of the peak annual doses is 4.08× 10 - 4
Sv/yr.
Once a canister fails due to the earthquake -induced shear, the
flow movement in the buffer can cause erosion as the buffer loses
its masses and eventually its retardation function. In Case 4 to Case
6, these variant cases use the base case as the baseline for
comparison and explore the seismic impact on the buffer in terms of
its advective conditions. The advective conditions in these cases are
identical to the settings in the corrosion scenario. The researche rs
conduct the comparison and analysis based on a transport pathway
with the greatest flowrate.
Figure 5-48 shows the early, mid -term and late canist er
failures. The peak annual doses over a period of one million years
are 6.17× 10 - 6 Sv/yr, 6.09× 10 - 4 Sv/yr and 4.73× 10 - 3 Sv/yr. The
sum of the peak annual doses over this one -million-year period is
5.34× 10 - 3 Sv/yr. As the buffer loses its retardation function, the
radionuclides that would otherwise have been held up part of the
retardation process in the buffer are released to the rock fractures.
Compounded with the rise in the equivalent flowrate, the peak dose
increases 13 times comparing to the original dose in the base case.
An earthquake can potentially change the flowrates in the rock
fractures. Therefore, in Case 7 to Case 9, these variant cases use the
base case as the baseline for comparison and study of the seismic
impact in terms of the transport flowrate in the rock. The impact of
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the

earthquake -induced

shearing

fractures

is

a

topic

to

be

incorporated into the subsequent research and development. For
the current stage, the researchers assume that the post -earthquake
flow rate increases tenfold comparing to the pre -earthquake level,
meaning that the rock matrix’s retardation capability is reduced in
the

meantime.

Because

the

flow

rate

increases

tenfold,

the

researchers assume that the buffer is eroded.
Figure 5-49 shows the early, mid -term and late canister
failures. The peak annual doses in the three cases over a period of
one million years are 2.39× 10 - 3 Sv/yr, 2.37× 10 - 1 Sv/yr and 1.87
Sv/yr. The sum of the peak annual doses in this one -million-year
period is 2.10 Sv/yr. The flow rate rise leads to the corresponding
reduction in the retardation capability of the barriers comparing to
the level in the base case. The peak dose, comparing to that in the
base case, increases by approximately 5,100 times .
Figure 5-49 shows the total sum of effective annu al doses and
the peak doses over a period of one million years in the base case,
cases with advective conditions in the buffer, and cases with the
far-field flow rate increasing by tenfold under the shear load
scenario. The case with the far -field flow rate increasing by tenfold
has the highest peak dose. It is possible to conclude from these
results that the flowrates in rock fracture (natural barrier) is
crucial in dose assessment.
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Table 5-18：Corrosion depth caused by limited corrosion processes
Corrosion processes
Corrosion depth (mm)
Radiolysis of Air
0.0000034
Radiolysis of Water
0.011
Atmospheric Oxygen
0.0015
Initially Entrapped
0.103
Oxygen
Sulfide from Pyrite in
0.114
Buffer and Backfill
Sulfide from Sulfate
Reducing Bacteria in
0.236
Buffer and Backfill
Table 5-19：Corrosion estimation for canister located at five deposition holes
with highest flowrate in the base case of groundwater modeling
Dep. hole ID
Flow rate
Erosion time
Corrosion time
3
(m /yr)
(yr)
(yr)
DH-631
1.19× 10-2
1.61× 105
2.97× 107
DH-121
9.15× 10-3
1.79× 105
3.87× 107
DH-2712
8.65× 10-3
1.85× 105
4.10× 107
DH-2594
7.69× 10-3
2.01× 105
4.61× 107
-3
5
DH-1433
7.05× 10
1.99× 10
5.03× 107
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Failure time
(yr)
2.98× 107
3.89× 107
4.12× 107
4.63× 107
5.05× 107

Table 5-20：Correlation between zone trace length, target facture dip, distance
from zone and critical target fracture radii
Zone trace length
Target fracture
Distance from
dip
zone
(km)
(degree)
(m)
>5
0 to 55
0 to 100
0 to 55
100 to 200
0 to 55
200 to 400
0 to 55
400 to 600
0 to 55
>600
55 to 90
0 to 100
55 to 90
100 to 200
55 to 90
200 to 400
55 to 90
400 to 600
55 to 90
>600
3 to 5
0 to 55
0 to 100
0 to 55
100 to 200
0 to 55
200 to 400
0 to 55
400 to 600
0 to 55
>600
55 to 90
0 to 100
55 to 90
100 to 200
55 - 90
200 - 400
55 - 90
400 - 600
55 - 90
>600
Reference: SKB(2010l, p120)
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Critical target
fracture radius
(m)
Not placed
62.5
125
160
225
Not placed
85
170
215
>300
Not placed
75
150
235
>300
Not placed
100
200
>300
>>300

Table 5-21：Canister failure time assessment for cases with variants of material set-up based on
hydrogeological characteristics of K-area
Case 1：Base case
Dep. hole ID
Flow rate
Erosion time
Corrosion time
Failure time
(m3/yr)
(yr)
(yr)
(yr)
-2
5
7
DH-631
1.19× 10
1.61× 10
2.97× 10
2.98× 107
DH-121
9.15× 10-3
1.79× 105
3.87× 107
3.89× 107
-3
5
7
DH-2712
8.65× 10
1.85× 10
4.10× 10
4.12× 107
DH-2594
7.69× 10-3
2.01× 105
4.61× 107
4.63× 107
DH-1433
7.05× 10-3
1.99× 105
5.03× 107
5.05× 107
Case 2：Decrease the hydraulic conductivity of deep rock
DH-631
1.63× 10-2
1.41× 105
2.17× 107
2.19× 107
DH-121
1.34× 10-2
1.53× 105
2.64× 107
2.64× 107
DH-1433
1.04× 10-2
1.70× 105
3.41× 107
3.41× 107
-2
5
7
DH-1258
1.00× 10
1.72× 10
3.53× 10
3.53× 107
DH-398
9.26× 10-3
1.78× 105
3.83× 107
3.83× 107
Case 3：Decrease the hydraulic conductivity of dykes
DH-631
1.32× 10-2
1.54× 105
2.69× 107
2.70× 107
DH-121
9.85× 10-3
1.74× 105
3.60× 107
3.62× 107
DH-1433
9.18× 10-3
1.79× 105
3.86× 107
3.88× 107
-3
5
7
DH-1258
8.05× 10
1.89× 10
4.41× 10
4.43× 107
DH-2594
6.85× 10-3
2.11× 105
5.18× 107
5.20× 107
Case 4：Combination of decrease the hydraulic conductivity of deep rock and decrease the hydraulic
conductivity of dykes
-2
DH-631
1.65× 10
1.41× 105
2.15× 107
2.17× 107
DH-121
1.33× 10-2
1.54× 105
2.66× 107
2.68× 107
DH-1433
1.08× 10-2
1.68× 105
3.29× 107
3.31× 107
-2
5
7
DH-1258
1.00× 10
1.73× 10
3.54× 10
3.56× 107
DH-398
9.20× 10-3
1.79× 105
3.85× 107
3.87× 107
Case 5：Adding a regional gradient in lateral boundary
DH-631
1.39× 10-2
1.51× 105
2.55× 107
2.57× 107
DH-121
1.03× 10-2
1.71× 105
3.44× 107
3.46× 107
DH-1433
9.09× 10-3
1.80× 105
3.90× 107
3.92× 107
-3
5
7
DH-1258
8.25× 10
1.87× 10
4.30× 10
4.32× 107
DH-2712
7.96× 10-3
1.91× 105
4.46× 107
4.48× 107
Case 6-1：Regenerating the DFN based on case 1; realization 2
DH-874
3.81× 10-3
5.37× 105
9.30× 107
9.35× 107
-3
5
8
DH-1176
3.10× 10
5.28× 10
1.14× 10
1.15× 108
DH-2599
3.07× 10-3
4.32× 105
1.15× 108
1.16× 108
DH-1715
2.96× 10-3
5.27× 105
1.20× 108
1.20× 108
-3
5
8
DH-1388
2.51× 10
5.76× 10
1.41× 10
1.42× 108
Case 6-2： Regenerating the DFN based on case 1; realization 3
DH-2712
4.14× 10-3
3.41× 105
8.57× 107
8.61× 107
DH-631
3.80× 10-3
4.84× 105
9.34× 107
9.39× 107
-3
5
7
DH-2721
3.59× 10
3.66× 10
9.88× 10
9.92× 107
DH-2594
3.45× 10-3
3.67× 105
1.03× 108
1.03× 108
DH-299
3.36× 10-3
3.76× 105
1.06× 108
1.06× 108
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Table 5-22：Based on case 1, the [HS-] data from Forsmark were adopted in the
corrosion analyses
Dep. hole ID
DH-631
DH-121
DH-2712
DH-2594
DH-1433
DH-631
DH-121
DH-2712
DH-2594
DH-1433
DH-631
DH-121
DH-2712
DH-2594
DH-1433

Maximum [HS-]：1.2× 10-4 M
Flow rate Erosion time
Corrosion time
(m3/yr)
(yr)
(yr)
-2
5
1.19× 10
1.61× 10
1.33× 106
9.15× 10-3 1.79× 105
1.73× 106
-3
5
8.65× 10
1.85× 10
1.83× 106
7.69× 10-3 2.01× 105
2.06× 106
7.05× 10-3 1.99× 105
2.25× 106
Average [HS ]：5.0× 10-6 M
1.19× 10-2 1.61× 105
3.19× 107
9.15× 10-3 1.79× 105
4.16× 107
8.65× 10-3 1.85× 105
4.40× 107
-3
5
7.69× 10
2.01× 10
4.95× 107
7.05× 10-3 1.99× 105
5.40× 107
Minimum [HS-]：1.2× 10-7 M
1.19× 10-2 1.61× 105
1.33× 109
-3
5
9.15× 10
1.79× 10
1.73× 109
8.65× 10-3 1.85× 105
1.83× 109
7.69× 10-3 2.01× 105
2.06× 109
-3
5
7.05× 10
1.99× 10
2.25× 109

Failure time
(yr)
1.49× 106
1.91× 106
2.02× 106
2.26× 106
2.45× 106
3.20× 107
4.18× 107
4.42× 107
4.97× 107
5.42× 107
1.33× 109
1.73× 109
1.83× 109
2.06× 109
2.25× 109

Table 5-23：The flow data surrounding the repository at the Forsmark site
Case 1: Base case
Dep. hole ID
Darcy flux(U)
Velocity (v)
Flow rate (Q e q )
[m/yr]
[m/yr]
[m 3 /yr]
DH-631
7.06× 10-4
1.62× 102
1.19× 10-2
Case 9: The highest flow surrounding the Forsmark site
9.20× 10-3
5.35× 102
1.66× 10-1
8.24× 10-3
2.78× 102
1.44× 10-1
-3
2
4.81× 10
1.56× 10
8.40× 10-2
1.49× 10-3
1.03× 102
2.60× 10-2
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Table 5-24：Based on case 1, the hydro data from Forsmark were adopted in the
corrosion analyses
Case 9：Hydro data from Forsmark (four highest flow rate of the deposition hole)
Flow rate
Erosion time
Corrosion time
Failure time
(m3/yr)
(yr)
(yr)
(yr)
-1
4
6
1.66× 10
2.49× 10
2.97× 10
2.99× 106
1.44× 10-1
1.89× 104
3.14× 106
3.16× 106
-2
4
6
8.40× 10
2.30× 10
4.21× 10
4.24× 106
2.60× 10-2
5.80× 104
1.36× 107
1.36× 107
Table 5-25：Properties of far-field fracture
Dep. hole ID
Equivalent
Pathway
flow rate, Qeq
length
3
(m)
(m /yr)
DH-121
2.25×10-5
675

Far-field flow
rate
3

(m /yr)
1.52×10-3

Fracture
aperture
(m)
1.39×10-3

Figure 5-35：GoldSim is an integrator of radionuclides release, transport and
biosphere in safety assessment
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Figure 5-36：The assessment flow chart (AMF) for corrosion scenario in the SNFD2017 report
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Figure 5-37：AMF The assessment flow chart (AMF) for shear load scenario in the SNFD2017 report
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Figure 5-38：Assessment processes of copper corrosion

Figure 5-39：Illustration of erosion and corrosion geometry in the
erosion/corrosion model
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Figure 5-40：(left) Illustration of DFN and particle tracking, (right) Illustration of
the concept of radionuclide transport in the fracture and the geometry of a
fracture and the matrix diffusion zone

Figure 5-41：Probability of canister failures in the repository due to
earthquake-induced shear load as function of time
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Figure 5-42：Far-field annual effective dose for the early failure of shear load
base case. The legend is sorted by peak of the annual effective dose. The values in
brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.

Figure 5-43：Far-field annual effective dose for the middle failure of shear load
base case. The legend is sorted by peak of the annual effective dose. The values in
brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.
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Figure 5-44：Near-field annual effective dose for the late failure of shear load
base case. The legend is sorted by peak of the annual effective dose. The values in
brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.

Figure 5-45：Far-field annual effective dose for the late failure of shear load base
case. The legend is sorted by peak of the annual effective dose. The values in
brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.
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Figure 5-46：Annual effective and total doses over a period of one million years
for the base cases, with canister failure occurs at early, middle and late period.
The values in brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.

Figure 5-47：Annual effective and total doses over a period of one million years
for the variant cases of combination of shear load and advective conditions in the
buffer, with canister failure occurs in early, middle and late period. The values in
brackets are peak dose in units of µSv
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Figure 5-48：Annual effective and total doses over a period of one million years
for the variant cases of far-field flow rate increasing by tenfold, with canister
failure occurs in early, middle and late period. The values in brackets are peak
dose in units of µSv.

Figure 5-49：Total sum of effective annual doses and the peak doses over a
period of one million years in the base case, cases with advective conditions in
the buffer, and cases with the far-field flow rate increasing by tenfold under the
shear scenario. The values in brackets are peak dose in units of µSv.
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5.9. Quantitative Analyses of Disturbance Scenario
Individual cases as part of the perturbation scenario are
developed in Section 5.7.3. This section explains the progression of
the assumed scenarios in these cases and proceeds with the
quantification of the safety assessment. Section 5.9.1 considers the
extreme case in safety assessment. The case is about global
warming as part of the climate -related issues. Section 5.9.2
considers an extreme case of multiple earthquakes for the purpose
of studying large-scale geological processes. Section 5.9.3 considers
the methodologies for future human action (FHA) management and
the typical cases for the purpose of studying it.
5.9.1. Extreme Case of Global Warming
Global warming originates from the changes in the combination
of natural daylight conditions and the manmade greenhouse gas
emissions. The global warming postpones the climatic transition to
the glacial period, prolonging the post -closure period when the
environmental conditions may be similar to s till resemble the
current state and delaying the fall of temperature and sea level.
Based in known future variations in insolation and assumptions on
future greenhouse gas concentrations, SKB estimated the period
when the environmental conditions still res emble the current state
will prolong by 50,000 years. In the meantime, according to the
analysis completed by the same institution, the global warming will
not have a significant impact on the safety functions of the
repository. Therefore, this section ass umes that the safety functions
of the disposal system that are under similar concepts continue to
deliver satisfactory performance and studies the changes in the
external conditions (mainly consisting of the sea level rise and
temperature change) as a resu lt of the global warming and the
effect of these changes on the safety functions of the disposal
system.
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The IPCC predicts that, given a RCP8.5 scenario, the sea level
will take 1,000 years to gradually rises up to 7 m. In a case with
unreasonable,
bodies,

unreali stic

including

the

and

implausible

glaciers,

ice

caps

conditions,
and ice

the

ice

layers,

are

completely melted at same time as a result of the global warming,
leading to the rise in the sea level by several tens of meters (James
E. Hansen and Makiko Sato, 2011, p2) . A quantitative analysis of an
extreme case of global warming is based on these assumed
conditions as discussed above.
It is assumed that, with the rising sea level, only the hills that
are originally 250 m above sea level in the K -area remain above the
sea level. The area of the island reduces drastically. The surface
facilities of the repository are completely inundated in sea water.
The area of the island is to be reduced 95%, and only 5% area left.
When most of the area of the island i s inundated, the remaining
area is too small to live. Therefore, it is assumed that with the sea
level rising by dozens of meters, the area will be a desert island
where no local inhabitants farm, build drinking wells and engage in
freshwater fishery. The drinking wells as well as lake waters that
support freshwater fishery and farming irrigation are both excluded
as the possible pathways of radiation exposure. In fact, as the land
area of the offshore island drastically shrinks, the researchers
assume that there will not be enough land area for farming and
freshwater fishery. The key exposure group left in this process of
elimination is the marine fishery. Meanwhile, the overall BDCF
factor decreases drastically because marine fishery is the only
exposure pathway available at this time. The overall BCDF differs
from the BDCF during the warm period in the reference evolution by
three to seven orders of magnitude (see Table 5-8). For this reason,
throughout the safety assessment period, the radiation to which the
key group is exposed decreases drastically and proportionally to
the change in the BDCF. It is expected that the estimated radiation
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risk in this ca se is much lower than the estimate based on the
conditions in the base case.
For the purpose of conducting a quantitative analysis, the
researchers assume that the rock mass of a certain area between the
repository and the coastline has excellent hydraulic conductivity.
Given the assumption, once the marine -freshwater boundary moves,
saline water travels through the area with higher hydraulic
conductivity, further infiltrating and inundating the disposal system
below the ground surface, and thereby causes s alinization of the
groundwater in the area where the repository sits.
In the meantime, given the most pessimistic presumptions, the
impact of the global warming weighs in as soon as the emplacement
of canisters and backfilling of disposal tunnels are compl eted (in
reality, it takes hundreds or even thousands of years for the global
warming to evolve to the point that the sea level rises by 7 m. It
takes even longer for the sea level to rise up to as high as dozens of
meters). In this case, the individual io n concentrations in the
infiltration groundwater refer to Table 2 of the Reference Case (see
Appendix B). In other words, it is assumed that the initial
groundwater data are identical to the surface sea water data
provided in the Reference Case Table 2.
As the salinity of the groundwater that infiltrates into
deposition holes increases, the formation of colloids in the buffer is
hindered, thereby slowing down the process of buffer mass loss. In
such circumstance, it takes longer time for the deposition holes to
reach the advective conditions. But as the erosion process only
consumes a small proportion of time in the overall canister failure
time frame, this condition does not have a significant impact on the
overall time required for the corrosion -induced canister failure to
occur.
The groundwater that infiltrates the deposition holes (sea
water), with higher salinity, contains more ions that engage in the
corrosive reaction with the copper canister shells. Sulfide and
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chlorine are two examples. The researc hers adopt the most
pessimistic presumptions that all ions only engage in corrosion with
copper canister shells (in reality, the potential interactivities
between the ions may compete and crowd out the corrosion),
leading to an increase in the copper shell corrosion rate. According
to the Reference Case Table 2, the surface sea water conditions
include: pH value = 8.2 and Fe_tot (mol/L) = 3.16× 10 - 8 . Based on
the empirical formula, the researchers find that [HS - ] (mol/L)=
2.00× 10 - 4 . This [HS - ] concentration allows the researchers to
conduct an estimation of canister failure times. The results, as
listed in Table 5-26, show that only deposition hole number DH -631
contains a canister that will fail in approximately 960,000 t h years
after disposal. Comparing to the reference evolution case, the
canister failure time

dramatically shortens approximately 20

million years in the extreme case. Other potential lapses of time
associated with corrosion -induced canister failures are beyond the
safety assessment time frame (one million years). The radioactivit y
of the radioactive substances in the canisters at this time will have
approached the radioactivi ty of natural uranium ore. Furthermore,
in view of the obvious rise in uncertainties associated with the
conditions and parameters in one million years’ time and the
challenge this poses to quantification, the researchers determine
that no further assessme nt is required.
Finally, the researchers conduct a GoldSim -based modelling
analysis on a canister failure case in which the sea level rises by
dozens of meters due to the global warming as the groundwater
infiltrates the salinity and causes the corroded ca nister to fail. The
analysis is based on the following assumptions: a canister fails as a
result of corrosion in the 960,000 t h year after the disposal; on the
condition that the surface biosphere is not subject to any significant
impact, the pattern of the annual radiation to which the key groups
are exposed within a one -million-year assessment time frame is
shown in Figure 5-50. The peak annual dose is about 8.755× 10 - 6
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Sv/yr that occurs around one million years after the repository
closure. The main radiation contributors are Cl -36 and I-129. Such
phenomenon is brought about by the fact that the K d values of the CI
and I radionuclides are both zero, mea ning that retardation as a
result of the adsorption by the host rock hardly exists. Furthermore,
CI-36 and I-129 both have extremely long half -lives, meaning that
the attenuation of the radionuclides’ radioactivity is proportionally
small. On the other han d, Ra-226 and its parent nucleus undergo the
adsorption

by

the

host

rock

and

become

less

significant

contributors of the final radiation dose than Cl -36 and I-129.
The condition mentioned above is for the biosphere system
when it is in the extreme global w arming condition. But considering
the period of one million years safety assessment time, the climate
domain may back to temperate climate condition during glacial
cycle. The case of considering the BDCFs for temperate condition
was also discussed. The res ult of annual effective dose for extreme
global warming case back to temperate domain is shown in Figure
5-51. The trend of annual effective dose of back to temperate
condition case is similar to that of extreme global warming
condition case. The peak annual dose is about 5.554× 10 -3 Sv/yr
that occurs around one million years after the repository closure,
and it is approximately 600 times higher than extreme climate
condition. The main radiation contributors are also Cl -36 and I-129,
but the highest one is I -129 instead of Cl-36. It is because that the
BDCF for I-129 and Cl -36 in extreme global condition are 1.2 × 10
Sv/Bq and 2.4 × 10

5

Sv/Bq, respectively. The global warming

BDCF for I-129 is 5 times higher than that for Cl -36. But the BDCF
for I-129 and Cl -36 in temperate condition are 1.7 × 10
and 3.7 × 10

Sv/Bq

Sv/Bq, respectively. And the global warming BDCF

for I-129 is 46 times higher than that for Cl -36. In view of the
release rate of nuclides which have not multiplied the BDCFs, the
release rate for I -129 is about 25 times lower than Cl -36, so that is
the reason for changing the most contributor for total dose .
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5.9.2. Extreme Case of Multiple Earthquakes
As evident by the geological survey data, the seismic activity in
the K-area remains low. TaiwuShan Fault was created by earthquake
60 million years ago and was not a capable fault. Despite the
evidence as such, one event is considered pessimistically on
TaiwuShan Fault for Base Case. In addition, the researchers propose
assumptions and conduct an

analysis onan extreme case of

earthquakes occurring i n TaiwuShan Fault based on SKB earthquake
frequency rescaling method ( SKB, 2011, p466) which uses current
seismicity data to predict postglacial earthquakes happen on
deformation zone, although geological investigation result show
there is no ice sheet dur ing glacial period. In this section, a case of
multiple earthquakes is analyzed by developing the methodologies
to assess the canister failures caused by multiple earthquakes in
order to understand how an extreme case of earthquakes affect the
uncertainties in the safety assessment.
Using SR-Site method, the researchers estimate the earthquake
frequency in the K -area based on the truncated exponential model.
The Gutenberg-Richter (G -R) relation in terms of the magnitude and
the frequency of earthquakes base d on the long-term observation
data is established by estimating the parameters by least squares
and solving the relation by linear regression (see Equation 5 -2)
(Gutenberg, R. and C.F. Richter, 1944, p186) . The relation is divided
by time to find the eart hquake frequency.
log

( )

−

(5-1)

In this equation, M represents the earthquake magnitude. N(m)
is the number of earthquake occurrences with magnitudes greater
than M. The “a” value is a measure of total seismicity rate of a
particular region during a particular period, and the “b” value is the
relation between large and small events, usually close to 1.0.
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The process of the statistical compilation of earthquake data is
described in the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (2). According
to the SKB (SKB, 2011, p466) methodology for estimating the
earthquake frequency, the earthquake frequency found this wa y
needs to be normalized to the number of events to the 5 km radius
circles. The normalized frequency is 2.2 × 10 - 5 , meaning that 22
earthquakes with magnitudes equal or greater than 5 over a period
of one million years.
The geological model of the reference case indicates that
TaiwuShan Fault is the only fault in the K -area. Earthquakes usually
occur along the existing fault plane. Therefore, it is assumed that
earthquakes within the 5 km radius circle from the repository only
occur in TaiwuShan Fault, and that the probability of earthquake
occurrences is independent of time.
The calculation procedure used for estimating the canister
failures caused by multiple earthquakes in this section is similar to
the one used for estimating failure induced by a single earthquake
in Section 5.6.5.5. However, it includes conservative assum ptions or
topics that require further research. These topics include, for
instance, ignoring the effect of fractures that are located 600 m
away

from

the

fault,

assuming

that

accumulative

fracture

displacement greater than 5 cm is deemed as failure, or add ressing
the mechanic behavior issue of different sizes of fractures, and so
on.
Figure 5-52 shows the probability of canister failure s in the
repository due to different earthquake event. The cumulative
probability of canister failures in each event is the integral of time
and probability. The expected probability of canister failures over a
period of one million years is 3.95.
With respect to the calcul ation of radionuclide migration, the
results of the assessments as described above conclude that a
canister fails in the first year of each assigned time period. The
cumulative probability of canister failures as it occurs each time is
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the integral of time -frequency under the assigned period. The
results of the radionuclide migration analysis are provided in
Figure 5-53. The primary contributors of the radiation released in
the initial period are Cl -36, I-129 and C-14. These radionuclides are
released in a pulse and hardly retarded by the multiple barriers.
After 10,000 years, the radiation dose contributed by C -14 steadily
decreases and the contribution from Ra -226 gradually dominates.
Finally, radiation dose in the late period of the assessment time
frame is dominated by I -129, Cl-36 and Ra-226. The annual dose
peaks in the 1,000,000 t h year at 2.66× 10 - 2 Sv/yr. When seismic
events occur in the early period of the assessment time frame, there
is not enough time for radionuclides that exit in the canisters to
undergo the decay process; the radionuclides therefore are released
in a pulse upon the failure of the canister and instantaneous ly
dissolved in water, which in turn carries these radionuclides
through the buffer and fractures in the host matrix by means of
diffusion and advection. For this reason, the pulse release of
radionuclides, such as C -14, Cl-36 and I-129, in the seismic eve nts
that occur in the early period of the assessment time frame has the
greatest impact. With respect to the mid -term canister failures,
Th-230, the parent nuclide of Ra -226, is held back in the buffer by
virtue of retardation, producing Ra -226 as a result. The radiation
dose contribution by the Ra -226 then steadily increases. The
radiation released in the late period of the assessment time frame is
primary dominated by contribution from I -129, Ra-226 and Cl-36.
The radioactive decay of these many nuclides will decrease to an
insignificant

level

after

50,000

years.

Therefore,

radiation

contributed by radionuclides with long half -lives dominates the
radiation release in a late canister failure.
5.9.3. Future Human Actions
In a final disposal facility, the potential exposure of the spent
nuclear fuel waste cannot expect to be completely avoided.
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Therefore, human actions as a factor must be considered in the
repository

design

and

safety

assessment.

The

ICRP

makes

recommendations with respect to the reduction of risks of radiation
exposure

when

humans

unintentionally

intrude

into

the

repository(ICRP, 1999). The following measures referred to SKB are
to be taken in repository site selection and design(SKB, 2010o,
p14).
(1) A repository cannot be located where natural re sources are
mined.
(2) The repository needs to be situated sufficiently deeper than the
water supply or most of the underground facilities.
(3) The repository, once in operation, will be closed to access.
(4) Reasonable

measures

are

to

be

in

place

to

preserve

institutional control and information about repository as long
as possible.
5.9.3.1. Methodologies to Manage the Future Human Actions (FHA)
The repository safety assessment pays special attention to the
human actions that have a potential impact on the s afety functions
of the repository. Based on the widely accepted principles and the
concern about how the final geological disposal of the radioactive
waste affects human health and environmental protection, the FHA
considered in the safety assessment:
(1) are carried out after the closure of the repository.
(2) take place at or near the repository.
(3) are unintentional.
(4) impair the safety functions of the barriers in the repository.
To provide the comprehensive assessment of different human
actions that may impact the repository as well as their background
and purpose, the following approach has been used.
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(1) Technical analysis: Identify human actions that may impact the
safety functions of the repository. Describe and, in technical
terms, justify t hat such actions may occur.
(2) Analysis of societal factors: Identify framework scenarios
(framework conditions) that describe feasible societal contexts
for future human actions that can affect the radiological safety
of a deep repository
(3) Choice of representative cases: The results of the technical and
societal analyses are put together. One or several illustrative
cases of future human actions are chosen.
(4) Scenario description and consequence analysis of the chosen
cases.
5.9.3.2. Technical and Social Background
5.9.3.2.1. Technical Analysis
Human actions that can affect the repository are divided into
THMC categories, namely the thermal impact (T), hydraulic impact
(H), mechanical impact (M) and chemical impact (C). The technical
analysis concludes that drilling and/or construction in rocks have
the great potential influence on the repository.
5.9.3.2.2. Analysis of Societal Factors
Given the continuous development of society and knowledge, it
is difficult to imagine inadvertent intrusion. However, as the safety
assessment involves a period stretching across a very long time
horizon, it is possible that the repository and its purpose will be
forgotten, even if both society and knowledge make gradual
progress. Neither is it possible to guarantee that the institutional
control over the repository site will be retained over a long period
of time. When the social and technological development of the
society undergoes a tremendous change, the information about the
repository may be lost while the surveillance and control over the
site may be interrupted. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
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social decline can potentially lead to the loss of information
relating to the repository.
5.9.3.3. Choice of Representative Cases
There are great uncertainties associated with the technical and
social progress in the future. To add some certainties to the
assessment, the NEA and IAEA both recommend evaluating the
future

human

actions based on the existing knowledge and

experience (NEA 1995, p25; IAEA, 2003, p73). In addition, it is
difficult to an alyze the future human actions using a quantitative
approach. Therefore, for the purpose of simulating and describing
the

future

human

actions,

surmises

are

evitable.

However,

representative cases can be built and described based on the
existing status quo for the purpose of conducting technical or social
analyses. Amongst these simplified and feasible protrusion cases,
the researchers choose to select the cases with the most severe
scenarios in order to stay conservative and allow margin for
uncertainties.
For most of the existing human actions at the repository site,
drilling in the rocks is deemed the only human action that leads
directly to penetration of the copper canisters and failure of the
containment safety function in the repository. The action is
unintentional and technically feasible. Therefore, the researchers
choose “canister penetration by drilling” as the representative case
for the long-term safety assessment.
5.9.3.4. Assessment of the Drilling Case
The assessment of the drilling case only consider s the scenario
in which the drilling is carried out without the knowledge of the
location and purpose about the repository. The researchers also
assume

that

all

regulations and

restrictions

relating to the

surveillance and control over the repository are e xpired at that
point, and that the intruders have the technical competence to drill
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to deep layers as well as to analyze and to understand the
discovery. It can be assumed that there is a certain lapse of time
before the repository-related information are forgotten or lost.
Therefore, it is assumed that the drilling case occurs at least three
hundred years or more after the closure of the repository.
Moreover, it is assumed that the drilling, for exploratory purposes,
reaches a certain depth that affects th e repository. Assume the
scenario that the drilling head hits the disposal tunnel, the borehole
grouted and the drilling continuing until a canister is penetrated.
The radioactive substances, adhered to the drilling head, are
brought to the ground surface. The drilling personnel, noticing the
abnormalities at this point but not giving it much thought, stop
drilling. In terms of the further development in the subject
scenario, another assessment case assumes that the borehole is
abandoned after drilling and gradually filled with groundwater. A
family migrates to the site and leads a self -sustaining life such as a
farm.
Section 5.9.3.4.1 discusses how the drilling case affects the
overall evolution of the repository. Section 5.9.3.4.2 discusses the
effect of t he radiation exposure on the drilling personnel. The effect
of the exposure of the migrant family members is analyzed in
Section 5.9.3.4.3.
5.9.3.4.1. Effect of the Drilling Case on the Overall Evolution of the Repository
In the drilling case, it is assumed that the purpose of the
drilling is to reach a great depth. When the drill head reaches the
backfill, the borehole is grouted for protection and the drilling
continued until the canister is penetrated. It is assumed that the
backfill and buffer in the areas other than the drilling zone retain
their original safety functions. The water containing the cuttings is
brought to the surface and spread on the ground on a circular area.
The grouted borehole has left an open pipe f rom the penetrated
canister to the surface. As long as the grout remains intact, the
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tunnel backfill in the disposal tunnel and the buffer in the
remainder of the deposition holes in the disposal tunnels are not
directly affected by the presence of the bor ehole. Nevertheless, the
open pipe left by the drilling project will have an impact on the
underground hydrology of the local site, thereby affecting the
chemical conditions in the surrounding area. With time, it is likely
that the grout is degraded and th at the buffer and backfill above the
penetrated canister expands to fill the empty volume of the
borehole in these barriers. The expansion characteristics of the
buffer and backfill will re -establish favourable hydraulic and
mechanical conditions in the bu ffer and deliver a satisfactory
performance of the containment safety functions. It implies that the
impact of the drilling case on the repository will only be short -term
(based on the one -million-year safety assessment time -scale).
Before the buffer and b ackfill expands and re -establish favourable
hydraulic and mechanical conditions in the buffer, the penetrated
canister lost the containment and the radionuclides in canister
release to water in the deposition hole with the canister. Section
5.9.3.4.3 consi ders the situation that the scenario is assessed with
pessimistic assumption.
5.9.3.4.2. Assessment of the Doses to the Drilling Personnel
Assume that the surveillance and control of the repository
cease to function in 300 years’ time after the repository closure.
Human

unintentionally

exploration

purposes,

intrude

into

penetrating

the

one

of

site
the

by

drilling

canisters.

for
The

researchers are able to calculate based on the proportion of the
boring head to the surface area of a canister and conclude that 3%
of the spent nuclear fuel waste will be carried to the surface by
water that contains cuttings, and spread to a circular contaminated
area. The drilling exploration staff will be at status of external
exposure to radiation originating from the drill cuttings, c ooling
water and the spent nuclear fuel splinters that are scattered around
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the boreholes. The findings of the radiation estimation conclude
that the drilling exploration staff is at risk of radiation exposure to
a dose of 2.52 mSv/hr ( Figure 5-54) if the exploration happens 300
years after the closure of the disposal facility. The main contributor
of the radiation is Am -241. The dose is about 100 times lower that
was calculated for drilling personnel in the SR -Site assessment. The
dose rate in SR -site assessment is dominated by exposure of
Ag-108m. The dose rate to drilling personnel from radionuclides
brought to the surface 300 years after repository closure is 0.128
Sv/hr. And the radionuclide Ag -108m contribute 0.123 Sv/hr.
Whereas the nuclide Ag -108m is not currently considered in our
radionuclide inventory. Because Ag -108m is contained in control
rod, and control rod is not taken into consideration at this stage.
Without the dose contribution from Ag -108m, our assessment of
dose rate to drilling personnel is lower.

Please refer to Secti on

11.3 of the SNFD2017 Technical Support Report (3) for a detailed
explanation of the calculations.
5.9.3.4.3. Assessment of the Doses to the Family that Settles at the Repository Site
Another

assessment

case

assumes

that

the

borehole

is

abandoned and gradually fil led with groundwater. The water
provides a pathway through and to which the radionuclides from
the penetrated canisters are continuously released. Assume that,
one month after the drilling, a family settles in the contaminated
area. The doses to the family members are analyzed in two cases. In
Case 1, the family uses the contaminated well water for drinking
and irrigation. In Case 2, the family members engage in farming on
the contaminated land.
In Case 1, the pathways of radiation exposure to the family
include

the

internal

exposure

by

means

of

drinking

the

contaminated well water as well as ingesting the contaminated food
grown on the land that is irrigated or produced through farming and
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husbandry. The expected internal exposure dose is 0.197 mSv/yr
(Figure 5-55). The primary contributor to the radiation is Nb -94.
The

assessment

of

Case

2

finds

that,

given

a

drilling

exploration scenario that takes plac e 300 years after the repository
closure, members of a family that engages in agriculture on the
contaminated land is expected to be exposed to an annual effective
dose of 2.84 Sv/yr ( Figure 5-56). The internal exposure of the
family

members

primarily

originates

from

the

inhalation

of

suspended dust particles that contain Am -241. The dose from using
the contaminated soil is 4 order of magnitude larger than the dose
from using the borehole water as a well. In drilling case, it is
primary importance to take into consider the impact that the
cuttings containing the spent nuclear fuel is brought to surface.
Owing to the dose contribution of Ag -108m through external
exposure, the dose is lower for FHA scenarios than result in SR -Site
assessment. Also, although quite low for FHA scenarios, the doses
are high compared to normal evolution scenarios. However, the
assumption in FHA scenarios are pessimistic. The pes simism
included in the scenarios, such as drill cuttings are left on the site
and available for farming, humans utilize a well without any check
of water quality, etc. As a result, the FHA scenarios are low
likelihood to occur. Please refer to Section 11.3 of the SNFD2017
Technical Support Report (3) for a detailed explanation of the
findings of the dose estimates.
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Table 5-26：Canister failure time assessment for global warming cases
Dep. hole ID
Flow-rate
Erosion time
Corrosion
Failure time
(m3/yr)
(yr)
time (yr)
(yr)
DH-631
DH-121
DH-2712
DH-2594
DH-1433

1.19× 10-2
9.15× 10-3
8.65× 10-3
7.69× 10-3
7.05× 10-3

1.61× 105
1.79× 105
1.85× 105
2.01× 105
1.99× 105
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7.97× 105
1.04× 106
1.10× 106
1.24× 106
1.35× 106

9.58× 105
1.22× 106
1.29× 106
1.44× 106
1.55× 106

Figure 5-50：The result of annual effective dose for extreme global warming case

Figure 5-51：The result of annual effective dose for extreme global warming case
back to temperate domain
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Figure 5-52：Frequency of canister failures due to earthquake-induced shear load

Figure 5-53：Far-field annual effective dose for the multiple earthquakes case
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Figure 5-54：Dose rate to drilling personnel working in the contaminated area as
a function of time after repository closure that the drilling takes place

Figure 5-55：Calculated annual effective doses from using the borehole as a well
for drinking water and irrigation at the site
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Figure 5-56：Calculated annual effective doses from exposure to the
radionuclides brought to the surface via the use of the contaminated soil for
domestic farming and through spending time in the contaminated area
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5.10. Integrated Analysis of the Calculations
As required by the law, an assessment of the time -related risks
is a crucial component in the safety assessment of a final disposal
facility. The hazard associated with the repository to the external
key groups is mainly emanating from radiation. Therefore, this
section offers an integrated risk and impact analysis based on the
base cases and variant cases as adopted in the corrosion scenario
and the shear scenario according to the discussions of refe rence
evolutions in Section 5.6 and the scenario development in Section
5.7. For the radiation risks, the assumed radiation risk for fatal
cancer and hereditary effects proposed in the ICRP -60 system of
dose limitation is adopted. The dose -to-risk conversion factor is
there given as 0.073 Sv - 1 .
5.10.1. Risk Assessment and Integration of the Corrosion Scenario
The researchers conduct an analysis of the base case under the
corrosion scenario as provided in Section 5.8.3.1 based on the
existing geological survey data . The exercise demonstrates that the
KBS-3 disposal concept is viable on the case of the K -area. The
findings are expressed in a cumulative distribution function of
corrosion-induced canister failures (see Figure 5-5). The service
lives of the canisters calculated this way stretch far beyond the
one-million-year safety assessment time frame. In other words, the
engineering design of the canisters suffic iently ensures that the
canisters deliver satisfactory performance in safety containment
functions against corrosion within the one -million-year safety
assessment time frame at analyzed site. It is also noted that the
repository

system

evolution,

and

there by

the

risk

of

corrosion-induced canister failures, beyond the safety assessment
time frame entails great uncertainties, rendering such discussions
less meaningful.
An examination of the ground water composition shows that
the [HS - ] concentration has a gre at impact on the progression of a
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corrosion scenario, being a crucial component for the feasibility
assessment of a potential site to be developed in the subsequent
stage. A canister failure analysis based on the [HS - ] concentration
conditions at the Swedi sh Forsmark site shows that at least 1.49
million years will have passed prior to the failure of the safety
containment function in a corroded canister.
5.10.2. Risk Assessment and Integration of the Shear Scenario
The

earthquake

frequency

of

Taiwan,

situated

in

the

Circum-Pacific seismic zone, is higher than global average. It is
expected that radiation exposure to crucial groups as a result of a
shear scenario, with the shear -induced canister failures, is more
likely than risks associated with a corrosion scen ario.
A base case and a variant case do not happen concurrently; in
other words, at a given point in time, only one scenario can occur.
The researchers take into consideration the base case and variant
cases’ risk assessment findings (see Figure 5-55) and conduct a
comprehensive and conservative analysis based on the peak values
out of the three function curves. For shear load scenario, in general,
the cases for discussing uncertainty of the retention in the far -field
dominate the peak annual risk and its peak value is 1.529× 10 - 7
5.10.3. Analysis of the Calculations
The researchers assess the radiation risk associated with the
K-area as a spent nuclear fuel disposal site in a corrosion scenario
and a shear scenario. However, the points in time where the
corrosion-induced canister failure occurs far beyond the time frame
of a risk assessment. The uncertainties of the corrosion scenario
related

parameters

increase

drastically

and

contribute

to

meaningless assessment results with great variations themselves.
Therefore, the calculated risks dominated by shear scenario will
impact assessment in relation to the overall repository safety. In
other words, the risk assessment and integration of the shear
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scenario for the base case and variant cases relating to an
earthquake,

as

described

in

Section

5.10.2.are

took

into

consideration. The peak risk value over a period of one million
years is 53 × 10 - 7 .
Finally, it is worth noting that the risks associated with the
shear load continue to increase over the period of one million years.
The reason behind the increase is the increasing accumulated
probability of barrier failure throughout the assessment t ime frame
Radionuclides, especially Ra -226, are primary contributors to the
radiation risk. The risk in one million years after the repository
closure is still several orders of magnitude lower than the risk
associated with the background radiation.
The national spent nuclear fuel disposal plan is still in the
stage in which the safety assessment technologies are developed.
Furthermore, the existing field survey data for the K -area are rather
limited at this point. More credible sources of data are required and
yet to be added in order to support the reliability of the data. A
supplementary description of the reliability of the data is the way
to make the

comparison of the assessment

findings to the

regulatory limits meaningful. But an overall risk assessmen t offers
an insight into the needs and requirements for a successful
execution

of

the

safety

assessment

(including

the

geologic

conditions and engineering design). Plans for future research and
development to enhance the technical competence for the safety
assessment are presented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 5-57：Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) of failure time of canister
due to corrosion that located at deposition holes intersected by a flowing
fracture

Figure 5-58：Summary of risk curves for base and variant cases
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5.11. Reliability of the Safety Assessment
According to the IAEA Specific Safety Guide -14, Appendix II
Post-Closure Safety Assessment, activities contributing to the
building of confidence in the post -closure assessments include: (1)
Sensitivity Analysis; (2) Uncertainty Analysis; (3) Verification,
Calibration and Validation of Models; (4) Scenario and Case
Development; (5) Investigation of Relevan t Natural Analogues; (6)
Management System; (7) Peer R eview.
The researchers aim to cover all aspects to enhance the quality
of the safety assessments in order to build up the general public’s
confidence in the safety of the disposal facility.
This chapte r will explain the completed and planned projects
as part of the first stage of technology program, Characterization
and Evaluation of the Potential Host Rock, from seven aspects in the
order as described in the previous paragraph.
5.11.1. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
With

respect

to

the

parameter

sensitivity

analysis,

the

researchers discuss the important parameters relating to the safety
assessment and conduct a full -range impact analysis based on a
broad inclusion of the survey data from the K -area and other areas.
5.11.1.1.Parameter Sensitivity Analysis for the Transport Calculations in the
Corrosion Scenario
This section analyzes the sensitivity of the parameters relating
to the corrosion scenario. The results can be used as reference for
the future technical development. The related parameters include:
solubility limit of the spent fuel, instantaneous release fraction of
the radionuclides, radionuclide solubility, radionuclide distribution
coefficient, effective diffusion coefficient, Darcy flux, advective
transport time and transport length. Section 10.1 explains the effect
of the sensitivities of these parameters on the safety assessment.
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According to the result of the analysis for the corrosion of the
containment in the current SNFD2017 report, the length of time
required for a canister failure due to the corrosion is greater than
1,000,000 years. In order to conduct the parameter sensitivity
study for the corrosion scenario, the failure time for the sensitivity
analysis case was assumed to be the same as the extreme global
warming case, which was occurred in about 960,000 years after
disposal. Figure 5-59 shows sensitivities of different parameters
based on the effect of the radiation over a period of one million
years. The analyzed parameters include the fuel dissolution rate,
fuel instantaneous release factor (IRF), buffer K d value, buffer De
value, radionuclide solubility and flow parameters. As seen in the
figure, the spent fuel dissolution rate is the greatest determining
factor

over

the

one-million-year

consequence
assessment

radiation

time

frame.

dose

over

the

This

parameter

determines the annual quantity of the radionuclides released from
the spent nuclear fuel matrix. This parameter varies from 10 - 8 yr - 1
to 10 - 6 yr - 1 . The quantity of released radionuclides may vary greatly
due to the one -million-year time scale of the assessment. In
addition to their inherent radioactivity, the radionuclides, once
released, may transform into daughter nuclides, generating more
radiation through the process of decay. The second and the fifth
most sensitive parameters are the rock partition coefficient (K d ) of
U and Ra. It is because in the reference case, there are i sotopes of U
such as U-233, U-234, U-235 and U -236 to be considered as
important radionuclides, and these nuclides are the parents of many
daughters, they are also influenced by the K d of U; For Ra -226, it is
the one of the most contributor for the total d ose, so the Kd of Ra
will influence the total dose at one million years. The distribution
coefficient is an important parameter in terms of its effect on the
radionuclide retardation process. When the distribution coefficient
is high, more Ra-226 radionuclides are adsorbed by the host rock,
thereby reducing the radiation release. The advective transport
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time and equivalent initial flux are the third and the fourth most
sensitive

parameters.

inter-dependence

with

These
the

parameters

groundwater

flow

have
rate

strong
near

the

deposition holes and in the far -field in the radionuclide transport
model. The existing range of data adopted in this analysis comes
from the base case of the flow model. The outcome of this
sensitivity analysis resembles the SKB SR -Site assessment result
(SKB, 2011, p690 ). The report concludes that the transport
resistance is a sensitive parameter. The transport resistance as a
parameter describes the process of radionuclide retardation in a
flow channel (fracture). The resistance is lin early related to the
inverse of the far-field groundwater flow rate.
5.11.1.2.Parameter Sensitivity Analysis for the Transport Calculations in the Shear
load Scenario
This section analyses the sensitivity of parameters relating to
the shear scenario. The results can be used as reference for the
future technical development. The related parameters and the
reference data include the spent nuclear fuel matrix dissolution
rate, instant release fraction (IRF), buffer density, buffer porosity,
buffer K d value, host rock K d value and radionuclide solubility limit.
The researchers use Case 3, a base case of the shear scenario with a
late failure, to assess the effect of the above parameters on the
cumulative radiation dose over a period of one million years. Figure
5-60

shows

the

outcome

of

the

sensitivity

analysis

of

the

parameters related to the shear scenario. According to the findings,
the input parameters, including the fuel dissolution rate, the K d
value of radium and rock matrix, the K d value of plutonium and rock
matrix, and the K d value of plutonium and buffer, are the primary
parameters that determine the outcome of the shear scenario. The
change in the fuel dissolution rate leads to the change in the
proportion of the release of the radionuclides embedded in the fuel
matrix, thereby critic ally altering the released radiation dose. The
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release rates of Ra -226 and Pu-242 peak in one million years afte r
the repository closure. The K d values determine the retardation of
the two kinds of radionuclides in the buffer and host rock.
Therefore, three parameters, including the K d value of radium and
the rock matrix, the K d value of plutonium and the rock matrix, as
well as the K d value of radium and the buffer, have a critical impact
on the radiation release.
5.11.2. Uncertainty Analysis
The safety assessmen t covers a wide array of complicated
processes

and

phenomena.

With

proper

simplifications,

a

conceptual model of the disposal facility can be built for the safety
assessment. On the other hand, even if the scenarios are confirmed,
uncertainties related to the assessments still continue to exist,
including model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties. Finally,
non-random
uncertainties

systematic
are

also

uncertainties

and

uncertainties

to

random
be

statistical

considered.

The

aforementioned scenario uncer tainties are explained in the context
of the development of scenarios and cases in Section 5.11.4. The
model uncertainties are explained in the context of verification,
calibration and validation in Section 5.11.3. This section focuses on
explaining the pa rameter uncertainties. Its application includes the
sensitivity analysis which uses the parameter range (for instance,
Section 5.11.1).
If the uncertainties associated with certain data are apparently
unrelated to the safety of a disposal facility, these u ncertainties can
be omitted. In cases where the data is complicated and available in
great amounts, statistical methods are employed to quantify the
data to obtain the range of uncertainties. On the other hand, in
cases where the data is insufficient for a statistical assessment,
professional determination by the experts or qualitative narration
of

the

data

based

on

certain

concepts

are

used

to

assess

uncertainties. In an actual assessment that works with limited data,
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the researchers often take the conserv ative numerical values to
arrive in a conservative assessment outcome. A positive quality
feedback system as part of the uncertainty analysis is a main
objective towards which the safety assessment aims to achieve in
the future.
5.11.3. Model Verification, Calibration and Validation
Based on the safety assessment model flow as described in
Section 5.8.1., the software programs used for modelling as part of
the AMF of the corrosion scenario are listed in Table 5-27; the
software programs used for modelling as part of the models AMF of
the shear scenario are listed in in Table 5-28. To build up the
general confidence in the calculation tools, the application of the
software programs in analysis and calculation, model verification as
well as confidence in the programs ar e explained. The program is
committed to continue improving and executing model verification,
calibration and validation in the subsequent stage.
(1) ORIGEN-S
(a) Model functions and applications :
ORIGEN-S performs point depletion and decay analyses as
modules under the SCALE software suite (SCALE 5.0)
(ORNL,

2004).

ORIGEN-S

uses

a

matrix

exponential

approach to solve the formula of reaction rates for
radionuclide generation, depletion and decay processes,
thereby

estimating

the

time -dependent

radionuclide

concentrations. ORIGEN -S is widely applied in the study
and design of the transport and storage of spent nuclear
fuel, safety assessments of heat decay and radiation, as
well as environmental impact assessments.
(b) Model verification or reliability in app lication:
The reports on the validation of predictions for BWR and
PWR spent fuel, which can be applied in Taiwan, state that
the assessments show reasonable agreement between
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measured and predicted results ( ORNL, 1998, p40-p42；
ORNL, 1996, p41).
(2) FLAC3D
(a) Model functions and applications:
FLAC3D

(Fast

Lag rangian

Analysis

of

Continua in

3

Dimensions) v. 3.00 is a modelling software program based
on a finite difference equation. The program has a
powerful embedded scripting language, FISH, that allows
the users to define new variables or functions that provide
better customization to meet the users’ requirements.
FLAC3D utilizes an explicit finite difference equation that
produces a three-dimensional model of the mechanical
behaviors of the soil, rocks or other structures as they
reach the yield strength and become plastic.
(b) Model verification or reliability in application:
An exercise of the verification cases provided in the user
manual demonstrates that the analytical and numerical
solutions, be the m from explicit or implicit calculations,
are less than 0.1% in error.
(3) 3DEC
(a) Model functions and applications:
The 3-Dimensional Distinct Element Code (abbreviated as
“3DEC”

hereinafter)

has

released

its

fifth

version

(5.00.206(64bit) -double precision) in the course of the
development

of

the

software

program.

The

discrete

fracture network function (DFN) has been added to the
new version. 3DEC is commonly used for the following
modelling analysis applications: construction projects on a
side-slope, mining, rock drilling and blast effect analysis,
rock

thermal

conductivity

analysis,

earthquake -induced shear displacement rock analysis.
(b) Model verification or reliability in application:
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and

The Swedish final disposal facility estimation has adopted
the 3DEC to analyze the earthquake -induced displacement
of the discontinuities. The technology is also applied in the
thermal-mechanical analysis of the engineered barrier
system. The Swedish radiation safety authority (SSM)
reviewed the SKB’s modelling p rograms in 2005 and
released an official report on the subject matter (Hicks,
2005, pii). The report recognizes that the 3DEC is an
internationally -approved

and

commonly-used

software

program that conveys high reliability.
(4) ANSYS
(a) Model functions and applications:
The ANSYS has a prepost tool that builds the finite element
models needed for the analysis and processes the relevant
results. The stress and strains are represented in graphs
and figures. The ANSYS static structural analysis can be
widely

applied

in

simulation

of

non -linear

models,

non-linear material and highly non -linear interfaces.
(b) Model verification and reliability in application:
ANSYS is the first design analysis and design software
program that receives the IS0 9001 certification. The
researchers verify the program by doing an exercise with a
simple finite element truss model, and conclude that the
numerical sol utions of the case are similar to the solutions
provided by the ANSYS -assisted analysis.
(5) GoldSim
(a) Model functions and applications:
GoldSim contaminant transport module is useful in the
final disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The module, an
extension

of

the

GoldSim

program,

provides

a

mathematical representation of the underground disposal
facilities and allows the users to simulate transport,
retardation and release of the simulated substances (i.e.
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contaminants) in the complicated engineered and natural
environment

systems

from

the

deterministic

and

probabilistic approaches.
(b) Model verification or c onfidence in application:
Many countries choose to adopt GoldSim for use in their
radioactive

waste

disposal

programs,

including

the

Japanese JAEA H12 Report, Yucca Mountain nuclear waste
geological repository in the United States, and Posiva, a
Finnish company that uses the software application to
simulate the near-field transport of radionuclides from the
spent nuclear fuel.
(6) AMBER
(a) Model Function and Application:
AMBER is mathematical simulation and modelling tool that
offers flexibility and allow s the users to customize the
dynamic

block

models

to

simulate

the

migration,

degradation and final state of the contaminants in an
environment or engineered system. The program can be
used to model and analyze the routine, accidental or
long-term release o f containments.
(b) Model verification and confidence in application:
The Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) PSAG Level 1B biosphere
exercise, which checks the deterministic and probabilistic
functioning of AMBER, has completed verification of the
software program. For the validation of other functions in
the program, please refer to the Verification Summary for
the Amber software provided by Quintessa (Quintessa,
2011, p1-p192).
5.11.4. Scenario and Case Development
The essential objective of scenario and case development is to
ensure that the potential and related evolutions of the repos itory in
the future are properly considered and to identify the crucial
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factors that affect the functions of the disposal facility. The work
contributes to the confidence building for the results of the safety
assessments as part of the SNFD2017 Report. Sc enario development
serves the following two purposes:
(1) Identification of the factors that affect the functions of the
disposal system: The researchers, based on the existing
knowledge and understanding of the site concept as well as the
disposal system, identify the potential influencing factors and
tabulate the information accordingly.
(2) Organize the influencing factors by their importance into a
format based on the structure of logic to be used in the safety
assessment: The researchers develop diff erent scenarios that
combine

individual

influencing

factors

and

identify

the

potential consequences of these scenarios on the safety of the
disposal system.
5.11.5. Study of Natural Analogues
The study of natural analogues is an important method to
support the re sults of the safety assessment of a deep geological
disposal facility as it overcomes the disadvantages inherent to the
laboratory experiments and in -situ testing in terms of the time and
spatial scales, thereby enhancing the credibility of the technical
assessment of the deep geological disposal concept. The natural
analogues for geological disposal, metal material and bentonite are
compiled as follows:
5.11.5.1. Natural Analogues for Geological Disposal
The study of natural analogues for the geological disposal of
radioactive waste has several objectives: (1) The study of natural
analogues allows the researchers to identify analogues of the
natural phenomena in the geological disposal system and to
increase their understanding on the expectation results in terms of
time

scale

(including

the

migration
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and

retardation

of

radionuclides); (2) The study adds reliability to the assessment of a
repository based on the short -term laboratory verified data.
(1) Migration

and

retardation

of

natural

uranium

series

radionuclide
(a) Tono uranium deposit
A study of the Tono uranium deposit points out the crustal
uplifts caused by fault offsets do not lead to the migration
of uranium (Figure 5-61) (Shinjo et al., 1997, p94 -p95).
According to a study of chemical composition of the
groundwater that formed out of the rainfall from at least
1.5× 10 4 years ago, in a deep geological environment, rocks
of this kind are thought to possess the potential of
controlling the uranium elements or other redox -sensitive
radionuclides over an extensive period of time.
Comparison of the uranium deposits in Tono (Japan) and
Ruprechtov (Czech Republic): As described in the previous
paragraphs, the Tono uranium deposit in Gifu Prefecture,
Japan, is a buried mine for over 10 million years. The Czech
uranium deposit also shares this feature. According to a
study (Ulrich and Václava, 2014, p113 -p116), the uranium
in these two deposits have undertaken migration from the
rock fractures over the period of the past one million
years. The longest migration distance is 1 m.
(b) Oklo Uranium Deposit
The results of study on the geological environment of Oklo
as a natural nuclear reactor are as follows: ( Hidaka and
Holliger, 1998, p89-p108; Isobe et al., 1995, p1211 -p1218)
(i)

Residue of U and Pu are mostly found at places where
nuclear fission chain reactions occur.

(ii) Amongst

the

substances

that

migrate

outwards,

residues of Pu, Sr and Cs tend to remain in the
surrounding clay layer.
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(iii) Rare earth elements do not migrate outwards from the
locations where nuclear fission chain reactors take
place.
(iv) Even in an oxidative environment near the ground
surface,

only

few

elements

such

as

Sr

and

Cs

undertake outward migration, which are in turn
discovered.
(c) Koongarra U ranium Deposit
Studies of the Koongarra uranium deposit shows that
ferruginous minerals play an important r ole in the course
of the dissolution of concentrated uranium ( Ohnuki et al.,
1995, p1227-p1234; Yanase et al., 1991, p373 -p380). With
respect to the verification of the simulations ( SKB, 2011,
p793), in the Alligator Rivers Analogue Project (ARAP), an
Australian research project, the researchers utilize the
numerical simulation based on 13 different numerical mass
transport models to verify and represent the dispersion of
U-238 and its daughter nuclides.
(d) Okchon Fold Belt Uranium Deposit
KAERI (the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute)
establishes an underground research institute, KURT (the
KAERI Underground Research Tunnel), here in the uranium
deposit. The research projects that are currently in
progress

at

this

facility

uranium

distribution,

the

cover

the

effect

of

following
climate

topics:
on

the

adsorption of uranium by granite, and the characterization
of chemical properties of uranium in the groundwater.
(e) Cigar Lake Uranium Deposit
The

case

with

the

Cigar

Lake

Uranium

Deposit

demonstrates tha t compacted clay covering around the
disposal facility not only effectively insulates oxygen that
facilitates aerobic processes and thereby reduces loss of
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the

internal

material.

The

clay

delivers

excellent

performance in containment and retardation.
5.11.5.2.Natural Analogues – Metal
The most common analogue studies on the naturally -occurring
metal corrosion of steel and iron are archeological analogue studies
on historical artifacts. All kinds of pre -historical artifacts are stored
in

all

kinds

of

environments

ar ound

the

world,

providing

opportunities for us to understand the degradation process and
corrosion rate of iron under different environmental conditions.
Many natural analogues provide support to long -term safety
analysis and assessment by improving genera l perception and
understanding of the concept of a deep repository. In the meantime,
the analogue studies also contribute to verification of the results
produced by simulation modelling.
Johnson

and

Francis

(1980,

p3.1 -p3.4)

conducted

a

comprehensive anal ogue study on iron or iron alloy artifacts as of
date. The results of the study show that the corrosion rates of iron
ranged from 0.1 μm/yr to 10 μm/yr. The main factor influencing the
applicability of the results was the corrosion environment for the
artifact, in very general terms, such as “wet" or “dry”. Therefore, it
is hard to directly compare long -term corrosion rates of iron
artifacts in different environments without knowing exactly the
details. However, it may be possible to detect trends (Johnson and
Francis , 1980, p3.2). A waterlogged archeological site at Nydam
Mose

in

Denmark

contains

buried

iron

objects

of

military

equipment, in the period of 200 -500 AD. The siderite was identifie d
as a main corrosion product, which indicates an oxygen -free,
carbonate-rich (10 − 2 M) corrosion environment (Matthiesen et al.,
2003, p183-p194; 2004, p114 -p127). The estimated corrosion rates
range from 0.03 μm/year or less to 5 μm/year. The average
corrosion rate for 151 analysed lances is about 0.2 μm/year.
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Corrosion of archeological cast iron artifacts has been studied
(Neff et al., 2003, p295 -p315; 2005, p515 -p535). The corrosion
products on those artifacts from the 2nd century AD to the 16th
century AD were analyzed. The low carbon steel objects buried for
long periods were also analyzed to determine the average corrosion
rate (Neff et al. 2006, p2947 -p2970). The presence of oxygen in the
corrosion process was indicated by the corrosion products. The
analytical results showed that the measured or estimated corrosion
rates varied over a relatively large range, but that the estimated
average corrosion rates do not exceed 4 μm/year.
Although it is recognized to be difficult to find natural
analogues exposed to exactly the same conditions as expected in a
geological repository, study of archaeological items can provide
information about the corrosion behaviour of iron under naturally
occurring, reducing aqueous conditions which are relevant to the
behaviour of waste container materials in a geological repository
(SKB, 2006c, p25).
Copper and bronze (an alloy consisted of copper and tin) have
wide applications in human life ever since the Bronze Age.
Therefore, the information on bronze artifacts is also abundantly
available. Tylecote et al. (1977, p269 -p283) studied the durability
of multiple archeological copper and bronze alloy (consisted of lead
and tin or of tin -bronze) artifacts. The study concludes that copper
and bronze alloy have excellent corrosion resistance, making them
excellent material for metal cani sters. Tylecote et al. also studies
bronze artifacts unearthed from different archeological sites and
explore the correlation between the environmental conditions and
corrosion rates. The result shows that the tin -bronze alloy artifacts
have the best corro sion resistance. The average corrosion rate for
all kinds of bronze artifacts is about 0.225 μm/yr in the typical
slightly alkali soil. Johnson and Francis (1980, p3.1 -p3.4) also
perform a broad study of corrosion of archeological bronze product
by examining the bronze products that are better preserved and can
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be dated. The study attempts to estimate the corrosion rate based
on the artifact dating. The result shows that the long -term
corrosion rate of copper ranges from 0.025 μm/yr to 1.27 μm/yr.
The average corrosion rate is approximately 0.3 μm/yr ( Figure
5-62). The findings of the study are similar to what have been
concluded in Tylecote et al. The an cient bronze objects have been
exposed to a range of burial environments: caves and tombs, often
dry,

but

with

a

variety

of

moisture

levels.

Although

the

environments which ancient bronze objects were buried are
different from the underground conditions in repository, we can
expect that the these burial environments are probably more
oxidizing than HLW

repository. From this point of view, these

results still are valuable reference. In addition, an analysis has been
performed on the bronze artifacts collect ed from Hubei, Jiangxi,
Guangxi, Shanxi and Beijing of China (dated more than 3,000 years
ago) (Chen Zhang-ru et al. 2004, p163 -p169). In terms of the copper
corrosion rate, the study concludes that (1) The corrosion thickness
on artifacts found in dry are as ranges from 50 μm to 260 μm
whereas the corrosion thickness on artifacts found in wet areas
ranges from 300 μm to 8,000 μm; and (2) Amongst the byproducts
of bronze corrosion, green malachite (Cu 2 (OH) 2 CO 3 ) and cassiterite
(SnO 2 ) are minerals in their st able phases, offering protection of
the

underground

considering

the

metal
whole

from

period

continuing
of

repository

corrosion.
operation,

When
large

amounts of superficial waters are predicted to percolate during this
period of time. The infiltrating wate rs will bring a lot of oxygen into
repository,

and

may

generate

a

similar environment

to the

above-mentioned study. Therefore the result of this study may help
us to better understand the corrosion phenomena of canister durin g
the excavation and operation period.
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5.11.5.3.Natural Analogues – Bentonite
The buffer in the EBS system is usually made up of MX -80
bentonite that functions as a buffer (Aku Itälä, 2009, p16) . The
compacted Na-bentonite, once damped and saturated with water,
has excellent swelling capacity. The design of a repository takes
advantage of its swelling capacity by filling the gap between the
buffer blocks and between the deposition holes and the s urrounding
host rock with this material.
The Kronan canon is a well -known example of the natural
analogue studies on clay. The canon had a high copper content,
similar to the canisters for spent nuclear fuel in Sweden. The study
states that the canon was tightly packed with sea clay (see Figure
5-63). The saturated and compacted clay under the sea also has the
montmorillonite content similar to bentonite (Hallberg, 1988,
p273-p280). The corrosion rate of copper has remained at 0.15
μm/yr since the sinking of the Kronan ship ( Neretnieks, 1986,
p32-p36; Hallberg, 1988, p273-p280). It presented the opportunity
to study corrosion effects across a redox profile through the
sediments, which provides s ome information that might be broadly
analogous to a copper canister enclosed in bentonite. However, the
geochemical environment of the Kronan Cannon is considered to be
more oxidizing than that anticipated within a HLW repository
(Miller W M et al., 1994, p75-168).The copper material packed
under

such

extreme

environmental

conditions

demonstrates

incredible durability, demonstrating the importance of bentonite
material to the disposal facilities.
Another famous case study of natural analogues is Mawangdui
Han tombs in China ( ITRI, 2003, p2-33). The female corpse in tomb
number one had been perfectly preserved for more than 2,000 years
in the soil of South China, where the hot and humid climate reined.
The primary factor that contributes to the perfect prese rvation is
the earth coating on the surface of the coffin in the ancient tomb,
which effectively sealed the coffin and insulated the content from
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outside air. The researchers studied the content of the earth coating
and found that the coating material was made up of a certain kind of
clay mineral. The clay’s performance in preservation provides a
good reference for the analogue of the performance of the material
that will consist with the multi -barrier system.
5.11.5.4.Potential Natural Analogues in Taiwan and the On-going Development of
the Assessment Technologies
Taiwan experienced a metal age from 2,000 years to 400 years
prior to this date. The famous archeological sites of cultures that
flourished during the period include, amongst others, Shisanhang
Culture, Fantzuyuan Culture, Niaosong Culture and Jingpu Culture.
In addition to the archeological sites listed above, the artifacts from
Hanben Culture archeological site, located in Nanao Township of
Ilan County in Taiwan, add to the discoveries. As of August 2015 ,
the discovery of iron slag at the site proves that Taiwan had
metallurgical technologies back then and entered the Iron Age. The
carbon particles found in the same layer were sent for carbon -14
dating. The result shows that the iron and bronze artifacts found in
this site are dated from the period between 900 to 1,600 years ago.
The related studies (e.g. corrosion rate, corrosion mechanism and
the interaction with other processes in the environment) have been
undertaken and still an on -going process.
The data collections and case studies of natural analogues in
Taiwan focus on continuing collection of the findings of the surveys
for local natural analogues. The researchers analyze the geological
characteristics of the environment where the artifacts were b uried
and the corrosion mechanism at work (i.e. chemical weathering as a
geological process). In the meantime, they also examine the content
and composition of the artifacts for their state, constitution,
structure and the byproducts of the weathering proc ess. The
methods and theories to perform such analyses as described above
and the technologies for testing and identification of the artifacts
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are compiled and discussed. In the meantime, the researchers also
review the research information from the intern ational studies of
natural analogues in an attempt to analyze and create a set of
technologies for detection of natural analogues applicable to the
domestic environment. Amongst these technologies is Micro -CT that
allows the researchers to conduct the CT -scanning and X -ray
imaging of the samples to estimate the degree of corrosion the iron
samples have been subject to. The grayscale image analysis enables
representation

of

the

potential

changes

in

density

or

pore

distribution of the sample material, thereby further facilitating the
estimation of the corrosion rate of the iron and bronze relics foun d
in the archeological site as well as the copper radioactive caniste r
(including the iron lining) that constitutes the subject matter of the
natural analogy in th is case. The study provides the researchers an
opportunity to better understand how, given similar natural
environmental and geological conditions, the natural analogue and
canisters evolve over time.
5.11.6. Management System
This program is a project that requi res many years of devotion
and also integration of cross -disciplinary technologies ; therefore,
the objectives of the management system are to ensure that the
program

meets

the

requirements

and

produces

effective

documentations in order to ensure the succes sful execution of the
long-term plan. A comprehensive management system needs to be
established to integrate the sub -projects under different subject
matters and to effectively implement two management objectives:
project management and knowledge managemen t. The gradual
attainment of individual objectives for every stage in an orderly
fashion is made possible this way.
Figure 5-64 shows the structure of the work items relating to
the management system. The project management platform will be
developed as a priority to implement project tracking, record
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keeping and quality assurance. Research outcomes will be produced
with the progression of the projects. At this time, a knowledge
management platform can be developed and integrated with the
project management platform to form a comprehensive program
system. The system will be in the form of a web portal for practical
purposes with the users individually assigned a range of authorized
access.
5.11.6.1.Project Management
The objectives of the management system as it concerns project
tracking and auditing are to provide a platform that allows the
users to effectively track the progress and outco me of individual
work tasks, as well as to present the outcomes of the projects by
integrating the technical developments according to needs. Project
tracking and auditing may be carried out on regular or irregular
bases. For tracking on a regular basis, t he management system
automatically notifies the project managers and individual relevant
institutions to track the progress of the project based on the
tracking points configured in the system. For tracking on an
irregular basis, the project tracking syste m provides all kinds of
abstracts, graphs and figures that reflect the current progress in
response to project managers’ requests, allowing the management
to make decisions based on the information. The system building
process will incorporate a wide range of information technologies
to integrate the progress and outcomes of individual research
projects and store them in the database. With the relevant access
and search technologies, the users, depending on the authorization,
can view the progress of the pr ogram based on a quantitative
presentation.
5.11.6.2.Knowledge Management
A geological disposal program entails several unique features,
including

long

cycles,

complexity
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and

political

sensitivity.

Long-term continuous surveillance and control are required after
the closure of the facility. As the program moves forward, the stages
that involve more sensitive issues, such as, site selection and the
issuance of permits for construction, and operation of the disposal
facility will present needs that can only be fulfil led by a simple and
clear

decision-making

process

based

on

a

structured,

quality-assured, open and accessible database.
The

disposal

of

radioactive

waste

has

inherent

issues

concerning the complexity of decision -making and the challenging
task of communica ting with interested parties. The range and
quality of knowledge to be applied towards these goals therefore
expand

exponentially.

For

this

reason,

it

is

of

paramount

importance that a system is in place to focus the resources on
meeting the challenges and managing knowledge with efficiency.
Figure 5-65 provides a structured presentation of the issues
concerning knowledge management in a radioactive was te disposa l
program. The generation of basic knowledge units is an essential
objective of the research and development work under the disposal
program.

A

set

of

goal -oriented

mid-level

presentation

of

knowledge, including a site descriptive model (SDM), re pository
design and the assessment models and data, is then formed and
consolidated into a structure that supports the full -system safety
assessment. The researchers analyze the exported findings in order
and forward the knowledge units to the upper level of knowledge
presentation, thereby developing a safety case based on the safety
strategies.
It is recommended that, to facilitate the domestic disposal
program, Taiwan should learn from the knowledge management
system under the Japanese disposal program an d engage in the
development of advanced knowledge management technologies as
soon as possible. As an initiative, this program plans to launch a
knowledge

management

platform
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that

incorporates

the

development

of

databases

as

well

as

integrated

access

and

application.
(1) Database
The purpose of a database is to allow the individual program
participants to fully share the knowledge and the future
participants

to

understand

the

history,

progress

and

achievements of the R&D in the shortest time possible, thus
maximizing and strengthening the knowledge transfer. To
attain these goals, a prototype of a knowledge database that is
to become available in the near future aims to present the
research outcomes and technical data and to provide the
functions of search a nd browse. With the progression of the
program, the knowledge database will gradually incorporate
resources for management and quality assurance in order to
better represent the program achievements.
(2) Integrated application
Once the knowledge database as described above reaches a
certain

scale,

the

system,

combined

with

the

technical

improvement in integrated application, allows the users to link
by

means

individually

of

information

from

related

technology
databases

and
for

retrieve

the

data

purpose

of

performing an integrated analysis. The visualized technologies
can also be applied to present the program achievements and
facilitate better communication with the general public.
5.11.7. Peer Review
The disposal program in Taiwan consolidates the resources
from the domestic research institutions. Furthermore, international
collaboration and exchange with the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Company (SKB) and the Finnish counterpart
(POSIVA) culminate in the successful international peer review
seminars and technical exchange panel meetings. Taiwan has signed
a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the Nuclear Waste
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Management Organization of Japan (NUMO), the host of the
High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal International Conference,
which

Taiwan

Taiwan-Japan

also

pa rticipates.

High-Level

Taiwan

Radioactive

also

Waste

hosted

Final

the

Disposal

Technology Seminar. These events are a means to establish the
network for international technical collaboration for the deep
geological

disposal

radioactive

waste

and

to

present

technologies

in

the

existing

Taiwan

for

high -level
review

by

international peers. In the meantime, Taiwan signs a SNFD2017
Report peer review technical service agreement with the Southwest
Research Institute (SwRI), an institution headquarter ed in Texas,
the United States, and equipped with the experience and skills to
peer review the final disposal technologies as a way to complete the
independent peer review procedure for the SNFD2017 Report.
The review commentaries and recommendations provi ded by
the experts from the Swedish SKB, Finnish POSIVA and Japanese
NUMO illuminate the direction to the future development of this
program. The interaction with the experts from these institutions
also provides an insight into the international peer revi ew of the
related

reports.

For

example,

with

respect

to

the

performance/safety assessment technologies, it is recommended
that the program in Taiwan should be built on SKB’s disposal
concept (KBS-3) as the foundation for development whilst reflects
on the basic assessment technologies to achieve advancement of the
technologies in a short period of time. The recommendation is both
reasonable and feasible. Moreover, the program operators hope to
see a smooth and successful launch of the final disposal program
and the related projects, and to receive public approval for the
work. To achieve this end, the program operators need to be
committed to facilitate transparency of the information related to
the final disposal program. It must be acknowledged that, only with
the public access to the information, implementation of the
information exchange between the government, organizations and
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institutions, and tactful communication of opinions can the final
disposal program be a success.
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Table 5-27：Assessment models used in the corrosion AMF
Modelling
Model used in SNFD2017
Decay heat
ORIGEN-S
Buffer/rock temperature
FLAC3D
Empirical equations (including local
Erosion calculation
data)
Empirical equations (including local
Copper corrosion calculation
data)
Radionuclide transport in the
GoldSim
near-field
Radionuclide transport in the far-field GoldSim
Biosphere
AMBER
Table 5-28：Assessment models used in the shear load AMF
Modelling
Model used in SNFD2017
Decay heat
ORIGEN-S
Buffer and rock temperature
FLAC3D
Resistance to shear movement
ANSYS
GEO-DFN for canister failure calculations
3DEC
Fracture/Canister intersection
3DEC
Uneven bentonite swelling pressure
ANSYS
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Figure 5-59：Sensitivity study for parameters related to total dose at 106 year of
corrosion scenario

Figure 5-60：Sensitivity study for parameters related to the total dose at 106 year
of shear load scenario
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Figure 5-61：Concentration profile of uranium in the Tsukiyoshi fault, Tono
uranium deposit
Reference: Shinjo et al.(1997, p94-p95)

Figure 5-62：Corrosion rate Data for Copper Alloy Artifacts
Reference: Tylecote et al.(1977, p305-p333)
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Figure 5-63：The Kronan Cannon embedded in the marine sediments
Reference: Tylecote et al.(1977, p305-p333)

Figure 5-64：Structure of Management system
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Figure 5-65：Hierarchy of knowledge creation, synthesis and application for
radioactive waste disposal projects
SEA：Strategic environments assessment
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5.12. Sub-conclusions
Chapter 5 supports the SNFD2017 Report for the “Investigation
and Evaluation of Potential Host Rocks” that assesses the technical
feasibility assessment on the “Safety Assessment Technology “of the
spent nuclear fuel final disposal procedures implemented in
Taiwan. For the purpose of providing a solid foundation upon which
the quality and credibility of safety assessments are built, the
technical development for this stage of safety assessments stems
from the safety assessment methodology applied in the Swedish
SKB’s SR-Site (SKB, 2011, ch2) as the foundation. The development
also incorporates the concept of the spent nuclear fuel dispos al
system as proposed in “the repository design and engineering
technologies”, as well as the conceptual geological models and
characterization data of the reference case adopted for the
SNFD2017 Report. With these, the researchers seek to demonstrate
that Taiwan is competent and equipped with the technologies that
assess and evaluate the long -term safety of a geological repository.
The following section introduces the highlights of the achievements
of

the

technical

development

of

credible

safety

assessment

technologies applied in the reference case, which is in turn
developed

and

built

according

to

the

safety

assessment

methodologies.
With respect to the technical development of safety assessment
methodologies, the researchers have developed a systematic, l ogical
and credible safety assessment methodology. The methodology is to
be applied to the safety assessment of the future candidate or actua l
sites as a preliminary safety and feasibility assessment preceding
the selection and determination of potential s ite in next stage. The
researchers collect feedbacks from the experience throughout the
process

of

technology

building

conclusions:
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and

arrive

in

the

following

(1) The

exchange

and

feedback

of

the

engineering

design

technology allow the researchers to buil d the techniques for
analyzing the safety functions and safety indicators of the
disposal system and sub -systems;
(2) The researchers take an inventory of the internal processes and
perform screening to identify the important FEPs to be
included in the ea rly version of a safety assessment for
Taiwanese conditions . Scientific understanding of the coupled
thermal-hydraulic-

mechanical-chemical

(THMC)

processes

built with the assistance of simulation modelling contributes to
the analysis of the long -term evolution processes in the
repository.
(3) The researchers engage in the development of scenario s where
the containment function of the canisters is the primary safet y
factor based on the results of the analysis of the long -term
evolutions of the repository co nditions.
(4) In response to the uncertainties associated with the repository
data and numerical models, the researchers develop the logica l
analysis techniques for case selection to cover the multiple
possibilities associated with one scenario, thereby buildin g
confidence in the safety assessment.
(5) The researchers provide the long -term safety assessment
model flow for the disposal system to ensure the accuracy of
the data and parameters in terms of making connections,
thereby strengthening the techniq ues of the quantitative risk
assessment of the radiation exposure.
(6) With respect to the geological survey, engineering design and
safety

assessment,

building

for

the

the

researchers

long-term

safety

engage

in

of

repository

the

confidence
by

presenting a safety case to the general public as a basis for
communication.
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For the purpose of building the confidence in the safet y
assessment technologies, the researchers develop a reference case
for evaluation based on the local geological survey data obtained
from the K-area as well as the KBS -3 repository design concept.
Feedbacks have been collected from the experience of performing
the assessment for this reference case and arrive at the following
conclusions:
(1) A FEPs database for Taiwan has been establish ed. The initial
conditions of the host rock in k area and of the KBS -3
conceptual design are also incorporated into analyses, in which
the discussion of the screening and production of the FEPs list
by mutual analyses have been completed. The researchers,
learning from the international experience and consolidating
the R&D resources, also study the important FEPs and the
related internal coupled THMC processes.
(2) A reference evolution model based on the local information has
been developed. The model incorporates a conceptual analysis
of the evolutions of external conditions, the conceptual model
and inferred evolution of the biosphere, simulation modelling
of

the

near-field

thermal

distributions,

discrete

fracture

networks in rocks and the related hyd rological and geological
models, analysis of rock mechanics and seismic hazards, the
study of chemical characteristics of the groundwater and its
application, the study of buffer and backfill characterization
and its application, as well as the analysis of the effects of
corrosion and shear with respect to canister failures.
(3) The development of the main scenario is put forward according
to the reference evolution of a geological repository located in
the K-area. In consideration of the parameter uncertai nty,
model uncertainty and scenario uncertainty, the researchers
develop the base case and variant cases stemming out of the
main scenario to better cover the wide range of possible
variations associated with the long -term safety of the disposal
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facility. In the meantime, the researchers, by employing the
FEPs as possible sources of perturbations, construct several
independent cases under the disturbance scenario, covering
cases involving the climate changes, earthquakes and future
human actions. The resear chers thereby demonstrate the
technical competence in handling perturbation -related FEPs.
(4) Numerical

analysis

models

have

been

developed

an d

integrated. Amongst these is the containment safety analysis
that covers the following aspects: hydrological and geological
models that aim to examine the EBS erosion process and
canister corrosion processes. The shear -induced canister risk
analysis is performed to study the possible canister failures
caused

by

shear

stress.

The

analysis

of

radionuclide

retardation includes the building of models that simulate the
release of radionuclides, models that simulate near -field
transport and retardation, models that simulate far -field
transport and retardation, and the conceptual biosphere model.
(5) The

data

transfer

proc edure

and

the

related

accuracy

assurance in the process of model integration are established.
The quantitative analyses of canister corrosion processes,
shear-induced canister failures and the associated risks of
radiation exposure are demonstrated in the same sections.
(6) The researchers have developed cases involving a disturbance
scenario,

provided

discourses

and

acquired

quantitative

analysis technologies. The disturbance scenario covers an
extreme multiple-earthquake scenario, future human actions
and an extreme global warming scenario.
The current stage of the domestic final disposal program
focuses on the assessment of the technical feasibility for the “safety
assessment technology”. The report provides evidence that supports
the following conclusi ons:
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(1) Establish methodologies of safety assessment and scenario
building; explain the method of risk assessments, modellin g
tools and the integration of the former two; introduce the
needed parameters to make connections in the assessments.
(2)

Demonstrate

a

reference

case

based

on

the

geological

characteristics of the domestic environment as well as the
domestic repository design concept in order to build the
confidence in the safety assessment technologies.
(3) Identify the inadequacies in the existing safety assessment
technologies and planning the objectives of the research and
development program accordingly. The achievements of the
R&D program provide technical support for next stage of work:
potential site evaluation and approval (2018 to 2028).
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6. Technical Foundation for Site Selection and the Development of Safety
Standard
6.1. Preface
According to the AEC’s requirement, the SNFD2017 Report is
expected to meet three project milestones (as specified in Section
1.3.2). The research achievements presented in the SNFD2017
Report revolve around the core technical subjects that underlie the
technical foundation of the project: the survey and study of the
environmental

conditions

at

a

repository,

the

research

and

development of dis posal technologies, and the spent nuclear fuel
disposal safety assessment. The progresses of the development of
the core technical subjects are presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 of this Report. The researchers use the K -area as the
reference case via which the three core technologies are integrated
and subject to the overall disposal facility technology feasibility
assessment. The assessment demonstrates the domestic competence
in

and

feasibility

of

the

spent

nuclear

fuel

final

disposal

technologies in Taiwan, underlying the subsequent development of
the technologies related to site selection and safety functions.
As specified in the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan in
Taiwan, the years prior to 2017 are assigned to be the “Potential
Host Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage” ( TPC, 2010a,
p6-4). The work at this stage does not involve site selection, which
is scheduled to be undertaken in stages after 2018. This chapter
presents an integrated look into the establishment of technical
feasibility of the disposal technologies. In Sections 6.2 and 6.4 of
this Chapter, the future development of this program, as well as the
scientific and technological foundation that enable the progress of
selection of potential host rock survey sites and the repository
layout, are also presented. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes with the
development of the fundamental technologies for site selection and
safety standard.
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6.2. Integration of Technology and Science to be the Foundation for Future
Disposal Program
The core components of the final disposal programme are
generally

categorized

into

three

groups:

development

and

application of methods and techniques for investigations of the
disposal site, development of disposal facility construction and
emplacement te chnology, and the development a nd application of
methodology for disposal facility safety assessment. The previous
chapters in this Report have given an introduction to the three core
components.

The

introduction

begins

with

the

fundamental

technologies, and proceeds to the application of the environmental
survey data to the repository design and layout as well as the
development of the construction technologies on the basis of
correlations. The work is completed with an integrated safety
assessment. The s olid-lined square on the top section of Fig. 6 -1
shows the integration of correlations as stated above.
For the technology of geological environment survey, the
researchers, in addition to explaining the importance of the
geosphere in the context of the de ep geological disposal of spent
fuel, also expound on the crucial role played by the geological
environment in the spent nuclear fuel geologica l disposal. The deep
geological

characteristics,

including

the

hydrogeology,

hydrogeochemistry, radionuclide tran sport pathways and rock
features, are compiled. A geological environmental data table based
on the deep geological data obtained from the K -area as the
domestic reference case is produced and applied to the successive
analyses of the engineering design and safety assessment.
As

the

geological

environment

survey

progresses,

the

requirement for accuracy of the surveys involving the selection of
candidate sites, the detailed survey of the repository site and the
final application for the permit to build gradua lly increases over
time.

Geochemistry

plays

an

important
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role

in

the

survey

technology for the deep geological environment characterization.
To this end, the establishment of an underground laboratory is
especially crucial as a means to verify the suitabil ity of the local
geological environment as a final disposal site. The technical
development of the disposal facility engineering as well as the
overall repository safety assessment are expected to be defined and
refined with the advances in the accuracy of surveys, thereby
reducing the uncertainties associated with the overall assessments
and increasing their reliability.
With

respect

to

the

repository

design

and

engineering

technology, the researchers undertake the underground disposal
facility layout desi gn based on the conditions in the K -area as the
reference case for this program. The researchers further cultivate
the competence in handling the seismic hazard assessment as well
as the calculations and tests involving the impact of corrosion,
thereby re -defining the functions of the domestic underground
disposal facility. In the meantime, the researchers also review the
domestic competence in manufacturing and engineering. A mature
geological disposal engineering technology has been specified and
demonstrated through Sweden’s experience with the engineere d
barriers and the in -situ disposal studies in its undergroun d
laboratory. For the purpose of practicality and effectiveness,
Taiwan will continue referencing to or importing the Swedish
hardware and mature technologies.
At the current stage, the well -developed data obtained from
international

studies

of

engineered

barriers

as

well

as

the

geological survey data from the K -area are adopted as the
parameters for the disposal facility analyses and tests. A cas e for
the long-term stability of the engineered barriers and the disposal
facility is presented to determine the long -term stability. With
respect to the tunnel construction, facility operation and closure, as
well as the management of the deep geological repository, an
examination of the construction practices employed in the domestic
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and international repository projects of the same kind is completed
with the conclusion that questions relating to such construction
project can be addressed with existing te chnologies; the feasibility
of the program is confirmed. As the disposal program proceeds to
the stage of selection of candidate sites and establishment of an
underground laboratory, the engineering design will be tested
according to a combination of the i n-situ underground experiments
and the host rock characterization to ensure that the design closely
matches the expected conditions of the specified host rock.
The Report uses the K -area as the reference case as an example
for illustration purposes. The ex isting deep geological survey data
and the engineering design data as part of the deep geological
disposal concept are integrated. Scenarios adoptedfor the safety
assessments are developed based on the safety functions and safety
function indicators , and on the understanding of the long -term
development of the repository system gained from the analysis of a
reference evolution. Finally, the steps of the safety assessment are
put together and leading to the completion of the relevant
quantitative analyses. T he course of development that begins with
the integration of relevant information, scenario development to
the establishment of the disposal system safety assessment mode l
chain, and completes with quantitative analyses of radiation
exposure and risks, dem onstrates that Taiwan’s competence in the
spent nuclear fuel final disposal safety assessment methodology and
technology is adequate for the present program stage and has the
potential to be further developed for the needs of coming stages.
Meanwhile, the researchers maintain a quality assurance record of
the parameter data throughout the process and complete an
uncertainty analysis based on the assessment of the reference case.
Further assisted with quality management, natural analogue, peer
review, et cetera, the researchers seek to present the results of the
safety

assessment

over

a

very

consistently developing safety case.
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long

time -scale

based

on

a

6.3. Scientific and Technical Basis for Screening Survey Area of Candidate Site in
Potential Host Rock
6.3.1. Screening Process
The essential objective of the spent nuclear fuel final disposal
program is to choose an appropriate site for permanent placement
of the spent nuclear fuel so that they are isolated from the living
sphere of humans. The act is to ensure the safe ty of our citizens and
the quality of the environment, thereby promoting the sustainable
development of the environment in which we live.
During more than 50 years of international technological
development of the geological disposal of spent nuclear fuel , a
common trend is that the development programs always advance in
goal-oriented stages. The leading nuclear energy countries around
the world have slowly adopted the geological survey, disposal
engineering design and safety assessment technologies develo ped
and accumulated over the years in order to lay down the scientific
and technological groundwork suitable to the local conditions.
The gradual development and refinement of technologies
involving the geological environment characterization, disposal
engineering design and safety assessment analysis through constant
feedbacks and reviews is an essential and inevitable process to
protect the safety of the deep geological disposal facilities. The
programs often require decades of work and exertion. For exa mple,
in November of 2015, the long -term effort of Posiva, a Finnish
company, culminated in receiving the world’s first building permit
for a final spent fuel disposal facility situated in a granite
formation.
A study commissioned by the Nuclear Materials and Waste
Administration under the Atomic Energy Council (AEC) ( Lin, B. C.
2013, p148) offers an integrated analysis of the selection process
adopted to determine the final disposal site for the high -level
radioactive waste in leading nuclear -energy count ries. Despite the
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variations in the program timelines and objectives involved in the
site selection processes across different countries, the site selection
process can be divided into stages by the objectives, namely the site
screening, site survey and si te confirmation. The objectives and
considerations involved in the individual stages are listed as
follows:
(1) Site screening
(a) Objective
The primary objective for this stage is to screen and
identify several sites that have the “potential to host the
final disposal facility” and the “feasibility for future survey
work”.
(b) Identify an area with the “potential to become the final
disposal site”:
The primary concern for all countries in fulfilling this goal
is the long-term geological stability. The sc reening is
performed based on the existing geological survey data and
research literature, further verified by the optional on -site
surveys for more information.
The screening process may take place either by identifying
areas that match the screening cri teria or by open
solicitation for a suitability assessment procedure. The
primary screening factor is the long -term geological
stability.

Another factor to consider is whether the

disposal facility has the potential to be expanded in the
future.
(c) Identify an area with the “feasibility for future survey
work”:
The survey for the final spent nuclear fuel disposal entails
certain

challenges,

uncertainties

associated

with

the

finding analysis, as well as the NIMBY effect inherent with
a final disposal facility. For these reasons, selecting an
area with uncomplicated geological structures and thereby
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ease to analyze will greatly assist the future survey work,
thereby improving the credibility of the site suitability
assessment.
In addition, the legally designated reservation areas and
natural resource areas are to be avoided to prevent impact
to the residents of adjacent communities, and the social
perception of the choice must also be considered.
The basis on which the screening criteria are developed is
mostly

consisted

of

the

existing

research

literature.

Qualitative conditions make up most of the evaluation
criteria. But for some countries where the potential sites
screening is conducted by the open solicitation approach,
technical criteria consiste d of specific numerical values are
available especially for those that involve unfavorable
conditions (e.g. distance to the active fault, radius distance
to the volcano, etc.), and used for verification of the
suitability of the site for the intended purpo se.
(2) Site survey
(a) Objective
The primary objective of the site survey process is to
screen and identify a “suitable site”. As the basis on which
the screening criteria are developed is mostly consisted of
the existing research literature, qualitative assessments
and theory-based deductions are the primary method of
screening. The reliability of the results of the screening
varies depending on the accuracy of the survey data as
reference as well as the method of deduction. Therefore, to
better identify the area with the “great potential to be a
final disposal site”, the verification of the site suitability
and the determination of the best sites are performed with
the combination of the “site survey” and “safety analysis”
on top of the screening factor category taken from the
previous stage.
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(b) Combination of the “site survey” and “safety analysis”:
(i)

Primary objective for the “site survey”:
A spent nuclear fuel final disposal facility survey aims
to

obtain

the

geological,

hydrogeological

and

geochemical data for characterization as w ell as the
data required for the engineering design of the
disposal facility.
(ii) Primary objective for the “safety analysis”:
The final spent nuclear fuel disposal facility will be a
deep

geological

disposal

site

that

provides

the

functions of long -term safety and isolation lasting for
several tens of thousands of years. A functional
multiple -barrier system will be installed to achieve
the aim of protecting the safety of the environment in
which humans live. Therefore, a “safety analysis” shall
be performed at this stage to verify the overall
suitability of the area as a final disposal site and to
ensure the satisfaction of the safety regulations and
restrictions by the facility.
(iii) Combination:
During the survey stage, to better understand and
characterize

the

characterization

sites,

countries

information

provide

compiled

from

the
the

analysis of the site survey findings to the teams that
perform the “safety analysis” and “site design” to
re-examine and verify important issues, amongst other
things, the suitability of the design criteria and
satisfaction of the needs and requirements for the
safety functions.
(c) Underground survey and experiment as part of the “site
survey”:
The characterization of the host rock for a final spent
nuclear fuel disposal facility is crucial for assurance of
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safety functions. However, as all host rocks of different
sites have their unique characteristics and properties, an
analogue-based survey or analysis may not be adequate to
provide

an

accurate

characterization.

understanding

Therefore,

according

of

the

sit e

to

the

past

experience of survey work for site selection in other
countries, it is of paramount importance to set up an
underground research laboratory where the underground
survey and experiments are performed. The work at the lab
enables the provision of further and detailed site data
needed for the performance of a safety analysis for various
scenarios as well as the reduction of the uncertainties
associated with the survey and analysis.
(3) Site confirmation
(a) Objective:
In this stage, the AEC or an appropriate review agency
further

assesses

and

determines

whether

the

site

characterization performed during the site survey process
is satisfactory. In addition, all countries, in compliance to
the respective laws and regulations and the governance
structures, evaluate the social perception to the program.
(b) Method:
To confirm the site, countries are required to adhere to
varying

laws

and

governance

structures,

but

the

commonality shared by these systems is the requirement to
provide the detailed design information about the site and
the facility, conclusion of the safety analysis, environment
impact assessment and other documents associated with
the application for a permit to the review agency for
approval. In reviewing the site selection, a safety analysis
is performed based on the information acquired in the site
survey stage as the uncertainties associated with the
survey and analysis in progress is further explored. The
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reviewer makes an informed decision on the suitability of
the site and the design given a full understanding of the
site characterization, and concludes whether the site
confirmation will be approved based on the findings of the
safety analysis.
Given the fact that Switzerland and Japan have not made it to
the deep geological disposal site screening stage, the period
between 2005 and 2017 is designated to be the Potential Host Rock
Characterization and Evaluation Stage in Taiwan:
(1) The work in the current stage does not involve the assessm ent
of any specific geological disposal site ( TPC, 2006, 2011, c6p6).
(2) The conclusion and findings of the surveys and research done
in the current stage will lay down the groundwork for the next
stage, “Potential Site Evaluation, Selection and Approval ”
(2018 to 2028), as reference that helps the government
agencies assigned to the program determine the “recommended
candidate sites”. The objective of the subsequent stage, the
Comprehensive Survey and Testing of the Repository Site
(2029 to 2038), is to perform the necessary survey and
assessment of the recommended candidate sites so that the
location of the geological repository may be confirmed by 2038.
6.3.2. Screening Criteria
As explained in a study commissioned by the Nuclear Materials
and Waste Administration under the Atomic Energy Council (AEC)
(Lin, B. C. 2013, p155), the screening criteria for a suitable
repository site are often formulated according to the various laws
and governance structures applicable to respective countries, but in
spite of the variations there may be, the commonality shared by all
countries in formulating such criteria is to deem the safety
functions

as

the

primary

consideration

for

determining

the

suitability of a repository site. Therefore, during the site selection
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process, although individual criteria may be given different orders
of priority, the factors that affect the long -term safety of the
disposal facility shall take the precedence.
The following issues concerning the site screening criteria
shall be noted whe n performing the site selection:
(1) Consider how the criteria affect the site (including the safety,
operation and other impacts).
(2) Consider the sources and accuracy of information about
specific criteria which may be directly or indirectly acquired
during the site screening process and the site survey process.
(3) Consider how the criteria become restrictive or exclusive
conditions at the site under various scenarios.
(4) Other time -based and space -based criteria relating to the
disposal facility shall be duly evaluated.
The Rule Governing the High -Level Radioactive Waste Final
Disposal Site, a regulation issued by the AEC, has become effective
and applicable to the site selection process. The rule, as described
below, also provides certain elimi native quantitative standards:
(1) The Rule is enacted to ensure the safety of a high -level
radioactive waste final disposal site (hereinafter referred as
the “Site”) and to provide the guidelines by which the site
assessment, site selection and site contr ol processes may
proceed.
(2) The Site shall possess natural barriers to retard the migration
of the radionuclides and to minimize the risk of damages to the
disposal facility by the natural processes so that the repository
may continue to meet the safety requirements.
(3) The Site shall be located on an active fault or in an area where
the geological conditions may compromise the safety of the
disposal facility.
(a) A belt that extends 1km on both sides and 3km on the two
ends from the main fault zone o f an active fault
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(b) Area within 15km radius of the centre of the Quaternary
volcanic activities
(c) Area within 1km radius of the centre of the eruption of a
mud volcano
(d) Area with a landslide zone of an area larger than 0.1 km2
as the landslide may n ot be remedied and restored wit h
construction
(4) The Site shall not be located in an area where the geochemical
conditions are unfavorable to the inhibition of the transport of
radionuclides and likely to compromise the safety of the
disposal facility.
(a) An area where the hydrogen ion concentration (pH value)
in the underground water bodies is less than four
(b) An area where the distribution coefficient for the crucial
cation-based exchange of radionuclides in the geological
medium is less than 3 mL/ g
(5) The Site shall not be located in an area where the surface or
underground hydrological conditions are likely to compromise
the safety of the disposal facility.
(a) An area covered with waterways, including the rivers,
lakes, reserves of a water dam , area of the sewage system,
canals, flood ways, detention basin, and channels of
transbasin diversion.
(b) The catchment areas of a dam that’s existing, under
construction as well as planned and approved for building
in the future
(c) Groundwater control area
(6) The Site shall not be located in a densely populated area. The
high population density herein is defined as a township (city
and district) with more than 600 people per square kilometer
of land.
(7) An area at risk of landslides, sinking or volcano activities shall
be avoided.
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(8) An area with a geological structure that shows visible signs of
uplift, sinking, wrinkling or fault activities shall be avoided.
(9) An area with hydrological conditions pr one to changes brought
about by human activities and natural processes shall be
avoided.
(10) An area on the part of the earth crust that shows visible trends
of uplift or erosion shall be avoided.
(11) The

following

characteristics

of

the

host

rock

shal l

be

considered in selection of the Site:
(a) The depth of the host rock shall be greater than 300 m
from the surface
(b) The host rock has appropriate thickness and extension to
the sides to accommodate the underground facilities of the
repository.
(c) The host rock has thermodynamic properties favorable to
remove

the

heat

decay

generated

by

the

high -level

radioactive waste.
(d) The hydrological properties of the host rock contain low
hydraulic conductivity and low permeability.
(e) The host rock has mechanical properties favorable to safe
construction, operation and closure of the disposal facility.
(f)

The host rock has chemical properties that facilitate
sedimentation, adsorption or retardation of migrating
radionuclides.

(12) The following hydrolo gical characteristics shall be considered
in selection of the Site:
(a) The hydrogeological structures need to create a favorable
environment for restriction of groundwater flows and
retardation of migrating radionuclides.
(b) The groundwater flow fields need to be steady with low
water

gradient,

an

environment

groundwater movement.
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unfavorable

to

the

(c) The hydrogeological environment does not negatively
affect the high-level waste disposal facility.
(13) The following geochemical properties shall be c onsidered in
selecting the Site:
(a) The long-term geochemical evolution of the site does not
create an unfavorable environment for the maintenance of
the barrier functions of the repository.
(b) The redox properties and the chemical composition of the
groundwater of the site do not facilitate the erosion an d
damage of the waste containers.
(14) The Site shall not be located in an area where development is
forbidden by the law. The confines of the forbidden area and
the criteria for definition of such ar ea are governed by the
applicable laws and regulations.
Other than the quantitative standards used for elimination of
choices, most of the remaining criteria are either subject to
qualitative assessments, or evaluated based on a classification
assessment and inter-site comparison. An area is considered a
potential site when the assessments verify the long -term safety of
the site. The program may then proceed to evaluate the “operation
safety and technical feasibility of the engineering of the repository”,
were it be situated here. At this stage, the issue of utmost
importance is the possibility of reducing the safety risks associated
with the operation of the repository by way of adjusting the
engineering design while the plan retains its technical and fin ancial
viability. Other criteria, including the social perception, impact on
the natural environment, land ownership, population distribution,
existing scientific literature, site survey and characterization,
geological structure and the analysis of the lo ng-term evolution of
the environment, may potentially affect the progress of the
subsequent repository site survey, the accuracy of the analyses and
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the reliability of the safety determination. Therefore, an evaluation
based on these criteria will be perfo rmed.
6.3.3. The Geological Condition Requirements
A survey of the geological environment may be performed in
stages corresponding to different stages of the site selection. The
survey objectives for each stage are to be defined by the executing
and regulatory agencies. The data and information acquired in a
stage will be used to plan and improve the survey methods to be
employed in the subsequent stage. The survey plan is expected to
allow for flexibility to better reflect the local conditions such as the
geological and geographical conditions as well as t he population of
the site.
The characterization of the rock formation and groundwater in
the survey area is closely connected to the functionality of the
engineered and natural barriers of the site.
(1) Important geological features affecting the layout of the
engineered barrier system
(a) Geological structure
The state and position of the geological structures are
considered in designing an appropriate layout for the
barrier system. Large fracture zones that constitute a
hindrance to the construction of the underground facilities
are necessary and required.
(b) Characterization of the groundwater movement
The groundwater movement, a characterization criterion,
plays a crucial role in the degradation of the engineered
barrier material as well as the rel ease and migration of the
radionuclides. Ideally, the water gradient and permeability
of the rock formation should be low so the groundwater
seepage into the engineered barrier system remains small.
(c) Characterization of the groundwater geochemistry
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The chemical conditions of the groundwater including,
amongst others, the pH value and the redox potential, are
crucial in determining the speed at which the containers
erode as well as the rates at which the radionuclides
dissolve and migrate. According to t he current engineered
barrier

system

guidelines,

an

environment

with

the

reduced conditions in groundwater redox chemistry as well
as the groundwater not of strong base or acid is favorable
to the maintenance of the engineered barrier system.
Groundwater of seawater salinity is acceptable.
(d) Thermal and mechanical properties of the rock
The distribution of stress, temperature and other physical
properties of the host rock are crucial to the design,
construction and deployment of the disposal facility a nd
the engineered barrier system. A rock with relatively even
distribution of stress and low temperature creates a
favorable

environment

for

the

repository.

The

specifications of the engineered barrier system and other
components of the disposal facility w ill be optimized to
accommodate the physical properties of the chosen site.
Unfavorable conditions for deployment of the engineered
barrier system are listed below:
(i)

Given the thermal properties of the rock, the buffer
temperature is unlikely to remain sufficiently low
(100°C).

(ii) Given the mechanical properties of the rock, the
stability of the underground excavations throughout
the period of operation as a disposa l facility as well as
the physical stability of the engineered barrier syste m
after the refilling of the repository may be at risk.
(2) Important properties as the natural barrier
The geological environment is expected to play the critical role
as a natural barrier to facilitate the retardation of the
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migration of radionuclides released from the repository. With
the

assignment

environment,

a

of

these

close

functions

look

of

the

to

the

geological

geological

structures,

characterization of the groundwater m ovement, groundwater
chemical properties and the transport of solutes is required:
(a) Geological structure
An

uncomplicated

geological

composition

makes

characterization easier. Special attention should be given
to potential pathways of migration of radio nuclides, such
as the conclusion of the safety analysis (Chapter 5). The
repository needs to be situated at a site of sufficient
distance to the structures that may facilitate the transport
of radionuclides, an example being a large fracture zone.
(b) Characterization of the groundwater movement
The degree of restriction of the migration of radionuclides
depends on the hydrogeological conditions of the site. In
general, low water gradient and permeability and long
pathways

for

transport

to

the

closest

wate r-bearing

formation are favorable conditions.
(c) Geochemical properties of the groundwater/rock
General

conditions

that

impede

the

migration

of

radionuclides include an excellent reducing environment in
the buffer, low concentration of potential complexing
agents

(e.g.

dissolved

organic

matters)

and

minimal

number of colloids.
(d) Characterization o f solute transport
Ideally, the likelihood of the movement of solutes via
advective transport through the rock is low as diffusion is
still the primary mechanism of transport of solutes. When
advection on a surface of discontinuity happens, special
attention should be given to the physical structure and
mineral

composition

of

the

pathways

for

transport,

especially in relation to how processes such as adsorption
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and diffusion of matrix constituents retard the transport of
radionuclides. According to the ana lysis offered in Chapter
5, the following conditions are favorable to the repository:
a rock with properties that facilitate diffusion of matrix
constituents in great quantity, and highly adsorptive
minerals along the pathways for transport.
6.4. Scientific and Technolodical Basis for Facility Safety Principles
The safety criteria for spent nuclear fuel final disposal meet
the Fundamental Safety Principles issued by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2006b). The disposal facility will
utilize the pro cesses of isolation, containment, retardation and
dilution to achieve the objectives of long -term disposal of the spent
nuclear fuel, assurance of the public safety and protection of the
environmental quality. In this stage, the research team presents the
scientific

and

technological

foundation

underlying

the

safety

criteria for the facility from the aspects of isolation, containment,
retardation and dilution based on the consolidated results of the
technological feasibility assessment.
6.4.1. Disposal FacilitySafety Principles
The

ICRP

Publication

122

(ICRP,

2013),

issued

by

the

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in
compliance with the IAEA -issued Fundamental Safety Principles
(IAEA, 2006b), advises on the radiological protection in geolog ical
disposal of high -level radioactive waste. The values for protecting
future generations, as recommended by the report for a geological
disposal program, are consisted of the following objectives:
(1) The uncertainties associated with the potential hea lth hazards
caused by the low levels of exposure to the radiation from the
disposal facility in the future must be carefully considered.
(2) The disposal program continues to be built on the principle of
sustainable development.
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(3) Applying the principl es of radiological protection provided in
the ICRP Publication 81, individuals and populations in the
future should be afforded at least the same level of protection
as the current generation.
(4) The obligations of the present generation towards the futu re
generation are complex, involving, for instance, not only issues
of safety and protection but also transfer of knowledge and
resources.
In ICRP Publication 122 (ICRP, 2013), the deep geological
disposal or storage of the high -level radioactive waste is expected
to release radionuclides over a long period of evolution. The
released radionuclides are transported to the biosphere, exposin g
the biological groups to radiation. This exposure arising from such
scenario is a planned exposure situation as defined in Publication
103 (ICRP, 2007). The exposure situations in a disposal facility
under different assumptions or hypothetical conditions vary. For
potential

exposure

situations

a rising

from

natural

external

incidents and normal internal evolution, the use of dose or risk
constraints is recommended to plan the exposure situations. When
events and extreme incidents with low probability do happen and
impose major impact on the humans or the environment in the
biosphere, it shall be deemed emergency exposure or existing
exposure situations. For extreme natural disruptive event or
inadvertent human intrusion, the use of dose or risk constraints is
not necessary and therefore not recomme nded.
The

radiological

protection

used

for

various

exposure

scenarios in a high-level radioactive waste disposal program needs
to abide to ICRP’s three fundamental principles of radiological
protection:

justification, optimization of protection and the

application of dose limits.
Justification: For application of the justification principle, the
ICRP reiterates that waste management and disposal operations
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must be considered as an integral part of the radiation practice
generating the waste. Therefore, ju stification of the practice
incorporates the evaluation of waste management options. This
justification should be reviewed over the life time of that practice
according to the social values and technological and scientific
knowledge as they become availabl e.
Optimization: Optimization
broadest
evaluation

sense
of

as

an

protection

has to be understood in

iterative,
options

systematic
to

find

and

the

the

transparent

best

available

techniques to reduce the potential exposure. The optimization can
be achieved through a fair and transport system that incorporates
the participation of interested parties. In application of the
optimization principle, the recommended dose constraint to be
applied on the radiation source is an annual dose limit of 0.3
mSv/yr for the population and an annual dose of 20 mSv/yr or 100
mSv in 5 years for occupationally exposed workers. A risk
constraint for the population of 10 -5/yr is recommended when
applying an aggregated approach combining probability and dose.
The dose or risk const raints are used as the options for comparison
in an optimization assessment rather than an estimation of the
health hazards posed by the radiation. The Regulations on the Final
Disposal of High Level Radioactive Waste and Safety Management of
the Facilitie s is the primary piece of regulation governing the safety
assessment for the final disposal of high -level radioactive waste
(AEC, 2013). The long-term safety requirements for the disposal
facility design are provided in the following provisions:
Article 9:

The high-level radioactive waste disposal facilities shall

be designed to ensure that the annual effective radiation
dosage to a common person outside the facilities is not more
than 0.25mSv.
Article 10: The high-level radioactive waste disposal facilities shall
be designed to ensure that the personal annual risk caused by
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the radiation to a person in the key groups outside the
facilities is not more than 1/1,000,000.
Dose limit for individuals: According to the ICRP, for the
disposal of high -level radioactive waste, the dose constraint rather
than the dose limit for the population shall be used.
Miscellaneous: To protect the facility from the inadvertent
human intrusion, the siting and design of the faci lity shall be done
in a way that minimizes the probability of such scenario. Dose or
risk constraints do not apply to the extreme natural disruptive
events and inadvertent human intrusions that are separate from the
design basis scenarios. If a facility fa ilure event occurs during the
direct or indirect oversight periods whilst the abnormal dose of
radiation is detected, the protection criteria for an emergency
exposure or existing exposure shall be utilized.
6.4.2. Disposal System Safety Function Criteria
The siting and design of a geological repository utilizes the
processes of isolation, containment and retardation to achieve the
objectives of the long-term and safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel
and of the protection of the long -term safety of the general publ ic
and the environment. The criteria are explained as below:
(1) Isolation
The central element of a final disposal program is isolation.
The

high-level

radioactive

waste

is

isolated

from

the

environment in which humans live so that the radiotoxicity of
the waste is reduced to a level comparable to the background
level of radiotoxicity had it not been mined and processed into
nuclear fuel. The method of realizing such a goal is the
installation

of

multi -barriers

that

have

the

function

of

containment in the deep geological environment at the depth of
300 m to 1,000 m, thus enabling long-term isolation.
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To further probe into the long -term stability of the deep
geological environment, Section 3.2 of this Report provides a
geological disposal suitability stud y focusing on the important
and natural factors that affect the geological disposal facility in
Taiwan; Section 6.3 of the same Report explains the scientific
and technological research achievements in the study with
special attention given to the factors that may affect the
long-term safety of the disposal facility. The Section includes a
correlational analysis and qualitative impact analysis of the
effect of the rock stratum and groundwater properties on the
safety criteria for engineered barrier and natu ral barrier
systems.
To ensure that the disposal facility has a strong defense
mechanism and to avoid the heavy reliance on one single safety
function of the disposal facility, the facility adopts the
multi-barrier engineering design concept to strengthe n its
facility.

Section

4.5

of

this

Report

discusses

the

waste

canisters, buffer, specification and layout of the engineered
barriers, underground facilities, backfilling and sealing, and
repository design to analyze the design requirements of the
engineered barrier system and the disposal facility, thereby
developing the techniques used for analysis of long -term safety
of a disposal facility.
(2) Containment
Given a multi -barrier design approach, a disposal facility’s
function of containment is achieved through engineered and
natural barriers. The quantitative study of related safety
function indicators that aim to get a clear understanding of the
functionality of each engineered barrier component or a
combination of such components in the aspect of cont ainment
helps build up the credibility of the safety of a disposal facility.
Section 5.4 of this Report refers to KBS -3 disposal concept and
imports the containment safety function indicators of barrier
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components used in the Swedish SR -Site study. A seri es of
measurable or calculable indicators are given to the canisters,
buffer, backfill and the geosphere. In the meantime, the
quantitative criteria for safety function indicators based on the
characterization of the repository site is proposed. The criter ia
may be a set of ranges, single upper or lower limit values. A
barrier component that meets the safety function indicator
criteria means it has the ability to maintain the corresponding
safety function indicators.
The technical safety assessment methodol ogy developed in this
Report combines the safety function indicators and criteria and
allows one to study the functionality of barrier components
subject

to

the

THMC -coupled

processes

and

internal

interactions over the period of evolution using the stratif ied
analysis method, thereby proposing the reference evolution of
a disposal facility. The reference evolution generated in this
procedure

helps

the

construction

of

the

corresponding

representative scenarios.
(3) Retardation
In designing a disposal facili ty, in addition to the safety
function of containment, the utilization of the retardation
process as a safety function must be considered. The canister
provides the last frontier that offers the containment safety
function as part of the engineered barrier system. If a canister
fails over the time span of the evolution, the radionuclides
contained within the canister will be released. Therefore, the
reduction of the speed of radionuclide diffusion, dispersion and
advective

processes

is

the

objective

of

buil ding

the

retardation-related safety function indicators and criteria.
In the same vein as the containment -related safety functions,
Section 5.4 of this Report also explains the definition of the
retardation-related safety function indicators given in the
Swedish SR -Site report. A series of measurable or calculable
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indicators are assigned to the fuel, canisters, buffer, backfill
and the geosphere. The retardation -related safety function
indicators vary depending on the characterization of the
radionuclides. So, the criteria are often qualitative or based on
single upper or lower limit values.
Combining the retardation safety function indicators and
criteria, the Report develops the techniques for analyzing the
release and transport of radionuclides; the ana lysis of the
processes of transport and retardation of radionuclides in the
natural and engineered barriers is also incorporated to further
explain the scenarios of how the radionuclides return to the
biosphere.
Radionuclides that are released back to th e biosphere in which
humans live will migrate through the ecosystem and food chains,
causing potential exposure to radiation for human bodies. Section
5.6.2 of this Report develops the techniques for analyzing the
biosphere evolution; in the section, model s are built up to analyze
the

process

through

which

the

radionuclides,

diluted

and

transported via groundwater, sediments and seawater to the
agriculture, forester, fishery and animal husbandry, enter into
human bodies through the food chain; quantificatio n of the effect of
radiation is then possible. Finally, the probability of the scenarios
and the effect of the dose can be combined and duly calculated. The
risk constraints calculated this one shall meet the regulatory limits
required in the domestic laws and regulations.
6.5. Sub-conclusion
The content provided in Chapter 3 to Chapter 5 of this Report
presents

the

studies

on

the

three

core

technical

subjects

fundamental to the final disposal. Fig. 6 -1 of this Chapter provides
an illustration of the integration of technologies based on relevan ce
and pinpoints the corresponding framework within which the future
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development of disposal technologies is to take place. The spent
nuclear fuel final disposal site selection procedure is yet to be
defined as of 2016. For this reason, the Report reviews the domestic
studies and thereby recommends the division of the site selection
procedure into three stages: screening, survey and confirmation.
The screening criteria and the corresponding fundamental survey
science are introduced in Section 6.3.2. Further more, a scientific
investigation

into

the

functions

of

a

repository

allows

the

researchers to assign quantifiable indicators and numerical values.
According to the Survey Report on the Crystalline Rock as a
Potential Host Rock issued by Taipower Company (T aipower, 2015,
p.1-2), as for whether a granite rock suitable for hosting a deep
geological repository can be found, the existing survey information
on the potential granite host roc k K-areas finds that geological
maps, histories and studies of Eastern Tai wan, Kinmen, Matsu and
Wuchou are available. The same geological disposal concept applies
to the three offshore islands including Kinmen, Matsu and Wuchou.
Therefore, it is possible to use Kinmen as a reference case for the
deep geological repository. The SNFD2017 Report adopts this
reference

case

competence

in

as

an

handling

exercise

through

geological

which

disposal

the

technical

technologies

and

carrying out the long-term deep geological repository safety
assessment is demonstrated.
The final disposal program is still in the stage of characterizin g
and evaluating potential host rocks and still yet to undertake the
screening for candidate sites. Once the candidate sites to be
surveyed are confirmed, the detailed site characteristic parameters
will be obtained through the site-specific investigations, and those
quantified indicators as previously mentioned will be revised
synchronously after the iterating studies are carried out through
the

proper

verification

of

facility

assessment.
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performance

and

safety

7. Conclusion and the Future Direction of Research and Development
7.1. Feasibility of Geological Disposal Technology Development in Taiwan
Summing up the results of the research and development
presented in the previous chapter s in this Report, the current stage
of the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Program, “Potential Host
Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage” (2005 to 2017), is
wrapped up with the following conclusions:
(1) As stated in the SNFD2009 Report, the Swedis h KSB-3 disposal
concept has been adopted as the underlying concept that
governs the current disposal system in Taiwan. Therefore, the
development of repository design and engineering technology
at the current stage is expected to achieve certain primary
objectives. It is believed that, through the domestic disposal
program

based

on

characterization,

the

local

conditions

Taiwan

will

develop

and

and

geological

acquire

the

fundamental technologies of designing individual systems,
components and structures tha t make up the canisters, buffer
and backfill, deposition tunnels and plugs. Taiwan Powe r
Company and its research team has fully grasped the relevant
design

skills

repository

and

design

acquired
and

the

competence

engineering

in

handling

technology,

thereb y

providing an affirmative answer to the question “whether the
team has the competence in handling geological disposal
engineering technology”, a core issue considered a milestone
for the current stage of the program.
(2) A technical feasibility assessment on the domestic performance
of a safety assessment of the national final disposal program.
The development of safety assessment technology at this stage
focuses on the spent nuclear fuel disposal system as presented
in “Repository Design and Engineering T echnology “as well as
the conceptual geological model and characterization data of
the reference case adopted by the SNFD2017 Report, thereby
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manifesting our acquisition of the competence in carrying out
long-term safety

assessments of a

disposal facility.

The

research achievements can be summarized as follows:
(a) The basic elements of methodologies of safety assessment
and scenario development have been established. An
explanation

of

the

risk

assessment

methods,

the

integration of assessment modelling too ls and the relevant
parameters required to perform the former is provided.
(b) An exercise with a reference case formulated based on the
domestic geological features and repository design concept
builds up the general confidence in the safety assessment
technologies.
(c) The needs for further development of the existing safety
assessment technologies are to be addressed in carefully
planned research and development projects, the results of
which are expected to provide technical support to the site
selection

and

approval

procedures

as

the

program

advances to next stage (2018 to 2028).
The research team is committed to the domestic spent nuclear
fuel final disposal program. The technologies acquired at this stage
lay down the foundation upon which the progra m advances to the
subsequent stages, including “Candidate Site Selection and Approval
Stage” (2018 to 2028), “Detailed Site Survey and Testing Stage”
(2029 to 2038), “Repository Design, Safety Analysis and Evaluation
Stage” (2039 to 2044) and “Repository C onstruction Stage” (2045 to
2055).

Once

candidate

sites

are

selected

through

a

proper

procedure and supported by the social consent and public opinion, a
geological environment suitable for hosting a deep geological
repository can then be proposed.
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7.2. Future Research and Development
According to the Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan (2014
revision), the upcoming stage of the program, Potential Site
Selection and Approval (2018 to 2028), is expected to fulfill the
following objectives:
(1) Complete the survey and assessment of the potential sites and
recommend the preferred sites for detailed survey
(2) Develop the technical competence required for engineering
design and performance/safety assessment of the candidate
sites
Therefore, through the research and development for the
upcoming stage, it is expected that an underground laboratory will
be

planned

and

constructed

based

on

the

technological

achievements obtained from the current stage, Potential Host Rock
Characterization and Evaluation Stag e. The information will be
further communicated with the general public to build consensus.
Moreover,

studies

on

the

geological

characterization

and

performance/safety assessment of the candidate sites in the
potential host rock zones as well as the areas under consideration
as locations of future repositories are to be performed to obtain the
essential geological data of the local environment and candidate
sites. The site characterization are further confirmed by detailed
site investigation and data evalua tions. Through the repeated
exercises of engineering design and safety assessments, the results
are fed back, improved and integrated, thereby allowing the
researchers to decide on the recommended candidate sites for
hosting the repository. The remaining c hapter is divided into two
parts,

geological

survey

as

well

as

engineering

design

and

performance/safety assessment, in order to present the future
research and development plan.
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7.2.1. Completion of Survey and Evaluation of Candidate Sites and Recommend
Preferred Sites for Detailed Survey
The deep geological features of granite have been investigated
and presented during the Potential Host Rock Characterization and
Evaluation Stage. In the same stage, integrated data analyses are
employed to build a preliminary geological concept model of the
offshore
attitudes

island
of

granite

fracture

formations,
zones.

The

their

primary

parameters

of

faults

and

geological

characterization are generated through surveys and inspections
including

rock

hydraulic

uplift

parameter

monitoring,
upscaling

microsei smic
effect,

monitoring,

long -term

water

pressure/quality monitoring, high density cross -hole testing and
analysis. As the researchers undertake evaluation of the potential
sites in the subsequent stage, granite formations in the offshore
islands and Eastern Taiwan are to be included for consideration.
Surveys with higher accuracy requirements are to be performed to
obtain detailed data to enable the building of the deep geological
concept model for use in performance/safety as sessments an d
analyses. The candidate sites are to be recommended accordingly.
For the geological characterization survey of the potential sites
hosting particular geological disposal facilities, in -situ surveys and
data analyses, covering installation of borehole seismometers and
analysis

of

data

obtained

this

way,

borehole

in -situ

stress

measurement and analysis, large -scale pumping test and high
density borehole hydraulic test, are required to be undertaken. The
previously named technologies are individu ally supported with
related technologies but an integrated survey and analysis is yet to
be performed. A research centre for long -term deep geological
characterization survey is then an essential condition to the
integrated development and verification of related technologies.
The expected quantity of domestic spent nuclear fuel is at least
one order of magnitude less than what would be produced in the
United States and Japan. In addition to the consistent commitment
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to the studies on the tunnel -style deep geological disposal, the
research team tends to actively engage in the development of
deep-hole disposal in the Mesozoic bedrock and granite. The
re-development of technical competence in geological boring at the
depth of 5,000 m is to commence in order to provide more options
relating to the final disposal method and location.
7.2.2. Technological Development of Engineering Design and Performance/Safety
Assessment of the Potential Sites
The localization of engineering design and safety assessment
aims to look for an optimized option that accommodates the
geological

characterization

in

the

potential

site

hosting

the

particular geological disposal facilities in the future and thereby
maximizes the benefit of the final disposal facility program. Based
on the engineering design procedure established in this stage as
well

as

the

assessments

technical
performed

feedbacks
in

the

obtained

K -area,

the

from

the

objectives

safety
to

be

completed in the subsequent stage are planned as follows:
(1) Geological survey data back tracking analysis, survey standard
procedure and data verification study
Geological survey data are essential information that can alter
the results of the engineering design and safety assessment.
However, data presentation is to take different forms and
comply with different requirements in response to different
purposes. To further build up data veracity, in addition to the
improvement

in

in -situ

survey

and

data

analysis,

the

researchers are expected to establish a standard operation
procedure for data requirement/provision in the subsequent
stage, standardize the survey technologies and engage in the
study of data verification and quality assurance standard
operation procedure.
(2) In-situ parameter application platform
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The cross-feedback and applicatio n of data obtained from
geological surveys, engineering designs and safety assessments
are in place. Considering the individual expertise pertaining to
the three fields and the division of labor, the engineering
design data can be a continuation of the pre viously obtained
in-situ survey data and provision of more data upon which the
parameters for the upcoming safety assessments are developed.
An in-situ parameter application platform can be established
according to the international practice in confidence building
for the in-situ parameters and data transparency assurance. As
to how it works, the safety assessment serves as the data user
that proposes data requirements; through the data receiving
and verification method established by the engineering design ,
the data request is fulfilled as the geological survey develops
appropriate survey technologies and provides survey data
accordingly. As the engineering design and safety assessment
procedures have been established in this stage, the future
parameter sensitivity analyses can be repeated checked and
verified based on the said procedures.
(3) Layout design for a particular site
The design of the layout of the deposition tunnels and holes in
a final disposal facility is to take into account the in -situ stress
and rock fractures and, in the meantime, to reflect and
accommodate the results of the groundwater flow analysis,
thermal analysis and seismic -induced failure assessment. So
far, the technical competence in designing deposition tunnels
and holes has been acquired and verified with the exercise
based on the K-area. For the upcoming stage, the researchers
are expected to work in the expanded areas with other
potential host rocks. This way, the research results will cover
individual host rocks in Taiwan and thereby create a broader
basis for decision -making in the selection of a final disposal
facility site.
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(4) Establishment of an Underground laboratory or Engineering
Verification Presentation Centre and the Related Verification
Technologies
Any progress in the construction of a final disposal facility can
only be made with the trust and support from the general
public. According to the long -term development plans as
adopted in many countries, an underground laboratory or a
presentation centre that performs e ngineering verification
provides a venue where the questions posed by the general
public, scholars and experts can be clarified and explained with
survey

data.

The

decisions

in

the

repository

design

improvements are made in reliance to these data.
(5) Guiding the domestic vendors
The construction of a final disposal facility is a special kind of
construction project. The actual completion of the repository
construction is still 50 years away as of this date. But an early
launch of the overall planning, including canister production,
buffer/backfill
machineries
guidance

material

and

and

and

equipment,

engineering

equipment,
is

still

transportation

favorable.

demonstration

will

of

Technical

attract

the

domestic vendors to commit to this field, thereby faci litating
the development of the final disposal plan. For this reason,
guiding the domestic vendors is of paramount importance and
should be done promptly. The task is listed as a one of the
development tasks to be completed as the program progresses.
(6) Technical development of the reference evolution in the
disposal facility
For

the

upcoming

stage,

an

expanded

systematic

and

comprehensive analysis of the important internal processes
and the related theories of the reference evolution developed
in this stage are to be performed as a continuation of the
current

research

achievements.

As

some

of

the

internal

processes vary depending on the particular sites, the import of
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local data is therefore needed to build a reference evolution
backed by scientific argum ent and evidence. The study of
long-term evolutions requires, in addition to the important
internal processes as pinpointed in the current research
project, incorporation of the reliable and specified results of
international

studies

corporation

(e.g.

and

facilitation

DECOVALEX)

to

a

of

in ternational

rapid

acquisition

of

technical competence.
(7) Technological

Development

of

Coupled

Thermo-Hydraulic-Mechanical-Chemical(THMC)

Experiments

Buffer and backfill are important components and safety
factors in a

disposal facility.

The long -term safety and

durability of the design are the important subject matters for
the

study.

competence

For
in

the

purpose

performing

of

the

acquiring

the

buffer/backfill

technical

safety

and

performance assessments, the research and development in the
upcoming stage is to be rooted in the study findings completed
in the current stage of the program and, taking into account of
the

coupled

conditions

experimental
in

the

studies

repository,

based
generate

on

the

the

actual

material

characterization experimental data and parameters required
for numerical analyses. A coupled THMC numerical mode l
based on the domestic repository environmental conditions i s
to be developed in order to evaluate the repository layout and
buffer/backfill materi al design. In addition, Taipower Company
has joined the DECOVALEX 2019 research project in May 2016
to ensure the quality and quantity of the research as well as to
speed up the progress while effectively learning from the
existing international research a chievements and experience.
The DECOVALEX project allows the Taipower research team to
work with research teams from around the world and to engage
in parallel, cross and face -to-face comparisons and studies of
selected topics.
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(8) Technological developmen t of safety assessment modelling
flow
The repository safety issues involve expertise in numerous
technical fields. For this reason, the integration and application
of safety assessment modelling flows are both daunting tasks.
The preliminary building and i ntegration of safety assessment
modeling flows as part of the discussion concerning canister
corrosion and shear scenarios as well as the demonstration of
the feasibility thereof are completed in the current stage of the
program. But to achieve the degree of quantification required
for

ensuring

the

reliability

of

the

safety

assessments,

consistent and long -term commitment of research resources is
still needed. For the upcoming stage, the subject matter will be
developed alongside with the reference evolutio n in the
repository based on the technical feedbacks obtained in the
current research project. The researchers will register the
assessment

modelling

flow

development

requirements

according to the local features and demands and generally
incorporate the do mestic existing research resources in order
to build up the diversity of the model. The team will actively
engage in international technical exchange and cooperation to
perform model verification and parallel comparison in order to
build up confidence in t he safety cases.
(9) Strengthening the applicability of the safety case assessment
methodology
The current stage of the program demonstrates the application
of a methodology through an exercise based on the K -area as
the reference case, which also fulfil ls the requirement of a
safety case. The data and model development lays down the
important foundation upon which the quality and reliability of
the safety assessments are built. The tasks that fall into the
category include the overall characterization of the geological
features of the disposal system, scientific argument, scientific
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data,

as

well

as

assessment

methodologies,

models

and

computer programs. For this reason, the researchers will still
actively engage in the potential site survey in combinatio n with
the

geological

technological

survey
standard

data

backtracking

operation

analysis,

procedure

survey

and

data

verification study. An in -situ parameter application platform
will also be established. Upon completion of the tasks as
specified above, the safety case assessment methodology will
be applied in the recommended potential sites; another option
is for the research team to work with international case
assessment

teams.

The

process

of

repeated

application,

feedbacks and reviews continues to develo p the most optimized
safety assessment methodology.
(10) Technological development of radionuclide migration test
The purpose of a radionuclide migration test is to examine the
adsorption and diffusion of radionuclides in the near -field
engineered barriers and far -field rock fractures in a simulated
deep geological environment and to develop the related
radionuclide migration parameters for use by the domestic
final disposal safety assessment and engineered barrier design
as localized parameters. The long -term outlook of the program
on the subject matter is for the researchers to perform related
adsorption and diffusio n experiments with the important
radionuclides of high absorbability as the test subjects. As for
the model verification and analysis, the researchers will
conduct studies on the subject matters including radionuclide
migration testing models, analysis and verification techniques,
evaluation

and

establishment

of

experimental

parameter

uncertainties, geochemistry of the near -field adsorption and
far-field transport of radionuclides, and thermomechanical
balance models. The study findings will increase the re liability
of experimental data. Furthermore, how colloids affect the
migration of radionuclides is also a topic of great research
7-10

interest. The research will conduct studies on the topics
relating to the transport of colloids in the buffer/backfill and
the host rock, adsorption/desorption of radionuclides by the
organic

matters/microorganisms

migration

process,

the

in

interaction

the
of

colloids

and

the

radionuclides

and

colloids, the transport of radionuclide -bearing colloids, as well
as the creation of fa vorable conditions for migration of
radionuclides by colloids and the related processes.
(11) Research and development in natural analogues
The study of natural analogues is a supplementary way of
demonstrating

the

performance

of

the

deep

geological

repository. The purpose is to observe the naturally occurring
phenomena as analogues of performance of engineered barriers
over an extensive period of time. The method addresses the
inherent inadequacies concerning the scale of time and space
offered by the laboratory and in -situ experiments, thereby
building the general confidence in the deep geological disposal
concept and assessment.
7.3. Conclusion
The development of nuclear energy in Taiwan is subject to
transformation with policy changes. The ultimate goal is t o
establish Taiwan as a nuclear -free country. The existing nuclear
power plants are to be de -commissioned upon expiration of their
individual service lives. However, the safety management of the
spent nuclear fuel, including storage and final disposal, is an issue
that requires a practical and proactive solution. Taiwan Power
Company is committed to a systematic and effective buildup of
technical competence through the spent nuclear fuel final disposal
program in compliance with the governing laws and regul ations.
The SNFD2017 Report reflects the progress made in the current
stage, Potential Host Rock Characterization and Evaluation Stage, as
of the date. The Report demonstrates the acquisition of the
7-11

technical

competence

in

handling

geological

disposal

and

performing the long-term safety assessment of the geological
disposal facilities, both of which are key milestones for the current
project.

The

Report

also

explains

the

current

technological

structure and shows compliance to the requirements as set forth i n
the AEC-issued regulations. The Report, subject to the approval by
the AEC in the government as well as the international and domestic
technical review groups, will mark the beginning of further
advancement onto the subsequent stages of the final disposa l
program and serve as an important basis for decision -making.
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AECTW
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CGS
CNFZ
CPC
CWB
DBD

Type

Annotation

Organization
Terminology
Organization
Location
Organization
Organization
Terminology

DFN
DTD

Terminology
Terminology

DTDPT
EAP
EBS
FCMA

Terminology
Location
Terminology
Organization

FTD-Ap
FTD-Zrn
GDF

Terminology
Terminology
Terminology
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HCBH01
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HLWR
HTPF

Terminology
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Terminology
Terminology
Terminology
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KMBH01
KMBH02
KMBH03
KMBH04
KMBH05
KMBH06
KST
KVG
KYH
LEAC

Organization
Organization
Unit
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Geology

LGM
MaBP
MBS

Geology
Unit
Terminology

Atomic Energy Council, Taiwan
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Central Geological Survey, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Taiwan
Changle-Nanao Deep Fault Zone, China (Figure 3-1-a)
CPC Corporation, Taiwan
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Direct Time Domain Particle Tracking Method
Eurasian Plate (Figure 3-1-a)
Engineered Barrier System
Fuel Cycle and Material Administration of the Atomic Energy Council,
Taiwan
Fission-track dating age (MaBP) of Apatite
Fission-track dating age (MaBP) of Zircon
Geological disposal facility (GDF); a facility designed and constructed
for the final disposal of high-level radioactive waste based on deep
geological disposal concept (e.g., DTD or DBD).
Global Position System
Borehole’s ID #01 in the eastern Taiwan granite area (Figure 3-2-c)
Hydraulic Fracturing Method for Rock’s Stress Measurement
High-level Radioactive Waste from SNF’s Reprocessing
Hydraulic Tests on Pre-existing Fractures Method for Rock’s Stress
Measurement
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Society for Rock Mechanics
Thousands of Years Before Present (Present = 1950)
Borehole’s ID #01 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Borehole’s ID #02 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Borehole’s ID #03 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Borehole’s ID #04 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Borehole’s ID #05 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Borehole’s ID #06 in K area (Figure 3-24-a)
Kueishantao Island, Taiwan, a volcanic island (Figure 3-1-b)
Keelung Volcano Group, Taiwan (Figure 3-1-b)
Kuanyin Gravity High (Figure 3-1-c)
NLZA and EAP Arc-Continent collision driven by PSP northwestward
movement since 5 MaBP
Last Glacial Maximum (ca. 20 kaBP)
Millions of Years Before Present (1950)
Multi-barrier System, MBS = EBS + NBS
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MLT
MWCF

Location
Terminology

NBS
NLZA
OT
PDFZ
PDMB
PKH
PSP
RKA
SCP
SCMB
SCS
SFDM
SNF
SNFD2009

Terminology
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Terminology
Terminology
Terminology

SNFD2017

Terminology

SNFDPlan
SNFDProject
SpiderGram

Terminology
Terminology
Geology

TAS
TCMB
TPC
TVG
WEP

Geology
Location
Organization
Location
Location

RKT

Manila Trench (Figure 3-1-a)
Major Water-conducting Feature in rock. The major transport feature
of nuclide in rock while EBS lose its containment function.
Natural Barrier System
North Luzon Arc (Figure 3-1-a)
Okinawa Trough (Figure 3-1-a)
Pingtan-Dongshan Deep Fault Zone, China
Pingtan-Dongshan Metamorphic Belt, China (Figure 3-1-a)
Peikang Gravity High (Figure 3-1-c)
Philippine Sea Plate (Figure 3-1-a)
Ryukyu Arc(Figure 3-1-a)
Ryukyu Trench (F i gu r e 3- 1- a )

South China Sea Plate (Figure 3-1-a)
Southeastern Coast Magmatic Belt, China (Figure 3-1-a)
South China Sea (Figure 3-1-a)
Single Fracture Dispersion Model
Spent Nuclear Fuel
Preliminary Technical Feasibility Study Report for Final Disposal of
Spent Nuclear Fuel in Taiwan (referred to as the SNFD2009 report)
Technical Feasibility Report for the Final Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel in Taiwan (referred to as the SNFD2017 report)
The Spent Nuclear Fuel Final Disposal Plan, Taiwan
All R&D projects implemented in Taiwan for the final disposal of SNF
The primitive mantle-normalized incompatible element diagram; see
annotation of Figure 3-29.
Total Alkaline versus Silica diagram; see annotation of Figure 3-29.
Tananao Complex and Metamorphic Belt, Taiwan (Figure 3-1-b)
Taiwan Power Company
Tatun Volcano Group, Taiwan (Figure 3-1-b)
The Western Edge of the northward subducting PSP in northern
Taiwan (Figure 3-1-a)
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Appendix A. Reference case(Table 1)
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Appendix B. Reference case(Table 2)
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Appendix C. Reference case(Table 3)
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